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Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I desire that there should be no
misconception about the matter of a
three-fifths majority with respect to a
poll. The Opposition is prepared to test
the sincerity of the Government on a
democratic vote. I anticipate that, if a
poll is taken in accordance with the
Chief Secretary's amendment, which has
been inserted in clause 5, it will be
on the basis of a simple majority. That
is precisely what the amendment proposed by the honorable member for
Mornington means. Instead of the matter
of conducting a poll being doubtful, the
amendment before the Chair will ensure
that a poll will be taken.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the Bnl (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton in the chair)Ayes
25
Noes
13
Majority against the
amendment

1953.J
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Adjournment.

STATUTE LAW REVISION
COM'MITTEE.
TRANSFER OF LAND BILL 1953.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew), chairman, presented the report of the Statute Law
Revision Committee on the proposals
contained in the Transfer of Land Bill,
together with minutes of evidence.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table and be printed together with
the minutes of evidence.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until this day at Eleven o',clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The House
(Friday).

adjourned at

2.5 a.m.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 11.45 a.m., and read
the prayer.
BUILDING MATERIALS.
GALVANIZED IRON AND PIPING:
AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLIES.

For Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland South), Mr. Brose asked the
Minister of Housing1. What is the lag in del,ive:r:ies of-Ca)
Australian galvanized iron; and (b) Australian galvanized piping?
2. When it is expected full supplies will
be available?

Mr. HAYES (Minister of Housing).The answers are1. (a) The l'ag in delivery of Australian
galvanized iron is from six to nine months
frOom date of order according to the usage
proposed.
(b) No control is being exercised over
this material, but it has been ascertalined
from the manufacturers that no undue lag
occurs in delivery of piping.
2. Piping is now procurable without undue delay, but it is not possible to indicate
when full supplies of Australian galvanized
ivon will be available.
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by the State Electricity Commission on the
Kiewa hydro-electric scheme; and how
many were employed on the 31st December,
1952 the 30th June, 1953, and the 30th
Sept~mber, 1953, respectively, giving the
number of migrants included in each
category?

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
KIEWA HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME:

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked Mr.
Scully (Honorary Minister), for the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings-

Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).The Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings has furnished the following reply:-

How many-(a) administrative officers;
tradesmen; (c) semi-skilled workers;
and (d) unskilled workers, are now employed

(b)

31st

-

Commission.
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30th

30th

September,

December,

June, 1953.

staff, including
technical and clerical
officers, foremen, &c.
(b) Tradesmen
..
"

242

225

224

221

191

203

..

471

401

460

..

78

57

81

1952.

(a) Salaried

(c) Semi-skilled

"

(d) Unskilled workers

30th November, 1953.

1953. '

226
4 electrical
(Including
operators at power station)
250
3

foreign

535
(Including
2
migrants)

foreign

(Including
migrants)

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
SUBURBAN POLICE STATIONS.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Chief Secretary1. Whether it is the intention of the
Government to erect a police station at
North Coburg?
2. 'Whether the Police Department has
selected two allotments, Nos. 130 and 131,
at the corner of Sydney-road and Queen'sparade, on which it is proposed to erect a
police station?
3. Whether the residence now utilized by
the Police Department at Merlynston as a
police station will be sold at an early date;
if so, what provision has been made by the
Police Department for a new location?

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. No.
2. No.
3. The owner of the premises occupied as
a police station at Merlynston offered to sell
them to the Department, but as the area
" of the land is not sufficient to enable a suitable office .to be erected, the offer was not
accepted.
A block of land on Princess-street,
Fawkner, has been purchased with a view
to ultimately erecting a police station
thereon.

73
(Including
migrant)

1

foreign

STATE RIVERS AND WATER SUPPLY
COMMISSION.
EILDON PROJECT: NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Water SupplyHow many-(a) administrative officers;
tradesmen; (c) semi-skilled workers;
and (d) unskilled workers, are now employed by the State Rivers and "Water
Supply Commission on the Eildon project;
and how many were employed on the 31st
December, 1952, the 30th June, 1953, and
the 30th September, 1953, respectively, giving the number of migrants included in each
cate"gory?
(b)

Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-The necessary information
will be obtained and supplied to the
honorable member.
LANDS DEPARTMENT.
DESTRUCTION OF BLACKBERRY BRAMBLE:
PRICE OF WEEDICIDES.

For Sir HERBERT HYLAND "( Gippsland South), Mr. Brose asked the Minister of LandsWhether farmers are still able to purchase weedicides at cost price for the destruction of blackberry bramble; if not, why
this concession was withdrawn?
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Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).The answer isThe payment of subsidy on weedicides has
been restricted to certain weeds, of which
blackberry bramble is not one. Owing to
the state of the finances it was found necessary to limit this concession to weeds which
were considered the most dangerous to
rural production, namely ragwort, skeleton
weed, and cape tulip.

LAW DEPARTMENT.
"HOUSEY-HOUSEY": GROSS TAKINGS:
PAYMENTS TO CHARITY.
Mr. CORRIGAN (Port Melbourne)
asked Mr. Scully (Honorary Minister),
for the A ttorney-General1. What were the gross monthly takings
at the .. housey-housey" games conducted
at Wirth's Park and at Clarendon-street,
South Mel'bourne, respectively, duving tfue
months of August and September, 1953?
2. How much, and what percentages of
each month's gross takings, were paid to
charity?

Mr. SCULLY (Honorary Minister).The answers supplied by the AttorneyGeneral are-1. Wirth's Olympia.-August, 1953, £17,682;
September, 1953, £17,008.
South MeLbourne.-August, 1953, £15,704;
September, 1953, £15,698.
2. Wirth's Olympia.-August, 1953, £1,602
or 9.1 per cent.; Septemiber, 1953, £1,513 or
8.9 per cent.
South MeLbourne.-August, 1953, £3,565 or
22.7 per cent.; September, 1953, £3,963 or
25.3 per cent.

STATUTES AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure, as its name implies, is
designed to effect a number of unrelated amendments to various statutes.
Each amendment must be considered
separately, because there is no way in
which I can generalize my explanation.
Although this Bill has not been considered by the Statute Law Revision
Committee it is not highly technical and
is capable of being understood easily.
I anticipate that it will receive the
approval not only of Government supporters but also of Opposition members.

Amendment Bill.
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Clause 2 amends the Administration
and Probate Acts. Section 45 of the
1928 Act prescribes that when a person
dies intestate and leaves a widow but no
issue, the widow shall be entitled to the
whole of the estate where the residue,
after the payment of debts and so on,
does not exceed £1,000. Where the
residue exceeds £1,000, it is provided
that she shall take the first £1,000 and
the share in the balance of the residue
to which, by law, she is entitled. If a
person dies intestate leaving no issue but
a widow and a brother and sister, if the
residue of the estate is less than £1,000
the widow takes the whole of it. If the
residue exceeds £1,000, the widow takes
the first £1,000 and half of the balance.
The brother and sister divide the other
half equally between them. The purpose of the first amendment contained
in clause 2 is to enable a widow to take
the whole of the estate where the residue
does not exceed £5,000, and where it
exceeds £5,000, to take the first £5,000
and to share in the balance as the
law at present provides. The reason
for the amendment is obvious and in
view of the depreciated value of money
no great point arises in this matter.
Mr. RYL~H.-The amendment will
apply whether the testator was living
with his wife or not?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes. Sub-clause (2) of
clause 2 amends section 3 of the Administration and Probate Act 1948. By
that .section it is ~provided that if a
person dies intestate leaving an infant
child or .children surviving him and if
his estate after payment of his debts
does not exceed £100, the administrator
of the estate may pay the shares to
which the children are entitled to the
widow or to any person having charge of
the children. It was considered that the
decrease in money values did not warrant
a small sum being paid into court and
an application having to be made for its
distribution before the children reach 21
years of age. The person having custody
of the children of the intestate is able
to apply the money towards their maintenance. The purpose of the amendment
is to increase the limit of the estate from
£100 to £500.
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Mr. RYLAH.-Was not this amendment
recommended by the Statute Law
Revision Committee?
Mr. HOLT.-I seem to recall that the
committee discussed the matter.
Mr. RYLAH.-I think the amendment
was recommended in the committee's
report on the Trustee Bill.
Mr. HOLT.-Clause 3 amends the
County Court Act. Section 54 of the
Act at present provideS that it is contempt of court, punishable by fine or
imprisonment, for a person who has been
summoned as a witness before a County
Court to .fail, without sufficient cause,
to attend as summoned. It is necessary
that the witness must have been paid or
tendered at the time. of being given his
summons a sum of money to cover his
travelling and subsistence expenses
while attending at the court. At present,
the section requires that this sum must
be calculated on the scale prescribed by
the County Court rules. The proposed
amendment, however, is to the effect
that the witness shall have been paid
or tendered "a reasonable sum for
travelling expenses and subsistence."
Under the rules, the allowance to be
paid a witness varies according to the
occupation or status in .life of the
·witness. A party to a County Court
action who desires to call a person as
a witness may have reasonable grounds
for thinking that the witness's occupation
is such and such, and may tender him a
sum of money accordingly.
As the
section stands at present, if, in fact,
under the scale as laid down in the rules,
the witness is entitled to a shilling or
two more, he can ignore the summons
without making himself liable for contempt of court. The amendment will
not place an additional burden on
witnesses, but will ensure that, by a mere
technicality, they cannot escape punishment for flouting the court.
Clause 4 amends Part VII. of the Employers and Employees Act 1928, which
deals with the attachment of wages.
A ttachn:tent of wages, or garnishee proceedings, is a process of law whereby if
a wage earner owes money to any person,
his wages may be attacl1ed after due
execution of the legal requirements, and
a proportion appropriated for payment

A mendment Bill.

of the debt. At present, by Part VII. of
the Act, the following is the position as
to attachment:(a) In the case of an unmarried person there is no limitation on the
amount of wages that may be
attached;
(b) In the case of a married person,
no attachment lies unless the
worker's wages exceed £3 per
week and then only the surplus
above £3 is liable and, unless
the total wages exceed £5 per
week, no costs or expenses of
the attachment other than the
costs of the court fees or stamps
are payable by the worker.
The principal amendments proposed by
the clause are as follows:1. No order is to be made against any
married female worker nor, save
as hereinafter set out, against any
male worker or unmarried female
worker.
2. In the case of a married male
worker no order is to be made unless his wages exceed £11 17s. per
week and then only to the extent
of such surplus.
3. Where, however, the order as to
which attachment is sought is a
main tenance order, the wages of a
married worker may be attached
to the extent to which they exceed
£7 per week.
4. As to unmarried male or unmarried
female workers,. their wages are
attachable to the extent to which
they exceed £7 per week.
5. No costs or expenses of the attachment are payable by the 'worker
unless his total wages exceed a
rate of £2 above the appropriate
rate referred to above.
The need for these changes is so obvious
that I feel that reasons for making them
do not require stating.
The Fences Act 1928 is amended by
clause 5. The Fourth Schedule of the
Property Law Act 1928 and the Twentyfifth Schedule of the Transfer of Land
Act 1928 embody provisions stating that
a person who sells land is not liable to
contribute to the cost of fencing unless
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this question is expressly referred to in
the conditions of the contract of sale.
This clause merely makes it obligatory,
without the right of contracting out on
the part of the owner of land, for him to
contribute a half share of the cost of a
dividing fence. The Fences Act 1928 is
amended accordingly. There could be
some difficulty in implementing this provision with respect to its application to
subdivisions which are current, as the
legislation will apply to them as soon as
it comes into operation.
Mr. RYLAH.-The provision will be
completely retrospective in its operation?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes. As soon as the law
takes effect, it will apply to all subdivisions.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Including existing
subdivisions?
Mr. HOLT.-Yes. Opposition members may differ on this question, but the
Government submits the amendment as
part of its policy and requests the cooperation of the Opposition. Clause 6
affects the Imprisonment of Fraudulent
Debtors Act 1928. This is the Act under
which dishonest debtors may be punished.
It provides that, when a court has made
an order against any person for the ,payment of money or the return of goods,
and the debtor fraudulently refuses to
obey the order, he may be punished for
his fraud. For example, if, after the
making of an order 'for the payment of
money, he has had the means anrl ability
to pay but neglects or refuses to pay, he
may be punished by imprisonment.
Part I. of the Act relates to orders of
the Supreme Court, Part II. to orders of
the County Court, and Part III. to orders
of courts of petty sessions. Jit has been
laid down in a number of decisions of the
Supreme Court that no fraud summons
can be issued until the judgment debtor
has first been served with a copy of the
judgment or order directing the payment of the money or the return of the
goods, as the case may be. This necessity for serving a copy of the judgment
before the fraud proceedings can be
initiated causes considerable difficultv
and hardship to creditors. While it
necessary that a copy of the jurtgment
should be served on the debtor before

ts
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the fraud proceedings are heard, there
appears to be no reason why the judgment should not be served at the same
time as the fraud summons is served.
Accordingly, the amendment enables
fraud proceedings to be initia ted, notwithstanding that no copy of the judgment has been served on the debtor, but,
when no such service has been effected,
a copy of the judgment must be served on
the debtor at the same time as the fraud
summons is served.
Clause 7 amends the Instruments Act
1928. Under 'th'at Act all bills of sale
must be registered. A bill of sale is, in
effect, a mortgage of chattels or goods
for the purpose of securing payment of a
debt. rt is of no effect unless 'regiS'tered
and it enables the creditor to sell the
goods 'or chattels in certain circumstances. At present, section 34 provides
that any creditor of the grantor of a bill
of sale may lodge a cavea t. I t has been
held by the courts that where a bill of
sale has been granted by two persons
jointly, the creditor of one only of them
cannot lodge a caveat. In view of this
'ruling of the courts, it is possible> for a
debtor t'O defeat his creditors by transferring some small interest in his property, say, to his wife, or other trusted
person, and then both husband and wife
may borrow on the security of a bill of
sale over that p'roperty.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Act 1928 is amended by
clause 8. At present, section 123 of that
Act requires that any summons or notice
or any writ or other proceedings requiring to be served on the Board may be
served by being given personally to the
chairman or the secretary. This amendment merely provides for the method
of service which applies t'0 other similar
bodies.
The amendment proposes to
allow service on the Board to be effected
either by delivering the documents personally to the chairman or secretary or
by sending them by registered post
addressed to the chairman or secretary
at the head office of the Board.
Clause 9 amends the Property Law
Act 1928, and clause 10 the Transfer of
Land Act 1928. I have already indicated
,that these Acts contain conditions of sale
of land which may be incorporated by
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reference into a contract of sale of land,
because the Property Law Act deals with
land which is not subject to the Transfer
of Land Acts, and the Transfer of Land
Act deals with land which is subject to
those Acts.
In each case there is a
condition relating to the time within
which requisitions on or objections to
title must be made by the purchaser.
They are the doubts and queries which
the purchaser raises on the title shown
to him by the vendor, in respect of which
he is entitled to receive some explanation
from the vendor. Experience has shown
that the period within which requisitions
and objections are to be made-fourteen
days from the day of sale-is insufficient
to enable a purchaser properly to investigate the vendor's title. The amendment in the Bill proposes to increase that
period to 28 days. The number of persons practised in searching "old law"
titles is gradually decreasing. The degree
of skill and patience required is far
greater than applies in the case of titles
under the Transfer of Land Act. That
is one of the reasons why the Transfer
of Land Act has been reviewed and why
it has been recommended that as soon
as possible all titles under the old
Property Law Act should be brought
within the scope of the Transfer of Land
Act. The amendment is contained in
paragraph (a) of each clause-9 and 10.
The amendment effected by paragraph
(b) of each clause is consequential on
the earlier amendment.

A mendment Bill.

consider any observations the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition makes which
will assist the purpose of the Bill.

Mr. RYLAH.-Do you not think the
new provision will encourage dilatoriness on the part of solicitors?

Clause 11 amends the Wrongs Act
1928. Part III. of that Act permits an
action to be brought for the benefit of
the husband, wife, parent, or child of
a deceased person, whenever the death
is caused by a wrongful act, neglect, or
default such as would have entitled the
deceased to maintain an action for
damages if the death had not occurred.
" Child" is defined to include son,
daughter,
grandson,
granddaughter,
stepson, stepdaughter and adopted child,
and "parent" has a corresponding
meaning. It has been laid down by the
courts that "the law does not contemplate illegitimacy."
Consequently an
illegitimate child would be held not to
come within the definition of "child"
as it now stands.
It is considered
that there is no real reason why an
illegitimate child should not be included,
as the dependency on the deceased and
the suffering and deprivation caused by
the deceased's death can be no less real
in the case of an illegitimate child than
it is in the case of legitimate children.
A new definition is substituted for the
present definition, and a new sub-section
is added which makes it clear that an
action may be brought for the benefit
of an illegitimate child in the same
manner as for a legitimate child. The
Workers Compensation Acts recognize
illegitimate children for their purposes.
In 1934, the English counterpart of our
Wrong Acts was amended to include
illegitimate children in the class for
which an action might be brought.

Mr. HOLT.-It will not necessarily
have that effect. It is possible that
diligent solicitors would be delayed, but
they would submit their requisitions on
titles before the statutory time had
expired. The new provision may encourage a dilatory solicitor acting for a
purchaser to delay procedure, but it will
assist country solicitors who are not able
to make a second check search of title
before proceeding to settlement, except
by telephone, particularly when the land
concerned is situated at some distance
from the place where the legal business
is being conducted. I shall be pleased to

Clause 12 effects a number of unrelated amendments to the Companies
Act 1938. At present, sub-section (2)
of section 62 requires that each share
in a company having share capital shall
be distinguished by its appropriate
number. Where all the issued shares in
a company or all the issued shares of
a particular class are fully paid up and
rank pari passu for all purposes, the
serial number which each share is at
present required to bear is of no significance. On the other hand, when capital
consists of shares, considerable clerical
time is spent by companies, auditors and
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sharebrokers in recording and checking
distinguishing numbers in registers,
transfers and share certificates. One
Victorian company alone has some
9,000,000 ordinary shares and approxima tely 13,000 shareholders.
The amendment effected by sub-clause
dispenses with the obligation of
numbering shares where all the issued
shares, or all the issued shares of a
particular class, are fully paid up and
rank pari passu for all purposes. A
similar provision is to be found in the
English Companies Act 1948. Sub-clause
(2) is an amendment consequential on
sub-clause (1).
(1)

1953.]
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contained in the Act as amended. This
will enable a Board to give for advances.
securities that are satisfactory to banks
and, at the same time, it will provide a
measure of protection for other creditors
of the Board, who will be able to dispute
the right of the bank to rank in priority
to them. The provisions to be made applicable to Boards already apply to charges
given by industrial and provident societies, even though such societies are not
incorporated under the Companies Acts.
That concludes my explanation of this
Bill, which amends the statutes I have
mentioned, and I submit it with confidence
for the consideration of the House.

Mr. RYLAH.-Will the amendment in
respect of shares apply to building
societies?

On the motion of Mr. RYLAH (Kew)
the debate was adjourned until later this
day.

Mr. HOLT.-Not unless they are
registered under the Companies Act.

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (No.2).

Mr. RYLAH.--Certain provisions of the
Companies Act apply.
Recently an
amendment was made to the Building
Societies Act granting companies the
right to issue stock.

Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works) .-1 move-

Mr. HOLT.-1 regret that I am not
able adequately to answer the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. The general
effect of the amendment applies to the
Companies Act in so far as shares are
referred to in the relevant section of the
Act. Sub-clause (3) introduces a different set of circumstances. The Barley
Marketing Board is set up under the
Barley M'arketing Acts for the purpose
of marketing barley crops. Similarly,
under the Marketing of Primary Products Acts, Boards are set up to market
various primary products. These Boards
cannot function without finance and they
must look to the banks for such assistance. Naturally, the banks want some
security for moneys they lend, especially
as some advances are as high as £500,000.
Under the existing legislation, it is not
possible for the banks to obtain any
satisfactory security, mainly because
none of the Boards is a company within
the meaning of the Companies Act 1938.
The amendment applies to charges by
marketing Boards the provisions of the
Companies Act 1938 relating to charges
and their registration. A complete code
concerning registration of charges will be

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to authorize
the provision of loan moneys for various
public works. The total cost of the
proposed works, as set out in the
schedule to the Bill, is £14,195,000.
Broadly, this sum is sufficient, having
regard to existing balances from previous Acts, for the needs of the current
financial year and portion of next
financial year. The amount provided by
the Treasury for the current financial
year for public works, the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, and miscellaneous
items in the Bill, is approximately
£11,500,000.
The first item is £5,000,000 for State
school capital works. Last financial
year a sum of about £3,000,000 .was
expended under this heading. For the
current year £4,000,000 has been allocated by the Treasury. From this sum
must be financed several major projects
at suburban and country schools, and
the erection of many Ugh t construction
timber-framed technical, high and primary schools, which it is hoped will be
ready for occupation by pupils early in
1954. Last financial year slightly more
than £500,000 was expended on school
maintenance, of which sum £200,000
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was allocated from revenue. Item 2
provides £500,000 for maintenance works
to supplement the 1953-54 provision of
£200,000 from revenue.
Item 3 relates to children's welfare.
The sum of £100,000 is specified in this
item to meet the cost of various works at
Royal Park depot, .in particular the remodelling of the girls' reformatory block
for use by younger children, and for
developmental works at the newly
acquired delinquent girls' training centre
at Nunawading. F.or works at the Law
Courts, the City Morgue, and various
court-houses throughout the State the
sum of £100,000 is provided in item 4.
Hem 5 sets out an allocation of
£180,000 for capital works at various
penal establishments, principally Pentridge, Langi Kal Kal, and French Island,
during the coming year. An amount of
£150,000 is sought under item 6 f.or
capital works for police purposes. This
sum will be spent on the replacement of
obsolete and unsuitable rented premises
and on the provision of urgently needed
additional accommodation for the Police
Department.
Under item 7, mental hygiene, the
Treasury provision in respect of the
current financial year is £1,250,000, compared with £700,000 in 1952-53.
To
enable works to proceed at an accelerated
rate, it is necessary to provide the sum
of £2,000,000 in this loan application
Bill.
For tuberculosis, sanatoria, and various
health services, a sum of £100,000 is
included under item 8. It may here be
mentioned that the Commonwealth
Government recoups the State for expenditure in connexion with the treatment of tuberculosis.
Item 9 provides £100,000 for ~ubsidies
to municipalities and other bodies for
capital works in connexion with baby
health centres, creches, kindergartens
and the like. The subsidies are on a £2
f.or £1 local contributi.on basis, with a
maximum of £2,250 for anyone project.
Item 10 authorizes the expenditure of
£600,000 for public offices and residences
for staffs .of various Departments. Additional accommodation for the efficient
Mr. Merrifield.

Application Bill. (No.2).

transacUon of public business and the
alleviation of the present over-crowded
conditions is very necessary. The main
project to be undertaken in 1953-54 is
the proposed extension to the Queens'treet property now .occupied by the
Housing Commission, and the Land Tax,
Entertainment Tax and Probate Offices.
Under item 11, £100,000 is to be made
available for plant, equipment, and
stores accomm'odation. Some of the
plant is already on order and additional
'authority is sought to meet payments
as they fa.!l due. The authority covers
mainly haulage units, tractors, bulldozers, &c.
In 1950, the Government, after an
investigation into the financial position
of municipalities, decided that, where a
private street is c.onstructed adjacent to
a building owned by the Crown in right of
the State, a State Government Department or a State governmental authority,
and liability to contribute towards cost
of such private street would attach to
such property if it were privately owned,
an ex gratia payment to the municipality
concerned would be made equal to the
amount for which a private owner would
be liable. For this purpose an amount
of £200,000 is provided in item 12.
Item 13 relates to money to be expended in connexion with the University of Melbourne. A sum of £350,000
has been allocated under this item towards the costs of a building programme
which it is proposed to carry out over a
peri.od of five years. This sum, additional
to £150,000 previously approved for purposes of the engineering school, will
supplement the funds of the university
and will enable completion of the buildings for university purposes.
Item 14 authorizes an additional £5,000
for the University Students' Hostels
situated at 46 and 48 Drummond-street,
which are being used to house university
students. The additional provision will
enable the ~daptation of these buildings
for this purpose to be completed, and
will cater for 44 permanent and six
temporary resident stUdents. They are
controlled by trustees representative of
the Government, the Students' Representative Council, and the university.
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PrDvisiDn is made in item 15 fDr the
purchase Df machinery foOr the GDvernment Printing Office, and fDr the replacement Df machinery which has -reached
the stage Df DbsDlescence. Item 16 prDvides fDr an am.ount .of £20,000 to' be
applied tDwards the proOvisiDn of buildings and rDlling stock, &c., at the ExplDsives Reserve, AltDna. The chief
prDject at present is that Df an amenities
blDCk fDr wDrkmen, estimated to' CDst
£5,400.
A sum Df £'10,000 is prDvided under
item 17 f.or remDdelling and improOvements at the Public Library and NatiDnal
Gallery.
FDr the cDnstruction and
imprDvement Df jetties and harbDrs, a
sum Df £40,000 is included-in item 18.
Item 19 specifies a further advance Df
£25,000 by way of loan to' the Port
Phillip Sea Pilots AssDciation tDwards
the cost Df replacing the pilDt vessel
Akuna. The new vessel Wyuna} which
was built in Great Britain, has been
delivered to' MelbDurne and is nDW in
service. This amDunt is prDvided to'
permit Df the payment Df final claims,
which are held in abeyance pending the
result Df audit Df the building CDstS.
Clause 4 Df this Bill relates to' a deduction from the monthly distribution to'
pilots in respect Df the liquidation Df
the loan.
Item 20 provides an amount of £4,000,
which is the Government's contribution
towards the cost of strengthening certain
unclassified roads at Heyfield for the purpose of carrying straddle trucks used in
connexiDn with the timber mills In the
dis.trict. The balance of funds required
for the purpose will be met by the council, while the owners of the trucks have
agreed to contribute annually towards
the maintenance costs of the roads con:'
cerned.
Under item 21, the schedule makes
a further advance of £16,500 by way Df
loan to the Williamstown Cemetery Trust
towards the establishment of a new cemetery to' serve the western suburbs; the
present cemetery burial capacity is fast
reaching saturation point. This provision
will enable the trustees to secure a
further area of 37 acres and proceed
wi th roadworks, fencing and weed destruction.
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The next item specifies a sum of
£30,000 fDr advances for purchases of
cars. Having regard to the difficulties
being experienced in the purchase and/ Dr
replacement 'Of mDtor-cars used by
officers fDr official duties the Government agreed to assist them financially in
the acquisition of motor vehicles.
For the Morning Star Reformatory a
sum Df £2,000 is being provided by way
of loan towards the establishment Df a
modern pig farm. Future profits from
the project will be applied fDr the purposes of reducing Government subsidies
towards the costs of maintenance of the
institution.
The next item, No. 24, authorizes
£4,000,000 for hospitals and charities.
Within the approved amount for this
financial year, expenditure on construction, expansion and remDdelling of
buildings will be devoted to projects
mainly comprising hospitals, benevolent
homes and nurses' homes. Many of the
works in the initial stages of construction, or about to proceed this year, were
suspended in order that concentration
could be made on major building works
which were well Dn the way to completion. No new large works will be commenced until the current programme is
much further advanced. It is understood
that many of these works will be completed by the midde of next year. Provision is made for nursing schools that
are being developed under the general
supervision of the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
Provision Df £200,000 under item 25
has been made to meet the cost Df purchasing a suitable building to house the
staff of the Office of the Public Trustee.
This has been found necessary in view of
the necessity Df furnishing urgently required office space due to increasing demands on that office and the possibility
of the Public Trustee being called upon
to vacate his present Dffice space at the
State Accident Insurance Office building
in Collins-street.
The Commonwealth Government, the
State Government and the Melbourne
City Council have agreed to provide
finance up to a maximum limit of
£1,250,000 to meet the cost of certain
capital expenditure in relation to the
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Olympic Games to be held in Melbourne
in 1956. This expenditure relates to
wovk in connexion with the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, and the reorientation
of Olympic Park, including the provision
of a swimming pool and velodrome. The
expenditure is to be borne on the basis of
one half by the Commonwealth Government, one quarter by the State Government and one quarter by the Melbourne
City Council. Provision has been made
in the Bill for £312,500, which is Victoria's proportion of the cost. This completes the list of projects and the Bill is
commended to the House for approval.
On the motion of Mr. TURNBULL
(Korong) the debate was adjourned until
Tuesday, December 8.
'
TRUSTEE Bll..L.
Mr. HOLT (Minister' of Lands).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

I shall not deal with this Bill in detail,
as it is of a technical nature, and comes
to this House after having been referred
to the Statute Law Revision Committee
by the Legislative Couricil. Those members who have studied the full and comprehensive report of the Statute Law
Revision Committee on the Trustee Bill
will realize that this measure embodies
the recommendations made by that
committee. I refer members to the
evidence tendered to the committee by
His Honour Mr. Justice Dean, and also
to subsequent evidence which was delivered. One does not expect all members of Parliament to familiarize themselves with the technicalities involved
in such legislation, and provided that
they are satisfied that the Statute Law
Revision Committee has taken appropriate action to ensure that it has been
fully informed and that its recommenda..:
tions are, therefore, soundly based, I
consider that their duty has been
fulfiHed. Generally, the law relating to
trustees in Victoria has been adapted
from the English law, and contains many
characteristics of that legislation which
relates, fundamentally, to large estates.
We, in Victoria, have attempted to
apply the English legislation to small
estates. This Bill is an endeavour to
rectify some of the deficiencies in the
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existing Victorian law and to deal with
matters that have arisen as a result of
the effiuxion of time.
I compliment the Statute Law Revision Committee on the excellent work
it has performed in preparing a report
on the proposals. It speaks volumes for
the value of the efforts of that committee
that its recommendations have been
incorporated in the measure that is now
before the House. The committee's
report is worthy of consideration by
every member of this House, even though
it relates to a technically legal Bill.
Mr. RYLAH.-The committee's report
is written in lay language.
Mr. HOLT.-I am grateful for that
interjection, because I am certain that
the honorable member for Kew is in no
small measure responsible for the
manner in which the committee's report was framed. I assure members
that it is stated in a form that can be
read and assimilated by non-technically
minded persons. I submit the Bill to the
House with confidence, and ask for its
speedy passage.
On the motion of Mr. RYLAH (Kew)
the debate was adjourned until later
this day.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BH..L.
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of Mr.
Merrifield (Minister of Public Works)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-This Bill'is
one of those amending measures that it
is necessary to pass from time to time
so as to keep the Local Government Act
abreast of current requirements. Local
government is responsible for many
matters that concern the everyday life
of citizens, and it vitally affects the
living conditions of individuals in their
homes.
I desire to make passing
reference to the importance of keeping
up to date the State building regulations and the municipal by-laws. Any
step taken by the Government in tha t
regard will tend towards an improvement of the housing conditions of
citizens of Victoria. I understand that
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the Government intends to appoint, or
has appointed, a committee to modify
the uniform building regulations.
It is a common occurrence for motor
cars to be parked day and night in the
streets of inner suburban residential
areas, and I suggest that, at an early
date, the Government should consider
incorporating an adequate provision in
the building regulations to ensure
that all plans that are approved
for the construction of houses and fiats
in the inner areas of the metropolis
will envisage that a certain number
of garages will be built in proportion to the number of houses and fiats
that are constructed. Alternatively, if
it is desired to evade the cost of erecting garages on small properties, adequa te parking space should be made
available,even if it is only open parking
space, on the allotments on which the
houses or flats are built. In the district where I reside, blocks containing
from twelve to twenty .fiats have been
erected, without provision having been
made for any parking facilities whatever.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The tenants must
ei ther park their cars in the streets or
hire garages.
Mr. PETTY.-That is an important
point. The municipal council in my district has endeavoured to keep the streets
clear of parked vehicles, and it has
passed by-laws to prohibit heavy trucks
from being parked on roadways. It is
impossible, however, to prevent private
motor cars from being parked in
suburban streets, because there is nowhere else for them to be taken. If
proper consideration were given to this
problem by the Government, the position could be improved. Recently, I read
an interesting article in an American
journal concerning traffic problems in
the United States of America. It was
stated that just out of New York there
are no garages, so motor vehicles must
be parked in the streets. Fines are in·
fticted according to the extent to which
the parked vehicles obstruct the flow of
traffic. Between the hours of 12 noon
and midnight, traffic flows in one direction and, from midnight until noon it
flows in the reverse direction. If a
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vehicle is parked on that side of the
road where it will obstruct the traffic
flow, the motorist is fined seven dollars,
and if it is parked on the other side of
the road, he is fined only three dollars.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-What is the position
if a vehicle is parked in the middle of
the road?
Mr. PETTY.-A good rule operates in
the United States of America. The
police have authority to tow off the
roads any cars that are deemed to be
obstructing traffic. I support those who
try to control traffic and to provide carparking facilities in municipal districts.
Clause 2 provides for the alteration of
municipal boundaries, and the Opposition
commends this amendment. The Minister of Public Works discussed the amendment in clause 3 at some length. It refers to the certificates of building surveyors and the necessity of high qualifications being possessed by these officers.
The Opposition feels that the amendment
is a step in the right direction, and, we
understand, is on the lines desired by the
Minister.
Clause 4 provides for the charging of
1s. 6d. a day by munic~palities as a parking fee for motor vehicles. At present a
motorist can park in one spot, pay the
fee, obtain a ticket and then move his
vehicle to any other parking area in the
municipality. The clause will permit a
municipality to charge a parking fee of
1s. 6d. a day or any space of time shorter
than a day, as specified in the by-laws.
Unless the clause is agreed to, municipalities will be prevented from introducing
parking meters. That system is to be
tried by the Melbourne City Council.
Mr. ·MERRIFIELD.-I understand it is the
intention of the Melbourne City Council
to secure samples of parking meters.
Mr. PETTY.-Other municipalities will
be guided by the experience of the Melbourne City Council in the use of parking
meters. Clause 5 contains an important
principle relating to consultations of surveyors with building referees.
The
referees will confer and may bring the
local surveyor into their consultations.
The proposal will have the effect of
whittling away the power at present
resting in the hands of local authC'rities
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through their building surveyors. The
provision would operate harshly in the
case of a municipality employing a progressive and up-to-date surveyor, who
knew his job. He would be acquainted
with conditions operating in the municipality and the developmental plans of the
council. We feel that he could be of
assistance to referees in their consultations instead of being merely consulted.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The amendment relates only to appeals. The implication of
your comment is that one must assume
that the surveyor is always :right.
Mr. PETTY.-The difficulty can be
overcome by a careful selection of
referees. Clause 6 provides for the expenditure of municipal money on celebra Hons for the forthcoming Royal visit
and for other special occasions, and it
must be approved. We are looking forward to municipalities sharing in the
welcome to be extended to our Royal
visitors next year. Clause 7 provides for
parking meters to be installed by municipalities. There is no doubt that this
provision is needed not only in the City
of Melbourne but also in metropolitan
suburbs and provincial cities, where large
numbers of cars are parked.
An important amendment appears in
paragraph (8) which provides for a reduction from three months to two
months of the time in which draft regulations are to be left in the hands of
public authorities. In these days speed
counts and every effort should be made to
assist the building trade to adopt modern
methods. The Opposition commends this
amendment. Clause 9 relates to the
power of the Minister to enforce the
exercise of the duties of councils in relation to the building regulations, and
that will be discussed by the honorable
member for Mornington. Clause 10 provides for the publication of regulations
and is the usual provision found in legislation of this nature.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The provisions of the Bill have been
adequately discussed on behalf of the
Opposition by the honorable member for
Toorak. The amendment contained in
clau::;e 2 refers to the annexation of municipalities as provided in section 45 of the
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Act. It appears to be anomalous that it is
not also in section 47. That position is
being clarified, and a quicker system of
annexation will be provided. Clause 7 empowers councils to install parking meters.
It is wonderful how opinions change.
When I was Chief Secretary, I advocated
that the Melbourne City Council should
install parking meters, and in the light of
the amendment proposed by clause 7, it
is interesting now to read a comment
that appeared in the Argus on 22nd
September, 1949.. NO PARKING METERS FOR US "COUNCILLOR KERR.
Introduction of 'parking meters in city
streets, as suggested by Mr. Leggatt, Chief
Secretary, would not be approved by the
City Council, Councillor Kerr, chairman of
the Traffic Committee, said last night.
"We introduced a parking blitz to remove
congestion from the inner city area, and we
don't intend to set up parking meters to
bring that congestion back," he said.
"We have not received any communication from Mr. Leggatt and we don't know
where he proposes to fix his meters; but
while we are fighting to curtail curbside
parking, we will continue our campaign
against meters, hitching-posts or anything
else likely to cause a further traffic jam,"
Councillor Kerr said.
"I wonder how long the little meters
would remain undamaged in the city when
our heavy iron' no parking' standards are
twisted and bent with monotonous regularity."
UNJUST TAX.
Mr. V. R. McBride, president of the Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria, said automatic
parking meters might bring more revenue to
the Melbourne City Council by an unjust
tax on motorists; but they would not solve
Melbourne's parking problem.
Surveys in American towns where the
meters were installed had shown that they
tended to increase rather than decrease
traffic problems.
Space was wasted because stalls had to
be big enough for the largest vehicles, and
motorists "hogged" parking spaces by inserting extra coins in the meters.

Clause 9 empowers the Minister to
enforce the exercise of duties of municipal councils regarding building regulations. At present the Minister may
only issue an order to a council· he has
no authority to ensure that it i~ carried
out. If the clause is agreed to, the
Minister will be enabled to make a
further order, and if it is not complied
with he may apply to the Supreme Court
for a writ of mandamus. I do not know
what the result would be if the court
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granted such an application; councillors
might find themselves in gaol for contempt if they did not observe the order.
I think it was intended that the existing
Act should include the powers proposed
to be conferred by this clause. I support the Bill.
The sitting was suspended at 1.2 p.m.
until 2.20 p.m.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I desire to refer
to two ma tters in rela tion to local
government. The first is the proposal of
the Government, as contained in the Bill,
to authorize municipalities to install
parking meters. When the honorable
member for Mornington was Chief Secretary, he advocated a similar system
but he was ridiculed by members who
are now on the Government side of the
House.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That is not so. The
criticism came from members of your
own party in the Melbourne City Council.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable member
was ridiculed particularly by the Melbourne City Council, which has adequate
representation in the Government. He
was also the subject of adverse comment by the press and the public
generally. It is interesting to note the
change of thought that has occurred during the last two or three years, and that
altered attitude has to a large extent
been influenced, I believe, by the initiative of traders who realize that they
must playa part in solving the traffic
problems of the city by helping to keep
adequate parking spaces available.
I
suggest th.at the use of parking meters
will be made possible only as a result
of the effect of owner-onus control. The
party to which I belong supported the
Government strongly in connexion with
the introduction of owner-onus within a
limited area of the City of Melbourne.
I am somewhat disappointed on account
of the manner in which the 'Melbourne
City Council is using its owner-onus
powers. However, there has been a great
improvement in traffic conditions in the
city since the legislation was enacted.
It is interesting to note that parking
attendants cease duty at 5 o'clock, but
after that hour the streets, particularly
Collins-street, become completely congested, thus creating great difficulties for
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the home-going traffic.
That happens
particularly on Mondays and Fridays. I
contend that the Melbourne City Council
is still not making a proper contribution to a solution of the traffic problems
in the -city streets, particularly having
regard to the powers which it has under
the Local Government Act. At present,
the flow of traffic in one part of the city
is facilitated by the fact that trams are
not yet running in Bourke-street, but,
after the tram service has been started
in that street, the problem will become
much more acute.
It is interesting to note that, since I
made a complaint when the owner-onus
proposal was being discussed in this
House, the brewery wagon which was
parked regularly outside the City Club
Hotel, in Collins-street, on the blind
side of the Melbourne Town Hall,
is not now parked there as frequently as previously. I think now the
wagon is parked opposite the safety
zone at that point on only two days a
week, thus completely disorganizing
traffic on two days instead of on four
days as it did when I made the complaint.
I suppose that even the Melbourne City
Council proceeds slowly, and, possibly,
if I continue to bring this matter to the
notice of the Minister in charge of local
government, and also to the notice of
the Minister of Housing, who is chairman of the Traffic Committee of the
Melbourne City Council, it may be that
ultima tely the brewery wagon will not
be parked opposite the safety zone at
all when traffic is at its peak in Collinsstreet.
The Local Government Act was
theoretically consolidated in 1946, but
even the Premier, who was in office at
that time, will admit that the consolidation was merely a scissors-and-paste job.
Admittedly, it was a much-needed
scissors-and-paste consolidation.
The
Local Government Act as it now exists
still contains many archaic provisions,
which are no longer of any use whatever. One example is section 245, which
will be amended by this Bill, to give
approval for municipal funds to be spent
in certain circumstances, with the
approval of the Governor in Council, to
meet expenditure incurred in connexion
with the Royal visit. That is a most
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desirable amendment. It is interesting
to note that sUb-section (1) of section
245 provides that municipal funds may,
with the approval of the Governor in
Council, be used in the pre para tion of
rolls that are necessary for the election
of members to this Parliament.
That
might have been desirable when the
ratepayers' franchise had some direct
connexion with the election of members
to the Legislative Council, but it certainly has no application under the law
as it exists to-day.
The Local Government Act of 1946
has been amended on nine occasions
since it was enacted and this Bill provides for another amendment. Doubtless, additional amendments will be
made in the future. The Local Government Act is in general use and its consolidation would be well worth while.
I suggest to the Government that during the recess period, when the Parliamentary Draftsman will not be as hard
pressed as he is at present, a further and
proper consolidation of this legislation
should be undertaken.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT ) BILL.
The debate (adJourned from November 17) on the motion of Mr. Stoneham
(Minister of Water Supply) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).This Bill proposes certain amendments to
the Sewerage Districts Act, which are
in conformity with recommendations
made by the Provincial Sewerage Authorities Association of Victoria. Certain
minor amendments are contained in the
Bill, but the one relating to the issue of
debentures is of some importance. It
was recommended by the Sta'te Savings
Bank and p-roposes an alteration in the
form 'Of the debenture prescribed in the
Thurth Schedule to the principal Act. As
members who are connected with sewerage authorities are aware, most of the
money now being made available for this
class of work comes from the State
Savings Bank. Na'turally any recommendation by the bank as to the form
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of debenture carries great weight with
the Government and those who require
financial assistance. The Opposition can
see no reason why the amendment should
not be accepted. In some instances, the
sewerage authority, in order to comply
with the necessary conditions, will have
to supply information in greater detail.
No exception is taken to that proposal
because, in general, no financial institution will lend money until it has the
most complete information from the
authority or person requiring finance.
Clause 2 contains an amendment to
section 47 of the principal Act to provide
that a sewerage authority can accept tenders without the approval of the Minister
up to an amount of £500 in lieu of the
present figure of £100. That is a reasonable p'roposal having regard to the
decrease in the value of money. At one
time sewerage authorities, especially in
country areas, were assisted to a great
extent by the Government, and loans of
up to 60 per cent. of the capital cost of
sewerage w'Orks were provided. Over the
years, the finandal assistance has
decreased, and at present the State
Rivers and Water Supply CQmmission,
which deals wi'th this matter, can afford
no assistance whatever. Shortly, members will debate a Bill to provide a loan
allocation to the Commission, but it will
be found that very little money is tQ be
expended on sewer,age works.
Mr. SToNEHAM.-The reason why the
m'oney has not been paid out is that there
has been a cessation of work on the jobs.
Colonel LEGGATT.-That is true.
During the war period and for Borne time
afterwards, although finance was available, materials could not be obtained and
sewerage schemes could not be proceeded with. However, materials and
labour are now available, but money is
not forthcoming. The Mornington Sewerage Auth'ority, of which I am a member,
is finding it difficult to proceed with a
project which was commenced prior to
the war. I know that the Minister of
Water Supply is sympathetic towards
sewerage authorities, but I realize that
the difficulty is to obtain money to grant
the necessary loans.
Other clauses of the Bill deal with increases in certain fees that can be
charged, with the streamlining of the
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position concerning rates and with the
question of who can be charged rates.
One rather archaic section in the Act
provides that a sewerage authority cannot accept rates' from exempted persons
or bodies, such as public authorities,
places of worship, educational establishments, ·and so ,on.
Sometimes the
Government decides on a policy of paying t'O various municipal and other public authorities an amount in lieu of rates,
but under the principal Act sewerage
authorities are not permitted to accept
such an offer. The amendment in that
regard is vitally necessary. The Opposition offers no objection to any of the
amendments proposed in the Bill, and
we support the measure.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat).-As was
indicated by the honorable member for
Mornington, many of the amendments to
the principal Act that are contained in
this Bill will facilitate the work of sewerage authorities in certain areas. Speaking
generally, the Bill can be divided into
two sections. Prevision is made for the
borrowing of money by sewerage
authorities, and there are also several
detailed amendments that are designed
to bring various charges into line with
present-day economic values. I understand that these detailed amendments
have been suggested to the Minister of
Water Supply by the Provincial Sewerage Authorities Association, and that
some of them at least will assist provincial and rural sewerage authorities to
undertake construction work and te
receive payment for capital works in the
initial stages of those undertakings. In
my view, those amendments and their
purpose are abundantly clear and I do
not desire to delay the passage of the
Bill by discussing them in detail. I
direct attention, however, to sub-section
(2) of sectien 91 of the Sewerage
Districts Act 1928, which statesAt the request of the owner the Sewerage
Authority shall accept such payments of
such costs and expenses by forty quarterly
instalments, or if the owner so requests and
if the Sewerage Authority thinks fit by
a greater number of quarterly instalments
(not exceeding eighty) bearing interest on
such portion as from time to time remains
unpaid at a rate not exceeding One' pound
per centum per annum more than the
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rate of interest payable by the Sewerage
Authority at the time of the request on
moneys borrowed by it for t'he purpose pursuant to this Act or any previous enactment.

I do not desire to become entangled in a
legal argument with the honorable members for Mornington and Malvern, who
have expressed differing opinions as to
what constitutes an "owner," but I
believe it has been held that the occupier
of a property under miner's right is not
defined as an "owner." There is some
doubt, therefore, whether a sewerage
authority has the right to finance the installation of house connexions on a
property under a residence area right on
the application of the holder. Those
licences were known originally as miner~'
rights. An alteration of the principal Act
would overc~me this difficulty, and my
suggestion is that the word" owner," in
the definition section of the principal Act,
should include the holder of a residence
area right, or improved small holding or
closer settlement allotment.
Miners'
rights, of course, operate only in old
mining towns, such as Bendigo, Castlemaine, Maryborough and Ballarat. At
times, a sewerage authority makes connexions to a home in the interests of the
occupier, but it has no claim. For
example" if the home were destroyed by
fire, the title would revert to the State
and the authority would have no claim
whatever.
I join with the honorable member for
Mornington in expressing the hope that
in future it will be possible to undertake
this necessary work because of the sufficiency of funds that will no doubt become
available, now that the Government has
made provision for sewerage authorities
to borrow money on the open market.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and.
committed.
Clause 1 (short title construction and
citation) .
Colonel LEGGATT

(Mornington).-

J listened with interest to the remarks

of the honorable member for Ballarat
concerning owners and, if necessary, I
will support his proposal.
I am
wondering, however, whether the term
"owner," which is contained in section
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3 of the Sewerage Districts Act 1928,
does not cover the position. The relevant provision states" Owner" includes the person . . . .
who if such lands or premises were let to
a tenant at a rack-rent would be entitled
t'o receive the rack-rent from the occupier
thereof.

I think that provision covers the
position.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-I compliment the honorable
member for Mornington for the manner
in which he facilitated the secondreading debate on this Bill. I also thank
the honorable member for Ballarat for
having obliged me on the occas'ion of
the annual conference of the Provincial
Sewerage Authorities Association, which
was held at Ballarat at a time when I had
an unavoidable engagement at Warrnambool. The honorable member kindly
acted in my stead at that conference,
and I desire to inform the House that
he acquitted himself creditably. The
problem of defining the term "owner"
is one that has recently presented a
difficulty to the legal profession.
Possibly that difficulty can be removed
by amending either the Land Act or the
Mines Act. I assure members that the
matter is being investigated energetically and, as soon as a solution is
found, action will be taken to effect the
necessary a.mendment.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
wi thout amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
COUNTRY SEWERAGE LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
The debate ('adjourned from November 17) on the motion of Mr. Stoneham (Minister of Water Supply) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. l\UBUS (Borong).-The purpose
of the Bill is to sanction the issue and
application of loan moneys for sewerage
and other works in country districts.
Some years ago, it could be said that
Vi'ctoria had reason to be proud of the
progress made with sewerage installations in country towns, but now we must
admit that that progress has been
greatly retarded, despite the public urge
for the installation of sewerage systems
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in unsewered towns and generous tinancial assistance from Governments.
In
the past, grants to sewerage authorities
have been based on a formula that takes
into account the population of the area
and the installation costs. In addition,
financial assistance is given to these
authorities who are relieved of the payment of high interest rates. The Government is able to raise loans at lower rates
than sewerage authorities and so it is
only right that loan funds should be
allocated to sewerage authorities in the
way provided by the Bill. The Government will provide further relief in cases
where the authorities are compelled to
raise loans in addition to the sum provided by the Government. If the rate
of interest on a local loan exceeds 3 per
cent., the Government subsidizes the
authorities to the extent of the excess.
Owing to high costs, only provincial
cities and large towns have been able to
avail themselves of this assistance.
Small centres cannot undertake sewerage
installations in view of the high initial
costs. For that reason many small townships are installing septic tanks, which
are proving most satisfactory, particularly in districts where the soil is of an
absorptive nature. No assistance, however, is afforded those centres for the
carrying out of this work. I believe the
assistance that is available to a sewerage
authority should be extended to small
The
centres installing septic tanks.
sewerage system is probably the greatest
of modern amenities, and if it is necessary for it to be available in the large
. centres, it is equally as important for
small centres to be assisted in the installation of septic tanks.
The Bill provides that £1,300,000 is to
be allotted for the construction of the
Latrobe valley outfall sewerage pipe.
Over the years, the toxic effluents from
various industries in the Latrobe valley
have been polluting the Latrobe river.
We all have grandiose ideas of the
development of the brown coal deposits
in the Latrobe valley and so we must
plan for the carrying of noxious effluents
from the district as well as sewage from
the townships. It has been said that
coal is the key to the making of a great
na tion, and so we must do everything
possible to speed the development of our
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brown coal resources.
I support the
Bill and I hope that some future
Government will provide assistance to
small country towns and farmers
desirous of installing septic tanks.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I support the remarks of the
honorable member for Borung who mentioned a point that is worthy of investigation. Some small country towns have
an adequate water supply but a sewerage
authority will not be established in those
centres. Recently I paid for a septic
tank to be installed on my property.
It complied with all the health regulations, and the cost exceeded £100. The
fee for sanitary contractors in country
towns now e~ceeds £4 for every household, and the septic tank method should
be used in all centres where a sewerage
authority cannot be established.
An
advance should be made by the Government to householders needing the system
or the payment of £100 as the cost of
installing a septic tank should be
guaranteed by the Government. The
amount now paid in ordinary sewerage
rates by those people would soon offset
the capital cost of installing a septic
tank.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-The purpose of the Bill is well known and is
most worthy. I should like the Minister
to inform members of the Government's
intentions. The Bill authorizes the expenditure of £4,000,000 of loan money,
but only £80,000 will be spent in this
financial year. I feel that the Bill will
raise the hopes of country sewerage
authorities unnecessarily, because I do
not think its passage will mean that they
will be able to proceed with projected
. works. The Minister should state the
order of priority to be given to these
authorities. We all appreciate the need
to install these facilities that assist to
maintain the high standard of public
health. In view of the frustration felt
by some authorities, I urge the Minister
to announce the order of priorities for
the expenditure of money on country
sewerage schemes. I trust that this Bill
will not be regarded as a salve to sooth
the irritation developing among sewerage
authorities. I hope it is the sincere
desire of the Government to make an
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allocation from loan funds in the next
financial year and to distribute at least
half the sum provided in the Bill.
Sewerage amenities exist in the
metropolitan area and in a number of
country towns, but many more big communities deserve the installation of
sewerage systems. Persons served by
only the primitive pan system are tired of
it, and will appreciate any action taken to
assist local governing authorities to
install proper facilities. The work can
be undertaken economically. Tn most
country towns the sanita'ry rates are
extremely high and the service provided
is nat good.
The Government is disposed to guarantee groups of individual persons who
form themselves into co-operative
societies for the purpose of entering
business, but this field of activitv could
be leFt to private persons t'O exploit. The
Government would be well advised to
guarantee sewerage authorities and to
enable necessary works to proceed. The
continual frustration of public-spirited
citizens in their efforts to have works of
this nature commenced is disheartening.
A genuine attempt by the Government to
make av·ailable funds for the provision
of a community service will be welcomed.
I support the Bill.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).of the measurp, but I
agree with the honorable mem:ber for
Korong that it is a pious hope that the
Government will take worth-while action
under the provisions of the Bill. Very
little has been done since the Act of 1947
was passed. In those days loans were
difficult to obtain and it was intended
that the Government should make available loan funds to sewerage authorities.
It was contemplated that a certain
amount of those funds should be set
aside for this purpose, and that the
Governor in Council should decide within
six months the amount to be allocated.
Assist·ance to sewerage authorities can
be provided by other means, principally
by 'the payment of direct subsidies.
Sewerage authorities prefer the direct
method rather than having to depend on
a pious hope that some help will oe given
to them under the Bill.

r also am in favour
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The purpose of the measure is to revise
the schedule to the Act.
The total
estimated cost o'f works to be undertaken
is the sum of £7,900,000, and it is proposed to provide £4,000,000. The Minister of Water Supply has stated that only
£80,000 will be av·aHable in the current
financial year. Of the amount to be lent
to the sewerage authorities, it is proposed that a certain sum should be
placed in the "Capital Expenditure
(Sewerage) Borne by the State Account."
Such sums would no longer be a liability
of the sewerage authorities.
In the House last week I asked the
Minister of Water Supply what was the
total amount transferred and charged
to the" Capital Expenditure (Sewerage)
Borne by the State Account" in each of
the last financial years. The loans made
during each of those years did not exceed
£100,000.
In the year 1952-53, the
amount was approximately £87,000; in
the' previous year it was a simila-r
amount; and in the year before that it
was about £100,000. The figure can be
placed at approximately £100,000 each
year. The amount paid into the account
has dwindled. The sewerage authorities
though t that they would be relieved of
capital expenditure, b!lt in the year
1948-49, 42.5 per cent. of the loan was
paid into the account; in 1949-50, 24.6
per cent.; and in 1950-51, 20 per cent.
Then there was a considerable drop, because in 1951-52 it was 10 per cent., and
in 1952-53, 1.1 per cent. The sewerage
authorities are limited in their borrowings. Last year many of them had
difficulty in raising loans, but they did
borrow from outside sources, and so
would not come within the ambit of the
Bill.
The Government should provide direct
subsidies to sewerage authorities, and
instead of doing so capriciously it should
adopt a basis upon which the authorities would know how much they would
receive each year. The State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission has
limited funds and much work to do, and
apparently it is not inclined to subsidize sewerage authorities. It is the
responsibility of the Government to
allot each year a certain sum for these
authorities and not merely to pass a
Colonel Leggatt.
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Bill containing a schedule which indicates that the sum of £4,000,000 will be
provided for sewerage works, when, in
the current financial year, only the
sum of £80,000 will be made available.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time ·and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Application of moneys from
Loan Fund for purposes specified in
schedule).
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply). - The present Government,
which has been in office for less than
twelve months, is not responsible for
the present situation. It is fourteen
years since the second world war broke
out; soon after then many works were
stopped and no sewerage facilities were
installed. In the immediate post-war
period there was such a serious shortage
of materials and man power that only
works of the highest priority were proceeded with.
More recently, when
materials and labour became available,
there was a shortage of finance. Members opposite should discuss this matter
with their colleagues in the Federal
Parliament and urge that Victoria receive a larger allocation from the Loan
Council.
Sewerage works can be carried out
only by using funds approved by Parliament.
The Government is doing
everything possible in this direction; it
is discharging its responsibility in
ensuring that the preliminary approval
is obtained so that the works can be
proceeded with as soon as the funds
become available. The Government has
done much more than that. When it
assumed office, there was a complete
deadlock concerning these works, but
after giving the matter serious consideration it succeeded in breaking the
deadlock affecting some of the works. It
has been arranged that the sewerage
schemes planned for certain towns
should be proceeded with in stages on
condition that the first works completed
will function as separate units.
The Government has suggested that
local authorities should borrow privately
in order to carry out the first stage of
the work, leaving sufficient work to be
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undertaken in the second s"tage to enable
them to recoup the grant due in respect
of the first stage. Roughly, it works out
that the authority pays for the first stage
and the Government pays for the second
stage. In that way in some instances it
has been possible to break the deadlock.
Colonel LEGGATT.-But the authorities
do not know what they will receive.
Mr. STONEHAM.-All the sewerage
authorities are members of an energetic
association, which is in close liaison with
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, and they clearly understand the
position. The formula provides very
favourable treatment for the smaller
communities.
Mr. Mmus.-For sewerage, but not in
respect of septic tanks.
Mr. STONEHAM.-That is so. It is
considered that a large community is
able to finance a greater proportion of its
sewerage scheme than a small community. Consequently, the formula is
heavily loaded in favour of small towns,
and makes it possible for small towns
which are serious about sewerage to receive considerable Government assistance. Septic tanks are not a completely
satisfactory substitute for sewerage.
The Government considers it would be
unwise to investigate the desirability of
installing community septic tanks, but it
is very concerned about the arrears of
badly needed sewerage works and, when
loan funds are available, action will be
taken to expedite them.
l\lr. MOSS (Murray VaUey).-The
suggestion of the Minister of Water
Supply that members on the Opposition
side of the House should approach their
colleagues in Canberra for financial
assistance in respect of these projects
is an idle reply to the well-reasoned arguments which Opposition members have
advanced. I suggest, in a non-political
way, that the Minister should see the
Treasurer of Victoria, who has considerable financial resources available to him.
It is only playing with lhe job to spend
a mere £80,000 this year on country
sewerage works. No doubt, the Treasurer
has done his best at Canberra, as have
Treasurers in former Governments. If
there is any fault attributable because of
the inadequate amount allocated for
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sewerage works' this year, surely it is
the Minister of Water Supply who has
failed to obtain adequate funds for his
own Department. I am disappointed that
the Minister is not in favour of investigating community septic tank systems. It
is important that people who live in
small country towns and in isolated
homesteads should have the benefit of
sewerage within a reasonable time. It is
a necessity in every home. I urge the
Minister of Water Supply to reconsider
the desirability of granting Government
assistance to small country towns for
the provision of individual sewerage,
which is quite practicable and has been
widely approved. I further exhort the
Minister to seriously consider the argument advanced by the honorable member
for Borung, and supported by the Leader
of the Opposition, in the cause of the
welfare of country people.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
Schedule.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-The
estimated cost of works included in the
schedule is £7,900,000. The Minister of
Water Supply has stated that £80,000 will
be made available this year for such
works; that amount represents onefiftieth of the total amount of the
proposed provision for the projects. It is
misleading for the people who are vitally
concerned to see year after year mentioned in a country sewerage loan application Bill such large amounts, when
there is little prospect of the work being
carried out for many years. It is a delusion and a snare. Figures more illustrative of what is being done should be
included in the Bill. Another aspect is
that the estimated costs of carrying out
many of the works are out of date. For
example, the survey of Jeparit took place
about twelve years ago. I point out that
in the schedule to a loan application Bill,
certain information is given, but it is
not always a true reflection of what the
cost of the individual projects is likely
to be. It does not give the people concerned any consolation merely to see that
the total cost of the works is contained in
the schedule. I consider that more
specific details should be given.
The schedule was agraed to.
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
BOOKMAKERS BILL.
The message from the Council relating
to the amendments in this Bill was taken
into consideration.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).Two amendments were made by the
Council to clause 3 of the Bill which,
as agreed to by this House, read as
follows:(1) For the purposes of this Part there
shall be a Committee to be known as the
.. Bookmakers and lBookmakers' Clerks
Registration Committee."
(2) The Committee shall consist of four
membe'rs of whom(a) one (who shall 'be chairman of the
Commi ttee) shall be 'a person
appointed by the Governor in
Council;
(b) one shall be appointed by the Governor
in Council on the nomination of the
Victoria Racing Club;
(c) one shall be appointed by the Governor
in Council on the nomination of ,the
Trotting Control Board;
(d) one shall be appointed by the Governor
in Council on the nomination of the
Chief Commissioner of Police.

The first amendment altered the personnel of the committee from four to
five members. The second alteration
made by the Council was consequential
aI"d it specified that the fifth member
should be appointed from a panel of three
names submitted by the Federated Clerks'
Union of Australia. I moveThat amendment No.1 Ibe agreed to.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-..:I was hoping that the Chief
Secretary would have given further information on the amendments made by
the Council. Members are 'being asked to
agree to the appointment of an additional
member to the committee, but the Chief
Secretary has made no statement as to
why an additional member is considered
to be necessary.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary) (By
Zeave).-I shall be happy to give an
explanation covering both amendments
before the first one is dealt with, if there
is no objection. Originally, it was decided
to appoint a registration committee consisting of four members. However, if the
number were limited to four, it is quite
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possible that at times the chairman would
have to give a casting vote. When the
Bill was being ,dealt with in the Council,
members took the view that the appointment of a fifth member would obviate
that position arising. Although representation on the committee was sought
by bookmakers and bookmakers' clerks, it
was later felt that the appointment of a
representative of the bookmaker's and the
clerks would place such a member at
times in a rather invidious position,
because the cOI;nmittee might have to
deal with persons with whom he was
associated in his normal occupation.
Much of the evidence that would be
supplied to the committee would be submitted by the police and it would be of a
confidential nature. The view was taken
that, although there was some justification for the appointment of a representative of bookmakers and bookmakers'
clerks, such representative would have to
undertake 'too big a responsibility or, at
least, an unpleasant duty. So, a compromise was agreed upon, and it was
decided that the fifth member might be a
member of the Victorian branch of the
Federated Clerks' Union of Australia.
Finally, it was suggested that the following new paragraph be inserted at the
end of sub-clause (2):"( ) One shall be appointed by the
Governor in Council from a panel of three
names submitted by the Federated ClerKs~
Union of Australia (Victorian Branch)."

Mr. BOLTE.-Wouid the appointee be a
bookmaker's clerk?
It
Mr. GALVIN.-Not necessarily.
was felt that the bookmakers and their
clerks should have a more or less independent representative, who would submit their point of view impartially.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-Frankly, I oppose the amendment. If I were responsible for the
administration of the Chief Secretary's
Department I ghould certainly not
do the same as the honorable gentleman is proposing; I should have
thought that the original constitution
of the proposed Bookmakers and BObkmakers' Clerks Registration Committee
was satisfactory. I am somewhat disappointed in the attitude of the Chief
Secretary because one of the main
arguments he submitted was that this
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measure was identical with that prepared
by the honorable member for Rainbow
when he was Chief Secretary. Certain
arguments advanced by the honorable
gentleman are sound, but others fall
down badly. For instance, the nominee
of the clerks' union may have absolutely
no knowledge of the ra'cing industry.
Mr. GALVIN.-The same could be said
of the nominee of the Police Department.
Mr. BOLTE.-1 agree, but I should
think that the Chief Commissioner of
Police would nominate a member of the
Force who was conversant with the racing industry.
On the question of
partiality, I challenge the arguments
advanced by the Chief Secretary, because the nominee of the clerks' union
could be a bookmakers' clerk, employed
by a bookmaker involved in an investigation, or who was being examined by the
committee as to whether he was fielding
on the proper lines. I believe that the
Chief Secretary would have been wen advised to have left the committee as it was
originally constituted.
The Bill was
introduced in thiis House and there was
no suggestion of the constitution of the
committee being altered until the
measure was considered by the Legislative Council. I know that because of
weight of numbers this provision will
be inserted, but on behalf of the Liberal
party I am formally protesting at its
inclusion.
Mr. MURPHY (Hawthorn) .-Members
should realize that after the Chief Secretary introduced the Bill, the Government, or certain members iil another
place, decided that the measure could be
improved by giving effect to what is a
principle for which, I think, the
Government should be commendednamely, a recognition that every section
interested in a particular committee
should be represented. It was recognized
that the clerks' union as such was extremely interested in this parUcular
committee because the occupation of
bookmakers' clerks is largely clerical.
On those grounds, it was considered to
be desirable to give some representation to clerks and others interested in the
matter. I find it difficult to understand
the objection of the Leader of the
Opposition, because he first said that the
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person nominated by the clerks' union
may not know sufficient about the ra~
ing industry to be qualified for the POSltion but then he said that his objection
to the nominee was that he may in fact
know too much about the job. I think
the clerks' union, when it submits a
panel of three names for consideration,
can be relied upon to furnish the names
of gentlemen who possess attributes to
satisfactorily fill the position.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-1 am
surprised tha t the Governmen t has
agreed to this principle. There are very
sound reasons why the personnel of the
committee was restricted to four. Suggestions were made to me that bookmakers should be represented on the
committee. I should say that if bookmakers' clerks are entitled to be represented-although the amendment does
not specifically provide that - bookmakers also should have the right to be
represented.
Mr. GALVIN.-1 discussed both angles
from the bookmakers' points of view ..
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so.
The
bookmakers' clerks made no representations to me when I was Chief Secretary, and there was no suggestion
that they should be represented.
Mr. GALVIN.-1 am not denying that
representations were made to me; I have
already said that.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-1 am not suggesting otherwise. The chairman of the
Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks
Registration Committee will be appointed
by the Governor in Council.
I have
sufficient confidence that the Government will appoint a person of sufficiently so:und character to keep his own
counsel. Most of us think we know
who the nominee of the Victoria Racing
Club will be--the bookmakers' supervisor, Mr. Harding . We also believe that
we know who the nominee of the
Trotting Control Board will be--the
bookmakers' supervisor. Probably the
nominee of the Chief Commissioner of
Police will be an inspector or superintendent'. The man whom we had in
mind as chairman was one who is associated closely with the issue of stamps
for bookmakers' registration certificates.
We believe that he will know, to a
degree, the characters of bookmakers
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and bookmakers' clerks, and also the
vag~ries of the bookmaking business.
The view of the Country party members
is that there should be as chairman a
person who occupies a responsible position. I do not suggest that the Federated
Clerks' Union of Australia is not a
responsible body, but there is no certainty that it will nominate a responsible
person to the registration committee.
Information of a confidential character
will be disclosed to that committee, and
the Country party believes that the
calibre of the members of the committee should be as high as possible.
It is regretted that the Government has
seen fit to widen the personnel of the
registration committee.
Moreover, I doubt whether there are
many boo'kmakers' clerks who are members of the Federated Clerks' Union of
Australia. Possibly, there is not one in
the State. It is common knowledge that
some bookmakers pick up their clerks in
a casual manner at country meetings.
I daresay, however, that those bookmakers who field in the metropolitan
area employ permanent clerks. I fear
that, unless proper precautions are
taken, there will be a breach of confidence as a result of having on the
registration committee persons who are
members of outside bodies.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-1
add my protest to that of the honorable
member for Rainbow. It is not surprising that the Chief Secretary gave the
House very little indication that it was
intended to increase the number of members of the Bookmakers and Bookmakers'
Clerks Registration Committee from four
to five. !Members will recall that the
House was expected to assent to the
passage of this Bill practically without
debate.
Apparently the amendments
mean that a job will be found for someone, at a cost unknown. Last night,
when another measure was under discussion, the Chief Secretary found the
expression " such as is prescribed" completely incomprehensible, yet that expression is included in this Bill in a
similar connotation. The explanat;ion
that was offered by the Chief Secretary
as to the reasons for the amendments
made by the Legislative Council is most
unsa tisfactory.

I gather that the provisions governing
membership of the Federated Clerks'
Union of Australia are extremely
elastic, and I understand that the Leader
of the Opposition in the Federal Parliament is a member O'f that organization,
membership of which is open to persons
who possess no clerical qualifications.
The Chief Secretary has not indicated
the name of the additional member
whom it is intended to appoint to the
registration committee; neither has the
honorable gentleman offered a satisfactory explanation as to the reason for
increasing the number of members of
that committee. In the light of the continual assurances of the Min'istry that
economy will be practised, it is surprising that the Chief Secretary ~as
advanced no specific reason for the proposed enlargement of the membership
of the committee.
0

Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick) .-1 support the amendments that have been
made by the Legislative Council and
deprecate the fact that Opposition members are continually looking for something sin'ister in any action that is taken
by the Government. The suggestion has
been made, by innuendo, that everything
is not right concerning the proposal to
increase the number of members on the
registration committee, and that it is
designed to give a job to someone in the
ranks of the Labour party. It illbehoves the honorable member for
Rainbow to decry these amendments. I
remind him that the party of which he
is a member was only too prepared to
have a nominee of the gasworkers union
appointed a member of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. A Bill for that purpose
was introduced by the recent Country
party Administration.
The explanation offered by the Chief
Secreta'ry for amendments made by the
Council indicates that the Government
is merely implementing a principle that
has been one of the ideals of the Labour
party for many years, namely, that those
who are engaged in an indus:try should
have some say in its manoagement. The
honorable member for Rainbow intimated that, in the deliberations of the
registration committee, the character of
certain bookmakers and bookmakers'
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clerks may be at stake. I might say that
I am the Government nominee on
another Board of this character, and I
have ascertained, from personal experience, that unless a representative of
the workers is a member of such a body,
the character of a person engaged in that
particular industry may be assailed by
innuendoes.
The character of bookmakers or bookmakers' clerks could be
da,mned for ever if there were not a
member of the registration committee
who could spea'k on their behalf. I am
not ashamed of the amendments that
have been made by the Council, and I
congratulate the Chief Secretary upon
having recommended them to the
House. .
Mr. TURNBULL (Korung).-I cannot understand why the proposal that is
now before the House was not thought
of by the Government at an earlier
stage. Although this measure has been
discussed at some length by the Labour
party, apparently it has only now
awa'kened to the desirability of appointing a trade union representative to the
registration committee. I wish to know
who made the representations and
whether there is a bookmakers' organization. I know that there is not a union of
bookmakers' clerks. I fear that the
amendment will mean that a person
occupying a collar and tie j'Ob will be
invited to fill this position, for which high
fees will be paid. The committee will not
determine the rates of pay of bookmakers' clerks, their working hours, or
what amenities should be provided for
them. After a bookmaker is granted a
licence, he engages a person known to
him to act as his clerk. A bookmaker
will not go to an employment office and
say that he needs the services of a clerk.
In most. cases the bookmaker and the
clerk agree on the salary of the latter,
which may be increased when the bookmaker has a winning day. As there is
no union of bookmakers' clerks, members are justified in viewing the suggestion with suspicion, despite the comments
of the honorable member for Brunswick.
I am satisfied tha t the commi ttee
originally mentioned in the clause could
have carried out the functions to the
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satisfaction of all concerned. Those representatives do not need the aid of a
member of the Federated Clerks' Union.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks Registration Committee
will be given jurisdiction over book:makers and bookmakers' clerks. There
is little doubt that the clerks are entitled
to belong to the Federated Clerks' Union.
Mr. GALVIN.-Bookmakers may also be
members of the union.
Mr. BOLTE.-If a dispute arises between the Government and the union, the
former will be placed in an embarrassing
position by the union nominating only
three members-the Government will
be forced to appoint one of them to the
committee. A similar position arises in
connexion with the Gas and Fuel Corporation, the directors of which do not
discipline individual employees of the
Corporation. A nominee for appointment
to this comm:ittee may previously have
been in direct conflict with the committee, either as a bookmaker or a bookmaker's clerk. In principle, I have no
objection to a member of the clerks'
union being appointed, but the Government's position would be stronger if the
Bill provided that a panel of names
should be submitted by the Trades Hall
Council.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-The amendment made by. the Council upsets the
balance of the Bill. A person who must
be registered either as a bookmaker or as
a bookmaker's clerk is to be appointed to
the committee. Sub-dause (5) of clause
3 statesAt any meeting of the committee three
members (of whom one is the chairman)
shall form a quorum.

The Bill, as presented to this House,
provided that the Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks Registration Committee
should consist of four members. Now
that it is proposed that the committee
shall have a membership of five, I consider the number to f'Orm the quorum
should also be increased. I move-That the following words be added to the
question:-" but that the following amendment be made in the BiH:Cl,ause 3, sub-clause (5), omit' three' and
insert 'four.'''

The amendment was negatived.
The motion was agreed to.
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Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).The second amendment made by the
Council was that at the end of subclause (2) the following {lew paragraph
be inserted( ) One shall be appointed by the
Governor in Council from a panel of three
names submitted by the Federated Clerks'
Union of Australia (Victorian Branch).

I move-That amendment No.2 be agreed to.

Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I warn
the Government that the enactment of
clause 3 may have serious consequences.
Appointment of a Bookmakers and Bookmakers' Clerks Regist'ration Committee
may tend to introduce politics into the
matter. The clerks may form a union of
their own, and an organizer may "incite
them, immediately before the holding o.f,
say, the Melbourne Cup race-meeting, to
go on strike. In that event, the Government would be faced by approximately
100,000 irate persons at the Flemington
RacecoUTse because no bookmakers
would be operating.
The Government
may lose much p'restige by passing legislation which can lead to a dispute
between employers and employees who
have worked together amicably.
The motion was agreed to.
POLICE OFFENCES (CRANBOURNE
AND WERRliBEE RACECOURSES)
BILL.
The d~bate (adjourned from November 26) on the motion of Mr. Galvin
(Chief Secretary) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The purpose of the Bill is to amend subsection 15 of section 151 of the Police
Offences Act 1928, and it has particular
reference to the Cranbourne and Werribee racecourses. They are really country
courses, partkularly that at Cranbourne,
which is situa1ted 28! miles from Melbourne and just comes within the metropolitan area for the purposes of the Act;
the country area is deemed to commence
30 miles from Melbourne. The Werribee
and Cranbourne racing clubs have
suffered from being included in the
metropolUan area because they have thus
been prevented from holding mid-week
race-meetings. There is a ban on midweek racing, except as set out in the
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principal Act.
Many representations
have been made over a long period to the
Chief Secretary in successive Governments with the object of having these
oourses treated as country courses.
The present Chief Secretary has
accepted the representations 'as being
justified.
Under the Bill, the racecourses of
Cranbourne and Werribee, although
within the metropolitan area, will be
treated as country courses for 'mid-week
racing only, but not as country courses
for all purposes under the Act. As
new country courses they would be in
competition with a number of country
racecourses to which a certain number
of days have been alloted, for a
considerable time, and there would
be a certain amount of jealou~y
on the part of other clubs.
The
number of days is allotted by the Chief
Secretary on the recommenda tian of the
Racecourse Licensing Board. The' clubs
would have to apply for dates, which are
allotted by the Victoria Racing Club, and
would experience difficulty in that regard. The method adopted by the Bill
is sound and, if the new clause which
the Chief Secretary proposes to move
at the appropriate stage is adopted, the
two clubs will be allotted by legislation
an extra day a year each. In effect, the
Bill removes the ban on mid-week racing
in respect of these two racing clubs.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
ordered to be committed.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat it be an instruction to the Committee that they have power to consider a
new clause relating to the allocation of race
days at Cranbourne and Werribee racecourses.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I propose the following new clause:AA. In the F,irst Schedule to the Police
Offences (Race-meetings) Act 1929 as substituted by the Police Offences (Racemeetings) Act 1948 in the second column
opposite the reference to "Werribee" and
the reference to "Cranbourne" for the
figure "3" (wherever occurring) there
shall be substituted the figure" 4".
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people in that area, who are mostly primary producers, are keen on sport, and
they breed and run racehorses for the
love of the game. As I have already
indicated, no person associated with the
activities of the club derives any financial profit from such activities.
Cranbourne is situated, as the crow
flies, some 28~ miles from Melbourne.
The distance by road-I speak subject to
correction-is 30 miles. That is only a
short distance in these times of modern
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).- means of travel, and therefore the club
r thank the Chief Secretary for the suffers from the competition of counter
Government's action in respect of these attractions in the city of Melbourne.
two racing clubs. For many years, This amending measure which the Chief
representations have been made by the Secretary has been good enough to bring
Cranbourne Racing Club through depu- forward will permit of the people in the
tations, correspondence, and interviews district of which I speak being able to
for the granting of extra days for the realize the hopes that they have had for
conduct of a race-meeting. The race- many years, as it will enable the club to
course operated by the club is on public prov'ide better entertainment and facililand set aside for the definite purpose ties for the public. I am indebted to the
of providing recreation and the sport of Chief Secretary for his action, which has
racing. This new provision will enable the brough t to a successful conclusion the
club to conduct its meetings profitably. representations that have been made to
I cannot speak for the Werribee club, but a number of Governments over a period
r understand its difficulties have been of years.
similar to those of Cranbourne, and that
Mr. CAIN.-It is another instance of
it will be similarly placed on a sound doing things fearlessly.
At
financial footing by the proposal.
Sir, GEORGE KNOX.-I think there is
present the clubs each have three Satursomething in the Premier's remarks. The
days a year on which to conduct racehealth authorities have been pressing the
meetings. On those days they are in
competition with metropolitan racim; Cranbourne Racing Club to provide better amenities for the public, and the passclubs and, as a result, their meetings
ing
of this Bill will enable the club to imhave not been a financial success. Indeed,
plement
a programme of improvements.
if they have one wet day-the average·
my thanks to the Chief
I
again
express
rainfall at Cranbourne is about 32 inches Secretary.
-they have no hope of having a satisThe new clause was agreed to.
factory financial year. Any profits made
by the
Cranbourne Racing Club
The Bill was reported to the House
are spent on improvements to the with an amendment, and passed through
ground, on which there is a very fine its remaining stages.
racecourse. The provision of amenities
ENTERTAINMENTS TAX
for the public is very necessary, but the
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
club has no funds with which to make
the improvements. The effect of this
The debate (adjourned from the premeasure, if it is passed into law, will be vious day) on the motion of Mr. Cain
that the club will be able to give bigger (Premier and Treasurer) for the second
prizes and improve the amenities at the reading of this Bill was resumed.
course. One side of the course, which
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposiis elevated, would be an ideal site for tion) .-In bringing forward this Bill, the
the construction of a grandstand. If the Premier is more or less honouring the
Bill is passed there will be much elation promises that he made when the Enterthroughout the Cranbourne district. The
tainments Tax Bill was discussed. I wish
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The new clause proposed by the Chief
Secretary grants the Werribee and
Cranbourne racecourses each an extra
day for the conduct of race-meetings.
The two clubs are in the metropolitan
area, but will be treated as country
clubs in respect of mid-week racing.
Repeated representations have been made
by each of the two clubs for an extra
day, and now their wishes have been
acceded to.
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to make it clear that the Opposition still two or three musicians were employed
opposes the reintroduction of an enter- at a picture theatre, it could not be said
tainments tax in Victoria. However, that a " live" show was being conducted
that subject was fully debated and the and that the reduced scale of entertainGovernment won the day. The Premier ments tax should apply. However, I
has now brought forward this amending wish to impress upon the Treasurer, that
Bill to give effect to the promises which from the point of view of musicians,
he made during the debate on the original assistance would be aff'Orded if a remismeasure. He did not make any rash sion was granted to those ti"leatres which
promises, but he has been reasonably employed musicians rather than playing
generous in the concessions that he has what might be termed canned music.
granted. The honorable member for The Government, in my opinion, ha~
Kew made representations on behalf of made a realistic approach concerning
the returned soldiers' league, and I seas'on tickets. It would be stupid to
understand that, again, the Premier impose the applicable tax on a season
acceded in full to the requests that were ticket cos'ting £1 or £2, when the charge
made to him. My colleague will speak for an individual performance was only
2s. or 2s. 6d. I entirely agree with the
for himself on that matter.
Concerning live shows, the Premier has action of the Government in that regard.
I repeat that the Liberal party is
made a fairly big concession in agreeing
that the maximum tax to be imposed will opposed t'O the imposition of entertainbe 2s. when the price of admIssion ex- ments tax at this stage, al,though we
ceeds lIs. I do not think the reduction c'Ommend the Treasurer f'Or aff'Ording
in that instance will greatly assist the relief in certain directi'Ons. We consider
sale of tickets for the Davis Cup matches, that he should re-examine the matter and
but in the aggregate it will provide con- perhaps ease the burden on s'Ome
siderable financial relief for a number deserving cases. In tha't way the Governof people who attend entertainments and ment might obtain revenue in other direcsports. 'Probably the Treasurer has tions. Recently, I was speaking to Mr.
examined the entertainments tax as it Playford, the Premier of South Australia,
affects racing, but at this stage is not and he informed me that the South Ausprepared t'O comply with the submission's tralian Government has not introduced
that were made by some members. The entertainments tax. He told me that,
promoters of boxing and wrestling have with two or three exceptions, theatres in
also contacted the honorable gentleman. that State are now charging reduced
I realize that these aTe profes·sional prices. He said that he thought some
sports, but it is contended that as trouble might be experienced with
they are "live" shows a reduced . theatres wanting to maintain the charges
scale of entertainments tax should being made before the entertainments
apply.
However, they
have
not tax was abolished, but that the Governreceived the same consideration as other ment had a method of dealing with such
bodies. I am not advancing a case cases. The South Australian people have
on behalf of these people, but I am been permitted to reap the benefit of the
endeavouring to prove to the Treasurer action of the Comm·onwealth ("....overnthat the gatliering ·of revenue in itself is ment. I have no desire to delay the
not everything. Once concessions aTe passage of this Bill, but again I ask the
granted to a group, serious problems Premier to re-examine the taxation
can arise. Probably it would have been charges on racing, boxing, wrestling, and
advisable if the Government had adopted other sports which can be claimed to be
the same principle as the Commonwealth "live shows." I agree with the TreaGovernment and -abolished completely surer that there is a tremendous difference between professi-onal and ama teu!'
the entertainments tax.
When the Entertainments Tax Bill was sport.
being discussed I referred to the posiMr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 thank the
tion of musicians. I have examined this Treasurer for having oonsidered the reques'Uon carefully and I agree that it is presentations I made when the Enterdifficult to overcome the problem. If tainments Tax Bill was being debated and
Mr. Bolte.
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for providing, in this amending Bill, all I
asked £oor, and perhaps a little more.
Originally, I was most concerned with
the principle of reimposition of the entertainmen ts tax. When I examined the
Bill I realized that although exemption
from tax was granted concerning moneys
raised for memorial halls, provided that
the promoter did not receive any payment, no exemption was applicable to
activities which were held for the purpose of raising funds for the well-being
o'f dependants of servicemen and exservicemen. I had to hurriedly seek a
precedent for an amendment, and
thought that perhaps a good one would
be that which the McDonald Government
inserted in the Administration of Probate
Act t,wo years ago on my representation.
In doing 'that, I got myself into
quite a lot of trouble,
because
when I made the suggestion to
the Treasurer I did not reaHze that
my proposal provided an exemption
f,rom tax on funds raised for the relief
of dependants of deceased ex-servicemen, and did not cover funds raised
for the relief of a live ex-serviceman.
Consequently I was hauled over the coals
by the Returned Sailors Soldiers and
Airmen's Imperial League of Australia,
who told me that I was interested in
the activities of Legacy and Carry On,
but was not concerned about getting
exemption for the funds of the returned
soldiers' league.
It was a delightful
example of how a member of Parliament
in trying to do something for someone
can get more abuse than if he sits silent
and does not think of the proposition.
However, the Treasurer has done the
right thing, and in this Bill has prov·ided
an exemption covering entertainments,
the proceeds from which are devoted
solely to providing an amelioration of
conditions of the dependants of exservicemen and deceased ex-servicemen.
I thank the Premier for having done su.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a second time.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I move---That the rates of entertainments tax to
be charged levied collected and paid for
the use of Her Majesty and in aid of the
Consolidated Revenue under the Entertain-
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ments Tax Act 1953 in cases where the payment for admission to an entertainment
exceeds Ten shiUings shall be(a) where all the performers whose words
or actions constitute the entertainment are present and performing
and the entertainment consists
solely of one or more of the following items:(i) stage play;
OJ) ballet;
(iii) performance of music
(whether vocal or instrumental) ;
(iv) lecture;
(v) recitation;
(vi) music-hall or other variety
entertainment; or
or
travelling
(vii) circus
showas set out in the second column of
the table appended hereto;
(b) where
the entertainment consists
solely of a game or sport in which
human beings are the sole participants .(but not including dancing or
skating unless conducted solely for
competitive purposes) and the
entertainment is conducted by a
society institution or committee not
established or carried on for profit
-as set out in the second column
of that table; and
(c) in all other cases-as set out in the
third column of that table.
TABLE.

First Column.

Second C61umn.

Third Column.

'Where the
Payment for
Admission
(Excluding the
Amount of the
Tax)-

Rates of Tax.

Rates of Tax.

Exceeds
ten
shillings but
does not exceed ten shillings and sixpence
Exceeds
ten
shillings and
sixpence but
does not exceed eleven
shillings
Exceeds eleven
shillings

One shilling
and ninepence

Two shillings and
ten pence

One shilling
and tenpence

Three shillings

Two shillings

Three
shillings
and twopence,
plus twopence
for each sixpence (or part
thereof)
by
which the payment for admission
exceeds
eleven
shillings and
sixpence.
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Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I take it that
this resolution is necessary to enable the
Premier to substitute a new scale for
the old one.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House and
adopted.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
presented a message from His Excellency the Governor recommending that
an appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of
this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by ~he House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Enterta'inments exempt
from tax).
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-During the
second-reading debate, I raised a question with the Treasurer of whether the
definItion of "a war" was sufficiently
wide, in view of the amended definition
that is contained in the Patriotic Funds
(Amendment) Bill. I have since discussed the matter with the Parliamentary Draftsman, and I am satisfied
that the definition contained in the Bill
is wide enough. In those circumstances,
I do not propose to move an amendment.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 4.
.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
PATRIOTIC FUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 25) on the motion of Mr. Cain
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern).-The
purpose of this Bill, as outlined by the
Premier in his second-reading speech,
is 'to extend the provtisions of the
Patriotic Funds Act to the Korean war
and to proclaimed wars or any hostilities

(Amendment) Bill.

or specifi,c assignment in which the
forces of Her Majesty or the Commonwealth have been or may hereafter be
engaged, and which is specified for the
purposes of this Act by proclamation
of the Governor in Council published in
the Government Gazette. I think the
House will agree that this is a desirable
extension.
The only other matter which is dealt
with by the Bill is to make provision
for a balance-sheet to be drawn up
annually and at the closing of the fund,
in addition to the statement of receipts
and disbursements that was provided for
in the previous Act. That is a deSirable
amendment also.
I take advantage of this opportunity to
refer to the Premier an issue that has
been brought to the attention of the
honorable member for Kew by the returned soldiers' league, which has pointed
out that there is need to ensure that
grants may be made to assist returned
servicemen to educate their children.
Under section 8 of the principal Act, the
Patriotic Funds Council may make grants
towards the training of discharged soldiers " or for any other purposes." The
purpose I have mentioned is not prescrIbed. I ask the Premier to investigate
the desirability of its being prescribed in
order to assist in the education of children of former servicemen.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through .us remaining stages.
WATER SUPPLY LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
The debate (adjourned from November
25) on the motion of Mr. Stoneham
(Minister of Water Supply), for the
second reading of this Bill, was resumed.
l\lr. MIBUS (Borung) .-The Bill seeks
parliamentary approval for the issue
and application of loan moneys for works
and other purposes relating to irrigation,
stock and domestic water supplies,
drainage, flood protection, and river improvements. The Bill will authorize the
issue of £15,000,000 of loan money, -:>f
which it is intended to spend £7,050,000
this financial year.

Water Supply Loan
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In a Bill of this nature, it is customary
to seek authority for an amount of
money in ·excess of the sum actually required. That is a wise provision because
it permits the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission to make investigations and prepare plans for various projects entrusted to it. The allotment of
loan money under the Bill covers a wide
range, as I have already pointed out.
In the matter of water conservation,
the progress of Victoria has been spectacular; the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission has done a magnificent job, being a real nation builder. The
new prosperity created in this State by
the water that is being used for irrigation purposes has given the State's
economy a wonderful boost and has
enabled Governments to fulfil their obligations to many returned servicemen,
who have been placed on the land. The
work of the Commission has also made
possible extensions of sewerage schemes
throughout Victoria, so that the health
of rural communities has been safeguarded to a large extent.
I regret that water supply schemes for
small towns are not included in the Bill.
When the Minister of Water Supply was
explaining the Bill he said that approval
. had been given for no fewer than 40
town water supplies in smaller towns in
the State. I have knowledge of schemes
that were approved ten years ago.
People in those localities are entitled to
an adequate water supply as much as are
people in larger towns. The allotment
of loan moneys for extensions to existing schemes will be mostly in built-up
areas whereas priority should have been
given to schemes that have been approved
but on which work has been long
delayed.
The Minister mentioned the Rocklands
dam. That will supply practically the
whole of the electorate which I have the
honour to represent, and the opening of
the dam was really a "red letter day"
for the people in the locality. The
official opening was attended by a large
and representative gathering but it was
marred in a small way. The elections
for the Federal Senate were to be held
on the following Saturday and the Chief
Secretary-he was then the Deputy
Session 1952-53.-[113]
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Premier-and the Minister of Water
Supply made two excellent Senateelection speeches.
The Rocklands dam has a capacity of
272,000 acre-feet of water and will
supplement the existing WimmeraMallee water storages. This water supply
scheme is the largest of its kind in the
world in terms of channel mnes and
the area served by the storages; it is
an area of 11,000 square miles. The
Rocklands dam will more than double
the existing storage capacity of the dams
which have served the Wimmera-Mallee
water supply scheme for years. It has
been suggested in certain quarters that
when the Rocklands dam has been completed, the Goulburn-Waranga scheme
will be relieved from serving a certain
area in the Mallee. I protest against
the contemplated adjion. I trust that
the allotment of water for irrigation
purposes in the Mallee will not be made
on the basis that the Rocklands dam
shall supply the area to which I have
referred.
With the duplication of the GoulburnWaranga channel, at great cost, and
with the increase of the capacity of the
Eildon weir from 306,000 -acre-feet to
2,750,000 acre-feet,
those storages
should supply the districts whfich they
have served in the past. It cannot be
properly argued that the productivity
of Wimmera soils under irrigation is not
as high as elsewhere in Victoria. I impress upon the Min1ister of Water Supply
the great need for the Rocklands dam
to serve the area which it should supply.
The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission is carrying out a magnificent job of work, and I trust that it will
not be hamstrung by lack of funds in
any of the vast construction and maintenance works which are contemplated.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 take responsib~lity for the fact
that to-day the House has passed two
or three loan application Bills with, in
my opinion, insufficient debate. This has
occurred because Parliament is nearing
the end of the session, and a number of
important Bills remain to be considered;
of course, I do not accept responsibility
for that fact. I trust that all members
will be afforded ample opportunity to
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speak in the debate on the Estimates
in the next week or two; the Government has a responsibility to do this.
A sum of £15,000,000 is allotted under
the Water Supply Loan Application
Bill (No.2) and, with the passing of
the Country Sewerage Loan Application
Bill, we have virtually approved this
afternoon of the expenditure of millions
of pounds. These items may be debated
when the Estimates are considered. I
trust that the Treasurer will supply the
House with a detailed statement of his
loan allocations for this financial year. In
the last three or four years it has been
the usual procedure for the Treasurer,
when introducing the Budget, to state
in some detail how the Government proposed to allocate loan funds. Members
of the Opposition and private members
of the Labour party are completely in
the dark on this questi'On. There is no
means of ascertaining, for example,
whether the Soldier Settlement Commission will receive more funds this year
than last.
We are now nearly half-way through
the financial year, and the Government
should be in a position to supply the
information sought. I realize that it is
difficult early in the financial yea,r for
the Treasurer to announce how the loan
funds will be allocated. I ask the Premier to supply the figures I seek at the
beginning of the debate on the Estimates. rf he accedes to my request, the
bvief debates which have taken place
to-day on certain measures will be
justified, otherwise they will not. I trust
that a full day will be allotted for the
debate on the E'stimates-not a full
night.
Probably the Minister of Water
Supply is aware that a combined meeting of representatives of the Shires of
Heytesbury, Hampden, and Colac is to
be held at Colac next Wednesday, and
I trust that a solution to their problem
Will be arrived at. I am sure that the
Government will afford members full
opportunity of ra,ising matters they wish
to ven'tilate when the Estimates are debated, especially concerning Bills that
have been passed to-day, not hastily, but
in a manner that has helped both sides
of the House.
Mr. Bolte.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
ordered to be committed.
Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be made from
the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in C'Ommittee and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clauses 1 to 14 and the schedule were
agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
WIRTH'S PARK: FIRE HAZARD.

Mr. GALVIN
I move-

(Chief Secretary).-

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next at Two o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).~
I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. CORRIGAN (Port Melbourne).In 1943, my predecessor moved the
adjournment of the House to discuss a
matter of urgent public importance, concerning the Wirth's Park area, which is
situated at one of the main entrances to
the city of Melbourne. At that time
negotiations took place concerning the
erection of steelworks on that site, and
honorable members on both sides of the
House agreed that the existing buildings.
represented one of the greatest eyesores
in Melbourne. The deterioration of the
site was discussed at great length, and
the Chief Officer of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board supported the
then honorable member for Port
Melbourne by reporting that the buildings constituted a considerable fire
danger. It was agreed by the Government of the day that the area should be
reserved for a national art gallery and
cultural centre. Since 1943, some improvements have been effected and fire
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precautions taken, but the area still
represents a considerable fire risk, and
steps should be taken to alleviate that
risk. I consider that this site is Melbourne's greatest fire hazard.
At Wirth's Olympia all types of
functions are conducted during the year,
including children's displays and various
activities in which young children take
part. If a fire broke out while children
were present, a panic involving frantic
parents would ensue and the State
could be faced with one of its greatest
calamities.
Parents have frequently
spoken to me of the danger that exists.
'They say that while they are in attendance at entertainments with their children they are in constant fear, and that
they have no relief until they have left
the premises after the conclusion of the
,entertainment. It is a matter of urgency
that all the buildings on this site, which
is a potential death-trap, should be removed. At the back of Wirth's Olympia
there are a number of factories and while
the managements have taken some precautions against the risk of fires, there
is still great danger of a disastrous outbreak. A fire starting in one of those
factories could extend rapidly to Wirth's
Olympia or to some section of the buildings on that site.
Many of the occupants of sites in this
locality have weekly or monthly tenancies, but the Trocadero Palais has a lease
of its area until 1984. It might be wise
to consider the payment of compensation
to the Trocadero Palais in order that the
building might be removed. If the site
were cleared, it could be used as a parking area and some remuneration would
be received by the State in that way. At
,present, the buildings on this area compare with some of the worst hovels in
the city. As one who knows the locality
well, I ask the Government to give
serious consideration to the proposal that
all buildings on the area be removed with
a view to avoiding the possibility of a
disastrous fire. If action along those
lines were taken, it would be greatly
appreciated by the public.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of
I have discussed with the
member for Port Melbourne
mentioned by him, and I

Lands).honorable
the matter
appreciate
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his
concern as
to what could
happen in the event of a fire
breaking out in the Wirth's Park area.
In response to representations previously
made by the honorable member, I called
for a report from the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board, and I asked to be informed as to the safety measures deemed
to be necessary at this location in order
to ensure the minimum risk of fire. I received that report, which contained certain minor recommendations and, with
one exception, they have been implemented. The honorable member suggested that the site might be used as a
parking area. I am not trying to justify
any action that has been taken in the
past when I say that the income at
present received from occupants of the
area is considerable, but one does not
weigh financial considerations of that
nature against the risk of a disaster of
the kind mentioned by the honorable
member.
I shall make another personal inspection of the area with a view to determining what remedial action is necessary.
I assure the honorable member that all
steps will be taken to minimize the risk
of fire and to protect the occupants of
the buildings in tha t area. If it is
deemed necessary, drastic action will be
taken. I repeat that I shall give the
matter further attention to see what can
be done along the lines suggested.
The motion was agreed to.
, The House adjourned at 5.26 p.m. until
Tuesday} December 8.

LEGISL11TIVE COUNCIJ.J.'
Tuesday} December 8} 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.59 p.m., and read the
prayer.
LIOENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
A. M. FRASER (Minister of Labour),
was read a first time.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
J. W. GA'LBAlI...LY (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings), was read a
first time.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
J. W. GALBALLY (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings), was read a
first time.
COUNTRY SEWERAGE LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
POLICE OFFENCES (CRANBOURNE
AND WERRIHEE RACECOURSES)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
ENTERTAINMENTS TAX
(AMENDMENT) SILL.
This BHl was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
PATRIOTIC FUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
WILLIAM SLATER (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
WATER SUPPLY LOAN
APPLICATION BILL
(No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
J. W. GALBA!LLY (Minister in Charge of
Electrical Undertakings), was read a
first time.

Games, 1956.

LATROBE VALLEY WATER AND
SEWERAGE BILL.
A message was received from the
Assembly transmitting a report from the
Clerk of the Parliaments calling attention to a clerical error in this Bill and
acquainting the Council that the
Assembly had corrected the error.
The Council concurred wi th the
Assembly in the correotion of the error.
i 1

OLYMPIC GAMES, 1956.
GOVERNMENT FIN ANCIAL GUARANTEE:
PROGRESS OF WORKS.

The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) asked the Minister of Transport(a)
What -amount has the State Government actually paid for the purpose of
organizing the 1956 Olympic Games?
(b) Willen is it proposed to commence
work on, and who will be the constructing
authority for, each of the following OlympiC
projects-(i) Olympic Housing Settlement,
Heidelberg; OJ) Olympic Swimming Pool;
(iii) Reconstruction work at Olympic Park;
and (iv) Olympic Cycle Track?
(c) Is it proposed to make provision at
Olympic Park for Australian Rules Football,
or Soccer, or both?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answers -are(a) No amount has been expended by
the State Government for the purpose of
organizing the 1956 Olympic Games. The
State Government has, however, agreed
to guarantee the bank overdraft of the
Organizing Commi:ttee ;to the extent :of
£200,000 for the purpose of meeting the
administrative and organizational expenses
of the Games pending the sale of tickets,
&c. The Commonwealth Government will
indemnify the State to the extent of 50
per cent. of any loss incurred under this
arrangement. The liability to the Bank at
the 30th June, 1953, under this guarantee
was £24,273.
(b) 0) The constructing authority of the
Olympic Housing Settlement at Heidelberg
is the Victorian Housing Commission, which
is at present working on the preparation of
plans and specifications.
(ii) The Organizing Committee is the constructing authority for the Olympic Swimming Pool. The architects, Messrs. Borland,
McIntyre, and Murphy, are at present preparing plans and specifications to the tender
stage.
(iii) and (iv) The Organizing Committee
is also the constructing authority for the
reconstruction work at Olympic Park and
for the Olympic cycle track at the park.
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The preparation of plans and specifications
for the engineering services for these works
will be carried out by the City Engineer of
the Melbourne City Council. Plans and
specifications of architectural works will
be prepared by the Chief Architect, Public
Works Department. The date for commencement of actual construction work
cannot be stated at this stage.
(c) It is hoped that provision will be
made at Olympic Park for both Australian
Rules Football and Soccer.

FISHERIES AND GAME
DEPARTMENT.
SNOB'S CREEK HATCHERY.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
( North Eastern Province) asked the
Minister of Transport(a) What funds have been expended on
works at Snob's Creek Hatchery during each
of the years ended 30th June, 1951, 1952, and
1953?
(b) What is the estimated expenditure for
additional works during the year ending
30th June, 1954?
(c) What permanent and temporary staff,
respectively, has been employed at the
hatchery during each of the years ended
30th June, 1951, 1952, and 1953?
(d) What number of fry of all types,
giving details, were liberated from Snob's
Creek during each of the years ended 30th
June, 1951, 1952, and 1953, and during the
period 1st July to 30th November, 1953?
(e) Will the Minister lay on the table of
the Library the file containing the report or
reports submitted by Mr. Affleck, Biologist?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answers are-(a) (1) Year ended 30th June, 1951£19,631.
(2) Year ended 30th June, 1952-£20,238.
(3) Year ended 30th June, 1953-£12,579.

(b) £15,000.

The staff employed wereIn 1950-51: Four permanent officers,
of whom two resigned in April, 1951.
Five men were also employed temporarily for short periods during the
year.
In 1951-52: Four permanent officers
and one temporary employee. Two men
were employed casually and were then
appointed to the permanent staff, the
maximum number employed at anyone
time being five.
In 1952-53: Five permanent officers
plus two temporary and two casual employees for short periods, the maximum
number employed at anyone time
being six.

(c)

(d)

(1)
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Year ended 30th June, 1951.
Brown Trout yearlings.. 18,500
Rainbow Trout yearlings
1,000

19,500
(2) Year ended 30th June, 1952.
Brown Trout yearlings..
1,013
Brown Trout fingerlings
7,000
Rainbow Trout yearlings
4,537
12,550
(3) Year ended 30th June, 1953.
Brown Trout fry
52,248
Rainbow Trout fry
8,845
Rainbow Trout yearlings 12,576
73,669
(4) Period from 1st July to 30th
November, 1953.
Rainbow Trout fry
57,000
(e) The question does not indicate what
particular reports are desired. The following reports have been laid on the table of the
Library:(1) Reports prepared by R. J. Affleck and
published by the Department.
(2) A confidential report from R. J.
Affleck to the Director of Fisheries.
(3) A report prepared by R. J. Affleck for
the State Hatchery Advisory Committee.
A copy of the minutes of the State
Hatchery Advisory Committee which discussed the report prepared for its information by Mr. Affleck has also been placed on
the table.

OPENING OF PARLIAMENT, 1954.
ALTERATION OF STANDING ORDERS.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .----1 move, by leave-That the following be adopted as a
Standing Order of the Council to follow
Standing Order No. 22:22A. Whenever Her Majesty the Queen
is personally present in Victoria and
attends in the Council Chamber to declare
in person the cause of the calling together
of the Parliament, references in the
Standing Orders numbered 11, 12, 13, 14,
16, 18, 21, and 22 to His Excellency the
Governor shall be read as references to
Her Majesty the Queen.

In explanation, I desire to say that the
Standing Orders provide that Parliament
shall be opened by His Excellency the
Governor, who shall attend in the Council Chamber and there declare to both
Houses the causes of his calling Parliament together. They provide further for
His Excellency's speech to be reported to
the House, for the House to pass an
Address-in-Reply, and the presentation
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rof such Address to His Excellency. Some
doubt exists as to whether the Standing
Orders in their present form might permit of the performance by Her Majesty
of the duties connected with the proceedings on the opening of Parliament which
are normally performed by His Excellency, and the proposed new Standing
Order is intended to remove any such
doubt.
SLATER
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
(Attorney-General). - I second the
motion.
The motion was agreed to.

n

was ordered that the new Standing
Or.der 22A be laid before his Excellency
the Governor and his approval requested
thereto.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
REPORT ON STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) presented the report of the
Statute Law Revision Committee on the
proposals contained in the Statute Law
Revision Bill.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table and be printed, together with
minutes of evidence.

REPORT ON TRANSFER OF LAND BILL.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) presented the report of the
Statute Law Revision Committee on the
proposals contained in the Transfer of
Land Bill.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on the table and be printed, together with
minutes of evidence.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
ALTERATION OF SESSIONAL ORDERS.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat so much of the Sessional Orders as
provides that the hour of meeting on Wednesdays shall be half-past Four o'clock be
rescinded and that for the remainder of the
session the hour of meeting on Wednesdays
shall be Eleven o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.

Tenant Bill.

LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
The

HOD.

WILLIAM

SLATER

(Attorney-General) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is associated with tremendous difficulties and complexities. In
fact, the position is particularly well
stated by R. E. Megarry, M.A., LL.B., in
the dedication of his book The Rent Acts,
in these termsTo the Draftsmen of the Acts with Awe
and Affection and to the County Court
Bench with a Sympathy as Profound as it
is Respectful.

That is an exceedingly timely and appropriate introduction to a work by the
standard writer for the taxpayers on the
English legislation. In the preface to the
sixth edition of his book, the author
states, with respect to a court decision
on one of the problems confronting the
judiciary in Great BritainAs the Bench has observed, the number
of new questions which can arise under the
Rent Restriction Acts seems infinite;"
"there seems to be no end to the conundrums suggested by the Rent Restriction
Acts" in all the practically endless variety
of circumstances and conditions which may
and do arise out of agreements between
landlords and tenants."
II

II

That, Sir, is the problem that confronts
not only our community in Victoria; it
is a world-wide phenomenon which
emerged, in the first instance, largely
as a result of the first world war. There
was then enacted in Great Britain,
legislation concerning the restriction of
rent and mortgage interest rates that
has persisted until the present time.
Regardless of the economic vicissitUdes
through which the Mother Country has
passed during the intervening period of
time, there has been no substantial
alteration in the structure of that legislation. A similar position has obtained in
almost every country of the world, irrespective of whether it was a belligerent
or a neutral. The impact of war on the
social and economic life of the community upset the previously normal rate
of building houses, and the consistent
pressure of population upon the limited
supply of housing accommodation accentuated the problem.
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There is an interesting quatation,
which indicates in a timely manner, haw
much this kind 'Of legislatian is the result
of circumstances aver which mankind
'Often has very little cantral. A character
in one 'Of Plata's dialogues remarked that
laws are not made by human beings, but
by misfortunes, wars, epidemics, famines,
'Or a succession 'Of bad seasans. Althaugh
that expressian was uttered by a great
philosapher many years ago, its truth
is inherently saund ta-day. As I have
already stated, the laws of Great Britain
cancerning the cantrol 'Of rent and martgage interest rates emerged fram the
impact of the first world war, and samewhat similar legislatian has been enacted
almost throughaut the entire warld.
This strange phenamenan has persisted
not 'Only in 'Our Australian cammunities,
but in mast other parts of the warld. It
may be true that in the United States of
America-I speak subject ta carrection
-only as recently as a few manths ago
was there any abatement 'Of rent restriction laws.
In Canada, Sauth Africa, New Zealand,
mast 'Of the British Calanies, and almast
universally thraughaut Eurape and in
parts 'Of Asia, legislatian of this character cantinues, as it is continuing here, as
a result of the upsetting of the narmal
process 'Of supply and demand by the
intrusian 'Of war. The absorptian 'Of a
great deal of the man pawer and
materials as a result of war and canflict, the decline 'Of building activity and
a reduction in the normal supply of
hausing grassly aggravated the situatian.
Accordingly, we are in no different pasition fram any other cauntry of the
world, inasmuch as it must be realized
that, -althaugh the English legislation
was intraduced merely as an emergency
measure, it naw forms a mare enduring
part of the present social structure,
deplarable in its camplexity, yet
affecting the lives of millians of peaple.
That is largely the situatian in which we
find 'Ourselves.
I knaw 'Of the great divergence 0f
opinian relating ta this prablem, even
amang those wha -are diametrically
opposed palitically to the Gavernment.
I shall read the abservatians 'Of twa competent men, leaders 'Of Conservative
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thought, wha were members 'Of the
British Ministry from 1935 ta 1938. I
refer to the Right Hanarable Sir Kingsley
W-aad, P.C., M.P., and the Right Honor~
able Walter E. Elliott, M.C., M.P., who
were members 'Of a committee appainted
by the British Canservative Gavernme'1t
ta inquire inta the questian 'Of rent can~
traI. I quate fram the Parliamentary
Papers of the House of Commons, valume
15, at page 275, where the honarable
gentlemen I have mentianed made the
fallawing abservatian in a minority
repart:Our examinaUon of the proposal convinces
us that any hard-and-fast fixation of the
period of control is undesirable. And in this
regard we do not accept the implication that
control is, of itself, an evil, the ending of
which should be a sort of ideal of all rightthinking people. Frankly, we consider that
control of some kind is desirable as a permanent feature of the -housing service.
The attitude of mind represented by the
commonly-repeated phrase, "Control must
come to an end some day" is too apt to bias
judgment. We cannot agree that housing
is a fit subject of commodity economics.

Thase -abservatians came fram twa members of the Canservative party who had
ta inquire inta this questian between the
first and the second warld wars. I know
that hausing canditians are dissimilar in
Great Britain fram thase in Victaria,
but in the past-war peri'ad we had to
'Overcame certain problems. In the first
place, there was a serious shartage of
hausing accammadatian, which was
accentuated by the factors 'Of war and
the flow 'Of immigration. Instead of the
posit ian being relieved, the lag in hausing
accammodation has nat materially
impraved -and the result i.s the complexity
'Of the present situation, in which we find
many deserving peaple are being deprived
of their awn hames. The Gavernment
realizes the difficulty and submits the Bill
to the Hause. After all, this is not a
new prablem. It has been whimsically
described in an interesting article that
appeared in the Cornell Law Quarterly,
Review 'Of 1950-51, at page 92, where the
learned authar 'Of the article saidAll in all, perhaps the wisest words on
the subject are those attributed to some
obscure F-rench rent commisaion .. De Province": whereas the landlord in our times
is an unfortunate and pitiable being: he
does not know what to do to meet his
obligations; on the other hand, the tenant
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too is unfortunate; whereas landlords and
tenants have always been in conflict as in
other times, the Guelphs and Ghibellines,
the Wigs and the Tories, the patricians and

the plebians; these discords which commenced with the world will finish it;
whereas it is difficult to ,bring together such
divergent and opposing entities.

There is an element of truth in that
interesting observation which is attributed to a minor French rent c.ourt
sitting in one of the provinces.
The
Government is conscious of thes'e difficulties and, as I have said, has submitted
to the House the Bill which perhaps will
grant some relief. It is not suggested
tha tit is possible to meet innumerable
problems of landlords and tenants by
encompassing them in one piece of legislation. In the proposals now submitted,
the Government suggests that there is at
least some means of giving a degree of
relief to people, either as tenants or as
owners.
Perhaps I can summarize the principles
of the measure, which all members have
had an opportunity of studying, because
the Bill was circulated before J commenced my explanatory speech. Members will have a further opportunity of
examining all its features by consulting
the explanatory memorandum which has
been circulated with the Bill. When
members look at the principal Act of
1948, and other Acts, they will see that
certain principles emerge. In the first
place, there is no interference with the
existing Tents paid by 'Occupants of residences. The Government pr.oposes to
break new ground in respect of rents and
evictions in the case of commercial premises. There are attached conditions
which provide that the 'owne'rs of these
commercial buildings must be prepared
to give lessees ,of buildings a lease of not
less than three years' duration. If they
are prepared to make such a leas'e, pursuant to the terms of the lease the lessee
in occupation 'of the premises will be
removed both from rent and eviction
control. I think that is a step in the
right direction. Many tenants will take
advantage of the provision because of
the security given a lessee.
That is
the only change being made so far as
rents are concerned. I repeat that there
is no interference with the existing rents
The Hon. William Slater.
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of dwellings, but there is an opportunity
for freedom from control in relation both
to rents and evictions in connexion with
commercial buildings where tenants and
owners agree to enter upon leases.
Then the Bill deals with the vexed
question of owners recovering possession
of their houses. The Government feels
tha t some classes of owners should be
given the right to recover their premises.
The usual procedure is for them t.o go to
court, where the matter is determined
on grounds of relative hardship. The
Government says to six classes of owners
that they will have leave to recover their
premises if they fall within any of the
named classifications. The first is a
married man and his spouse who would
be entitled to a Commonwealth old-age
pension if they lived together in the
house they own but the fact that they
own the house and its value possibly
takes them out of entitlement to pension
relief causes grave injustice. We feel
that the absolute right to regain
possession should apply to them.
The second class relates to a married
man and his wife in respect of whom the
right to an old-age pension may accrue
if they should gain possession of their
house, but even if they are not entitled
to such a pension, they may be the
recipients of pensions under Government superannuation or private schemes.
In those cases it is provided that their
joint income shall not exceed £500 a
year. In the third class is a widow or
widower or a single person who may be
entitled to an old-ag~ pension if they
could gain possession of their premises.
They must be over the age of 65 years.
of age whose income does not exceed
£200 a year. The fourth class comprises
invalid pensioners, to whom a means
test applies. There can be no limitations
placed upon them and they have absolute
right to the recovery of possession. In
the fifth class are totally and permanently incapacitated returned soldiers
in receipt of pensions under the Commonwealth Repatriation Acts, and who
are, in fact, in receipt of an income that
does not exceed £100 a year. A class
will be added by means of an amendment
relating to returned soldiers who are
more than 60 years of age and who are
entitled to a service pension.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Is there an
income limit in those cases.
The Hon. Wll.LIAM SLATER.-No.
Service pensioners are subject to a means
test. When I was representing the
electorate of Dundas in the Assembly,
I was conscious of the means test applied
to such pensioners who would be entitled
to an old-age pension except for the
limitation prescribed by that legislation.
As of right, these people will be entitled
to recover possession of their dwellings.
The court will grant an order for repossession subject to certain conditions
which will meet the housing emergency
of the people living in these houses.
Members can imagine cases in which a
man, his wife, and a family of small
children may occupy such dwellings.
In order to overcome the difficulty to
which I have referred and other
difficulties the order for the recovery of
possession will be stayed for a period
of six months. Another vital amendment proposed in the legislation is one
which deals with the problem of shared
accommodation. We have felt that there
are many cases in which people would
be prepared to share housing accommodation-the amendment is limited to
only one lease of shared accommodation
in force at anyone tim€----'but for the
difficulty that once people are let
into such accommodation they can
never be removed.
It is proposed
that after the coming into operation of this measure-not beforepeople who are prepared to share their
accommodation with tenants should have
an opportunity of removing such tenants
if the latter were found to be incompatible and undesirable, and provided
that two months' notice to quit were
given. I think that is a reasonable
change in the law.
I have dealt with three basic principles in this measure. There are a
nu mber of important general amendments and there are a number of minor
amendments. This is obviously a Bill
for consideration. in Committee when
each of the clauses will be taken
separately, examined and debated. Since
an explana tory memorandum of the
clauses is in the hands of honorable
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members. I do not propose under any
circumstances to embark upon an
explanation of them at this stage; but
I desire to indicate some of the important
major amendments that the Government
is setting out to make in the Act. We are
filling up one or two of the gaps which
the ingenuity of some members of the
legal profession have found. In the
first place, the device of using a licence
in the form 'of a lease has enabled the
Act to be simply laughed at. In a case
where an owner has granted a tenant
a licence, that fictional agreement has
taken all the transactions outside the
operations of the Act and freed them
from rent and eviction control. Under
the relevant amendment in this Bill all
such licences, whether made before or
after the coming into operation of this
measure, will be treated as leases and,
consequen tly, all the provisions of the
Landlord and Tenant Acts will apli1y lo
them.
The Hon. W. O. FULToN.-Will the new
provision be retrospective?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-If it
were not made retrospective :it would be
useless. It is considered that agreements such as I have referred to were
simply fictions and contrary to the true
oper,ation of the law. By such a peculiar
agreement there was created a position
under which the Act was completely
avoided. The sky was the limit as far
as rents were concerned, and there was
no security as regards eviction. We feel
that in tenancy ca:ses in which the tenant
has sub-let at a considerable profitexceeding 120 per cent. of the rental-the
making of such profit should be ground
for recovery of possession. n will be
only an additional ,ground to those
already specified in the legislation, for
cases in which the landlord will have
to prove greater hardship.
Hitherto a tenant could obtain possession of a house and enrich himself very
greatly as the result of the tenancy,
while the owner or landlord has had no
opportl1nity or ground for obtaining an
eviction order. Such circumstances will
now constitute an ordinary ground for an
application for an eviction order, and
absolute recovery will be ,governed by
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the dominant ground of greater relative
hardship. Further, we are providing
that owners should have the right to
inspect tenanted houses-a right which
does not exist under the Act at present.
They should at least be allowed the
right of two inspections annually between 9 o'clock in the morning and
6 o'clock in the evening. I think it will
be agreed that after having given at
least seven days' notice in writing to
the tenant, an owner should have the
right of inspection and of repairing a
tenanted property. There is another
provision to the effect that an owner
should have the right to allow prospective purchasers to inspect a property,
subject to reasonable notice being given
to the tenant of such an' inspection.
At present the law disallows any
re-Ietting or re-selling for a period of
twelve months, where the court has made
an order giving the 'Owner possession of his premises but the Bill
extends that period to three years. When
an owner recovers possession of his
property he will not be able either to
re-lease or re-sell it within this period
of three years without the sanction
of the court. Necessitous cases arise, of
course. For instance, a death may
occur, followed by the winding up of an
estate, or there may be instances in
which there is financial distress. Such
matters the court can determine as to
their bona fides and as to whether or
not an order for the re-Ietting or reselling of the property should be granted.
We also propose to meet the
problem of the owner who unreasonably
withholds his consent to the assignment
or transfer of business premises and to
the sale of the goodwill of such premises.
It is provided in the Bill that the owner
cannot exercise that power unreasonably
or arbitrarily. If he does so, the tenant
can apply to the court for an order
restraining the owner from continuing
eviction proceedings or for payment to
the tenant for the value of the goodwill
which that tenant has developed in the
building up of the business. Such provision has been strongly recommended
by the English Committee of Inquiry
which, with parliamentary approval, investigated this matter in 1937.
The Hon. William Slater.
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The Hon. W. O. FULToN.-What will
be the effect on the changing of business ownership? Will there be any
goodwill ?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That
will be a question for determination by
the court. It might well be that a tenant
believes he has built up a goodwill in a
certain type of business, and that the
prospective purchaser has a better
appreciation of the site value of the
premises and wishes to use the premises
for a dry cleaning establishment. We feel
that in the cases in which a tenant has
built up something which is a saleable
asset he should have the right to have
the premises transferred or that the
owner of those premises should pay him
for the go'Odwill he has created.
We are endeavouring also to deal with
the question of the bed and breakfast
racket, by following the laws of other
States and other countries and prescribing the premises in question as special
premises upon which the Landlord and
Tenant Act will operate. Certain people
who have not been reached by price
control, and who are outside the ambit
of the Landl'Ord and Tenant Act,
can and will be reached by a process of
declaration.
Their premises will be
declared to be prescribed premises,
whereupon the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act both as to rent
and eviction will apply.
The only other major amendment to
which I should refer now is the pr'Ovision
for the creation of special eviction courts.
It is suggested that at least two courts
will be required in the first instance, one
to function north of the Yarra river
and the other south of the Yarra river.
Provision is made in this measure for
the establishment of those courts, which
will exclusively deal with eviction matters. These eviction courts will not have
any jurisdiction as courts of petty sessions other than that to which I have
referred.'
\
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Is it proposed
to establish more fair rents courts?

•

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-It is
not proposed to set up any more courts,
because the Government considers that
the present courts are able to deal
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reasonably well with the number of
pending applications. We say, however,
that eviction proceedings are usually
fought very strenuously; they are frequently prolonged and eat considerably
into the time of the ordinary courts.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The eviction
courts will be under special magistrates?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Yes,
each will be composed of a special
magistrate sitting without justices of
the peace. I have now covered most of
the ground work of this Bill. I have
dealt with the major amendments; the
minor ones will be discussed in Committee. Confidently I recommend the
second reading to the House.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I have listened with
a great deal of interest to the speech
of the Attorney-General on this question
of landlord and tenant relations. I can
quite agree with the Minister that the
subject matter as a whole is enshrouded
in difficulties and complexities, more
especially-as in "this case----when the
Minister and the Government generally
lack either appreciation or knowledge of
the facts as they are. The AttorneyGeneral, in a most elaborate dissertation,
drew comparisons between the conditions
in the State of Victoria and those in
other countries of the world. He said
that there had been no substantial
alterations 'Of rent control and in that
rega'rd he cited, in particular, the United
Kingdom. It is a strange coincidence
that to-day a letter dated 1st December,
1953, came into my hands. It was
written by the editor of the Sunday
Times, London. There are only two paragraphs, and I feel sure that the matter j!,
so important that you Mr. President, will
allow me to quote them. The editor,
writing to a gentleman in Melbourne
saysThank you very much for your letter and
for so kindly sending me extracts from the
Hansard report of a private members' Bill
to amend the Landlord and Tenant Act.
Our law here is not so harsh, as there
are cases in which the landlord resumes
possession for himself for rent controlled
property. There seems no prospect of an
early general change in the law here, though,
as you will have seen, there is to be some
small modification of rent control.
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The Attorney-General has endeavoured
to establish the fact that in most
countries of the world rent control is
a necessary part of the economic set-up.
I suggest that most reasonably-minded
men agree that there must be some form
of control, but on a reasonable basis.
I shall endeavour to establish the fact
that, by comparislon with wages in the
United Kingdom, rents in this country
aTe not fairly controlled nor are they
assessed on a comparative basis. In
1940, when rents were controlled under
national security regulations, many
other things were also controlled under
the necessity of national preservation.
At that time the baslc wage was about
£4 5s. a week. Incidentally, the salary
of a member of this House was then
about £200 a year, but to-day it is £1,500.
Wages have ris'en 300 per cent. and costs
have gone up similarly. Generally, rents
have remained stationary. I maintain,
in a friendly way, that the AttorneyGeneral has failed to establish his contention.
The letter to which I referred states
that the law c,oncerning landlord and
tenant in the United Kingdom is not so
ha'rsh as it is in this country. If that is
so, rent control in that country is
similarly not so objectionable. We know
that comparisons are odious and that
costs and prices are a matter of relativity. If ,one ta,kes into consideration the
relativity between the basic wage in the
United Kingdom and the basic wage in
Australia, it will be undoubted that conditions in this country are harsh and
objectionable. I think I have established
that point.
I 'thank the Attorney-General and the
other Ministers associated with him for
the manner in which this Bill has been
handled. I know that it has troubled
the Government. It is also a subject of
grave concern to numerous individuals
and organizations of individuals. The
Attorney-General has done an excellent
job. I have attempted to assist him,
but at times we have got off the single
rail. However, we hope to return to it
in the near future. The Government
recognizes that a major problem exists
in connexion with landlord and tenant
relations. By introducing the Bill now
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before the House, the AttorneyGeneral has taken a step towards
the solution of the problem. I am
sure that members of this House and
the pub'lic are indebted to the AttorneyGeneral far what he has already done.
Every right-thinking person recognizes
that there is a grave inequality i:tetween
the rights and privileges of those two
sections ·ofthe community-landlords
and tenants. The difficulty is to determine how far one should go in one step in
the process of adjusting the difficulties
that now exist without upsett.ing to'o
greatly the economy of the country. I
believe in moderation in all things, and
I suggest that any action taken in an
effort to solve the landlord and tenant
problem is desirable. I and many other
persons associa ted with me express
appreciation to the Government for saying to home owners, "You have a case,
and we will assist you as far as possible
to remedy the existing disabilities."
Everybody is aware of the genesis of
this objectionable legislation. In this
year, 1953, I use the word objectionable" advisedly, because the existing
legislation had its origin in the national
conditions that existed in 1940. All
members are aware that I, as a private member, had the privilege to introduce into this House a Bill, which was
the forerunner to the measure now
before the House, and which has
been submitted by the Government.
The Bill brought forward by me
attempted to establish two principles.
The
first
was
the
unrestricted
right of a citizen to own a home
and to live in it; the second was the
right of citizens to give expression to
the honour that they possess, by meeting
in manly manner and mutually agreeing
to undertake a certain course of action
sa tisfactory to all concerned.
The
objective sought was the determination
of a fair and equitable rent to be paid
for the services rendered by the landlord
to the tenant.
II

I felt that the reasonable approach
which I have made to this subject developed three good effects. The first
was that it directed public attention to
what was going on within the landlord
The Hon. C. P. Gartside.
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and ten an t economy. The second effect
was to galvanize into action those persons who were being adversely affected,
individually and collectively, by the
monstrosity of rent control in its present
form. Those citizens have been galvanized into open revolt at the conditions now obtaining. When I use the
expression" revolt," I do not mean that
they have taken up lethal weapons.
Actually, they are law-abiding citizens
who find themselves in their present
circumstances mainly because of their
love of their country. They moved up
to make room for others, and as a result
they discovered that the other people
became a burden on them, like the old
man on the back of Sinbad the Sailor.
The third effect of the introduction
of my Bill is that it has provided the
Government with a golden opportunity
to prove that the Labour Government is
capable of providing even-handed justice
for every section of the community. I
urge the Government not to miss that
opportunity. I feel sure that if members
of this House had been permitted to
continue their representations in support
of my Bill there would have been no
doubt about their views on this question, and I think it would have further
stimulated public reaction against the
manifold injustices which, people are
suffering to-day as a result of the landlord and tenant legislation.
I have received hundreds of letters
from landlords informing me of the unbelievable injustice that they are suffering. I shall not attempt to read the
letters, Mr. President, but I trust that
you will allow me to tell the House of
the contents of those communications.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-That is a different thing from reading
extracts expressing the views of the
writers of the letters on the proposed legislation. The letters might
be referred to, so that the honorable
member may indicate to members the
disabilities under which landlords claim
they are suffering. An honorable member can express views for or against
the Bill in his own words, and in doing
that he may have in mind the information that has been conveyed to him by
particular letter writers. But I do not
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think it would be in order to read the
views of particular correspondents on
the proposed legislation as distinct from
. a short .statement of their particular
hardships.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-Fortunately, Mr. President, your views
coincide with mine. I received one letter
from a mother and a daughter who had
let a house at 32s. 6d. a week, but were
actually receiving 18s. 6d. weekly. The
income of the tenant was £25 a week.
It was suggested that the tenant was in
a position to purchase a home, but the
tenant did not propose to do that because
the law protected him by permitting him
to remain in the house for which he was
paying such a low rent. I was informed
that the tenant paid the rent whenever
he liked and that his payments were
always in arrears. Whenever he was
asked to bring his rent up to date, he
became abusive. The owner informed
me that the tenant was damaging the
property which had deteriorated from
its original first-class condition to that
of a Fitzroy s[um. It was suggested
that a means test should be applied to
a tenant as well as to a landlord. The
landlord has applied to the court on
several occasions but has received no
redress.
I received another communication
from a homeless landlord, who stated
that he understood that the non-payment
of rent by a tenant was grounds for
ejectment, but he assures me that in
actual practice that is not so. The
tenant in the house of this owner is
several months in arrears. If an application is made to the court for ejectment, the tenant pays the arrears
and then further proceedings collapse.
Arrears then 'accumulate again. The
landlord to whom I am referring is 79
years ot" age, as is his wife, and they
cannot stand the continual racket of
appearing in the court.
These old
people are precluded from receiving
social service payments, and they want
their home back. Another writer says
that this was a war time control to
which landlords submitted willingly, but
now they have to submit to it compulsorily. The tenants are quite satisfied,
because they are paying rent based on
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1939 values. The tenant of one property
is an officer of the Army and is the son
of a distinguished Australian; it is
alleged that he " jumped" the fiat, that
he did not ask if he could be given the
tenancy, and now he cannot be evicted.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-In this
Bill we are preventing any such further
episodes.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-The
owner is a war widow and knows that
the tenant is subletting the property
and making a profit of several pounds
a week. That is not fair. There is
another case of a woman whose fatherin-law became ill. The family gave up
their own home for seven years so that
the woman might nurse the father-inlaw. Now, although they have a small
child, they cannot regain occupancy of
the house. I do not wish to tire the
House by citing these cases, but I haVf~
received many letters from which J
have taken extracts. I think I have referred to sufficient of them to give the
House an outline of the injustices people
are suffering as a result of the existing
situation.
Public -opinion has hardened considerably within the last few months.
During the last eight or ten years all
shades of political thought in this State
have been responsible for allowing the
present state of affairs to continue, but
the time is ripe for this Government to
dissipate those bad conditions. Public
opinion within and outside the State is
People are
focussed on this Bill.
anxious to know what the attitude of
Victorian legislature will be towards
this question. During the last two or
three months, the press-metropolitan
and country and in other States-has
taken up the question of the conditions
obtaining under the Landlord and Tenant
Act of Victoria. Religious institutions
throughout the State have been interested and many articles have appeared
in bulletins and newspapers published by
institutions. I suggest that generally
the Landlord and Tenant Act has been
the most discussed subject during 1953.
If the Attorney-General and the Government will consider two aspects I shall
mention, I consider that this Bill will be
a big step in the right direction. For
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instance, the Bill does not recognize the
righ t of repossession on the basis of
one owner one home. If such a provision, as well as one relating to the
right of making legal a mutual agreement between a landlord and tenant,
were included, a considerable improvement would be affected. I do not think
it is too much to ask the Government to
agree to those suggestions.
I have already informed the House
that the genesis of the Landlord and
Tenant Act was the result of war time
activities. Probably most members will
recall the excellent patriotic appeal of
the late John Curtin, Prime Minister of
Australia, who, realizing the seriousness of the situation, invited the people
to forego the rights and privileges they
had of individual house occupancy, and
asked them to move up and m·ake room
for others. That appeal inspired the
nation, and people responded willingly.
Now, however, eight years after the
cessation 'Of hos,tilities, those people find
that they are victims of their unselfishness and patriotism. I do not think it
enhances the reputation of any legislature to allow such a sltate O'f affairs to
continue.
During the last eight years, conditions
in Australia have never been better for
any class of the community, including
the wage earners, who have had ample
opportunity to m'ake reasonable provision for homes. There are reasons why
they have not done so. One reason is
base selfishness and a total disregard faT
the rights of others. Further, they could
not establish homes of their own under
existing economic conditions nearly as
cheaply as they can occupy houses which
they are filching from landlords. If it
were not for the fact that some tenants
are living at a great advantage over the
persons they have dispossessed of the
properties, they would have looked after
their own interests by seeking accommodati'On elsewhere or purchasing
homes.
In the amendments I shall suggest, two
fundamental principles are involved.
First, any citizen should have a right to
build a home and to have an unrestricted
right to occupy it. I have not suffered
The H on. G. P. Gartside.
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the experience of some people who,.
having invested in property, have had
to accept makeshift accommodation and
have not been allowed to enter the gates'
of their own homes. It is repUlsive that
such conditions are allowed to exist in
Australia. We must recognize that even
the beasts of the field have a right to construct lairs and the birds of the air to
make nests in which to rear their young.
I ask members to imagine what would
happen if a foreign beast or bird tried
to gain possession.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It would
depend on whether or not it was bigger.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-That
would have some influence, but in Australia we are supposed to be all the one
size. For that reas'on, we look to the
Government for assistance. The second
principle is related to the thrift and
industry of the people. Many members
have heard it said th'at it is the hope of
reward that sweetens labour. If it were
not for the fact that at some time during
the lives of people who own properties
they had the hope -of occupancy there
would be no houses for Governments to
commandeer.
Moreover, on this question the
principle of British justice is involved. Recently I read in a newspaper
that the Commonwealth Government had
paid the sum of £16,000 for a copy of the
Magna Carta, the substance of which is,
"To none will we deny right and justice." What a travesty to think that the
Government has paid such a sum for the
Magna Carta, when we see existing conditions in our midst! Again, there is a
more recent document based on individual and national justice, which was
compiled by the League of Nations.
Further, wi thin the last two or three
days the first lady of the Empire, when
spe~king at a reception given to her in
Bermuda, said that the greatness Qf the
British Commonwealth of Nations is
based on our individual rights and justice.
The present position falls short of both
reasonahleness and justice, and I trust
tha t the Government will remedy it by
accepting the amendments that I have
foreshadowed.
The sitting was suspended at 6.29 p.m.
until 7.55 p.m.
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The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-Before
the House adjourned for dinner I said
that the present position f'alls short 1f
reasonableness and justice. It should
be possible for a proper approach to be
made to the subject so that immediate
relief could. be provided. A few nights
ago the Premier was asked a question
as to how many houses owned and controlled by the State of Victoria we:-e
empty. The reply, which can be found
in "a little blue book," was that 459
houses owned and controlled by the
State have no tenants to-day, and that
208 of them are owned and controlled
by the Housing Comm-ission. In my
opinion, that is damning evidence against
any Government which refuses to make
a reasonable attempt' to grant to a
person the repossession of the only home
he possesses. There must be some
reason why potential tenants do not want
to take over any of the 208 houses
belonging to the Housing Commission.
I presume that those dwellings are
mainly in the metropolitan area. However, one has not far to go to discover
the cause. The rent of the average
house let by the Housing Commission
would be about £3 lOs. a week. People
who are hanging on to the only house
owned by another person are receiving
for 22s. 6d. to 25s. a week the same
benefit as they would obtain if called
upon to pay £3 lOs. a week for a
Housing Commission dwelling.
The make-up of such a tenant is such
that he would sooner sponge on his
fellows, in spite of the fact that in nine
cases out of ten that tenant is infinitely
better off and enjoys a larger income
than the man from whom he is filching
a property. The tenant would sooner be a
sponger than act in a fair and reasonable
manner. It is time the Government
of Victoria took action in the direction
of assisting such a man to be just. I
make an earnest appeal to the Ministry
that it should establish an unchallengeable principle that each person owning
one home has the right to occupy that
home. From personal knowledge I am
able to say that quite a considerable
proportion of tenants are fair, honest and
reasonable people. I am certain that
if the Government will only provide,
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legally, an opportunity for those tenants
to play the game, they will be quite
prepared to meet the landlord on level
ground and agree to' a fair increase
in rent. Every member of this House
knows that the houses occupied by many
of those persons to whom' I have jm,t
referred are deteriorating rapidly. The
owners have up to the present been
denied the privilege of entering their
properties to ascertain the extent of
deterioration.
If the landlord and
tenant were allowed to come together
I would suggest that the major part of
the disagreements between them would
be solved and there would be little necessity to create additional courts in the
land.
'
There are two classes of tenants. The
first class predominates. It is a class of
fair and reasonable people who want only
the right by law to make an agreement
that will stand in law. Such people
do not wish to continue in the circumstances where they are compelled to be
dishonest to the landlord. If given the
opportunity they will readily avail themselves of it ~d there will be considerably less dissatisfaction among the landlords, who will be inspired to continue
to maintain their premises as they
ought to be in order to keep them fit
to live in.
There is something savouring of
Communism behind the present Administration. I am reminded of a talk I
heard a few months ago concerning a
man who regularly visited CzechoSlovakia before that country was taken
over by the Communists. It was one of
the finest countries in the world but when
the Communists entered it they imposed
a rigid form of rent control which
degenerated to such an extent that the
landlord was no longer able to keep his
premises in reasonable repair and secure
some residue for his livelihood. The
Government immediately informed the
landlord class that if they did not keep
their houses up to a certain standard
their premises would be confiscated
altogether. I am very much afraid that
if we do not take some steps we shall
be entering into a similar set of conditions here.
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The second class of tenant is prepared
to take advantage of anybody. Not only
that, but if any approach is made to this
class of person he becomes impudent and
does not hesitate to proceed to damage
the prDperty itself. I have personal
knDwledge ofa tenant having said to a
landlord, "Ha, hal You have no redress. The Labour Government will not
turn me out in favDur of the landlord."
He is safe and sDund, he says, sO' long as
the Labour GDvernment is in pDwer.
That is not my opinion of a Labour
Government in this State and, if the
present Government wants to' upset that
particular cDnceptiDn of it, an oppDrtunity is now afforded fDr it to do so.
How can any landlord economically
exist Dn the remuneratiDn from prDperty
based on 1940 values? Neither the
Labour party nor any other in this
House expected the basic wage earner to
be able to' carry Dn with what was a
Herculean task. I Ifemember a certain
Bill introduced not sO' long ago to provide
that the meagre sum of 2s. a week be
added to' the pay of the wage-earner as
the result of cost-of-living adjustments.
It will be seen that the Government Df
to-day, with the support of Mr. MacLeod
and myself, tDDk a line of actiDn in which
we were perfectly fair to the wageearner. I ask the GDvernment now to
show that same consideration to people
whO' at present ·are holding the thin end
of the stick. CDmmodity prices have
increased 200 to 300 per cent.
I desire to' end on this nDte, which I
have previously sounded, that this
Government is presented with the
greatest OPPDrtunity of its life to play
fair with all sections of the community.
I make a last :and earnest appeal to' it to'
review its Bill and to' consirler the
inclusiDn in it of twO' of the clauses
cDntained in the measure which I had
the honour to' introduce. Clause 3 Df
my Bill prDvided fDr altering the
the rent either by determinatiDn Df the
Fair Rents Board ·or by agreement
between the lessee and the less Dr , and
C'lause ·6 made prDvisiDn for the recDvery
Df possessiDn Df a dwelling hDuse by a
. lessDr owning no Dther available dwelling
hDuse. It WDuid be easy to' insert bDth of
The H on. (). P. Gartside.
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those clauses in th'e Bill and, in Committee, I hope to have :the pleasure of moving
those amendments.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I congratulate the
Government Dn having brDught down a
Bill which at least has SDme few crumbs
to fall from the rich man's table-in this
case, the table of the tenant. It is doing
a job in intrDducing a Bill Dffering SDme
amendments. Naturally, I dO' nDt think
the amendments gO' far enough. In putting my case it will be necessary to trace
some of the histDry of this legislation.
We all knDw that the State tDDk over
from the Federal GDvernment in 1948
control of the landlDrd and tenant regulations, and at a period when it was necessary to have practically all of them. In
any event, the time that we had in which
to' judge this matter was very shDrt and
we brought down the exact legislatiDn.
I might add, in passing, that it was CDnvenient to' dO' that because the legislatiDn
had already run through the ramifications of various courts and its interpretart:ion was therefDre defined.
Since then, there have been a number
Df attempts to' remove the harsh cDnditiDns under the LandlDrd and Tenant
Act. In NDvember, 1951, I intrDduced a
Bill which incidentally contained a number Df clauses that are to be found in the
Bill now before the House. Tha t Bill
was rejected by one vDte. In N Dvember,
1952, the Liberal party, in cDnjunctiDn
with the CDuntry party, prepared a Bill
of which I have a CDPY. It was apprDved ultimately by the Country party
Cabinet and wDuld nDW have been the
law but for an unfDrtunate disagreement
in the Liberal party, resulting in an election which prevented the Bill from being
passed. The Bill also cDntained a number of amendments that are in' the
present Bill as well as a number which
I intend to' submit in the CDmmittee stage
of the Bill. This measure, then, is the
basis Df the policy agreed to by the
CDuntry party in November, 1952, and
which wDuld have been the law but for
the debacle to which I have referred.
I feel that it is necessary to go over
the reasons for this busipess of rent CDntrDl. There have been a number of misstatements made by the AttorneyGeneral, whO' has repeated a statement
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made by him on previous occasions, and average of 3,000 houses a year. At the
continuously repeated, to the effect that same time, because landlords have been
private enterprise failed to provide crucified by the operations of the Landhouses before the war for the people of lord and Tenant Act, and by controls
the State. If we make a search of news- which have been put on them, they have
papers published over the last 75 years been selling houses as they become vacant
we shall find that there always were at a rate not less than 5,000 a year.
houses for sale and for renting prior to . Statistics indicate that we are becoming
the war. It can be said that the houses shorter of rented houses, although there
were not good enough or that they were is a greater demand for them because
too dear, but it cannot be said that pri- of the increase in population. So long
vate enterprise did not provide them. as we continue to crucify landlords the
There were advertised dozens for sale housing shortage, so far as properties
for letting purposes are concerned, will
and huncilreds for renting.
not be solved. The statistics reveal that
Since the war, we have, by our con- the number of rented houses has fallien
trols put upon rental, created a shortage from 53 per cent. to 47 per cent. of the
of rental houses; and again there is no occupied houses over the past few years,
shortage of houses for sale to-day. But and that has been in a period when there
since we have removed the control over has been the greatest percentage inthe sale of houses, private enterprise has crease of population in our history. The,
built the greatest number of houses in Housing Commission is building 3,000
our history. Those houses have lifted houses a year while private enterprise
the shortage in Victoria to the extent sells 5,000 rented houses, consequently
that we have increased housing by 5 per the problem is aggravated.
cent. during a period when the populaLet us assume that the Housing Comtion has increased by only 3 per cent.,
thus overcoming the shortage by 2 per mission could build sufficient houses.
cent. per annum. Over the last five years The Commonwealth Government charges
we have increased the availability of a low interest rate of approximately 3
houses by 10 per cent., and the number per cent. for money for housing purof persons residing in dwellings has in poses, nevertheless, on to-day's costs, th~
the same period decreased from 4.1 per Housing Commission has to charge a
cent. to 3.75 per cent.-the lowest per- rent of £3 5s. for a normal type of house.
centage, in fact, in any country in the However, the landlords are sti[1 supplyworld except the United States of ing houses in Victoria at an average
rent of 25s. a week, and that figure inAmerica.
cludes all the high-priced flats. The
The position therefore compares very position is that the normal person wantwell with world standards. In other ing to rent a house can take the charity
words, there is not a shortage of houses of the State at 65s. a week or pay the
for sale. There is not a shortage of space avaricious lanctlord 25s. a week. In the
inside houses, but there does remain a history of the world, at no time have
very grave shortage of houses for rent- new houses· been provided for the lower
ing. The Housing Commission cannot income groups. Recently, I received cersolve the rental problem. It was created tain statistics from England. Those
in the first place to deal with slum aboli- available concerning the average age of
tion, and for very good reasons the dwellings in Australia are not he'lpful,
Commission has not been able to do so be- but probably the average age of houses
cause "it was not in the position to destroy for rental purposes is 45 years. In
houses when we were woefully short of England there are 7,250,000 houses
houses for renting. Consequently, the privately owned; 2,250,000 are over 100
Commission has not given any substantia'! years old; 1,750,000 are more than 75
attention to the solving of the problem years old; and 750,000 are more than 65
of 'our slums. It is turning its attention years old.
to solving the problem of supplying
The position is, little as we might like
houses for rental purposes. Over the last it, that we are not capalJIe economically
few years the Commission has built an of building a new house for everyone.
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In fact, when we consider that to-day,
in the fastest building programme of all
time, houses are being added to at the
rate of only 5 per cent., we can see that
if we just tried to replace the houses we
already have it would take twenty years
to reach the present situation. The
problem of the shortage of houses for
rented purposes cannot be solved by providing new houses, first, because they are
too dear and secondly, because we could
not build them fast enough. In addition,
we have to ascertain whether the Stare
could do it in terms of money. This
year, Victoria received approximately
£60,000,000 loan money for all purposes
-railways, tramways, electricity, gas,
education, and all other State activities.
If the State constructed 25,000 houses a
year, as it would need to do, at a cost
of £3,000 each, the annual cost would be
£75,000,000. That is a greater sum than
aIr the loan money provided for State
purposes; therefore it is not possible
for the State to solve the housing problem. It has to be, and can only be, solved
by private enterprise. It has to be done
in the same way as history has taught
us it alway's has been done. The person
who can afford to buy a house to live in
will eventually move out to another
dwelling and retain the former house for
rental purposes. That is how 90 per
cent. of the houses in Victoria and in
other places are made available for letting. I repeat that the State has not
the capital necessary to provide new
houses, and it can not supply them at
a reasonable rent. The Housing Commission already loses £200,000 a year
renting houses at a price nearly three
times the rent being received by the
average landlord.

stock exchange quotations, but have
purchased dwellings, which are a sound
investment for the State, apart from the
person concerned-and are forcing them
to subsidize those who are renting
houses.
Weare saying, "We will
crucify the worthy people who have
provided this necessary asset for the
lower income group, but we will leave
everyone else alone."
Rent control is the one remaining control of any substance. It is curious to
realize that there is always a shortage
where there is control. For instance,
recently we experienced a shortage of
potatoes. There is a shortage of houses
for rental purposes, because controls
exist in that regard. Because we say to
people, "If you dare invest your money
in houses or if you are stupid enough
to allow your empty house to be rented
or build a flat or new house and put anyone in it, never again shall you be
allowed to have possession of your
property." For that reason the people
will not let houses. That is the basis
of the Landlord and Tenant Act.
The Attorney-General also referred to
the fact that it was decided many years
ago that rents in England should be
controlled. We must remember that
si tua tion has been experienced since
1920, but it is interesting to learn what
has happened in the last few weeks.
Those in control are beginning to
realize what is actually happening. A
report by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors-this is a Government
report-makes this statement:-

The Attorney-General mentioned the
position obtaining in England. Actually
a curious situation exists in tha t
country. I find that in England the only
houses for which rent is not controlled
are owned by State instru1llentalities. In
other words, the country could not afford
to subsidize houses sufficiently to allow
peop'le to live in them at a low rent.
The same thing is occurring in England
as is happening in Australia. We are
taking from those people who have
sav.ed their money-who have not
bought racehorses or invested in fancy
The Hon. A. G. Warner.

The Minister for Housing in England
in a White Paper printed in November,
1953, said-

Houses are a national asset, and one which
should not be allowed to deteriorate in
consequence of an outdated system of rent
control.

The neglect which privately owned houses
have suffered in recent years is due primarily
to two causes.

He then dealt with the question of
shortage of materials, and went on to
sayThe other and more serious cause is rent
control.

In effect, those reports say that new
houses will not solve the rental problem,
that there is not enough capital as new
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houses cost too much, and the rents are
too high. They then ask, "Whatare
we going to do about the problem ?'.
The answer is that because the landlord
has been crucified to a point where he
will no lon'ger keep his house in repair,
something must be done about it. It can
be seen in England that the national asset
is slowly dwindling; it has been wrecked
and ruined by control, and the landlord
is now being informed that he may
increase the rent provided the houses are
repaired. If the standard of houses is to
be maintained they must be repaired;
it is recognized that the State cannot
do it, that it is not wealthy enough. They
are now reaching the stage where the
landlord is being told, "If you will only
repair your house we will pay half the
cost."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is a
bit of Socialism.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
so. Because the landlord was subject
to control and did not have enough
money to repair his houses a national
asset is dwindling. The Government,
whether it consists of the Socialist party
or the Conservative party, has to come
in and say, "We will take out of the
taxpayers' pocket that money which we
took from the landlord 'and put in
as a subsidy for rent and we will
give it to the landlord so that he can
repair his house, if only he will come
along and do an equal repair on his own
account. If he puts in up to £400, the
Government will do the same." Further,
the landlord is allowed to charge 8 per
cent. as an increase on the rent on the
value of his part of the repair. In other
words in England a sensible approach is
being made. It is being said that the
present situation cannot continue; that
the earlier errors have been seen and
there has to be some way of getting the
whole nation behind this problem.
The ratepayer, the taxpayer and the
tenant have to pay a little, and the landlord has to be properly rewarded for
investing his money in housing. I do
not know whether the proposal will
solve the problem, but at least it shows
that the people who many years ago
thought rent control was a fine thing are
now beginning to realize that they have
to pay for it in another way.
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There is no escape from the fact that
if houses are to be provided some one
has to supply the capital, some one has
to save the money whether it be the
State or private individuals. It is part
of our economic structure that a person
gets interest on his investment-2 per
cent. in the State Savings Bank, 4 per
cent. on mortgages and 6 per cent. in
companies.
A person who invests
money gets a return according to the
risk and to the term of the loan. If
money is to be invested in houses the!:'e
must be a return or people will not put
their money into property. 'Members of
the Government seem to think that by
passing laws wealth will be created, that
houses will be repaired, or that cheaper
houses will be made available, but that
is not so. It has been proved on many
occasions that every time a price is
put down so low that a commodity is
not worth producing someone will not
produce it and a shortage arises.
In an English report in my possession it is stated that in England it is
costing to-day three times as much to
repair houses as it did in 1939. I should
think that if statistics were available
for this country a similar situation would
be revealed. In Australia, the landlord
receives as rent, money which is worth
one-third of that which he paid in 1940
for the same asset. Houses have not increased in value in comparison with the
value of potatoes or butter or steel; but
money has depreciated in value. The
Government is saying to the landlord, in
effect, "You take £1. It is only worth
6s. 8d., but you must accept it because it
is marked' £1.' The mere fact that it is
worth only one-third ,of what it was
worth when you bought your house h:is
nothing to do with the matter."
Producers obtain 1953 prices; employees receive 1953 wages; and house repairs cost 1953 prices, but the landlord
receives 1940 rents. The Labour party is
saying, in effect, "There shall be no justice. There shall be no increase in rents.
Do not even give the landlord a 20 per
cent. increase in rents, even though he
might be entitled to a 300 per cent. rise."
Mr. Gartside, in the Bill which he introduced recently, suggested that the rent
should be based on the value of the property at the date of application; if the
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application takes place next week,
it should be based on the 1953 value.
In that case it should probably go
up by 300 per cent., but I do not
suggest it should be increased to that
extent because that might create some
difficulties within the State. Realizing
that, we must still achieve some alleviation of this problem. A start must be
made, even though it may be a humb~e
beginning. I do not believe housing in
Victoda will ever be cheap and competitive until controls are removed, in the
same way as the selling price of houses
has been decontrolled. As the Labour
party prophesied, houses were sold at
ridiculously high prices, but ultimately
competition brought their price down.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The restriction of finance contributed to that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-When the
market was freed, the price of houses
dropped. ':Do-day, I noticed a report in the
press that even the Housing Commission
has stated that the cost of building has
been reduced. That is because there is
competition. If a builder wants a contract to build a house, he must price it
lower in order to compete with other
builders for the contract. People receive the benefit of Housing Commission
rentals being reduced from £3 lOs. to
£3 5s. a week, not because of the operation of restrictive laws or because they
are obtaining something out of nothing,
but because competition has forced
builders to erect houses at lower prices.
It is comical to hea,r" the Minister of Housing suggest that it is a wonderful
achievement, as though some politician
had laid the bricks and mortar. Competition achieved that result, not regulations or controls or a fair rents court.
N ow I shall discuss business premises.
I admit that the Attorney-General has
gone a long way towards alleviating this
portion of the problem. The AttorneyGeneral knows, as do all honorable members, that business men are charging 1953
prices, receiving 1953 profits and paying
1953 wages, and their customers are
paying them with 1953 'banknotes. They
are making additional profits because
they are paying the same rent as they
paid in 1940 with 1953 money, which is
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worth only one-third of its former value.
Every day goodwill is sold on small
shops which were probably empty in
1939. That goodwill is the right to exploi t the landlord. Is there any reason
why that practice should continue?
Since the war, in this great city of ours,
no new buildings-offices, shops or factories-have been erected, except by companies building on their own behalf. The
small man who, before the war, arranged
with a bank, or insurance company, 0['
financier, to build a factory and let it to
him on a ten years' lease, now has no
hope at all of doing so. No one would
risk his money in such a venture.
Nowadays a young man wishing to obtain office accommodation in order to
start business can only do so by paying a
bl'ack-ma-rket prke .for the right to
expJ.oit the landlord. It is stated that the
rent of the office is 30s., but that it is
worth £4 lOs., and the prospective tenant
pays a substantial sum· for the right to
underpay the landlord.
Although the population of the State
has increased in the last six years by
approximately 15 per cent., no new
buildings have been erected for rental
purposes. It is possible to invest money
profitably in many fields other than the
erection of buildings to rent.
If the
tenant has a right to exploit the landlord as far as rent is concerned, why not
let the tenant capitalize it. Let the
Government make the black-market pay- .
ment for vacant possession legal, and
allow the landlord to pay the amount.
That principle is recognized in New South
Wales, where the Labour Government
has sanctioned such payments. If, for
some reason, a person wishes to take
possession of a building, he makes a
secret deal with the tenant to vacate the
premises. That practice has been recognized and legalized by the New South
Wales Government. I should not object
if the Attorney-General agreed to do so
subject to the sanction of the Fair Rents
Court. If the landlord wants his premises
and the tenant is prepared to "sell
him the key" of his own premises, it is
fair and reasonable to allow him to do
so. It may be unfair that the tenant
should be in that position, but if the
Government wishes to allow that situation to continue, let it legalize lhe deal,
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rather than let two persons work it out
with the Act in one hand and a trick in
the other. I have been told that there
are many ways of doing it and the
Attorney-General, who has a large legal
practice, probably knows a number.
The Opposition wants to see money
put into houses. I should like to submit
another proposal to the Attorney-General
which I know will not buy any votes for
the Labour party, or the Country party,
or the Liberal party because apparently
it does not affect anybody immediately.
I should like to see all new houses and
all new tenancies freed from the operations of the Land}ord and Tenant Act.
If that were done, a number of houses
would be available for rental. If a man
knew he could build a block of ft~ ts and
charge whatever rentals he could get for.
them, he would build it; no doubt he
would charge a high rent. If a tenant
vacated a house, instead of the landlord
selling it, as he does now, he would rent
it to another person. N ow the landlord
does not leave his capital invested in the
house; if he has the opportunity, he sells
the house and transfers the money to,
say, a lipstick container manufacturing
company. I wish to see landlords leave
their capital invested in houses. I believe
it is in the interests of the State f-or
people to invest their money in rental
houses, because the State requires houses.
When a new tenancy is created, the landlord should have the right to charge ::!
reasonable rent. Of course, landlords will
charge high rents, but I doubt whether
they will be as high as those charged by
the Housing Commission. I am quite
'sure that landlords who at present receive 14s., 17s., 20s., and 22s., would be
satisfied if they could obtain 35s. or 40s.,
and that they would be discouraged from
selling their houses. As a result, in the
course of two or three years, the short:age of rental houses would be eliminated,
and rents would be lowered because competition in the renting of houses would
reduce the rents, not to the 1940 values
but at least to the equivalent of the rents
of Housing Commission dwellings.
I am quite satisfied that the requirements of the lower income group of persons cannot be satisfied by providing new
houses at 1954 building costs. I realize
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that the insertion in the Bill of a number
of amendments which are not acceptable
to the Government which controls the
other House might gravely endanger the
Bill and that we may not even receive the
small amount of alleviation provided by it
in its present form. However, I ask the
Attorney-General to consider this nonvote-catching proposal, even if he rejects
every other point advanced.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-As I have
already remarked, there is a good deal
of merit in the suggestion.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A clause
in this Bill half-frees commercial buildings from rent control, and gives the
opportunity to a man, who has an empty
building or a new building, too make a
three-years' lease and thus eliminate himself from the harsher provisions of the
Act. That will induce people to build
new buildings of various types, and I
commend the Attorney-General for including the provision in the Bill. If that
provision is good for the purpose of
encouraging the erection of commercial
buildings, why should not a sim·ilar
provision encourage people to invest,
or to retain their money in private
dwellings?
This Bill gives freedom
fr-om control in respect of new buildings
and, in effect the Government says it will
encourage new buildings, which not even
the most rabid Socialist will suggest are
not needed.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The opportuni ty is there.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree.
If the Government allows the landlord

and the tenant to get together, it will go
a long way towards alleviating this
problem. The other day, I was approached by the trustees of an estate in
Collins-street. On this valuable block
of land is a dilapidated building that was
The
erected about 100 years ago.
tenants are paying low rents, and will
nut leave. The trustees asked me what
they could do about the matter. When
I said that they could pay a "black
market" price to get the tenants out,
they were horrified. I told them that
there was nothing else possible. This
old building will remain indefinitely in
its present condition. It has all °the
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city amenities and is in a marvellous
position. The present tenants will stay
until the building falls down but· that
is not of benefit to the State. Why
should the trustees not be given an
opportunity to say to the tenants, "You
have the right to stay for the next
twenty years, but we are willing to buy
you out because we wish to put up a
decent building." The tenants will be
free to accept or reject the offer; there
is no reason why a decent building
should not be erected on this land.
The Labour party claims to represent
the lower income group but every year
5,000 houses that should be let at low
rents are sold by landlords. Why not
encourage a landlord to keep a house
for renting purposes instead of selling
it? Even if the rent is raised from 25s.
to 50s. a week, it will be less than the
sum charged by the Housing Commission, and that will help to solve the
housing problem. My suggestion should
be accepted by the Labour party as it
will harm neither landlords nor tenants
and benefit all.
I have not prepared any amendment
relating to maintenance of houses, but
I shall move an amendment to permit an
increase in rents of 20 per cent. If any
tenant feels that the increase is unjust
he m·ay approach the Fair Rents Court
which may reduce the amount even back
to the original sum. We must find a
way of giving landlords money to repair
houses. Of course, the Labour party
controls the situation by reason of its
majority in the other House, but if we
are to maintain a high standard of
houses in Victoria landlords must be able
to repair houses.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-The
Government is giving landlords the right
to inspect and to repair a dwelling.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Government is giving a landlord the
right to inspect his own property. Some
two years ago I introduced a Bill which
was eventually defeated by the Labour
party. The name of the AttorneyGeneral appears among those who voted
against it. Members of the Country
party prepared a Bill along similar lines.
It was approved by Oabinet and was
printed when an immunity deal was made
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with certain members of this House. I
appreciate the fact that, when this Bill
is passed, a landlord will be able to
inspect bis own property. If he finds
that repairs are necessary, is it not
reasonable to grant him an increase in
the rent? Repair bills have risen by
300 per cent. or money has depreciated
by 33k per ·cent. To the 6s. 8d.,
which is the present value of £1, should
be added 20 per cent. so that landlords
will have some money with which to
pay for repairs.
The Hon. R. R. RAWSON.-Will not
landlords be given an increase in the rent
by the Fair Rents Court.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tbe court
takes into account money spent on
repairs. Hundreds of houses are rented
at approximately 20s. a week. If such
a house was painted, the cost would
equal the rent for one year.
I
feel that the case I have submitted is
beyond argument; it is not with the idea
of doing justice only to the landlord.
Mr. Gartside submitted a case for the
landlord and I agree with his comments.
I would not object if the AttorneyGeneral said, "When more than £100 or
£200 is spent on reconditioning a house,
we will permit 8 per cent. of that expenditure to be added to the rent." That
would benefit the tenant as well as the
landlord. I would not object if it was:
provided that the addition would be subject to the approval of the tenant.
Thousands of tenants want new baths or
another bedroom or some other amenity,
but they cannot afford to pay the high
rent charged by the Housing Commission. People who are paying a rent of
15s. a week prepare their family budget.
on that basis. Many of them desire
amenities in their homes, but the housing
shortage will not be overtaken by the
Housing Oommission building 3,000
dwellings a year. We cannot start on
slum abolition until there is at
least one vacant house to be rented.
When that stage is reached we
can start destroying slum dwellings.
When Mr. Swinburne was Minister of
Housing, he did the same as r
did-he looked at the slum situation.
All Ministers of Housing have found that
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every time an attempt is made to destroy a house, another problem is created.
Persons evicted from such places have
to be accommodated in emergency housing camps.
Steps must be taken to improve houses.
What plan has the Labour party for
doing that? None appears in the Bill.
As members know, the Fair Rents Court
is six months behind in its hearings. I
recently read in the press that the
Government intends to do something
about that matter, and I hope that action
shortly will be taken to overcome the
lag, but at least 80 per cent. of
the houses rented in this State have
never been considered by the court
because landlords are frightened to
approach the court.
Some houses
are owned by elderly people, widows,
and so on. The dwellings are old,
and landlords would like to be paid
a little more as rent so as to be able to
repair the houses. They fear that if they
approach the court an objectionable
tenant might half destroy a house. I
repeat that 80 per cent. of the houses
have not been" fair rented." Is that because landlords do not want extra
money? No, but there is a sound reason
why the court has not been approached
by landlords wishing to repair their
properties. They cannot be given more
than 1940 values but there are grounds
upon which the court can increase rents.
I believe it has exercised its discretion
within the ambit of the Act, on a
generous basis. That discretion, however, is limited, and the court must base
its determination upon 1940 values.

labourer. What would happen if she
took him to court to obtain an extra 3s.
a week? For reasons of that kind, many
landlords do not go before the court.
What I am suggesting is this:
Automatically raise by 20 per cent. the
rents of the houses comprising the 80
per cent. to which I have already
referred. If the people are not satisfied that they have a square deal, let
the tenant go to the court. I do not
think one tenant in 100 would go because
every tenant knows that a 20 per cent.
increase is reasonable. I say, give these
people the 20 per cent. without forcing
them to go into the court. Many' people
do not like courts; they do not like
having to serve notice and to appear or
to prepare a case to get a 20 per cent.
increase. As I have said, 80 per cent.
have not gone to the court. The percentage actually used to be something
like 91 but I am sticking to the figure of
80 per cent. in order to be conservative.
I want to point out that Victoria is
the only State in Australia that has not
given some rent increase. In certain
States an increase of 20 per cent. has
been granted and, in others, 35 per cent.
This is the only State that has done
nothing. If the Government had granted
an increase when I asked it to do so two
years ago, it would now be enjoying an
advantage and benefit under the "C"
series index increases; and that would
not have done the Government any harm.
Every basic wage earner would have got
a rise.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Not in
respect of repairs, rates or insurance.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A 20 per
cent. increase in rents would have been
approximately5s. per house, averaged
over the whole territory and, when
carried into the index series, would have
given about 5s. 9d. increase upon the
basic wage. The Housing Commission,
of which the Government is so proud
and which charges a rent of £3 5s. a
week, as against an amount of 25s.
charged by the average landlord, does not
come within the scope of the " C " series
index figures.
Three of the other States of the Commonweal th are governed by Labour
Ministries. Why should the Labour

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
true. A house may have been worth
£2,000 in 1940. The landlord receives
£100 a year as rent, but if the tenant
leaves, the landlord can sell the place for
£6,000. I repeat that the court has done
its best. A member of the court could
not hear case after case without trying
to find loopholes in the Act by which to
do justice to applicants, but 80 per cent.
of landlords have not approached the
court, for sound reasons. Assume that
an elderly lady depends on the rent of a
property occupied. by a husky wharf

The Hon. F. M. THoMAS.-Only equal
to 7 d. a week.
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Government of Victoria be so unreasonable? It cannot say that to
grant a rent increase would be against
the will of the people because the Gallup
polls have shown that the majority of
the people· are prepared to pay some
increase. There are 47 per cent. of our
people who rent houses so there are a
great number concerned, and the
Attorney-General might go down in
history as 'the only man in this State
who was game to increase rents when
he was in office. That would be wonderful. The Attorney-General would have
a majority of the people with him. He
would be giving justice and at the same
time would be following the good
example of other Labour States.
On the question of who are going to
get possession of their houses, I feel that
in this Bill the Government has been a
little mean. Still, I thank the Government for what it is proposing and I am
sure that a great many old-age pensioners will be very pleased with the
relief to be given them. I do not think
this is a party Bill. It is something upon
which every party ought to be prepared
to take an equal amount of responsibility. I have previously suggested the
appointment of an all-party committee
so that every party would take responsibility for investigating the whole matter.
I certainly am prepared to take my share
of responsibility, and always have been.
Apart from any question of jus-tice to
the landlord, there is the tenant and there
is the future tenant to be considered, as
well as all the young people who are
to marry in the course of, say, the next
ten years. Wha t are they going ,to do
in the matter of getting a house to live
in? Are they to continue to live with
Mum and Dad or is the Government
going to allow them to rent a house?
The present policy of the Government
is that no newly-married couple shall
ever secure a rented house in this State,
and the Government ought to do something about it. Why not accept the
suggestion contained, I believe, in my
original Bill, in the Country Party's Bill,
and I think also in Mr. Gartside's Bill?
In effect, the suggestion was that certain
people who own only one house,
have owned it for three years, have
The Hon. A. O. Warner.
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given reasonable notice and have sold
no other house, or houses, would be
eligible to be considered. Would it
not be reasonable to let them have the
one little house they own?
If the Government wants to have a
condition in the Bill that such houses
shall not be worth more than a certain
amount of money, that might be reasonable. But would it not be reasonable
to let these people have their houses?
The Government is proposing that they
must be over the age of 65 years;
they must be of an age at which they
are entitle& to the pension. Then they
are to be required to give notice. Next,
after re-possession, they must have so
long in which to get into the house.
Many of these people may die meanwhile.
Does not the Attorney-General think that
when a man has reached the age of 55
years and has been saving his money
and has got one little house, he might
be allowed to get into it before he obtains
the old-age pension? Under this Bill,
as it stands, he must be over the age of
65 years. If a person's income exceeds
£200 he is not to be allowed to have
his house.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-He is
allowed to have it now, if he goes to
the court and shows greater hardship
than the tenant.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes, but
if he is a comparatively old man and

has not a swarm of children, he cannot
prove greater hardship than the person
occupying his house, and so he does
not get his house.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-He would
not get his house against a protected
person, either.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No, but is
not my case reasonable? This man comes
along humbly at the age of 55 years
and wants to get into his own house
before he takes the old-age pension.
That is not a terrible thing to do or
want to do. It is a reasonable amount
of justice. When the Government imposes this limitation that he shall not be
receiving more than £200 by way of income, it should remember that the basic
wage is nearly £12 a week. So if this
man cares to work he cannot get his
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house. Altogether, that is not a very
fair provision. Even if the man in
question is aged 6'5 and dares to go to
work, he must not be given his house.
If he earns the basic wage he is automatically deprived.
If the Government wants to defer consideration of foreshadowed amendments
until to-morrow it might well have
another look at its Bill.
Let the
Attorney-General do some justice in this
State so that we shall have a law that
will encourage the people to put their
savings into what we most need-houses.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-This Bill has been
discussed very clearly by the AttorneyGeneral, Mr. Gartside, and Mr. Warner,
and the two latter members have indicalted the flaws or faults in the Bill. All
r ~ant to ~ay is that we, as a party,
thmk the rIght approach to this whole
matter is that it should be on a basis
that is fair to all parties. The question
of the relations between tenant and landlord has been examined by every
Government over the last five or six
years. There are some very capable departmental officers who have been handling the rents question over that period,
and responsible Ministers in the last
three or four Governments have been
concerned with efforts to frame amendments of the Act calculated to give relief
to all parties. The problem has been
extremely difficult. This Bill removes
sO.me anomalies; therefore, naturally, we
WIll vote for its second reading.
Amendments foreshadowed by Mr. Gartside and Mr. Warner are worthy of considera~ion, and we intend to support
them m an effort to see tha't justice is
done both sides.
Mr. Warner has said that before the
Country party Government, of which I
was a member, went out of office last
year we had a Bill prepared. That Bill
would have gone a little fa·rther than
this one. Two or three years ago, while
we were thoroughly examining the whole
position, it appeared to me that more use
could have been made of the Fair Rents
Court. It has been tried over the years
and it is clear that 1!here are a great
number of people who suffer various
disabilities and are not prepared to go
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to the court. Many of the people owning
houses are not wealthy. Many are old
and are reluctant to participate in the
prepara tion of a case. There are still
other sound reasons. That is not the
position, however, in regard to places
of business. I have looked up the figures
touching on that aspect and they show
that quite a number of business places
have been the subject of judgment by
the court, not only once but two or three
times. In other words, business people
who are used to putting a business proposition more readily go to the court than
persons owning private houses.
It is a fallacy to suppose that owners
of houses are wealthy investors. As a
matter of fact, in many cases the reverse
position obtains. I was speaking to a
person recently who may be typical of
possibly thousands of house owners. He
is a railway employee in a country town.
During his lif.etime he has saved sufficient money to build two houses which he
lets, but the amount of rent he is receiving is not sufficient for their maintenance. Those properties are a bad investment a~ far as he is concerned. Some
houses are left to beneficiaries in estates.
Many owners of houses are ordinary investors with very little
capital, who rely to a large extent
on the rent they receive. Take the
case of a public servant who invests
in a house. If he were on. a low
salary his superannuation on retirement
would not be very high, and if he died
his wife would receive only half pension, and probably would be in an inferior
position to an old-age pensioner. At
present, an investment in a property
would not mean a great deal to such a
person. These anomalies do exist. We
appreciate the introduction of this Bill.
It does a great deal towards removing
certain anomalies, and I trust that it will
not be lost in this House. I indicate now
that I shall support the amendments
which have been foreshadowed by Mr.
Gartside and Mr. Warner. .
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-I think the House welcomes the temperate statement of Mr.
Byrnes that he intends to have an unbiased and unprejudiced glance at this
Bill. I listened most attentively to the
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statements of Mr. Gartside and Mr.
Warner concerning landlords and tenants.
To hear them speak one would think that
the landlord and tenant legislation
originated in the brain of a Labour man
but if they care to throw back thei;
historical perspective they will find that
it originated not in war-time with the
Labour party but in 1938 when Australia
was in a state of peace. It was designed
to check the rapacity particularly of
owners of houses in bayside municipalities who, during the summer months,
from Christmas to Easter, increased
rents by as much as 600 per cent. Where
tenants of houses in Moorabbin or Cheltenham were paying £1 a week, they
were asked to pay £2 2s. or £3 3s. a week
in the summer time, on the ground that
if holiday tourists could rent those
properties that would be the rental
charged. Is there a patriotic Australian,
whether he be the owner of a house or a
tenant, who can defend such anti-social
conduct?
I know that such practices occurred
because at that time I was concerned
with protecting the rights of several of
the tenants. In one glaring case, the
tenant was a one-armed man who, to support his wife and five children, was carting spoil to Port Melbourne. The landlord raised the rent because when he
looked out of the train window he could
see the tenant milking a cow in the backyard and also the truck filled with spoil
which remained on the property overnight. He thought it did not look nice
from the train so he put an unchristian
tax on the earnings of this cripple. So it
was that a non-Labour Government considered it necessary to introduce legislation to protect people who lived in bayside residences. Fortunately, the tenant
to whom I have just referred was living
in such a house and was able to receive
protection.
If Mr. Gartside and Mr. Warner care
to refer to the legislation of that time,
they will ascertain that when Mr.
Menzies, who was Prime Minister in
1939-40, introduced a Bill relating to
rents it was in the main a copy of the
Victorian legislation. In large measure,
the Liberal party in Australia was responsible for the introduction of fair
The Hon. T. W. Brennan.
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rents on a national basis. The Victorian
Act was suspended in 1939 by the Fair
Rents (War Suspension) Act 1939, section 2 of which providedAfter the commencement of this Act and
during the operation in Victoria of the
National Security (Fair Rents) Regulations
made under the Commonwealth Act known
as ~he National Security Act 1939 no applicatlOn under section 4 of the principal Act
shall be made or proceeded with.
Since 1940, we have been proceeding on
legislation that originated largely with
the Liberal party . Now the Labour
Government in Victoria is confronted by
those who say that although there are
many fine things in the Bill it does not
go far enough. In order to gratify their
idea of what the ultimate in legislation
should be, they are prepared to sacrifice·
this Bill, because they know that if
amendments are made to the measure
they may not be acceptable to the Legisla~ive Assembly. If this Bill is approved,
WIth amendments, in this House and is
unacceptable in another place, I should
li,ke to know whose fault it will be if it
does not receive the Royal assent?
The Labour party is proposing to do
things that the Liberal party of ten
years ago would shrink from with revulsion, because we are giving people
the right to go into a man's house. The
old dictum is that an Englishman's house
is his castle. As a lawyer, I am astounded by the boldness of the Labour
party in advancing a proposition that a
house shall be open for inspection at certain times. Such legislation is not necessarily designed to catch votes, but it is
what the Labour party considers to be
justice. We have had our eyes on tenants
who have not been treating properties
correctly; we know that people shut the
door and say that the owner shall not
enter, but they are very few and far
between.
In order tha t the grea t
majority of houses shall be protected, we
are prepared to make provision in the
Bill that a house shall be open for inspection. That is quite reasonable. Owners
of properties have come to me for legal
advice on the quesUon of entering houses
to ascertain what damage has been done
and what deprivation has been caused.
The Labour party is now m·aking provision for such a case.
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Mr. W'arner complimented the Government, in his ,bland, suave manner by saying that we are freeing business premises
from restraint. That is correct, and we
.are also taking other steps. It is not,
however, enough for us to pass this Bill,
which is rich in good things for the
owners of properties; the Liberal party
wants a little m'ore publicity. That party
did not dare to deal with this question
in 1948, when it passed the Commonwealth Bill down to the last comma;
although it could have done so because
it had the numbers in both Houses. The
Liberal party, however, was not prepared to face the people on this question.
Now members of that party come to
the Labour party, which has been
the first to move in the matter and
has introduced a Bill that was endorsed
by the pa.rty, and say, "Yes, but this
Bill is only milk and water compared
with what we want it to be." All things
cannot be palatable to all people, and
everything cannot be done at once. The
Liberal party would be the first to say
that there shoU'ld not be a violent change.
Even the members of that party have not
suggested that we should tear up the
1948 Act. By saying that the Bill is
quite good, they endeavour to damn us
with faint praise.
Any reasonable man, whether he be
lawyer or layman, should approve of this
measure, but it is not enough for the
Liberal party.
Mr. Warner, in his
learned dissertation on the Housing Commission, completely igno'I'es the fact that
there are such agencies of house erection
as the Commonwealth Savings Bank and
the Victorian State Savings Bank.
Apparently, he has never heard of the
Housing Act, and all he is aware of is the
dispossessed owner. Mr. Gartside really
did touch the problem and I pay him due
respect; he pleaded the cause of people
who were longing to get into their own
homes. Mr. Warner did not go to tnat
exten t, but pursued another avenue. He
says that we must throw things open for
the landlord, and make it profitable for
him to erect houses. I can show Mr. Warner houses not very far from this Parliament which are a disgrace to those who
own them. They are more than 50 years
old, ·and apparently they have never had
a coat of paint, a nail has not
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been driven to mend the verandas,
nor has any inside work been carried out.
One house, on which a tenant had spent
£100 on decorating, was sold over his
head. The tenant was not given the first
offer to purchase, although he had bought
it nearly twice over by paying rent.
The injustices and enormities are never
on one side. Parliament is being asked to
rectify anoma'lies and injustices that the
Labour party admits, and to make
equalities that have so far been impossible in the light of what has
happened in the post-war period.
Can we forget the dreadful days of 1941,
when it was thought that this country
would be invaded by a savage enemy?
There were thousands of members of the
community who were not allowed to
join the forces; they were kept in Australia to make munitions. No prefer~
ence was given to them or to their
dependants. To meet that position, the
Curtin Government, to which honour is
due, enacted legislation to provide not
(Only for soldiers and their dependants,
but to cover citizens of the Commonwealth as a whole. That is what t~e
Labour party did, and I m'ake no apology
for its action. It met an extraordinary
position which obtained then and which,
after the passage of eight years, is still
not fluid.
If this Bill is passed, Victoria will
have gone a considerable distance
toward correcting injustices between
landlords and tenants. If Opposition
members do not desire the pass,age of the
Bill in its present form, they may either
reject it or make such amendments to
it as will be unacceptable to the Government. I have not had the privilege of
reading the Bill that was prepared oy
Mr. Gartside, and I had to rely upon
the few crumbs of inform a tion which
that member offered during his speech.
I am wholeheartedly in favour of the
correction of wrongs.
I know of
instances of bad tenants, but on the
whole, citizens of Australia, and tenants
in particular, are persons of excellent
repute who do their best to carry out
their obligations. There may be glaring
deficiencies, but the Government must
be granted time in which to correct them.
If there are anomalies in the gill, they
can be corrected, after it is enacted.
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The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I have no desire to
traverse the wide field that has been
covered by other members in the cour:5e
of the debate. 'My desire, however, is
tha t the Bill should be of the character
that the majority of citizens desire.
I regret that Mr. Brennan participated
in the debate, because he more or less
took the fight to one side of the Chamber
and divided the House as it was not
divided before he rose to speak. I invite
him to refer to the genesis of the 1938
legislation, with the object of ascertaining which party really introduced that
measure. Mr. Brennan attempted to lead
members up the ,garden path, as it were
by telling a story about a one-armed
man, which has been heard in this House
previously. I emphasize that there are
many one-armed men in the community,
as there are also many tenants, whom
Mr. Brennan desires to protect. This
House should endeavour to assist all
sections of the community.
I compliment the Attorney-General on
the amount of research which he' must
have indulged in concerning this Bill.
Over the years, there have been citizens
who, to my m-ind, are forgotten people.
They are those who have had the misfortune of being frugal enough to
acquire a small house, to which they
looked forward to taking possession at
a future date, but they have been prevented from doing so because of Acts of
Parliament and by regulation. They
have been prevented from enjoying, in
their declining years, the frui ts of their
frugality.
The present position is
serious; it is, in fact, almost ludicrous.
Owners of properties are suffering, while
tenants are enjoying large incomes and
occupation of premises that do not belong
to them. Owners are receiving but
a small return and are faced with ever
costs and ever diminishing income. I
should have thought that, in this Bill,
two principal matters would have been
considered, namely, rental and the
repossession of homes. This measure
goes a certain distance, but it does not
go far enough. Mr. Brennan threatened
that, if members of the party of which
I am a member dared to be impertinent
enough to. try to improve this Bill, it
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would be dropped. I throw it back to the
Government that if that is its attitude,
and this House is not to attempt to
improve a Bill without its being dropped.
then the responsibility will fall on the
shoulders of Government supporters.
Fortunately, however, responsible members of the Government did not make
such a wild statement. It was left to a
less responsible member to do so.
There are many good points concerning repossession in this Bill. Noone
would argue that it is desirable for
people of modest means to be prevented
from gaining possession, nor would it
be argued that age pensioners, totally
and permanently incapacitated soldiers,
spinsters, or widowers should be denied
possession of their own homes. I claim
that there are so many persons of this
type who support the political policy
of the Government that consideration
should be given to them as well as
people who have incomes of similar
magnitude. In all walks of life, the
basic wage seems to be a sort of minimum measuring rod. To-day, the average man is receiving somewhere about
£14 a week, including an allowance for
efficiency. I suggest that the AttorneyGeneral should give consideration to subparagraphs (ii), (iv), and (vi) of paragraph (a) of proposed new sub-section
(4) of section 45 of the principal Act,
referred to in sub-clause (2) of clause
15. Consideration should be given to
raising the incomes set forth in those
sub-paragraphs to at least the equivalent
of the basic wage.
I claim that a soldier who has been
injured in some way, either in health
or as a result of a wound, is entitled to
more consideration than an ordinary
citizen. There are many totally and
permanently incapacitated soldiers who
are not receiving the full rate of pension
and whose wives have to go out to work.
Such persons should be permitted to
receive the basic wage. Furthermore,
there are, as was suggested by Mr.
Warner, many persons for -whom 60
years is the minimum age at which a
pension will be received. If a woman
is eligible for an age pension at 60
years, why should she have to wait
un til she is 65 years of age before she
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may enter her own home? There are
several advantageous clauses in the Bill,
but there are others that will create
hardship because of the continuation for
too long of rent control on the full basis.
It cannot be argued that the housing
position has improved materially and
that it is moving in a satisfactory direction. Moreover, it cannot be denied that
rent control is aggravating the position.
In the course of the debate, it was
mentioned that there had been an increase of 300 per cent. in the basic wage.
I claim that it is difficult to estimate
what that increase means to those persons who are in the lower income group,
when it is considered that there has been
a similar increase in expenses of maintenance, rates, taxes, and ather charges.
In those drcumstances, it is doubtful
whether the owners of houses have received the benefit of the increase in the
money value of the basic wage. The
return to vendors of houses that have
been sold with vacant possession may
have risen to the extent that has been
claimed, but the yield from the sale of
tenanted houses has not risen by more
than 100 per cent. above what it was in
1940. I appeal to the Attorney-General
to give consideration to the amendments
that have been foreshadowed by members of the party of which I am a member. We desire to see relief afforded to
all sections which are suffering to-day.
Members of the Liberal and Country
party do not desire to cramp the Bill,
nor do they wish to kill it. They merely
want to do justice to all concerned.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6 (Fair rent as fixed to be rent
payable).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-As there is some
confusion regarding the order of various
amendments, possibly the At:torneyGeneral would be prepared to postpone
the clause.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I concur.
The clause was postponed.
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Clause 7, relating to the prohibition of
certain payments and providingIn sub-paragraph (v) of paragraph (a)
of sub-section (1) of section thirty-one of
the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948 for the
words "his vacating" there shall be substituted the words" the vacating of."

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I moveThat the following new sub-clause be
inserted(4) The foregoing provisions of this section shall apply only with respect to
premises leased for(a) the purpose of their being oCGupied
by the lessee as a dwelling-house;

or
(b)

the purpose of their being occupied
by the lessee as to part as a
dwelling-house and as to the remainder for the carrying on by him
of a trade industry business profession or calling.

The purpose of the amendment is to
allow a person-in relation to business
premises only-to have a right to bargain
as to how much shall be paid to the
tenant to abandon his right to remain.
The effect of the amendment is to allow
the payment to be made without the
landlord or the 'tenant incurring penal-'
ties for, in effect, black-marketing.
The
Hon.
\VILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-The position that
Mr. Warner desires to meet is already
provided for under section 31 of the
Landlord and Tenant Act, by which
such payments as have been indicated
can be validated by authority of the
Fair Rents Board.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-In practice what
happens is that a tenant and a landlord
get together and decide the terms for a
mutually 'satisfactory deal, but they are
frightened to appear before the controller in case it is obvious that the
deal is of a black-market character. It
will be found that he has very few
applications ,of the kind to which I refer.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General). - My experience
does not go to sUbstantiate Mr. Warner's
last remark. If a bona fide application
is made supporting the payment of a sum
in the circumstances, the officer in charge
of the fair rents tribunal sanctions
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such payment. Mr.. Warner proposes
to open the door widely. He says
that his proposed arrangement would
be preferable to allowing such payments
to be made "under the counter." I
do not think the amendment is necessary,
since the present scheme works all right.
I have known cases in which fairly substantial sums have been paid by owners
to tenants for vacating premises, and
those payments have been sanctioned by
the fair rents tribunal. It is intended t~
continue that system rather than .open
the door as widely as Mr. Warner
suggests.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-There may be a
number of cases which come into the
open, and the Attorney-General must
be aware that there must be a number
determined, as the honorable gentleman
has put it, "under the counter."
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I assume
that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Minister's assumption is correct. This is a
question of giving a free deal as between
the landlord and the tenant. It harms
neither the tenant, the landlord, nor the
State; it gives a certain freedom of
action and there does not seem to be any
reason why consent should have to be
sought for it. Why put the two parties
to all the bother f.or nothing?
The
tenant does not have to accept money,
the landlord does not have to offer it;
in fact, no one has to doO anything unless
both parties are agreed. If they are both
agreed, why is it necessary to go
through th'e performance of taking the
matter to the Fair Rents Board?
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-Sub-section
(1)
of section 31 of the Landlord and Tenant
Act 1948, sets out that a person shall
not, whether as principal or agent or in
any other capacity(a)

require, give or receive, or offer,
promise or agree to give or receive,
any bonus, premium or sum of
money . . . . in consideration of
or in association with(D the grant acceptance assignment o·r transfer of any
lease

and so on, except with the consent of the
authorized officer. I repeat that the
present system has worked satisfactorily.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You think
that the controHer would give consent
if there is no goodwin-if it is a question
of a good straight deal for buying premises?
The Han. WILLIAIM SLATER.-I do.
There have been cases in which goodwill
has not entered intoO the question, the
tenant being prepared to leave the premises and the owner being prepared to
pay for the convenience. The arrangement is carried out with the consent of
the authorized officer.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-In view of the
AHorney-General's assurance, I am prepared to withdraw my amendment. The
matter can be considered in the Assemb'ly.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 8 and 9.
Clause 10 (Grounds for recovery of
possession, &c.).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I have in view an
amendment to insert the following paragraph( ) In sub-paragraph (D of paragraph
of sub-section (5) after the word him"
there shall be inserted the expression .. or by
his married son or married daughter (where
such son or daughter has been resident in
Australia for not less than two years)."
(g)

It

The purport is to allow a married soOn or
married daughter of the owner t.o apply
for possession of a house. It would still be
necessary for the son or daughter to
prove greater hardship than the tenant.
I visualize cases in which an owner
bought the house with the intention of
pa.ssing it to a married son or a married
daughter. I do not think there has been
any objection in the past to the purpose
I am aiming to achieve.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(A ttorney-General) . -The Governmen t
paid considerable attention to this matter
and arrived at the conclusion that, on
balance, the amendment should not be
accepted. Various phases were examined
and it was felt that such an amendment
would merely open the door to another
class of applicant.
I know that the
answer is that a married son or a m·arried
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daughter would have to appear before
the court and prove greater hardship
than the tenant.
The Hon. 'A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 wish to stress the
point that as long as a married son or a
marri'ed daughter in 'Such a case can
prove greater hardship, there should be
nO' reason why he or she should not be
allowed to have the property, more
especial'ly because of the close relationship to the owner. There still remains
the great responsibility O'f submitting the
C'laim to the court.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.~Having
given the question full consideration, the
Government has decided that it cannot
accept the amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In those
circumstances 1 shall not proceed with
it.
The clause was verbally amended and
as amended, adopted, as was clause
11.
Clause 12 was verbally amended and,
as amended, adopted, as were clauses 13
and 14.
Clause 15, prO'viding, inter alia(2) At the end of section forty-five of the
Landlord and Tenant Act 1948 there shall
be inserted the following sub-sections:"(4) The court shall not refuse to make
an order under sub-section (1) of this section' by reason only of any OIf the matters
referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph
(e) of that SUb-section where the application is made on the ground that the
premises, being a dwelling-house, are
reasonably required for occupation by the
lessor and the court is satisfied(a) that the lessor is a pe,rson of one of
the follOWing classes:(D a married person who and
whose spouse desire to
live
together
in
the
dwelling-house in any case
where either the lessor or
his or her spouse is receiving or, if they were
living in the dwelHnghouse, would be entitled to
receive an age pension
under the Commonwealth
Act known as the Social
Services
(Consolidation)
Act 1947-1953;
Oi) a married person who and
whose spouse desire to live
togethp.r in the dwellinghouse in any case where
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the joint income of the
lessor and his or her spouse
does not exceed a rate of
Five hundred pounds per
annum;
(iii) a widow o,r widower or a
married
Iperson
living
apart from his or her
spouse or a single person
whose age, in any such
case, is not less than sixtyfive years and who is recei ving or, if he or she
were living in the dwellinghouse, would be entitled to
receive an age pension
under the said Commonwealth Act;
(iv) a widow or widower or a
married person living apart
from his or her spouse or
a single person whose age,
in any such case, is not less
than sixty-five years and
whose total income does
not exceed a rate of
Two hundred pounds per
annum;
(v) a person in receipt of an invalid pension under the
sa,id Commonwealth Act;
or
(vi) a person in receipt of a
total permanent incapacity
pension under the Commonwealth Act known as
the Repatriation Act 192053 whose income, together
with the income (if any)
of his or her spouse, from
sources other than pensions or allowances under
the
said
Act,
does
not exceed a rate of
One hundred pounds per
annum; and
(b) that the lessor or his or her spouse
(i.f }living with him or her) owns no
other dwelling-house in Victoria
and has not within the period of
twelve months immediately prior
to the giving of notice. to quit
owned any such dwelling-housebut any order made in any such case which
could not have been made aopart from the
provisions of this sub-section shall not take
effect until such date as is expressed therein, being not less than six months after
the date upon which the order is made."

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern
Province).-1
propose
to'
move-That the proposed new sub-section (4)
of section 45 of the Landlord and Tenant
Act 1948 be omitted with the view of inserting the following sUb-section:"(4) The court shall not refuse to make
an order under sub-section (1) of this
section by reason only of any of the matters
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referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph
(c) of that sub-section where the application is made on the g-round that the
premises, being a dwelling-house or shared
accommodation in a dwelling-house, are
reasonably requked by the lessor for
occupation by himself or by some person
who ordinarily resides with and is wholly
or partly dependent on him (and notwithstanding that the premises or any part or
parts of the premises have been SUb-let by
the lessee), and the court is satisfied(a) that
the lessor owns no other
dwelling-house reasonably availalble to him or to the person who
ordinarily resides with him (as the
case may be); and
(b) that the lessor has given to the lessee
notice to quit in accordance with
the following scale, that is to say:(to where the lessor has been the
owner of the dweUinghouse for not more than
four year~twelve months'
notice;
(ii) where the lessor has been
the owner of the dwellinghouse for more than four
years but not more than
six years-nine months'
notice;
mD where the lessor has been
the owner of the dwellinghouse for more than six
years but not more than
eight years-six months'
notice;
(iv) where the lessor has been
the owner of the dweHinghouse for more than eight
years but not more than
ten years--three months'
notice; and
(v) where the lessor has :been
the owner of the dwellinghouse for more than ten
years-one month's notice."
The object of the clause is to provide a
graduated scale on which repossession
may be gained by an owner of a home
who owns no other dwell~ng in Victoria.
n provides that the court must hear
the evidence and give a determination
on that evidence. At an earlier stage
I fully explained my proposal, the reason
for which is obvious.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The Government is
unable to accept the amendment. It is
conscious of the fact that this proposal
was one of the basic principles of Mr.
Gartside's Bill. The Government felt
that the proper approach to the problem
was to make provision in the measure
for what was considered to be the most
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necessitous cases and to create the right
in certain circumstances for owners to
recover their premises. Mr. Gartside's
proposal, which I do not say is without
merit, opens the door extremely wide.
After all, these matters are being determined as between landlord and tenant,
and the question of relative hardship is
the basic principle which already exists
in the legislation in almost every country.
The Government, also previous Administrations, have felt that the matter should
be left for the court to decide whether
the owner or the tenant will suffer the
greater hardship as a result of its decision. That law has caused great heartburnings, but in the case decided by His
Honor, Sir Charles Lowe, in which the
hardship was equal, the court tilted the
scales in favour of the owner. The
Government regrets that it cannot accept
the amendment.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I am unable to
follow the reasoning of the AttorneyGeneral. Why should the question of
hardship to be suffered by one person
be inflicted on the person who owns the
hom'e and desires to live in it? If the
Government is sympathetic towards the
person who is subject to hardship, it has
a responsibility to find a home in which
that person may live. I insist that the
House should vote on this question.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. J.
Walters).---..;Mr. Gartside has moved for
the omission of sub-section (4) which the
Bill proposes should be inserted at the
end of section 45 of the Landlord and
Tenant Act 1948 with the view of inserting in place thereof a new sub-section.
The Attorney-General has given notice of
an amendment to insert certain words
within the sub-section proposed to be
omitted, and other amendments have
been foreshadowed at a later part in the
sub-section. I must take Mr. Gartside's
amendment first, but in order to protect
the rights of the Attorney-General and
other members to submit their amendments, I shall test the will of the House
on Mr. Gartside's amendment by putting
the question in this formThat all the words in sub-section (4) down
to and including the expression" Act 1-3471953" in line 6 on page 12 of the Bill proposed to be omitted stand part of the clause.
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Ayes
Noes

(m

15
17

IHajority for the proposed
omission

2

AYES.

I

Arnott
Mr. Sheehy
Bailey
Mr. Slater
Coleman
Mr. Smith
Ferguson
Mr. Thomas
Fraser
Mr. Tilley.
Gallbally
Tellers:
Jones
Mr. Brennan
(Ballarat) Mr. Jones
Mr. Rawson
(Do'Lttta Galla).

I
I

NOES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McArthur
MacLeod
Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:
Mr. Ludbrook
Mr. MacAulay.

The Hcn. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I now move-That the remaining part of proposed new
sUb-section (4) of section 45 of the Landlord
and Tenant Act 1948 be omitted with the
view of inserting the' following subsection:(4) The court shall not refuse to make
an order under sub-section (1) of this
section by reason only of ·any of the matters
referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph
(c) of that sub-section where the application is made on the ground that the
premises, being a dwelling-house or shared
accommodation in a dwelling-house, are
reasonably required by the lessor for occupation by himself or by some person who
ordinarily resides with and is wholly or
partly dependent on him (and notwithstanding that the premises or any part or
parts of the premises have been sublet
by the lessee), and the court is satisfied(a) that the lessor owns no other
dwelling-house reasonably available
to him or to the person who
ordinarily resides with him (as the
case may be); and
(b) that the lessor has given to the lessee
notice to quit in accordance with
the following scale, that ·is to say:(D where the lessor has been the
owner of the dwellinghouse for not more than
four years-twelve months'·
notice;
Be88ion 1952-53.-[114]
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where the lessor has been the
owner of the dwellinghouse for more than four
years but not more than
six years-nine mon ths'
notice;
(iii) where the lessor has been the
owner of the dwellinghouse for more than six
years but not more than
eight years-six months'
notice;
(iv) where the lessor has been the
owner of the dwellinghouse for more than eight
years but not more than
ten years-three months'
notice; and
(v) where the lessor has been the
owner of the dwellinghouse for more than ten
years-one months' notice.

The Committee divided on the question
(the Hon. D. J. Walters in the chair)-

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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The Committee divided on Mr.
Gartside's amendment (the Hon. D. J.
Walters in the chair).
Ayes
17
Noes
15
Majority
for
amendment

the
2

AYES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McArthur
MacLeod
Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:
Mr. Ludbrook
Mr. MacAulay.

NOES.

Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:
Mr. Brennan
(Ballarat) Mr. Jones
Mr. Rawson
(Doutta Galla).
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as was clause 16.
Clause 17 was verbally amended and
adopted, as were clauses 18 and 19.
Clause 20 was verbally amended and
adopted, as was clauRe 21.
Postponed clause 6. (Fair rent as fixed
to be rent payable).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I am not, sure
whether, in view of the adoption of Mr.
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Gartside's amendment, the AttorneyGeneral feels that there should be some
modification to this clause.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-No. The
Government is standing by the clause.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-However,
in all the circumstances, I think the
easiest method is for me to withdraw my
proposed amendment.
Postponed clause 6 was agreed to.
The Hon. A. G. WABNER (Higinbotham province).-1 propose the following new clause, which is to precede
clause 2:A. The provisions of Parts II., II!., IV.,
and V. of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948
shall not apply with respect to any premises
which were not let at the thirty-fitst day of
December One thousand nine hundred and
forty and have not been let at any time
after that date and before the commencement of this Act.

This amendment is to provide that where
a house has not been let since 1940, the
landlord will be freed from the Act in
order to encourage him to retain the
premises he has built. The idea is to
make available more houses for renting
purposes. I think the Attorney-General
may agree to it as he had a sympathetic
look in his eye.
The . Hon.
WILLIAM
SI~ATER
(Attorney General).-1 said there was
some merit in the proposition, but in
view of the very serious structural
alteration of the Bill that the Com,mittee
has agreed to, I cannot now favourably'
consider Mr. Warner's proposal.
The Committee divided on the proposed new clause (the Hon. D. J.
Wal ters in the chair)Ayes
17
Noes
15
Majority
clause

for

the

AYES.
Mr. tByrnes
Mr.
Mr. Cameron
Mr.
Mr. Chandler
Mr.
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr.
Mr. Fulton
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Gartside
Sir J'ames Kennedy
Mr.
Mr. Ludbrook
Mr.
Mr. McArthur

new
2

MacAulay
MacLeod
Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:

Bradbury
Grigg.
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NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Jones
(Doutta Galla)

Mr. H.awson

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:'

Mr. Bailey
Mr. Jones
(Ballarat).

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 move-That the following new clauses be inserted
to precede clause 5B. (1) This section shall apply with
respect to all prescribed premises (other
than shared accommodation) which were let
at the· thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and forty or were let
after that date before the first day of March
One thousand nine hundred and forty-five.
(2) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Landlord and Tenants Acts, the
lessor of any prescribed premises to which
this section applies may, subject to the
express provisions of any written lease of
the premises for a fixed term which has not
expired, by notice in writing served on the
lessee require that after the expiration of
one month from the service of that notice
the rent of the prescribed premises shall be
increased to such 'amount as is specified
in the notice, not being more than Twenty
per centum in excess of(a) the rent payable in respect of the
premises at the thirty-first day of
December One thousand nine hundred and forty; or
(b) (where the premises were not in
existence or not let ,at that date) the
rent payable under the lease by
which the premises were first let
after that dateand the amount so specified shall from the
expiration of said period of one month be the
fair rent of the prescribed premises for all
purposes and, subject to the following subsection, the Landlord and Tenant Acts
(except section twenty-nve of the Landlord
and Tenant Act 1948) shall apply thereto
accordingly.
. (3) Nothing in the last preceding' sqbsection or any notice thereunder shall in
any way affect the right of any person to
apply to a Board for the determination of
the fair rent of any premises, or any application for that purpose, or the operation of
section twenty-one of the Landlord and
Tenant Act 1928, or the matters to be taken
into consideration in determining a fai!!'
rent; but every such determination shall. be
made in the same manner in all respects as
if the last preceding SUb-section had not
been passed.
C. (1) This section shall apply with
respect to all prescribed premises (other
than prescribed premises leased solely focthe purpose of residence) which were let at
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the thirty-first day of December One
thousand nine hundred and for.ty or were
let after that date before the first day of
March One thousand nine hundred and
forty-five.
(2) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Landlord and Tenant Acts or
the last preceding section, the lessee of any
prescribed premises to which this section
applies may by .agreement in writing with
the lessor consent to the increase of the
rent of .the pr.escribed premises to such
amount as is specified in the agreement, not
being more than Thirty per centum in
excess of(a) the rent payable in respect of the
premises at the thirty-first day of
December One thousand
nine
hundred and forty; or
(b) (where the premises were not in
existence or not let at that date)
the rent payable under the lease by
which the premises were first let
aflter that date-and the amount so specified shall from the
date specified in that behalf in the agreement be the fair rent of the prescribed
premises for all purposes and, subject to the
following sub-section, the Landlord and
Tenant Acts (except section twenty-five of
the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948) shall
apply thereto accordingly.
(3) Where the fair rent of any prescribed
premises is fixed pursuant to the last preceding sub-section, no further proceedings
for the fixing of the fair rent of those premises shall be commenced by either of the
parties to the agreement during the period
specified in that behalf in the agreement or,
if no such period is specified, during the
period of six months next after the date
from which the increased rent is payable,
except on the ~round referred to in paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) of sub-section
0) of section twenty-five of the Landlord
and Tenant Act 1948.

that 80 per cent. of the landlords-who
have not approached the Fair Rent Court
since its inception-must be reasonable
men. Last year, I obtained some information concerning the average percentage increase in rents granted by the
Fair Rents Court, which was well over
25 per cent. I am not sure' whether that
average is still applicable; perhaps the
Attorney-General could quote the up-todate figure.

During the second-reading debate, I
pointed out that landlords were flntitled
to a sman increase in rent, more or less
as a sop, because undoubtedly the costs
of 'repairs and m'aintenance have increased. The effect of the new clauses
which I propose should be inserted in the
Bin is to increase the rent on dwellings
by 20 per cent., and on commercial premises by 30 per cen t., granting the tenant
the right in both cases to approach the
Fair Rents Court if he is not sa tisfied.
There is nothing to prevent a tenant from
asking the COUTt to fix his rent on the
1940 value if he so desires. That will
lift rents as a temporary measure,
pl'acing the onus on tenants to approach
the court fOT a reduction. It is obvious

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-The provisions under
which the Fair Rents Court may grant
an increase in rent are clearly set out
in the Act. As the Attorney-General is
aware, the court is bound to determine
the rent on 1940 values and no other
values. It may take into consideration
the cost of repairs and many other
things, and they have been taken into
consideration. In Victoria, there are
approximately 500,000 houses. If any
attempt was made by all the landlords to obtain a determination of the
court, the court would not be able to
handle the volume of business. It has
been stated that the working man is no
better off than he was in 1939. I do not

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The Government is
strongly opposed to this proposal. It has
indicated without any equivocation that
it is entirely opposed to any increase of
rents. That attitude was made perfectly
cl~aT in the Premier's policy speech before the last Assembly election, and the
Labour party has never departed from
it. This is the worst possible time to·
raise rents, in view of the Arbitration
Court',s decision to suspend quarterly
adjustments. It would involve an increase of rent of 5s. or more a week to
every working man in the State. That is
a grossly unfair burden. I do not say
there is no case for an increase of rent in
certain circumstances. In fact, as the
law stands, there is provision for an
application to be made to the Fair Rents
Court for an increase, and the court is
empowered to consider the facts set out
in the relevant section. The Government's attitude is implacab'l'e; it will
oppose to the end any proposal to
increase the rents of dwelling-house~
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entirely" agree, but he is certainly not 300
per cent. better off, as it is quite obvious
that money has decreased in value. The
rentwhkh landlords are receiving is being paid in paper pounds which are worth
one-third of the pound's former value.
Mr. Gartside has foreshadO'wed an
amendment by which rents may be varied
by agreement. If the Attorney-General
indicates that he will accept Mr.
Gartside's amendment, I will be pleased
to withdraw mine.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-There are several
Dther qbjectiO'ns to' Mr. Warner's prDpDsal. He has made no prDvisiDn to give
relief to' tenants against whDm an increased determinatiDn has been made
by the CDurt. In such cases, there will
be dDuble banking. He has also suggested that in instances where an Dwner
and tenant agree, the rent may be increased by 20 per cent. That will be a
heavy burden upDn the pODrer sectiDns
Df the community.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (HiginbDtham PrDvince).-Under my propDsal,
It is obviDUS that a landlO'rd cannDt obtain a further increase in rent if a determinatiDn O'f an increase of 25 per cent.
Dn 1940 rents has been given. If a landIDrd has received an increase Df 15 per
cent., he can seek only a further increase of 5 per cent.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern PrDvince).--JIt is a pity that Mr.
Warner is persisting with his prDposal,
as the Attorney-General says the
Government is oppDsed to it. That may
spoil any chanceDf my proposed amendment being adDpted. I disagree with the
principle of raising rents by legislative
actiDn. An increase should be determined
by the Board on evidence or by mutual
agreement between the landlDrd and the
tenant. My amendment prO'vides that if
agreement cannDt be reached, the landlord and the tenant will have recDurse to
the BDard. I dO' nDt feel inclined to vote
for Mr. Warner's new clauses, as my
amendment may be excluded.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (HiginbDtham Province).-If the AttDrneyGeneral will accept Mr. Gartside's amendment, I will seek leave to withdraw my
new clauses.
.
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The
Hon.
\VILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The GO'vernment
desires O'ne step to' be taken at a time.
The Committee divided on Mr.
Warner's new clauses (the Hon. D. J.
Walters in the chair)Ayes
15
17
Noes
Majority against
new clauses
Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. LudbrDok
Mr. McArthur

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

the
2

MacAulay
Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Chandler
Mr. FultDn.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bailey
Brennan
CDleman
FergusDn
Fraser
Galbally
Gartside
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacLeDd
RawsDn
Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas.
Tellers:

(Ballarat)

Mr.. JDnes
(DDutta Galla)

Mr. ArnDtt
Mr. Tilley.

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SDuthEastern PrDvince) .-1 moveThat the following new clause be inserted
to' precede clause 5:E. SectiDn twelve Df the LandlDrd and
Tenant Act 1948 is hereby amended as
fDllows:"
(a) In sub-section (3) after the wDrd
" determination" there shall be jnserted the words .. Dr agreement as
hereinafter provided";
(b) In SUb-section (4) for the words" by
a determination" there shall be substituted the wDrds .. as hereinafter
provided ";
(c) At the end Df the section there "shall
be inserted the follDwing subsections:"(5) The fair rent Df any prescribed premises (whether fixed by
virtue Df sub-sectiDn (1) or (2) Df
this section or by determination or
agreement> shall not be increased or
decreased except-(a) by a determination Df the
appropriate BDard as hereinafter prDvided; Dr
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by an agreement in writing in
the prescribed form signed
by the lessor and the lessee
of the prescribed premises.
(6) When any such agreement is
made in accordance with the last
preceding sub-section the amount
specified therein shall, as from the
date specified in that behalf therein
(which shall not be earlier than the
day upon which the agreement is so
made), be for all purposes the fair
rent of the prescribed premises and
the provisions of this Act (except
section twenty-five thereof) shall
apply thereto accordingly."
(b)

Shortly stated, the amendment will make
provision for the alteration of a rent
either by determination of the Board or
by agreement between the lessor and the
lessee.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-The amendment is
not as rigid as that proposed by Mr.
Warner and i.t merits consideration. I
am not prepared to accept the proposal.
Mr. Gartside does not appreciate the fact
that there is stronger bargaining power
on the part of the landlord than the
tenant. Many agreements may be entered into after duress has been exercised
by the landlord.
The Hon. C. P. GARTsIDE.-Heavy
penalties are provided for that.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Not
in relation to agreements of this
character.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-Could not
the penalties be made to apply to these
agreements?
·The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That
might create difficulties. I am not altogether happy about the amendment, yet
I do not wish arbitrarily to say that the
proposal has no merit in it. I cannot
accept this proposal on behalf of the
Government, and I ask the Committee
to reject it.
•
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-YOU will
consider it?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I
definitely give the assurance that the
Government will consider the proposal.
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We do not reject it out of hand, but we
like to consider it more fully in its
im plica tions.
The Committee divided on the proposed new clause (the Hon. D. J. Walters
in the chair)Ayes
Noes

17
15

Majority
clause

for

the

new
2

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacAulay
MacLeod
Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:
Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Cameron.

Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Ludlbrook
Mr. McArthur

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Fraser
GalJbaHy
Jones

I
I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:

(Ballarat)

Mr. Jones

Mr. Ferguson

(Doutta Galla) Mr. Rawson.

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I now propose the
following new clause, to precede clause

20:F. The provisions of Part V. of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948 as amended by
any Act shall not apply in respect of an
application for recovery of possession of
premises by a lessor in any of the circumstances ref.erred to in sUb-section (4) or
sUb-section (5) of section forty-five of the
said Act as amended by the foregoing provisions of this Act.

This new clause is necessary. It is
consequential on the acceptance of new
clause E.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLAT.ER
(Attorney-General). - This proposed
new clause is consequential, but is consequentially a principle to which the
Government is opposed. For that reason,
I ask the Committee to reject it.
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The Committee divided on the proposed new clause (the Hon. D. J. Walters
in the chair)Ayes
17
Noes
15
Majority
clause

for

the

new
2

AYES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ludlbrook
McArthur
MacAulay
Mansell
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Swinburne.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
lV1r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Gallbally
Jones

Mr. Jones
(Do'U,tta Galla)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rawson
Slater
Smith
Tilley.
Tellers:

Mr. Sheehy
(Ballarat) Mr. Thomas.

The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill relating to the Ministry
of Labour and Industry, to amend and
consolidate the law relating to industrial
matters and ,the supervision and regulation of factories, shops, and other
premises, and for other purposes. A
comparative table containing four
columns has been distributed with the
Bill. The first column contains the
names of the Acts repealed; the second
column gives the sections of those Acts;
the third column states the clauses of
the Bill which refer to the sections of
the repealed Acts; and the fourth column
shows remarks where they have been
considered to be necessary. Members
are also in possession of a copy of the
Final Report, published in 1949, of the
Board of Inquiry, and, to assist further,
two sets of roneoed sheets have been
supplied, one showing the origin of the
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provisions of the Bill and the other the
location of recommendations of the
Board of Inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I have not
a copy of the comparative table.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Apparently they are not yet available, but
I shall furnish members with copies
to-morrow. The other documents show
just as well, though not as fully, how
the various clauses are dealt wHh. The
roneoed sheets headed "Origins of
Provisions of Bill" show in the first
column the claus'es of the Bill and the
Teference to the sections of the existing
Acts. I do not suggest that each clause
in the Bill corresponds precisely with
the present sections, because there may
be some modifications, but the related
provisions are shown. The other document, which is headed "Location of
Recommendations of Board of Inquiry "
shows the page of the ·report of the
Board of Inquiry at which the subject
matter of a particular clause of the Bill
can be found. I also wish to point out
that the numbering in the Bill is not
complete, because in the Legislative
Assembly a recent amendment of the
Factories and Shops Act relating to costof-living adjustments was included.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
·-Are not all the clauses of the Bill
numbered?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No. It
will be seen that at present clause 35
follows clause 33. The reason is that
the Factories and Shops (Wages Board)
Bill amended sections 21 and 23 of the
Factories and Shops Act.
In the
Assembly, one section was included, but
the other provision is now spent in that
there was a provision that wages Boards
should meet within a month ,in order to
deal with the question of including in
their determinations the cost-of-living
adjustments. However, 'that is no longer
operative.
The PRESIDENT.-Before this Bill
leaves this House, will the clauses be
r~numbered ?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No.
The PRESIDENT.-That will occur
before the enactment is issued to the
public.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is so.
Recently, this Parliament passed legislation concerning long-service leave, and
the provisions of that enactment are incorporated in this Bill as a completely
separate provision, but unnumbered. In
effect, therefore, this Bill brings up to
date completely the whole of the legislation concerning factories and shops.
Since 1928, there have been passed
about 30 Acts that amend the factories
and shops legislation. Those enactments
deal with a variety of subjects, some of
which impinge upon our industrial law
but which are to be found in other Acts.
There has been legisla Hon pertaining to
Anzac Day, Sunday trading, bread,
wages Boards, and the Industrial Appeals
Court. All of those provisions have been
consolidated in this Bill. Might I say
that the Assistant Parliamentary Draftsman has, in my opinion, done a magnificent job with this Bill? I venture to
say that, outside of the Labour Department itself and perhaps some particularly
up-to-date industria'loffice down the
street, no other organization would have
the means of obtaining ready knowledge
concerning the law relating to factories
and shops in Victoria. Even to-day, in
the Labour Department, it is extremely
difficult for anyone except an expert to
readily put his finger on to a particular
section and trace its history so as to
enable him to ascertain how that particular provision has been amended.
The Assistant Parliamentary Draftsman has dealt with all of the amendments that were suggested by the Board
of Inquiry. He has included those that
he was d'irected to include by the Government, and has fitted them into their
appropriate places. Moreover, he has cut
out a'll the obsolete provisions and has
brough t together in one Part the associated provisions which, hitherto, were
scattered throughout the legislation.
For example, he has brought together in
one Part the provisions relating to places
and conditions of employment; in another
Part are included those provisions that
relate to the registration of factories; and
another Part contains the provisions
relating to shops. In this way, the information contained in the measure is
more readily accessible.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The Bill
shows everything in its full horror.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
know that there is anything horrible
about regulating the conditions in factories and shops. Great Britain prides
itself upon its factories and shops legislation, and I do not know of any country
in the world that is not continually
amending and improving its industrial
provisions, irrespective of whether they
relate to safety precautions or other
matters. If members devote their time
to a review of the industrial code as
'suggested by the International Labour
Office, they will ascertain that these ideas
are spreading to Asian and other countries, which are fonowing Great Britain
and Australia in bringing to the workers
of those countr'ies decent conditions and
terms of employment. I find it difficult
to believe that any reasonable man wou'ld
view with horror a provision in an Act
relating to the safety of workers, such
·as the prevention of accidents arising
from the use of circular saws and similar
types of machinery, or those pl'ovis'ions
that place a limitation upon the number
of hours that a child may work or upon
the type of machinery that may be
operated by fem·ales. I reiterate that the
Assistant Parliamenta::y Craftsman has
done a wonderful job in preparing this
Bill, in remodelling many sections of it.
excising unnecessary verbiage, shortening
certain sections, and consolidating the
whole of the existing law.
I also desire to say publicly that, in the
preparation of this measure, I received
considerable assistance from Mr. Walsh.
the executive officer to the Labour
Department. The Bill is a big one,
containing nearly 200 clauses, and
it has required a tremendous amount
of work, over many months, arising out of the formulation of Government policy and the implementation
of the numerous recommendations
that were made by the Board of
Inquiry. All of those features had to be
fitted into the existing law, so as to ensure
that a measure could be brought before
Parliament in a presentable form.
At this late hour, I do not propose to
make a long speech by way of introducing
the Bill, but I think I might say that this
measure can be regarded as a Committee
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Bill, for the reason that many of the
existing provisions of the law are
included in it. They have been accepted
for years by all parties, and I presume
that they are still ·acceptable. The
amendments that might call for explanation are those that have been selected,
as it were, from the report of the Board
of Inquiry. Perhaps I ought to state that
it is just 50 years ago since the first legislation relating to industrial maHers was
passed. The first Act dealt solely with
the hours of work for females. In the
year 1885, there was introduced what
might be termed the first industrial
code; it. made provision for the registration of places of employment, inspection of premises, and so on. I suppose it
was what might be called modern legislation for those times. In 1896, legislation
was enacted concerning the method of
determining wages and working conditions under the wages Board system; a
system which ,is unique in Australia and
which, I think, it can safely be claimed.
has given fairly complete satisfaction in
Victoria. 1t anticipated by a few years
the Federal system of conciliation and
arbitration. Despite the advent of that
system, however, Victorians preferred the
wages Board system, which is based
on the principle of round-table conferences between representatives of employers and employees, with an independen t chairman.
The Board of Inquiry issued an interim
report, whioh dealt solely with the
State wages Board system. Those members of the House who have read that
report will 'recall that each member of the
Board of Inquiry was a man well versed
in industrial life. The three employees'
representatives remained throughout the
period of nine years. Unfortunately,
however, two of the employers' representatives-Mr. Grant and Mr. .Okedied during the period.
Each was
replaced by another member of the
appropriate employers" association-Mr.
Boykett and Mr. Snape. Those of us
who have had experience in the industrial courts of this State and of Australia
know that Mr. Boykett is well steeped in
Federal law, as well as in State law.
The Board of Inquiry viewed the activities of the courts in the various Australian States.' All of the members of
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.
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that Board-the employees' representatives, Messrs. Clarey, Stout and Hayes,
as well as the employers' representatives-have
had
many years
of
experience of the Federal system of
conciliation and arbitration. Strange to
say, after consideration of the various
systems, a majority of the members of
the Board of Inquiry recommended the
retention of the State wages Board
s·ystem.
That Board of Inquiry submitted
certain interim reports over the years.
The first in terim report dealt with three
subjects only and suggested the setti!1g
up of a permanent Court of Industrial
Appeals. It made several recommendations concerning the wages Board
~ystem, and suggested methods for its
smoother working. It also suggested
that famous provision, the amendment
of section 9 of the Factor,ies and Shops
Act, to ensure that a wages Board would
be established to regulate the wages and
working conditions of persons engaged
in horticultural and agricultural pursuits. The Government of the day gave
legislative effect to each of the three
matters that were referred to in the
interim report.
The second report submitted by the
Board of Inquiry dealt with a universal
Saturday half holiday and a late shopping
night. The latter of those was implemented by legislation; the former was
attempted but was defeated in this
House. Provision is made in this Bill for
a universal Saturday half-holiday. The
third report of the Board of Inquiry
dealt with the retention of the State
wages Board system, and the final·
report, which was submitted to the
Government in November, 1949, dealt
in a comprehensive way with practically
the whole of the Factories and Shops
Act. The Board reaffirmed its views
on ,the earlier matters, such as the retention of the wages Board system and
other subjects regarding which recommendations had been made, and it also
made a. large number of further
recommendations.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Did the
Board's deliberations take place over
thirteen years?
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The Hon. A. 1\1. FRASER.-No, over
about nine years, but the war had intervened. I think it was only in the later
stages that the Board got down to many
of the major questions. If honorable
members look at the reports they will
see that in the original stage the Board
of Inquiry dealt with the setting up of a
permanent court of industrial appeals,
made certain suggestions about wages
Boards and recommended that a wages
Board should be established for the rural
industry. It is not until one comes to
the final report that one finds dealt with
a whole mass of subjects that one
naturally associates with industrial
legislation. Nothing has been done since
1949. It is true that it was a big job
and tha't there have been changes of
Government; but I think I am right in
saying that all parties have at some stage
stated in the course of electioneering
that they would implement the recommendations of the Board of Inquiry.
That was said by a Country party
Government; it has been clearly stated by
the Liberals on a number of occasions,
and I think that at the election before
last the then Leader of the Liberal party,
Mr. Hollway, in his policy speech, said
that his party was in favour of implementing the Board's recommendations.
The party to which I belong has made a
declaration to the same effect. What
the Government has done in this Bill is
to accept in general the unanimous
recommendations of the Board of
Inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-And added
to them.
The Hon. A. 1\1. FRASER.-We have
not added to them. We have not agreed
wi th some of the recommendations and
we have modified others but, as far as
I know, there have not been included in
this measure any provisions that were
not referred to by the Board of Inquiry.
I leave out of consideration long-service
leave and the amendment to section 21 of
the old Factories and Shops Act. I think
that as the hour is late I should briefly
run through the Board's reports to show
the major matters which the Government has accepted, the items which have
not been included-giving reasonsand those that have been modified. I
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shall subsequently indicate those which
have been amended quite recently in the
light of representations made of late by
interested parties. In the earlier pages
of the final report there are set out certain recommendations as· to wages
Boards. The Board of Inquiry recommended that a wages Board should be
able to make determinations for individual employers in particular establishments, so that the wages Board could
settle the differences which might arise
between an employer and his employet!s
in such establishments. The Board of
Inquiry advanced the reason that the
wages Board system required some flexibility. Another power which it was suggested a wages Board should have was
that if the parties agreed, it could include
in a determination a provision setting
up a Board of reference. That is
an idea that has been working in
the Federal sp-here for many years
past. A Judge has included in an award
provision for a Board of reference to
deal with such matters as classification,
and so on.
The Government has
adopted that proposition. It was also
suggested that there should be in the
Act a provision by which notification
should be given to the chairman of a
wages Board by an employers' organization or an employees' organization, when
there was any impending or threatened
industrial dispute. If that notification
was given to the chairman he should
immediately call the Board together with
,the view of dealing promptly with the
dispute and settling it.
Then there was a suggestion that it
should be mandatory on the Board to
hear any interested persons who applied
to the Board. The Government thought
that that was carrying things a little
too far, because there could be streams
of people, some of whom might give
evidence for the purpose of delay. We
therefore included in the Bill a provision
that it should be discretionary and not
mandatory on a wages Board to hear
evidence; so that if any person was
interested and the Board felt that he
could give information or evidence that
would be valuable, the Board could call
him accordingly.
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Another recommendation was that
there should be provision in the Act for
increasing the numbers of members on
a wages Board. At present, the strength
is not more than three employer
representatives and not more than three
employee representatives, together with
an independent chairman. The Board of
Inquiry suggested that perhaps there
could be five on each side. I am not
suggesting that every wages Board will
have five on each side, but there is
power vested in the Minister-provided
that proper representations are made
and the necessities of the case demand
-to appoint 5, 4, 3, or 2 members.
It all depends upon the circumstances.
The Board of Inquiry proposed that if
the Industrial Appeals Court recommended an increase, then the Minister
should make the appointments. We felt
that it would be putting an undue and
unnecessary strain on people if they
had to apply ta the Industrial Appeals
Court on the question whether there
should be increased representation on a
wages Board. So we have inclUded in
this Bill a provision granting power to
the Minister in, appropriate cases, to
increase the personnel.
Another provision in respect of wages
Boards is perhaps rather important. It
is very difficult to see how the Board of
Inquiry came to a decision on this point,
when it accepted the view that we ought,
of necessity, retain our wages Board
system. It suggested that in the event
of a complete deadlock between the
opposing sides the chairman should
make a decision, and his decision should
be deemed to be the decision of the
wages Board. If one accepts that view,
the procedure becomes simply like that
of a court. It is a departure from the
principle of the wages Board system as
we know it. So far as the Government's knowledge goes, that system has
worked pretty well" up to date.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is not that
the system that really has worked in
the past?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No. The
position is that the chairman falls, so to
speak, on 'One side or the other; he does
not make the decision himself. Suppose
the employees demand an increase of 208.
and the employ~rs say" No, we will not
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give 20s., we will give lOs.," and neither
side will budge. The chairman of the
wages Board may think that 20s. is too
much and lOs. is not enough, and he will
not support either side. Under the provision now proposed to be adopted, in such
circumstances the chairman will be able
to say, " I think 15s. should be fixed." In
practice he gaes ta 'One side 'Or the other
for a little tip. The representatives are
sent outside and around a table som~
farm the opinion that probably the
chairman will "fall" an their side if
they make a certain prapasitian. There
are very few cases in which the chairman, apart from giving a tip, has to
make any decisian. If the parties are
completely at loggerheads, he cannat
make one. Under the existing law, he
has ta vote for 'One side or the other,
because it is all a matter 'Of voting.
Take some issue which is nat subject to
compromise-a case, not of a monetary
character, in which there could be a
medium between lOs. and 20s. Suppase
it is a definite case as ta whether there
should be overtime or nat and the two
parties are at loggerheads. The chairman may say that he cannot give a
decision that will became a determination 'of the Board, and so there is a deadlock. We retain the existing pravision.
I referred earlier ta the recammendatian 'Of the Board 'Of Inquiry that we
ought ta set up an interpretatian
tribunal-a most strange kind of recommendation. The Board suggested that
there shauld be some body-the implication was, more or less, that the bady
shauld be the wages Baard-that cauld
give the interpretatian 'Of a determination. In other wards, it was proposed
that, an any matter which fell far
interpretatian, the wages Board should
give that interpretation, and any matter
of interpretation dealing with the Factaries and Shops Act, the Annual
Halidays Act or the legislatian relating
ta long-service leave should be ,given by
the Industrial Appeals Caurt. The
Gavernment has nat adapted that
recammendation because it was felt that,
notwithstanding any interpretatian a
wages Board may place upon a determination, that would not preclude the
parties from going to .a court 'Of law ta
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enforce their rights. That court of law
would not be bound by any interpretation of a wages Board, and so the
Government did not regard the recommendation as practicable.
If honorable members will look at the
report, they will see a number of provisions dealing wi th factories and
factory buildings and their registration,
permissions from the councils, and so
forth, to which I shall not refer. There
are certain other important provisions
regarding the guarding of machinery
and the safety of workers generally in
respect of which this Bill mainly incorporates the recommendations of the
Board. The principal one in question is
the application of the Act, for the first
time, to machinery on farms.
The sitting was suspended at 12 (rnidnight) until 12.30 a.m. (Wednesday).

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Board
of Inquiry made a further recommendation with resp'ect of young persons that
no person, male or female, under the age
of fifteen years should work in any factory, shop, warehouse, office, or other
place. It suggested a total prohibition,
and then recommended that no person
under the age of sbcteen years should
work in any factory, shop, warehouse
and so on, unless he or she had a certificate of medica,l fitness. It is true that
the Board recommended that the provision relating to persons under fi'fteen
years of age should not operate until the
Educa tion Act was proclaimed, raising
the school-leaving age from fourteen to
fifteen years, so that does not concern
us. The Government did not adopt in
full the recommendation requiring all
persons under sixteen to obtain a medical
certificate. The existing law has not
been altered, and it provides that a young
employee of that age in certain prescribed
trades must have a medical certificate.
In some proclaimed trades it is necessary
to have a .certificate of physical fitness.
The next matter of moment concerns
the trading hours. The major recommendation was that an opening hour
should be fixed for shops other than those
mentioned in the Fourth Schedule. At
present, while the law prescribes the
hours at which shops shall close their
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doors, there is no provision for an opening hour. In recent years, people have
been opening their establishments at all
hours, even a Uttle after 12 midnight at
some places-for instance, in St. Kilda.
The Board recommended that the opening hour should be 8 a.m., (:!xcept in
regard to the shops mentioned in the
F,ourth Schedule. The Government has
added a further provision, which is to be
found in paragraph (d) of clause 81,
that the Governor in Council may prescribe an earlier opening hour. There
may be certain trades or businesses to
which it is felt that the 8 o'clock opening
hour should not apply. One that may
come within that category may be dry
cleaners giving a one-day service, or boot
repairers. It may be that under the
clause different hours may be prescribed
for certain localities.
Sir JAMES. KENNEDY.-Why restrict
the opening hour when hours are to be
staggered?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Tbe
staggering of hours is a development of
the last few weeks. As I said earlier, the
Government's mandate was to implement
the unanimous recommendations of the
Board of Inquiry. When a plan is put
f'orward by a competent authority and a
scheme is worked out for the staggering
of hours, I presume that the Government
will deal with the m·atter. We must face
the existing situation. The opening hour
of shops has been abused in recent years
and for that reason the Board recommended that it should be 8 a.m.
There are not many traders who open
before 8 o'clock, but those who can
submit a good case may obtain permission to do so.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Does that
apply to petrol stations?
The Hon. A. M. FRASEJR.-N o. I
shall now refer to butchers' shops. Some
years ago there was trouble regarding
the opening and the closing hours of
these shops and there was a str.ike.
Under. the existing section the opening
. hour IS. fixed at 8 a.m. and the closing
hour at 5 p.m. on week days, and on
Saturdays the ·opening hour is 6 a.m.
and the closing hour 12 noon or 1 p.m.
Some years ago the Federal authorities
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made the working hours different from
those prescribed under State legislation.
Eventually the High Court decided that a
Conciliation Commissioner had no power
to prescribe houts for the opening and
closing of butchers' shops, as it was not
an industrial matter.
The State wages Board determination
follows the terms of Federal award and
at present the working hours of butchers
are set out in the wages Board determination. The Board of Inquiry recommended that the working hours prescribed by the award ought to be the
same as the trading hours, otherwise
there would be a conflict, and there is
some difficulty about that at the present
time.
.The Hon. A. G. WARNER.---Do you
think that if the master butchers applied
for a Federal log, and if it was granted,
it would override the State Act as far as
opening hours 'of shops are concerned?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Bill
simply makes provision for the trading
hours of shops to correspond with the
working hours.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It does not
follow that if butchers shops were closed
before the hour prescribed under the
Federal award there would be a conflict?
The IRon. A. 'M. F1RASER.-'1'here
would not be any conflict, because ~he
provic3ion under the Federal award rela ting to the opening and dosing of shops
is held not to be an industrial matter.
The next item relates to hairdressers
and tobacconists. The present closing
hour for those shops is 7 p.m., but
many of them close at 5 p.m., 5.30 p.m.
or 6 p.m. Shops which sell cigarettes
usually close at 6 o'clock. The Board
recommended that the closing hour
should be reduced from 7 p.m. to 6
p.m., but the Government did not
accept that view and the existing closing
hour will remain unaltered. I do not
know that hairdressers and tobacconists
in the city of Melbourne or in the suburbs
would worry much.
Probably they
wo~d prefer 6 p.m. closing.
Many
hairdressers and tobacconists in Little
Collins-street close at 5 p.m. or 5.30
p.m. Of course, shops such as Dammans,
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which are big cigarette sellers, remain
open until 6 p.m.
A big number
of small shops sell cigarettes, and
if the trading hours were reduced
by one hour, from 7 p.m. to 6 p.m.,
~hose small shops would be deprived of
a certain amount of business. For that
reason the Government did not accept
the Board's recommendation.
The Bill deals with a number of other
matters, but I shall refer only to
the major ones. An important one
relates to what is known as the
" Golden Mile" in the city of
Melbourne-that area bounded by
Spencer-street, Flinders-street, Springstreet, and Lonsdale-street. There is
special provision in the Act permitting
fruit shops in that part of the city to
remain open until a later hour.
The Board recommended that there
was no reason for an exception in
the case of those shops, and it recommended the repeal of the proviso permitting the shops to remain open until
the later hour. The Government did n6t
accept that recommendation for a number of reasons. It recognized that in the
city many people live in hotels, and the
fact that these shops are open provides
a needed facility.
The next m'atter to which I shall
make reference has been the subject of
telegrams that have been flying around
regarding another Bill.
I refer to the
recommendations concerning carting and
delivering. The hours for carting are as
foUows:-Not before 7.30 p.m. in the
morning and not later than 7.30 p.m.
on week days; not before 7.30 a.m. and
not later than 1 p.m. 'on Saturdays. The
Board recommended that carting should
not be permitted after 6.30 p.m. on
week days, and 12.30 p.m. on Saturdays.
At present the limitation of hours
applies only in the metropolitan area,
and to such other places as may be proclaimed areas. The Board considers that
the limitation should have State-wide
application, and that has been accepted
by the Government.
Section 131 of the Act provides that
if a carrier is carting goods from outside
a proclaimed area he may complete a
journey in the metropolitan area or some
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proclaimed area to the extent only of if I explained them during the Comtaking a vehicle and goods into a yard. mittee stage. If any member wants any
The goods carried may not be unloaded information relating to a proposed
The original Bill amendment, why the recommendation of
un til the next day.
contained a somewhat like provision, but the Board of Inquiry has not been
it was deleted in the Assembly because followed or has been mOdified, I shall be
it was considered it would not have the only too pleased to supply it. Apart
desired effect.
For instance, a carrier from two or three matters, there should
could load at Mildura at 6 p.m. not be much controversy about this
and then proceed to his yard in measure. The Government accepted
He could travel all night, certain amendments in the Legislative
Melbourne.
provided he started his journey before Assembly which interested persons
tbe hour stated in the legislation. I con- thought overcame certain difficulties,
tent myself by saying that more will wi th the resul t tha t I should imagine
probably be heard on that point during that only one or two matters will occasion any difference of opinion in this
the debate.
Strangely, at present, carting on a House. I have no doubt that all memSunday is totally prohibited. However, bers will agree generally with the Bill,
the carrying of livestock is exempt on because I think all parties believe in
any week day, at any hour of the day or regulation by law of our industrial
night, but the prohibition on Sunday has establishments. All countries throughbeen retained. Provision has been made out the world have legislation along
for the carriage of livestock on a Sunday these lines. I remind honorable mem.
under permit, but it will not be necessary bers that copies of the comparative table.
for a carrier to obtain a permit for to which I referred earlier, have now been
every trip. It may be necessary for a circulated. By means of that table
farmer in Gippsland to load cattle on a and the other roneoed documents, any
Sunday in order that he will be able to particular subject on which a member
yard his stock at a sale on Monday. For may desire information can readily be
that purpose he may get a permit for a studied. I suggest that the second read·
period of six months or twelve months. ing should be proceeded with to-morrow
That is an administrative matter, and and the Committee stage on Thursday.
On the motion of the Hon. A. G.
the power to issue the permits will
probably be delegated to the Transport WARNER (Higinbotham Province) the
Regulation Board, the Police Force, and debate was adjourned until Thursday,
December 10.
inspectors.
The Board of Inquiry also recomCO·OPERATION BILL.
mended that the boiler-inspection branch
This Bill was receiv~d from the
that is now administered by the Mines
Department should be taken over by the Assembly and, on the motion of the
Labour Department. M·any years ago, Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister in
when mining was at its height an Vic- :Charge of Electrical Undertakings), was
toria, many boilers were used on the ! read a first time.
goldfields, but in recent years, as a
result of industrial growth, boilers have
MOTOR-CAR (FEES) BILL.
been installed in factories. The Board
This Bill was received from the
of Inquiry recommended that there Assembly and, on the motion of thp.
should be strict supervision of boilers Hon. W]LLIAM SLATER (Attorneyto ensure that ·a certain standard was General), was read a first time.
maintained and that the administration
should be transferred from the Mines
ADJOURNMENT.
Department to the Labour Department.
EGG
AND
EGG
PULP MARKETING ACT:
That recommendation of the Board has
EvASION.
been adopted.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
The Bill contains many other amendments dealing with dangerous premises of Transport) .-1 move-and so on, but I think it would be better
That the House do now adjourn.
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The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-I wish to bring under the
notice of the House, and particularly
the Minister representing the Minister
of Agriculture, the deliberate and
organized evasion of the Egg and Egg
Pulp Marketing Act. Under this legislation, the Board is empowered to make
a deduction on all eggs vested in the
Board for the purpose of .providing a
stabilization fund, which reimburses the
Board and its agents for losses on the
export of eggs and egg pulp, and for
other purposes. In other States there
are similar orderly marketing systems
operating. For some years, in a small
way, unscrupulous poultry men and
speculators in areas close to the ,borders
of South Australia and New South Wales
have taken eggs over the border and
brought them back, thereby evading the
provisions of the Egg and Egg Pulp
Marketing Act of Victoria and of other
States. They claim this privilege under
section 92 of the Commonwealth Constitution and under sections 3 and 16 of
that
Act,
which
govern
trading
between States. To-day, this illicit
traffic has become consider-able, and if
it is permitted to continue will mean
the eHmination of orderly marketing
between States. Eggs from as far south
as Werribee are now being transported
over the border to Moama in New South
Wales and also to Tocumwal. Often,
without being unloaded, they are
returned to Victoria, where they are
sold. As a result, no deduction can be
made bv the egg Boards in ~ither New
South Wales or Victoria. Grave concern
is expressed by the Boards of Victoria
and New South Wales at this evasion.
An indication of the extent to which
agents and firms are prepared to go in
this connexion will be of interest to
members. A company has been formed
at Tocumwal.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Order! On the motion for the adjournment of the House, members are entitled
to make brief speeches in order to direct
the attention of the Government to
administrative matters, but members are
not in order in going into great details.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG.-I wish to
explain this aspect: The eggs handled
by this company come from the Goulburn Valley, and an investigation has
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disclosed that only two persons constitute the Tocumwal company, both
being employees of Barrow Brothers, of
Melbourne. Legal action has been taken
by the Board in two cases, but the cases
were dismissed because the defendants
claimed exemption under the Federal
Constitution. The concern of producers
is that under these conditions eggs taken
to another State are exempt from the
deductions for pool levies, and when
they are returned to the Sta te they
again evade the deductions.
Action
should be taken to stop this practice.
Eggs can be produced only once, and
they should not be treated as interstate
eggs when they are returned to their
State of origin. I ask the Leader of the
Government in this House to consult the
Minister of Agriculture with the view of
his conferring with the New South Wales
Minister to see if this practice can be
eliminated. If steps are not taken to
prevent this from being done, orderly
marketing will cease in Victoria and
that will mean the ruination of the
poultry industry.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 1.12 a.m.
(Wednesday) .

LEGISIJATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday} December 8} 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took the chair at 2.56 p.m., and read the
prayer.
ROAD TRAFFIC.
POLICE CONTROL DURING HOLIDAY
SEASON.

Mr. PETTY (Toorak) asked the Chief
SecretaryWhether there will be a full complement
of traffic police available to control traffic
throughout Victoria during the coming
holiday season; if not, what shortage is
anticipated?

Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I believe there will be just as many
police engaged on traffic duty during the
forthcoming holiday season as there was
last Easter when a record number of
police was engaged and a record numbel'
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of breaches of traffic regulations was
reported. I hope that there will not be
a recovd number of applications for the
withdrawal of charges against offenders.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.

lUr. RYLAH (Kew) presented the
report of the Statute Law Revision
Committee on the proposals contained
in the Statute Law Revision Bill,
together with minutes of evidence.

It was ordered that the report be

laid on the table and be printed.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
EXPENDITURE ON CAPITAL WORKS.

l\'Ir. SCULLY (Honorary Minister), in
compliance with an order of the House
(dated December 2, "1953), presented a
return in respect of the State Electricity
Commission's capital works expenditure.
It was ordered that the return be laid
on the table.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(MORDIALLOC UNDERTAKING)
.

BlliL.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill relating to the purchase by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria
of the gas undertaking of the City of
Mordialloc.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(TRARALGON UNDERTAKING)
BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill relating to the purchase by the Gas
and Fuel Corporation of Victoria of the
gas undertaking of the Shire of
Traralgon.
The motion was ,agreed to.
The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.
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LATROBE VALLEY WATER AND
S'EWERAGE BILL.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) announced that he had received
a report from the Clerk of the Parliaments calling attention to a clerical
error in this Bill.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I move-'I'hat the error be corrected by the insertion of the word .. sewerage" in clause 5
instead of the word .. drainage."

The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the report of the

Clerk of the Parliaments be transmitted
to the Council.
VOTE
OF
THANKS
TO
THE
HONORABLE SIR CHARLES JOHN
LOWE, JUSTlCE OF THE SUPREME
COURT.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat this House records its high appreciation of the valuable services rendered to
it and the people of this State by the Honorable Sir Charles John Lowe, Justice of the
Supreme Court, while occupying the office
of Administrator of the Government of
Victoria during the absence of His Excellency the Governor and acting as Chief
Justice for a substantial part of this year
during the absence of the Honorable Sir
Edmund Herring, and also expresses its deep
sense of the special knowledge, ability and
devoti0n which enabled him so successfully
to carry out the duties of both Ithese
important offices.

On behalf of the people of Victoria,
the Government, and I am sure of Parliament, I wish to express our appreciation
of the valuable services rendered by Sir
Char.les Lowe in the two high offices
named in the motion. While occupying
the position of Administrator and at the
sam·e time acting as Chief Justice, his
duties were onerous, but they were performed in the most effective manner. I
consider that it would be gracious to
express our appreciation for his great services. Although this may be considered
to be an unusual procedure in this Hou::Je
there is precedent for it. As Admini!:ltrator, Sir Charles Lowe, was called upon
to attend to many duties, but he never
neglected his work in the courts. I propose, after this motion has been agreed
to, that Sir Charles Lowe will be brought
to the Bar of the House when a pr~
sentation of this resolution will be made
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to him. I feel that is the least we can do
for one who has rendered such excellent
servke to this State in the dual position
of Administrator and Acting Chief
Justice.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-It affords me great pleasure to
second the motion which, because of
its unusual nature, is particularly significant. Sir Charles Lowe has carried
out the various functions of Administrator of the Government and acting
Chief Justice, at the same time
performing valuable work at the university, without in any way allowing one
duty to interfere with another. The
unusual nature of the motion proves the
sincerity of the Premier. Even if there
were no precedent, it would have been
within the province of the Premier to
move such a motion, because of the
valuable services rendered to Victoria by
Sir Charles Lowe, who has carried out
his duties with credit to himself and
distinction to the State.
Mr. lUcDONALD (Leader of the
Country Party).-I have much pleasure
on behalf of the Country party in supporting the remarks of the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition. As the
Premier has explained, the submissio!1
of this motion.is not unique. It expresses,
however, what we all think of Sir Charles
Lowe and the wonderful work he :has
performed as a citizen in rendering
service on the highest plane. He has
carried out his duties in a way that has
added prestige to the high positions he
has occupied during the year. The high
quality of his services to the State has
been regarded with pride by hundreds of
thousands of citizens throughout the
State who appreciate the personal
sacrifices and services rendered by men
of the calibre and character of Sir
Charles Lowe.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-With respect to the forms of
the House, I wish to say that 1 wholeheartedly support the resolution that has
been submitted. Sir Charles Lowe, as
the Administrator of the Government of
Victoria during the absence of His Excellency the Governor, showed great
kindness and a readiness to co-operate
with the formal activities of Parliament.
As Speaker, I agree with the expression
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of .gratitude which has been included in
the motion moved by the Premier and
supported by the Leaders of the Liberal
and Country party and the Country
party.
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer). -.I moveThat the Clerk be directed to enter on the
Journals of the House that the resolution
agreed to this day, with reference to the
services of the Honorable Sir Charles John
Lowe while acting as Administrator of the
Government of Victoria and as Chief Justice,
was passed unanimously.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I have pleasure in seconding the
motion.
The motion was agreed to.
CO-OPERATION BILL.
. The debate (adjourned' from November
1), on the motion of Mr. Shepherd
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was r,esumed.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The principle of co-operation as laid
down in the Bill is universally acclaimed
by all political parties and by most
people in the community. No one can
say anything against the spirit of cooperation ,that was fundamental in the
working of the pioneers of Australia.
It was through their efforts of co-operation that the Commonwealth has reached
its present stage. I support the principle
of co-operation, and therefore I find it
difficul t to say that in this Bill that
principle is so submerged that I cannot
agree with all the ideas included in the
measure. In many 'Nays they depart
from the real spirit of co-operation.
In general, the Bill is framed on the
lines of the New South Wales legislation
that has been in operation since 1923.
No one has told members how the New
South Wales Act has worked.
The
Government brought down the Bill and
allowed only a short adjournment of the
debate in which member.s were to consider the proposals. Opposition members
had no opportunity of visiting New
South Wales to inquire how its legislation has worked, or to ascertain what
we fear may be the outcome of the
operation of some of the clauses of the
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Bill. ,Therefore, we feel that this is
not an urgent measure and after the
second-reading debate has been concluded
the Government should agree to allow
the Bill to stand over until the new session. Then members will be able to
become fully informed, of all its proposals. When I have the temerity to say
that I do not agree with the Bill,
outside people may say that I
am opposed to the principle of cooperation, but that is not the truth.
In itself, the original idea of Communism has some merit-that people
should combine together for the good of
the community-but that principle
has been so di$torted by Russia
that we abhor it and are afraid of it.
Under this Bill, something of the same
sort may occur. It is not entirely a
question of " fear the Greeks, even when
bringing gifts" nor is it true that the
Labour party could not bring in a good
Bill, or that no good could come out of
Nazareth-meaning New South Wales,
in view of recent political happenings
in that State. The Opposition believes in
deba ting a Bill on its merits. This
measure is almost like the wooden horse
of Ulysses that was used in the siege of
Troy. Members may. recall the British
Broadcasting Corporation's skit 14 Take it
from Here" in which the wooden horse
of Troy was introduced. In the skit, the
Greeks said to the Trojans, 14 Do you
want a horse? " and they replied, 14 No."
The Greeks then said, "This is a good
horse, it has soldiers in it!" We know
how they took in the horse and Troy
fell. In the Bill there is an element
similar to the wooden horse of the
Greeks.
The Bill provides facilities for the
registration of seven different types of
societies. The first one stated is " a producers' society." It is proposed that persons may combine to do anything
regarding primary products, includiz:g
the making of arrangements for theIr
sale and distribution, with benefit to the
members. The same comment applies to
all kinds of trading. Provision is made
for the formation of community advancement societies; persons may combine to
establish recreation reserves and other
amenities. It was suggested by the
Minister of Education, when moving the
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second reading of the Bill, that under this
heading it would be possible to
establish community hotels, which is
provided for under the Licensing
(Amendment) Bill.
A strange prOVISIon is that for an
investment society. It is envisaged that
people may pool their funds and allow
the directors of the society to invest
their money, the members to receive a
certain percen tage in return. Similar
facilities are provided by a number of
companies at present.
It is extraordinary that the Government should
foster the formation of such societies
and guarantee funds for their activities.
The Opposition does not object to the
principle of co-operative societies. We
agree entirely with the co-operative
housing scheme; formation of co-operative housing societies is necessary in
order that houses may be built. Under
that scheme, the societies are guaranteed
by the Government. Over the years, the
total funds guaranteed by the State with
respect to co-operative housing societies
has amounted to the sum of £45,000,000;
that is the limit, and the funds used have
almost reached that sum. So far the
Government has not paid any money.
As time passes, building costs and the
value of houses may decline. I should
not like to say that a depression will
occur, but there may be a recession, and
if that happens the Government will be
required to assist financially a great
many of the societies and stand up to
the guarantees it has given, especially
concerning societies that are not as
strong as they should be. The Registrar
of Co-operative Housing Societies has
been meticulous in 14 vetting" the various
societies as they ·have been formed, but
probably some are not as sound financially as they should be.
A similar position may apply concerning trading, investment and other
societies which are registered to conduct
businesses, and which are guaranteed
by the Government to the sum of
£500,000 under the Bill. In moving the
second reading of the measure. the
Minister of Education stated that this
sum was merely a token amount. Cooperative housing societies were guaranteed for a small amount in the first
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instance, but the guarantees were increased from time to time. Probably
the same situation will occur with regard
to co-operative societies under this Bill;
the sum guaranteed may eventually
reach astronomical proportions.
I agree that the Government should
foster the formation of co-operative
societies, and that facilities for their
registration should be provided so that
they will be conducted properly and so
that the members will be protected.
Mr. DOUBE.-The Bill, if passed, will
merely allow co-operative societies to
operate. It is scarcely true to say that
the Government is fostering their formation.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The passage of
the measure will make it easier for
such societies to be formed, registered,
and carry out their functions. When the
Government guarantees soeieties, even if
it does not lend money to them, the
opportunity is provided for the Administration to interfere with their rules and
conduct of business. If eventually the
Government were required to honour
its guarantees, there could be entirely
Government control of the societies.
Mr. DouBE.-Has that happened with
co-operative housing societies?
Colonel LEGGATT.-N o. Co-operative housing is in a different category
at present. There has been a shortage of
dwellings and everybody has supported
the building of more houses as quickly
as possible. Ordinary business can be
carried out by private enterprise and it
can be done co-operatively.
I have
preached the idea of co-operation
throughout Victoria, but it should come
from the people and not be interfered
with by the Government. If the Bill is
passed, the societies may be registered,
and there will be an easy method of
conducting their businesses.
A reading of the Bill indicates the
manner in which the Government can
interfere with co-operative societies. The
more that societies get " in the red " or
the less they conduct their businesses in
a proper manner, the more the Government will interfere. It may be said that
at first the societies will be guided by the
fatherly hand of the registrar. I have
the utmost faith in the Registrar of
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Co-operative Housing Societies, who will
be appointed the registrar under the Bill;
he has performed a wonderful job in
co-operative housing.
Doubtless, his
will be a fatherly, guiding hand, but he
will have the power of doing more than
that, and the Government will back him.
There may be an iron hand in the velvet
glove at any time that it is required.
Sub-clause (8) of clause 31 statesNotwithstanding .anything in the last preceding sub-section, the registrar may if he
thinks fit refer any app}i.cation for registration of a society to the advisory council for
a report on whether there is scope and need
for the operations of the proposed society,
and, if the advisory council reports that the
functions and services which the society is
designed to discharge ar:e not reasonably
necessary or are being or are capable of
being adequately discharged by an existing
society or by some other existing organization, the registrar may refuse registration
of the society on ,that ground.

That provision opens the way for the
development of the position that applies
at present regarding the Transport
Regulation Board. It envisages that any
competition may be eliminated. The
persons who first enter the field of cooperative societies will receive the most
protection. A person may be able to
prove that he can conduct a business in
competition with a co-operative society,
and do it more efficiently, but he may be
refused permission to operate merely on
the ground that some other organization
has a prior right. That is one of the
objections I have..
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do you favour indiscriminate registration?
Colonel LEGGATT. - What I have
foreshadowed will happen when once the
Government takes control, and any competition will be stifled, which is not the
idea of true co-operation. It is a case
of "the first in is right on the ground
floor and will be protected." The benign
eye of the Government will be bestowed
on these co-operative societies.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-A benign eye and a
mailed fist!
Colonel LEGGATT.-Quite possibly.
The societies are to be guaranteed. Will
the Government have the fatherly eye
that notices even the sparrow fall, or
will it be a jealous Jehovah whose wrath
may be aroused?
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Mr. DODGSHUN.--Cauld nat a caaperative saciety be farmed to say what
time the sun is to' rise?
Calanel LEGGATT.-.I think there is
power under this Bill to' farm a caaperative saciety far practically anything. If the han arable member far
Rainbaw wauld like to" seek my advice
an the passibility af farming a saciety af
the nature indicated in his interjection,
perhaps I cauld arrange far ane to' be
farmed and registered. Of caurse, there
wauld nat be much campetition against
such a saciety.
In this regard ane is
reminded af the transpart set-up. When
ance a society is farmed and registered
there will be pawer to' stifle any campetitian with it.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yau are playing to'
the gallery.
Calanel LEGGATT.-I am genuinely
appased to' pravisians in this Bill, and
I abject entirely to' the Minister's interjectian. The clause I read is campletely.
in line with the Gavernment's transpart
palicy, and I suggest that under this
Bill, Cammunism-that is, in its ariginal
idea--cauld be achieved. I submit that
the Government is gaing a little taO' far
in relatian to' guarantees. By means af
praviding guarantees it will be able to
exercise far taO' much cantral, instead af
encauraging ca-aperative sacieties to'
assist themselves.
Far fram affering
that encauragement the Gavernment
says, in effect, "We will give yau
manetary assistance ar guarantees, and
yau can go ahead; but if yau wark alang
thase lines, naturally, the Gavernment
must have same say in yaur affairs. Yau
must have madel rules and, alsO' naturally, the Gavernment must have the
right to' suggest how yau shauldcarry
aut cantracts and what prafits yau shauld
make .. In shart, if the Gavernm.ent pravides yau with all this assistance,
including guarantees, it must have a
vaice in yaur affairs." Under this Bill,
that is exactly what can happen. If this
measure merely pravided, as has been
dane under ather legislatian, far registratian of ca-aperative sacieties, the
Gavernment lending same assistance
instead af enfarcing certain regulatians,
ane wauld nat, perhaps, have sa much
abjectian.
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Furthermare, in this Bill there are sa
many pravisians that emplay the wards,
"subject to' regulatians as prescribed."
That expressian is reiterated frequently.
In respect af the Licensing (Amendment) Bill, several Ministers in this
Hause did nat knaw the meaning af the
ward "prescribe," but that ward is
repeated sa aften in the measu~e naw
under cansideratian, that by the tIme the
debate an it has ended, thase Ministers
will surely understand the term. It
appears sa frequently withaut stating
any details as to' haw and what the
Gavernment will prescribe by regulatian. Sa much far the idea. of Gavernment guarantee, a prapasition which I
think gaes a little taO' far. Apart fram
that, a greater danger is the set-up
regarding assaciations and unions .. I~ IS
pravided that any number af. saCIetI~s,
nat being less than twa-obvIOusly, In
arder to' form an assaciatian there must
be mare than ane-can jain tagether
and became an assaciatian. There is a
pravisian to' the effect that the saoieties
shall be af the same class, but there is a
further pravisian that if the Gavernar
in Council allaws it, they need nat be
af the same class. Far instance, a primary praducers' saciety cauld nat
associate with an investment trust
saciety, except with the consent af the
Gavernar in Caunoil.
.
Mr. BaLTE.--Cauld the transpart
aperatars link with the Labaur party?
Calanel LEGGATT.-Passibly, with
the cansent af the Gavernar in Council.
A gaad pravisian in this measure is that
a saciety can appaint same ather autside
arganizatian ar an ather society to' act
as its agent, ar to' canduct negatiatians
or carry an part af its business. On the
ather hand, it appears that there cauld
be two sacieties jaining tagether in an
associatian and tihen there cauld be a
chain af sacieties in ane assacia tian. In
such an event cantral wauld be exercised
by the assacia tian aver all the socieNes
within it.
Mr. DaDGsHuN.-That is like the
Braken Hill undertaking and its subsidiaries?
Calonel LEGGATT.-Yes. There will
be centralized cantral af all campanent
sacieties by ane assaciatian and that
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must tend to cramp the individuality
of each society. Not con tent with the
association, the Government piles Pelion
upon Ossa by placing a union, so to
speak, on top of an association. As far
as I can make out from the Bill, there
is no restviction whatsoever as to unions.
A union may be a union ot primaryproducer associations and investmenttrust associations. The' societies are
underneath and the associations on top,
and a union can be a union of all the
associations taking in the ambit of the
societies as laid down in the Bill. All
these societies could be centralized in
one union and controlled by it, if that
was desired. The matter is entirely at
their discretion and the members of the
sooieties would have to agree to the
proposal; but how often are members
induced by misunderstanding to do
something for which they are afterwards extremely sorry? It might well
be that one union will embrace all
co-operative societies in the State. I
think members can see the unwisdom
of such a state of affairs. How easy it
would be for a union-a centralized
organization-having control of these
societies', to be controlled itself by some
undesirable element.
The proposed legislation will not
bring into effect co-operation in the true
sense. The clauses relating to associations and a union are objectionable and
should be deleted from the Bill. No
detailed explanation of the proposed
legislation has appeared in the press.
When the Minister of Education moved
the second reading of the Bill, he told us
what a wonderful thing co-operation was,
how it started in Rochdale, in England
and how it was the background of our
way of life. I agree with that statement
of the Minister, but the true principles
of co-operation are not embodied in this
measure. There is too much control by
the Government and the registrar. While
members of the Opposition have great
faith in the present Registrar of Cooperative Housing Societies, who wi'll be
the first registrar of' co-operative
societies, the occupant of that position
may be changed. There is much danger
in the principles underlying some parts
of this Bill. The general principle of
allowing co-operatives to be formed, and
Colonel Leggatt.

BiU.

of assisting their formation and carrying on of business, is a wonderful idea,
which should be fostered, but too many
strings are attached and there is too
much red tape; as a result of which
co-operative societies will be led by any
Government which wishes to contro]
them. I trust the Government will not
ask the House to proceed with the Bill
beyond the second-reading stage to-day;
I urge the Government to supply more
information on co-operatives, particularly concerning their operation in New
South Wales, and to grant the Opposition
more time in which to examine the
ramifications and implications of the
Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon) .-1
support without reservation the contentions of my colleague" the honorable
member for Mornington. I regret that
the expounder of this Bill on the Govern·
ment side, while explaining it, made no
attempt to justify it, or to show that
there was either a demand or ,a need
for the legislation. Honorable members
on this, the Opposition, side affirm, as
they have always affirmed, the principle
of co-operative societies so far as such
societies come into existence as the
result of a spontaneous demand by
people requiring their services, who are
prepared to accept ~ome responsibility
for their establishment, management and
general conduct.
.
Mr. HOLLAND.-If the Bill is as good
as the New South Wales legislation, it
will be satisfactory.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I shall not
argue against nor quarrel with the honorable member for Footscray because he
and I, in opposite camps, are justly
entitled to credit for sinking our politica1
differences some years ago in our
endeavours to place before Parliament
the desirability of establishing co-operative housing societies, inspired by the
example of such societies properly functioning in New South Wales. That form
of co-operation is different from this
doctrinaire Socialism of the ., Dedman"
variety, which is being promulgated by
certain honorable gentlemen on the
Government side of the House who are
not game to identify themselves by
rising to speak. The societies proposed
to be formed under this Bill might be
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described as " Soviet Socialist Societies"
because the measure gets rIght away
from
the
accepted
principle
of
the
co-operative societies, to which
honorable
member
for
Footscray
and I gave our full support. First,
the Bill provides for the establishment of co-operative societies.
Then it proceeds to build a Soviet
Socialist pyramid. Having laid the base
in the form of a number of societies
scattered far and wide, the Bill proceeds
to provide for the establishment of an
association of th~ basic societies. The
apex is reached when a union of associations is formed.
Mr. UOUBE.-How sinister!
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I suggest
the honorable member for Oakleigh concentrates on his studies or he will not
pass his examinations this year. The
gradual aggregation of power might
be likened to a child building a
structure of building blocks.
Let
us assume that, under the proeventually
150
posed
legislation,
societies are formed. I suggest the
Minister of Education will put certain
junior members of his party off their
examinations, if, as he appears to be
doing, he instructs them to prepare a
reply to my speech. For the information
of those who have not observed, there is
no provision In the Bill for the establishment of a co-operative society of
law students who are also members of
Parliament.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-I think the remark of the
honorable member for Barwon is
irrelevant.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-In that case,
Mr. Speaker, I shall not· proceed with
it. For the purpose of discussion, I shall
call the co-operative societies "basic
societies."
In the centralization o~
socialistic control, associations of basic
societies are to be formed. Provision is
made for a union of associations, so that
we sprin.g from the base to the centre
stratum of associations and from there
to the apex, which is the union. Hence,
ultima tely, the control of the societies
will pass into the hands of a select few
at the top. The Labour party, which
forms the Government, calls itself the
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opponent of monopolies, yet it is creating
the very situation I have just mentioned
by which monopolies and cartels come
into being.
Does the Government
seriously say, "Yes, we realize that and,
in spite of the dangers, we included it
in the Bill" or is the position-as is more
likely-that that aspect has not occurred
to the Government, and it is creating a
co-operative" Frankenstein" which will
devour the very societies the Government
is endeavouring to create? The creation
of a basic organization of societies with
two superior organizations is dangerous.
It is undoubted that, if this Bill providing for the formation of co-operative
societies is passed, the opportunity will
be created for a number of up-and-coming young men to advance the movement in such a way as will create situations and positions for themselves.
Another effect of the passing of the
Bill will be the creation of one more
Government Department at a time when
the Ministry should be investigating
the activities of all such Departments
to ascertain if they are really necessary.
If their existence is justified then the
Government should be considering
whether those Departments are performing their functions properly. If they
are fulfilling that requirement then it
ought to be considering whether they
are doing so with the maximum
efficiency, having regard to the number
of staff employed.
By the time this movement begins to
function next year, it is possible that
the Building Directorate, for example,
may be in need of something to do, the
staff not having been sacked. The passing of this Bill will mean that there
will be ready at hand an embryo department to which the Premier, in his wrath,
may transfer the staff of the Building
Directorate. Apart from the provisions
in this Bill which will make it possible
to create this pyramid, the basic fault
of the measure is that, as is set out in
the title, the organizations that are to be
created are to be known as "co-operative" societies. Any dictionary clearly
defines the meaning of the word "cooperative. "
Apparently, the Government is satisfied that the societies, having been
created, could not exist if they had. to
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rely on their own resources. That being
so it has provided that during the remainder of the current financial yearwhich will be three 'or four effective
months-a sum of £500,000 will be provided as a guarantee to enable these
societies to carry out their functions.
In his explanatory speech, the Minister
of Education said that the co-operative
housing societies began with a small
Government guarantee, which has since
risen to £45,000,000, and he hoped that.
the guarantee to be given to the cooperative societies would likewise increase far heyond the original figure.
Of course, the Minister may brush aside
the question by saying that it is only
a guarantee; that the Government does
not really supply the money. Any body
of business men, or bankers, or lawyers
regard a guarantee as a contingent
liability to be treated as a debt. As
the Government has only one business
man in it that fact would be unknown
to its members, so on that ground I can
excuse them.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Name the one
business man.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I shall not
do that, as I wish to leave all members
of the Government with their pride.
Mr. SHEEHAN.-And we wilJ leave
you with your prejudice.
. Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I am prejudiced against people who attempt to
create a business organization which is
not based on sound business principles.
Mr. FEwsTER.-What is it based on'?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The cooperative societies will be based on a
guarantee by the Government.
The
honorable member for Essendon, an upand-coming Premier, asked me-a
humble member of the Opposition, whom
Government supporters describe as
hopeless-to explain to him something
which, as a possible future Labour
Premier, he will be responsible for
administering. Why does he not ask
his own Premier?
Mr. FEwsTER.-I am asking you to
explain it.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The position
is that the Government is attempting to
apply unbusinesslike methods to a very
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serious business proposition. According
to the Minister's own words, the Government's participation in this proposed
new proposition could involve it in an
outlay of £45,000,000. He said, in effect,
that he would be glad if the movement
did progress to that extent.
Let us examine some of the objects
for which the Government is prepared
to guarantee financial backing to the
extent of £45,000,000. My Country
party friends in the Opposition corner
would be most happy if the Government,
instead of introducing this Bill, had
provided a sum of even £500,000 during
the remainder of the financial year to
permit of small groups of producers
being supplied with water and electricity
on their properties. Of course, they
would rejoice if they had an assurance
that the limit of expenditure for that
purpose would be ~ot £500,000, but
£50,000,000, as and when required without the limitation of time. But, oh, no,
that is not the Socialist way.
I could more than occupy my allotted
time in analysing this meaS1!1re, but r
shall content myself with a comment
on one particular form of society which,
in my view, should not participate in any
guarantee; which should never be
formed; and which no Socialist Government should sponsor. I refer to that
form of society which, by the united
efforts of seven or more persons, may be
created to form an investment societya capitaloist society. Its purpose would
not be to produce any goods or commodi ties for the common good or to
distribute the fruits of the farms, or the
products of men's labour in the factories. No, this Socialist Government
now in office has brought forward a Bill
which will permit of the cr.eation of
co-operative, capitalist, share-dealing
and gambling soeieties.
This extraordinary action is being
taken by men who never miss an opportunity to scoff at the Stock Exchange
and those who dabble in shares. Yet,
they are prepared to create a co-operative stock exchange- for those people
who, the Minister says, will form the
backbone of these societies. If he substituted the word " wishbone" for
" backbone" the expression would be
more apt. Imagine a co-operative
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society of workers holding a meeting to his denial thrice, the cock may crow.
decide whether, under a Government The Minister's denial is insufficient. It
guarantee, they will buy shares in the seems to me to be getting far from the
Colonial Sugar Refining Company at functions of government-particularly
£45 each, or in the Imperial Chemical that of a Socialist Administration-to
Industries of Australia and New Zealand create credit and investment societies.
Limited at £25 each, or even in the Anyone can do that now, without Govcompany that has just made the ernment assistance.
Several sharebroking offices in Collins-street, Meldiscovery of oil in Western Australia ..
Mr. GALVIN.-What about the Corio bourne, sponsor companies that are
known as trust and investment comGuarantee Corporation?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Fortunately, panies. I read the balance-sheet of one
the Companies Act will take care of that of those concerns only last week, and,
concern. I point out to the Chief Secre- although the business is skilfully mantary that the gentleman who is sponsor- aged by the most knowledgeable gentleing that organization was a candid'atE: men in Collins-street, a five-figure deprefor Labour pre-selection for the seat of cia tion was shown in the book value of
Barwon at the last Assembly election. its shares last year. If the wise men of
That rem·inds me that I am being opposed . Collins-street cannot successfully gauge
for that seat by a capitalist of great the movement of the. market, how on
wealth and standing. The Labour party earth can inexperienced people who form
is revealing a sudden partiality for the societies of a similar character-irrecapitalist. It is even prepared to sponsor spective of the Government guaranteea capitalist, Socialist, co-operative share- avoid considerable losses? This is not
dealing. and stock-exchange gambling a job for small people. It is definitely
a task that should be left to investment
society.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It is not a capitalist brokers, who know the business back to
front, as it were. I have no objection
who is opposing you, but a plumber.
to the formation of societies of this
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-" Plummer '0 character to encourage the movement of
is his name, but he is worth as much as purchaser goods. lam all for the estabthe Government has guaranteed under lishment of co-operative organizations,
the Bill.
but I claim that the establishment of
The SPEAKER (the HOD. P. K. societies of the kind referred to in this
SUTTON).-Order! I think that all Bill is far beyond the province of any
interjections should cease; they are dis- Government, and, most of 'all, of a
orderly. Probably members will dis- Socialist Government.
continue their interjections if the honorI revert to the ma tter of a society
able member proceeds with his speech
which, among its functions, decides to
and ignores their remarks. .
establish a community hotel. If it was
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I aver, and a good thing to establish community
I challenge any member on the Socialist hotels, why was not provision made in
side of the House to deny, that under the Licensing (Amendment) Bill that
the relevant part of the Bill to which I was recently debated in this House? The
am referring,a society formed for the matter could then have been discussed
purposes of share dealing and Stock in its proper perspective. But no, the
Exchange gambling, and partiCipating in matter is now brought in obliquely in a
the Government guarantee of £500,000, Co-operation Bill.
could not invest money in any wild-cat
Mr. BOLTE.-It has been sneaked in.
oil boring, uranium mining, or gold
mining venture, or in any other form
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Let us say
of share investment, and utilize the
that
it has been obliquely sneaked in. Is
Government guarantee to back its losses.
it the function of the Government to risk
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I deny it.
taxpayers' funds by guar.anteeing the
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Minister establishment of community hotels? I
dismisses the matter with three words. am not arguing the merits of community
Before the honorable gentleman utters hotels. Properly run, as is the case
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along the River Murray, in the newlysettled areas, I find much merit in those
establishments.
I do not canvass that
question, however. I suggest that this
co-operative measure is no place in which
to introduce a proposal for the establishment of community hotels. The Government should have had the courage of
its convictions and should have included
the matter under the provisions of the
Licensing Bill.
In clause 9, provision is made for the
establishment of community settlement
societies.
Here, again, there is an
example of either hasty, reckless drafting of the Bill, or the application of
doctrinaire abstract Socialism. Here is
a Government charged with the administration of the State and having Departments to carry out its instructions, but
setting up in one Bill what could, in
effect, be a duplic.ation of its own major
Departments, almost without exception.
Under this provision, societies may be
created to carry out the functions of the
Closer Settlement Commission.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Bill does not say
that.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Government is far too cunning to say so. Similarly, the Bill makes no mention of
community hotels. Oh, no! The word
" hotel" is not stated in the Bill.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It does not have to be
used.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Neither will
the words" Closer' Settlement Commission."
Mr. SHEPHERD.-You are not playing
the game.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I shall be
glad, to hear from the Minister's colleagues on this matter. Clause 9 states,
among other things, that a community
settlement society may be formed for
the objects of settling and retaining
people on the land and of providing any
community service or benefit and, in particular, without limiting the generality
of the foregoing, to acquire land and to
prepare and improve it for settlement.
Does not the Closer Settlement Commission do that now?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes, it does.
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Minister replies in a very faint whisper. Previously, he shouted a denial, but now he
has whispered an admission. The honorable gentleman admits that I am right.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 rise to a point of order, Mr.
Speaker. I did not admit that the
honorable member was rjght. I implied,
and I still imply, that he 'is misconstruing the position.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 took no judicial cognizance
of the Minister's remark.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).-I took great cognizance of it, and I trust
that Hansard will record what was said.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must not seek my imprimatur.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The Minister answered, " Yes." According to my
limited knowledge, "yes" is an affirmative.
Mr.' GALVIN.-It depends on who utters
it.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-In that
event, the Chief Secretary has never
acquiesced in anything.
One of the
powers proposed to be vested in community settlement societies is to acquire
Land and to prepare and improve it for
settlement and to do anything thereon
or in conn ex ion therewith in order to fit
the same for convenient and profitable
use and to improve the conditions of
life thereon. That is a functjon of the
Soldier Settlement Commission. Another
power prop.osed to be granterl to those
societies is to subdivide land, to set out~
construct and maintain private ways,
bridges, culverts, and drains, and to set
out and construct streets and roads.
Those are functions of the Lands Depart~
ment.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-And of the Australian
Mutual Provident Society.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-All through
this Bill there are proposals that are
in conflict with existing Departments.
One of the powers mentioned in the Bill
is to provide and maintain wells, dams
and irrigation, and floodworks. That is
a function of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
Another power
mentioned is to sell or let land either
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with or without dwelling-houses or other
buildings thereon to its members or
other persons or to any other society.
That overlaps the functions of the Housing Commission and co-operative housing societies.
Without giving further examples of
this horrible measure, I claim that community settlement societies will be
duplicating the functions of well-established branches of the legislature and
of .Government Departments. To that
extent, the Bill is redundant. In clause
14, there is a ridiculous provision to the
effect that a credit SOCiety may be
formed to assist its members to pay the
expenses of removing household furniture and effects. The Government is
indulging in trivialities. Another object
of credit societies is to assist its members to discharge any financial liabilities ..
Here again is the link between one Bill
and another. Doubtless, that provision
has something to do with a Bill that was
introduced recently for the purpose of
permitting 'bookmakers ,to sue and be
sued. Now, the Government is introducing into a co-operation Bill a provision
tha t could be made use of to meet a
betting debt. A further object of credit
societies is to guarantee loans made by
any persons to its members for any such
purpose. The Government will, first of
all, guarantee the society, and then the
society will use the Government guarantee to guarantee loans to its own members. That means that there will be
competition with pawnbrokers; the
Government will be competing with
Russell-street. Where does the Government propose to stop in this matter?
We will all agree with the patriotism
of the pawnbrokers. I understand that
those gentlemen in Russell-street are
painting their balls red, white, and blue
for the Royal visit. That is an example
of extreme patriotism.
Division 7 relates to the formation of
investment societies. It provides scope
for share dabbling, and I suggest that it
should be deleted from the Bill. Persons
who are competent to dabble in shares
will not entangle themselves in a
co-operative sooiety, but will deal direct
with a broker. This division will
encourage people, whose efforts should
be devoted to more worthy causes, to
dabble in shares.
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I have certain other observations to
make on this measure, but I shall reserve
them until the Committee stage. I hope
that I have made it clear that I am not
against the prinoiple of co-operative
societies, but against the use of Government guarantees to encourage people to
engage in unprofitable enterprises, knowing that they cannot be held accountable.
My final reference is to clause 50.
Again, I think the Government is erring
in presenting such a proposal. I understand that co-operative societies are
exempt from Federal tax and State
stamp duties. From a Government that
is continually bleating about the insufficiency of taxation disbursements from
the Federal Government, it comes somewhat as a surprise to find that it is
providing ways of escape from taxation.
If the Bill fulfils the ambitions of its
sponsors, many hundreds of co-operat·ive
societies will be formed and they will
carry out a vast amount of trade. To
the extent that they engage in trade,
the business of the tax-paying traders
will be so much less and the Federal
Treasurer will thereby be deprived of
tax revenue, and, in the long run, this
State Government will be deprived of
its share of the taxation pool. As if
that were not sufficient, under clause 50,
the Government is prepared to g.ive
away its right of raising local revenue
by means of stamp and other taxes.
The Government is doing many hasty
things in a short session. This Bill
should not be proceeded with until
members have had time to study it.
After the second reading has been
agreed to and before the Bill is committed, the Government should refer
clause 50 to the Treasury officials for
their opinion of what they think of a
Socialist Government, which tries to
raise more money on the one hand, but
straightway deprives the Commonwealth
pool of certain taxes, thereby imposing
a burden on competitive traders who are
willing to pay taxes on profit, but who
will be deprived of business, and also
gives away its own taxing rights from
stamps. I hope that there will be no
haste in dealing with this Bill, so that
proper consideration m·ight be given to
division 7, and to clause 50 in particular.
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Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I
protest strongly at the Government
presenting a Bill of this size and
importance at such a late stage of the
session, without giving members an
opportun'ity properly to examine it. The
members of my party are believers in
co-operative effort. As a matter of
fact, I have been associated with certain
co-operative organizations during my
life-time. I wish to assure the House
and the people of Victoria that many
such enterpr.ises are now functioning
succesfully in Victoria. There must be
some reason for the presentation of this
Bill which I have not been able to ascertain. The only reason I can think ofagain, I shall be accused of smearing
the Government~is that it has been
presented purely as political propaganda.
This House has discussed other measures
which will enable the establishment of
organizations that the passage of this
Bill is supposed to assist; therefore, in
my opinion, the Bill is redundant. It is
wrong for the Minister of Education to
say that the provision relating to community settlement is for the purpose of
closer settlement, because there is a
measure relating to land settlement on
the Notice Paper.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There was no dispute
concerning that matter. The honorable
member for Barwon said that if this
Bill is passed it will be possible for'
soldier settlement to be undertaken;
closer settlement was not mentioned.
Mr. McDONALD.-The point made by
the honorable member for Barwon was
correct. When this Bill is passed cooperative societies will be enabled to do
the same work as the Soldier Settlement
Commission.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There is no mention
in the Bill of settlement of soldiers.
Mr. McDONA'LD.-That is so, but
there is nothing to prevent a group of
soldiers forming a society, being guaranteed by the Government arid doing substantially the same work as the Soldier
Settlement Commission. The Government, wants to set up many different
authorities to carry out work that is
already being done. Apparently, the
policy of Government members is to
look for jobs for their cobbers.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-'We might tell you
something about that.
Mr. McDONALD.-I have no doubt
that the Minister of Education could tell
me a great deal if he would only rise
and speak.
The submission of this
measure amuses me, because the Government contends that it has no funds. The
Minister of Education himself has
written to members of the Opposition
saying that there is no money with which
to erect teachers' residences in 'the
country, yet the Government is proposing to spend the sum of £500,000 on a
planning scheme of this nature which is
completely redundant.
Again, the
Soldier Settlement Commission cannot
get sufficient money for its purposes;
if the guarantee proposed in this Bill
could be used for the purposes of
'soldier settlement the State would
receive greater benefits than could be
afforded by the passage of this Bill.
The Government also says that it has
no more money for the Country Roads
Board therefore additional roads cannot b~ constructed; yet Parliament is
asked to authorize the guaranteeing of
co-operative groups.
Mr. SHEPHERD.~Under the co-operative housing scheme, persons are guaranteed loans so that they may build houses.
Mr.
MoDONALD.-The
fantastic
nature of the Bill is revealed When, as
the Minister has just intimated, although
the co-operative housing societies scheme
is functioning successfully, and the
Minister, the registrar and everyone
else knows that sufficient money cannot
be obtained for that purpose, it is proposed that the Government shall find
£500,000 for this silly scheme.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-You know that is
wrong.
Mr. McDONALD.-It is not wrong.
Major developmental works in Victoria
are at a stand still.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I do not think your
experience as Treasurer has taught you
much.
Mr. McDONAW.-There is a time and
place for all things. We should be able
to get these things established without
there being any necessity of rushing
legislation through during the last thre(\
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days of a session. The Minister knows settlement. In the other House, a landthat many more worthy objects demand lord and tenant Bill is to be brought
attention than some that appear in the down, and members have heard a lot
Bill, under which £500,000 must be pro- about that measure. Many of those Bills
vided, otherwise the measure will be a are controversial and members will not
sham.
Under this legislation I doubt be able to undertake the research neceswhether ten societies will be formed in sary to understand them or their effects
the next ten years. I want to know the upon Victoria. As to co~operative efforts,
I can speak of personal experience jn
real' motive behind the Bill.
Scotland and in this State, but those
Mr. DOUBE.-How much have the organizations were established without
guarantees of co-operative housing the aid of Bills of this nature. I appeal
societies cost the State?
to the Government to hold the Bill up
Mr. McDONALD.-I admit that co- until next session so that members will
operative housing societies are obtaining have ample opportunity to consider its
the money they need' through other implications.
financial institutions. At present, we are
Under the Bill, co-operative concerns
living during the peak of prosperity, but will have the power to establish an
I can recall land settlement and other investment company, a trading bank, or
schemes that have cost the State millions a daily newspaper. Are such provisions
of pounds. I hope co-operative' building necessary, in view of the fact that the
societies will not cost the State one Government is committed to other
penny. I congratulate the societies on avenues of expenditure, such as implethe work they are doing.
menting its policy for the settlement of
I direct attention to the provisions of returned soldiers, and the provision of
clause 13 of the Bill.
It is clear that adequate water supplies throughout the
the Government will introduce a housing c-ountry, and so on? Greater prosperity
scheme beyond that of the co-operative would follow expenditure on those
housing societies, to which an advance amenities than on the objects of the
of £45,000,000 has been guaranteed by Bill. I repeat that members should be
the State.
Instead of encouraging given an opportunity to investigate the
institutions to advance further moneys implications of the Bill to ensure that it
to the new societies, the Government will implement the true spirit of coI
must find the sum' of £500,000 under the operation, with which we all agree.
feel
certain
that
the
public
will
not
react
Bill. The only businesses exempted from
favourably to an idea that is antagonistic
the provisions of the Bill are stock and to the co-operative housing societies
station agents, vide sub-clause (3) of scheme.. Co-operative housing societies
cJ.ause 7. Stock and station agents can encounter difficulty in raising funds, but
buy or sell stock for the purposes of a the Government is prepared to allocate
society, but will not be permitted to for the purposes of this Bill moneys
advance money to a society.
which could be made available to housThe Bill goes beyond the real spirit of ing societies. It proposes to guarantee
co-operation. In Victoria there are co- the sum of £500,000 for this wildcat
operative cool stores, co-operative can- political propaganda scheme as a Christning companies, co-operative fish market- mas box for some of the people in the
ing organizations, and many other types St·ate.
of co-operative concerns, which members
Mr. MURPHY (Hawthorn). - The
of the Country party and of all other Government is to be commended for
political parties have encouraged. With- introducing a measure which, if properly
out the aid of legislation such as this Bill, administered and implemented, could
those organizations have functioned mean a revolution in the social life of
successfully, and I caI'inot understand the country. If the Bill does that, it
why the Bill has been introduced in such will achieve the purpose for which it
a hasty manner. During last week-end, was introduced, and the Government will
I was inundated with inquiries from earn the gratitude of the people of Auspeople interested in the transport tralia. The Bill is on the lines of legismeasure and the Bill relating to land lation which is already in existence in
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New South Wales and which has proved
effective for a number of years. It was
refreshing to hear the honorable member
for Mornington espouse the prit:Iciples of
Communism. Generally, it is members
on this side of the House who are denounced for doing that. Whem I heard
the honorable member espousing the
principles of Communism, I hoped that
as he developed his speech he would
show that he had a greater knowledge
of co-operation than he has of Communism.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell) .-Mr.
Speaker, I rise to a point of order. I
raise the question whether the honorable
member for Hawthorn means "espousing" or "explaining."
The. SPEAKER

(the

HOll.

P.

K.

Sutton·.-There is no point of order.
Mr. MURPHY (Hawthorn). - The
honorable member for Mornington
espoused the principles of Communism.
He did not explain them nor did he explain the principles of co-operation,
and he gave no indication that he understood the principles of the Bill. If he
did so, I am sure that he and the honorable member for Barwon would not have
attacked the Bill in the frivolous and
wholly irresponsible manner in which
they did. It is obvious from speeches
of members of the Opposition that they
ate not prepared to give the measure
the consideration it deserves. They have
stated that they have not had a chance
thoroughly to examine the ' Bill. If
they were sincere iry their statements
about their willingness to. accept the
principles of co-operation, they would
have made a more sympathetic scrutiny
of the measure.
The honorable member for Mornington referred to the story of the Trojan
horse and tried to apply it to the Minister in charge of the Bill. That story is
apt in so far as it appli~s to the Opposition. Behind their plea for democracy
and their apparent concern for the
democratic institutions of the State,
including their statements that the
Government might find itself in
if
it
proceeded
with
difficulties
the .Bill, there was discernible the
hand of the financial institutions of Victoria. After the honorable member' for
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·Mornington softly introduced a note of
damnation by faintly praising the Bill,
the honorable member for Barwon made
no effort to disguise his hostility to the
measure. He made 'a direct attack on
the whole question of co-operation, as
expressed in this measure.
It cannot' be denied that opposition to
the Bill is felt by members on the
Opposition side of the House; it was
expected that it would be. Undoubtedly
that opposition will meet with the
approval of the financial institutions,
which do not wish to see introduced any
measure that will help to give financial
independence or' status to the ordinary
person; they desire to maintain their
strangle-hold on the community and to
exercise it to the detriment of the
people. , A good deal of ranting about
Socialism is heard in the Hou~e.
Members of the Opposition accuse members of the Labour party of being
addicted to Communism and its principles. In introducing this Bill, the
Government has brought in a measure
which is exactly opposite to the principles of Communism. It is democratic
in the truest sense of the word, as it
proposes to give to the individual person
a status and a measure of independence.
From statements made by members
of the Opposition,' one might be
pardoned for thinking that there
is an affinity between Capitalism and
Communism-a much greater affinity
than there is between Communism and
the Labour movement whose two
ideologies are entirely different.
The purpose of the Bill is to enable
the ordinary man in the street or on the
land to attain some degree of independence. The great evil from which we
suffer in society at present is that
property and the means of production
have been allowed to accumulate in the
hands of comparatively few persons.
The status of the ordinary citizen is
merely that of a wage slave of tho'se who
at present control the means of production. Members on this, the Government, side of the House consider that
every man has a right to more than
that. An effort should be made to do
away with what is known as the proletariat-the people without property.
The ordinary man on the street or· On
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the land should have an opportunity of
obtaining a cer-tain amount of property
and of attaining a certain degree of
independence. While the ordinary householder-the head of a family-has no
financial backing, and no credit, he has
no hope of attaining independence.
The object of the Bill is to allow
co-operative societies to be formed. If it
is passed, it will enable persons to
combine with the object of purchasing
Land, and it will also help individual
persons. H will assist people to become
united in credit organizations by which
they can attain a certain degree of
financial independence. The principle
of the measure hurts the financial institutions. At present there is in the
savings banks in Victoria a sum of
approximately £300,000,000 which represents the earnings of the ordinary
people. Those same people have no real
credit in the community. If they wish
to obtain money for purposes of their
own, they are denied it. If people have
money, they should be able to put it
into some organization that will be
subject to their own administration.
The policy of .the credit union regarding
.the investment of money will fit in with
the wishes of people who own it.
lt is logical to establish credit unions,
or financial institutions, which will be
administered by the people themselves
who subscribe money, and enable 'them
to use those funds for their own purposes. The United States of America is
considered to be the country that is
responsible for most of the big financial measures adopted in the world. In
that country there is a good deal of very
wide legislation governing the operations of credit unions. Both in America
and on the Continent of Europe, they
operate extensively.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Are there any
Government guarantees?
Mr. MURPHY.-In
proposing to
'guarantee the societies, the Government
is adopting a logical step. Arguments
presented by members of the Opposition
regarding guarantees prove the insincerity with which they have attacked
the measure. There is a great deal of
difference between guaranteeing something and actually putting money into it~
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The State Savings Bank boasts that it
is guaranteed by the Government of
Victoria. All sorts of organizations are
guaranteed by the Government, but that
does not mean that the funds of the
State have to be applied to them or
that the State is losing money on them.
The fact that the Government is prepared to guarantee these organizations
simply means that it has confidence in
their ability to conduct their affairs and
is prepared to give them the backing
necessary if any of them have to raise
funds in order to start off.
Land settlement is one of the most
important aspects of the work of this
legislation. There is nothing that we
want more at present than the breaking
up of big estates and the granting of
more land to individual persons.
Generally speaking, the land throughout
this country is tending to become even
more closely accumulated in the hands of
a few landholders. That is a bad trend
and, in the interests ot society, has to be
stopped. The introduction of this Bill
will enable more people to become
owners of land.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-To become peasants .
Mr. MURPHY.-! do not know what
the idea of the honorable member is.
Mr: R. T. WHITE.-The same as the
community farms in Russia.
Mr. MURPHY.-One of the greatest
advantages of this Bill is that it will
enable more people to gain ownership
of land. I was greatly surprised at the
Leader of the Country party assuming
the a tti tude tha t he did towards this
measure. Surely anybody who claims
to represent the farmers must realize
the stranglehold that the financial institutionsexercised over the farmers in
years gone by. It is only in comparatively
recent times that the farmers have been
.enabled to extricate themselves from
the grip of the financial institutions.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order!
It should not be
necessary for the member addressing the
Chair to speak at the highest pitch of
his voice to make himself heard. This
habit of persistent interjection is not
.conducive to a proper deliverance and
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makes it extremely difficult to hear the
member who is on his feet. Therefore,
I appeal to honorable members to refrain
from interjecting.
Mr. MURPHY.-The farmers' representatives in this House are those who
purport to represent the man on the
land. They should be the last to offer
any arguments in favour of the present
financial system, which has been most
unsympathetic to producers in years
gone by so that the people on the land
have had to turn at times of adversity to
co-operative enterprises to enable them
to stand on their feet and protect their
own interests. As the Leader of the
Country party mentioned in the course
of his speech, he remembers the great
things done by co-operative societies in
Scotland and elsewhere. Anyone who
has taken any interest in the history of
finance and in social history, knows it
is true that it was by co-operative enterprises that the people of many lands
rescued themselves from the depths of
degradation and poverty into which they
had been forced.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-But by their own
efforts-not by the assistance of any
Government.
Mr. MURPHY.~It is very nice to
know that members of the 0ppo'sition
are anxious to see people stand on their
own feet. That is why I commend the
Government for bringing in this measure.
r am surprised that it should be necessary to defend this Bill at all. I had hoped
from the remarks of members of the
Opposition that they would accord the
Bill the support to which it is entitled,
and which -any thinking member of
the community would give a measure
such as this. I hope the Government will
implement the Bill and administer it to
the greatest possible extent. Then it will
bring about a social revolution in this
country that will cause this Government
to go down in our history as a Government that deserves well of the people.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-It is
a bad day for this State when social
revolutions are -introduced at this stage
of a dying session, hefore a House peopled
as it is -at the moment with one Minister
and a very scanty representation on the
Government benches'.
This measure
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comes before us with the very doubtflll
recommendation of being similar to a
piece of legislation which has prevailed in
New South Wales for many years. it
would be a sad day for this State when
we adopted the socialistic policies 'Of that
State which have brought it t'O a condition
of contempt for its corruption and maladministration-a condition that has
persisted over the last 25 years and has
never been equalled in the history of tills
country. It is bureaucracy as exemplified
by the-Governments of New South Wales,
both State and municipal, which has
provided us with an ample warning here.
It has been put forward as a recommendation for this legislation that 30
years ago there were 217 of these cooperative societies in New South Wales
and that now there are 1,500, and that
80 per cent. of Sydney's milk supply IS
provided by societies of this nature. A
stranglehold monopoly of that sort i~
put forward as a recommendation! Introducing this Bill, the Minister in charge
of it spoke in high terms of the prinoiple
of co-operation. I have been at some
pains to trace the history of that movement and I endorse what has been said
on this, the Opposition, side. In its place,
and within its limits, it is a form of
enterprise that can be encouraged to the
limit, and it has performed 'a very great.
service for the under-privileged people.

Mr. MURPHY.-What is its place?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It is the place of
all self-respeoting enterprise, namely,
independence. I propose to develop that
argument and to point 'Out the destination
of co-operation in its proper place and as
the Government envisages it in this
measure. I echo the sentiments of the
Minister in paying a meed of tribute
to Robert Owen and those who followed
him and did immeasurable senfice by way
of social reform, enabling underprivileged, helpless and hopeless people to
ameliorate their conditions and achieve
some- self-respect and prosperity. Robert
Owen was that very rare combination of
a successful man of affairs and a practical
philanthropist. But this Bill-as was
admitted by the last speaker-is a
measure of social revolution in our time,
and it is well that the people of VictorIa
should know what is coming to the~.
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We shall find that there is explicit provision made for the socialization of production, distribution and exchange, in
accordance with the full platform of the
Government party.
Co-operation is
good. Government controlled co-operation, Government monopolized co-operation, is bad. Tha t is the difference
between a measure with the virtues tha t
have been pointed -out by members on the
Opposition side and this measure.
The Minister, introducing the Bill, told
us that the Government was to be a
partner, and I ask what sort of partner
is the Government to be? Is it to be a
junior partner? This House and the
Government would not stand for that.
No, it is to be a senior partner, the
controlling partner, and 'all these
branches of activity set forth <in the Bill
which start off in this harmless gui '.ie,
under this respectable cloak of co-operation, are in fact to lead to Government
control of all activities in this State. One
has only to read this measure and
examine the various societies set forth,
and the associations of unions, in order
to realize that there is no branch of
enterprise that cannot and will not be!
controlled by the Government.
Speakers on both sides of the House-and I regret particularly to include in
this, the Opposition, side-have spoken
on this measure as if it involved a
maximu~ limit of liability amounting to
£500,000 on the part of the Government.
If that were a genuine intention, I should
not say it was unreasonable. But what
does the 'Minister say about that? Referring to clause 96-which is -the clause
providing for the Government guarantee
-the Minister said':Dhe aggregate liability which the
Treasurer may accept in this respect is
limited, at this stage, to a nominal amount
of £500,000.

Then he went on-it is not reported but
members will remember-to say, "Of
course, it will be far more than that, but
we are putting in half a million pounns
as a nominal token sum just to put
something there to start off."
Mr. WHATELY.-Is not that in Hansard?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-It may be, but
not in the proofs I have; but there is
no doubt as to what was said. My point
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is that if the Government assumes the
role of guarantor, and has control as a
guarantor, it will eventually become the
dictator of the policy of the enterprise
which it is supporting. If that is so,
a state of Socialism will exist; if it is
not so, the Government has no right to
guarantee such enterprises as the proposed co-operative societies unless it has
adequate control. The fact is that the
Government will have complete control
of these bodies by reason of the' existence
of the advisory council.
Why do we, members of the Opposition, protest against the inauguration of
enterprises of this type, which are to be
backed with the taxpayers' money? The
co-operative societies will be created in
every possible branch of industrial and
commercial activity, in opposition to private enterprise. Government supporters
will say that members of the Opposition
are in the grip of Collins House, but
that is not so. There are many good
reasons for our opposition to the Bill,
the first of which is that the basis of
the creation of the societies will be fundamentally unfair.
The co-operative
societies will enjoy a tremendous advantage from the point of view of Federal
taxation. They will have complete immunity in respect of State stamp duty
and other imposts. What assurance have
we that the people who will be administering these enterprises will have the
capacity to manage them efficiently?
It is fashionable these days to talk
much clap-trap about tycoons and financial octopuses and the grinding of the
employees into the dust. Those people
who have risen to the top in industry and
commerce have done so by virtue of
their ability and hard work, and I do
not know how that state of affairs can
be improved by placing a host of public
servants in control of the societies which
it will be possible to create under the
terms of this measure. We have been
told that the societies will begin under
the administration of a small public
Department, but we should not overlook
the history of the movement in New
South Wales where the number of cooperative societies ha:s increased from
217 in 1923 to 1,500. What reason have
we to think that these manifold enterprises can be conducted successfully?
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Mr. BOURKE.-Does not private enterprise still flourish in New South Wales,
despite the activities of the co-operative
societies?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-I presume it
does. What I object to is the waste of
State funds in the advancement of this
system, and the unfair competition to
which private enterprise will be subjected
by reason of the fact that, whereas the
co-operative societies will have immunity
in respect of many governmental taxes,
private enterprise will be required to
meet the full burden of such imposts.
The socialistic philosophy regarding
the system of co-operation has been
dealt with in many books and those
who are interested may read them
in the Parliamentary Library.
Where
a Government takes its part in any
co-operative movement-and that is
what will be done by the Administration
now in office-such action is regarded
by Socialist thinkers throughout the
English-speaking world as a step towards
the complete Socialist State. If we desire
to create a Socialist State, let us come
out in the open and say so. If we do
not desire such a system, now is the
time to object and protest.
I have referred to exemptions in
respect of income tax and stamp duties
to which co-operative societies will be
entitled, and I say to this Assembly that
the Bill is another one of those measures
which is being submitted in an unexceptionable guise. It may be 'that for some
time to come the Government will not
supply a great deal of financial assistance
to the co-opera1:ive societies and will content itself with a modest guarantee. But
when it feels that it has the bit between
its teeth, it will do things in a big way.
The formation of these societies will be
encouraged by the Governmen t and a
bold step will have been taken towards
the extinction of private enterprise.
This measure is one of the most revolutionary Bills that have been brought
before this Assembly for many years.
It has been introduced in the dying hours
of the session when members will not
have an adequate opportunity to consider it. Government supporters will
contend that it is the numbers that count.
I counter that argument by saying that
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if the State is to be governed, not by
numbers but by intelligence, not by the
numbers of heads but by the contents of
those heads, this Bill will assuredly not
be passed by this Parliament.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I congratulate the Government on having brought
down this excellent Bill in its first year
of office. I did not think there would be.
any need to debate the measure, but
after having heard the views expressed
by Opposition members I changed my
mind. Members of the Opposition claim
that they are supporters of the principle
of co-operation and that the Government
should do everything possible to
allow co-operatives to exist, but
apparently Opposition members do not
relish the idea of the Government acting
as ihe guarantor to the societies. Their
main argument is that the Government
will build up some sort of a Frankenstein monster which eventually will
devour private enterprise. That is a
ridiculous assertion.
The history of co-operative societies in.
Great Britain and in New South Wales
indicates that they do not constitute a
threat to the stability of private enterprise. That is a fundamental fact which,
I suggest, has been deliberately ignored
by the Opposition. I think we were told
by the honorable member for Barwon,
and also by the honorable member for
Mornington, that the special provisions
of the Bill would allow of co-operative
societies being built up until eventHally
they will comprise a financial edifice comparable with that developed by Rockefeller. Of course, if that happened it
would be dangerous, but such a development will never transpire.
Actually,
that is exactly what has been done by
private enterprise, which has built up
huge financial organizations within this
and other countries.
We all know that banks have regularly
amalgamated and that all sorts of other
organizations· have combined into large
financial companies, but on no occasion
have members of the Opposition ever
protested against developments of that
kind. They have never proclaimed that
it is time a halt was called to the formation of powerful organizations· by private
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enterprise, yet they are prepared to-day
to destroy this infant co-operative movement which, they consider, will constitute a threat even to Parliament.
Colonel LEGGATT.-That is not true.
Mr. DOUBE.-It is perfectly true. I
am sure I heard the honorable member
say that if this Bill were passed it would
enable the co-operative societies to be
built up to the stage where they would
be able to threaten all other people in
Victoria, including Parliament. I reiterate that members of the party to
which the honorable member for Mornington belongs have never uttered one
word against the amalgamations and
monopolies that have taken place in
private enterprise. He well knows that
to-day the ordinary person who contributes to the large stock companies has
no say in the management of those
organizations.
Mr.. BOLTE.----.But the people have confidence in those companies.
Mr. DOUBE.-I am not talking about
confidence but the extent to which people
will have a say in the management of
those concerns.
Anyone who has a
modest investment, say £100, in a joint
stock company has practically no voice
in its managemen t. I point ou t that
while Governments consisting of members of the Opposition were in power in
this State they did nothing---1o use the
extravagant words of Opposition members-to prevent the monster of private
enterprise from growing to gigantic
proportions, but now they are prepared
to kill this crawling baby in the form
of the co-operative societies. Their attitude is one of complete hypocrisy.
Over the years private enterprise has
built itself up into great monopolies in
this country and it has largely divorced
itself from the people who subscribed
to it. It is well known that a few
people control the larger companies in
our midst. Members of the Opposition
will not deny that fact, but they have
never spoken one word against the
monopolistic system which permits that
state of affairs to exist. As I mentioned
earlier, the history of the co-operative
movement shows that it has not
developed in the manner claimed by
Opposition members. The honorable
Session 1952-53.-[115]
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member for Malvern said that the
Government will finance the co-operative
societies, but that is not a correct statement. He well knows that there is a
difference between "guaranteeing" and
" financing" the opera tions of such
bodies. The two words have entirely
different meanings.
All that the Government intends to do
is to stand behind the societies. They
will operate in exactly the same way as
the .co-operative housing societies. If
there is nothing wrong in a person
financing a home through a co-operative
housing society, I .cannot see that there
is anything wrong in his buying his
furniture through a co-operative movement. Further, a person on a low
wage who has built a house through a cooperative housing society at, say, Mount
Waverley or Dandenong, because of the
high land values obtaining nearer the
city, may want to purchase a yearly
railway ticket because it will effect a
considerable saving.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Will he be able
to do such a thing under this proposal?
Mr. DOUBE.-There is no reason why
he should not. He may be paying £10
a month to a co-operative housing
society and £2 a month to a co-operative
society for the purchase of his furniture
and m·ay not have sufficient ready money
to purchase a yearly railway ticket. As a
result 'Of the passage of this measure, the
co-'Operative society will be able to assist
him in that regard. The formation of
co-operative societies will not threaten
the large financial institutions that back
the Opposition party. The societies that
will be established as a result of the
passage of this Bill will be truly dem'Ocratic organizations. Whatever shareholding a person may have he will be
limited to one vote, which will mean
that a co-operative society, unlike many
other organizations, will never fall into
the hands of a few people with a lot of
money. I think it must be agreed that
the structure of co-operative so.cieties is
most democratic.
The Bill has a great deal to recommend it; it will enable those who believe
in co-operation to. really do something
about this matter. Many people in these
days feel rather cut o~; they are doing
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ordinary work and are unable to take
as big a part in society as they wish.
They have not sufficient money to buy
into big companies, and they feel that
they are simply cogs in machines. By
virtue of the co-operative system,· small
people will be able to do things. Unless
this country continues to develop and
many more people are brought into the
scheme of things, it has not much future.
We find that nowadays members of the
Opposition are rather inclined to praise
the fathers of the Labour movement.
I think it was the honorable member for
Malvern who said that he believed in the
principles of co-operation as espoused
by Owen, but did not care for those
outlined in this Bill. For the information of the honorable member, I
should like to refer to the principles
that were enunciated by Owen. First,
he believed in the abolition of the system
of private profit.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Do you agree with
that?
Mr. DOUBE.-This is a statement of
fact, and whether one agrees or disagrees with it has nothing to do with
the point I am making. The honorable
member for Malvern said that he was a
great believer in the Owen system of
co-operation, but not in the system that
was contained in this Bill. I repeat that
the first principle enundated by Owen
was the abolition of the system of
private profit; secondly, he advocated
production for use by voluntary associations of consumers; thirdly, the common
ownership of the means of production by
the voluntary accumulation of the profits
by combined enterprise and, fourthly, the
utilization of the wealth of the community for the improvement of the
character and happiness of mankind. We
all know that members of the Opposition
do not believe in any of those things,
but to make political capital they make
statements that the Labour party is
degenerating and is not worthy of the
traditions of Owen and other people who
went before us. On making an investigation, however, we find that the
" Owenites" were more radical than
many people in the community to-day.
It does not fool any· member on this, the
Government, side of the House when
Opposition members claim that they
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espouse the doctrines of Owen; we know
that they are followers of Conservatism
and because the Opposition are backed by
some of the greatest financial institutions
in this State, they regard the whole
princip'le of co-operative societies as
being against their interests. For that
reason, 'I suppose, they must do their
best to destroy any small growth which
may oppose the interests of those large
concerns.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-1 support the view that the Governmen t
should withdraw this Bill to allow members and the people generally fully to
realize what it contains and the principles behind it. This measure came out of
the blue; it was not heralded in any way
at all. The Transport (Amendment) Bill,
the Land Settlement Bill, and other controversial measures were publicized prior
to their introduction, but the Minister of
Education, in a most complacent way,
told the House that the main part of this
Bill had been taken "holus bolus" out
of the legislation operating in New South
Wales. I gained the impression that the
honorable gentleman had little conception of the conditions that obtained
in Victoria under the Companies Act. He
said, with a great flourish, that in New
South Wales in 1923, there were 217 cooperative companies, whereas to-day
there are approximately 1,500. He carefully avoided stating the number operating in Victoria in 1923 and those that
are in existence to-day under the Companies Act. In explaining the measure,
the MInister conveniently forgot that
legislation.
Those members who were here in 1938
will recall the debate that took pllace
on the Bill that became the Companies
Act. which was introduced by the Honorable H. S. Bailey, M.L.A., the then
Attorney-General and Chief Secretary.
Two attempts had been made by a former
Attorney-General, the Honorable Louis
Bussau, to get that Bill passed, but on
. neither occasion was consideration of the
measure completed when the session
ended. I recall the concentrated sittings
and the views expressed by legal men and
others on each clause of the Bill. Even
to-day, the Companies Act stands as a
monument throughout the Empire.
There has been scarcely an amendment
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to it since 1938. In the meantime many
prosperous co-operative organizations
have been established in Victoria.
No
one in this House can point a finger at
the Country party concerning co-operation, because almost every member of
that party represented in this Parliament
is a co-operator and a member of a
co-operative organization. Those enterprises have been built up as a result of
the initiative and the money of country
people. Weare not, as was said by the
honorable member for Oakleigh, financed
by large financial institutions.
It is interesting to read the Bill, the
first twelve clauses of which refer
wholly and solely to land and matters
that pertain to primary production.
I
should like to know the reason and
signi.ficance of the concentration on
primary production.
Does the Labour
party wish to socialize the land? We
realize that if the source of primary
production is socialized, the socialization
of everything else must of necessity
follow. For many years that has been
the desire .of the Socialists. In spite of
anything that may happen, the Country
party will fight socialization of primary
pr.oduction. We have built up our own
businesses as a result of our own initiative. Later, when another Bill is being
discussed, members may hear our
individual views, because we have nothing to hide and everything to gain by
telling the people the fallacies that are
being uttered by members on the Government side of the House.
The Bill is far too important t.o be
thrashed out in the last few days of the
sessi.on. The measure has not been
brought in during the first year of the
life of the present Government; it had
its first anniversary two days ago. The
records of some Labour party co-operatives have n.ot been go.od. The Peter
Lal.or Co-operative Housing Society, at
Thomastown, was a c.omplete failure.
There was almost shooting among its
members, and threats amounting t.o
blackmail were made.
Over the
years co-operative organizations have
flourished in the State and have embraced
all forms of primary pr.oducti.on, including dairying, fruit growing, and the
handHng of superph.osphate and other
commodities. The people who have
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engaged in them have subscribed their
own money, and there has been no assistance from, or interference by, the
Government.
The G.overnmen t will take charge .of
the societies to be formed under the Bill.
One clause states that the Treasurer
may dismiss a director or any official of
an organization. Pr.ovision has been
made under the Companies Act for dealing with any officer who commits a
misdemeanour. There is no need for this
s.ort of thing. It is unnecessary for
political influence t.o be brought to bear
on co-operative societies. What further
powers will the Government have? The
Bill provides for the establishment of
an advisory committee consisting of five
members, of whom one is to be the registrar of c.o-operative societies. I assume
that Mr. Ebbels will be the registra~.
I have no comment to make about him
as an efficient public servant, but I have
a good deal to say about him regarding
the intricacies of business Hfe in the
State and the various types of businesses
that will come under the ambit .of the
Act if the Bill is passed.
It is pr.oposed that the second member of the advisory committee shall be
a Treasury official. The question of
finance' is important. The G.overnment
proposes to provide the guarantee of
£500,000. In New South Wales, co-operative societies have already cost millions
of pounds. The two members of the
advisory committee t.o whom I have
referred include an expert in finance and
a man who has had almost unlimited
experience in the administrati.on of co ..
operative societies, but in one field .only
-that of housing. I admit that he has
made a success of his job, but it is not
likely that he will have knowledge of
all the ramifications of fruit packing,
primary production, money lending,
stock-broking, and the c.onstruction of
dams. Will a man who wishes to buy
a yearly railway ticket require to buy
shares in a co-operative society?
Mr. BOLTE.-Could a society be estab·
lished t.o operate in the field of racing?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-In anything whatever. I hur,riedly prepared a list of
public and private institutions that the
Bill will affect. The introduction .of the
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measure indicates that the Government
lacks confidence in its Departments.
Many of the activities for which it is
proposed that societies shall be formed
under the Bill relate to primary production, country interests, and decentralization, and these matters could be dealt
with through the Rural Finance Corporation. Why does not the Government
make available to that body an extra sum
of £500,000 to assist in the setting up of
co-operative industries, such as one
to process products raised by soldier 'Settlers?
The Rural
Finance
Corporation Act provides that funds
may be made available for primary,
secondary and
tertiary industries.
Under the Bill, a society could
be formed to enter the field of transport.
Clause 3 of the Bill states that " agricultural implements and machinery"
means implements, machine'ry and plant
for any rural industry; "agricultural
products" means products of any rural
industry; "farming operations" means
operations of any rural industry; and
"farming requisites" means requisites
for any rural industry. The word
" mortgage" is then defined. This word
has a very dull sound for some of us
old soldier settlers. Under the Bill,
" mortgage" includes lien, charge or
other security over property; "officer"
means director, secretary, treasurer or
other person empowered under the rules
to give direction in regard to the business of a society. The measure embodies
provisions relating to all the rudiments
of the Socia'iist State.
Sub-clause (1) bf clause 4 states that
a society may be formed for anyone of a
number of purposes, and the first is "a
producers society." Priority is given
throughout the Bill to the prima'ry industries. I have referred to only two of the
Departments affected.
Under other
clauses, societies may construct dams
and reservoirs, thus trespassing on the
province of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. It is proposed that
they shall have power to supply electricity. Until the present Govern,ment
assumed office, it was planned that the
Sta te Electrici ty Commission should
supply electric current within ten years
Mr. Dodgshuft.
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from the South Australian border to
Cape Howe, and from the River Murray
to the sea.
The Bill also provides that a society
may be formed to construct roads and
drainage works, thus interfering with
the functions of municipalities. One of
the most interesting purposes for which
a society may be formed, if the Bill is
passed, is that relating to investments.
A society can even obtain a seat on the
Stock Exchange and begin stockbroking. Members of the Opposition
have been chided on the question of
stock-'broking, and it has been stated that
it is one of the worst forms of gambling.
A co-operative society could even ohlain
a 'controlling interest in Ampol (Alba)
Petroleum Proprietary Limited.
I will not be convinced that private
enterprise has not the initiative to defeat
the ai:ms of the Government in some
ways. A society could be formed to
enter the field now occupied by the
Commonwealth Employment Service.
Such a co-operative society would try
to outbid others for the services of
employees. A society could be formed
to compete with the State Accident
Insurance Office, thus robbing the State
of revenue. The insurance activities of
the State embrace only workers com·pensation and motor-car insurance. If
a co-operative body was established to
conduct insurance business, it could
profitably enter other insurance fields
not engaged in by the State. Co-operative societies could be formed to distribute electricity and gas, thereby
competing with the State Electricity
Commission and the Gas and Fuel
Corporation.
The clauses up to number 12 deal with
primary products. Paragraph (b) of
clause 11 states that a society may be
formedTo provide maintain and operate factories,
mills, silos, drying and packing sheds, cold
stores, abattoirs, saleyards, drafting yards,
motor garages, smi thies, and machinery
repair shops.

There are few smithies now in existence.
Most of the work which used to be done
by blacksmiths in country districts is
carried out at garages. The Government has probably decided that, since
there are now few smithies, it would be
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a good idea to get a few blacksmiths,
form
a
co-operative society, and
establish a shop at, say, Hopetoun. It
is not my purpose to ridicule the Bill;
it ridicules itself. I merely point out
certain features that should be obvious.
Then paragraph (d) of clause 11 proceeds as follows:to undertake farm1ng operations and to
purchase or otherwise acquire agricultural
machinery implements and requisites on
behalf of its members.

All this is dealing with land. Now let
us turn to the next division, which concerns itself with credit societies. With
respect to such organizations as these,
I thought the objective of the Labour
party was the getting away from credit
as soon as possible. In my own business
it has always been my objective to
stand on my 0Wl\ feet and look everybody
in the face. I know, of course, that in
business one has sometimes to mortgage
the future, but one member on the
Government side of the House said that
the deposits of the State Savings Bank
should be taken and mortgaged. That
institution is guaranteed by the Government and it does quite a deal to help
with the housing of the people. But the
member in question would restrict that
activity for this other purpose, this
wildcat scheme that is set out here.
The honorable member for Hawthorn
spoke as though he had imbibed the old
Labour doctrines from the books published at the beginning of the century.
He remarked that many constructive
things had come from the Yarra bank.
That may be so, but many destructive
things have come from there. He should
become more up to date on the application of our social life because this Bill
says that the Government is not just
providing half a million pounds. That
is nothing. One of the last clauses of the
Bill refers to a guarantee of £500,000.
If the honorable member knows anything of Government finance he knows
that provision must be made for the
amount of £500,000. However, he said
that that is only nominal, that the money
will not be actually needed. I would
inform him that the banks would not
advance one penny on a guarantee such
as that unless they knew that the amount
of £500,000 would be forthcoming.
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Sir GEORGE KNoX.--Can you explain
the meaning of paragraph (a) of clause
11, where it proposes "to provide and
carryon any community service, including transport "?
Mr. D(jDGSHUN.-It has been said
from the Opposition side that the worker
would need assistance in some cases to
buy a yearly ticket on the railways. I
suggest that it would be necessary to
have a co-operative organization with
shares in the parent body before one
could let a worker have the money for
such a purpose as that.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-I am speaking
now about road transport. You do not
think this paragraph (a) applies to road
transport?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do, but to transport within the metropolitan area.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-It would not be in
the country?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-No, it could not be.
However, I want to direct attention now
to the various provisions of clause 14the first in the division dealing with
credit societies. The clause states that a
credit society may be formed for all or
any of the following objects.
Those
objects are set out in detail, from the
letter (a) to the letter (k). The purpose of paragraph (a) is to "to assist
its members to purchase furniture for
homes." That gives me the impression
that the people concerned must already
have homes. I presume that Mr. Ebbels's
co-operative house-building organization
has been effective so far as this particular member is concerned. He gets his
furniture, but later Mr. Ebbels finds that
he is not a suitable occupant for the
particular home. So' we go down to
paragraph (d), by which provision Mr.
Ebbels has him evicted; that is to say,
this paragraph is "to assist its members
to pay the expenses of removing house..
hold furniture and effects."
It is rather strange tha t in this
division the Government should have put
the cart before the horse. A young fellow
on getting married may think, in his
optimism, that he is going to get a home,
so he sets out to purchase furniture with
the assistance of paragraph (a) . Then
we come to paragraph (b), the purpose
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of which is "assist its members to purchase materials for the erection of
homes." Generally, in the drawing-up
of a Bill the principal part of it is
contained in the foremost portion. I do
not know what will happen to this
particular young fellow who will have
purchased his furniture before he has
been able to obtain assistance to buy
materials for the erection of his home.
Presumably, he will live in a tent and
stock it with his furniture.
One of the most important things
about this legislation is the establishment
of an advisory committee. In the first
clause of the Bill there is reference to
the employment of an advisory council;
then one finds further reference to that
body well toward the end of the Bill,
namely, in clause 93-the first in the
division dealing with the constitution of
the advisory council. There are, in all,
116 clauses in this· measure. In the
Companies Bill which was passed
through Parli.ament in 1938 there were
593 clauses and 33 schedules. It took
three sessions to get that measure
through P,arliament. This Bill is rather
more than one-fifth the size of the
Companies Act of 1938, and the Government expects to get it through in three
days. That, of course, is utterly impossible and frantastic. In dealing with
the Licensing (Amendment) Bill which
was discussed last week it was discovered
that it could not have been implemented
if the Minister in charge of it had not
brought down half a dozen amendments.
Next session, if the Bill now before us
is passed this year, amendments will
have to be brought down in like manner.
Of course. this measure may provide the
solution for the' other-that is to say,
under this Bill it might be possible to set
up community hotels.
I should like to know why stock agents
have been left out of this Bill. One cannot form a co-operative stock and land
organization. In this connexion, such
firms as Dalgety's, Dennys Lascelles,
Goldsbrough Mort, New Zealand Loan,
and McNamara's are all concerned. I do
not know whether the Government holds
shares in any of these companies, but
I want to know why the Bill has taken
its present line. I appreciate that the
Mr. Dodgshun.
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Government back-benchers are dumbdriven cattle, but several of their Ministers have been in this House for many
years, in the course of which they have
openly espoused Socialism.
I recall an occasion when the present
Minister of Agriculture was travelling in
a train in the western part of the State
with a friend of mine whom he did not
know, and he espoused to him the policy
of the socialization of land. They discussed a particul,ar are·a, and my friend
asked the Minister, "Would you put me
in as manager? "He also wanted to know
What would happen if one man failed,
and whether they would all be cut down
to the one level.
That is the kind' of
thing that is going to happen with this
legislation.
There is absolutely no need for this
Bill. Through the Rural Finance Corporation all farmers throughout the
country can be helped. If the Government feels that more help is now needed
in the metropolis, let it extend the scope
of the corporation. There is no need for
the Treasurer to be given the power of
dismissing a director. There is no reason
for this proposed advisory council, of
which there are to be fivp. members.
There is to be the registrar and there is
to be a nominee of the Treasurer. Then
there are to be "the remainder," who
are to be persons appointed by the
Governor -in Council. Where is the
Governor in Council to get three men
who know all the ramifications of every
type of business in the State?
There
might be selected a producer, a retailer,
and a wholesaler, but it would be almost
impossible to get men who knew the full
scope of the ramifications of every
business. The less interference by any
Government with the normal course of
business the better it will be for all. For
the reasons that we have had little or
no time to examine this measure fully, or
to consult our constituents upon it, we
feel that the Government is ill-advised to
carryon with it.
At 5.58 p.m. the sitting was suspended
until 7.22 p.m.
Mr. FEWSTER
(Essendon).Although I expected members on the
Opposition side of the House to advance
some viewpoints opposing the Bill, I did
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not expect them to base their arguments
on certain grounds, such as the innuendo
that the measure is a link with ComSuch a view is completely
munism.
untenable. If there is one thing which
Communists do not desire, it is a system
whereby individuals can join organizations which benefit not only themselves
but the State as a whole. Such a system
fosters contentment amongst the people
which is opposed to communistic ideas
of breeding discon ten t and spreading
dissension. There is no merit in that
particular suggestion of the Opposition.
Apart from that angle, the Opposition
appears to have centred its attack on the
Bill to two main points, namely, the
Government guarantee to co-operative
societies and the possibility of cooperatives generally interfering with
private enterprise. I point out that
Government guarantees have been given
to c8-operatives and 'other organizations,
namely, the co-operative housing societies
and the State Savings Bank, by antiLabour Governments. If it were right
for such Governments to grant guZlrantees, is it not equally right for the
present Government to guarantee cooperative societies the modest amount of
£500,000 in order that they may be
established? If it is right that some
co-operative housing societies should
operate, is it not equally right that an
extension of the co-operative system
should be promoted whereby individuals
and the State will benefit?
On the question of interference with
private enterprise, I cite two existing
co-operative societies in Victoria, which
are situated at Wonthaggi and Myrtleford. Surely it will not be suggested
that those societies have interfered with
the operations of private business in their
respective areas?
Mr. McDoNALD. - There is a cooperative society in Shepparton, but
legislation such as this was not necessary
to enable that society to be formed.
/Mr. FEWSTER.-The society referred
to by the Leader of the Country party
has not interfered with private enterprise.
It is of interest to note what has
occurred in Canada. The Canadian Year
Book of 1950 shows that the Co-operative
Union ()f Canada celebrated its fortieth
anniversary in March, 1949.
That
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organization was formed for the protection and promotion of the co-operative
movement 'in Canada. Such societies
should or-ganize in order to protect themselves; similarly, producers' organizations should organize to protect their
interests; It is the prerogative of both
to do so.
The Co-operative Union of
Canada consists of 922 associations comprising 628,745 individual members. The
union's total business for the year 1949
amounted to 472,954,035 dollars. In 1948.
the marketing sales value of 2,249
Canadian co-operative societies was
616,3'47,477 dollars, with a merchandising
value of 157,847,045 dollars. Although
those figures 'are large, could one say
that those societies or their union interfered with private business in Canada in
any way? If one looks at the over-all
picture of business operations under
private control in that country, the
present proposal before the House
appears very small by comparison.
The fear that the co-operative movement will interfere with or operate to the
detriment 'of private enterprise has no
foundation. The creation of co-operative
societies will create a competitive spirit,
of which members on the Opposition side
of the House have so often spoken in
relation to other matters. Co-operative
societies must be efficient in order to
exist. If they compete with private
businesses, such businesses must likewise
be efficient to remain in their field. Once
the great Rochdale society in England
bought the Argentine wheat crop and the
sh'ipowners of the day refused to transport it to England. The society raised
funds and bought its own ships to carry
the wheat. In doing so, the society did
not interfere with the operations of
privately-owned shipping. That great
society also established butter factories,
and flour and textile mills, and so forth,
but private enter-prise still flourishes in
England, and perhaps now it is at. its
greatest height. No m'atter how the
co-operafive society movement expands
in Victoria, in no shape or form will it
interfere with the functioning of
privately-controlled busines'ses. In fact,
I believe it will assist such businesses.
Should co-operatives desire to become
manufacturers of farm implements and
engineering machinery, they would
desire to purchase their supplies of basic
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materials locally, but I fear that
the day when they will be enabled
to enter into competition with private
tenterprise is far distant. Irrespective
of the criticism that may have
been levelled against this measure, I
emphasize that, although similar legislation has been in operation in New South
Wales for a considerable period of time
there has never been the necessity to
call upon the Government guarantee. The
guarantee given by the Victorian
Government with respect to co-operative
societies is no different from that which
is given to the State Savings Bank of
Victoria.
Mr. RANDLES.-The guarantee is not
very big.
Mr. FEWSTER.-I agree. Members
of co-operative societies have always endeavoured to meet their obligations. Past
Governments and the present Administration are to be congratulated on the
guarantees they have established to
enable co-operative societies to function
for the benefit of the social life of the
community. I had the privilege of
observing the operation of a community
sys~em at Wagga, in New South Wales,
WhICh had the effect of assisting the rural
capacity of the district in no small
'measure. In that community settlement,
co-operative pools of machinery were
bought and used by all and sundry.
Moreover, persons who were unable, for
financial reasons, to take up holdings,
were assisted to do so by the co-operative
movement, and thus bring into production land that otherwise would have
remained idle. The housing position in
the Wagga district was also assisted by
the community movement. As well as
purchasing houses for members, the cooperative scheme financed builders who
lacked sufficient funds to complete a
house the construction of which had
already been started and which a member of the community settlement desired
to buy. Is that interference with private
enterprise? Is it in line with the Communist policy?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-I think so.
You are running along with them.
Mr. FEWSTER.-I am not. There is
no connexion between the principle of
community settlement enunciated in this
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Bill and the system of community farming that operates in Russia, because individuals under the local scheme of
community settlement have their rights
protected. They have the benefit of what
they produce, whereas in Russia that is
not so. The authorities in Russia supply
the wherewithal to cari'y on the farms,
but what the Communists do not tell
us, and which is perfectly true, is that
the peasant who produces the crop does
not own one grain of it; it all belongs
to the State. If .the opponents of this
measure understood it correctly, they
would realize that co-operative societies
are bound by a set of model rules, which
are extremely rigid~ I have in my hand
a copy of the model rules of the cooperative societies in New South Wales,
and I claim that they are watertight.
I advise Opposition members to peruse
them.
One member laughed when it was suggested that a member of a credit society
could receive an advance to the extent
of the value of his yearly Milway ticket,
if he could not afford to buy one. I
might mention that I was a foundation
member, and later became chairman of
directors and director of investigation,
of the Essendon District Co-operative
Credit Society, which operated with honorary labour. That society was established by a few persons who each put in
£1, £10 or £20 to assist the less fortunate
members of the community. The society
started off with approximately £100 in
hand. One of the persons who was
assisted was a young man who desired
to commence business on his own but
had not the wherewithal to do so. He
desired to purchas·e a motor-cycle with
a box sidecar for the purpose of following the vocation of painter, decorator.
and signwriter. Approximately £120 was
advanced to that young man for the purpose of buying his outfit on hire purchase. Years went by, and later he
became established in a flourishing
business in Melbourne. I emphasize that
there are many persons occupying prominent positions to-day who were assisted
when their parents had not the means
to provide them with secondary education. As a ,result of that assistance, the
Commonwealth of Australia and this
State have been provided with many
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brilliant professional men who have for Hawthorn made an exceptionally
contributed much to the good of the relevant remark concerning this Bill
community. I claim that those who when he stated that it was a revolucriticize credit societies do so because of tionary measure. Opposition members
absolute ignorance of the working of agree, to the extent that they believe
it will cause a revolution among memthose institutions.
bers of the general public when they
I commend the Government for having
realize its import. The honorable membrought this Bill down. It should have ber for Essendon admitted frankly that
been introduced years ago. I cannot the Bill was rushed on at the last
understand why there is any opposition
moment.
to the ,measure. Red herrings have been
Mr. FEWSTER (Essendon).-I desire
drawn across the trail by Opposition
to
make a personal explanation, Mr.
members, who are playing the Communist game. I resent any reference to Speaker. I did not make the statement
Communism with respect to the Labour attributed to me. I said that the Bill
party or this Bill. I am opposed to was introduced somewhat later than it
The honorable
Communism, and I make bold to say so. should have been.
r want no support from any Comlmunist, member should not twist my rem'arks.
and I have never asked for it. In the
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).political movement, I have opposed The back-benchers of the Labour party
Communism wIth all the strength at my apparently have not had the opporcommand. I assert that in the constitu- tunity to even discuss this Bill. If that
tion of the Labour party there are had been the case, the Bill would not
references to resolutions that have been have reached the House in its present
carried at conferences of that party form. I claim that the Minister in
expressing opposition to Communism charge of the Bill is not in favour of it.
and any member of the Labour party I ask: If the Government is so interested
who belongs to the Communist party is in this measure, why are there not more
dealt with if he is found out. I have Ministers in the Chamber?
perused a copy of the constitution of
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Minister of
the Liberal and Country party, and J Public Works is not in favour of the
can find there not a word against Com- measure because it will have the effect
munism. That organization is merely of abolishing the Department of which
rendering lip service. It behoves those he is in con tro!.
members who link the Government with
Mr. R. T. WHITE.---...JBecause of the
this Bill as implementing communistic
number of items listed on the Notice
ideals to put their own house in order Paper, it will be impossible for members
and to refrain from playing the Com- to give to this measure the consideration
munist game by opposing this measure. that it deserves. We have been informed
Opposition members may have just by the Premier that the session must
cause to seek the emendation of some finish on Friday next. Friday is a bad
of the clauses at the Comlmittee stage, day.
but that is another matter. There is no
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-It may be Good
justification whatever for them to conFriday.
demn the Bill in its present form. I
claim that the measure will be of conMr. R. T. WHITE.-Perhaps it would
siderable benefit to Victoria, as it has be better if the sessien were continued
been in England, Canada, the United un til Good Friday. There are rumours
State of A'merica, New Zealand, and that the Transport (Amendment) Bill is
other p~aces where co-operative systems " out."
have been established.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat).-I rise to
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).- a point of order. What has the transThis Bill is a major step 'toward the port Bill to do with the motion that is
implementation of the first plank of the now before the Chair?
Labour party, namely, the socialization
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
of the means of production, distribution Sutton) .-1, personally, am unaware of
and exchange. The honorable member any connexion, unless Ithe honorable
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member develops his remarks along
those lines, which he has given no
indi'cation of doing.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).It will be impossible even for Government supporters to give proper consideration to the large number of important
Bills appearing on the Notice Paper.
Although many major Bills have been
introduced at this late hour of the session, we are told that they must be
passed this week. I feel certain that
Government supporters have not read
.this Bill; they do not know anything
a'bout it. When the Country party
introduced legislation, members were
given ample time in which to consider
its implications. Of course, if the Bill
passes the second-reading stage to-night,
it may be thrown out at a special meeting of the Labour party tomorrow.
I urge the Government to give members ample time in which to consider
the Bill. We were not able to appreciate
the points made by the Minister in his
explana tory speech because the majority
of country members received their
copy of Hansard only this morning. I
feel that the Bill is closely related vo the
Transport (Amendment) Bill and the
Land Settlement Bill. When one analys'e5
the clauses of this measure, one fears
the fate of land settlement. I am sorry
to hear Government supporters advocate
that we should accept New South Wales
as our guide in this matter; that is the
last State that Victoria should follow
on any subject. Land settlement in Vic·
toria leads Australia in the matter of
private ownership.
Apparently the
expression I, Communism" was resented
by the honorable member for Essendon,
Who said thare W1aS :no relationship
between community farms and the Bill,
but I contend that this measure will be
the fnundation for the introduction of
community farms.
Government supporters do not favour private ownership;
they advocate the principle of perpetual
leases. Under this Bill, largp. estates
could be taken over and used as community farms, under the perpetual leases
system. On the other hand, Country
party members contend that private
ownershIp of land leads to increased
production. Primary producers should
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not be told by civil servants what. they
must grow on their own land. I repeat
that private ownership has placed Victoria in its present satisfactory situation
in the matter of primary production.
I wish to know if New South Wales
exerted pressure on the Government to
introduce this Bill? In the measure,
one can follow a chain of events that
will defeat the prinr.iple of private ownership, .of which we are proud. I repeat
that we do not want civil servants or
others telling primary producers what
they mus,t do on their properties. Subclause (2) of clause 7 refers to the buying and selling of land, and I should like
to know by whom that will be d.one. In
paragraph (a) of clause 9 there is
reference to the acquirement and subdivision of land. Doubtless Labour party
members were told by the Government
"We have had enough of you people
on the back benches. You will not do
anything with this Bill, which we will
put straight through." The Bill could
take from the Education Department the
right of educating people, but nothing
was said of that aspect by the Minister
in his explanatory speech. Opposition
members believe in true co-operation.
I have been a member of a co-operative
organization for more than 25 years, and
it did not seek Government finance. I
am wondering where the Bill was born?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It was adapted from
New South Wales legislation.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-If this State is to
take a lead from New South Wales
legislation, heaven help us. The people
should be informed of the implications
of the Bill, which should be widely
publicized by the press. When the
facts are known there will be a greater
outcry against this measure than there
was against the Transport (Amendment)
Bill.
Under this measure, does the
Labour party intend to establish its own
co-operative newspaper?
The Government professes to work
along democratic lines, but it brings
forward a revolutionary Bill of the type
now before the House in the last week
of the session, which precludes Opposition members from considering and
discussing it adequately. The Government has done this because, according
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to' its attitude, numbers cO'unt. Members
O'f the OpPO'sitiO'n WO'uid like an O'PPO'rtunity to O'btain the opiniO'n O'f electO'rs
O'n the questiO'n O'f establishing cO'-operative sO'cieties O'f the type prO'vided for
in the Bill. The hO'nO'rable member fO'r
Prahran is persistently interjecting. I
say ,to' him that I am prepared to resign
my seat if he will cO'me to' my electO'rate
and cO'ntest it against me O'n this issue.
I urge the GO'vernment to recO'nsider this
major Bill which, in its present fO'rm,
is the wO'rst measure presented to' Parliament fO'r many years.
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any O'bjectiO'n O'n the grO'unds of the
amO'unt O'f the guarantee to' be given. It
is suggested that the GO'vernment prO'poses to squander that sum O'f mO'ney and
that it might be more usefully used in
the constructiO'n O'f rO'ads and bridges.
I wish alsO' to quO'te frO'm the latest
repO'rt-fO'r the year 1949-50-of the
Rural CO'-O'perative Societies in New
SO'uth W,ales, which represents 91,000
members. During the year covered by
the repO'rt, thO'se sO'cieties had a turnover amO'unting to' £42,000,000, but nO'
one has suggested that there is anything
undesirable in the operatiO'n O'f the legislatiO'n in that State.

Mr. LUCY (IvanhO'e).-I supPO'rt the
GO'vernment's introducing this Bill to'
Parliament, ,and I am sorry that the
R DnDrable members interjecting.
guarantee prO'Posed to' be given under the
terms O'f the measure is not much higher
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
than it is. The public are indebted to' Sutton).-Order! I did nDt call uPO'n
the GO'vernment because as a result of any member O'f the OpPO'sitiO'n. The call
its legislative programme, there is nO'w went to' the hO'norable member fDr
for the first time for many years a IvanhO'e. I have nO' desire to' have to'
united OpPO'sitiO'n in this HO'use. The . raise the questiO'n Df fair play, but if
reason for that phenomenO'n is that mem- members cO'ntinue to' interject I shall
bers O'f the OppositiO'n hear the mO'ney- shO'rtly be under the grim necessity O'f
bags jingling IO'udly, therefO're they are taking actiO'n to' deter what WO'uld appear
getting to'gether. My predecessO'r used to be the Drganized interruptions O'f
to' be continually challenging other members.
members to' resign thei,r seats and to
Mr. LUCY.-During the year 1949-50
stand as candidates fO'r electiO'n in
the
Rural CO'-operative SO'cieties in New
oPPO'sitiO'n to' him in his electO'rate, but
that member 'is nO' longer with us. South Wales made a prO'fit of £641,000
TherefO're it is unwise for members to which was returned to' its members. The
be issuing challenges O'f that nature, as fact that profits to that extent can be
did the honO'rable member fO'r Allendale. made by these sDcieties is prDbably the
reasO'n why the prO'PO'sals in the Bill are
I desire to refer to' section 61 of the being SO' strenuO'usly O'PPO'sed by memCo-O'perative HO'using SO'cieties Act, the bers of the OppositiO'n, whO' desire that
Bill for which was intrO'duced by a all profits shO'uld find their way intO' the
CO'untry party Government. This sectiO'n cO'ffers O'f private enterprise monO'PO'ly.
reads as followsThe underlying principle O'f cD-Dperative
The Treasurer O'f VictO'ria shall nO't sO'cieties is that any prDfits shall be
execute any guarantee under this DivisiO'n returned to' the members. They provide
O'f this Part where such guarantee wO'uld
invO'lve him in a liability which when a service withO'ut prO' fit, and there can
added to' the tO'tal liabilities subsisting in be nO' objectiO'n to that principle. The
respect O'f O'ther guarantees executed under secO'nd principle is that owner ownership
this DivisiO'n O'f this Part wO'uld in the is vested in the persO'ns whO' use the
aggregate exceed the amO'unt of Five services prO'vided; the third feature is
million pounds.
that membership is open to' all wO'rthy
I repeat that the cO'-O'perative housing citizens; and the O'ther principle is that
sO'cieties legislatiO'n was sPO'nsored by a the sO'cieties are demO'cratically cO'nGO'vernment cO'mprised O'f members nO'w trolled by virtue O'f the rule of O'ne perO'n the OpPO'sitiO'n side O'f the HO'use. The son O'ne vote, irrespective O'f the number
guarantee to' be given by the GO'vernment of shares held. Probably it is because of
in respect O'f cO'-operative sO'cieties is the demO'cratic nature of the societies
only £500,000; therefore I cannO't under- that the· OpPO'sition objects to their
stand why the OppositiO'n shO'uld raise formatiO'n.
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It has been stated that there is a
connexion between co-operative societies
and Communism, but that is all "hooey."
When the Nazis invaded the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics in 1942, the
Russians more or less surrendered
because the Germans issued propaganda
that they would establish real co-operative societies. The Germans failed to
do that and, instead, they took their
share of the grain grown by the Russians,
just as did the rulers at Moscow.
I can see no connexion between co-operative societies and Communism and it
ill-becomes the Opposition .to follow that
line of attack. This Bill represents the
complete antithesis of Communism. The
Co-operative Housing Bill was passed by
this House without being put to the
vote, and I trust that this measure will
be passed in a similar manner.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The
honorable member for Ivanhoe said that
the Bill had no connexion with Communism, but my impression after reading the measure was that it had come in
a . mailbag from Moscow. There are
several historical connexions between
this Pa·rliament and the capital of
Russia. I was more than astonished to
hear the honorable member for Hawthorn defend the Bill. I thought, in my
innocence, that he, of all men, would
have approached the Bill with a gasmask and a pair of tongs so tha t he
could have picked it up and thrown it
into the fire. Perhaps he does not
realize its dangers.
It may well be that the operation of
co-operative societies will be a desirable
training in democracy and finance, as
people who have had very little association with business life will attend meetings and receive the report of directors.
This Bill provides that the' directors of
a society will have no more say in its
management than will the members,
irrespective of how much such directors
might have subscribed in the fi·rst place
to the formation of the society. It is
also a fact that the receipt by
members of an annual distribution of
profi ts would be a very desirable
experience.
The honorable member for Hawthorn
said that Communism had more connexion with capitalism than with the
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Labour movement. In that statement
there was a tacit implication that Communism did have some connexion with
the Labour movement. There is, in fact,
a common danger in Communism and
Labour and Capitalism. We know that
frequently the Labour movement is
despotic, and that certain financial
interests also are hungry' to gobble up
their competitors. If a co-operative
society gives desirable training in business principles, and contributes to competition we will all be appreciative.
It has also been stated that the whole
basis of the societies is democratic, but
I direct attention to something that
happened in England. I refer to a case
of a young .woman, who was supporting
a widowed mother. She discovered that
an article she required to purchase could
be procured more cheaply in a capitalist
store than from the shop of the co-operative society. She purchased the article
at the lower price, and was dismissed
from her position. There is not much
democracy in actions of that sort, which
binds employees to buy only from the
co-operative society.
I shall mention another aspect of this
matter. A subscriber to the funds of a
co-operative society will have only one
vote. He might bean experienced
business man who had subscribed £500
to ,the movement. Other members might
have subscribed only £10. How long
will such a business man be interested
in the wild men of the district whose
vote in every case wouLd be of equal
value to the vote of the business man.
The chances are that the members would
~lect a candidate who was
popular
amongst them, but that person might
have no idea of running a bus-iness.
Therefore, it is doubtful whether levelheaded business men will subscribe any
substanHal sums to these societies unless
they are satisfied with the type of
management. For that reason, co-operatives are likely to be short of funds.
A co-operative has an advantage in that
for sentimental reasons its members will
probably patronize the co-operative
society's store. There is a distribution of
profits amongst the members 'and in
addition, perhaps, a distribution among
any charities in the district which they
consider deserve assistance. It is because
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co-operatives may not be good investments that this Government has decided
to get behind the banks so as to encourage
them to lend money to co-operative
societies, and if those institutions need
more money the Government will guarantee the overdrafts.
Surely the people
in the district concerned should be able
to raise the necessary capital if lhey
consider that a co-operative enterprise
is worth while; if they cannot do that
it is certain .that the co-operative society
will not be a success.
One speaker on the Government side
ridiculed the banks, but it is to the
banks that the societies must go for
their overdrafts. Moreover, it is the
Government which guarantees the banks.
In this Bill, the Government does not set
out to guarantee the shareholders. If
they lose their money it is all the worse
for them. Another Government supporter speaking in his innocence said
that a guarantee is not the same thing as
a loan. I wonder how many members on
the Government side have been asked.
by a friend to guarantee them at the
bank. How many have replied to such
invitations in their lifetime? A man
comes along with a hard-luck story to
the extent that somebody will not
advance him enough money. Any honorable member who has given a guarantee
knows what a risky business it is. A
person giving a gurantee will not do so
unless he feels that there is reasonable
~ecurity.
Of course, after all, it is
the same as making a loan. It is frequently more dangerous to give guarantees, and what is more, it can be
dangerous to the State when a Government is the guarantor. The honorable
member for Ivanhoe spoke about the
Liberal and Country party establishing
the co-operative housing scheme and
Parliament guaranteeing overdrafts of
£50,000,000. That was done not because
there was a great liking for the principle
but because it was realized that people
would be without houses unless the
extra accommodation was provided..
This state of affairs has developed
because the Labour party refused to
establish a proper ratio between rents
and the demand and cost of dwellings.
That is why the State has a liability of
close on £50,000,000 for guaranteeing
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co-operative housing societies.
The
guarantee is really not necessary and it
would be a great danger if there were
a surplus of houses. In my opinion, the
time is approaching when that situation
will obtain. Then it may be that the
State will be called on to find several
millions of pounds in connexion with the
co-operative housing enterprise. I do not
say that condition will actually happen,
but it will depend among other things
on the birth-rate, the price of wool, and
the general economic stability. These
things are beyond the control of this
Parliament, but I emphasize that there
are dangers in guarantees.
In this Bill provision is made for
another type of guarantee that may
eventually run up to £40,000,000 or
£50,000,000. It is not our duty to build
up such a liability. No matter what is
done there will be losses and gains. If
there were more Ministers apart from
the two at the table, one would be more
encouraged to emphasize what is a
fundamental objection to the Bill. It is
not that we object to the co-operative
principle, but to the sort of thinking
,that lies behind the measure.
This is a long Bill to provide for all
sorts of future eventualities. The list of
societies covered includes a producers'
SOCiety; a trading society; a community
settlement society; a community advancement society; and a credit society.
I presume that the latter will be for the
benefit of the dead-beats of the com.."
munity. However, fortunately, there are
not many in Victoria. What a tragedy
it is that it is necessary to have pawnshops. The most precious thing in the
community is a man's sense of his own
self-reliance. There should be more preventive work undertaken, and more
organizations that can put such people
on their feet. Then the list as set out
in clause 4 includes an investment
SOCiety.
Perhaps that will be for the
benefit of gamblers on the Stock
Exchange who know nothing about it.
Everything under the sun is offered. It
has been said that the real trouble with
this Bill is that the local producers'
SOCiety can join with others in a vast
association of producer societies; there
may be a dozen producers' associations
'in Victoria.
Of course, "producer"
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would include farmers and manufacturers. There is indefinite scope for
expansion. There may be trade associations and community settlement cooperative associations and so on.
In due course societies will link up
wi th foreign societies. According to the
definition clause, foreign societies are
those that have similar objects in places
outside Victoria. A liaison mi'ght be
established with some of the Labour
party's friends in New South Wales.
Incidentally, these organizations are not
limited to Australia.
One can go to
places like Czecho-Slovakia, and even to
Moscow. There could be formed a
Soviet-Victoria Credit Union and, of
course, it would be co-operative. WhEm
representatives of Germany went to
South Africa before the last war they
indica ted tha t they were prepared to
barter.
If there were a Labour
party in power in Canberra, the
Victorian Soviet Society might indicate
its willingness to negotiate on the
bartering principle. However, it would
be a case of, "We first and Australia
take the hindmost." That seems to be
rather fantastic, but it is possible. The
measure has been thought out either by
simpletons or by persons possessed of
diabolical cunning. I do not treat this
matter humorously. It is an appalling
indication of the way in which intelligent
people can be misled concerning the true
principle of co-operation. I am not
prejudiced against co-operative societies.
I have had personal experience of the
Cygnet and Huon co-operative movements. The Bill, however, provides for
associations and amalgamations of cooperatives in this State with those in
other countries and in other States, for
the purpose of building up a great union.
Opposition members are prepared to keep
the House engaged until after midnight,
if needs be, in debating this measure.
We regard it as a disgraceful, formidable
Bill, the effect of which will be that the
taxpayers of the community, who are
invited to subscribe to Government loans,
will find that their money is being expended upon the honouring of stupid
guarantees that are to be made und~r
what is, in effect, a vast totalitarian
scheme.
Mr. WhateZy.
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Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).I am steeped in cO-Qperation.My first
job was one with the Civil Service Cooperative Society of Victoria.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Where is it
now?
Mr. O'CARROLL.-It is where members of the Liberal and Country party
put it. One of the ,rules of the cooperative . society was that credit was
not to be allowed. Consequently, duriag
a strike of miners at Zeehan, Strahan
and Burnie in Tasmania, where a
branch of the co-operative society
had a big store, it lost a considerable sum of money because of its inability
to grant credit to members. That situation struck a severe blow to the society
in Victoria. That does not get away fro~1
the fact that co-operative societies are
of considerable value to the community.
Any member who is f'amiliar with history
will recall that the Rochdale pioneers
formed a co-operative society of necessity
to save the lives of women and children
who were unable to secure sufficient food
for their subsistence from the wages that
were paid in those days. I am the unpaid
president of the Co-operative Credit
Society of Victoria, which was formed
about the year 1906 for the purpose of
assisting men who, unfortunately, did not
have a gold pass such as that possessed
by the honorable member for Barwon,
who sneered at the time payment principle for the purchase of yearly 'railway
tickets. In the old days, many people
-mostly public servants-joined cooperative societies and co-operative credit
banks, and they applied for loans to purchase yearly railway tickets so as to enable them to gain the benefit of approximately one month's free railway travel. It
ill-behoves Opposition members to sneer
at that practice. I was amazed to hear a
member of the Country party criticize
co-operative societies. Probably the most
socialized district in Victoria is Dumbalk,
which has a co-operative butter and
cheese factory, and a co-operative
grocery store, from which farmers purchase feed for their cattle at cost price.
Mr. TuRNBULL.-Is that society guaranteed by the Government?
Mr. O'CARROLL.-No. The small
am-ount of profit that is made from that
co-operative society is distributed among
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the farmers who are members of it. If
members of the Dumbalk co-operatives
were asked to express their views, they
would probably speak with greater effect
in favour of co-operation than I could do.
Co-operative societies build houses for
employees without deposit, and they sell
homes to employees at a bare weekly
rental.
They also build houses f:Jr
seasonal workers. It is all very well fol."
the honorable member for CamberweH
to complain about the establishment of
co-operative housing societies. Residen~s
of the Camberwell district are not concerned with such societies.
Mr. WHATELY.-They are.
Mr. O'CARROLL. - The honorable
member for Camberwell condemned cooperative societies, which, I claim, are a
vital necessity for those members of the
community who have insufficient money
with which to pay a deposit on a home.
The honorable member condemned the
principle of co-operatives, without giving
those societies a fair trial. It has been
claimed that the Government wiN have
to pay up as a result of f.ailure of
co-operatives. I claim that the only way
in which co-operatives will fail will be
as a result of the non-,co-operation of the
Opposition panties. In the early days,
Victorian dtizens who patronized the
Civil Service Co-operative Society
gained considerable benefit, because the
profits of that organization were distributed among its members.
Brigadier TOVELL.-If all that was
done without the Co-operation BNl, why
is it necessary to introduce this
measure?
Mr. O'CARROLL.-To put people on
the land. Surely, that is the Government's responsibility.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-You have blown
the gaff.
Mr. O'CARROLL.-Opposition members have been walking around the
House to-day like a lot of untipped
waiters. They have not advanced a
decent argument against the Bill. I
claim that it is the responsibility of the
Government to put as many people as
possIble on the land, so that it will not
be reserved for the sons of wea!thy
farmers, who have been getting the big
money all the time. I heartily support
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the Bill and assert that not one word
that has been uttered by Opposition
members in the course of the debate
was sincere.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I would not have spoken to this
measure had it not been for the remarks
of the honorable member for Clifton
Hill, who made clear the Government's
reason for bringing in this measure.
He commenced his speech by praising
co-operative societies, which, I concede,
have performed an excellent job.
Opposition members stand for the spirit
of co-operation. They claim, however,
that that objective can be achieved and
has been achieved in the past under the
Companies Act. The honorable member
for Clifton Hili stated that co-operatives
were doing a marvellous job. He also
said that, because a co-operative society
in Tasmania went bung, the society
which was sponsoring it in Victoria was
embarrassed financially and was compelled to close down. I con tend that the
Bill now before the House provides for
a tie-up between societies inside and
outside of Victoria. If a society in
another State which is amalgamated
with one in Victoria goes haywire, it can
seriously embarrass the society in
Victoria.
Mr. O'CARROLL.-Not if it has a
Government guarantee.
Mr. BOLTE.-Co-operative societies
have an excellent guarantee. I claim
that if a society in New South Wales
were to default, an associated society in
Victoria would be embarrassed financially. Tha t a;rgument has not been
raised previously, because, if it were
not for the remarks of the honorable
member for CHfton Hill, members
wou1d have had no illustration placed
before them of what had happened in
the past with respect to a Victorian
society that was associated with one in
Tasmania. The honorable member proceeded to say that the Government
desires the passage of this Bill for the
purpose of land settlement. It is an
extraordinary position that, at the
present time, there is also on the Notice
Paper a land settlement Bill which will
deal solely with land settlement. The
principles
enunciated in the two
measures cannot be reconciled. In the
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Land Settlement Bill, provision is made
for a leasehold tenure, whereas in this
Bill I take it that the tenure will be on
a freehold basis. If a co-operative
society takes over land on a freehold
basis and develDps it, it can do practically anything with the land, as was
stated by .the honorable member for
Rainbow. It can usurp the functions
of the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commis'sion, the State Electricity Commission, the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
and Dther Government instrumentalities.
Mr. DOUBE.-You are proceeding from
one absurdity to another.
Mr. BOLTE.-I claim that if the
honorable member for Oaldeigh reads
the Bill carefully he will ascer.tain that
it provides for the powers I have stated.
At the outset, I thought that the
measure contained only machinery provisions that were necessary in every
Bill, but the honorable member for
Clifton Hill intimated that the measure
had been, introduced expressly for the
purpose Df land settlement.
Mif. SHEPHERD.-The honorabtle member did not say that.
Mr. BOLTE.-If there is disagreement
about the matter, I shall not continue
along those lines. I am willing to proceed to another aspect, which I believe
has not previously been debated, namely,
the principle of Socialism that has manifested itself in this measure. I believe
that if the words "socialized government" were substituted for the word
" co-operation" in the title of this Bill
it would become the measure that has
been sought by the Government for some
time, and which it will eventually bring
in. Although the Government claims
that it favours the provision of social
services from funds subscribed by taxpayers, I claim that this Bill will not
con tribute one penny towards the social
services of the community. Conversely,
co-operative societies will become a tax
upon the community, because those who
invest in those societies witl have no
confidence in them. The advisory council
that will be set up to advise the GDvernment will not have any real functiDn to
perform, but the Government will, of
necessity, have to place much store on
its recommendations.

.1
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By whom are the five members to
be elected? Naturally, the Government
will appoint three, without any qualifications. I think that either the honorable
member for Barwon or the honorable
member for Rainbow said that Mr.
Ebbels had done a magnificent job for
co-operative housing. All will agree with
that statement, but it does not necessarily follow that Mr. Ebbels is fitted
to advise on communi1ty hotels, market
gardening, stocks and shares, transport,
and so forth; nor do I think that he
himself would claim a wide knowledge of
such subjects. One cannot speak about
this Bill in its present form without
ridiculing it. The Opposition agrees
with co-operation as it now functions
under the Companies Act, where it has
some relationship to' and is in fair competition with private enterprise. The
present measure, however, will mean
unfair competition with private enterprise.
M.r. STIRLING (Swan Hill).-It is
surprising that in the dying hours of
the session the Government has brought
forward such an impDrtant Bill, CDmprising 69 pages and cDntaining 116
clauses. This measure applies not merely
to' Dne section Df the cDmmunity; it is Df
vital impDrtance to' every person. It will
be Df great interest to' the rising generation, to' whDm there has been given no
Dpportunity to' understand what is contained in the measure. There is no
dDubt that in its operation it will vitally
affect those rising generatiDns. Over
the past years there have been established in VictDria cO-Dperative CDncerns
which have been Dutstandingly successful. There was nO' necessity fDr legislatiDn, such as that which is now under
cDnsider,atiDn, to enable thDse CD-operative undertakings to becDme established.
There is no dDubt that SDme Df the
cD-operative cDmpanies have been exceptionally prDgressive. In WarrnamboDI a
cD-operative has been successful in competitiDn with that great factDry Df
Krai·t-Walker's.
The cD-Dperative undertakings to
which I have just referred were established WithDut any guarantee frDm any
GDvernment. They were brDught into
being by the hard wDrk and initiative of
peDple engaged in primary prDduction. I
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am sure that those people will be keenly
interested in this measure, and I submit
that the Government should be affording
them an opportunity of studying its
provISIOns. We feel that there is not
sufficient time for even members of Parliament to do that. The Victorian community as a whole should have a chance
of being made ,aware of what this
measure contains. If the Government
were prepared to meet the desire in
that regard, possibly there could be
brought forward a measure that would
really benefit the State as a whole.
People engaged in primary industries
have had to fight hard for the establishment of co-opera,tives and are keen to
see that those undertakings continue to
function.
They do not, however,
appreciate the necessity of the control
passing to the Government.
Much has been said during the dis~
cussi'on on this Bill regarding independence. No mention is made, however,
of independence for road transport in
Victoria. Perhaps under this Bill there
may be a possibility of evolving a cooperative road system that would ensure
revival of that method which was the
vogue in this State in the past. Most of
the provisions in the measure now under
consideration have been taken from New
. South Wales legislation.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-What a place to
go for legislation!
Mr. DODGSHuN.-There might be a
co-opera tive society to oppose graft.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! The honorable member for Swan Hill is addressing the
Chair and should not be subjected to
interruptions.
Mr. STIRLING.-The great co-operative societies already established in
Victoria are really and truly successful.
Furthermore, those people who have
been engaged in primary production
have also been successful. I think the
State can be proud of the record it holds
for production ,generally. The co-operative organizations already established
need no assistance from legislation
designed to control co-operative effort.
It was mentioned by the honorable member for Clifton Hill that this measure was
required in order to put men on the
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land, but there are other methods of
doing that, especially where young men
are concerned. Apparently what is in
the mind of the Government is the possibility of establishing community farms.
It must be remembered, however, that
in primary production-in fact, in every
other walk of life-there is thE! pride of
ownership. There is pride engendered
in building a business, a farm, or whatever the property may be. When a person comes to own his undertaking and
to realize that he himself has established
and developed it, he will be proud for
the rest of his life. If it is proposed to
have community farms, the sense of
pride of ownership will disappear. Gone
will be the initiative, and there will be
a great falling off in production in this
State.
Co-operation itself has also been the
subject of frequent reference in the
course of this debate. I wonder if the
present Government would favour cooperation in connexion with the handling of the wheat silos. Only recently a
statement was made that if the wheatgrowers set out to fill the silos, the
present dispute would be extended to
other industries and other unions.
Mr. G. E. WHITE.-There might be a
potato strike.
Mr. STIRLING.-That is possible.
Without
Government-controlled
cooperatives Victoria has been able to
send milk, potatoes. and other p,rimary
produce to New South Wales. It is most
important that the Minister listen to our
request that all the people of this State
should be given an opportunity to consider a measure of such importance as
the present one. Members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House are not
opposed to co-operation. I, for one, have
been associated with it all my life. I
have depended upon co-operation, and
any progress I have made on my property
has been due to successful co-operation
in my district. Throughout the State
there are people who desire to ensure
that whatever measures are brought
forward are the best possible of their
kind and that they are not rushed
through Parliament in a few hours-<>nly
to find a month or two later that amendments are necessary. I think it is only
fair to ask, not only on behalf of my
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pa,rty but on behalf of the people as a
whole, that the Government provide a
reasonable period in which this measure
can be examined.
The House divided 'On the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair).
Ayes
33
Noes
20
Majority for the motion

13

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Doube
Fewster
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Holland
Holt
Lind
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield

Morrissey
Morton
Murphy
Mutton
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Ruthven
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham

Tellers:
Mr. Towers
Mr. White
(Mentone).
NOES.

Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Hollway
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Moss
Mr. Rylah
Mr. Stirling
Brigadier Tovell
Mr . Turnbull
Mr. Whately
Mr. White
(Allendale) .

Tellers:
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Petty.

PAIRS.

Mr. Galvin
Mr. Lemmon
Mr. Randles

ISir
Mr. Bolte
George

Knox

Mr. Don.

The Bill was read a second time and
ordered to be committed later this day.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending
that an approOpriation be made from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.
The HoOuse went into Committee to
consider the message.
Mr. SHEPHERD (,Minister of Education) .-1 moveThat it is expedient that an appropriation
be made from Consolidated Revenue for the
purposes of the Bill to provide for the
formation, registration, and management of
co-operative societies and for other purposes.
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Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Opposition has made it clear that the
clause relating to the guarantee to be
given by the Government in connexion
with the activities of the co-operative
societies is the provision toO which it
strongly objects. It is considered that
there is a danger in that clause. Members of the Opposition have distinguished
between the guarantee given by the
Government in relation to cO-oOperative
·housing societies and the guarantee provided for in this instance.
It is considered that Government financial support is justified in connexion with the
provisi'On of housing, but it is not felt
that there is any shortage in the supply
of goods or in the rendering of the services proposed toO be provided by cooperative societies, as provided for in this
measure. For that reason the Opposition
c'Onsiders that there is no justification for
a guarantee by the Government.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1 am
amazed that the Government proposes to
proceed with this Bill. The Rural Finance
Corporation is authorized to provide
many of the services that would be
rendered by the societies whose formation is provided for in this Bill. Tha t
corporation is in need of additional
finance, but the Government is not able
to provide it. We all know that there
is also a shortage of funds for soldiersettlement purposes, and for the work of
the Country Roads Board.
Much additional money could also be used, if it
were available, for the extension of
electricity supplies to farms and homes
in rural areas, but the Government says
that it is short of funds. At the same
time it proposes to provide a guarantee
of £500,000 as financial backing for the
co-operative societies that it will be
possible to form if this Bill is passed.
The Government is either committing
itself to the expenditure of £500,000, or
it desires to put this legislation on the
statute-book in the belief that very few
co-operative societies will be formed and
that there will be no financial commitment by the Government. If that is so,
the actioOn of the Government is merely
political propaganda, and it is insincere.
It is entirely wrong, for either reason,
to proceed with this Bill. All members
will agree that there are many other
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activities on which money could be more
justifiably spent.
I take the strongest
possible exception to the action of the
Government in attempting to have this
measure rushed through Parliament.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).It is amazing that the Government
should ask the Committee, without any
explanation by the Minister, to agree to
the appropriation of an unspecified sum
for a purpose to which members of the
Opposition have already voiced violent
objection. In my opinion, the speech of
the honorable member for Hawthorn
was of a left-wing Socialistic nature, and
after hearing him I am more than ever
anxious to know what sum the Committee
is asked to appropriate. Is the money
required for the establishment of
a supervising staff?
If the purpose of the motion is to appropriate £500,000, the request is in
contradiction of every argument presented by Government supporters, because the whole substance of their case
was that the guarantee was a mere token
one which would never be used. I am
sure that neither you, Mr. Chairman, nor
any other member in this House has
ever been asked to appropriate £500,000
without being given an adequate reason.
I look forward to the Minister giving
a satisfactory explanation.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 thank the honorable member
for Barwon for the practical way in
which he has requested me to give
further information, and to explain why
the Committee is being asked to agree
to the motion. I ask the Committee to
treat the statements of the honorable
member as frivolous, because they have
no real connexion with the Bill. Despite
the fact that during their second-reading
speeches members of the Opposition said
they knew nothing about the Bill, they
have talked all around it. They have at
the same time condemned it and also
praised it in some respects. They ally
themselves to the principle of co-operation when it suits them. Again, they
called for a division on a measure about
which they said they knew nothing. It
is obvious to me that they know all
about the proposals. The fact is that
they are riding to orders, although I will
not s·ay that they have been given a brief.
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The Government is determined to give
effect to its legislative programme,
and expects the Opposition to comply
with its promise that this Bill
would be passed through the House
before the end of the week. It is well
known that clause 96 of the Bill constitutes the reason for the motion now
before the Committee. The wording of
that clause is similar to a corresponding
provision 'in many other measures, which
have been agreed to runanimously by
Parliament.
The clause reads as
follows:(1) The Treasurer of Victoria shall not
execute any guarantee under this Part
where such guarantee would involve him
in a liability which when added to the total
liabilities subsisting in respect of other
guarantees executed under this Part would
in the aggregate exceed the amount of
Five hundred thousand pounds.
(2) Such sums as may from time to time
become due and payable by the Treasurer
of Victoria under any guarantee authorized
by this Part shall be paid out of the consolidated revenue (which is hereby to the
necessary extent appropriated accordingly).

There is nothing new in that provision.
As I explained in my second-reading
speech, it is not intended at this stage to
expend any money in connexion with
the purposes of the Bill. The Act will
not come into operation until a day to
be proclaimed. There is no sinister intention so far as the figure of £500,000
is concerned. Members of the Opposition know that no provision in this Bill
will deprive the State Electricity Commission, or the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, or the Country
Roads Board, or the Soldier Settlement
Commission of any funds available for
the work of those instrumentalities.
Before the legislation can operate, the
necessary administrative machinery has
to be set up and model rules prepared
for the societies, and until such time as
a society raises its own money, which
may be guaranteed by the Treasurer,
there is no fear of ·any portion of the
£500,000 being used. If the objects of
the co-operative societies are achieved
as successfully as have those of the cooperative housing societies, there will be
no call on the funds of the Treasury. I
wish to point out to the honorable member for Shepparton that in drafting this
Bill the Government purposely omitted
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any reference to a rural credit society
for the reason that, as I explained earlier,
the Rural Finance Corporation already
exists to cater for the needs of rural
dwellers. The honorable member should
know that this will not have any effect
on other instrumentalities in the State.
This is a machinery provision that may
cover the spending of £500,000 from the
Consolidated Revenue.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Housing is a
good asset.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-This Government
has been charged with having a lack of
balance and an irrational attitude as
wen as a desire to steamroll the measure
through the House. We have not tried
to prevent any honorable member from
speaking.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Who promised
you the Bill this week?
Mr.
SHEPHERD.-The honorable
member's Leader.
Mr. BOLTE.-No.
lUre
BLOOMFIELD
(Malvern) .-1
think it may be said that the misgivings
of members of the Opposition have not
been allayed by the explanation given
by the Minister. 1 wish to refer to the
honorable gentleman's second-reading
speech, when he announced thisThe aggregate liability which the
Treasurer may accept in this respect is
limited at this stage to a nominal amount
of £500,000.

1 put it to the Committee that we are
entitled to some elaboration of that
thesis before we vote whether this sum
should be agreed to. It has been said that
this is a first instalment. If that is so, we
should know of what sum it is a first
instalment. We should also know when
further instalments will be demanded.
Honorable members should have in forrna tion as to the destination of these
guarantees in view of what appears in
clauses 94 and 95, to which the Minister
has made no reference, and about which
he has given no information. Paragraph
( a) of clause 95 readsThe guarantee shall be in such form and
subject to such terms and conditions as are
prescribed or as the Treasurer of Victoria
determines.

My proposition is that honorable
members are entitled to be told whom
the Government proposes to guarantee;
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when the Government proposes to enter
into the guarantees; what are the terms
of the guarantees; and for what purposes and in respect of which of the
seven forms of co-operative societies
the guarantees are to be executed. The
Minister has forgotten his indiscreet
disclosure that this was a first instalment. I submit that before we are asked
to agree to this motion in this hurried
fashion, the honorable gentleman should
give us particulars about paragraphs
(a), (b), (0) and (d) of clause 95.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-The request of the honorable
member for Malvern is reasonable. 1
intend to refer to clause 96. It is not possible to extend this amount of £500,000
without submitting a request to Parliament. The sum of £500,000 will limit
the activities under this legislation until
the Government of the day submits an
amendment to alter the figure. Nobody
can tell what the appropriation will
ultimately reach. No Minister and no
Leader of the Opposition can say
whether the societies will be big or small,
or whether there will be several
societies. It is obvious that this legislation follows the pattern of measures
relating to co-operative housing. A
former Premier, Sir Albert Dunstan,
thought it was wise to have the amount
of the guarantee Hmited in that case.
When the limit of the guarantee is fixed
in the legislation it will be necessary for
the Government to obtain the sanction of
Parliament if the limit is to be extended.
I can tell the Committee that the
£500,000 is a limit. That is the
only answer 1 can give wlithout
touching on the other clauses. This
is a genuine approach to get this
scheme in operation. When it is in
operation We shall learn to what extent
the limit may be extended beyond the
£500,000.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow;).-I have
a complaint of another kind in regard
to the motion. The motion was read by
the Speaker on a message from His
Excellency, and later it was read again
by you, Mr. Chairman, but no honorable
member has a copy of the motion in his
hands. In the circumstances, it is hard
for any member to propose an alteration
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of the wording if he desires to do so. The
Minister has gone through a number of
points in a naive way in trying to explain
the reasons f'Or setting the amount at
£500 000. The only conclusion I can come
to i~ regard to the sum is that it was
absolutely a stab in the dark. There are
no premises on which to base the amount
of £500,000. The Minister has also told
us that it was not known whether large
or small co-operative societies would be
formed, or how soon or how late they
would be formed. There is a lack of
knowledge in connexion with the financing of the undertaking. The G~vern
ment cannot give guarantees to thIS and
that organization without committing
the credit of this State. Large sums are
involved. I cannot recall the amount
of the Government guarantee for
co-operative housing.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-£43,000,000.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-'When the Bill was
brought forward by Sir Albert Dunstan
I issued a warning that an amount would
accrue over the years, and that it was
possible a guarantee would be called for
at a future date. In view of the high
cost of building I am surprised that it
has not been called fur already. I believe
that it is largely due to the exceHent
adminstration of Mr. Ebbels that a
guarantee has not been called for. If
a retrogression occurred a large proportion of the guarantee would have to be
forthcoming. The Treasurer budgets for
a surplus. This year it is a small surplus,
but if any of the guarantee is called for
where will he get the money? He will
have to take it from loan money unless
he has securities that he can lodge.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-YoU have not raised
these points before.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-If the Government
were honest in its outlook it would
guarantee £500,000 more for soldier
settlement, it might even guarantee
£1,000,000. If a Bill along those lines
were brought in, the Opposition would
support it. This is a backdoor method
and it is doing the thing in a subversive
way.
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).The honorable member is not in
order in taking this line of argument.
Clause 96 cannot be discussed until the
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appropriation is approved of.
~e
question is whether or not the money IS
to be appropriated.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I was raIsmg the
point concerning the method or purpose
for which the £500,000 was to be used.
I would say that on this motion it
would be competent to debate that point.
The sum of £500,000 cannot be got out
of the air. It must be tied down to this
Bill, and I am suggesting that that
amount could be used for a better purpose than this. I was attempting to
show that the initial clauses of the
measure concentrate on land settlement
or agricultural purposes, and because of
that the £500,000 would be largely spent
for such purposes. I should like an
answer to my question as to whether or
not in Committee of Ways and Means
the resolution should be in the hands of
honorable members. I pose this question
because later when the House goes into
the Committee on the Bill, members of
the Opposition will not be able to amend
clause 96 unless another message is
introduced and that can only be done by
the Government. For instance, would it
be competent for me to move that the
amendment should be £1,000,000 t)r
£50,OOO?
The
CHAIRMAN. - Order!
The
honorable member for Rainbow asks
whether it is competent for him
to move an amendment. The answer
is "No." At present, no amount is specified in the motion. The appropriate time
to move an amendment, to either increase
or decrease the amount, is when c1ause
96 is being discussed in Committee.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-1 oppose the
appropriation of any amount for the
purposes of this Bill. It is apparent that
there is considerable confusion of thought
on the financial implications of the
measure. The honorable member for
Ivanh'Oe stated that the Bill would not
really affect Government revenue or
finance, but he overlooked the fact that
money used for any of the purposes mentioned in the Bill must come out of the
pool of money available for investment
in this State. Irrespective of whether
there is a Government guarantee or not,
the capital must be obtained from the
normal financial resources of the State
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including banks and insurance companies.
If money is obtained for a co-operative

society registered under this Bill, such
money will not be available for other
purposes of the community. There is no
reason why the Government should
underwrite the provision of capital for
co-operative societies in the manner suggested. It is interesting to trace the
guarantees granted by the Government
in respect of co-operative housing in
Victoria.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).The honorable member for Toorak cannot
continue that line of argument. The
question is whether an unspecified amount
of money should be appropriated from
the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of a Bill to provide for the formation, registration and management of
co-operative societies, and for other purposes. It has nothing to do with c·)operative housing or any specific amount
of money. The honorable member may
discuss the amount which is to be
appropriated when clause 96 is being
considered in Committee.
Mr. PETTY.-I was indicating the
reason why no amount should be
appropriated under this Bill for cooperative societies.
Mr. HOLT.-The honorable member for
Toorak is not speaking on any Bill.
Mr. PETTY.-I am speaking to the
motion that the Committee should agree
to appropriate an amount of money for
the purposes of the Bill. Eight different
amounts have been appropriated for cooperative housing between 1944 and 1953,
increasing the original indebtedness of
£5,000,000 to £45,000,000. That is one
reason why I oppose the appropriation
of any amount at all for the provision of
a Government guarantee in this Bill.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-The
Minister of Education stated that I
clearly understood that any money
appropriated for this particular pur-pose
would not affect the various matters I
mentioned. I support the honorable
member for Toorak in his statement that
the appropriation of £500,000 is being
sought-The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! There is no specific amount
before the Committee.
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Mr. McDONALD.-I am not happy
about any amount being appropriated.
because of the Government's own statements in the past that it has not the
financial resources available to it to maintain, for example, education at the·
standard it desires and to finance soldier
settlement adequately. When a commitment is made one must always be prepared to meet it at some time. The
Government could just as easily financially commit itself to the Rural Finance
Corporation, or the State Electricity
Commiission, or the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, or even the
Housing Commission, as to commit
itself to a guarantee in respect of cooperative societies.
Every member
knows what pressure has been exerted
on the State $avings Bank to finance .as
far as possible the operations of the
State Electricity Commission. As a result, the State Savings Bank has
severely curtailed rural credits, Credit
Foncier advances in respect of homes,
and various other activities in order to
assist the State Electricity Commission.
I am not objecting to that, but it 'is
obvious to any thinking person that if
the Government continues to grant
guarantees of £500,000 or more to various organizations, it will be heavily
committed.
The co-operative housing societies'
scheme has been quoted as an example
of co-operation, yet to-day a number of
those societies cannot obtain advances
from even the State Savings Bank.
After all, the amount of £45,000,000 is
a guarantee to the co-operative housing
societies, just as a guarantee is proposed
in respect of co-operative societies to be
formed under this Bill. Money advanced
on many other activHies of the State i;;
in the form of guarantees; for instance,
the Government guarantees State Electricity Commission loans. The over-all
total of indebtedness or liability must
be reckoned at all times, and one must
be in a position to meet such liabilities
sooner or later. Even in the State':>
own strict revenue position, when a deficit occurs, it must be met in a costly .way from loan moneys, thereby depleting the loan funds available for public
works in ·the State. It cannot be denied
that if the Government persists in this
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Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-This is
appropriation it will add seriously to
Victoria's liabilities and indebtedness, an important clause, and in the course
which must be met at some time. of my second-reading speech I pointed
Another very important point over- out that it provides for the appointment
looked by the Minister of Education is of the registrar, his staff, and the adthat while a Government guarantee visory council. It appears that it is the
operates the Government is weaker and intention of the Government to establess able to guarantee or advance money lish another large Department, expectfor something worth while, such as ing that the principle of co-operation will
soldier settlement.
No matter what be extended far and wide throughout the
members on the Government side of State. If that is the Government's
the House may say about this being intention, more money will be involved
only a guarantee for a period, I have than members have been led to believe.
never
in
this
Parliament
seen The Minister said that the Bill was
guarantees made which have not sooner founded mostly on the New South Wales
or later had to be met. I would rather Act; that in 1923 there were 217 cothe Government had said to the State operative concerns in New South Wales,
Savings Bank or some other body, "We whereas to-day they number approxiare not prepared to guarantee £500,000 mately 1,500.
for co-operative societies at this stage
Mr. SHEPHERD. - The New South
of our history because our developWales
housing societies are included
mental works are so great that this is
an excrescence on the financial position under the one Act now.
of the State."
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There would be a
The resolution was agreed to, and the large number of co-operative housing
Chairman reported that the Commoittee organizations in the 1,500 concerns. That
had agr~ed to a certain resolution.
,means that members have been given a
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. false view of how the New South Wales
Sutton).-The question islegislation operates. We have not been
That thE' Standing Orders be suspended so . given figures as to the number of coas to allow the resolution now to be taken operative concerns in Victoria. I am
into consideration.
interested in a co-operative company that
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).was struggling in 1923.
Now it has
I object.
become one of the most prosperous
The SPEAKER.-As one objection is organizations handling primary products
fatal, the question isand it did not need the assistance of
That the resolution be taken into conlegislation of this type. It was built
sideration later this day.
up on £5 shares, and each subscriber
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).- took approximately ten shares. Its
I object.
authorized capital is £600,000 but that
The SPEAKER.-The question now amount has never been needed, and the
isassets now are worth at least £2,000,000.
That the resolution be taken into conThe concern was built up by the initiasideration to-morrow.
tive of primary producers. I should like
The motion was agreed to.
to know the number of co-operative
The House went into Committee for concerns operating in Victoria in 1923
the consideration of this Bill.
and how many have been established
Clause 1 (Short title).
since then. Since 1945, many inquiries
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).- have come from overseas as t'O the proCan the Committee go beyond clause 95 cessing of primary products and the
Departmen t
of Agricul ture issues
at this stage?
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).- licences to co-operative groups. It is
Order!
The Committee can debate certain that. there has been a great
clauses 1 to 95 until the appropriation increase in the number of co-operative
concerns operating in the State. The
message has been approved.
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honorable member for Swan Hill mentioned the success of a Warrnambool
co-operative company against the great
Kraft cheese organization.
Mr. GLADMAN.-They work together.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The co-operative
concern has kept prices on a reasonable
basis. If amendments were made to the
Companies Act the Government could
achieve the objective of this Bill without
the expenditure of public money. I recall
co-operative ventures that were started
in country districts, and some of them
had to go into liquidation.
In those
times, the values of primary products
were not on the same basis as they are
to-day. N ow the prices of primary products are fixed and do not fluctuate.
That gives greater opportunity to establish co-operative concerns. The Government should withdraw the Bill and prepare amendments of the Companies Act
in order to achieve its objective.
Colonel LEGGATT (lVIornington).The Opposition appeals to the Governmen t to agree to progress being reported
so that members may have an oppor-'
tuni ty to study the repercussions of the
Bill, which has not been widely publicized. In these matters, the Opposition
has a duty to the public, whose interests
must be safeguarded. I take my public
and parliamentary responsibilities seriously, but if I am put through the process of exhaustion in the passing of a
Bill that has not been sufficiently
thrashed out, I can only register my
protest.
(Shepparton).Mr. McDONALD
I support the appeal of the honorable
member for lVIornington that the Government agree to the reporting of progress,
so giving the Opposition a reasonable
opportunity of co-operating with the
Government on this measure.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).The Committee is discussing clause 1.
If any member desires that progress be
reported he may move accordingly. But
I cannot permit discussion at this stage
on anything but clause 1.
Mr. McDONALD.-Seeing that the
Minister is not prepared to move as he
has been appealed to, I moveThat progress be reported.
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The Committee divided on Mr.
McDonald's motion (Mr. Morton in the
chair)-

19
32

Ayes
Noes
Majority
motion

against

the
13

AYES.

Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Brose
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Mitchell

Mr. Moss
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Whately
Mr. White
(Allendale) _
Tellers:

Mr. Petty
Mr. Stirling.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Doube
Fewster
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Holland
Holt
Lind
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Morrissey
Murphy
Mutton
Pettiona
Ruthven
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
Towers.
Tellers:

Mr. O'Carroll
Mr. White
(Mentone).
PAIRS.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Don
Sir Herbert Hyland
Sir George Knox

·1

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Galvin
Randles
Dunn
Lemmon.

Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Kinds of Societies).
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).This clause sets out the kinds of societies
that can be incorporated under this
legislation. I repeat how very wide is
the scope for co-operative organizations
under this Bill--every kind of society,
known or unknown, or imagined, even
includb).'g building societies. There are
any number of provisions here calculated to cover the whole scope of
primary, secondary, tertiary and any
other kind of industry in the State. If
all these societies are registered and
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carryon business, they will certainiy
be controlled to a greater extent than
co-operatives are to-day; but they are
to be given a number of privileges, one
,of which is that they will have their
trading guaranteed by the Government.
In view of this guarantee, there will be
so many co-operative societies carrying
,on and liable to come upon the Government guarantee that the idea of some
members of the Government that the
guarantee will never be called upon is
almost bound to be disproved. At aH
events, I fear that, what with all the
ramifications set down here, some of the
societies must go under and the Government will have to find the money.
Under this clause there are to be
associations of co-operative societies and
a union of co-operative associations.
The Opposition feel that ,these bodies,
superimposed upon all the ordinary producers' societies, will prove to be the
danger inherent in this legislation. We
favour by all means the formation and
carrying on of co-operative societies,
this legislation providing better facilities
for their registration and cont,rol and
easier methods of dealing with the
public. But why foster them to such
an extent as to guarantee them, and why
allow further associations of companies
and, on top of all those, unions that can
be seized upon by possibly unprincipled
people to run co-operative organizations?
Once there is formed an association
of societies, where is democracy? Is an
ordinary member of a co-operative
society to have any say as to what the
union at the top shall do in the direction of policy? And is the union to have
complete control? The Government
says that is to be the position. I do not
know that that is intended.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-YoU do know that it
is not.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Any and every
kind of people can get hold of these
organizations and run the whole scheme.
By all means let the organizations
amalgamate and co-operate,' but why
should we have these structures superimposed the one upon the other?
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).~In regar.d to associations
of
co-operative societies, there is nothing
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new in the Bill. That kind of thing
exists in Victoria to-day and every
member of this House has countenanced
it and given it support. Under our Cooperative Housing Societies Act, and in
the 230 or more societies already formed
in this State, there has never been any
objection taken to the formation of a
federation of the societies. Representatives from each sDciety join the federation. We have given them official
patronage and we accept many of their
views.
Colonel LEGGATT.-What powers have
they been given?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-They have not been
given any yet.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Under this Bill it
is prDposed that associations shall be
given power.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is so.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-They have a
single objective.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes. As a matter
of fact in New South Wales there is an
association of community settlement
societies, obviously for the purpose of
conferring and learning from each other
not only of successes but of pitfalls. I
think it is a good thing to encourage
associations to get together. No one
would wish to stop the conference of
the Australian Labour party or of
the Country party.
It is natural
fDr organizations to get together
to discuss particularly important things.
Members do not seem to appreciate that
despite the difficillties, the criticism and
the ridicule concerning New South Wales
there are in that State 213 producer
societies, 102 trading societies, 1 community settlement society, 98 community
advancement societies, 48 credit societies,
3 investment societies, and 19 associations. I do not see any reference to any
unions. Also, there are 884 building
societies, 89 Starr Bowkett societies, and
23 permanent building societies.
Colonel LEGGATT.-There is a note on
my copy of the Bill to the effect that
there is one union in New South Wales.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is in the hand
writing of Mr. Ebbels. I am sure that all
parties appreciate the work that Mr.
Ebbels has done in connexion with this
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Bill, not only in making available to the
Government but to the leaders of each
party his ideas on each clause. I do not
think there is any need to worry about
this aspect. The main thing is to ensure
that the best legislation possible is placed
on the statute-book. We do not know
what demand there will be for the formation of societies, but there has been a
demand in various circles. As a matter
of fact, I have received a telegram from
persons at Apollo Bay associated with
the co-operative fishing organization congratulating the Government on the introduction of this Bill. Those people must
be interested in it, although they have
never approached me personally. This
Bill has not been introduced to attract
attention or to make any political capital,
but because it is felt that people may
want to take advantage of its provisions.
When the time comes we will see what
the result will be. There is no compulsion on anyone to join a union or an
association. By the figures which I have
cited from New South Wales, it can be
seen that it is purely voluntary, and 1
should say the same situation would
obtain in Victoria.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1
endorse the remarks of the Minister of
Education concerning Mr. Ebbels. I am
sure that no member of the Opposition
has anything but ,the highest regard for
the wonderful work he has done as
Regi,strar of the Co-operative Housing
Societies scheme. Moreover, the same
comments can be made of the Advisory
Council. There is, however, a vast
difference between a co-operative housing
scheme, which has only one objective, and
the proposal in this Bill. The legislation
to provide for co-operative housing
societies was introduced for two reasons;
first, because there was a shortage of
houses and we were seeking means to
improve that situation so that the needs
of the people might be met; and
secondly, many people had expressed a
desire to build their own homes but they
did not have the money to do so. To
compare co-operative housing with what
is proposed in this BiB is completely
unfair; in fact, it is almost fantastic.
There is no Similarity between an investment company and a co-operative housing society.
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Concerning producers societies, the
Minister submitted figures relating to
New South Wales. However, I think
with equal propriety he could have submitted figures relating to the number of
co-operative companies, Starr Bowkett
societies and co-operative housing
societies in Victoria at present and compared them with those operating in
New South Wales. 1 am sure that the
comparison would not have been to the
disadvantage of this State.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-l shall obtain that
information for the honorable member.
Mr. McDONA,IJD.-The lack of that
information is a further reaS'on why
we have not had an opportunity to consider this Bill on its merits. The Minister stated that Opposition members had
said that this Bill was an attack on
private enterprise. 1 did not hear any
member of my party make such a statement. 1 ·am completely confident that
private enterprise will continue to grow
as we should like to see co-operative
companies and societies flourish. 1 believe
that there is room for both. To suggest
that we are attacking the Bill because
we have a brief for private enterprise
is too silly for words. 1 do, however,
resent the implication that because
societies are formed it is necessary to
have an association of co-operative
societies which will be given the powers
outlined in the Bill.
In the Goulburn Valley there are three
co-operative companies, whi'ch are in
strong healthy competition. They all
exchange information which is to their
mutual
benefit
and
advancement.
Surely, it is not suggested that those
three companies and all other allied
producer companies should be formed
into an association? Such an association might become so powerful that it
could threaten and obliterate private
enterprise in that sphere of operation.
No one could say that that is the
ambition of co-operative companies in
my area.
Mr. BOLTE.-It could become a cartel.
. Mr. MCDONALD.-Are we to have
cartels with the objectionable features of
the so-called capitalistic system? 1 do
not think the Minister of Education
would deny that it would be possible
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under an association of co-operative
societies. In England, such societies
'have assumed enormous proportions;
they own their own grazing properties,
tea plantations, and sc on, and no one
takes ,any objection. Is it proposed that
·co-operative societies shall be am al,gamated to control completely a special
in terest? If that is to be the ultimate
'aim it is possible for them to become
mQre dangerous than private enterprise
'can ever become. With the well-being
of the people in mind, the Government
.should delete from the Bill the reference
to the association of cQ-operative hous-ing societies. That would give people
,confidence that societies could function
'without becoming the monster to which
the honorable member for Barwon has
referred.
The clause was agreed to, as wete
,clauses 5 to 8.
Clause 9 (.objects) .
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-This
,clause deals with the formation of community settlement societies with the
.object of settling and retaining people
on the land. The Rural Finance Corporation was established to finance
,people to go on the land. We have
received so little infQrmation about this
Bill, and particularly about this clause
that I should like the Minister of Education to inform me whether the functions
.of the proposed societies will be superiQr
to those of the Rural Finance Corporation. Apparently this Bill took a great
deal of selling, because we witnessed the
unusual spectacle of four back bench
,members of the Government supporting
it. One of those members stated that
the main purpose of the Bill was to
enable people tQ settle on the land.
Under the measure, a committee is to
be formed, possibly for the purpose of
investigating the suggested societies,
and it will recommend to the Treasurer
of the day whether the applications are
genuine or worthy of consideration.
Is it the intention of the Government to
make it easier for people to setNe on
the land than would be possible under
the rules that govern the' Rural Finance
Corporation? I do not believe that the
interest rate charged to members of
community settlement societies will be
lower than that charged by the Rural
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Finance Corporation. The only difference is that those who borrow money by
the former method will have the backing of th'e Government and be under
departmental supervision. Possibly, the
Government intends to permit citizens'
to settle on the land without capital,
whereas the Rural Finance Corporation
insists on the potential settler having
some capital, at least.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That will be the case
under this Bill also.
Mr. TURNBULL.-I think the Government would be treading on dangerous
ground if it were to back potential
settlers who lack experience. In those
circumstances, it is almost certain that
the Government would be called upon to
meet its guarantee.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).I shall be interested to learn from the
Minister of Education how he proposes
to implement the Government's plan of
settling citizens on the land under this
Bill, particularly in the light of the
fa'ct that it has failed to i'mplement the
poUcy of soldier settlement. To-day,
there are from 7,000 to 8,000 returned
soldiers who want to be settled on the
land. Moreover, the Government has on
the Notice Paper the Land Settlement
Bill, which will deal expressly with the
matrter of settling on the land persons
over the age of eighteen years. There
is also in operation the Rural Finance
Corporation, which is prepared to make
finance available to those who are deserving. Further, in the terms of this Bill,
it is proposed to place on the land members of community settlement societies.
I ask: Who will comprise those societies?
Further, how will the land be acqui'red?
What security of tenure will the
societies have? Will they have indivj.~ual rights of freehold ownership, or
w111 they have perpetual leases of the
character referred to in the Land
Settlement Bill? These are matt~rs upon
which citizens-particularly those who
have been clamouring for years to be
settled on the land-are entHled to be
furnished with information.
I am wondering who gave the Government the germ of the idea to place
on the land members O'f community
settlement societies. It must have been
someone who is vitaHy interested in the
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matter for the Bill to' have been braught
forward at this late period of the session.
Is the Government of the opinion that
returned saldiers cannot produce crops
as well as can members of community
settlement societies? Daes. it believe
that members of those societies will be
able to attain better production figures
than persans over eighteen years of age,
pravided for under the terms of the
Land Settlement Bill? The Soldier
Settlement Cammission is at present
bagged down and there are many
returned soldiers who are awaiting
settlement. Yet, the Government has
had the audacity to' bring down a Bill
which has as its abject the settlement
of communities on the land. Why? The
prapasal savaurs of bringing cauntry
folk back to canditians of peasantry.
Oppasitian members object to' this provis'ion, and desire further infarmation
concerning it.
.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 10 to 13.
Clause 14 (Credit societies-Objects).
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I believe
the Government is delving into domestic
matters by including this clause, which
pravides a means far members of credit
sacieties to' purchase furniture and
hausehald equipment.
It ·must b,e
remembered that we are part of the
State af Victaria and that the Gavernment shauld be thinking af bigger issues
than to' autharize the formation of
sacieties for this purpase. Who can
say whether the furniture to be
purchased is necessary or otherwise?
Should a society enable citizens to buy
furni1ture of a luxurious character,
which is not a necessity? Why the
Government should countenance an
undertaking of this character is beyond
my comprehension. I believe that the
practice will aggravate inflatian, because
citizens will have maney made available
to' them wi,th which to campete with
each other for the purchase of commodities that are in short supply.
I express my disgust that such
a provisian has been included in the
Bill.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-I do not mind the honorable
member for Korong expressing his disgust. Possibly the scope af the provision is so wide that the honorable
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member is incapable af appreciating all
that it envisages.
There are certain
clauses in this Bill that are coupled with
the principle of ca-operative housing.
Nearly every member of this House is
proud of his association with co-aperative housing societies.
I emphasize,
however, that there comes a time when
a hame builder, whO' has purchased a
black af land, finds himself unable to
proceed with the intended structure because he is unable to' secure a 10'an until
the frame is erected. In thase circumstances, under the terms af this Bill,
that home builder may be given an
advance until such time as the frame
is erected. The han arable member far
Sheppartan, in the caurse af his speech,
made great play on the difference between ca-aperative housing and the kind
af co-aperatian that is pravided far
under this Bill.
If the Government were to' bring
"halus balus" intO' this measure the
terms af the New South Wales legislatian, it wauld incarparate, as an integral part af the Bill, the pravisians af
the ca-aperative housing scheme that
abtains in that State. As a matter af
fact, ca-aperatian started in New Sauth
Wales, with ca-aperative housing, in
1901. All af the ather features were
introduced in 1923. Ca-aperative hausing is a part af the Ca-operatian Act af
New Sauth Wales. As a matter af fact,
cansiderable pressure was braught to
bear on this Government to make the
Ca-aperatian Bill a consalidated measure.
The reason why the Gavernment did nat
adapt that caurse was that ca-aperative
hausing was already raIling alang. The
Gavernment hapes that money will be
released by lending autharities, to' enable additianal sacieties to' be registered. With the passage of this Bill, the
Gavernment will bring into operatian
anly three features of it; the remainder
will be intraduced an a date to' be
proclaimed.
The Government daes nat desire to'
stap the future develapment af caoperative hausing sacieties. I emphasize that there is nO' difference between
the principles af ca-operative housing
and thase of other societies covered by
this measure. It sa happens that one
type of society is separated from the
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other by reason of its priority of introColonel LEGGATT.-We have nothing
duction into this State. I claim that against trust investment societies.
the Government of the day made a Quite a number have been formed by
great mistake in not enacting the whole people who know something about
of the provisions of the New South shares and similar investments.
Wales Co-operation Act, instead of inMr. CAIN.-There is nothing new in
troducing only one portion of it, namely, this measure about investment societies.
that relating to co-operative housing
Colonel LEGGATT.-The clause now
societies. Many of the features of this
under
consideration deals with those
Bill might not appeal to the honorable
member for Korong. Some of his views do societies. I do not understand why there
not appeal to me either. I have reared should be any such provision, because
a family and, luckily, I own my own a c9-operative society is formed of memhome and furniture. I know of many bers who desire to invest their money
folk, however, who do not want to and have possibly appointed a' manager
approach the problem of time payment. for that purpose. What do those memwith a limit of 48 per cent., and they bers know about investments in stocks,
would welcome the opportunity to avail shares, and so forth? This provision
themselves of an advance from a credit does not seem to me to be quite the type
society of the type tha t has been re- needed for a co-operative society. All
ferred to by the honorable members for other matters mentioned could well be
Essendon and Clifton Hill.
If the dealt with by a co-operative society but
honorable member for Footscray wert! investments would be a question for
in the Chamber, he could speak con- trained persons having experience, not
vincingly of his lifetime of experience for a number of society members who
in credit unions in hard times and good wish their money to be invested. If I
periods.
Those unions have been of desired to invest I should not approach
a co-operative society; I should go to
great benefit to their members.
a broker.
If a workman returns to a job on a
Mr. CAIN.-If you were in Britain you
Monday morning and finds that his tools
have been stolen during the preceding would put tYour savings into the coweek-end, he may be granted an advance operative and receive a better return
by a credit society of which he is a than you would from a bank.
Colonel LEGGATT.-I should be able
member, to enable him to purchase the
bare necessities of tools 'that will en- to obtain a better return than I could
able him to resume his avocation on the get from a bank by investing elsewhere
following day. I do not think there is than in a co-operative society. The
any great danger in that principle. members of a society have a say in the
Nothing nove] is contained in the management of it, and most of them who
measure, because the principle of co- required money to be invested would not
have the necessary technical knowledge
operation is at least 109 years old.
The clause was agreed to, as were to take action themselves.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-My
clauses 15 to 18.
remarks
will really be by way of an
Clause 19 (Investment societiesinquiry of the Minister, in the hope that
objects).
I shall provoke a response. It appears
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).- that these investment societies may be
The Minister of Education said that formed to acquire shares in any society,
there were three investment societies in to acquire any marketable security, to
New South Wales. I can understand invest in any securities authorized by
all the other provisions in the Bill con- law for the investment of trust funds
cerning co-operative societies, but I and to do all such things for the mutual
cannot understand the necessity for the benefit and advantage of their members
establishment of an investment society. as are prescribed by regulation. That
Mr. CAIN.-The establishment of such is an extraordinarily wide power of insocieties is a Conservative policy in vestment. I should like to know whether
Great Britain.
it is the view of the Government that
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this provision authorizes a society formed with societies of this kind, there will
under the measure to invest in prac- not be assets in the form of real estate,
tically anything that can be called a land titles, and the like, as would be
" security," which term is about as wide offered as security for guarantees in other
as anyone can formulate to define any cases. The Treasurer is not bound to
means of investment in shares, stocks, guarantee any assistance, a fact which
bonds, debentures, and so on. All these is apparent from the use of the words
provisions must be considered in the light " the Treasurer may."
of the fact that these societies are liable
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-I realize that.
to be guaranteed by the Government or
by the State. It appears to me that the
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Quite so; the honorState will become liable for any invest- able member for Malvern appreciates the
ment which the governing bodies of these posi tion even better than I do. My
societies care to take up. Despite tpe advisers are of opinion that the societies
apparent lack of interest by Minis- formed under this measure will be of a
terialists in this question, I feel it is type in respect of which a guarantee
right that it should be made clear to would not be required.
the Committee-if it is a fact-that we
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Then why not exare authorizing these societies, with
Government backing by way of clude them from the guarantee provision?
guarantee, to invest in whatever they
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There is the possiwish to invest in.
bility of other money becoming available
Mr. CAIN.-We· have been backing . to co-operative societies when it wou!d
them for years. For a long time we not be available in the nonnal way. Many
have backed the Kyabram and Ardmona a person desiring to invest money is
companies. I backed them the other day not greatly attracted to a co-operative
store. He may not trade there and therefor £100,000.
fore
would not obtain the benefit nf
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-The Premier is
bonuses based on purchase. On the other
not preserving that unruffled calm hand, an interested man in an industrial
which is usually characteristic of him. district may have plenty of money LO
The fact is that I am not talking about invest, and I suggest that the avenue
fruit preserving co-operative societies,
indica ted by this measure is one he may
but about enabling societies formed under consider.
An Englishman who has
this measure to invest in anything they migrated to this country and has, say a
like. If the Government ·has been pro- married brother or sister in a coviding guarantees for years in certain operative store, is keen to realize that
instances, it is time that policy was
sometimes the store needs finance. An
reviewed.
investment society can take shares in the
Mr. CAIN.-Many Liberal Governments co-operative society. These investments
have not reviewed it.
would be attractive to any single person
who
wished to obtain a better rate ojf
!Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-I care nothing
for what Liberal Governments have or interest on his money than is paid by
have not done in the past. We are now the savings bank. A few societies have
considering a clause which will enable been fonned in New South Wales, but
these societies to invest in whatever the great demand and need to-day in all
manner they like. If the investment co-operatives throughout the world is for
proves to be unsatisfactory, the liability additional capital. While there are i~
will fall on the Government. I ask the vestors who put their money into other
Minister whether that is the purpose of forms of securities, it is possible that they
the clause, and if it is we may consider have additional funds and that they may
be inclined to invest them in the shares
it from that angle.
of co-operative societies.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of EducaMr. BLOOOMFIELD.-What effect would
tion).-In my opinion, the type of society
in question would be one regarding which there be on the Commonwealth income
the Treasurer would exercise his right tax in respect of other societies in which
and not grant a guarantee. In connexion shares are held by the investor?
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-I do not know and any case, it will have to pay 5 per cent.
the State has no say in the matter. The Its overdraft. therefore, may not exist,
Commonwealth can alter its income tax but if it does surely the Government
laws to suit itself. I think that in respect would not give the bank a guarantee.
of co-operatives in New South Wales or
Mr. SHEPHERD.-There would not be
elsewhere in Australia it is laid down
any
loan raised by a society to warrant
that unless 90 per cent. of the business
is done between the members of the a guarantee.
Mr. WHATELY.-Exactly. This type
societies, the benefits of income tax
remissions or concessions are not avail- of society would never seek a loan and
able to the societies. In my view, the still less a Government guarantee. Why
matter would depend entirely on what not exclude it and any other society of a
proportion of certain securities was the similar kind from the guarantee prosubject of investment. It is possible that vision in the Bill?
the societies would gain remissions
Mr. SHEPHERD.-If we want to give a
by taking out Government bonds, . as
guarantee you say we should not, and if
could be done under the relevant Act. we do not want to give one you say
The question is broader than that of
that we should.
co-operation; it is one of taxation and
Mr. WHATELY.-If it is proposed to
does not concern the State. In the Commonwealth sphere, it is provided that give guarantees to such societies it will
persons who form such societies as be obvious that that will be done only
those envisaged by this measure would when the directors have lost money and
be subject to the Commonwealth income . when there are no assets. Noone would
tax law, as companies are. Three pretend that the Government would
societies were formed in New South guarantee the banks against the losses
Wales but whether early or late I am arising from unfortunate investments of
unable to say. In England there is a a society. It has been mentioned in this
very common system of lending money debate several times that some of the
trust fund assets are considerably less
to the co-operative movement.
than the members originally subscribed
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.---Is it guaranteed by -that is, based on present market value.
If that can occur with expert superthe Government?
vision it can occur with an amateur
Mr. SHEPHERiD.----N 0, I do not think group. The question is essentially one of
there is any need for that.
bad drafting. The money-lending type
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-As I asked you of society ought to be excluded from the
previously, why not exclude the societies right of borrowing money----even if it is
able to borrow-and certainly from any
from the guarantee provision?
possibility of some Government, all the
Mr. SHEPHERD.----In effect they are members of which may not be "clean
all excluded, since the Treasurer " may" potatoes," being able to bolster up a
grant a guarantee if he is satisfied. He bankrupt society at the expense of the
may probably be satisfied that he need State.
not guarantee an investment society or
The clause was agreed to, as were
a credit society.
clauses 20 and 21.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-What
Clause 22 (Components of Associathe Minister has said draws attention to tion).
the loose drafting of the Bill. In paraColonel LEGGATT (Mornington).graph (c) of clause 19 the investment The Opposition objects to the clauses
societies are entitled to invest in any relating to the formation Q1f associations
security authorized by law for the invest- and unions. My remarks at the moment
ment of trust funds. If they do that they are directed really to clauses 22 to 27.
may secure a return of about 41 per' It is in these clauses that members of
cent., but no more. Surely an invest- the Opposition consider there is a great
ment society will not borrow money. In danger. The granting of assistance in
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the registration of co-operative societies
and so forth is something to which no
objection can be taken, but a different
principle is involved in connexion with
the formal1:ion of associations
of
co-operative societies and also of unions
consisting of a number of associations.
1 cannot understand the attitude of the
Labour party when it advocates this
system of monopolies and cartels. The
same principle was applied in the lottery
legislation, and it is being repeated now.

Bill.

which it becomes a component member
or which joins with it or takes shares
in it." The effect of that clause is that
a foreign society can qualify to become
a member of an association merely by
taking shares in another society. The
principle of control by unions destroys
the basic character of the system of
co-operative societies.

Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The honorable member appears
to be unduly worried concerning the
The rank and file of members may effect of the formation of associations
control the individual societies, but they and unions. I point out that in New
will actually lose that control by reason South Wales there exists only one union
of the opera1tion of the associations and which covers the prune-growers in
unions, because those higher bodies will that State. The share capital of that
direct what is to be done. Associa tions union is only £3,000.
The printed
must consist of co-operative societies of reports indicate ·that its "other funds"
the same type, but that restriction does amount to £23,147, external liabilities,
not apply in the formation of unions of £3,385; its assets, fixed and non-trading,
associations. Therefore, one union could amount to £4,858, while " other assets"
control all the co-operative societies that. total £24,674. The turnover for the
may be formed under the authority of twelve months covered by the last report
this Bill. That is a dangerous principle, amounted to £104,000.
because it nullifies the democratic conI point out that, in comparison, the
trol that may be exercised in the formation and management of the individual turnover of one co-operative society in
Newcastle was for .that year more than
societies.
£1,500,000. Therefore the union, about
Power is to be given to a union "to which members of the Opposition have
raise money on loan for any objects of such fear, is not as dangerous as They
the union." It may also" make advances consider it could be. The total liabilities
to its component associations and of the nineteen associations that operate
societies." The power of the purse is in New South Wales amount to £162,000.
all-important. I:f the unions have that The turnover of those associations for
power, they will be able to exercise one year totalled £1,431,000. It is preposcontrol over the associations and, there- terous to suggest that any danger could
fore, over the individual societies. I arise from the operation of a union as
direct attention to clause 25, which proposed in the Bill. The Opposition is
provides thatunduly worried about insignificant
The objects of an association may include features of the proposed legislation.
the acquisition by purchase or otherwise of
shares in any other assodation or in any
union or in any foreign association, or in
any society or company which is incorporated in Victoria and which has undertaken in consideration of such acquisit,ion
to render special services to the association,
and may also include the joining with any
such other association, union, foreign
association, society or company as aforesaid
in any operations authorized by its rules.

The next clause sets out the nature of
a " foreign association." It is one which
may be registered anywhere in or out of
Victoria. Its only limitation is that it
must have objects "substantially the
same as ·those of the associa tion of
ColoneZ Leggatt.

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 23 to 30.
Clause 31 (Formation of societies).
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).J direct attention to sub-clause (8) of
this clause which gives the registrar
power to refuse the registration of a
society on the advice of the advisory
council. Sub-clause (9) provides thatN otwi thstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this section an association or union may be formed and registered in accordance with regulations made
in that behalf.
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Clause 56 (Contracts).
registration of a co-operative society may
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).be refused if the registrar of the Without studying the Bill in detail, I
advisory council considers that the func- noticed that sub-clause (4) of this clause
tions and services which the proposed reads as follows- ,
society is designed to discharge may be
Any contract which, if made between
adequately undertaken by any existing private persons would by law Ibe valid,
although made by parol only and not
society or organization. That is pushing reduced
into writing, may be made by
control too far. That is not right or parol on behalf of the society by any perdemocratic. In the view of the Opposi- son acting under the express or implied
authority of the society, and .the contract
tion the provision is objectionable.
may in the same way be varied or disMr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The charged.
fact that the registration of a union can- I think it is dangerous in a society to
not be prevented is the reason for much ha ve oral con tracts; any contracts should
of the objection raised by members of be made in writing. It is rather danthe Opposition. It is interesting to have gerous to allow parol contracts where
the information from the Minister that it may be difficult to prove or disprove
in New South Wales little use has been a thing. Where a society has an officer
made of the provision for the formation acting for it surely there should be a
of unions, but the fact remains :that limi t on the amount of the contract to
unions can be formed to consist of any be entered il)to by parol.
types of associations. By a combination
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educaof associations of different kinds there tion) .-1 appreciate the point raised by
could be one union controlling all the the honorable member. As I }lave not'
co-operative societies in the State. It is a .grip of law, I should like to discuss
no answer to the objection raised by the the matter with my advisers. If it is
Opposition to say that in New South considered necessary we shall submit an
Wales only one small union has been amendment when the Bill is in the
formed.
Legislative Council.
A union will work through the associaThe clause was agre,ed to as were
tions right down to the individual clauses 57 to 61.
societies and that principle, together
Clause 62 (Dealings with ~embers and
with the control that can be exercised by applicants) .
the Government by virtue of its financial
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).guarantees, constitutes a serious objec- r notice that -at the end of sub-clause
tion to this type of legislation. It con- (1) of this clause it is statedstitutes a threat to the principle of
any sum payable as aforesaid shall for
democracy. It is not correct to say that the purposes of section 45 of this Act be
deemed to be a debt due from the member
the Opposition has been inconsistent in to
the society.
its approach to the subject. It praises Apparently the sum may be stopped out
the democratic conduct of individual co- of money due to him and there will not
operatives, but it opposes the other be any necessity to go to law.
objectionable features which will nullify
Mr. SHEPHERD.-'What would happen
any democratic features which may be if there were not sufficient money to meet
inherent in the scheme.
the debt?
The clause was agreed to, as were
Colonel LEGGATT. - Probably the
clauses 32 to 37.
SOCiety would wait until there was
Clause 38 (Distribution of surplus, enough. If a SUbstantial sum were involved the matter might reach the court.
&c.).
In court, it -is generally considered not to
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-' be the right thing to have such a proI am pleased to note that sub-clause (5) vision in a contract.
of this clause provides for incentive payThe clause was agreed to, as were
ments to employees of a society even clauses
63 to 90.
though they are not members of one of
Progress was reported.
those bodies.
It was ordered that the Bill be further
Clauses 38 to 55 were agreed to.
considered in Com-m~ttee later this day.
Session 1952-53.-[116]
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Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Educacation).-I moveThat the Order .of the House making
the consideration of a report from the
Committee of the Whole House, that it is
expedient that an appropriation be made
£rom the Consolidated Revenue for the pur'Poses of the Co-operation Bill an Order of
the Day for tomorrow, be read and rescinded, and that it be made an Order of
the Day for this day.
The motion was agreed to.
The Or.der of the Day fOT the consideration of the report of the resolution
from the Committee of the Whole House
was read.
The resolution was agreed to by the
House.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of the Bill.
Clauses 91 to 93 were agreed to.
Olause 94 (Power rto Treasurer to
guarantee societies indebtedness to
bank, &c.).
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).The Opposition has made itself clear as
10 the parts of the Bill which its members dislike. We just register our objection to a Government guarantee being
given unnecessarily to the societies. We
agree with the formation of these
organizations, but we feel that at the
present stage there is no necessity for
the provision of any Government
guarantee.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I should like an assurance from the
Minister of Education that the funds of
the State Savings Bank will not be
unduly used under this clause. I regret
that some of us are perturbed concerning rumours that the Commissioners of
that bank have seen fit perhaps not of
their own volition, to make available
funds for the State Electricity Commission. I regret that an honorable member
on the Government side of the Chamber
referred during the debate to savings
bank funds in this connexion. It is
essential that the confidence of depositors
In the State Savings Bank be not
weakened in any way. If State Savings
Bank funds are to be used for the
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development of such things as investments involving dabbling in speculati\7e
shares and the like, great danger to public
confidence in the security of savings
deposited in the State Savings Bank will
ensue. r should like the Minister of
Education to give an assurance that as
far as this Government is concernedhe cannot bind future GovernmentsState Savings Bank funds will be sacrosanct, and its depositors need have no
fear that their deposits will be diverted
to assist speculative granting of credit to
co-oper.ative societies.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The State Savings Bank of Victoria enjoys a very high reputation; so
high that the people voluntarily deposit
their money with the bank. The Commissioners of the bank are men of integrity who have been selected by various
Governments to carry out the bank's
charter and to control its destiny.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Has any of the
State Savings Bank's money gone to the
State Electricity Commission?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Possibly it has, but
I have no details. This Government or any
Government would be unwise to interfere
w:ith the control of the State Savings
Bank by its. Commissioners. One Leader
of a party in this House broached the
question not very long ago; he is not in
this House to-day. The Government does
not intend to interfere with the control
of the State Savings Bank in any way.
Mr. WHATELy.-Has it not done
already?

~o

Mr. SHEPHERD.-I.am certain it has
not.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I suggest the
Minister of Education should examine
some files.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I do not understand
the honorable member for Barwon. The
Government wiil not interfere with the
State Savings Bank in its private business. The bank has assisted the Government, as have the Commonwealth Savings
Bank and the associated banks; the
Treasurer has announced .such assistance
from time to time in the House.
Mr. CAIN.-They have done so because
they have confidence in the Government.
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Mr.
SHEPHERD.-The
Government trusts that investment in any
building society or co-operative society
formed under this legislation, or any
private undertaking, will be dealt with
exclusively by the bank on its merits.
TPe claus~ was agreed to, as were
clauses 95 to 115.
Clause 116 (Regulations).
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).This is probably the most important
clause in the Bill. It gives the Governor
in "Council power to make regulations of any description concerning the
subject matter of the Bill. It is a
dangerous provision, similar to that
which has been included in many Bills
of this nature. I strongly protest against
the possibility of all of the other 115
clauses in the Bill being nullified by some
regula tion made by the Governor in
Council. While the present Government
is in power, no doubt such regulations
will be made in accordance with its
wishes, but even from the Government's
point of view, this clause may be a twoedged sword. The clause could quite
easily be omitted without affecting the
Government's intention. The making of
regulations under a clause such as this
really places power in the hands of the
head of a Department.
Even the
Premier knows that the clause may ultimately react against the Government
when he is no longer at its head, and in
view of its danger I suggest it might be
deleted in the other House.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).No greater objections to this type of
clause have ever been voiced in the House
than those uttered in past days by
members of the party which now constitutes the Government. The Premier
will recall that on every occasion when
a clause similar to this concluded a Bill,
his illustrious predecessor, the late
George Michael Prendergast, Labour
party Leader and Premier of the State,
vehemently objected to what he termed
government by regulation. I trust that
the Minister of Education will not plead
precedent as a justification for this
clause. I recall a debate in the House
some years ago when it was suggested
that organizations having power to make
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regulations under various Acts would
defer their promulgation until Parliament rose at about this time of the year.
For example, if the House did not meet
until the month of June, would regulations become effective and operative
in the interim and be actually functioning while Parliament was in recess? If
that is so, I object, as did the late George
Michael Prendergast, and for the same
reason.
Accepting the concili&.tory
spirit of the Minister of Education, I
ask him whether it would not be possible to have regulations promulgated
when the House was not in session, tn.us
presenting the House with a fait
accompli six months later. I ask the
Minister to consider introducing an
amendment in the other House that
no such regulations shall become
effective until a lapse of fourteen days
after their presen ta tion to the House
then in session.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-The Governm"ent cannot consider
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Brighton to delete clause 116 from
the Bill. The honorable member has not
asked for the removal of references ,to
regulations in other clauses. Division 3
of the Bill is an exact replica of section
84 of Act No. 5055 relating to cooperative housing. I would be insincere
if I suggested that consideration might
be given to the proposal of the honorable member for Brighton in another
place. The Government does not intend
to alter the procedure which has been
operating successfully in respect of regulations made under the Co-operative
Housing Societies Act.
Regulations
under the proposed legislation would
become effective in the same way as
regulations under that Act.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-And with the
same evil potential.
.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That would never
enter the mind of this Government.
There is some dispute as to whether
members receive more information
regarding regulations when the House ic;
sitting than when it is not.
Brigadier TOVELL.-When the House is
sitting, members can take action in
relation to regulations.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-It is not the
intention of the Government to suggest
.a variation of the clause, which is
consistent with the usual practice.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was repoI'ted to the House
without amendment.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a third time.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).~The
attitude of the Opposition towards the
Bill was largely governed by the fact
that it was bludgeoned through the
House with indecent haste. The principles of the Bill are important. We
believe in co-operation, and in other
parts of the world private enterprise
has thrived side by side with co-operative enterprises; there is wide scope for
both systems. 1 protest strongly at the
Bill not being given the consideration
that its importance deserves and, as the
honorable member for Barwon pointed
out, its potential for evil. The Opposition has had no opportunity of dealing
with this BiH in a proper manner and
complete information has not been submitted. Our protest is based largely on
the attitude of the Government towards
the Bill.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Minister of Education).-1 thank the Opposition for
having assisted the Government in the
passage of the Bill. There has been
criticism, and Opposition members have
the right to express their views. 1 thank
all members who participated in the
debate.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a third time.
MOTOR-CAR (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November
25) on the motion of Mr. Cain (Premier
and Treasurer) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposit'ion).-The Premier limited the scope of
the debate on this Bill when he
announced that the legislation was being
re-en/acted for one year only, and that
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during the period he would consider
whether it would be re-enacted again.
If that was done, the Premier said that
he would examine the incidence of the
revenue and the way in whicll it would
be expended. The original measure was
introduced by the McDonald Government and has operated for two years.
This is bad legislation because it is not
equitable. The revenue is derived on
the transfer of ownership of motor
vehicles by sale. We reach the farcical
situation that a 1928 or 1929 model car
of a certain horsepower and weight costs
more on its sale in the way of the
transfer fee than a new Holden. The
vehicle may be valued at £100 and can be
used only for running about a fal'm,
yet the people transacting its sale have
to pay a higher fee than the amount
paid for the purchase of a new vehicle.
J?1at is wrong in princi'ple.
As 1 have already said, the Premier
has agreed to consider this matter.
.Possibly the reason why the sum was
included in the Budget this year was
because the Premier had just returned
from his visit to the Coronation and
had not sufficient time to look into this
matter. The sum anticipated to be
derived from the imposition of this
transfer fee is £400,000, which is a
colossal amount to be paid on the
transfer of motor vehicles, both new and
secondhand. The Government is anxious
to increase motor registration fees by
33i per cent. while it is deriving a vast
sum from persons transferring the
ownership of vehicles.
Mr. CAIN.-An increase in registration
fees would be more just than the imposition of this transfer fee.
Mr. BOLTE.-That depends on how
the revenue is used. The money derived
under this Bill is paid into Consolidated
Revenue. The Government suggested an
increase in registration fees because it
said that the Country Roads Board was
short of money and needed the extra
finance to maintain our roads. The sum
raised under the Bill is used for general
purposes. 1 think back-bench supporters
of the Government were wise, otherwise
the Government would have increased
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motor registration fees while receiving
£400,000 under this Bill, which would not
be used for the purposes of the Country
Roads Board. Motor users object to
increased fees but their objection is
stified somewhat if the money is used
to maintain and improve the roads.
The Treasurer is in a happy position
this year. As the Leader of the Country
party and I have previously pointed out,
the Government will have about
£11,000,000 more than was available to
the previous Government. Revenue will
be derived from the entertainments tax,
land tax and other taxing measures, and
that will supplement the Budget. The
Treasurer anticipates a small surplus but
r believe there will be a considerable surplus. Of course, this Bill is good politics.
The Government has been in office for
one year. Next year it will reach the
cautionary stage and then the Premier
will say "We will lift the fee charged
on the transfer of motor vehicles." We
must not forget: that the £400,000 to be
raised under this Bill will have been used
for general purposes.
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from motor registration is spent through
the Country Roads Board, the Opposition
will strenuously oppose any suggestion
to increase motor registration fees.
However, if all the available funds are
so utilized, the Opposition would not
have the same weight of argument in
opposing a proposed increase in registration fees and it would consider the
proposal on its merits.
The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria said that it WOUld fight any suggestion to increase registration fees, and
that body based its opposition on the
fact that the money now being derived
from road users is not being utilized for
road maintenance. For the time being
the Opposition is prepared to accept the
Premier's assurance that the additional
registration fees will continue to be paid
into Consolidated Revenue pending his
review of the whole matter. I suggest
to the Premier that if, next year, it is
decided to continue the additional impost, the extra money derived should be
allotted for the purposes of the work
of the Country Roads Board.

ACCOrding to press reports, the
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).Premier consistently contends that the I firmly believe that the funds received
Federal Government is treating this State from the extra registration fees should
unjustly in its reimbursement from the be used for the purpose for which
petrol tax. The Minister of Public they were originally intended, that is,
Works made a sane approach to the for the construction and maintenance of
problem. He was reported as having roads. I realize that I can be accused
said that although he agreed that the of having introduced the original legi3Sta te received insufficient money from lation, but I remind the House ,that the
the Federal petrol tax, we should con- financial position of the State has comsider our own position. The Minister pletely changed since that time. The
said that in Victoria money derived from Victorian Government now has millions
the roads was not being spent on the of pounds more than had the previous
Government.
It is useless for the
maintenance of those roads.
Until Government to contend that it has no
all money so derived is made avail- more money for expenditure on roads.
able
for
the
construction
and The Premier is well aware that, as is
maintenance of roads in this State, indicated in his Budget figures, he will
there should be no criticism of the have about £9,000,000 more this year
Federal Government which, it is con- than was available to the State last year.
tended, is withholding money from this
Another fact is that he does not have
State. People in glass houses should not
to meet a deficit of £2,500,000 as did the
throw stones. Until the Government Government of which I was leader. In
spends on the construction and main- my opinion, the Premier is not sincere,
'tenance of our highways the money that as this year he has budgeted for a suris derived from road users, it is not in plus. He has dipped deeper into the
a position to complain of the reimburse- barrel than has any previous Governments that are being received from the ment
At the 'same time he is
petrol tax. Until all the money received cheeseparing in his allocations to
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municipalities. It has been stated that
the Premier has not made the usual
grants to cultural socieNes and movements.

retrospective provision and to the action
of the Government in depriving the
Country Roads Board of much-needed
funds.

Mr. CAIN.-That is true, because I have
not got the money.

If this Bill is not passed, the additional

DODGSHUN
(Rainbow).Mr.
Although the Country party was responsible for this legislation, conditions at
the time of its introduction were vastly
different from those that now obtain.
The finances of the State were in a
parlous condition and it was necessary
to find sufficient money to carryon.
However, the principle embodied in such
legislation is bad from more than one
angle. First, in my opinion, motor
vehicles in Victoria are being taxed off
the road. Registration fees, particularly
for commercial vehicles, are extremely
heavy; third-party insurance is increasing year by year, as also is comprehensive insurance. Those who earn their
livelihood from the operations of motor
vehicles must of necessity make a provision of several pounds a week before
they obtain anything for their own sustenance. That is one ground on which
we oppose this measure. The McDonald
Government provided that the operation
of the legislation should be for a period
of two years, because the then Treasurer
believed that there could be no great
al tera tion of our finances wi thin tha t
.period. The Government surmised that
in two years' time conditions might have
improved and there would be no necessity
for a continuance of the legislation. As
a matter of fact, r think when the
previous Treasurer presented his last
Budget he then stated that it would be
reviewed in twelve months' time.

registration fees would revert to the
Country Roads Board fund. The Government is not short of funds, yet it is taking away from the Country Roads Board
a considerable amount of much-needed
revenue.
The previous Government
agreed that the payment of the additional
fees into Consolidated· Revenue should
cease at 30th June of this year. At this
la te stage of the financial year the
Government has decided to re-enact that
provision to continue the payment of the
additional
fees
into
Consolidated
Revenue, thus depriving the Country
Roads Board of £400,000. I object to the

As the honorable member for Mornington has said, the provisions of this Bill
will be retrospective for several months.
If this measure had not been introduced,
the fees derived from the transfer of
motor vehicles would have reverted to
the Country Roads Board, which, in the
opinion of the Country party, is the
correct place for it. I was not in favour
of· the proposal to increase transfer fees·
on motor vehicles as I considered it to be
a c~se of expediency. Prior to the
operation of this legislation, the fee for
the transfer of ownership was 2s. 6d., ann

Mr. McDONALD.-In my opinion, the
Government cannot justify a continuation of this legislation, as I believe it
has the financial resources to permit of
the additional registration fees being
used for the purpose for which they were
originally intended. My objection to
the Bill is based on the fact that the
Government has the financial resources,
and it is not justified in submitting this
Bill to Parliament. It should have permitted the additional revenue to be used
by the Country Roads Board.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).Both clauses. of this Bill are objectionable. The measure is entirely unnecessary and the time of the House should
not have been wasted by its introduction, particularly at this late hour of the
sitting. It amends section 8 of the principal Act, which was passed in 1951,
imposing additional motor registration
fees, which are unnecessary.
The
Government should review the legislation. If it did, it would see that its
continuance was unnecessary. Sub-section (5) of section 8 of the principal Act
providesNotwithstanding anything in the Country
Roads Act until the 30th June, 1953 all
moneys received from additional registration fees under this section shall be paid
into and form part of the Consolidated
Revenue.
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was imposed in an endeavour to cover
administrative expenses. My opinion is
that as soon as the State is financially
sound the fee should revert to that sum,
and that this legislat,ion should not be
continued as a taxing measure. There
are other ways in which the Country
Roads Boards could be provided for.
The Leader of the Country party has
already exp!essed the view that the
Government has more money this year
than any other Government in the history
of Victoria has had to spend. We consider that measures such as this are
irksome and pinprJcking and should be
removed from the statute-book as soon
as possible. The continuation of this
legislation, which contains many anomalies, is an impost on those people who
wish to own motor-cars. It has already
b~en pointed out that a person purchasing
and old motor-car pays on the same ratio
as one buying a new model car. There
is no equity in such an arrangement,
and the sooner it is abolished the better.
The Premier has replied to one or two
objections which have been referred to
me, and he has .stated that the matter
will be reviewed in twelve months' time.
Municipalities throughout the State are
experiencing difficulty in balancing their
ledgers. The same position applies to
the Country Roads Board on which
authority the municipalities are dependent for the main part of 'their funds.
Municipalities consistently have objected
to this type of legislation. In my
opinion, the sooner all fees relating to
motor cars revert to the Country Roads
Board the better it will be. As a representative of the Country party, I
emphasize emphatically that we will
oppose this Bill.

Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The
honorable member for Rainbow has reminded the House of the circumstances
in which the principal Act was passed.
As he said, it was absolutely necessary
for the Government <to raise more money
to reduce a serious deficit. However,
another facet of the matter has not yet
been mentioned. Two or three years
ago, various firms and private users
with considerable need of motor-cars
of power and durability had orders
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placed for American cars and other
heavier types of motor vehicles, but
some persons who obtained delivery
did not seem to have the urgent need for
them as was first suggested, because
many cars in comparatively new condition changed hands. It appeared as
though some peop'le were making easy
money by 'Selling cars, especially of
American make, after a few months' use,
by receiving a higher price than they had
paid for them. It was in those circumstances that the advisers to the Government of the day said, "You can reduce
your deficit by making use 0'£ that field,
and you will not do any harm to the
financial structure or to the cost of living.
Here is a specia'l and te'mporary
field."
So it was that the transfer
fee of a car of, say, 21 horse-power
was raised 21 times; the' transfer
fee was made 2s. 6d. a horse-power in
Heu of 'a 't'otal transfer fee of 2s. 6d. That
situation, however, has changed considerably in the last two years or more, and
people are now sel'ling cars because they
have a genuine 'replacement need. They
desire to get rid of old models as they did
pre-war. Certainly, the easy money that
was obtained by seUing new cars has
disappeared, or has been greatly reduced.
Although the Country party Government was responsible for this ,legislation.
in the circumstances it was one of the
best measures that could have been introduced. The need for 'reducing a deficit,
however, has now disappeared, cmd the
sum of £400,000 i's being grasped by a
Government which appears to be using
the money largely for the sake o~ political
advantage, primarily in the c'ity. I believethat there is strong objection by all
municipalities, both metropolitan and
urban, to the Country Roads Board being
deprived of its ordinary and just receipts.
Further, s'ince the ea'Sy money to which
I have referred has disappeared, the
transfer fee should be reduced to the
figure that obtained two and a half years
ago, namely a flat fee of 2s. 6d. or even
a fee of 5s. would me'et the presen t
situation. It is disappointing to find that
it is proposed to continue the transfer
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fee on motor vehicles at the old heavy
rate and that the diversion from the
Country Roads Board to Consolidated
Revenue is persisted in despite the fact
that the Government is in an advantageous financial position.
Mr. STffiLING (Swan Hill) .-This
legislation
was
introduced in an
endeavour to provide extra revenue. In
1951-52, the sum of £278,365 was
received from its operation, but in
1952-53, receipts increased to £499,866.
The people who have been called upon
to pay that money have not been happy
about it, particularly because it is paid
into Consolidated Revenue. They would
not complain so much if the money was
being used to improve our roads. On
more than one occasion, the Government
has stated that it is not able to make
sufficient money available to the Country
Roads Board so that it may carry out
necessary work on our roads. It must
be realized tha f our road system is
deteriorating rapidly. That is illustrated by the fact that total applications
received by the Country Roads Board for
all classes of road work for 1953-54
amounted to £18,412,000. That indicates that not only new roads are
required, but that roads already constructed are deteriorating and in many
instances have to
be completely
remodelled. School buses operate on
many of these roads, but in a short
period the stage will be reached when it
will not be possible for those buses to
traverse them.
If the Government was prepared
to make available to the Country
Roads Board the money derived
from transfer fees, although all necessary work could not be performed, it
would go a :tong way towards supplying
an urgent need.
Although applications for road work amounted to more
than £18,000,000, the sum of only
£8,836,528 has been allotted. That is not
half the amount required' by the Country
Roads Board to do 'the work desired by
the shire councils and the Board itself.
It is estimated by 'the Country Roads
Board that to bring Victorian roads up
to a reasonable standard it will be
necessary for an annual sum of
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£17,000,000 to be made available for the
next ten years. I hope that, even at
this late stage, the Government will provide the necessary funds. There are
many roads that are the responsibility
of municipal councils, but they cannot
find the necessary money to maintain
them. They have requested the Country
Roads Board to take over, in the aggregation, 2,980 miles, which comprises a
large proportion of the main roads of
this State, that are becoming an increasing burden on municipal councils.
All of those councils have increased their
rates and their valuations in Tecent years.
In many instances, the rates have been
Most
increased two or threefold.
muniCipalities are endeavouring to keep
up to date on the work that is required
on the roads in their territories, but
they ,cannot do so without assistance
from the Country Roads Board. If sufficient funds are not made available at
an early date, many miles of roads will
no longer be fit for use, and a greatly
increased expenditure will be necessary,
because it will ibecome necessary foI"
those roads to be remade' completely.
The motorists who are to pay this taxation would be much happier if they knew
that the money they were providing was
being put to a useful purpose.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) .-My personal opposition to this measure is fortified by the fact that nine municipalities
in my electorate have written asking
me to oppose the Bill strenuously.
Other Opposition members have advanced good reasons why the money to
be obtained under this measure should
be applied to its proper purpose. Merely
because the previous Government considered it necessary to divert this taxation to Consolidated Revenue last year,
when Victoria had approximately
£7,000,000 or £8,000,000 less to spend
than is available this year, does not
necessarily mean that this Government
should act similarly. In my view, the
money provided by motorists is being
wasted by its being diverted to Consolidated Revenue instead of being used for
the maintenance of roads. I emphasize
that approximately £250,000 of revenue is
absorbed annually in the upkeep of the
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redundant Prices Branch.
Only last
week, the House voted a sum of £400,000
approximately to provide for cost-ofliving adjustments. We, as Parliamentarians, must come to earth and give to
the motorists their due. Those members of the community who provide the
State with revenue should be given services that they will enjoy and which
they deserve, because they pay for them.
I propose to vote against this measure.

ADJOURNMENT.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT:
BREAKDOWN
TRAIN
FOR
WESTERN· DISTRICTANDERSON'S INLET: INUNDATION OF
LAND-COACH-BUILDING FIRM:
DISMISSAL OF EMPLOYEES-OBJECTIONABLE
LITERATURE: DISTRIBUTION -LANDLORD
AN"D TEN ANT ACT: "SQUATTING" IN
PROPERTY IN ROYAL-PARADE, MELBOURNE.

The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair).

r

Ayes
Noes

24

8

Barry
Cain
Coates
Connell
Corrigan
D'Arcy
Doube
Hayes
Holt
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield
Mr. Morton

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
11,111'.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Murphy
O'Carroll
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
Towers
\Vhite
(Mentone).
Tellers:

:VIr. Lind
YIr. Pettiona.
NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Colonel Leggatt
Mr. McDonald
.:vIr. Mibus
Mr. Mitchell

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rylah
Stirling
Turnbull
Whately
White
(Allendale).
Tellers:

Mr. Moss
Mr. Petty.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
;\1r.

Bourke
Holland
Lemmon
Mutton
Randles
Ruthven

The motion was agreed to.

Brigadier Tovell
Sir Herbert Hyland
Sir George Knox
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Don
1\lr. Bloomfield.

The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and; on the motion of 1\1;1'.
HAYES (Minister of Housing), was read
a first time.
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Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).move-That the House do now adjourn.

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until this day at half-past Ten o'clock.

16

Majority for the motion

l\-fr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).move-

Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-1 ask the
Premier to direct the attention of the
Minister of Transport to an occurrence
at Ararat the night before last. vVhen
a fast goods train was proceeding to
Adelaide with two diesel-electric locomotives performing the haulage, two
trucks became derailed and the train
travelled a distance of approximately
half a mile before a coupling broke and
one of the trucks tipped over. The remainder of the train travelled from 70
to 80 yards before it was stopped. An
express train that was en route from
Melbourne to Adelaide was delayed by
the mishap for approximately eight hours
and a half and excellent service was
rendered by the staff of the railway
refreshment rooms at Ararat to those
passengers who were held up there: I
am given to understand that, if a breakdown train had been available at Ararat,
there would have been no delay to the
passenger train, but apparently the only
breakdown train that is available on the
Victorian railways system is stationed in
Melbourne, and it would take a full day
for it to travel to Ararat.
I request that the Minister of Transport be approached with a view to his
arranging for a breakdown .gang and
train to be stationed in the Western District-preferably at Ararat, where there
is a railways workshop-for use in the
event of a similar happening on a future
occasion. This is not the first time when
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trucks have been derailed because of
the heavy loads that have been hauled
by diesel-electric locomotives, and serious
delays have been caused to passenger
traffic. One passenger who was on the
Ararat station platform at the time of
the happening was heard to say that that
was the last time he would travel by
train, because of the long delay that
occurred. I raise the point for the benefit
of train passengers. No fault could be
be found with the crew of the train, and
the service given to passengers under
those circumstances was excellent.
l\'Ir. BUCKINGHAM (Wonthaggi).J direct the attention of the Government
to the result of the recent disastrous
high tide in Anderson's Inlet, which
inundated about 5,600 acres of rich lands
around the inlet 'and the Tarwin river.
Four days after the flooding, I inspected
the damage, which it is difficult to
assess because of the effect of salt on the
land, which comes under the jurisdicti(JU
of the Tarwin River Improvement Trust.
In a letter dated the 2nd December, the
secretary of the trust sta'tedThe acreage covered in the Trust's area
alone was approximately 1,930 acres. The
estimated capital value of this land is
approximately £144,600.
There will be
900 dairy cows, producing 150,000 lb. of
butter-fat worth £37,500, disposed of because
there is no grass, due to the salt deposit
killing all growth for an indefinite period.
In some cases men ,are walking off their
farms because of their inability to produce.
The above figures cover only the land in
the Trust's district.

Twenty-six farms and more than 30
families are affected, as well as a number of share farmers. In some case;;;,
the livelihood of farmers has been wiped
out overnight. Already some have disposed of dry dairy stock and it will nut
be long before their cows are completely
out of production. Probably, between
1,000 and 1,200 cows will be out of pr:)duction within a month, and the farmers
do not know what to do. The total
dairy production represents £50,000 t..)
which must be added the value of f.1.t
pigs. Some of the land will be 'out of
production for three or four years. That
is vouched for by local residents,
including Mr. Murray Black of " Tarwin
Meadows," which property is famed all
over Australia for its strawberry clover.
The reason for the tide being so high was

Adjournnwnt.

erosion at Point Smythe, at the mouth
of the inlet, which has been going on
for a number of years. Heavy southwesterly gales on the 26th November
kept the outgoing tide waters in, and the
incoming tide added to the volume.
Tidal waters have never before reached
the high-tide level of 6 feet e~erienced
on the 27th November. Unless the
farmers 'involved receive some relief,
they will have to walk off their land.
Quite a number of them bought their
properties only during the last few years.
They have invested all their funds and
worked hard to clear the land and sow
it down.
In some cases, they were
milking 80 or 90 cows. The damage is
of such magnitude that it should be
inspected by the Minister of Public
Works and the Minister of Water Supply.
The damage at Point Smythe is a matter
for the Public Works Department and
the Tarwin River Improvement Trust
is under the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. I trust that after an
inspection by the Ministers I have mentioned relief will be granted the people
concerned.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran) .-1 wish
to bring to the notice of the Premier and
the House the disaster which is facing
200 families in the electorates of Prahran,
Toorak and Malvern. On Friday of this
week, the well-known coach-building firm
of Martin and King-it is being purchased
by the Clyde engineering company-is
dismissing 200 of its 350 employees. I
understand that the dismissals are due to
the fact that two railway .officers who are
being sent to America in lieu of the two
who were killed in an aeroplane crash,
are travelling by ship. The company
expects to be able to reinstate most of
the dismissed employees by the end of
January. This matter should be examined
because I trust that the nefarious actions
of employers in the past in dismissing
their employees close to the Christmas
holiday period, thereby avoiding payment
for public holidays, are not again becoming general practice.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-The honorable member for
Prahran must relate his remarks to a
matter of urgent public administration
and indicate the Minister to whom he is
addressing his comments.
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Mr. PETTIONA.-I ask the Premier to
refer the matter to the appropriate
Minister. The trade union movement
had hoped that the practice of employers
which I have just mentioned was long
past, but it appears likely that companies
are returning to that practice. These
tactics might indicate the reason why
such firms are able to undercut the
estimated cost of carrying out certain
work in the Railway Department. The
Government should take action on this
matter. The firm in question has worked
under an incentive system for a period.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-1 rise to a
point of order, Mr. Speaker. On the
adjournment, can an honorable member
attack employers without making a
specific charge?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-1 think the honorable member
for Prahran is attempting to make a
specific case. I . have already warned
the honorable member.. I do not think
this is a question-no matter how deeply
he or anyone in his electorate may "feelof urgent public administration. However, the honorable member for Prahran
is addressing his remarks to the Premier,
and perhaps in rounding his remarks off,
he will make his pOint.

Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran).-Perhaps
I realize I cannot make a suggestion

relating to future legislation.
The SPEAKER.-That would not be in
order.
Mr. PETTIONA.-1 bow to your ruling, Mr. Speaker. It is important to
the general public to know that companies are not returning to an attitude
which honorable members on the Opposition side of the House will no doubt
enjoy.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell) .-On a
point of order, Mr. Speaker, I imagine
that you are under the impression that
the honorable member for Prahran is
discussing something which ·concerns the
Railway Department, and that under the
circumstances you have allowed him to
continue.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I rise to a point of order.
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The SPEAKER.-There cannot be a
point of order on a point of order. The
honorable member for Camberwell may
continue.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-1 ask
whether the honorable member for
Prahran is in order and to what Department he relates his comments.
The SPEAKER.-1 do not think the
honorable :member for Prahran is in
order at the moment. I ask him to
bring his remarks into accord with the
Standing Orders, which state that the
matters discussed on the motion for the
adjournment of a sitting must be matters
of urgent public importance or questions
of administration.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran) .-1 was
trying to point out that companies
have obtained certain contracts from the
Railway Department by undercutting
the estimated costs of the Department.
The method by whioh they undercut
departmental costs is by sacking their
employees out of hand at a suitable time
in order to save money. This is a public
disgrace and the companies concerned
should be exposed.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. P. K.
Sutton).-Does the honorable member
for Prahran think this is a matter of
administration concerning one Department?
Mr. PETT10NA.-1 think it is a
matter which the Premier, the Minister
of Labour, and the Minister of Transport could investigate with the view of
reconsidering the letting of contracts in
future.
Mr. STODDART (Gippsland North).
-I address my remarks to the Chief

Secretary. On a number of occasions,
comics sold to children in the State of
Victoria have been discussed in the
House.
Now I direct attention to
pornographic magazines sold through
the newsagents of this State. I am no
prude, but I ask honorable members
whether they approve of pictures such
as these being available to adolescents
to peruse, and what effect they will have
on our teenagers. Most honorable members have seen this magazine, which I
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shall not name lest I give it publicity,
thus encouraging the youth of to-day to
purchase it.
The publication and
similar magazines can be bought from
any newsagent in Victoria. I have heard
only metropolitan members speak on this
subject. I am sorry to say also that
such publications are now reaching the
country. From conversations I have had
with country newsagents I am led to
believe that 65 per cent. of the publications issued are of this sexy type, and I
feel that steps must be taken to cope with
the situation in the interests of the
morals of our teenagers. I hope that
Opposition members are not disinterested
in what is occurring. As I stated earner,
I am not a prude but I do contend that
the subject should be brought under the
notice of the Chief Secretary, with the
view of legislation being introduced to
deal with it. I have spoken to newsagents and I have no doubt that almost
every member of this House has been
the recipient of a communication from
the Newsagents Association. I emphasize
that the news agents say that it is not for
them to impose a censorship on this
particular publication, but they feel that
quite a number of their members put
the publication under the counter and do
exercise some form of censorship in
respect of pornographic literature.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).In reply to the honorable member for
Elsternwick I have already brought the
'matter to which he referred under the
notice of the Attorney-General and
asked him to furnish a reply. The
subject mentioned by the honorable
member f'Or Ripon will be passed on to
the Minister of Railways for consideration as early as possible. The question
discussed by the honorable member for
Wonthaggi is one for attention by the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to whose notice it will be directed.
I cannot say at this stage what action
will be taken. The matter to which the
nonorable member for Prahran referred,
may, I think, be submitted to the Railway Department. At any rate, the honorable member apparently desired that it
be considered by the Minister of
Transport. Many honorable members
have dealt on previous occasions with the
question of pornographic literature raised
again by the honorable 'member for
Gippsland North. Some of the difficulties
are already known to honorable members. The Chief Secretary has said that
the problem is being approached on an
Australia-wide basis. The Government
hopes to bring forward appropria te
legislation in the next· session of
Parliament.

However, if they do not sell it, the
distributors will supply sweet shops, milk
bars and so forth with the publication.
I urge that this practice of distributing
such literature should cease. In view of
the teenage problem I consider that the
Government should bring forward appro'prlate legis'lation to deal with the matter.
I am willing to hand this publication to
the Chief Secretary so that he may pass
it to the police to show them the decadent
state into which we are falling.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. 1\.
Sutton) .-What is the time suggested
for the meeting of the House to-morrow?

DON (Elsternwick) .--On 24th
November I referred .in this Houc:;e to a
property known as 241 Royal-parade..
l\1elbourne. I The Premier said that
he would ask the Attorney-General
to investigate the matter and to
give me some advice about it.
I
realize that all' of us have been
rather busy, but I should Hke the Premier not to overlook this serious question
.and to arrange for an answer to be given.
l\[r.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) .-Eleven a.m.
The SPEAKER.-I presume it means
that the House will assemble art ha'lf-past
Eleven.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
The SPEAKER.-Then I shaH read
the relevant Standing Order-No. 5M:r. Speaker shall take the Chair as soon
after the hour appointed for the meeting of
the Assembly as there shall be a quorum of
members present; but if at the expiration of
half an hour after the hour appointed there
be not a quorum, Mr. Speaker shall then
take the Chair and adjourn the Assembly to
the J)€xt sitting day.
.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjouT1wcl at 1.5 a.m. (Wednesday).
".
....
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday} December 9, 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 11.27 a.m., and read the
prayer.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
MORWELL SEWERAGE LINE.
The Hon. WII,LIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province) asked the Minist'er
of Transport(a) What is the total length of the proposed sewerage line from Morwell to the
sea?
(b) What length of this line will be constructed in pipe, and what length in open
drain?
(c) What are the names of the owners of
the properties through which the open
drain will pass?
(d) Will such open drain be fenced on both
sides; if so, will the fences be constructed
and maintained by the sewerage authority?
(e) What is the estimated cost per chain
of the open drain?
(/> What would be the cost per chain I)f
this portion if constructed in pipe?

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The answers are61 miles.
Pipe approximately 46 miles; Channel
-final survey not yet complete, but approximately 15 miles.
(c) Subject to any very recent changes of
ownership-V. Bond, W. W. H. Wright, F. S.
Heywood, V. A. Heywood, L. S. Heywood,
R. B. Inglis, R. A. Robinson, D. M.
McNaughton, F. J. McNaughton, A. F.
McNaughton, J. C. Wells, G. J. MoNaughton
and E. J. McNaughton, 1\.. Legge, W. A.
McNaughton, D. M. McNaughton, Permissive
Occupancy R.A.A.F. Note: Some of the
properties are jOintly owned.
(d) Yes; yes.
(e) £20.
(I> £340.
(a)
(b)

LANDLORD AND TENANT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the second reading
of this Bill was read.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-I moveThat Order of the Day, No.1,
':;eneral Business, Landlord and Tenant
(Amendment) Bill, be postponed until
Wednesday next.
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The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I should like the
Government to announce its intentions
as to the duration of the session. I
have been informed that the House is
likely to rise on Friday of this week.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-As members know, a
large number of important Bills are
coming forward. Some of them contain
many clauses and some are contentious,
but the Government has no desire to
rush them through the House; we shall
proceed in the ordinary way.
The
House will meet on Friday at 11 a.m.
and if the business is not completed at
that sitting, the House will adjourn until
Tuesday and continue to meet during
next week until its business is completed.
This arrangement will give members an
opportunity to consider all important
Bills. The present indications are that
the House will be meeting on Wednesday
next, but if it does not do so, Mr.
Gartside will be given an opportunity
by arrangement to have completed the
debate on this Bill. The Landlord and
Tenant Bill, as amended by thfs House,
has been transmitted to the Legislative
Assembly and it is hoped that it will be
returned before the end of this week. If
Mr. Gartside is given an undertaking that
that Bill will be finally disposed of before
the House rises, I think that should meet
the pos! tion.
The motion was agreed to.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (BUILDING
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE) BILL.
The Order of the Day f.or the resumption of the debate on the second reading
of this Bill was read.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat Order of the Day, No.2, General
Business, Local Government (Building
Regulations Committee) Bill be postponed
until the next day of meeting.

The Bill is dependent upon the report of
a special committee, and that will not
be available before the close of the session. The Bill can remain on the Notice
Paper pending the receipt of the report.
The motion was agreed to.
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TRANSPORT REGULATION (BOARD
AND LICENCES) BILL.

The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I moveThat Order of the Day, No.3, General
Business, Transport Regulation (Board and
Licences) Bill, be discharged.

I understand that a transport Bill has
been intToduced into the other House
and, doubtless, it will later on be discussed in this Chamber.
The motion was agreed to and the Bill
was ordered to be withdrawn.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
HOURS OF MEETING.

The HOD. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province) .-1 desire to learn the
intentions of the Government as to the
time it is expected the sittings will close
for the balance of the session?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The object of starting
early in ,the morning is to finish early in
the evening. As Leader of the House, it
is ,my intention that our discussions
should terminate at 11 p.m. Some members 'may spread themselves when debating Bills and that may mean an extension of the sitting time. In view of
starting early, it 'is reasonable to assume
that our sittings win conclude about 11
p.m. The Government is as 'anxious as
is Mr. Gartside for the House to adjourn
early in the even'ing so as to avoid allnight sittings in order to complete our
business.

CO-OPERATION BHL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister

in Charge of Eleotrical Undertakings).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is one of the most important measures that the Government has brought
before the House. It is a fundamental of
Labour policy as it provides for the social
and economic amelioration of the masses
of ,the people. The Government makes
no apology for the Bill. It provides for
the formation, registration and manage-

ment of co-operative societies and will
come into operation on a date to be proclaimed. Honorable members will appreciate the fact that there is much machinery work to be undertaken in the way
of the preparation of rules and so on
before, societies may begin to operate.
With the exception of two aspects, the
Bill will come into operation on a .date
to be proclaimed. The exceptions are the
appointment of a registrar and the advisory council. They wi'll commence to
function immediately afte'r the passage
of the BUL
On and after the proclaimed date, a
company or society capable of registration under this legislation will not be permitted to register under any other Act.
Any company or society baving the word
" co-operative" in its name, with three
exceptions, win not be permitted to
register under any other Act. The
exceptions are the Building Societies Act,
the' Co-Operative Housing Societies Act
and the Friendly Societies Act. With
regard to the Bunding Societies Act, and
the Friendly Societies Act, the consent
of the Governor in Council to the use of
the term co-operative ,t will be required.
It was in 1944 that Victoria legislated for
the formation of co-operative housing
societies, and the Victorian Act was based
on the legislation operative in New
South Wales. As honorable members
know, the work of those societies has
exceeded all expectations. The main
provisions of this Bill have been borrowed
largely from the New South Wales Act.
II

In order to appreciate the nature of
the co-operative movement some considera tion of its history would .be of
value. Co-operative societies are social
organizations instituted and maintained
in the belief that the principle of Cvoperation between individuals is a
natural and desirable one and more
suited to mankind than any alternative system, such as competitive
capitalism or laisser-faire methods. In
co-operative societies the underlying
principle -is, of course, co-operation. In
the working of capitalism there is, not
co-operation but competition.
The
Government's view is that co-operative
societies are an alternative to 20th
century capitalism.
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The enormous growth of co-operative
societies, in England during the last
100 years, unaided by any advances
from the Treasury, developed from
a small minority movement, conscious
of the fact that it was able to compete on equal terms with capitalism.
The co-operation movement initiated by
the Rochdale weavers, after the industrial revolution in Great Britain, has
extended to nearly every civilized
country of the world, and to-day the cooperative societies in England are vast
trading organizations. They sprang out
of the economic necessities of the people;
the need for the movement was forced
on them by the greed and rapacity of
the capitalists during the time when
Britain was a country of village communities, self-supporting and co-operati ve in character. Wages and prices were
settled within the local communities.
The changeover to unreStricted competition, due to the industri-al revolution,
meant that the psychologioal climate for
co-operation disappeared, and instead
there was on the one hand, great wealth
and', on the other, widespread poverty.
The misery ·and degradation of the
new squalid urban life led workingclass elements to band together by contributing a few pence each week and in
that way they were able to muster
sufficient funds to form the co-operative
movement.
The co-operative groups
sought an escape from landless oppression. The movement began as a feeble
minority effort. If the capitalists had
realized the extent to which the movement was destined to expand, not only
throughout England but in other
civilized countries of the world, the
Rochdale weavers would have been
strangled in their infancy. Fortunately,
the greed of the capitalists led them to
turn the blind eye to what was happening
in their midst.
It is interesting to reflect that the
capitalist system is based on the belief
tha t the worker is merely a hand to be
hired and fired. He is not such a hand,
as individualistic capitalism contends,
nor is he ·a stomach to be fed by the
commissars of the Russian system. He
is a human personality and the co-operative society endows him with responsibilities as well as rights. It is not
uncommon to hear capitalist members of
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the Liberal party in this Chamber talk of
rights, and doubtless they will be very
vocal on this subject.
I' should
add that such rights evoke responsibilities. Under the Communist system
there is the terrorism of responsibility
without rights. Under the capitali.st
system, as such, there is much clamour
about rights without responsibility.
Under the co-operative societies' system
the people are encouraged to exercise
their rights and also to be conscious of
their duties.
It may be said that, socially, the cooperative movement has scope for the
exercise of initiative, the assumption of
responsibility and the making of
decisions. It trains citizens in the art
of association and provides a meeting
ground on the basis of a common need..
It caters for the educational, recreational, and cultural needs of the people. .
It does not believe that man's wellbeing rests purely in his economic needs.
There is a principle underlying the story
of the office boy who was giving a lot
of cheek and in respect of whom the
manager said, "I have a good mind to
make him a partner in the business.~'
That type of thought ,runs right through
the co-operative movement. The party
to which I belong believes that it is a
good thing to give people responsibilities
in the way in which they will share them
in the co-operative societies movement,
and it considers that legislation of thi~
type is fundamental to its policy.
I turn now to a consideration of the
measure with which at this stage I
shall deal broadly. As I said before, its
provisions have been borrowed largely
from the legislation operating in New
South Wales. The New South Wales Act
was introduced in 192'2. In 1923 there
were roughly 200 co-operative societies
operating in New South Wales, but the
number has since incre.ased to 1,500. It
is hoped that the passage of this Bill
will result in similar success being
achieved in this State. Clause 4 provides
tha t a society may be formed for promoting the economic or social interests
of its members. A society may be
formed of anyone of the following
kinds:(a) a producers society;
(b) a trading society;
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(c) a community settlement society;

a.community
advancement
society;
(e) a credit society;
(f) an investment society;
(g) an association of co-operative
societies;
(h) a union of co-operative associations.
The fundamentals of the co-operative
movement are known as the Rochdale
pI1inciples, although I should point out
that the Rochdale weavers were not the
first people to enter the field of cooperation. However, they codified what
I might describe as the principles of
the movement, which are as follows:(d)

(1) Open membership without distinction of class or creed;
(2) Democratic control by memberseach having one vote, regardless of the number of shares
held;
(3) Limited interest on invested
capital; and
(4) Elimination of profit.
In respect of the fourth item, I refer
to the distribution of profits in the form
of dividends on members' purchases.
This system differs from the normal
practice of trading in which profits are
generally reserved for distribution to
shareholders in proportion to their
capital holdings.
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farming operations,; conserve fodder,
engage employees, and arrange insurance
for members or other persons. As members will realize, the objects of that
society are very wide, and properly so.
The next type is the trading society,
intended mainly as an organization of
consumers, with power to carry on any
business, trade, or industry authorized
by its rules, whether wholesale or retail,
to acquire and distribute information as
to the markets of the world, to establish
agencies, and to do all such other things
calcula ted to promote the economic
interests of the society in relation to
its objects.
Another type of society is the community settlement society, which may be
formed for the object of settling and
retaining people on the land, and providing any community service or benefit.
Suoh a society may acquire land, construct roads, bridges, culverts, and
drains; it may erect buildings, provide
wells, dams and irrigation works, enter
into share-farming or other agreements
with its members, make or arrange loans
to members for a number of purposes,
and effect insurances on their behalf.
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAuLAY.-The
functions of that society are wider than
those of a producers society.
The Hon~ J. W. GAL'BALLY.-That
is so. Generally speaking, the objects
are very broad.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is a system
of cash rebates on purchases.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The members
of such a society will really be co-operative capitalists.

The Hon. J. ·W. GALBALLY.-That
is so. I shall now deal broadly with the
forms of societies.
The producers'
society is intended to be, in the main, an
organization of producers, but it will also
be given power to act in many respects
as a consumers' society. Its special
functions may include the marketing of
rural products before or after manufacturing treatment, the erection and
maintenance of buildings !or any of its
objects, the buying and selling of farm
and household requisites, and its acting
in a general way as agent for its members or other persons. It may acquire
or hire machinery or breeding' stock,
provide cold storage facilities, conduct

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I understand that members of tJhe Liberal party
are uncomfortable about this measure,
which they regard as an assault on
capitalism. We make no apologies for it
whatsoever. If Liberal members like to
think along the lines Sir James Kennedy
has suggested, ·all I can say is, " If the cap
fits you, wear it." A community advancement society is one which may provide
and carryon any community services, including transport and a supp'ly of water,
gas and eleCitricity. It can provide and
maintain factories, mHls, silos, drying and
packing sheds, ·cold stores, abattoirs, sale
yards and machinery repair shops. It
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is hoped that one of the principal objects
of the community advancement societies
will be the provision of community
cel1Jtres, which are of vital social need.
The fifth type is the credit society
which may make, arrange or guarantee
short-term loans to assist members to
purchase furniture, to obtain materia'ls
for the ereotion of homes, to def'ray the
cost of effecting addiUons or repairs to
homes, and so forth. If there are members of this House. who feel that such an
object is the sole preserve of the pawnbrokers down the city or the Universal
Guarantee Proprietary Limited, let them
say so; but we believe that these things
can be done by people in a co-operative
spirit-a spirit of self-help:
An investment society will provide
means whereby individuals with small
amounts of money may combine in order
to secure jointly investment which otherwise would be impracticable. The sphere
of investments is stricNy limited. The
societies may invest in any securities
authorized by law for the investment of
trust funds. As far as I know, under
the Bin it is not competent for an investment society to buy shalres in the Ampol
company, even though I hape that current investments may prove profitable.
Investments under the terms of this Bill
will be strictly limited by law.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Will the societies be able to. invest in other co-operativeconcerns ?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
societies will be able to purchase shares
in other oo-operative concerns. The importance of that provision will emerge
later when I speak abaut the Treasurer's
guarantee; it is a wise and prudent safeguard and will allay 'the fears of honorable members who think that public
moneys .may be wasted by investment
societies rushing in, so. to speak, to risk
the public guarantee given by the Treasurer in all kinds of scatter-brain
schemes. Provision is made in this measure for two or more sacieties of the same
kind to form an association Which will
supervise the affairs of the component
sacieties. An assaciatian may do. anything as incidental to its objects that a
campanent society may do.. It is further
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provided that two associations, or more,
may farm a union of co-operative assaciations. It is interesting to note that
there is one union of associations in New
South Wales. As I have said, a unian
may supervise ,the affairs of all companent associaUons and it may promate
co-operatian generaUy. I have now
defined the types of societies provided for
in the Bill. In New South Wales there is
a provision far rural credit societies.
but that legislatian has not been copied
here because, for one thing, in New
Sauth Wales no such society has ever
been registered and, in Victoria, t'here is
the Rural Finance Corporation, which,
it is felt, can cater for such needs. These
societies are all dealt with in Part I. of
the Bill..
Part II. deals with the incarporation
of the societies, their formation and registration. Mast of these pravisions wHI be
familiar to honorable members who have
in mind co-operative housing societies.
The machinery provisions are borrawed
almost in toto from the Co-operative
Housing Societies Act and I do not think
I need trouble the House alt this stage
by going through them. If honorable
members are concerned about any particular aspects I shall be glad to assist
them when the Bill is in Committee.
The Hon. n. J. WALTERs.-Apart fram
the guarantee of £500,000, what is the
object of this Bill? All these things can
be done under the present law.
The Hon. J. IW. GALBALLY.-The
object of the measure is to encourage and
stimulate these societies, and, to that end,
to provide a guarantee.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Tha t is the
main object, but I repeat that all these
things can be dane under existing law.
The Han. J. W. GALBALLY.-Of
course.
The Han. A. G. W ARNER.-Why not
have ane clause giving the guarantee?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I shaH
explain the reason; it is a very simple
matter. Unless these sacieties co~plied
strictly with the terms stated for >their
incorporation, registration and so. forth,
it would be unthinkable that the Treasurer wauld provide public moneys. Mr.
Warner wauld be the first to. insist on
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the right thing being done. Does the
honorable member suggest that all that
is necessary under this Bill is that a
guarantee be provided so that anyone
could come a:long and take advantage of
it? If so, the suggesti.on is not worthy
of Mr. Warner's intellect.
An advisory councii of not more than
five members is proposed. As with the
Co-operative Housing Advisory Committee the- registrar will be the chairman
and it is important to know that the
Registrar of Co-operative Housing Societies wi'll be the registrar under the
present measure. He is a man of vast
experience. There will be the one .office.
so that administration will be cut to the
mlnI·mum. The advisory c04ncil will
make recommendations to the Treasurer
with respect to regulations and model
rules. It will, of course, make proposals
for the improvement and general wellbeing of the societies. It will also exercise a very wide discretion with relation
to the guarantee that the Treasurer may
be asked to give. These soeieties, I
should add, can operate and function
without the Treasurer's guar.antee; but
if a guarantee is sought, then these provisions for registration must be strictly
complied with, otherwise the guarantee
will not be forthcoming. It is fundamental where public money is concerned that
there should be strict supervision and
control. The aggregate liability which
the Treasurer may accept is limited to
£500,000, for the present. It is hoped that
with the growth of the societies that the
Bill will encourage, the amount will be
lifted. I trust that it will be raised very
shortly. It is interesting to note that the
Treasurer has now guaranteed-I speak
subject to correction-the sum of about
£45,000,000 under the Co-operative
Housing Societies Act and has not been
called upon to pay one penny. Therefore, I urge honorable members, when
they rise to great heights of indignation
about the guarantee, to remember that
the Treasurer has guaranteed something
like £50,000,000 for a very worthy cause
and up to date it has not cost the
community one half-penny.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.--Co-operative
housing societies are not trading in
houses; they are just building houses fOl
themselves.
The Hon. J. W. ()4Zba7ly.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Mr.
Byrnes will be the first to admit that they
have functioned very well. The societies
registered under the Co-operative Housing Societies Act automatically apply for
guarantees, . but this will not necessarily
be the case regarding societies registered
under the present measure. I mentioned
earlier that the registrar would administer both the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act and the Bill now before the
House, when it becomes an Act. This is
proviEled for in clause 83 in the following
terms(1) There shall be a registrar of co-operative societies and an office of the registrar.
(2) The registrar and all other persons
employed in and in connexion with the office
of the registrar shall be appointed pursuant
to and shall hold their -office or employment
under and subject to the Public Service Acts.

It is not expected that the administrative
side will be a big one, but it is thought
advisable-and I do not think anyone
will quarrel with the principle-that the
officers should be brought under the provisions of the Public Service Act. The
clause continues3. The person for the time being holding
the position of registrar of co-operative
housing societies shall also be registrar of
co-operative societies under this Act.

As I said earlier this provision will
come into operation on the passing of the
measure and the setting up of the registry and the advisory coun oil , but the
rest of the legislation is dependent upon
a proclamation. Clause 85 providesThe Treasurer of Victoria may, after consideration of a report by the advisory council, authorize the payment, out of moneys
made available by Parliament for the purpose, of amounts for the purpose of meeting
expenses relating to the dissemination of information concerning the formation registration and operations of co-operative
societies.

In clause 93 the constitution of the advisory council is dealt with. It is provided that(1) The Governor in Council may constitute an advisory council consisting of not
more than five members.
(2) Of such members(a) one shall be the registrar who
shall be chairman of the
council;
(b) one shall be an officer of the
Treasury of Victoria nominated from time to time by
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the Treasurer of Victoria
(whether generally or in respect of any particular meeting); and
the remainder shall be persons
appointed by the Governor in
Council for such respective
terms as the Governor in
Council thinks fit.

That clause closely follows the similar
,provision in the Co-operative Housing
Societies Act. This Bill contains a large
number of clauses, but, with the exception of Part I., which deals with various
types of societies whioh may be estab ..
lished, it mainly covers ground carefully
prepared when the Co-operative Housing Societies Act was presented to the
House nine years ago. All honorable
members will agree that the operation
of that Act, particularly on the
machinery side, has been quite satisfactory.
Hence, the machinery provisions in the Bill need not occasion
much discussion or controversy in the
House.
Of course,a good deal of
prepara tory work will require to be performed before the Government is in a
position to have the Act proclaimed.
There is a keen demand, particularly
following the success of the co-operative
housing societies scheme, for the proposed legislation, which the Government is anxious should be placed on the
statute-book this year, although immediate results by way of the formation
of societies will not follow.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-From
what quarter does the demand come?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-In all
responsible sections of the community
there is a very strong demand for this
legislation, which I am proud to say is
supported within my party; indeed in
1952 it carried a decision favouring the
introduction of such legislation ..
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I have been
connected with co-operative societies for
the last 30 years, and I have not heard
the slightest demand for the proposed
legislation.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Mr.
Wal ters should be the first to support
the measure because he knows what
co-operative stores have done for country
people. I can understand Sir James
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Kennedy and Mr. Warner-wh'O might
feel this represents a bl'OW t'O their
economic security-opposing the Bill. I'
shall c'Onclude my remarks with thiS
quotationCo-operation has a maturity of thought.
It is something more mature' than that

dream of rights without responsibilities
which historic liberalism envisaged; it is
certainly different fr6m that terrorism of
responsibilities without rights which Communism imposes. It is something wiser than
free thought, and something \freer than
dictated thought, for freedom has its roots
in m.an's spiritual nature. Closely connected
with freedom and human dignity is the right
of private property.

The G'Overnmen t trusts tha t this
measure will grant that right of private
property to many people in the community who merely work for a wage and
who, apart from receiving that remu- .
neration, are in very much the same
position as the landless classes which
were the outcome of the industrial rev'O·
lution. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Sir JAMES
KENNEDY (Higinbotham Pr'Ovince),
the debate was adjourned until December
11.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to amend the Licensing
Acts and is mainly a Committee Bill.
because it deals with a large number 'Of
different subject-matters. Many of the
amendments of the principal legislation
included in the Bill have been sought
for a long time, but for some reason
the mere mention of liquor licensing
seems to conjure up in the minds of
certain people the idea that it is a
dangerous subject. Yet in recent years
many visitors from overseas, and Victorians who have seen liquor laws in
operation in other countries, have told us
that we are outmoded. In recent months,
overseas visitors particularly interested
in the Oly.mpic Games to be held in
Melbourne in 1956, have formed the view
that the Games will be a somewhat dead
sort of affair socially if the licensing
laws are maintained in thek present

form.
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Licensing (Amendment)

Honorable members who have dined
in hotels in Melbourne have no
doubt noticed waiters coming to the
table two or three minutes before 8
o'dock in the evening to remove glasses
regardless of whether the patrons have
finished their drinks; visitors f'rom certain other States have uttered specific
complaints against °this practice. Apart
from amendments to the principal Act
in 1928 to tighten up the law in many
ways designed to assist the police in
prosecutions against licensees for alleged
breaches of the law, the legislation has
merely been amended with the view of
closing up loopholes in the same manner
as the Federal Government from time to
time amends the income tax laws on the
principle, "That fish got away, but we
will catch future ones." No amendment
to the principal Act of any note was
effected until the 1940's. In 1942, the
Country party Government of the day
appointed a Royal Commission charged
with the duty of-

.

.

.

.

.

inquiring into and reporting on what
amendments or alterations in or additions
to the licensing laws are necessary or
desirable in order to remove anomalies in
such laws and to render such laws more
effective in operation.
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not had some draft Bills prepared, but
this Government has brought i,ts Bill into
Parliament. It is true the measure may
have a lot of imperfections. There are
a number of matters as to which I do not
think we go far enough in this Bill.
Other people think that in some aspects
we have gone too far. It would be impossible for any Government to introduce
a liquor Bill that would please all sections
of the community, or any of them.
The sitting was suspended at 12.32 p. m.
until 2.20 p.m.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Before the
suspension of the sitting I was pointing
out that there had been very few amendments - and those amendments, of
course, were not of any great
moment in one sense--since the principal
Act was passed, and that this Government had introduced the Bill at present
before us. A number of the principles of
the Bill were specifically included in
the policy speech of the Leader of the
Government when we went to the
country, and I assume we can claim a
mandate just as much for that part of
the policy speech as for redistribution
of Assembly electorates.

It is to be regetted that the Royal ComN ow I propose to run shortly through
mission took a very narrow view of its the principles of the Bill. The first and
terms of reference. A lairge number of major principle is that the State cf
subjects were decided by the Commission Victoria under this legislation will be
to be outside its charter of inquiry. one licensing district. Tha t is in accordSince the presentation of the Royal ance with the views expressed by the
Commission's report, only one of its Royal Commission and means that there
recommendations has been given effect is to be .no limitation in the number
to, namely, removal of the restriction of licences and that in future the needs
in the principal Act on the granting of of the people and the requirements of
a new licence in the Mallee area, which
recommendation was given legislative the area will determine whether there
sanction in 1951. In 1946, the prohibi- shall be any additional licences or
tion poll was abolished and Common- wheth!=!r there shall be any reduction of
wealth national security regulations deal- licences in any particular ,area. It js
ing with drinking in public halls and strange that for almost 40 years we have
in public places were incorporated in been in the position that licences in this
the State law. In 1951, licensing com- State have been pegged, notwithstanding
pensation fees were increased from 4 growing localities, changes of populatioll,
per cent. to 6 per cent., and the new areas dying out and new areas coming
licence in the Mallee was granted. into existence. The licences have been
That report, as I have said, goes back pegged at the number in 1917, with the
ten years, and this is the first Govern- . result that growing places, such as
ment that has endeavoured to do some- Sunshine, cannot get a grocer's licence.
thing with the Licensing Act. I am not Other places cannot secure a victualler's
suggesting that other Governments'have licence. The Royal Commission was very
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.
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pointed in its remarks with reference
to that position. On pages 7 and 8 of its
report it statesSection 228 provides that the number of
victuallers' licences, grocers' licences or wine
licences in a licensing district shall not
exceed the number of licences of the same
description in existence in that district on
the first day of J:anuary, 1917. The section
further provides that the number of registered clubs shall not at any time exceed the
number of such clubs on the said date.

In other words, everything was pegged
at 1917, and, to-day, 40 years after,
unless we pass this legislation we shall
be perpetuating the same system.
The Han. D. J. WALTERs.-Was there
any reason in 1917 why that was done?
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-It was considered then that there were certai!l
areas which had too many licences, but
that all the other areas had sufficient.
The minds of those concerned at the
time were directed to the moment; they
were not directed to the future growth
of the State. If the same proposition had
been put up in 1927, I do not know that
there would have been any difference in
the viewpoint. It has been only in the
last fifteen years that we have seen the
tremendous growth in V,ictoria. The
long and short of it is that, whereas
the population of Victoria has practically
doubled in the last 40 years, by the
opera tion of the Licences Reduction
Board the number of hotels is now less
than half the number in 1917. We have
just about doubled our population and
we have less than half the hotels that
then catered for that population.
The Royal Commission went on
say-

~o

Powers are given by the said Act to
reduce licences but section 289 of the Act
limits such reduction to one quarter the
number of licences which the Licensing
Court was empowered to renew at the commencement of the Licensing Act 1922. In
our opinion, these restrictions are illogical
and undesirable. In substance, the Act
takes a basis of 1917 and standardizes
licences on that basis for all time.

With a growing community, that situation inevitably leads to undesirable
results, and the .position will become
worse as time goes on. I suppose that
no member of this Chamber can deny the
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truth of the observations of the members
of the Royal Commission on that aspect,
and unless something is done as proposed
in this Bill, it is inevitable that those
undesirable results will continue and the
position will grow worse. So the Government, by clause 2 of this Bill, has prCl~
vided that the whole of Victoria shall
constitute one Hcensing district and
that there shall be no limitation in the
number of licences. The court will
decide, having regard to the needs and
convenience of the people, the shift of
popula tion, the areas and all other
circumstances, whether an area requires
a licence, and, if so, it will grant one.
It will not be bound by any limitation,
and that will apply to victuallers' licences
and grocers' licences.
Sir JAMES
clubs?

KENNEDY.-What about

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-And also
to clubs, because the Royal Commission
said it was ridiculous to peg the number to the total in existence in 1917.
Although the Royal Commission pointed
to that illogical and undesirable position, the whole situation becomes more
crystal clear when looked at from the
point of view of grocers' licences, which
also are pegged. Commenting on this
matter, the Royal Commission saidIn the following licensing districts there
are no grocers' licences at all and under the
present law none can be granted therein:Dandenong, Mildura, Ouyen, Brunswick,
Heidelberg, Northcote, Oakleigh, Nunawading, Boroondarra, Evelyn, Upper Yarra,
and Grant.

There is then set out the number of
licensing districts in which there is only
one licence. If I were to mention the
districts, members would immediately
realize that it is ridiculous that there
should be only one g,rocer's licence in
each of those areas. To give one illustration, there is only one grocer's licence
for the whole of the electoral district of
Gippsland West. In Sunshine, which is
a growing industrial suburb, probably
wi th as many electors on the roll as most
constituencies, there is not one grocer's
licence at all. On the other hand. there
are districts such as Carlton, Collingwood
and Fitzroy where some people may think
there are too many licences. The idea is
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to give the licensing court power to consider, on the evidence, the needs of the
population, the growth of population
and the changing areas, and to grant new
licences in certain areas, to reduce the
number of Ucences if that is necessary,
and to remove a licence from one district
to another. Although it is proposed that
the whole of Victoria shall be constituted
into one licensing district for the granting of new licences and so on, the
Governor in Counci-l is being given power
to divide Victoria into areas solely for
the purpose of administration of the
legislation. ln other words, somethi.ng
like the existing electoral districts wiU be
retained as licensing distrrcts so that
local clerks of courts may receive applications and attend to certain other
matters, instead of the whole of the administrati-on of the legislation being centralized in Melbourne.
Clause 3, which is consequential upon
the observations I have just made
specifically provides that there shall be
no limitation upon the right of the court
to grant licences, whether they be
grocers' licences, Australian wine licences or club licences. One object ·of the
BUI is to place all victuallers' licences on
the one ]ooting. A't present, there is the
ordinary vlctuaner's licence, what is
called an additional victualler's licence,
and roadside licences. In about 1922 the
legis1<ature of the day thought that the
actual pegging of licences to the 1917
figure was, as it were, a little out of
bounds, and it made provision for what
was
called
" an
additional
victualler's
licence."
Certain
extra
commitments were occasioned by the
granting of such a licence, and the
name "additional victualler's licence"
was retained. Roadside licences have
been in operation from the early days
and were limited to what one might caU
mountainous districts. It was provided
tha t they should not be within 8 miles
of an existing victualler's licence. They
had the virtue that, although they had
the right to vend alcoholic liquors, they
were freed from the obligation of providing accommodation. Under the Bin
it is proposed to make all licences of the
same character. After this legislation is
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.

BiU.

enacted, additional victuallers' licences
and -roadside licences will simply be renewed as victuallers' licences.
The next provision is perhaps of some
moment as it deals with what are called
" dry. areas." The Bill provides that
Victoria . shall be constituted as one
licensing district; therefore it shal,! be
for the court to decide upon the Whole
of the evidence whether the needs and
requirements of a locality warrant the
granting of a licence of any sort, whether
it be a grocer's licence, an ordinary victua'ller's licence, or ·a club licence. The
section ,referring to the dry areas has
been amended. In the Bill as originally
drafted a dry area was treated in the
same way as any other district, but in
the Legislative Assembly an amendment
was proposed by the Government providing that in any application for the
grant of a new licence in a- dry area
the Licensing Court could, having regard
to the facts, order a poll to be taken.
In clause 6, the machinery provisions
for the taking of a poll are stated,
namely, the fixation of the boundaries of
the neighbourhood and the taking of the
poll in the ordinary way. The Government acted on the view that to continue
to perpetuate a point of view after 30odd years was somewhat far-fetched.
Only two districts are concerned; one
portion comprises the whole of the City
O'f Camberwell and part of what is now
the Shire of Nunawading. When the
poll was taken in 1920, 15,000 electors
on the roll in Camberwell were entitled
to vote. In fact, only 9,500 exercised
the franchise, and 6,000 voted for no
licence---..ln other words, less than 50 per
cent. of the people on the roll voted in
favour of no licence.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If the other
people had wanted a licence they could
have voted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I am not
disputing that fact. All I am saying is
that after 33 years the Government feels
that the taking of a poll should not be
mandatory, but that the question should
be left to the court.. In Nunawading
there was a total enrolment of 4,300,
but only 2,900 exercised the franchise,
and 1,850 voted for no licence, well
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under 50 per cent. of the electors. The
Bill provides that in the dry areas the
court shall have the right to say, in the
circumstances of any particular application, whether a poll shall be conducted.
I should imagine that the
court would have some regard t'O the
intention of the legislature, expressed in
clause 6, which makes special provision
for the taking of a poll. If a proper
ca~e is submitted, in which it can be
truly put to the court that there is a
substantial body of opinion in a dry
area which considers that a .poll should
be taken in a particular neighbourhood,
I have no doubt that the court will pay
due regard to the fact and probably
lean in favour of those persons. Of
course, that is only· an expression of
opinion. The Government does not consider that, having regard to the general
principles of the legislation, it should
be mandatory for a poll to be taken in
those areas before a grant of a licence
can be made.
Clause 7 proposes that th~ Licensing
Court shall be. r.emodelled. For many
years, the court has been comprised
of licensing magistrates, who were
appointed for a limited number of years.
I think 1fuat right from the inception
of the Licensing Act it was provided
that the tenure of office of members of
the court should be for three years, but
at no time did the expiration of the
term of appointment of the members
coincide.
The Government considers
that the court, dealing as it does with
an' industry in whi-ch many millions of
pounds have been invested and which
plays a great part in the social welfare
of Victoria, should be placed on a more
permanent basis and given a relatively
higher status. The Bill provides for a
court of three, the chairman of which
shall be a Judge of the County Court.
Of the other two appointees, only one
must have the specific qualifications of
being experienced in hotel accounting
and finance. The term of appointment
of members of the court will be for a
period of not more than seven years,
and members are to be eligible for
appoint,ment. The remainder of the
provision is of a machinery nature, and
deals with such things as va'cation of
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office f'Or certain reasons, the prohibition
against engaging in any other business.
and so on.
Clause 8 is consequential upon the
appointment of the court. It 'provides
that the existing court shall go out of
existence, and that all acts, things, and
matters that it has done shall continue.
Under the existing law, the court consists of three magistrates, but it is provided that a number of matters may be
dealt with by a single magistrate. They
are perhaps of a minor character, such
as power to grant renewals in those
cases where there is no opposition;
power to grant permits in certain cases;
power to deal with cases of death, insolvency, and lunacy; power to authorize
an agent to carryon; and a large
number of other matters. They are
stated specifically in section 66 of the
principal Act. Experience has revealed
that certain matters require attention by
a court of three magistrates. There is
no provision in the existing legislation
for the appointment of a deputy or an
acting magistrate. Consequently, if one
magistrate is absent because of illness or
inability to attend a hearing, the case
must be adjourned until the full court
is present. Under this Bill, it is proposed to retain the power for one magistrate to deal with those matters to which
I have referred and which are specifically described in section 66 of the
principal Act. The other matters, save
one to which I will refer shortly, can be
dealt with by two members of the court,
provided that one of them is the chairman. The other class of case is that of
applications for the granting of a new
licence, such as a grocer's licence, a
victualler's licence, Australian wine
licence, or the granting of registration
of a new club licence, which must be
heard by the full Bench. Where the
court consists of two of its members,
any question of law shall be determined
by the chairman. Where the three members sit as a court, any question of law
shall likewise be determined by the chairman.
In clause 10 is included specific power
for appointment of a chief supervisor of
licensed premises, with power to him and
his subordinates to deal with one. phase
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of licensing administration. The func- With respect to clause 11, I might say
tions of the chief supervisor and his sub- that, at the present time, a grocer must
ordinates shall be to deal with buildings, sell liquor in a bottle or sealed container
ventilation, sanitation, hygi'ene, provision and in quantities of not less than one
of meals, and all such matters, divorcing reputed pint. The Royal Commission
them entirely from the present set-up. disagreed concerning this aspect and sugThey will be officers of the court and gested that such.a limitation should not
they will have to report to the court. be applied to licensed grocers. The reThe detection of offences and prosecu- commendation of the Commission is
tions for contravention of the law will stated at page 56 of its report. An
remain with the licensing inspectors, and amendment in accordance with that
there will be a clear division of responsi- recommendation is contained in the Bill.
bility. At the moment, each licensing
Clause 12 deals with the matter of
district comprises a licensing inspector,
with members of the Police Force under accommodation. At present, the requirehis control; his job is to supervise the ment of the Act is that, in the city of
whole of the various licences in a certain . Melbourne, an hotel must have at least
locality. He deals with buildings, accom- six bedrooms other than those set aside
modation, meals, offences and so forth. I for the requirements of the licensee and
assert, with the greatest respect, that his servants. In country districts, the
licensing inspectors are often appointed requirement is three bedrooms apart
to their positions within five years of from those required by the licensee and
their retirement, and I do not know that his staff. In this Bill, it is proposed to
give to the Licensing Court power to
the system works out very well.
fix such accommodation as it deems wise
Under this measure, there will be ap- in the circumstances with respect to all
pointed a supervisor, an officer of the new licences granted after the 1st March,
court, who can bring to the notice of the 1954. It may well be that the court will
court all deficiencies in service, as re- decide that an hotel in one country
gards the supply of meals, accommoda- district shall have four or five bedtion, buildings, failure to keep premises rooms, whereas another hotel in the
up to date,and so forth. There will also metropolis shall have from twenty to
be police officers, whose field of activity 30 bedrooms. In my view, the provision
will be confined to the detection of in the present legislation requiring an
offences and 'the launching of prosecu- hotel in the heart of Melbourne to protions for sly-grog sales, contravention of vide six bedrooms is archaic.
Sunday trading, after-hours trading, and
Clause 13 relates to the supply of
similar matters. The Royal Commission,
liquor with meals. At present, if a
at page 10 of this report, made a recom- licensee has a permit, liquor may be supmendation along somewhat similar lines. plied with meals between 6 o'clock and 8
The suggestion was made that the police o'clock in the evening on both weekdays
had neither the experience nor the time and Sundays. As a result of inadverto deal with matters of accommodation, tence in the principal Act, however, a
buildings and service, and that there licensee is not permitted to supply liquor
should be appointed a supervisor of with meals at midday on Sunday. The
licensed premises, who should preferably Government is of the opinion, and I think
be an architect or someone of high standmost reasonable persons will take the
ing in the building trade.
same view, that a citizen should be
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is there not pro- entitled to be supplied with liquor with
vision in the Bill that a member of the bona fide meals at any time during the
Police Force may be appointed a super- appropriate hours, whether it be on
Monday or Sunday, Good Friday or
visor of licensed premises?
Anzac Day. This measure contains a
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-A member provision for liquor to be supplied with
of the Police Force will not be debarred meals between 12 noon and 2.30 p.m.
from appointment to that position, on any day, and the finishing hour of an
merely because he is a police officer. evening is being extended from 8 p.m.
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until 10 p.m. on any day of the week.
I suppose that, if I were submitting this
proposal to the House twenty years ago,
it would be almost laughed at, because
in those days most persons partook of
their evening meal in the region of 6
o'clock. As years have passed by, however, many people have formed the habit
of partaking of their evening meal at
a later hour.
The HDn. PAUL JONES.-Would a
buffet meal come within the category
of a bona fide meal?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is
a poser. A buffet meal would come
within the ambit of a bona fide meal,
provided that it was a substantial meal
and consisted of at least two courses.
Clause 14 is a machinery provision to
obviate the cluttering up of the court
with cases at the end of a year, by providing that all renewals must be made
in November and December. It is ,unnecessary for me to explain the clause
further at this stage. I shall be pleased
to give to members any additional information which they desire at the
Committee stage.
The Government has included clause 15
in the Bill advisedly. Under the existing law, there is a prohibition against
the transfer of a licence within a period .
of nine months, unless good cause is
shown'to the Licensing Court. The idea
of that provision is to prevent trafficking
in licences. The minimum period, subject
to permission by the court, is not less
than nine months except in case of illness or perhaps of a bad deal having
been made and the licensee finding it
impossible financially for him to proceed.
Experience has revealed that that period
is altogether too short, and it may lend
itself to a great deal of trafficking in
The idea underlying this
licences.
clause is that there should be reasonable,
continuity in the tenure of hotel licences.
It is unsatisfactory to have one licensee
commencing occupation to-day and a new
licensee coming in five months later, with
still another one eight months after that.
Those who undertake the hotel business
have a duty to the community. After
all, they have conferred upon them a
valuable privilege, inasmuch as they are
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the only ones who are permitted by law
to sell liquor, and they owe a duty to
the public. The Government proposes
to extend the minimum period to two
years. The licensees will always have
the right to approach the court in exceptional circumstances and to seek dispensation from holding a licence for the
full period if they are prevented from
doing so by illness or by any exceptional
or justifiable cause.
Clause 16 contains what is really a
consequential amendment. At present
there is a limitation with regard to the
rem-oval of licensed premises to some
village or township. It is an antiquated
provision and is being so amended that
a removal can take place anywhere.
Clause 17 is the outoome of a recommendation of the Royal Commission, which
said that there was a growing tendency
for licensees not to live on their premises
or to be absent at race-meetings, or for
other purposes, and when people applied
fDr accommodation or the licensing police
visited the premises, there was no one in
charge to attend to them. The clause
provides that there must always he someone in charge, and to whom authority
has been delegated in writing. Complaints could be made 'to this person.
Clause 18 tightens up the provision in
regard to serving intoxicated persons. It
increases the pena'lties and makes a further alteration of the law, to this
extent: At the moment, it is an offence to
supply liquor to a person under the age
of siX'teen yeaTS for consumption on the
premises, and in the other circumstances
appearing in section 193 of the Act. It is
pI'loposed to increase the age fr-om sixteen
to eighteen years and to increase the
penalties. Clause 19 eX'tends what may
be called the excluded class. There are
a' number of sections on this point so I
shall merely outline the principle underlying 'the Bilt A licensee is entitled to
serve members of the excluded class on a
week day or a Sunday, and those coming
within the excluded class at the moment
are lodgers; bona fide travellers; under
s'ome sections, boarders; under other sections, lodgers; and under other sections
again, inmates. In view of the number
of amendments that have been made over
the years the Act has now reached the
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$tage of being like Joseph's coat-it is a
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.--'If I am
patchwork. There is no symmetry about staying in Brisbane and am invited to
it and although boarders or l.odgers or
the homes of people, the only place
bona fide travellers are mentioned, ser- where I can return that hospitality is at
vants are not. The idea of the amend- my hotel. The licensee will set aside
ment is to place a-U these persons in one a room in which I may entertain three
category. An inma-te is a person living or four people.
Is there anything
on <licensed premises and the expression wrong with that practice?
is used in the licensing legis'la tion of other
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The hotel sells
States. I Lfefer members t.o sections 177,
178, 183, and 187 of our Licensing liquor and is different from a home.
Act from which it will be seen
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Although
that one or other of these classes
certain
people may abuse the principle,
have been omitted. Section 187 is the
best illustration because it provides that it is not destroyed. The attitude in
any person who is not a bona fide tra- Victoria over the years has been that
veller, lodger, weekly or other boarder or because a minority has abused somea servant, who does certain things shall thing the rest of the community is to
The term be deprived of the ordinary principles
be guilty of an offence.
inmate is used in sub-section (2) of sec- of, liberty. I have seen this provision
tion 187 but not in sub-section (1) and operating in the South Australia Hotel,
similar anomalies appear throughout the Adelaide, and Lennon's Hotel, Brisbane.
Clause 21 is to amend the definition of
Act.
At present a licensee commits an bona fide traveller, by simply providing
offence if he has a drink in his own hotel that he will travel by the shortest pracafter hours or on a Sunday. A servant ticable route instead of in a direct line.
living .on the premises also commits an If one lived at Port sea and travelled by
offence if he has a drInk after hours or on road to Queenscliff, one would not be
a Sunday, but the licensee can serve a entitled to obtain a drink legally, bebona fide traveller, a lodger, an inmate cause the journey would not have been
or a hoarder. The hotel is the home of 20 miles by direct line.
the licensee and he should be able to
The purpose of clause 22 is to overhave a drink and so should his servants. come an. anomaly that has existed for
Provision for that is included in the . years. If, on a Sunday, a person misclause. Clause 20 provides that a lodger represen ts to the licensee that he is a
will be entitled to entertain a guest in a bona fide traveller and the licensee
room set aside for the purpose.
genuinely believes him to be one, and
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-How will that can establish that belief to t'he satisfaction of the court, he is entitled to
provision be policed?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-At Len- be acquitted. In similar circumstances
non's Hotel, Brisbane, one can be invited on a weekday, a similar belief on the
in to a r-oom set aside by a businessman part of the licensee is no defence. The
who desires to discuss business matters; Royal Commission recommended tha t
that practice is carried out regularly. both instances should be placed on the
It may be abused by some hotels, but one footing, and that will be done.
that will be stopped if the police exerClause 22 provides that a licensee in
cise their powers under the Act. If certain circumstances may have a deSir James Kennedy was a lodger in an fence to a person found on his premises.
hotel and he was found with fifteen At the moment, if a man is found on
other people drinking in a room set the premises during prohibited hours
aside for guests, probably the police the onus is placed upon the licensee of
would inquire whether Sir James knew establishing that the person was there
the names of all present.
for a lawful purpose. 'Dhe clause proSir JAMES KENNEDY.-The provision vides that if the licensee ta-kes certain
will open the door to permit drinking precautions he is not to be deemed to
have committed an offence.
at any hour.
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Clause 23 will permit dancing on
licensed premises in certain circumstances. At the moment, the strange
feature is that if I am the licensee of an
hotel, I can hire the hotel to Mr. "X"
to conduct a dance, but I cannot conduct
one myself. I have not much control
over Mr. "X." The idea underlying the
amendment is to permit the licensee to
conduct and control dances'. Then the
person responsible for the dance will be
known.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-The sidenote states "Special leave for dancing
in licensed premises."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-At the
moment, special leave is given in this
way: Someone obtains a permit from
the court to conduct a dance on licensed
premises. The clause will give the
licensee the right to conduct a dance on
his own premises. If he contravenes
the Act in any way, he will be punished.
Clause 24 was recommended by the
Royal Commission, and its provision
arose out of certain cases that occurred
in Melbourne when the police, without
warning or seeing 'a licensee, invaded
the :bedrooms of a lot of people in
the community. Having regard to tlie
evidence, that was too much even
for the members of the Royal CommISSIon. It:is recommended that the
power of the police should not be so
drastic as to permit them to invade the
private rooms of lodgers. It is considered that at least they should give the
licensee some notice of their intention to
enter private rooms. Clause' 25 relates
to the closing of the bar-room during
prohibited hours. If a licensee disposes
of liquor, one minute after 6 p.m. he
commits an offence and the customers
consuming the liquor also break the law.
It is provided under this clause that a
licensee may dispose of liquor up to the
hour of 6 p.m. and then he will be
allowed fifteen minutes grace during
which time he must clear the bar of customers.
The Bill effects another much needed
reform of an archaic provision of the
Licensing Act. It is hard to understand
how the legislature has perpetuated the
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existing law on this point for so many
years. At present if a licensee opens his
bar door between the hour of 6 o'clock on
a Saturday night and 9 o'clock on
Monday morning he is committing an
offence. The purpose for which he might
desire to open his bar door during that
period does not matter. Even if a
burglar were on the premises the licensee
would not be permitted to enter the
bar, nor would he be permitted to
enter to .olean it, or to open the
windows for ventilation, or for any
other purpose. The amendment provides
however that if during those hours the
licensee enters the bar in some circumstances of emergency, or to clean the
room, or to restock he shall not be
guilty of an offence.
Clause 27 will overcome another difficulty in relation to the supply of meals.
Many licensees escape liability for their
refusal to supply meals by submitting as
their defence that a client merely requested that a meal be .supplied or made
an inquiry regarding a meal. The point
is that -a licensee is not guilty of breaking the law unless he refuses to supply
a meal after a "demand" for such has
been made. It is now provided that if a
person goes to an hotel and requests that
a meal be supplied during normal meal
hours, and if the licensee refuses to
supply such a meal, he shall then be
guilty of an offence.
Clause 28 relates to offences of a trivial
nature. Section 72 of the Justices Act
enables courts of petty sessions to dismiss information where the offence is of
a trivial nature, and the same principle
is to be applied to the licensing law. For
instance, if an officious policeman
charged a -licensee with having his bar
door open during prohibited hours the
court might· be entitled to take the view
th'at in certain circumstances the charge
would be of a trivdal nature, and it
could dismiss it. Clause 29 effects a consequential amendment in relation to inmates in clubs as well as in hotels.
The amendment proposed to be effected
in clause 31 has been shown to be vitally
necessary. It gives to statutory authorities the right to establish canteens and to
author.ize the sale of liquor therein. My
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colleague, the Minister in Charge of
Electrical Undertakings, knows the position only too well, particularly at places
such as Kiewa. Employees on that project may travel to some other place during the week-end and return to their
work suffering from the effects of an
over-indulgence in wine which renders
them unfit for their work, whereas if
a canteen for the sale of liquor were
established and conducted under proper
supervision the whole trouble would be
avoided. It is not any person who would
be given permission to establish a
canteen. The right to do that is limited
to construction authorities such as the
State Electricity Commission, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
the Railways Commissioners, and other
statutory bodies specified by Order in
Council.
Clause 32 is designed to give effect to a
promise which the Government made to
the Country party at Mildura. It relates
to power to establish a community hotel.
That proposal was received with great
acclaim in the Mildura district. That
is my explanation of the Bill, Mr. President, and I submit it with confidence,
trusting that it will be given a speedy
passage.
On the motion of Sir JAMES
KENNEDY (Higinbotham Province) the
debate was adjourned until next day.
MiEDICAL (REGISTRATION) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
A. M. FRASER ('Minister of Labour),'
was read a first time.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(MORDIALLOC UNDERTAKING)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport) was read a first time.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(TRARALGON UNDERTAKING)
BlLL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport) was read a first time.

Pipe-line Bill.

CORIO TO NEWPORT PIPE-LINE
BILL.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CHfden Eager).

-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).In another place this Bill was also ruled
to be a private Bill, but it was treated
as a public Bill except in relation to the
payment of fees,and I propose to follow
the s,ame course in this House. I therefore moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill except in relation to the payment of
fees.

r produce a receipt showing that the sum
of £20 ha's been paid into the Treasury
for the public uses of the State to meet
the expenses of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. W. GALRALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).r moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members are aware that the
Shell Company of Australia Limited
contemplates, in connexion with the
establishment of its oil refinery at Coriu~
the building of a pipe-line from Corio to
Newport, a distance of some 30 miles.
It is proposed to lay the pipe about 30
inches underground.
The Bill wiil
enable the necessary authority to be given
to the Crown and to other statutory
authorities incorporated under the Victorian law to give what might be loosely
described as tenancy to the Shell company. The Bill will enable the company
to negotiate easements, leases and
licences or other authorities for the laying of the oil pipe-line over Crown lands
and lands vested in statutory corporations between Corio and Newport. Of
course, the Bill does not deal with the
question of the granting of a freehold
title to any land. The company is free
to make whatever terms it desires in
respect of land alienated in that way,
and I understand that it has already
done so to a large extent.
The only other matter of importanceis the question -of the discharge of
effluent into' Corio Bay. The Bill makes
provision for the company to negotiate
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leases and licences in regar.d to the
discharge of such effluent, and it makes
it an offence, punishable under the Health
Act, for the company to discharge any
offensive liquid or material into the
waters of the bay. The matter is very
carefully setout in the preamble. In
effect, this Bill is a private one.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is a very
important one all the same.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I agree,
but I can assure the honorable member
that proper safeguards have been taken
in this measure to see that a nuisance is
not created by the company. If a
nuisance should be created there is
power to mete out punishment by law.
I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is a new
departure altogether in Victoria.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I have
dealt with that point. This legislation
is necessary by reason of the fact that
the company will be traversing Crown
lands and lands occupied by statutory
bodies which lack the necessary statutory
authority to give the right to the company to lay a pipe in the land which
they are using.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-The Minister has explained
this Bill thoroughly and we concur in its
passage. I should think that the measure
more or less gives legal approval to a
number of arrangements that have already been entered into, but I should
think also that the pipe-line has been
laid down for the greater part of the
distance. No doubt this Bill is illustrative of 'the fact that the Government gave
approval for the work to be undertaken
and that, when it is nearly completed, the
Government has come to Parliament
seeking approval. I do not say that the
principle involved in the granting of
these leases and easements is wrong, but
the project is one that should have been
brought to Parliament many months ago.
The distance from Corio to the distributing centre of the Shell company at Spotswood is about 36 miles, and, as the
Minister has indicated, for a greater paI'lt
of that distance the pipe will be at least
30 inches under the ground. In this
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instance, there is another proof of
the tremendous development that is taking place in Australia in relation to oil
refineries and of the fact that such companies are prepared to spend vast sums
of money in the distribution of a necessary fuel.
We agree that in this measure there
are ample safeguards for the treatment
of the water taken from' Corio Bay and
used there in connexion with the
undertaking.
After use, it is discharged into the bay.
We realize
that certain treatment, which must
meet with the approval of the Commission of Public Health, has to be carried out. In view of the facts, we rega.rd
this as very necessary legislation, and we
support it.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-From what the
Minister has said, and from inquiries
made, the members of my party are
satisfied that it is necessary for this Bill
to be passed. We have no desire to delay
it or to criticize it in any way. This is
a unique measure because it will give
effect to a plan that has been thought and
read about in other parts of the world,
but the development in question is taking
place in our country fqr the first time.
Judging by the time spent in negotiations
with various bodies and private individuals one appreciates that the project
is really something new and that ~n the
earlier stages dt was fraught with difficulties. Those difficulties, I understand,
have been overcome and I consider that
in the future there will be applications
from other companies for the construction of pipe-lines and that the lessons
learned in initiating and proceeding with
the present project will help considerably.
We are not concerned about the
nuisance element in Corio Bay, beeause I
understand that that aspeot will be taken
care of by the Department of Health and
that its regulations will have to be carried out. The Department is doing its
job efficiently and I do not think there is
any need for fear on the point mentioned.
Part of the pipe-line runs along the railway line and railway reserves. I understand that that portion which is on the
railway reserve is above ground. That
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is one aspect regarding which I am somewhat worried. If this pipe-line passes
through a railway reserve and there
happens to be an accident with
the pipe either near the surface
or even 30 inches underneath, the
question is whether, there would be
any added danger in view of the fact that
the product passing through the line is
explosive? It is only in that regard that
one can have any quarrel with the Bill.
We are led to believe that all necessary
negotiations have been undertaken and
satisfactorily settled. As far as the
municipalities and other bodies are concerned, everything is in order. I take it
that those mainly interested are sufficiently far enough ahead with the project to understand that any future development in the area will not interfere
with the water and sewerage services.
With the one exception mentioned, the
members of my party commend the Bill,
feeling it 1s the forerunner of greater
development in the State.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province).-I desire to
support this measure and was pleased to
hear that Mr. Chandler and Mr. Mansell
proposed to do so. I have had much to
do with the Shell company and have had
the privilege of inspecting the project
and of being the guest of the construction
manager, when the various technical processes were explained to me. I am particularly interested in this undertaking
because it happens to be in my province
and also because it represents a valuable
contribution towards the development of
industrial Australia. The pipe-line will
extend from the refinery at Corio to
Spotswood over a distance of about 36
miles and means a great contribution
towards the easing of our transport
problems. It must be appreciated that
the amount of fluid that can be pumped
through this pipe-line is approximately
double the daily requirements of the
metropolitan area. That fact, in itself,
will give members some indication of the
extent to which this project will relieve
the general road or rail transport situation in Victoria. We can realize also
the saving that this method will mean
in respect of the maintenance of our
roads, to say nothing, of the number of
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road or railway vehicles which would
be required to transport the fuel by our
orthodox systems.
It is pleasing also to notice that all
the necessary safeguards have been
inserted in the Bill to protect Corio Bay
itself. F·rom my knowledge of the project and of the company concerned I
have no fears in that direction. One
has only to visit the area and discuss
wi th the people their reaction-this I
think is a £9,000,000 project-to appreciate just how every precaution is being
taken not only to' establish a highly
valuable undertaking but also to ensure
the most harmonious industrial relationships, of the desirability of which all
concerned are most conscious. A highly
satisfactory feature is the amenities
block that has been constructed by the
Shell company; that block contains washrooms, dining-rooms, and all requisite
recreation facilities.
Such a project
could not have been contemplated if the
company had not regarded its workers
as a vital part of its establishment. The
amenities block is an object lesson to
many other industrialists in Australia.
It is a valuable contribution towards the
cause of petter industrial relationships.
From discussions I have had with various
unions, I know that the company has
provided facilities for its employees and
that among the conditions offered are
superannuation payments and the like.
Such benefits have not been thought of
by a large number of other companies
which could have followed the Shell company's excellent example.
However, I shall conclude my remarks
because I am anxious that the Bill be
passed without undue delay. Concerning the point raised by Mr. Mansell as
to the danger of an accident-through
an explosion--on railway property, I do
not think that there is likely to be
any risk with the company's pipe-line.
There are a number of other pipe-lines
adjacent to the railway through Spotswood and they are above the ground
and have been for many years. It is
possible that they would constitute a far
greater fire danger than the pipe-line of
the Shell company. I am glad that the
Government has inserted in this !Bill
clauses necessary to protect the interests
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of all likely to be concerned in the project and particularly to ensure that the
health requirements are effectively complied with.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-I also support the
Bill and associate myself With the
remarks of my colleague Mr. Ferguson.
The people of the Geelong district were
gratified when the great company in
question selected the site. I know that
it surveyed the whole of Australia before
coming to this decision. The expenditure
of about £10,000,000 in the province
represented by Mr. Ferguson and
myself was pleasing to the local people.
The site was chosen in conjunction
with the Harbor Trust development
at Geelong.
Some of the biggest
ships will now be able to enter
Corio Bay and discharge oil to the
refinery. Negotiations were proceeding
before Mr. Ferguson was elected to the
House. I have been personally interested
in the project, particularly in relation
to the ability of the local water trust to
supply water. The difficulties in that
respect have been ironed out so that this
huge project could be established in my
province.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Provision for leases, &c.,
over Crown land).
The Hon. J. lV. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).Mr. Mansell raised the question of
whether 'any danger to public safety
would be involved in the proposed pipeline passing over the ground in a certain
section of railway property.
I ha~
hoped to have some information on this
iiubject from my colleague, the Minister
of Lands, who is conversant with details
of the negotiations which took place, but
as yet it is not avai-Iable. I undertake to
advise Mr. Mansell 0'£ the position, although I am sure I can safely assure the
House that the Minister of Lands and his
advisers have thoroughly investigated
the matter. I am grateful to the House
for the speedy passage of this measure.
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The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
MOTOR-CAR (VISITING CARS AND
DRIVERS) BILL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I move---That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a very simple machinery provision. Perhaps the simplest way of explaining it is to refer the House to section 23 of the Motor Car Act 1951, which
provides ma'chinery whereby interstate
drivers are permitted to drive a motor
vehicle in Victoria on payment of a fee ,of
1s. The Government proposes to extend
the principle of that section to visiting
drivers from overseas, following an
agreement at the United Nations Convention on' Road Traffic, to which the
Commonwealth Government will become
a signatory in the near future. The
Federal Government has agreed on its
part to modify Customs procedure in
respect of cars temporarily brought into'
AustraUa by overseas visitors. It is proposed to increase the fee payable from
1s. to 2s. 6d., as the amount of 1s. is
barely sufficient too cover the cost of
postage and printing involved.
Perhaps road users will ultimately
become conscious of the fact that since
the introduction of the motor-car in Australia in about 1900, over 30,000 people
have lost their lives on Australian roads.
That number is more than the total
number of persons killed in the second
world war; the 'combined evil geniuses
of Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo killed
fewer people than were killed by what
I might term the cannibalism on
our rQads. I suppose while we have
motor-cars, and until man takes to the
air as his principal medium of transport,
measures of this kind concerning the
licensing of drivers of motor vehicles
will be necessary. It is a matter of grave
reflection that to-day the motor-car,
which is almost a necessity in our modern
civHization, is :the most powerful killer
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invented by man or sent by Providence. I
include an the famines and plagues of
Egypt and all the pestilences which
human life has suffered from earliest
times. It provokes the thought that the
problems of the road will be insoluble
and human life wi'll be lost in this
eXltravagantly careless fashion until man
takes to the air en masse,. I mean when,
for example, one can leave the Houses
of Parliament by a machine which
ascends vertically, travels in a horizontal
direction without risk, and lands vertically, rather than driving through our
streets crowded with heavy traffic.
I
commend the BHI to the House.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
YarraProvince).-I support the Bin. I
am sure the reasons f.or its introduction,
explained by the Minister in Charge of
Electrical Undertakings, are non-contentious, and important, because we
expect many visitors from other
States and overseas during the anticipated happy time when I:Ier Gracious
Majesty visits the State early next year.
In addition, in 1956, we hope to have
many visitors for the Olympic Games. A
measure such as this providing for recipr.ocal acknowledgment of motor driving
licences is a ne'cessity and not merely a
gesture of friendliness. Paragraph (c)
of clause 2 excludes from the privileges
granted in the BHl persons who have been
refused or debarred from holding a
driving licence in Victoria for some
offence, such as being drunk in charge of
a car. At present it is possible for such
persons to obtain a licence in another
State and then drive here. This particular provision may influence the rna Her
of serious loss of life on our roads
of which the Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings warned the House. It
will give the authorities an opportunity
to prevent a person debarred from
driving in Victoria from endangering the
lives of himself and other people in this
State thr.ough a loopho'le in the relevant
legislation.
The Bill covers visitors
driving their own cars and local cars
in Victoria. Such a reciprocal arrangement is desirable at any time, but more
particularly in the near future. I trust
the Bill will have a speedy passage.
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The Hon. WILLIAM MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province) .-Members of the
Country party support the Bill. They
realize that when a courtesy has been
extended to citizens of Victoria who
travel to other States and in some
countries overseas, it is only proper that.
visitors to Vi'ctoria shou}d be accorded
the same privileges. I was pleased to
hear the Minister in C}:large of Electrical
Undertakings, when explaining the Bill,
utter another warning concerning the
tragedies that oocur on our roads. The
lives of innocent people, and perhaps
those of some persons who transgress
the laws, are endangered as a result of
a disregard by road users for our traffic
laws. I do not think we can too often
bring to the notice of drivers of motor
vehicles the need for care and
courtesy on the part of every citizen.
If due regard to law was paid by all
persons who drive motor vehicles there
would be far less destruction on our
roads.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).[ moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

For some time the Government has had
in mind a considera!ble number of
amendments of the Local Government
Act, but, due to the volume of work, it
has not been found practicable to tackle
any substantial amendments of that
legislation. However, it is desired to
submit the non-contentious bu.t necessary amendments proposed in this BilL
The first amendment is contained in
clause 2, and provides for an alteration
of municipal boundaries. By the amendment, the Governor in Council, on the
application of the council for severance
from an adjoining area, will be permitted to increase the size of a borough,
town, or city beyond an area of 9 square
miles, or so that a point therein may be
more than 6 miles from any other point.
Such an increase can now be made by the
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Governor in Council, following a sub~
mission of a request by and the carrying of a poll of local ratepayers, but
it is not possible where the severance
move has been initiated by the local
cO'uncil. The amendment in the clause
will enable the Governor in Council to
exercise the same power in regard to
severance, irrespective of whether the
move is proposed by the council or by
the ratepayers.
Clause 3 proposes an amendment of
sub-section (5) of section 163 of the
Local Government Act, which provides
that nO' person shall be appointed a municipal building surveyor unless he holds
the certificate of qualification from the
Municipal Building Surveyors Board.
That provision has not yet been proclaimed, because there are not sufficient
certificated buHding surveyors available.
It is proposed to amend the Act to allow
the Minister, after consultation with the
Board, to consent to the appointment of
an uncertificated man. That will permit
of the sub-section to which I have referred being proclaimed. It will also
enable tfhe Minister to ensure that where
suitable building surveyors are available they will be appointed. There has
been a demand in local Governmen t
quarters th'at building surveyors be
better qualified, and it is hoped that this
amendment will help tO'wards that
O'bjective.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-This- Bill contains a series of amendments to certain sections. Does the
Minister think it might be sufficient to
deal with the variO'us dauses in
Committee?

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
grateful to you, Mr. President, for having made that suggestion. The amendments are purely of a machinery nature,
and it does not appear to be helpful
to members to deal with the various
proposals in my second-reading speech.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-On reading
the Bill, I find that the Government has
accepted some provisions contained in
the private Bill that I introduced into
this House some weeks ago, but which
has been delayed, at the request of the
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Government, for several weeks to enable
a com·mittee to investigate a certain set
of regulations. I am pleased that the
Government is prepared to proceed with
the amendments that are contained in
this measure. However, if it is competent for the Government to' proceed
with this Bill before the committee has
conoluded its investigations, why was it
not competent for consideration of the
'Bill that I introduced to be continued?
It is not my intention to worry over that
matter, because the main point is to
make provision for what is actually required. The Government is prepared to
accept the second amendment proposed
in my Bill, which relates to' the reduced
time, from three months to two months,
which councils will have to consider the
submission of draft regulations.
It is also prepared to accept my suggestion concerning building referees. It
is proposed that the referees shall be
the only persons competent to deal with
any decision relating to building regulations. I am cpleased that the Government
has seen fit to adopt that proposal; apparently after many years of battling the
stage has been reached in this House
where some notice is being taken of the
rights of people engaged in the building
industry. Clause 9, which amends section 903 of the Local Government Act,
provides that power shall be given to
the Minister to enforce the exercise of
duties of councils in relation to building
regulations. If I may transgress, that
provision calls to mind certain observations that were made recently concerning
another measure before the House.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The honorable member is now transgressing.

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Very
well, Mr. President, I shall say nothing
further concerning that matter. I have
seen no protest issued by any organization because it is proposed that the
Minister in this case can himself exercise power to enforce the regulations.
Those members who challenged me a
week ago are not present to attack this
provision, although it goes even further
than the -one they condemned as challenging the rights of municipalities. If it
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is worth while establishing a committee
to formulate building regula:tions which
are accepted by the councils, those regulations should be carried out. Although
this provision goes further than one that
was claimed to give too wide powers to
the Minister, I contend that it is proper
that the Minister should have power to
see that the regulations are carried
into effect.
The remainder of the Bill deals only
with small matters. For instance, the
alterations of municipal boundaries and
the provision prescribing that the person
who is a building surveyor should be
competent as such. I commend the
Government for the latter provision because I realize that in the past there have
been many building surveyors who have
probably not possessed all the necessary
qualifications. In some cases they are
inspectors in municipalities, especially in
country areas, where municipal inspectors have been appointed as building surveyors. If it is proposed to appoint persons to carry out the duti~s associated
with the uniform building regulations
they must be competent and be able to
interpret the regulations properly.
Another small amendment is one ·that
is needed to give effect to what is known
as the owner-onus legislation and it deals
with by-laws and parking fees. As I said
earlier, I rose mainly to compliment the
Government on its decision to proceed
with portion of the measure which I
brought before the House on a previous
occasion. Although the Government has
not included in the present Bill one of
the amendments I suggested, I am happy
to leave the matter as it is for the
moment, in order to see how far the committee goes with its investigation, since
the persons appointed to investigate
building regulations are representatives
of the organizations I have named. I
trust that when the committee has completed its deliberations we shall be able
to accept its findings and make a further
contribution towards the setting up of a
competent body capable of dealing with
building regulations, which are so important not only for safety purposes but
also to the economics of the building industry in Victoria.
The Hon. 1. A. Swinburne.

(Amendment) BiZZ.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-1 do not altogether agree
with what Mr. Swinburne has said. I
have always considered that any local
government Bill is highly important because it amends the principal legislation.
I have no notes to guide me on the
present measure; I had to listen to the
Minister's explanation and accept his
word. Naturally one would not link this
Bill with uniform building regulations
but apparently, when one scans the
measure one realizes that it is so linked.
Mr. Swinburne knows that I was a member of a sub-committee to which he also
had been appointed and that a stage was
reached' when we thought we might be
able to speed up the work of the building regulations committee. However, it
was so slow in its investigations that
many persons became impatient.
There was truth in what several people
said, because there was one organization
that was always complaining about what
the uniform building regulations committee did. It is to be noted however,
that that organization did not send forward one recommendation for an amendment. Nevertheless, there is no doubt
that the process was drawn out, due to
drafting difficulties, the period of three
months allowed to municipal councils,
the slowness with which those municipal
councils handled the matter and so forth.
Then there was the question of the regulations lying on ·the table of the House,
in addition to that of circularizing more
than 100 municipalities to obtain their
comments within the period of three
months. I believe that probably the
change in membership will lead to a considerable speeding up.
As far as I see it, the present measure
is not difficult to understand. When I
was Minister of Public Works the Melbourne Ci ty Council wanted to make the
motor-car parking fee 2s., and I think
the Act was amended to specify that the
charge be 1s. 6d. Now it is proposed to
provide by legislation a fee of 1s. 6d. for,
a limi'ted period.
The clause relating to building referees
is probably a good one because there appears to have arisen an almost impossible position whenever the surveyor of a
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municipality has been against a certain in which a council amended its
procedure. Irrespective of what the regulations to provide for the creation
referees have been able to do, muni- of a certain f'actory site, to be excised
cipalities have been precluded from tak- from a residential area. It was the
ing action. The clause in question sets custom for the Town and Country
out that if the referees, after consulta- Planning Board to investigate such protion with the surveyor, are of opinion posals and to report to me whe'ther it
that the objection from a ratepayer, or was proper to make an eXCISIOn.
someone else, is well founded, they may I eventually put through an Order in
direct with respect to such building Council, and the site became a fa'ctory
"such modifications of any such pro- area. About six months later another
visions to be made" as will give effect regulation was passed by the same counto the purposes of the by-laws. That is cil restoring the area to the residential
clarifying a difficult situation in which category, and I said, "This is funny; it
some persons have been refused permis- has been taken out of the residential
sion to construct a certain building. They 'area once and now it has been put
have protested to the referees and the back."
municipal council surveyor has come into
I called representatives of the munithe picture and put his case. It has been
,impossible to move him and the council cipality in for an interview, and it
turned out that they had forgotten their
has been unable to take any action.
Coming now to clause 6, it may be said duty. They had been dealing with one
that under the Local Government Act the man who had desired to construct a
responsible authorities must be careful factory, and the council had indicated
what they spend. I presume that the its willingness. The prospective builder
purpose of the clause is to enable certain found that ,he had not the necessary
expenditure on the Royal visit or any finance and so the proposal was referred
other special occasion. Another question to another person, but he did not want
is that of the installation of parking to take advantage of it. The result
meters. Apparently, up to the present, was that the ~ouncil reverted the site
municipalities have not had the power to to the residential category. In such
install those devices as has been the circumstances the Minister has ample
vogue in other parts of the world. The power to act. The clause will give the
provision will be of tremendous Minister authority to ensure that if a
advantage. Mr. Swinburne referred to council is not satisfactorily carrying out
the proposal that public authorities
should be given two months in which its duties he can take steps to see that
to submit their replies regarding draft it does. I have not had an opportunity
regulations. Some difficulty may be of examining the Local Government Act,
experienced by various municipalities. nor have I seen any Ministerial notes
A council may meet only once a month on this Bill. In passing, I express the
and the notification may be received view that in the last few days of this
session a special endeavour should be
shortly after the meeting.
Clause 9, which grants power to the made by the Government to ensure that
Minister to enforce the exercise of duties the Leaders of the other parties of
of municipal councils in relation to build- the House are supplied with explanatory
ing regulations, appears to be rather notes on measures brought forward, thus
drastic. However, the Minister of Pub- providing a reasonable opportunity for
He Works possesses a great deal of power them to determine the character of the
under the Local Government Act. He proposed legislation. It will be seen by
knows that there are submitted to him
the memorandum supplied about the
all sorts of regulations with which he
does not always agree. When I was publication of Hansard that the reports
Minister 'of Public Works I advised cer- of the parliamentary debates for last
tain municipal councils to give the ques- Thursday and Friday will not be pubtion a second thought, and I refused to lislhed until Saturday next, and that the
put through an Order in Council regard- reports of the debates of this week will
ing regulations. There was one case not be available until 19th December.
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Consequently, we shall not be able to
learn what has been said in another
place.
'
The motJion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Alteration of municipal
boundaries,
notwithstanding
that
borough thereby exceeds prescrtibed
area, &c.).
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-Under 1!he provisions of the
Local Government Act, a shire can be
any size, but the area of a borough is
limited to 9 square miles. It is necessary to pass a measure every time a
town, borough, or city exceeds that size,
as was done in relation to Heidelberg,
Moorabbin, and Camberwell. Does this
clause mean that in future a fresh Act
of Parliament will not be needed and
tha t the Governor in Council can
authorize a regulation on the subject?

The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electdcal Undertakings).Replying to Sir James Kennedy, I would
say that formerly there had to be a poll
of ratepayers. Under the proposed new
sub-section power is given to tlhe municipal council concerned and an Order in
Council follows. Therefore, the matter
can be determined either 'by a poll of
ratepayers or by a council.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 6.
Clause 7 (Power to councils to install
parking meters).
The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge 'of Electrical Undertakings).My 'colleague, Mr. Ferguson, who is not
in the Chamber at the moment, asked
me a question regarding the power of
the City of Geelong to install parking
meters. I may inform honorable members generally that under section 554, as
proposed to be amended by clause 7,
power is given to the council of any
municipality--....:including the City of
Melbourne and the City of Geelong-to
install parking meters.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
SUPREME COURT (JUDGES) Bll...L.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of Transport), was read a first time.
COUNTRY SEWERAGE LOAN
APPLICATION BILL.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of TranspOrt).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to seek
parliamentary approval to make loan
funds available to the 38 Sewerage
Authorities named in the schedule to
the Bill. The total estimated cost of
the works inv:olved is £7,900,000, of
which £4,000,000 is to be provided from
Governmen t loan funds and the balance
borrowed from private sources. The
Bill authorizes an expenditure of
£4,000,000 from loan funds.
It is
unfortunate in a matter of such importance, so closely related to the health
of the community, that, because of the
limitation of loan funds, it is necessary
to restrict the actual expenditure on
sewerage works during the current
financial year to an amount of £80,000.
The amount which will be available next
financial year cannot be forecast until
after the total loan allocation for that
year has been determined by the Loan
Council.
The unexpended portions of the provision authorized in the existing Act of
1947 have been incorporated in this Bill,
and it is desired that the sums specified
in the column headed "Proposed Provision" in the schedule be authorized.
The new Bill when enacted will cancel
the existing Act of 1947 and be effective
until the new provisions authorized have
been expended.
With the object of
encouraging the construction of sewerage works, the 1947 Sewerage Loan
Application Act provided assistance to
local authorities by means of grants.
That is effected by transferring, on
approval of the Governor in Council on
the recommendation of the Minister of
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Water Supply, portion of the capital cost,
which is a direct liability of the
local sewerage authority, to the State.
The amount of capital liability so transferred is based on a formula adopted by
previous Governments, which pays
regard both to the cost of the proposed
sewerage works and the popul,ation to be
served.
The Government has decided to continue to render assistance by this means
as it is obvious in most instances that
the high capital costs of installation
would be too heavy to be borne solely
by local inhabitants. This assistance will
be additional to the concession contained
in the Sewerage Districts Act 1943,
which provides that, where the interest
rate payable by a sewerage authority
on mon~y borrowed to finance works
exceeds 3 per cent., the authority will
receive a subsidy from the Treasury
equal to the difference between the
amount actually payable and the amount
which would be payable at an interest
rate of 3 per cent. per annum. No
moneys are advanced to any authority
for the construction of sewerage work
until the scheme has been examined by
the Commission of Public Health and
approved by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
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1st January, 1956, in time for the commencement of the gasification of brown
coal at the Morwell plant.
.commencing a t
the gasifica tion
works at Morwell the main outfall
sew.er will traverse the area through
Maryvale
and
Traralgon
to
the
Ninety-mile
beach-a
distance
of
some 50 miles. The importance oOf this
major undertaking will be appreciated
when it is realized that, in addition to
waste from the brown coal gasification
plant, the sewer has been designed to
facilitate the removal of sewage effluents
from adjacent towns and trade wastes
from other industries in the area, including the paper mills at Maryvale.
The use of this sewer main for
the disposal of industrial wastes will
effect an immediate and permanent improvement in the present heavi'ly polluted
condition of the Latrobe river.
Honorable members are no doubt
awar,e that under the provisions of the
Latrobe Valley Drainage Act 1951, the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission is empowered to exercise the functions ·of the Latrobe Valley Drainage
Board until that Board is constituted.
The Commission has been pr,oceeding
with preparatory investigations, planning, and designing, connected with the
outfall sewer. It is intended that the
Board shaH be appointed early in 1954
before the actual construction of the
sewer is put in hand.

An item included for the first time in a
sewerage loan Bill is the provision of
£1,300,000 f.or the construction of the
Latrobe valley outfall sewer for the conveyance of domestic and inaustrial
The clauses in the Bill are all of a
wastes from the Latrobe valley, which is
developing rapidly and becoming highly machinery nature, and do not require any
industral'ized.
The .outfall sewer is toO further elaboration by me at this stage.
provide primarily for the disposal of the I commend the Bill to the House.
highly toxic wastes from the brown coal
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (Northgasification plant now under construction by the Gas and Fuel Corporation. Western P.rovince).-It is gratifying to
As the production of brown coal gas can- country people to know that more money
not commence until provision is made for ·is becoming available for the installation
Sewerage is accepted as
the dispo'sal of the noxious waste, it is of sewerage.
essential that immediate provision be a "must" in the metropolitan area, and
made to meet the cost ·of this important although there is a large area surroundsewer which has now become a matter ing the city proper which is not sewered,
of urgency. It is proposed to invite ten- plans 'are in course of preparation f.or that
ders immediately for the manufacture of work. It is essential that more advanthe sewer pipes so that delivery can com- tages of city life, such as sewerage,
mence in July, 1954. This action wil'l should be available in small towns so that
enable the pipes to be laid, and other the national need for incre,ased food
essential works to be completed by the proOduction will not be influenced by the
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migration of people to the cities. Sewerage, electricity and water are important
in rural areas. A few years ago, money
was available for the instaUation of
sewerage in a number of areas, but
materials could not be obtained. To-day,
several country towns are unable to proceed with sewerage schemes because
funds are not available, although
materials are in adequate supply.
I shall not criticize the Bill and do not
wish to delay' its passage, but I have
noticed in the schedule that a iarge
amount of money has been allocated for
sewerage works in the Latrobe valley,
connected with the brown coal project
at Morw~ll. That is a maHer of State
development which is of national importance. Therefore, I suggest to the
Government that State development
funds should be allocated for sewerage
purposes at Morwell, leaving funds allocated for that purpose in the Bill available for similar work elsewhere. In
Committee, I should like the Minister 'Of
Transport to indicate whether the
Government has considered that aspect.
I support the measure.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) .-I concur in the passing of
this Bill. The fact that additional loan
moneys are to be made available this
year for the type of work set forth in the
Bill is an indication that money has
become available to a greater extent than
over the past few years.
When
we read the list of towns set out
in the schedule we are impressed
by the fact that these proposed
schemes of country sewerage have
been banking up for quite a number of
years. The list now presented is a formidable one. The Government is to find
£4,000,000 and the sum of £3,900,000 is
to be provided f·rom private sources under
the borrowing powers possessed by the
sewerage authorities herein set out
It is interesting to note that within a
short distance of Melbourne there are
four towns involved in these proposalsCroydon, with a scheme estimated to
cost £250,000; Lilydale, with its scheme
estimated at £120,000; the Springvale
and Noble Park sewerage authority with
an estimated cost of £240,000; and
Werribee, as to which the estimated
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cost amounts to £290,000. Some of these
areas are at present supplied with water
by the Melbourne and 'Metropolitan
Board of Works. Apparently, they are
now about to set up their own sewerage
authorities, with Government assistance.
I agree with the honorable member for
Mil-dura that this legislation is an indication of the growth of our provincial
centres outside the scope of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
The Bill deals with one of the real
essentials of modern life. Unless a town
has a sewerage system it cannot develop
along the right lines. Unfortunately,
some of these centres have had to wait
a long while in the hope of having a
proper system installed. . The Bill provides a very fine procedure whereby the
Government makes a straight-out grant
to these authorities so that they, with
their own borrowing powers, can stand
upon their own feet. I support the Bill.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South Western Province).-I consider
that this Bill provides a great contribution towards the cause of decentralization. I am particularly interested in
towns among those listed in the schedule,
such as Camperdown, Lorne, Queenscliff
and Terang. Under the provisions of
the Bill the local sewerage authorities in
each of the four towns will be able in
the very near future, I hope, to make a
start on their already prepared plans.
For the four towns in question the combined estimated cost amounts to £750,000.
That is a very small amount having
regard to the wonderful development
and to the benefits to be derived from
the improvements associated with this
amenity.
It is pathetic to think that comparatively small centres such as these, in our
advanced stage of civiliza ti-on, should
have had to continue for so long with
the old system of disposal of night soil.
This measure will provide a very great
contribution towards the health of the
people; it can be deemed to be a substantial insurance against epidemics.
For these reasons, and because the Bill
makes provision in the near future for
up-to-date amenities throughout the
country, it must be regarded as a
valuable piece of legislation.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Application of moneys from
Loan Fund for purposes specified in
Schedule.)
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-It will not be possible
to comply with the 'request of Mr.
Mansell, because legislation lays down
and provides authority for the expenditure of money for definite purposes.
The Government could not possibly
charge something such as the cost of
installation of a sewerage system to the
Yallourn area decentralization fund.
That part of the Bill whi1dh does not
appeal to me is that out of an estimated
cost of £7,900,000 the Government is
authorizing the raising of £4,000,000, but
is providing only £80,000 in actual cash.
That sum, of course, provides a start.
It assisted the Acting Treasurer to
allocate loan funds. On this occasion it
was decided that part of the allocation
to the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission should be for sewerage
extensions in the country. The Government realizes the importance of this
ameni ty, and I assure country members
that when a similar loan schedule
is being prepared next year we shall
make a sincere effort to allot a greater
share than £80,000. The Government is
very keen on this matter and is most
anxious to extend up-to-date sewerage
amenities to country peop1e.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-What would be the
a ttitude of the Government in a case in
which a municipality could borrow more
than its percentage in order to go ahead
with a work? I know of one municipality which needed £30,000, but which
in two days had the amount of £60,000
placed at its command to carry out
sewerage works.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-The matter referred to
by Mr. Mansell would be purely administrative and, I suggest, would be a case
for submission to the State Rivers and
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Water Supply Commission. I think the
honorable member will find that a solution can be evoived. It is not often that
any Department is asked to solve a
problem in connexion with .which there
is too much money.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-What is
the attitude concerning the taking of the
full amount in connexion with the
Latrobe valley scheme?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That
matter is covered by the Latrobe Valley
Drainage Act of 1951 and is not
governed by this country sewerage Bill.
If the honorable member examines the
Bill he will see that that is specifically
referred to.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
SEWERAGE DISTRICTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I moveThat this

~ill

be now read a second time.

The purpose of this measure is to
amend the Sewerage Districts Act. The
principal amendments concern administrative procedure in relation to the raising of money by debentures. Briefly, the
sections of the principal Aot are out of
date, and it is proposed, by clause 3, to
repeal them and to substitute the procedure laid down in sections 11 to 14
of the Water Act 1952. Clause 2 proposes an amendment to sub-section (1)
of section 47 of the principal Act. At
present, the consent of the Minister is required where any sewerage authority
enters into a contract which exceeds
£100. That limit was fixed in 1915, and
having regard to the loss in the value
of money since that time, a limit of £500
is now proposed.
Under a pr.ovision of the principal Act,
a sewerage authority which has borrowed funds from private sources to
carry out works is precluded from obtaining any loan funds from the Government until the whole of the privately
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raised loan has been redeemed. Local
water authorities are not now precluded
from obtaining loan funds from the
Government in similar circumstances.
By an amendment, which is contained in
clause 3, the sewerage authorities will be
placed on the same footing as local water
authorities. The remaining clauses of
the Bill are of a machinery nature, and
if any member desires information concerning them I shall furnish it in Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
GOODS (TEXTILE PRODUCTS) BILL.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill provides for the labelling or
branding of textiles in ,the interests of
consumers on the one hand and of the
wool industry on the other. I must
make certain references to the past, because the Government is introducing this
measure against its will. It considers
that it does not go far enough, but in
order to get some form of unanimity
among the States, and having regard to
the attitude of the Commonwealth
Government, we have reluctantly agreed
to introduce this Bill, although it is a retrogade step from legislation passed by
this Parliament some years ago.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-Does this
measure repeal some other Act?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Actually,
the legislation has not been proclaimed.
Perhaps I should give a shoDt history of
the matter. There were complaints that
certain tex,tiles were marketed under
brands which did not disclose either their
origin or their content of wool. Victoria
can take some pride in the fact that it
was the first State to enter this field. In
1937, Part V. of the Goods Act 1928 was
amended in an endeavour to meet the
si tua tion. The Goods Act contained a
wide definition of goods, as being anything the subject of trade, manufacture
or commerce. In 1944, by an amendment
of that Act, the first reference to textile
products was made. The amendment
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was introduced as a result of a conference between the Commonwealth and the
States, and the passage of legislation was
contingent on all States introducing similar Bills. Victoria did in fact proclaim
the legislation that was enacted, but
other States did not pass the necessary
Bills, and the Victorian Act was never
enforced.
That legislation remained in force
until 1950 when the Bill that became
the Goods (Textile Products) Act
was passed. In effect it provided that
manufacturers had to show whether reprocessed wool, re-used wool, or fibre
other than wool was being used, and, unless products contained at least 95 per
cent. by weight of wool, the manufacturer was not permitted to describe them
as pure or all wool. Also, the percentage
of wool contained in the article had to
be shown on the brand. That was the
position in 1950. That A'ct was not to
operate until complementaTY legislation
was enacted by other States. There was
not a great deal of trouble about the
matter, because the Commonwealth
Government, acting under regulation,
made certain provisions concerning im'ports and, under its commerce powers,
achieved precisely the same result as
that which could be effected by the
legis'la tion enacted in Victoria. The Victorian A:ct of 1950 was remodelled, but
similar action was not ta:ken by the
Commonwealth Government because of
a dispute that arose between importers
and manufacturers, which continued for
some Hme. Apparently, the importers
won in the end, and the Commonwealth
Government then amended its regulations by deleting reference to reprocessed wool and re-used wool. In
other words, the Commonwealth Government made no distinction between pure
wool and the second-hand artide.
Various conferences were called, and
they were attended by State Ministers,
who protested against the attitude
assumed by the Commonwealth Government. At that time, tihere was no State
leg'islation governing the manufacture of
textiles, nor was there any provision
concerning distribution, once the goods
had arrived in Australia. The Commonwealth Government amended its regul'at10ns to provide that artides could be
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imported into Australia if they conta'ined such and such materials. In
those circumstances, Victoria could not
enforce the legislation it had enacted.
In July of this year, another conference
of State Ministers was called, which I
attended. For the purpose of record, I
desire to inform members of what I said
on that occasion. It was as follows:We are disappointed at the Commonwealth att,itude in this matter, because we
feel that the regulations as now promulgated by the Commonwealth will not do
.what an Governments in Austral'ia want
them to do-protect the consumer against
the shoddy article. My Government has
consid,ered the matter, and we are prepared, very reluctantly, to accept the Commonwealth's proposal for the time being.
We do it very reludantly, because we consider that it fails to protect the consumer
against . shoddy WOOl, which may, under
these regulations, be desoribed as pure wool.
They fail to protect the consumer in the
case of non-woollen goods, and fail to give
adequate protect'ion to the wool ind·ustry.
As it ts -apparent that we cannot get
uniformity allOng the lines originally suggested and, in default of any,thing better,
the Victorian Government is prepared. to
accept the Commonwealth regulations, but
we make it perfectly clear that it must be
unanimous with all the States. We do not
wish to amend our legislation to make a
retrograde step, but would be prepared to
accept this proposal for the sake of achieving unanimity.

That conference of State Min'isters decided that the States should act
uniformly, and that the proposed legislation should be dra,fted by the respecti ve
Departments of New South Wales and
Victoria and then submitted to the other
States for their assent. The dra,ft legislation has been agreed to. by the
responsible Ministers in the other States,
and measures have been introduced into
the Padiaments of three States already.
I am not certain whether -it has been
passed by any State Parliament. This
Bill follows the lines of the draft legislation. I think that, with the background I have mentioned, the measure
is self-explanatory. Some members 0f
this House have just as much knowledge of the Bill as I have, because the
subject-matter of it has been considered
by several Governments during the last
nine years.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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The debate (adjourned from December 1) on the motion of the Hon. William
Slater (Attorney-General) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-This is a Bill of
the type that is frequently submitted to
the Statute Law Revision Comm'ittee for
review. In the first of this month, I delivered my second-reading speech on thIS
measure, and I then moved that the proposals contained in the BiH be referred
to the Statute Law Revision Committee.
Tha t committee examined the provisions
of the Bill and heard evidence from
Mr. Andrew Garran, one of the Parliamentary Draftsmen. The Statute Law
Revision Committee is satisfied that the
Bill makes no changes in the substantive
law of the State, but will merely be a
reVISIOnary and corrective measure.
.Members have been supplied with an
explanatory memorandum, which reveals
the character of the proposed amendments, all of which are of a grammatical, drafting, or consequential
Character. The Statute Law Revision
Committee recommends the passage of
the measure.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-1 support the Bill. As was
stated by the Attorney-General, the
Statute Law Revision Committee heard
the evidence of Mr. Garran, one of the
Parliamentary Draftsmen. The Bill will
make no substantial changes to the law;
it will merely make such amendments to
existing legis'lation as will enable a
correct interpretation of those enactments to be made.
The moNon was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
. passed through its remaining stages.
WATER SUPPLY LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

As honorable members will see, the purpose of the Bill is to sanction the issue
and application of loan money for
works and other purposes relating to

-
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I desire to refer to another aspect of
the activities of the Commission. If
funds were available it should be possible for the Commission to undertake
other works that have been listed as desirable. Work on projects such as the
Cairn Curran reservoir have been discontinued, but if funds can be made
available, such works should be completed as early as possible. For many
years past Governments have brought
to the notice of the Commissions in New
South Wales and Viot'oria and to the
River Murvay Commission the necessity
for the construction of a weir on the
River Murray at a point about 20 miles
south of Swan Hill. That project was
first contemplated when the Labour
Government was in .office in 1946 or 1947.
Prior to that time there had been a proposal to divide the Torrumbarry system
in two, by constructing a big channel
from Kerang southward.
At present
wa ter is carried part of the way by
natural water channels, but that results
in a great wastage of water. The construction of the project to which I refer
would save 50,000 or 60,000 acre-feet of
water and it would permit of an additional 15,000 acres being brought under
irrigation.
When the present Chief Secretary was
Minister of Water Supply he attended a
meeting at Kerang when the matter was
discussed. The idea of oonstructing the
western channel was discarded in favour
. of the construction of a weir acruSS the
Murray valley between Swan Hill and
Koondrook. The necessary surveys were
completed and correspondence passed
between the States and the River Murray
Commission. . However, there has been
no unanimity between the St'ates in
relation to this project. I understand
tha t if the Victorian Govetnmen t is prepared to contribute its financial quota,
and if New South Wales does likewise,
the Commonwealth Government will
approve of the scheme. If that is the
position then there would appear to be no
insuperable obstacle to the project being
undertaken. I suggest that the matter be
revived with a view to finality being
reached.
When I was a Minister in the Country
party Government I met a representative
of the New South Wales Government in
The Ron. P. T. Byrnes.

Swan Hill and we came to a tentative
agreement to construct the weir. I do
not know why the pr,oposal has not
been advanced further or whether Mr.
East has suddenly gone cold on the project. If it had been undertaken some
years ago, it probably could have been
completed for the expenditure of
£500,000 and much greater efficiency
would have been obtained in the workJng. of the whole irrigation system on
the Victorian side of the river and in the
Torrumbarry system. It would have permitted of thousands of acres of land in
New South Wales being brought under
cultivation. I understand that the New
South Wales Government is anxious to
proceed with the project. In fact, everybody appears to desire that it shall be
undertaken, but apparently nobody will
breast the bal;Tier.
A great service
W.ould be done to Victoria if the scheme
could be brought to finality. It is not
expected that the Government at this
mo'ment should be in a position to say
that the project would be undertaken this
year or next year, but if it wouln agree
to reopen negotiations with the Governments of New South Wales and the C{Jmmonwealth something of value might be
achieved.
My remarks could be applied equally
to a comparatively small job of work
which should have been undertaken in
previous years near Maffra. A t the
time, the work could have been completed
for an expenditure of £150,000, and it
would have enabled a big section of land
to be brought under cultivation. I cannot understand why the work has never
been implemented. It is probable that
the cost now would be perhaps £300,000.
This work would have enabled a completely new district to have been brought
under cultivation in the Boisdale district,
and it would have doubled the capacity
of the dairying lands in the area.. In
the Maffra and Sale districts the rainfall in late summer is very light, and it
has to be supplemented by irrigation. I
commend the Bill, and I again urge the
Government to undertake a review of the
organization of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commissi,on.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-I support my colleague with a great deal of pleasure.
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imported into Australia if they contaIned such and such materials. In
those circumstances, Victoria could not
enforce the legislation it had enacted.
In July of this year, another conference
of State Ministers was called, which I
attended. For the purpose of record, I
desire to inform members of what I said
on that occasion. It was as follows:We are disappointed at the Commonwealth aHoitude in this matter, because we
feel that the regulations as now promulgated by the Commonwealth will not do
'what all Governments in Australia want
them to do-protect the consumer against
the shoddy article.' My Government has
consid.ered the matter, and we are prepared, very reluctantly, to accept the Commonwealth's proposal for the time being.
We do it very reluctan.tly, because we consider that it fails to protect the consumer
against shoddy wool, which may, under
these regulations, be described as pure wool.
They fail to protect the consumer in the
case of non-woollen goods, and fail to give
adequate protect'ion to the wool industry.
As it ts apparent that we cannot get
uniformity al~ng the lines originally suggested and, in default 'Of anything better,
the Victorian Government is prepared. to
accept the Commonwealth regulations, but
we make it perfectly clear that it must be
unanimous with all the States. We do not
wish to amend our legislation to make a
retrograde step, but would be prepared to
accept this proposal for the sake of achieving unanimity.

That conference of State Min'isters decided that the States should act
uniform'ly, and that the proposed legislation should be dra,fted by the respecti ve
Departments of New South Wales and
Victoria and then submitted to the other
States for their assent. The draft legisla tion has been agreed to by the
responsible Ministers in the other States,
and measures have been introduced into
the Parliaments of three States already.
I am not certain whether tit has been
passed by any State Parliament. This
Bill follows the lines of the draft legislation. I think that, with the background I have mentioned, the measure
is self-explanatory. Some members of
this House have just as much knowledge of the Bill as I have, because the
subject-matter of it has been considered
by several Governments during the last
nine years.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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The debate (adjourned from December 1) on the motion of the Hon. William
Slater (Attorney-General) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The
HOD.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General).-This is a Bill of
the type that is frequently submitted to
the Statute Law Revision Comm'ittee for
review. In the first of this month, I delivered my second-reading speech on th'is
measure, and I then moved that the proposals contained in the BiH be referred
to the Statute Law Revision Committee.
That committee exaimined the provisions
of the Bill and heard evidence from
Mr. Andrew Garran, one of the Parliamentary Draftsmen. The Statute Law
Revision Committee is satisfied that the
Bill makes no changes in the substantive
law of the State, but will merely be a
reVIsIonary and corrective measure.
.Members have been supplied with an
explanatory memorandum, whidh reveals
the character of the proposed amendments, all of which are of a grammatical, drafting, or consequential
Character. The Statute Law Revision
Committee recommends the passage of
the measure.
The HOD. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province) .-1 support the Bill. As was
stated by the Attorney-General, the
Statute Law Revision Committee heard
the evidence of Mr. Garran, one of the
Parliamentary Draftsmen. The Bill will
make no substantial changes to the law;
it will merely make such amendments to
existing legis'lation as will enable a
correct interpretation of those enactments to be made.
The moNon was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
. passed through its remaining stages.
WATER SUPPLY LOAN
APPLICATION BILL (No.2).
The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

As honorable members will see, the purpose of the Bill is to sanction the issue
and application of loan money for
works and other purposes relating to
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irrigation, water supply, drainage, flood
and river improvements. It is
an annual Bill necessary to provide
sanction for the expenditure of money
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission. Under the measure, the
sum of £15,000,000 will be made available but the work contemplated to be
done in this financial year will not exceed a cost of £7,000,000. It is necessary, however, to obtain parliamentary
sanction for work to be carried out after
the 30th June of next year, until the
next loan applic.ation Bill is passed. The
different works and the amount proposed to be spent thereon are set out in
the schedule. As members are aware,
for some time past there has been a
shortage of loan funds and if the work
as it was set out two or three years
ago could have continued unabated, many
of the works mentioned in the schedule
would have been completed by now.
Members will be pleased to learn that
work on the enlargement of the Eildon
weir is progressing at an improved rate.
It has been found that there is an in·
sufficient water supply on the Mornington
peninsula in which district there has
been an increase in population and
industries in rec.ent years. Money must
be spent to divert water to the peninsula
from the Tarago river and unless the
renewal of this work is oommenced immediately restrictions upon the use of
water must be imposed upon residents
in the locality. In the Latrobe valley,
increased activities due to the expansion
of works by the State Electricity Commission and the Gas and Fuel Corporation have accentuated a shortage of water
for industrial and domestic purposes. It
is hoped that this difficulty will be overcome in the near future. Honorable
members who represent country provinces have no need to be reminded of
the fact that water in the country is
really as valuable ,as gold, and the work
contemplated in the Bill will literally
turn water into gold.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-When the Minister
was explaining the Bill he referred to the
huge expenditure of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission and
pointed out that if additional money had
been provided in recent years the
prot~tion,
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engineering programme of the Commission would have been further advanced
than it is to-day. In the present financial
year, the Commission anticipates spending the sum of £7,000,000. When members look at the works to be undertaken
they realize immediately the immensity
of the Commission's programme as well
as its diversity. The expenditure of
this money must benefit the State
because it will increase primary production. We have almost reached the end
of the development of high rainfall areas,
and now we are depending upon the
development of localities not so well
supplied with water by natural means.
That entails the extension of irrigation
schemes.
There is a feeling among a large pe,rcentage of irrigators that the Commission has developed into a vast engineerin,g agency. I1: is felt that the main
purpose for which it was constituted has
been pushed into the background-that
is to say, the control and supervision
of irrigation districts and the supply of
water to the land. It is hard to judge
whether the criticism is justified or not
but it appears to many people that the
engineering work of the Commission
has assumed such large proportions that
it is taking up much of the time of the
senior engineers. In the Dominion of
New Zealand the system of constructing
public works is different from the method
obtaining here. On my visit to New
Zealand, I was struck by the system
operating there, and I inspected many
large prqjects. I found that there was
one Department which constructs major
projects to a certain level and then they
are handed over to the public utility
appointed to manage them. That system
works well because there is a concentration of energy and a combination of
forces, without competition between
Departments such as we experience in
Victoria. This State and the Dominion
are about equal in population and
although New Zealand does not build
large irrigation works it has huge hydroelectrical works that are much in advance
of anything of a similar type in Victoria.
In this State there are half a dozen
authorities competing with each other,
and it is fel t that the engineering
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aspect of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission's activities looms
larger in the minds of that body than the
supervision of irrigation projects. Dams
are built to enable water to be s1,lpplied
to farms so as to increase primary production. The construction of reservoirs,
headworks and· reticulation schemes
must occur before water can be distributed on the land. The prime object is
not to build reservoirs which can be
claimed to be the largest in the world
but to supply farmers with water so
that they may increase their .productivity. The work of the Commission
should be divided into two sections. I
admit that it is practically impossible
to introduce a system of one constructing
authority as obtains in New Zealand
because instrumentalities such as the
State Electricity Commission and the Gas
and Fuel Corporation have developed
large engineering sections.
In New
Zealand, I found that engineers were so
trained tha t they could be transferred
from one work to another. The Government announced the priorities of works
and there was no trouble in that way. I
might also mention that in the New
Zealand Public Works Department the
engineer was regarded as being superior
to a clerk whereas the opposite conditions
obtain in this State. The activities of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission should be divided into two parts.
On the one hand there should be the
construction side and the supervision of
'the supply of water to irrigation districts
should be confined to a separate section.
A Commissioner should be placed in
charge of each section with the chairman
taking charge of the whole work of the
Commission.
Th'at would be a reversal of the
present position. From my knowledge of
irrigation, I am confident in saying that
the complaints of the irrigators are justified, as they are not receiving sufficient
care and attention in the irrigation distriots. The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission has other activities
besides the supply of water to irrigation
districts. It controls tIDe water supply
system in the Wimmera, which is unique
in the world. In another section of the
State it supplies water from bores to
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farms and to town dwellers. The Commission also controls river improvement
work. A number of river improvement
trusts have been formed, but they have
not done a great deal of work.
Although I welcome the construction
of the Big Eildon weir project and take
pride in the engineering achievements of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, there is justification for the feeling that the engineering side of the Commission's activities looms much larger in
the estimation of the Commission than'
does the job for which it was originally
appointed and for which it essentially
exists. A complete reorganization of
the Commission may be necessary. I do
not criticize the chair·man of the Commission, Mr. East, who is a brilliant and capable man, but it is probable that he
attaches more importance to the big engineering projects under his control than
perhaps to the requirements of the small
irrigators or of those in the towns who
require a supply of water, or for the
work of river improvement trusts.
At present there is not the close personal contact between irrigators and the
Commissioners of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission as there was
at the time when Mr. Cattanach was the
chairman of that body. That gentleman
spent much of his time among the irrigators. It would be much to the benefit
of the whole of the irrigation system if
the Commissioners paid more personal.
attention to the irrigation districts. It
has been said that tIDe irrigation districts
are not well managed. H' has been frequently stated by irrigators that if the
district were more competently managed
there would be no need for an increase
in water charges.
The present system of control appears
to be' cumbersome.
N one of the
divisional engineers in charge of the
irI'ligation districts live in the country;
they all reside in Melbourne. Of course,
the district engineers and officers reside
in the rural areas, but they are handicapped by reason of the fact tha1 they
are required to refer all but minor matters to head office for approval. The
general feeling is that there should be
a review of the present system of control
of the irriga·tion districts.
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I desire to refer to another aspect of
the activities of the Commission. If
funds were available it should be possible for the Commission to undertake
other works that have been listed as desirable. Work on projects such as the
Cairn Curran reservoir have been discontinued, but if funds can be made
available, such works should be completed as early as possible. For many
years past Governments have brought
to the notice of the Commissions in New
South Wales and Viotoria and to the
River Murflay Commission the necessity
for the construction of a weir on the
River Murray at a point about 20 miles
south of Swan Hill. That project was
first contemplated when the Labour
Government was in office in 1946 or 1947.
Prior to that time there had been a proposal to divide the Torrumbarry system
in two, by constructing a big channel
At present
from Kerang southward.
wa ter is carried part of the way by
natural water channels, but that results
in a great wastage of water. The construction of the project to which I refer
would save 50,000 or 60,000 acre-.feet of
water and it would permit of an additional 15,000 acres being brought under
irrigation.
When the present Chief Secretary was
Minister of Water Supply he attended a
meeting at Kerang when the matter was
discussed. The idea of oonstructing the
western channel was discarded in favour
. of the construction of a weir across the
Murray valley between Swan Hill and
Koondrook. The necessary surveys were
completed and correspondence passed
between the States and the River Murray
Commission. "However, there has been
no unanimity between the St'ates in
relation to this project. I understand
tha t if the Victorian Government is prepared to contribute its financial quota,
and if New South Wales does likewise.
the Commonwealth Government will
approve of the scheme. If that is the
position then there would appear to be no
insuperable obstacle to the project being
undertaken. I suggest that the matter be
revived with a view to finality being
reached.
When I was a Minister in the Country
party Government I met a representative
of the New South Wales Government in
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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Swan Hill and we came to a tentative
agreement to construct the weir. I do
not know why the proposal has not
been advanced further or whether Mr.
East has suddenly gone cold on the project. If it had been undertaken some
years ago, it probably could have been
completed f.or the expenditure of
£500,000 and much greater effiCiency
would have been obtained in the work,ing of the whole irrigation system on
the Victorian side of the river and in the
Torrumbarry system. It would have permitted of thousands of acres of land in
New South Wales being brought under
cultivation. I understand that the New
South Wales Government is anxious to
proceed with the project. In fact, everybody appears to desire that it shall be
undertaken, but apparently nobody wHI
breast the ban-ier.
A great service
would be done to Victoria if the scheme
could be brought to finality. It is not
expected that the Government at this
mo'ment should be in a position to say
that the project would be undertaken this
year or next year, but if it woulii agree
to reopen negotiations with the Governments of New South Wales and the Commonwealth something of value might be
achieved.
My remarks could be applied equally
to a comparatively small job of work
which should have been undertaken in
previous years near Maffra. A t the
time, the work could have been completed
for an expenditure of £150,000, and it
would have enabled a big section of land
to be brought under cultivation. I cannot understand why the work has never
been implemented. It is probable that
the cost now would be perhaps £300,000.
This work would have enabled a completely new district to have been brought
under cultivation in the Boisdale district,
and it would have doubled the capacity
of the dairying lands in the area.· In
the Maffra and Sale districts the rainfall in late summer is very light, and it
has to be supplemented by irrigation. I
commend the Bill, and I again urge the
Government to undertake a review of the
organization of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commisston.
The HOD. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province) .-1 support my colleague with a great deal of pleasure.
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,When the Minister was speaking of the
irrigation areas, he said that water had
literally been turned into gold, and he
uttered some very true words. I do not
know whether he has read Water into
Gold) but if he has not I should be happy
to give him a copy when he comes to
the north-west corner of Victoria in
January. I should like to have 1.lIe privilege of taking him, as Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings,
around the district to show him the gold
in the form of fruit, the production of
which has been m'ade possible by the
supply of water. The supply of water to
Victoria is a vital necessity if increased
pr.oduction of fruit .and food is to be
achieved. When the Chaffey Brothers
first came to the Mildura district it was
an arid stretch of land but by the supply
of water a desert has literally been turned
into an oasis. It has developed until between £10,000,000 to £12,000,000 worth
of produce is grown there and foodstuffs
worth £8,000,000 are sent overseas.
When one inspects the district one is
brought to a realization of its value to
the community, not only from the point
of view of providing foodstuffs, but also
from the national angle.
There is
another aspect to which I would like to
refer. To-day that area, as the result of
irrigation, is becoming a backyard for
the city of Melbourne. Thousands of
pounds worth of produce is forwarded
every day to the vegetable and fresh
fruit markets in Melbourne. That result is attributable to supplies of water
to the land. When one sees at Mildura
the great quantity of water that flows
into the sea, it makes one's heart bleed
to realize that that water is not being
impounded. I can recall the time when I
was able to walk across the Murray in a
drought period, without wetting my
boots. A precarious situation arose in the
1940's, due to the fact that there was an
insufficient supply of wa ter for the
Mallee-Wimmera area. Those whom I
de~ribe as the keepers of the land in
those days were responsible for failing
to catch the water running away from
the Murray and to utilize it, as well as
to conserve it for future years when it
would be needed.
Session 1952-53.-[119]
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When I look at the present measure I
have a feP.ling of deep satisfaction that
the Government has realized the value of
water to the State. I add my commendation of offi,cers of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission who are putting all they know into the problem of
utilizing the water. When we look at the
map of the' channels and of the system
throughout the Mallee area, we realize
how much it means to have thousands of
miles of channelling installed.
The
officers of the Commission have a tremendous task in keeping the channels
clear of weeds. They are not troubled
so much a:bout sand at present, because
we have experienced some good years
and water seems to be plentiful to-day.
The Minister of Agricul1ture who is also
the Minister of Water Supply was among
those who aHended the opening of the
Rocklands dam and must have heard the
sighs of relief and the expressions of
sa tisfaction which emanated from the old
settlers when they saw the dam completed and the water being diverted.
Those settlers could not resist a feeling
of gratification and of safety and
security for the future. They know that
in a time of drought they will be able
to feed their stock.
Under the present system 90 per cent.
of the farmers throughout the MalleeWimmera area are conscious of the fact
that it is necessary to conserve fodder,
and water is necessary for the growth of
fodder. There are farms in that area
north of Mildura for which there has
been no water supply because the
rainfall has been insufficient to fill
their dams. In Victoria there is the
channel sy,stem which brings with it
the certainty of a stock and domestic
water supply, but the farmers have
feared a shortage of water in a time of
drought. I read in a newspaper this
morning a warning issued by that experienced authority, Mr. Inigo Jones, who
is supported by the Meteorological Department. Mr. Jones suggests that everything points to next year being a bad one
for crops. According to the cycles, therf'
is apparently a likelihood of the nex,t
three or four years not being good ones.
'As I 'read tlie warning I thought of the
water flowing into the sea from the River
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Murray. Honorable members may visualize a river which is at least 150 yards
wfde flowing at the rate of 6 miles an
hour and having a depth of up to 50
feet. That water has been running for
months, and I suggest that Parliament
has a responsibility to the people of
Victoria, of the Commonwealth, and
even of the world, t'O produce larger
quantities of foodstuffs. The production
of foodstuffs is the best weapon we have
to-day with the view of preventing
people from other lands coming to
Australia and taking over what we
consider so precious.
I agree with the Minister who is in
charge of this Bill that it is essential
for water to be conserved, but I submit
that we should ensure its distributi'On in
the best possible manner. I consider
that there is room for even more improvement in the administration of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, more particularly in the direction
of specialized efforts on the part of
senior officers in the corner of the State
to which I have been referring. I
concur woith the chairman of the Commission, Mr. East, regarding the development of the Rocklands dam. I still
believe that the distribution of water in
an adequate f.ashion must play a
prominent part in the welfare of the
State. Another phase that is of considerable importance relates to the water
outside the channel system. When one
visits the North-Western Province and
passes across to South Australia, or
through the Southern Province, one
appreciates that a vast quantity of water
is flowing into the sea through underground streams. A t one place just over
the border of South Australia the water
flowing into the sea is fresh and it is
found that the farmers are sinking bores
to obtain water that is useful for stock
purposes. In one area the chemical
content of the water is rather high and
the sheep are consequently rather fatbellied through eating too much pasture.
Nothing is being done in Victoria in
the direction of taking a survey of this
potential that is going to waste year
by year. A few bores have been sunk
and the farmers have said, "We will use
this water to grow three, four, or five
The Bon. A. R. Mansell.
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acres of produce." The State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission contends that
the cost of developing this particular
water potential is too high. I think
there is an obligation to survey the potentiality of the supply flowing into the
sea from the underground streams.
Actually, we do not know just where
that water is coming from, nor do we
know anything about its real quantity.
We are aware that it varies in depth.
At Cowangi a bore was sunk to obtain
water for the purpose of washing gypsum
which is used in the manufacture of
plaster of paris. The water from that
bore has been flowing continuously for
some years.
In some instances, a depth of 40 feet
has been reached to obtain water, and
in others the depth has been 150 feet.
In South Australia the water is as close
as 12 feet beneath the ground. Even in
the heart of the so-called Great Desert
water for domestic supply is obtained by
sinking a bore. It is also used in certain
areas for the growth of pastures. A
number of farmers have sunk such bores
and have irrigated lucerne paddocks, and
so forth. By that means they are able
to increase the number of stock pastured.
The Minister of Water Supply who is
also the .Minister of Agriculture has
appealed for an increase in primary production. The area I have .indicated provides a wonderful opportunity for that
purpose. Another measure on the Notice
Paper relates to land settlement, regarding which there ·are wonderful possibilities in the north of the State where
stabilization of the water supply must
be a big help. Who knows what surveys
if any, are being made? I have spoken
to the Minister of Water supply on this
subject, but I should like to ask the
Minister of Public Works to refer the
matter again to his .colleague with the
view of appropriate action being taken.
I desire to commend the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, as
well ·as the Government, for making
£400,000 available to enlarge the
cl'£annelling system.
The sitting was suspended at 6.11 p.m.

until 7.54 p.m.
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.The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-P.rior to
the dinner interval I was submitting a
plea for a survey to be made of the
underground water supply available in
the north-western part of the State. A
question was asked about the depth of
bores and the height of water. In some
places in the desert, water seeps to the
surface at small holes scooped out by
animals or made by farmers. Noma tter
how many stock drink at such holes,
water still continues to rise. The problem
of water supply concerns not only that
area, but farther south. When evidence
was given before the State Development
Committee, I was surprised to learn that
at Portland, where it has been decided
to construct a deep-sea port, and where
a considerable sum of money already has
been spent, the planning envisages a
population of 15,000 people, which is the
limit imposed by .the available water
supply. A survey should be conducted to
ascertain whether a supply of water
sufficient to maintain a larger population
in Portland is available.
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realized that 50,000 acre-feet of water
represents a cansiderable asset to the
State in that area. At certain times, the
wa ter drains back in to the river and a
high salt cantent results. As a lad, I
can remember abserving the deterioration
of cUrus trees because af that situation.
The projects which the Bill is designed
to' foster will assist in the conservation of
water, and provide cheap water for the
production of foodstuffs. While most of
that production will be on the New South
Wales side, we should not regard it from
a State point of view only; in any case
most of the produce will assist in the
provision of amenities for people on this
side of the border.

In Mildura, growers require an extensive supply of water, which must be
lifted 90 feet from the river level. There
is only apprQximately 3 feet of water per
acre supplied through irrigation channels, but the cost is high, and the channels have deteriorated to a marked
degree. Although higher charges are
being levied, because of mismanagement
I was pleased to note that £400,000 is channels are in a bad state of Tepair and
to be allocated to the widening and should be renewed. It is only by a large
extending of channels in the Goulbul~n capital outlay that the State Rivers and
area. The present system supplies the Water Supply Commission can save
Wimmera and, despite the existence of . money on maintenance. I ask the
the Rocklands dam, there is still a Government to realize that that must be
possible shortage of water to be con- faced in future, particularly as times will
sidered. To-day, the trend is that on each be hard for the settlers in comparison
farm a larger area should be devoted to with what they have experienced in the
the cultivation of irrigable pastures such last few years. As foreign-produced
as lucerne for the maintenance of live- goods will be imported into the United
stock during times of drought. Several Kingdom Australian interests will be
stud farms have been established in the affected. I commend the State Rivers
area. By the extension of the channel and Water Supply for what it has done,
system and further conservation of water but as there is tremendous work yet
in that district, all farmers throughout to be undertaken I trust the Government
the Wimmera and the Mallee will be able will plan carefully for the future.
to irrigate a small area of land on which
to cultivate pastures which will carry
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
them over a bad season. Mention was Province).-This is a measure to sancmade of the Marraboor weir. According tion the issue and application of loan
to the State Rivers and Water Supp~ money for works and other purposes
Commission, that weir will not act as a relating to irrigation water supply,
reservoir as its capacity will be only drainage, flood proteotion and river
about 50,000 acre-feet of water. Such improvement.· The issue amounts to
a quantity of water is only a drop in the some millions of pounds. The Leader
ocean, but when it is remembered that O'f my party, Mr. Byrnes, in his speech
at Mildura a gross value of produce Df directed the a tten tion of the Minister
£200 can be obtained through irrigation and the House to the position of the State
fram 3 acre feet of water, it will be Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
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I feel that honorable members do not
always realize just how important that
organization's work is. I wonder sometimes whether we appreciate what it
will mean in future.
Much work has
been done in the storage and delivery of
water in different irrigation districts,
but we have to a large extent overlooked
how important it is to ,make provision
for the proper control and management
of the rivers and streams of this State.
I shall not be unduly critical but I believe
there should be some reorganization in
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. That body is char,ged with one
of the most responsible jobs in this
State. 'l do not know whether it is
because ,of members' attitude, or the
apathy of the people, or whether it is
due to the Commission itself, but I
know that the rivers and streams of this
State have got into a deplorable condition. They have deteriorated, erosion
is occurring along the 'rivers, and much
damage has been caused. I think the
Minister for Water Supply would have
enough to do if he devoted his attention
to administering the duties of his Department.
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of the work is £185,500 and the provision is £134,000. The fifth part mentions various river improvement trusts
for which the provision is £500,000.

I should like to refer to some of the
rivers with which I am well acquainted
and in which great deterioration has
occurred. First, there is the Latrobe
river. The State Electricity Commission's important undertaking is at
Yallourn. I should like to learn from
the Minister whether it is proposed to
erect on that river any more storages
which will involve the inundation of
thousands of acres in that area.
The local farmers are much concerned
about the prospects. Instead of constructing weirs in the lower portion I)f
the river the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission should be able to
advise the Minister and Parliament that
it has suveyed the upper reaches and can
m·ake provision for the storage of water
without bringing about the loss of rich
flats on the banks of the river. Between
Yallourn and the Gippsland Lakes
approximately 30,00,0 acres have been
rendered useless by floods. I think the
Latrobe River Improvement Trust is the
The schedule to the Bill is divided second that was formed under the new
into ten parts, the first of which con- legislation. A proposal has been made
cerns the application of loan moneys for to create seven teen river improvement
The Government spends
works and purposes relating to irriga- authorities.
tion, water supply, drainage, flood pro- much money every year in providing f~r
tection and river improvement. Alto- storages and irrigation, but it has mane
gether 112 different towns and districts very little money available for drainage
are named in that part of the schedule, and the proper utilization of land along
and the estimated cost of the works the rivers. That is one of our tasks.
set out there is £2,881,000, for which the I do not wish' the Minister to think I
provision proposed is £840,500. For many am critical of the administration of his
years many towns have been looking for Government because I know what the
a water supply. Every year members problem is, but I would direct attenti,)ll
see the same schedule containing names to the great losses occurring through the
of the same towns but litHe is done. lack of drainage and pro.per control of
I think meanwhile honorable members the rivers.
should apply themselves to this task.
Other rivers are the Tyers and Tanjil
The second part of the schedule refers rivers and the Thomson river which runs
to the Mildura trusts. The estimated through part of some of the richest land
cost of the work is £965,000 and the in Victoria. Many years ago I foreproposed provision is £325,000.
The shadowed that if certain work were not
third part affects local government undertaken the Thomson would change
bodies. There the estimated cost of the its course and ruin thousands of acres
work is £594,500, and the proposed pro- of good land. and that has happened.
vision is £200,500. The fourth part Provision was made to try to prevent the
concerns the Geelong trust and urban great loss of land, but the floods of last
centres. In that case the estimated cost December carried away various works
The Hon. W. O. Fulton.
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and the stream changed its course. The
responsibility of the State Rivers and
Wa ter Supply Commission should be such
that when a major disaster occurs that
body should say what should be done,
and it should not allow the deterioration
to take place. I know that in the area
where the Thomson river changed i1:s
course about 1400 dairy cows went out of
production. Instead of the river following its old course it has cut into hundreds
of acres, covering them with silt and
making chasms 50 feet deep. This is
taking place on land capable of carrying a
dairy cow to the acre. Many of the
farms are cut in two and their owners
have to build bridges to enable them to
go from one part of their properties to
another. That has been the experience
of Councillor Clem Jones.
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and as a result many thousands of acres
of land will not receive water for
irriga tion purposes.
Some people think that the difficulty
can be overcome by carrying out certain
works, but it is a tremendous task and
calls for more than the provision of a
few thousand pounds each year to repair
damage. Sometimes, within six months,
work that has been done is washed
away. In my opinion the only possible
way to arrest the erosion that is
taking place on the Avon river is to
ascertain the place where the first great
volume of water can be controlled. The
Valencia creek and the Freestone creek
each carry nearly as much water as the
Avon river, and it is impossible for
works to be constructed on the present
site to withstand the great volume of
water that flows down the river and
creeks. In my opinion, the Blackall
creek near the town of Stratford should
be diverted to another a'rea.

These conditions are due to the fact
that there is not proper control and the
rivers are not cleared of snags and
obstructions. Dams and storages have
been constructed on the Macalister river,
I know that these are big engineerbut owing to siltation a great deal of
their capacity is lost, and many thousands ing works, but I do not think
of acre-feet of water that could have they are beyond our capabilities, particubeen stored are not in the reservoirs. The larly when we have in mind the Kiewa
Glenmaggie weir is to' be greatly in- scheme, where approximately 180,000
creased .in capacity. It will serve soldier- acre-ofeet of water are being impounded
settlement holdings and bring many in various storages on the top of Mount
dairy farms into production. I notice Bogong. It might be possible to control
tha t provision is made in the fifth part the various rivers in Victoria .in the way
'of the schedule for £60,000 for the I have suggested. Of course, a similar
Avon River Improvement Trust. Much , problem is encountered on the Mitchell,
deterioration has occurred on that river, Tambo and Nicholson rivers, and on
and many thousands of acres of land have other streams, notably the Snowy river,
been washed away. When I went to the which flow on to the Orbost flats, where
district 32 years ago, one particular one can see one of the greatest tragedies
farm consisted of 120 acres, but at the that has occurred for many years as a
time of the last survey it comprised only result of the serious flooding of the Snowy
59 acres, and there have been two big river. Although thousands of pounds
floods since that survey was made. may be spent each year on preventive
Erosion is taking place along both banks
work, when floods occur the works are
of the Avon river which, in parts, is
1 mile wide. Each year the river is carried away. We must direct our
cutting into valuable land at an alarm- attention to this problem. There is a
ing rate, at the same time carrying away master plan for Melbourne--and I am
works that have been constructed by not criticizing it in any way-but it does
the State R,ivers and Water Supply not seem possible to create a master
Commission. Within the last 25 years plan to preserve our soil. If we are to
it has been necessary for the Commis- feed the population that eventually will
sion to construct two concrete channels congregate ,in this great city, our soil
to replace those which have been washed must be preserved. In my opinion,
away. Within a short time, another part water is the means by which this
of a concrete channel will be destroyed, country will ultimately reach its goal
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of being able to feed the millions of
people that are necessary for our
protection.
I could speak of the great wealth that
has been created in the Maffra-Sale area
as a result of irrigation. When I went to
Maffra 32 years ago, approXlimately
13,000 gallons of milk a day went into
the milk factories in the flush of the
season, but, as a result of irrigation, the
factories now receive, and have done so
for some years, more than 100,000
gallons a day. When speaking in terms
of wealth, we find that the money
expended in the area has been amply
justified. For some time, the construction of a low-level weir adjacent to the
town of Maffra to enable a further
extension of irrigation in the area has
been considered. I should like to
know what the present position is. We
were informed that the flood gates were
ordered in June. The weir is necessary
in order that land in the Sale-Clydebank
area will be assured of a supply of water
when it is required. For some years,
landowners in the area have been permitted to purchase water but they have
no irrigation rights. The same condition applies in the Boisdale area.
Although many hundreds of acres of
land are within a stone's throw of Ithe
channel the owners are not eligible to
receive water as of right, simply because
the main channel constructed to serve
the area is not large enough to carry
the volume of water that is required.
Various surveys have been made and
plans prepared. The last scheme suggested was that the river should be used
as a channel from the Glenmaggie weir
to the township of Maffra, whence the
water would go to other areas. Such a
scheme would permit the rich flats at
Boisdale to be irrigated, whereas at
present only portion of the area receives
water.
One would not for a moment criticize
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission or its chairman, because Mr.
East is probably one of the great public
servants of this State. However, something is holding the Commission back.
I remember when Mr. East stated .that
it would take the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission twelve years to construct the Big Eildon dam because the
The Hon. W. O. Fulton.
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Commission did not have sufficient engineers to do the job. When that projec:
was advertised the Utah Construction
Company, an American company, undertook to finish the work in a little over
four years, and except for the unfortunate lack of money the project would
have been constructed much sooner. I
believe that in the set-up of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
there is too much remote control and not
enough responsibility is placed upon the
engineers in charge of the district or
on district engineers. As Mr. Byrnes has
stated, the divisional engineers 'of the
Commission live in Melbourne, and before a resident engineer can carry out any
job he has to receive permission from
the divisional engineer in Melbourne.
The man in charge of work at the Big
Eildon weir, Mr. James S. Fogg, is living
on the job, and I am informed that
sometimes he is at work at 6 o'clock in
the morning and at 12 o'clock at night.
This policy of remote control is costing
us too much. Not sufficient authority
and responsibility are given to those
engineers who have the task of carrying
out necessary works in various irrigation areas. I ag'ree with Mr. Byrnes and
Mr. Mansell that a thorough investigation should be made of the activities of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, not to try to apportion any
blame but to ascertain any weaknesses
that exist so that they may be rectified.
I remember when I approached the
Commission concerning the Thomson
river changing its course, .the chairman
said that the Commission had many
aerial photographs of the incident and
there was no necessity for an engineer
to look at it. What is the use of the
Commission having a pile of photographs
and plans if nothing is done? When we
think of the land and the amount of
production that is being lost each year,
it behoves us to evolve a plan to prevent
that great loss. The Gippsland Lakes
are receiving silt ,from the Avon river
and other streams. That is because we
have adopted a policy of waiting for
something to turn up. The rivers and
streams in Victoria are in a deplorable
condition and it is ltime that Parliament
took steps to ascertain why that position obtains, and why we are not able
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to prevent the great deterioration that
is taking place. Along the Avon river,
more Ithan 3,000 acres of land have been
lost for all time. Thousands of acres
of probably some of the richest land in
Australia along the Snowy river are
covered with sand and rubble to a depth
of from 18 inches to 3 feet. We cannot afford to lose it. I believe the only
remedy is to investigate the workings
of ,the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission so that remedial action may
be taken. Further, in my opinion, the
Minister of Water Supply should have
only one portfolio. In that way he would
be able to give his time, ability, and
energy towards directing the policy of
this State concerning this great asset
we are losing.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-Western Province).-I support
the Bill, because it will permit developmental work to be carried on, and will
enable water to be provided at various
places. Recently the water and sewerage
authority of Geelong has viewed with
alarm the huge demands that are being
made upon its services.
I notice that
the schedule to the Bill provides for
works estimated to ·cost £125,000 on
behalf of the Geelong Waterworks
and Sewerage Trust, and that the
proposed provision is £100,000.
I
predict that the whole of that money
will be required for future developments
that are envisaged by the authority. I
assure members that the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust is confronted
with a problem of considerable magnitude to provide the domestic and industrial services of the district with
adequate water supplies. Water, like
fire, can be a very good servant, but
an exceptionally bad master. A pathetic
problem is associated with the SouthWestern Province, namely, the extension
of the lakes in the Colac district. The
various municipal councils and farmers'
representatives in the area are trying
to. evolve a satisfactory method of
alleviating the disastrous f:l.ooding that
has occurred. Some residents have lost
as much as 600 acres out of a total area
of 650 acres owing to the f:l.ooding that
has taken place.
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It has been reliably estimated that,
in the Western District, land to the
value of approximately £4,000,000 is
now out of production. The problem
is too vast for the State of Victoria to
grapple with alone. It must be handled
on a national basis and relief is dependent, to a large extent, on the amount of
finance that can be made available by
the Commonwealth Government. Proposals have been submitted that the
Corangamite lakes could be relieved by
diverting the Wody Yallock creek
through the Lough Calvert drainage
area to the Barwon river. I do not
think anyone would expect great results
from that project, because of the vast
volume of water that would have to be
drawn off. It has also been proposed
that an artificial canal should be cut
through to the sea from Lake Corangamite and the adjacent lakes at a cost of
approximately £1,000,000.
If
this
Government could make representations
to the Commonwealth Government and
evoke sufficient interest in the project,
possibly enough money could be found
for the work, and thus make a substantial contribution to the food production of this State while, at the same time,
relieving much of the anxiety that besets
local farmers who are threatened with
disaster.
I notice that the fifth part of the
schedule refers to river improvement
trusts. I have previously directed the
attention of the Government to the need
for an over-all inquiry into the problems
associated with the Barwon valley. I
believe that if the State Development
Committee were entrusted with the task
of inquiring into this matter it would
submit a valuable report. I support the
measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue and application of
£15,000,000 from loan fund for purposes
specified in schedule).
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings).This Bill provoked much comment from
Country party members during the
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second-reading debate. Speaking metaphorically, water is a matter that lies
close to their hearts, and they must be
pardoned for taking up the time of the
House in the discussion of what might
be regarded as parochial issues.
Reference was made to the need for a
thorough investigation of the activities
of the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and. some disparaging remarks were made concerning Mr. East.
I am unable to offer, nor would I presume to offer, any comment on those
matters, because I am not possessed of
the necessary facts. In my view, however, it is entirely improper for a member to use the privilege of Parliament
for the purpose of attacking a departmental officer, who has not the same
facility for stating his case as has the
member concerned. I suggest that those
members, if they have proper material,
should exercise their privileges in the
correct manner.
So far as Mr. Fulton is concerned, I
offer the comment that he is now, so
to speak, a roaring lion, seeking whom
he may devour, but some members of
this House remember that not very long
ago he was Minister of Health in a
Country party Government, and he was
then as meek as a kitten. It is the proper
function of a member of Parliament to
criticize the administrati.on of a State
Department, and I hope that members of
this House will always be zealous of
.their responsibility in that regard, with
a view to promoting efficiency and
eliminating waste. However, I do not
desire that the name .of any public servant should be besmirched except on the
production of proper evidence.
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL (NorthWestern Province).-The Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings spoke
of disparaging remarks. Mr. Byrnes and
I made no disparaging remarks .of which
I am aware. The view was expressed
tha t there should be two branches of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, one to deal with water supply and
the other with water conservation and
constructional works. Both Mr. Byrnes
and I expressed confidence in Mr. East,
who is doing a splendid job with respect.
to constructional work, but we feel that
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the task is so large that it is impossible
for anyone man to cope with it effectively. I am certain that we did not
intentionally voice any disparaging remarks concerning the chairman of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-By leave, I move-That the Order of the Day appointing
Thursday, 10th instant for the resumption
of the debate on the second reading of
the Labour and Industry Bill be rescinded
and that it be made an Order of the Day
for later this day.

The motion was agreed to.
The debate' on the motion for the
second reading of the Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-For several reasons,
this is a most important Bill.
In the
first place, it is a necessary consolidation
of the law, and so far as that is concerned I congratulate the Department
and the officers concerned on the consolidation of the various Acts. From personal
experience, I know that when a manufacturer wants to know the rules that
apply under the old Act, he is faced with
extreme difficulty.
No solicitors in
Melbourne seem to understand the complete' ramifications of the measure, and
when I have approached the Depa·rtment
its officers have been unable to answer
questions about the state of the legislation. I repeat that the Bill will effect
a necessary consolidation. Members who
may object to a number of its clauses
will be precluded from voting against
the second-reading motion because the
Bill is a desirable consolidation of the
existing Acts.
After the present Acts are consolidated
the Bill will be a horrible pattern. The
Minister of Labour suggested that I was
attacking unions, which is far from my
intention. I have re.ad the Bill, and it
was a tremendous task.
I have also
studied the report of the committee
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whicb was; appointed to consider this
legislati.on. The Minister implied that
the report was that of an independent
body appointed in the interests of the
people. The committee was representative of employers and employees, who
had a deep -interest in many factors
appertaining to industry, but the interests of the consuming class were ignored.
In the Bill, the bureaucrat has received
his fair share of attention, plus a number
of privileges not enjoyed prevIously.
There has also been an attempt to widen
the scope of the Labour Department, and
I shall discuss that aspect later.
Anyone reading the Bill must be
impressed by the fact that it contains
pages and pages of restrictions. Probably
there is no greater monument to restriction than this Bill. Every year in the
United States of America the productivity per man-hour is increasing by
between 3 per cent. and 8 per cent.,
whereas in Victoria the rate is much
lower. Recently we have raised our
figure to the order of 3 per cent. If
we proceed in that way for the next 25
years we will have increased 'Our standard
of living by about 75 per cent. In the
lifetime of most of us, I believe we will
enjoy a substantial increase in our standard of living. Inventors and scientists
are trying to produce more with less
labour in an effort to raise the standard
of living, but, unfortunately, no attention has been paid by Parliament to
increasing the size of the "cake"
people will be able to enjoy. The longer
I am a member of ParUament, the more
I become impressed with the fact that
legislation has a restricting effect. No
Bill seems to try to improve the wealth
that is produced.
The Hon. R. R. RAWSoN.-What about
irrigation schemes?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Money is
provided for such schemes, but they are
not formulated by the brains of members
of Parliament. All we say to the people
is, "Lend us your money to enable us to
carryon these schemes." On the other
hand, legislation is introduced to protect
pressure groups.
When one reads the
contents of a Bill one knows that there
is an attempt to protect vested interests.
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On the other hand, trade unions try to
protect the workers from having to work
long hours.
I presume that it is not
our job to prQtect pressure groups but
to safeguard the interests of all people.
This Bill represents the interests of some
pressure groups to the disadvantage of
the ordinary people. Assume that in the
next few years there is an increase of
20 per cent. in the standard of living.
In what way can we be assured that the
same amount of materials and housing
will be produced with two-thirds of the
present labour power and what will we
do with the rest of the labour power? In
the United States of America, the
problem has been solved, and their
statistics show that an increased percentage of people are engaged in service.
In the next twenty years, we should
ensure that people shall receive more
service than at present, because I am
sa tisfied that we can provide all the fDOd,
clothing, and houses that are needed.
Housing should be the first problem to
which surplus productivity should be
devoted. What will be done next? I
suggest that we should give the people
the benefit .of increased leisure hours. In
the years to come, I believe we may
reduce the working week to 35 or even
30 hours. When inventors and others
produce extra quantities of goods, are
we to suffer from three "Melbourne
Sundays" each week?
If the principles embodied in this Bill
are to be adopted, every shop shall be
shut on Sunday, and as far as possible
shops shall be closed on Saturdays. If
that is to be a guide as to what will
happen in the future, it is possible that
in due time shops will also close on
Friday, then people will have no beer,
no petrol, no trucking and no service.
We will have reached the millenium.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-From a
reading of the amendments that you
propose to submit, I think I could
suggest the people with whom you have
been discuss1ing the Bill and who have
been blowing down your ear.
The Hon. A. G. WARNE'R.-Lf the
Minister thinks that I have disa!ussed the
Bill with representatives of the Chamber
of Manufactures, he is in error. I suggest
that it should be possible to have petrol
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pumps worked by mechanical means.
Curiously enough, not one person has
spoken to me 'On that subject. I have
my own ideas about it. The Premier
was recently reported in the newspapers
as having said that the use of mechanical pumps would put many men out
of work. Apparently he thinks that it
would be a horrible idea to provide more
service by installing mechanical petrol
pumps, as that m'ight deprive people of
employment. If that philosophy is
followed to its logical conclusion, we
should do away with steam shovels and
use spoons. We should also abolish
tractors and motor-cars and use horses.
I should have imagined that if a
'system could be devised for 'supplying
petrol, for washing up or doing a
thousand and one other chores by
mechanical means, tha t would have
meant progress, but apparently the
Premier says; "You must not do that,
because it will put somebody out of
work." Surely the right idea is to give
more service to the public by opening
shops and giving servke and reducing
hours of work on production if
possible. It should not be our wish to
make more work. There would be no
sanity in that ·idea. I repeat that
apparently, in the opinion of the Minister or the Premier, it would be a dreadful thing to do away with a certain
amount of sweat. The Bill indicates
the fear complex on the part of uni'Ons
in regard to unemployment. It indicates
the fear complex of the employing class
in their factories and shops-that there
should be some effect on their goodwill,
or that anything should affect their
right to shut thl)ir shops. The poor customer comes a bad last.
The Hon. R. R. RAWsoN.-Very frequently the employer and the em'ployee
are the one person.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not
often.
He is the same pers'On when
he be'comes a customer or when he pays
his 2s. to the union secretary. The
clause which impressed me, as a substantial shopkeeper, as being very
curious is one which suits me very well.
I am sure it also suits every big shop in
the city. It provides that no shopkeeper shall be allowed to sell anything
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in the evening or to do any canvassing
from door to door after the shops have
been closed. If a little suburban retailer
does that he will be committing a crime
and he may be fined. I repeat that I,
as a big shopkeeper, have no objection
from my point of view, but what about
the little shopkeeper? I suggest that
the Government is not a<.:ting in the
interests of the small shopkeeper. And
how about the people who in the evening would like to have a demonstration
in their home of a washing machine?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There is
nothing about demonstrating washing
machines in the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Minister cannot convince me that
demonstrating is not canvassing for
business. A person would not demon·,
stra te the working 'Of a washing machine
if he did not desire to sell it, but in
accordance with ,the terms 'Of this Bill
a demonstration of such a machine, in
the hope of selling it t'O a househ'Older,
will be a crime. Perhaps, it would affect
the vested interests, but the public have
not been considered.
Apparently, the
Bill seeks to achieve something in the
interests of somebody who does not want
it. The Bill indicates a desire to restrict industrial 'effort, to limit pr'Oduction, and to reduce competiti'On so far
as manufacturers and traders are concerned. The consumer is not in the
race. I suggest that ;the Bill is not in
accord with modern ideas of greater
service to the public. Theref'Ore, I think
it is completely out of date in its
approach. As a matter of fact, some
of the sections are really funny. This
one is typicalWhere an article of such furniture has
been manufactured or prepared solely or
partly by the labour of any Chinese person
or on the premises of any Chinese employer
such stamp shall also set forth in legible
type the words" Chinese Labour."

Well, what is wrong with furniture made
by Chinese?
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-We want to
know whether the furniture is made by
Chinese or European labour.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What does
it matter by whom it is made, provided
the ,customer gets fair value for the
money he pays?
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-This afternoon a Bill went through this House
without any opposition in two minutes.
I t will do precisely the same thing
for the country folk in regard to textile
labour associated with the wool industry.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I am enThe Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I do not
, gaged to some extent in the furniture
business, but I do not know of any believe in the principle propounded in
that measure.
Chinese who manufacture furniture.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Are you a
-It is entirely out of order to refer to
member of the furniture guild?
the debate on a Bill which was passed
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes.
earlier in the same session.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Do you subThe Hon. A. G. WAIRNElR.-I forescribe to their policy?
shadow the idea that we ought to remove
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not the objectionable provisions from our
expressing the views of the furniture legislation. We in Australia live with
guild but of members of the public. The millions and millions of people to the
next provision in the Bill is as follows:- north. Must we insult them by including
Where an article of such furniture has them in this Bill in this fashion?
there
is
one
poor,
solitary
been manufactured or prepared partly by If
European labour and partly by the labour Chinese living in Melbourne, fiddling
of persons other than Chinese such stamp around in the furniture trade, is that
shall also set forth in legible type the words any reason why legislation insulting that
"European and other labour."
man should be passed? This measure is
Apparently, the desire is to restrict a brain-child of the Socialist Government
persons
from
employing
Chinese. which is trying to preserve the rights
Perhaps the purpose of the provision is and privileges of the unions. It is a
to protect the fellow who does not em- fantastic document for 1953-54. I come
ploy Chinese, or to induce people to buy now to the restrictions on transport. A
articles made only by European labour. fairly scientific investigation has been
I imagine that the real purpose of the made into the cost of transport in Ausprovision is to protect the vested in- tralia. It has been estimated that it
terests of unions and furniture makers costs one-third of the national income.
who do not employ staff; it is certainly That is a huge amount when one connot included in the Bill to protect siders the total man-hours and other
customers.
factors involved in transporting persons
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Members of and goods from place to place. I underthe furniture guild will tell you the stand that something like £600,000,000
reason for its inclusion.
has been invested in transport equipment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A good To depreCiate transport and to pay
deal of consideration seems to have been interest on it cannot cost less than 10
given ,to this Bill by the Labour party per cent.; the amount is probably nearer
and by Cabinet, and for some reason or 20 per cent., and so it costs us something
another it has been decided that between £60,000,000 and £120,000,000 a
Chinese must not be employed in the year for interest and depreciation on
furniture trade unless the articles made transport.
by them are stamped in accordance with
I say " This is the brain-child
of the Socialist Government, which rules
clause 116.
that for approximately 16 hours every
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-All manuday a sum of £600,000,000 shall lie idle."
facturers are required to stamp their
It is decreed that we shall deprive ourfurniture.
selves of the use of the transport. It
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I repeat does not matter whether one pays
that I can see no sane reason for the penalty rates to employees and earns
clause.
more income by doing so, nor does
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There is no
method of tracing the maker and of
assisting the ·customer in determining
whether or not he gets fair value unless
it is stamped.
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it matter tha t the people should
obtain better and cheaper services.
Such advantages cannot be provided
because we have this reStrictive
Bill which says, in effect, that if its
provisions are not complied with, road
transport may interfere with the railways; it may interfere with the union
principle of not working more than a
certain period of hours in a day. This
is all restriction. The Government's
contention is, in effect, "Of our total
wealth, £600,000,000 shall lie idle sixteen
hours every day."
Of cours'e, there are cert,ain things
that one will be able to carry, for
instance, bones and dead meat.
No
doubt there are many privileges granted
by this Bill! First of ali, it is said
You must not do this; you cannot have
service; you cannot have all this transport in use although it costs between
£60,000,000 and £120,000,000 a year to
maintain it." Some railway trucks are
more than 75 years old, but they are
still kept in service. The Government has
selected certain things that one may do;
it will ,grant various" privileges" to the
community. For example, a person may
remove dead animals; I suppose that is
because they stink, something like the
Bill. One may carry around bones or
even refuse from butchers' shops.
I'

The Hon. WILLIAM MACA ULAY.-Could
one carry animals?
The Hon. A. G. WARNEJR.-I do not
think that privilege is ,granted by the
Bill. At one time you could carry livestock up to a certain hour, then you had
to stop until the animals died, whereupon they could be carted as carcasses.
It will be possible for a person to carry
a parcel of laundry work, or even a
newspaper.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-This is an
important and serious Bill. If you a're
putting forward the attitude of the
Liberal party, I am sorry that there is
not a greater gallery to observe the manner m which that party approaches the
question.
The Hon. A. G. WAtRNER.-I do hot
wish the Minister of Labour to become
upset.
I admit that I am slightly
facetious about this measure, which
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took me six hours to read thoroughly and
I was really appalled to think that in
1953-54 the Bill has been produced as a
monument to legislative effort.
It
presents an idea of wh'at Labour
thinks our citizens ought to be
allowed to do.
Together with members of the Government, we, are sitting
in solemn conclave and, through this
measure, we are saying to the people
"You must not open a shop after a .
certain hour; you must not buy a
cigarette after this or tha t time; you
must not cart things at other hours;
you must leave the shops idle; you must
not open a furniture shop. Even if you
do wish to pay overtime; it is against
our poUcy. You must leave all your
cap'ital idle. Even if it would pay you
to buy an expensive machine in another
part of the world and run it 24 hours
a day to produce cheap furniture, you
cannot do that on any day you wish."
If it were a most valuable and efficient
machine the unions and the Government,
conjointly, in this Bill have said" No;
the people of Australia must not have th~
benefit proposed." How many are aware
of the fact that it costs three times
as much to make furniture in Australia
as it does in England? I admit I am
engaged in that industry and have been
for about fourteen years. For ten years
we were endeavouring to make furniture
cheaper for purchasers. I could not
understand that I could be so inefficient
as to have our costs, three times the
English. We tried every trick of manufacture that we knew; I have had 30
years' experience.
We tried the best machinery and the
best lay-out; we obtained the 'right type
of timber, used the proper method of
spraying, and so forth. In the end I
thought it was just too stupid, and ,that
all in our organization must be dumb
if we could not reduce the cost. We
sent a man to England to work in the
industry there and ,to find out what
occurred, because we wished 10 produce
an article at a lower price. The fact is
that u'nskilled labour is employed in
England. For example, the services of
women are used to put little pieces ()f
wood together, but that must not be done
in Victoria. It has been determined as
a skilled job, paid at high rates.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-In some other
countries child labour is used a~d you
want that here.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think that child labour is employed in
England, but I am glad to hear the
Minister's interjection because it discloses
a frame of mind such as characterized
the old Labour outlook upon industry.
There are many men who consider that
the w.ay to produce cheap goods
is to obtain the services of some
poor bloke or child who cannot
see very well, put him in a dark
and dingy corner, give him old-fashioned
machinery to operate, and "sweat"
him. I have never heard of a more
ridiculous idea. It is a crazy idea.
The way to produce cheaper goods is to
use the best possible m,achinery, employ
the best tradesmen and the best tools,
and make the goods in the best factory,
with ,the maximum amount of machinery
and the least amount of man-handling.
In those circumstances, you get the
cheapest possible article. Let us consider
General Motors, Ford's, and other successful operators. We do not see any
persons rushing around there, "'Sweating," and so for-tho There are no stumbling
old men at work and being underpaid for
it. Such undertakings use the best type
of machinery, working it 24 hours a day
by the best method, and that costs
thousands of pounds in many instances.
The result is achieved not by restrictions,
but with the best possible equipment used
in the most economical manner for the
longest possible period.
The man who works the machinery
at night-time obtains 50 per cent. more
remuneration than others who do not,
but no one worries on that score. The
additional remuneration is gladly paid
because wages and hours do not
constitute the whole story.
The
brain-power and the cost are in
the machinery.
Sweating" is a
completely old-fashioned idea, and
it will be noticed that old-fashioned
manufacturers having such ideas are
going to the wall. I suggest that a
similar situation obtains in the farming
community, about which-I must confess
--I do not know very much. I suspect that
those faTmers who are making the most
money have the best type of land, manure
I'
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it in the best way, use the""'best machinery
and the best types of animals. They do
all their farming by the most modern
scientific methods. I know that I am
not capable of persuading this Parliament
to tear up this Bill and bring in a fresh
one providing for the maximum freedom, but I wish I could. Let us
have that maximum freedom; let
us have the best service for customers
and see whether we cannot lift the output
of industry and, at the same time, raise
the nation to higher living levels. Let us
use all our resources and all the best
means of transport for the maximum
period. If there were a new approach to
this question, I think all concerned would
do much better in the future.
I
propose to submit only a few amendments in an endeavour to obtain' some
allevia Hon of the provisions in this Bill,
and I hope my party will suppor.t me.
On the motion of the Hon. 1. A.
SWINBURNE (North-Eastern Province)
the debate was adjourned until next day.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-By leave, I moveThat the Order of the House making the
resumption of the debate on the second
reading of the Licensing (Amendment) Bill
an Order of the Day for the next day of
meeting ,be read and rescinded, and that it
be made an Order of the nay for this day.

The motion was agreed to.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the 'motion of the Hon.
A. M. Fraser (Min'ister of Labour) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I do not suggest that I am
capable of making as attractive a speech
on this Bill was made by Mr. Warner.
The measure is involved and concerns a
subject of which many honorable members have little knowledge. My own
knowledge 'of the licensing law was
restricted to the fact that hotels close
at 6 p.m. and are not open on Sundays
and certain holidays, that bars must be
kept closed except in the hours allowed
for trading, and that persqns travelling
a distance of 20 miles are permitted to
obtain liquor after normal hours. In
the last week, I have studied the liquorlicensing law, including the excellent
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exposition in Meagher's Licensing Law
and Practice. I have noted that hotelkeepers aI'le still legally obliged to
provide stabling facilities for three
horses; I am· not aware whether city
hotels comply with that provision.
In my youth, I had some experience of
hotels, because in those daY's cricket
associations and football dubs did not
possess buildings and held their meetings
in hotels. I remember that those hotels
were packed to the doors untn about
11.30 p.m., and that later certain people
carried demij'Ohns of liquor to consume
in Hyde Park and such places. To-day,
we hear of the 6 o'clock swill. Liquor
is not a subject about which one can
become enthusiastic, because, although
it no doubt promotes sociability and
friendliness in certain circumstances, a·
tremendous amount of sorrow, suffering,
loss of position and wealth, and even
crime, is brought about by excessive
drinking of intoxicating liquor. Ever
since there have been Governments, it
has been recognized that the sale of
intoxicating liquor must be strictly
controlled. There is no worry about
milk bars-even if they are kept open
untn 12 o'clock at night-and it has
never been considered necessary to control them by legislation. They are
pleasant places to visit, and the consumptIon of milk, of which I am fond,
does people much good.
The liquor law is disobeyed more than
the law relating to any other subject.
At an hotel which a friend of mine used
to board at, unlimited drinking took
place every night until all hours, but they
always seemed to know when the pol1ceman was coming around; consequently,
the licensee was never caught. It would
be a happy world if we could get people
to take strong drink more moderately,
but no one has ever achieved success in
that direction. Drink contributes considerably to road accidents. On smoke
nights, I have often worried about young
men who have had much to drink
getNng home in their cars, and remember how relieved I have been to know
that no accidents have occurred.
Although I have no statistics, I belIeve
Australia is one of the heaviest drinking
countries in the world. On Saturdays,
when hotels are open from 9 a.m. till
Sir James Kennedy.
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6 p.m., one can see motor-cars lining the
streets for miles around suburban
hotels. I do not wish to criticize
licensees-indeed, friends of mine who
are licensees are public-spirited menbut despite the good men there are in
the trade, it is necessary to stringently
control it by law lest it should get out
of hand.
I congratulate Mr. Fraser on his
comprehensIve statement on the Licensing
(Amendment) Bill, which he
explained in his usual excellent manner.
In 1944, a Royal Commission inquired
into the liquor trade and presented a
valuable report, which I have read.
Very few of the recommendations contained in the report have been adopted
in the Bill. Most of the press pubIicity
on the measure has been devoted to
the situation in dry areas where the
people say they have certain rights as
democratic citizens which they wish to
retain. As Mr. Cameron, who represents an electorate containing dry areas,
knows, certain proposals in the Bill
ser'iously affect hi,s 'constituents. The
Bill, which contains 32 clauses, is essentially a Committee Bill, but now I shall
discuss a few of the clauses. The whole
State will become one licensing district
under the Bill. The previous set-up led
to a number of anomalies. In some
~reas there are too many hotels, and
In other areas there are too few or no
hotels. That is because the total number
of licences to be permitted was decided
in 1917. Since then, the population has
grown in certain districts and dwindled
in others. Therefore, the object of
spreading Hcenrces move evenly throughout populated areas is sound. This was
recommended by the Royal Commission.
Another important provision is that
there is to be no limitation t'O the number
of licences. When the earlier licensing
laws were passed, ·Parliament accepted
responsibility and declared that there
should be only a certain number of
licences. This Government has indicated
~hat it will not take any responsibility
In regard t'O the number of licences; it
merely proposes that there is to be no
limitation. The ceiling was fixed in
1917.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-We have no
data or basis to fix any number to-day.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It is the
duty of the Government to determine
such matters, and not leave them to an
outside body. Members are elected by
the people, and if they believe the licensing laws are important they should
express their views on them.
The
Licensing Court is to be a judicial, a
legislative, and an administrative body.
I do not call it a court; it is to be more
like a Transport Regulation Board. This
court will determine all sorts of things.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That does
not make it a legislative body.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Will it not
make laws?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-No.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The Government is putting the responsibility on the
court for matters of policy. There is no
provision in the Bill for dealing with
redundant licences.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There is.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The Bill
does not state that redundant licences
are to be transferred to another part of
the State.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Look at
clause 3.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It is not an
important point because I agree there is
power in the measure to reduce the
number of licences.
As there will be
only one licensing district it is necessary
to repeal certain laws and that is done
by provisions in the Bill. The measure
provides that before an hotel licence is
granted in a dry area there must be a
In regard to the transfer of
poll.
licence the power and discretion of the
court are not to be deemed to be limited
by the poll. However, the Government
has come to the assistance of those who
have been fighting for their rights in dry
areas by inserting a long sub-clause. I
leave that aspect of the case to be dealt
with by Mr. Cameron. There again, the
Government expresses no views, and
simply says that the court may do a
certain thing.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You do not
want the court to be a rubber stamp for
the Government. It will be in existencf
to consider evidence.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Parliament
makes the licensing laws and the court
is to interpret them.
An amendment
indicates that the court may, if it thinks
proper, order a vote of the electors. I
do not propose to take exception to the
constitution of the Licensing Court.
I
am certain its members will be good and
able men. I do not know how they will
interpret the wishes of the Government.
Some people may say that the lid has
been taken off, and that there will be a
tremendous increase in drinking in the
community. A good proposal is the
appointment of a supervisor of licensed
premises. This appointment was recommended by the Royal Commission. We
all favour that idea, particularly as
thousands of people will come here to
see the Olympic Games. We know that
hotels are jmportant in providing accommodation for visitors and many of those
premises supply good service. A class of
people to be catered for are those who
cannot get through a meal in an hotel
without drinking between 6 to 8 o'clock
in the evening under the present law..
The Government proposes an extension"of
the period to 10 p.m., although the Royal
Commission recommended 9.30 p.m.
Pa trons of hotels are to be allowed to
have drink with meals until 10 o'clock
at night but only with a bona fide meal.
I understand that there have been cases
where people have claimed that they
were having meals, but the licensees
have been prosecuted by the police. This
extension of hours will increase the
ranks of those who will be able to obtain
liquor at night.
Then there is 1'0 be an extension of
Sunday trading. A new proposal, which
is as wide open as the sky, relates to the
disposal of liquor. A lodger in an
hotel will be able to get drink in a room
set apart for the purpose, and have all
he wants for his friends.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Provided
the lodger pays for the liquor.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The provision can be easily overcome. The lodger
will collect the money from his friends
the next day. The measure provides
that the licensee of an hotel can have a
room reserved for his private use and for
guests. The silly provision that a person
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is a bona fide traveller on covering 20
miles is retained.
According to the
measure it is to be the shortest possible
route.
That distance was introduced
when a horse and buggy would have
taken three hours to travel twenty miles;
now the journey is done in a quarter of
an hour or twenty minutes by motorcar. I do not know what to say about
the provisions affecting dancing in hotels.
Some years ago people thought it was
wrong fOT a licensee to organize dances
on his premises. That practice caused
trouble in the early days. It will be
recalled that some time a.go a Bill was
passed forbidding people to drink liquor
in motor-cars in the vicinity of dance
halls. In my opinion the amendment
contained in clause 23 "lifts the lid't
off the licensing legislation. Provision
is also made for a licensee to have a
special room in which drink may be
served, and for a lodger ,to have a special
room in which he can entertain his
friends at night. A further provision
prevents the police from interfering
with the happy gathering in the hotel.
The amendment contained in clause 29
-which was inserted in the Legislative
Assembly, I understand, at about 2 o'clock
in ,the morning-provides that bona fide
travellers, lodgers, and members of :l,
club shall be supplied with liquor during prohibited hours. That will mean
that the member of a club can obtain
liquor for 24 hours of a day.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If a member
of a dub is a bona fide traveller he can
now obtain a drink at any time.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It is news
to me that a member of a club can at
present obtain a drink at any hour. or
do not know why municipalities should
be permitted to run hotels. It is true
that we hear that money can be made
out of that activity, but surely the making of money is not the only end in
life. Probably a municipality couLd
also make money from the operations
of a butcher's or a grocer's shop. Why
should a municipal council, which collects rates from the ratepayers, be permitted to operate an hotel out of the
municipal funds? If any loss should
result, the ratepayers would have to
bear that loss.
Further, many ratepayers do not have any interest in

and Werribee Racecourses) Bill

hotels, and they should not be compelled to contribute to the carrying on
of such an undertaking.
The only
argument that has been advanced in
favour of muniCipalities operating hotels
is that the profits therefrom will enable
amenities to be provided. A similar
argument was advanced when the Bill
relating to the transfer of Tattersall'3
was debated. It was said that the pJ.-Ofits
derived from consultations would help
sick people in hospitals. I do not agree
with the contention that municipalities
should be permitted to run hotel!;.
Further, I do not think it is necessary to
make provision for co-operative societies
to be provided with licences.
AHhough I have mentioned only a few
clauses, I consider that I have said
sufficient to indicate that the measure is
an example of how a Government will
hand over to another body full power
to increase the. number of victuallers'
licences, grocers' licences, and club
licences. Further. under its provisions
it is proposed <that there shall be unnecessarily long hours for drinking during meals. Some amendments contained
in the Bill are quite innocuous and may
improve the present position, but taking the Bill by and large it will give a
great impetus to the drinking habits of
our citizens and will not operate for the
good of ,the State.
On the motion of the Hon. P. T.
BYRNES (North-Western Province) the
debate was adjourned until Thursday,
December 10.
POLICE OFFENCES (CRANBOURNE
AND WERHIBEE RACECOURSES)
BILL.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The object of the Bill is to increase
the number of racing dates available to
the Werribee and Cranbourne racing
clubs. Race-meetings can be allocated
to clubs in two ways. In the metropolitan area, meetings are allocated under
the Police Offences Act" and outside the·
metropolis the Racing Control Board
allocates the number of meetings allotted
to various clubs. Under the Act,the
Werribee and Cranbourne racing clubs.
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were given certain dates, and it is now
proposed that each club shall be given
four mid-week race-meetings. I wish to
foreshadow an amendment to increase
the number of charity meetings which
the Chief Secretary ;can allot to racing
clubs. The present ,Act provides for
three charity meetings to be given to
clubs at the discretion of the Chief Secretary, and those dates have been allotted
to Melbourne clubs for hospital purposes.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Is the amendment related to this Bill?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Yes. It
will provide that the extra charity meetings shall be allotted to the Werribee
and Cranbourne racing clubs.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Mid-week racing at Cranbourne and Werribee).
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-It has been determined that
there shall be no mid-week racing in
Melbourne, but I do not think anyone
can claim that Werribee, which is within
20 miles of Melbourne, is a country
centre. Further, I should say that probably 95 per cent. of those who attend
race~meetings at Cranbourne come from
Melbourne. Although it will not carry
much weight, I offer my protest at the
proposal to increase mid-week racing,
which will definitely bring about an
absence from work and will add to the
gambling that already takes place.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3-
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cent. of the total proceeds of any such racemeeting shall be devoted to charitable purposes approved by the Chief Secretary."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause" as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LAND TAX (EXEMPTIONS AND
RATES) BILL.
This Bill was received from tlle
Assembly and, on the motion of the HOD.
WILLIAM SLATER (Attorney-General),
was read a first time.
ENTERTAINMENTS TAX
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill provides for three amendmen:s
to the Entertainments Tax Act. Clause
2 clarifies the position in relation to tax
on season tickets. Although the section
in the Act is similar to that in the
Commonwealth Act, and the Commonwealth charged tax on those tickets un
the basis of admission to single entertainments, it is not considered that this
interpretation is clear. Therefore, all that
clause 2 does is to place beyond doubt
that a person purchasing, say, a football
ticket for 25s., will not be taxed on 25s.
but on the basis of the admission for
a single match. As this admission does
not exceed 4s. no tax will be payable on
the season tickets.
This principle applies, of course, 1..0
other entertainments where seasnn
tickets are issued. In the case of tennis,
for instance, the amount paid for three
days will be divisible by three and the
In the First Schedule to the Police maximum tax of 2s. will apply for each
Offences (Race-meetings) Act 1929 as substituted by the Police Offences (Race- of the three days; a total of 6s. altogether.
meetings) Act 1948 in the second column Again, this principle will apply to SeaSO!l
opposite the reference to "Werribee" and tickets to the theatre.
the reference to \" Cranbourne" for the
Clause 3 relates to entertainments
figure" 3" (wherever occurring) there shall
be substituted the figure "4."
conducted on behalf of the dependants of
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister, servicemen or ex-servicemen. I think
this aspect was previously referred to by
of Transport).~I mov~
That the following sub-clause be inserted Mr. Byrnes. Paragraph (d) of section 15
of the Entertainments Tax Act exempts
at the end of the clause"( ) The Chief Secretary may grant per- such entertainments only where they are
mission for not more than two special conducted to provide funds for the
charity race-meetings in all to be held in erection, maintenance or furnishing of
anyone year on the Cranbourne or Werribee
racecourses on a Saturday or public holiday memorial halls. The clause in this Bill
when available; and not less than 40 per extends the exemption to entertainments
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on behalf of ex-servicemen's dependants.
This is an amendment which was urged
rather strongly by Mr. Cameron.
Clause 4 amends the schedule to the
Act so that there will be a maximum tax
of 2s. on the admission charge to any
" live" entertainment. Under the existing schedule, 2s. is payable where the
charge is 11s. but does not exceed 11s. 6d.,
and thereafter it rises as the admission
charge increases. As stated, under this
Bill the maximum tax for a " live" show
will be 2s.
These are the three amendments that
are contained in this Bill, and I commend
them to the House.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I desire to express
my appreciation to the Minister of Transport and to the Government for having
brought down this Bill, which will have
the effect of implementing the amendment which 1 suggested when the Entertainments Tax Bill was under discussion
in this Chamber.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-On behalf of Mr.
Cameron, who is temporarily absent
from the Chamber, I desire to thank
the Minister of Transport for bringing
down this Bill, which includes provisions
that will be of assistance to returned
soldiers. 1 compliment the Government
upon its action.
The moNon was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Entertainments exempt
from tax).
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-1 understand that,
during 'my temporary absence from the
Chamber, this clause was mentioned, and
I particularly desire to express my
personal appreciation on behaH of
ex-servicemen for the consideration
given to my request and to the inclusion
of this provision in the measure. It
will be sincerely appreciated by those
whom it will benefit.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 4.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages'.

(Amendment) Bill.

PATRIOTIC FUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This is a short Bill, which proposes to
amend and widen the definition of
patriotic funds under the principal Act.
In 1939, Parliament enacted legislation
which made provision for the c'ontrol of
funds that were raised for patriotic
pUI'poses associated with the second
world war. In 1942, that measure was
amended by widening it so as to cover
patriotic funds that were used with
respect to the first world war. The
situation has now arisen that, because
of the limited nature of those funds
which were directed only to the first and
second world wars, the funds that were
raised for the purpose of assisting the
soldiers and dependants of soldiers in
the Korean war have been outside the
scope of the Patriotic Funds Council.
Therefore, it is felt that the law should
be amended so that the Patriotic Funds
Council can now register funds that are
raised for the purpose of assisting
soldiers or the dependants of soldiers
who served in the Korean war. In order
to overcome those difficult'ies and the
necessity of constantly amending the
law, it is proposed to amend the definition by ma'king it now apply to any
proclaimed war.
It will be possible to use the machinery
of the existing legislation by a proclamation of the Governor in Council
without the necessity of passing new
legislation. That is the essential provision of clause 2. Clause 3 requires the
trustees to furnish annual balance sheets,
showing the liabilities as well as the
receipts of the fund during the year.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-,I support the Bill
because it is a necessary measure. In
the past, many difficulties have been
encountered regarding the unavailability
of assistance to most desirable appeals
although the council wished to give the
assistance that was sought. The Bill
will empower the council to render
desirable assistance. The Governor in
Council will have power to declare those
in any particular theatre of war as being
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eligible to be assisted from council funds.
The position will be safeguarded by the
submission 'Of audited statements. I have
no hesitation in commending the Bill,
and wishing it a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
MOTOR-CAR (FEES) BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney General).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is designed to extend the operatiDn 'Of section 8 of the Motor-car Aet of
of 1951 from the 1st July 1953 to the
30th June, 1954. In 1951, it will be
remembered, the effect of the legislation
was to impDse a tax of 2s. 6d. a horsepower unit on each vehicle and a similar
fee upon the transfer of the vehicle,
with £1 upon a motor-cycle. The money
received was paid into Consolidated
Revenue. The Bill was renewed in 1952
and the Government is seeking its
renewal now for the same reasons that
actuated the Governments of 1951 and
1952.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province) .-1 oppose the Bill. As the
Attorney-General has stated, its purpose
is to proViide for the payment of moneys
received from the fee charged fDr owner's
certificates and transfers of same into
Consolidated Revenue instead of paying
it to the Country Roads Board. That
authority estimated that it requires
about £18,000,000 a year in order
to carry out its functions, whereas
the total sum received by the Boardincluding payments from municipalities
-is about £13,000,000 a year. For many
years, members have heard criticism of
the formula under which the State
receives money from the Federal petrol
tax. It is an anomaly that people in
Victoria should pay £8,500,000 under
that taxation measure but should receive
back only £2,500,000. This means that
a big burden is placed upon the shoulders
of municipalities in the matter of road
maintenance. A survey of local govern ..
ment finance shows that expenditure on
constructing roads, streets, footpaths.
bridges and drains has increased from
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£2.250,000 in 1945-46 to £5,250,000 in
1951-52. In the same period, the cost of
municipal social services have increased
from £83,000 to £220,000, while health
services have increased from £405,000
tD £86'2,000.
Expenditure on parks,
gardens and recreation facilities have
risen from £616,000 to £1,500,000 in the
same period. To meet this expenditure,
councils have increased local taxation
since 1945-46 from £4,250,000 to
£9,500,000. The average amount of the
general rate has increased from 2s. 2d. to
3s. 6d. in the £1, and municipal valuaha ve
been
increased from
tions
£39,000,000 to £60,000,000. Even with
this increased revenue the ,combined
deficit of all municipal councils is
£1,250,000 and their total loan liability
is £11,000,000.
Although road users contribute money
for the benefit of the whole of the
State, I feel that an injustice is
being done to councils when the
amoun t raised under this Bill is being
paid into Consolidated Revenue. In reply
to a question recently asked by Sir
James Kennedy, the answer was that
just over £400,000 a year was going into
Consolidated Revenue from the transport regulation fees. The revenue to be
derived under the Bill is estimated to be
about £500,000 a year. Municipal councils should be assisted to maintain the
roads in their area, and if this revenue
was earmarked for the maintenance of
roads, councils would be able to implement their road-maintenance programmes. Roads, particu}arly in country
districts are deteriorating, and the
Country Roads Board is not in a postition
to assist municipalities. In view of the
exceHent work of municipalities in the
way of social service actiViities, they
should be assisted in this m'atter. Local
government holds the view that if all
road taxation were earmarked for road:.;,
there would be sufficient funds for a
reasonable road programme. There is
no need for adidtional road taxation, but
a vital and urgent need for a revised
allocaMon of existing tax funds.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-I oppose the
measure. I was a member of the Government that introduced the Bill in a most
difficult period of the State financially
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owing to the cut in loan funds. It was
felt that it was necessary to transfer
these receipts into Consolidated Revenue
for a .period. For that reason, a limit
Was placed upon the operation of the
measure as it was felt that at the end
of that period, the State would be in such
a position ~s to allow the money to be
transferred to the Country Roads Board.
This year the Victorian Government
will receive some £3,000,000 or £4,000,000
additional revenue on account of the fact
that the Commonwealth Government has
vacated certain fields. of taxation, and the
Victorian works programme has been
wound back to the extent that it is now
in a stable position. A few years ago
the works programme of Victoria had
to be seriously curtailed and staff had
to be dismissed on account of a shortage
of finance. It was decided to divert
money derived from fees to Consolidated Revenue in order to bridge the
gap between commitments for essential
works and the funds available for that
purpose, and also to avoid the dismissal
O'f staff by various Departments. Conditions have now changed for the better
and a continuance of the payments to
Consolidated Revenue should be unnecessary.
It was recently reported in the press
that the Government proposed to increase motor registration fees in order
to provide additional funds for the
Country Roads Board, but the Government did not submit the proposal to
PaTliament. However, if the need for
additional money for the Country Roar:ls
Board is so urgent, the Government now
has an opportunity to provlde the additional funds by not persisting with this
Bill. Nothing is more important to
country dwellers than the provision of
good roads. Tha t is realized more particularly by those who live in the outer
districts and who cannot always travel
over bitumen thoroughfares. At one
time, many of the country roads were
sealed, but on account of lack of funds
for maintenance they have had to be
broken back to earth and gravel surfaces.
No Government could do more for the
country than provide increased funds for
road construction and maintenance. The
work performed by the Country Roads
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.
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Board has been of tremendous benefit to
the State and it has had a marked effect
in facilitating increased production, as a
result of which all members of the community benefit.
If the Government
genuinely desires to assist the Country
Roads Board, it will withdraw the Bill.
For the 'reasons I have stated I oppose
the measure.
The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)Ayes
15
No~
13
Majori ty for the motion

2

AyES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Jones
(Ballarat)
Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Rawson

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tellers:

Mr. Jones
(Doutta Galla)

Mr. Tilley.

NOES.

Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McArthur
Mr. MacAlilay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mansell
Swinburne
Walters
Warner.

I Tellers:
Mr. Bradbury
IMr. Cameron.

The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
The House adjourned at 11 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday) December 9) 1953.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K. Sutton)
took ,the chair at 11.14 a.m., and read
the prayer.
MEDICAL (REGISTRATION) BILL.
Mr. BARRY ('Minister of Health), by
leave, moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend section 14 of the Medical Act
1928.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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GRIEVANCE DAY.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDER.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave, I move-That Standing Order No. 273c be suspended Jor to-morrow so far as it requires
that the first Order of the Day on every
third Thursday shall be either Supply or
Ways and Means and that on that Order
of the Day being read the question shall
be proposed that Mr. Speaker do now leave
the chair.

I desire to point out that unless this
motion is agreed to, to-morrow will be
regarded as Grievance Day, and .the
House will be unable to discuss legislation.
The motion was agreed to.
MEDICAL (REGISTRATION) BILL.
Mr. BARRY (Minister of Health).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is introduced to overcome a
difficulty concerning the registration in
Victoria of medical practitioners who
have obtained medical degrees and
qualifications in other parts of the
British Commonwealth. At present, the
Medical Board of Victoria iii entitled to
register persons who have received
proper medical training in Victoria, or
in a country which by agreement and
without any further examination registers medical practitioners who graduate
in Victoria, or par,tly in one and partly
in another, as welT as medical practitioners trained anywhere who have completed the final three years of the
medical course of the University of
Melbourne.
The Government of Great Britain, in
1950, amended its legislation relating to
the registration of medical practitioners.
That legislation now requires all medical
graduates-before fuB registration is
granted by the General Medical Council
of Great Britain-to acquire twelve
months' post-graduate experience in
medical and surgical work. This law
came into force in Great Britain on the
1st January, 1953. Similar legislation
had been passed previously in South
Africa. New Zealand, Queensland, and
New South Wales also have such a provision in their law, although it has not
yet been fully applied in the two places
last mentioned.
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The Crown Solidtor has advised the
Medical Board of Victoria that, in his
opinion, any requirement by another
country that medical practitioners,
graduating in Victoria and registerable
in that State, shall undertake a period in
hospital before full registra tion is
granted interferes with the reciprocal
registration prOVlSlOns contained in
paragraph (b) of section 14 of the
Medical Act 1928, as 're-enacted by section 2 of Act No. 4617.
As a result of this opinion, the Medical
Board considers that it is improper for
it to register medical practitioners who
graduate in any country or State which
requires Victorian graduates to undergo a further period of post-graduate
experience. There is no objection to
the registration in this State of medical
graduates from Great Britain, New
Zealand, South Africa, and any other
State of Australia.
Requests have been received by the
Medical Board for information concerning registration in Victoria from a number of highly qualified medical practitioners from England-one in particular was an eye specialist who wanted to
form a group practice in a large country
town. Therefore, in order ,to overcome
immediate difficulties, it is deemed
necessary to introduce this measure
which will merely enable the Medical
Board to continue to register medical
graduates from other countries in the
British Commonwealth in the same
manner as it has ,done for many years
past. The British medical authorities
to-day are admitting practitioners from
this State because of the fact that those
practitioners have received hospital
experience as .a normal part of their
post-graduate training. It is the desire
of the Government to encourage
specialists to come to Australia and to
take up positions in base hospitals
particularly. This occurrence will be
beneficial to Victorian citizens because,
at the moment, specialist training is
obtainable only in Melbourne.
I
em'phasize that it is necessary for those
persons who come to Australia from
overseas to receive registration, and the
Medical Board has intimated that the
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passage of this measure is necessary.
For that reason, I commend it to the
House.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak).-This short
Bill is one which, I am informed by a
representative of the Department of
HeaHh, is of an important character,
because several requests for its enactment have been made with the view of
enabling certain medical practitioners to
be registered in Victoria. With your
permission, Mr. Speaker, I shall read an
extract from a letter from an English
woman doctor who, upon arriving in
Melbourne recently, ascertained that she
was unable to practise medicine in
Victoria. The communication statesI qualified M.B.B.S. and L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.
in 1951 and have had resident jobs in
medicine, surgery and casualty for eighteen
months and experience in general practice.
r am now anxious to start work as soon as
possible. I understand from the Medical
Board of Victoria that reciprocal registrat'ion with the United Kingdom has been
suspended since the first of this year, and
its reinstitution is dependent upon an
amendment to the present Medical Act of
Vi'ctor:ia.
Those comments indicate the necessity
for passing a Bill of this description.
The matter was discussed with the
Minister of Health and officers of his
Department, and the Government has
now seen fit to bring down this Bill,
which will make it possible for medical
practitioners who are qualified in
England to be registered in Victoria.
The Opposition desires that the Bill shall
be passed during the current session of
Parliament.
Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .-1 am
wholeheartedly in sympathy with the
principle of this Bill, because citizens
need all the medical attention they can be
given. Even with the advent of X-rays,
the main value of the average medical
practitioner to-day' is reassurance. We
visit a surgery and the physician listens
to our heart-beats and thumps us on
the chest. He then gives us a prescription for a bottle of coloured medicine,
which we take, possibly, three times a
day, after meals. On the fourth day
we have probably forgotten all about it
and are going about our normal routine.
I claim that the more doctors that

practise in this country, the better
chance will there be of piercing the veil
of uncertainty concerning medical diagnosis, and the greater will be the progress made towards alleviating the great
difficul ties under which general practitioners in the medical profession are
still labouring.
The' only aspect about which I am
concerned is the reason why the barrier
referred to by the Minister in his secondreading speech has been reinstituted in
England. The honorable gentleman said
that the present law came into force on
the 1st January, 1953. The main consideration is that we should make it as
easy as possible for talented persons
from the Old Country to come to this
country; and, for those who do come, as
this lady doctor referred to by the honorable member for Toorak has done, the
way should be made as easy as possible
for them to practise here. Therefore,
I support the Bill.
Mr. SHEEHAN (Ballarat).-I ask the
Minister of Health if it is intended by
the Government to review the position
of migrant doctors.
Mr. BARRY.-Not under this Bill.
Mr. SHEEHAN.-I should like to
know if the Government will consider the
matter of further extending this legislation to cover those migrant doctors
who have had five years of study as laid
down in the principal Act. Both in New
South W.ales and Tasmania there is comparative legislation in this field. In New
South Wales there is taken into consideration the regional registration,
which has helped country areas. I think
this is a proper opportunity to ask the
Minister of Health whether the Victorian
Government will give consideration to
the recognition of migrant doctors who
have had at least five years' training in
a medical faculty overseas, and will permit them to do their hospital work in
this State without the necessity of having
to go through the ordinary university
course.
Mr. BARRY

(Minister of Health)
is no intention
on the part of this Government to
declare that any migrant doctor who
comes from a country where there
(By

leave).-There
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is no reciprocal arrangement with
us shall be given what an Australian
could not obtain in the other country.
We say, in regard to all doctors coming
to this State, that if they are able to pass
the examinations and fulfil all the qualifications to show that they are competent, they can do so by means of the
course provided in the University of
Melbourne.
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great difficulty in maintaining an adequate gas supply to ratepayers in the
City of Mordialloc, and in the south ward
of the City of Moorabbin. The plant
would need to be modernized at a cost of
approximately £180,000 before it could
provide a satisfactory service, and it
would be four years before the work
could be completed. The Gas and Fuel
Corporation at present has a very
efficient and modern plant at Highett,
I am aware that in other States there and already supplies gas to the cities of
has been set up the right of registration Chelsea, Sandringham, and most of the
of doctors, and that the authorities there City of Moorabbin, and, in addition, suphave assumed and accepted the state- plies in bulk to the Ci ty of Mordialloc
ments that the persons concerned have more than 46,000,000 cubic feet, as
undergone certain courses. This matter against 112,000,000 cubic feet produced
has been the subject of argument here at the Mordialloc works.
an a num·ber of occasions, but it is held
The Highett works of the Corporation
that if it is possible for persons to prove
their capacity at the University of Mel- are capable of meeting the requirements
of the City of Mordi-alloc, and it is
bourne, that procedure is open to them.
obviously uneconomic to consider the
The measure now before the House, large expenditure required to bring the
however, has been brought down for the Mordialloc undertaking up t.o date when
purposes of medical practitioners wi thin existing plant of the Corporation is availthe British Empire. It is part of a able. On the financial side, the council
reciprocal arrangement among medical lost £10,000 last year on this underschools within the Empire wherever that taking, bringing the total accumulated
is possible. There is no reeiprocal losses to over £30,000. Thus, neither the
arrangement with many of the countries council nor the ratepayers were satisfied
from which numbers of these migrant with the conditions existing. With the
people come. The matter has not received approval of the Government, therefore,
the consideration of the Government, negotiations were entered into between
and, therefore, I am unable to say the council and the Corporation for the
whether the Government will or will not transfer of the council's undertaking to
take the action suggested by the honor- the Corporation, and the two parties have
able member. I might add that we have reached an agreement, which is set out
on a number of occasions refused to do in the schedule to this Bill.
that.
The agreement provides that the
capital assets of the undertaking with a
The motion was agreed to.
book value of £127,000 will be taken over
'The Bill was read a second time, and by the Corporation for £140,000, of which
£14,000 is to be paid as a deposit and
passed through its remaining stages.
£7,000 half-yearly with interest at the
rate of 4 per cent. In addition, the
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
Corpora tion will take over book debts
(MORDIALlJOC UNDERTAKING)
and
stocks at a valuation to be
BILL.
determined. The council has stated that
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public it is satisfied' the purchase price will
Works.-I movecover all liabilities of the undertaking as
That this Bill be now read a second time. they fall due, including the repayment
of the overdraft on the gas undertaking
This Bill is introduced for the purpose over a period of years, and that the net
of authorizing the Gas and Fuel Cor- result will be that ratepayers and conporation to purchase the gas undertaking sumers will receive a better supply of
of the Mordialloc City Council. The ga's and better service than is possible
council has for some years experienced under existing circumstances.
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The Bill itself refers to section 28 of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation Act, which
provides that the corporation may
acquire any gas undertaking subject to
such terms as Parliament provides or
approves, validates, and ratifies, and to
the agreement between the council and
the corporation for the sale and purchase
of this undertaking.
Clause 1 gives the short title, and
clause 2 defines the word" Agreement"
as used in the Bill. Clause 3 of the Bill
approves, validates, and ratifies, and gives
full effect to the agreement. Clause 4
provides that any moneys borrowed by
the City of Mordialloc on the security of
the income of the gas undertaking shall,
by virtue of this Act, be until repaid
secured upon the credit of the municipality. This clause is thought to be
desirable because loan No. 29 of the city
for £10,500, of which £9,494 11s. 7d. is
still unpaid, was raised on the security
of the income of the gas unde,rtaking.
With the transfer of the undertaking,
that income is no longer available and the
Bill, therefore, provides that the loan
is, until repaid, to be secured upon the
credit of the municipality.
The Bill then contains in full in the
schedule the agreement, which has been
signed and sealed by the two parties. I
think it will be recognized that, in the
particular circumstances of this case, the
acquisition by the Corporation is the only
sensible thing to do. The present undertaking is surrounded by a Gas and Fuel
Corporation reticulation area, and seeing
that the acquisition obviates expensive
capital expenditure, it is advantageous to
all parties.
The negotiations were
finalized only on the 1st December, and
it is thought desirable to have the transfer validated without delay.

o

Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-What are the
loan liabilities of the municipality in regard to its undertaking?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-There is one
liability-apparently that under loan
number 29 in regard to which the sum of
£9,494 11&. 7d. is still outstanding. That
seems to be the only liability. I trust
that the House will deal with the Bill
promptly.

(Mordialloc Undertaking) Bill.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-1 have corisulted with the
Leader of the Opposition in regard to
this measure and we are quite prepared
to allow it to pass. Honorable members
may ask why its introduction has been
delayed so long and the Bill brought
down at the close of the session. I know
that in regard to both this and the Bill
which I understand is to follow it-the
similar measure dealing with the Traralgon undertaking-agreement between
the parties was reached only a few days
ago. The purpose in putting these
measures through even at this late stage
is to enable the Gas and Fuel Corporation to get on with the job of taking
over. Seeing that the necessary agreements have been signed and completed,
it would have been unfortunate if the
Government had waited until next session before bringing these Bills down.
The delay would probably have upset
both the Mordialloc and Traralgon
councils.
I ha ve discussed this particular
measure with the member representing
the district and he has stated that the
Mor.dialloc council is most desirous of
having its undertaking handed over to
the Corporation without delay. In all
the cireumstances, the Opposition parties
approve the Bill. I think that the last
clause-the prOVISIOn as to money
borrowed by the council on the security
of the income of its gas undertaking
being secured upon the credit of the
municipality-is a good one. The municipality itself is happy in entering upon
this proposed purchase by the Corporation, and there is no reason why the Bill
should not be passed without -further
delay. No doubt, the council would have
liked to obtain a little more out of the
Corporation, but in all the cireumstances,
we can only give the Bill our blessing.
0

o

0

lUr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone) .-1 support this measure, which proposes to
transfer the Mordialloc gas undertaking
to the ownership and control of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation. As a result of
the proposed transfer, the people of
Mentone may in the not-too-distant
future obtain gas at a cheaper rate than
at present. I feel certain that the service
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to be ,given consumers within the reticulation area of the present company will
be a better one because the Corporation's
plant is much more modern and efficient.
From association with the works over
the last twelve years, I know that the
problem of providing gas for the people
in the districts concerned ha's been one
of difficulty for the MOr>dialloc City
Council. It is now happy over the
arrangement made with the Corporation.
Negotia'tions have ·been going on for
quite a long time, and that is the only
reason why this Bill is so late in making
its appearance in this House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Schedule.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran) .-Can the
Minister of Public Works inform me how
many employees will become redundant
by the acceptance of clause 19 of the
schedule?
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
Works).-There is a possibility that
some employees may be affected. Of
course, the Gas and Fuel Corporation
has the right to take over any employees,
and the council may offer employment
to others. That matter has not yet
been finalized. The union which covers
the employees concerned understands
that the passage of this Bill is desirable,
and apparently considers that the
interests of its members will be protected
sufficiently.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(TRARALGON UNDERTAKING) BILL.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Minister of Public
W'Orks) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure also deals with the
acquisition of a municipal undertaking
by the Gas and Fuel Corporation. It
ratifies an agreement made between the
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Gas and Fuel Corporation and the Shire
of Traralgon for the acquisition by the
Corporation of the gas undertaking
conducted by the shire. Honorable
members will be aware of the special
circumstances operating in the Latrobe
valley area where the rapid growth of
population in recent years has heavily
taxed the public services of the area.
In 1946, the output of the Traralgon
Gas Undertaking was approximately
3,000,000 cubic feet, but, due to the
general development in the area, including the building programmes of the
Housing Commission and Australian
Paper Manufacturers Limited, the
demand for gas rose ra'pidly and the
council was faced with the problem of
providing from 33,000,000 to 35,000,000
cubic feet per annum. In those circumstances, the council approached the
Metropolitan Gas Company, as it was
then, for advice as to the best means of
coping with the extra load. In the meantime, the Gas and Fuel Corporation was
constituted, and, in view of its intention to supply gas under pressure from
Morwell and Sale, the council was
advised not to undertake any major
reconstruction of the existing plant. The
demand on the undertaking continued
to grow and over the last year or so has
developed completely beyond the capacity
of the existing storage and distribution
facilities, to remedy which would involve
an expenditure of approximately £20,000.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation advised
the council that it was anticipated gas
from Morwell would be available in
Traralgon in 1956, and that the council's
facilities would then be required by the
Corporation. In all the circumstal'lces,
and having regard to the difficulties
being experienced by the council, it
was decided between the parties that
arrangements should be made for the
transfer of the undertaking to the Corporation. I may mention that last year
the council lost £8,461 'On its gas undertaking, and that the amount of the
overdraft at the date of the agreement
with the Corporation was £31,000, so
that the difficulties facing the council
in endeavouring to provide this service
to its ratepayers can be appreciated.
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The agreement between the Corporation and the council provides for the
Corporation to execute immediately
certain necessary works for the improvement of the plant and for the Corporation to purchase the undertaking for
the sum of £43,600, payable £8,600 down
and the balance at £7,000 per annum,
with interest at 4 per cent., stocks,
debt'Ors and materials on hand to be
taken over at a valuation to be determined. l't is probable the sale at this
figure will result in a loss to the council
of some £11,000, but in view of the
likelihood of recurring annual losses, the
price is acceptable to the council.

(Traralgon) Undertaking Bill.

cubic feet, and the demand is stHI increasing. The acquisition of the undertaking by :the Gas and Fuel Corporati'on
is an excellent deal both for the council,
although it will lose some money, and
for the Corporation. 1 am sure that as
a result a 'great improvement will be
effected in the gas supp~y. The council
has carried on the gas undertaking in
ana·s1;.ounding way; it has battled to
keep the undertaking going and the
price of gas as low as possible, but now
it finds it cannot continue.

I consider that the passage of this
Bill will prove advantageous to the
La trobe valley. The distance from the
The Bill recites the fact that the Cor- Traralgon gas undertaking to the proporation is empowered by its Act to ject of the Gas and Fuel Corporation at
acquire the undertaking subject to such 'Morwell is approximately eight to nine
terms as Parliament approves, validates miles. It was always intended that, at
and ratifies, and that the council and the some stage, gas should be piped from
Corporation have made an agreement Morwell to Traralgon, but I should think
for the transfer of the undertaking. that such a project will be advanced,
Clause 1 gives the short title of the because immediately gas is available at
measure. Clause 2 defines the word Morwell it will be piped to Traralgon
" Agreement" as used in the Bill. Clause for the benefi~ of people in the district.
3 formally ratifies and gives effect to the The council has been anxious for this
agreement, which .is set out in full in legisla tion to be passed, and has been
the schedule to the Bill.
in practically daily contact with me.
In view of the anticipated develop- lt may be q.sked why the Government
ments in the production of gas from is spending money purchasing gas underMorwell coal in the next few years, it takings when no finance is available for
will be agreed that it is reasonable for ather works. The Gas and Fuel Corporathe Corporation to acquire this muni- tion has advised me, however, that the
cipal underta'king, and that -it will prove money to be used for the acquisition of
an advantage both to the shire and the these undertakings has been borrowed by
the Corporation and has nothing to do
Corpora tion.
with the Government. Further, the purSir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland chase will be spread over a certain numSouth).-The Opposition offers no objec- ber of years; therefore 'there is no
tion to the passage of this Bill. I have difficul ty in that regard. On behalf of
a personal knowledge of the Traralgon the Opposition, I give the Bill our blessga& undertaking, because on more than ing and trust that it has a speedy passone ocasion I have conferred with Dr. age.
Andrews and Mr. Evans of the Gas and
Mr. STODDART (Gippsland North).
Fuel Corporation to try to iron out the
-1 support the Bill. It is not often that
difficulties confronting the Traralgon
Shir,e Council in the operation of the there is such agreement by members on
gas undertaking. With the rapid develop- both sides. I consider that the passage
ment in and around Traralgon, one can of this measure will prove advantageous
visualize how difficult it would be for to the residents in and around Traralgon,
the council to continue the 'operations of and will ensure an adequate supply of
the undertaking. In 1946, the output gas. When it became known that the
of the undertaking was approximately Gas and Fuel Corporation was to pur3,000,000 cubic feet; it has now increased chase the Traralgon gas undertaking,
to between 33,000,000 and 35,000,00'0 some people became anxious about those
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operating at Sale and Warragul. I hope
that after 1956, when gas is available
a t the undertaking of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation at Morwell, similar steps
will be taken concerning those undertakings at Sale and Warragul. I commend the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LAND TAX (EXEMPTIONS AND
RATES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 25) on the motion of Mr. Cain
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-;Were it not for the fact that the
Goverrtment has reserved many of its
contentious Bins until a late period of
the session, ·considerable interest would
have been created concerning this
measure, which could have been debated
for a long time. I believe that the
Labour party is imposing this heavy
burden of taxation on one section of the
community, as an act of spite. In my
view, it is "class hatred" legislation,
which is being applied irrespective of
the ability of citizens to payI On Sunday last, I listened to Mr. Joshua, a
colleague of the Government, addressing
himself to the commemoration of
Eureka.
He said that Governments
should ~fofit from the Eureka episode,
because all that the diggers did on that
occasion was to rebel against taxation
which was imposed upon them without
any regard to their ability to pay.
I
claim that that will be the effect of
this Bill, irrespective of whether an individual or a firm is concerned.
Taxation will be applied at the source.
In that sense, it is a base tax. I suggest that the Premier could not have
succeeded better had he set out intentionally to create an inflationary spiral.
Perhaps the best way of encouraging
that occurrence is to tax business, industry, and primary production at the
source. I hope to be able to prove to
the Premier that the imposition of this
tax is iniquitous. I hold in my hand a
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tabulated statement, which indicates the
in~idence of the proposed taxation, and
from which I gather that it will have a
stagnating effect on the city of Melbourne. Let us suppose that there are
three single-fronted business premises
situated on valuable land in Melbourne
and that the unimproved value of each
site is £20,000. On each one of those
sites, under the present law, the owner
would pay £83 6s. 8d. in taxation.
Under the proposed law, disregarding
the old Federal tax, which has now been
abolished, the owner will pay £139 6s. 8d.
-an increase of £56. However, if the
three properties were to be made into
one area, which is a common-sense
approach to the matter, instead of paying £246 under the present system of
the three properties individually, the
owners will have to pay-if the properties were in separate names-£418 under
the proposed law. But, by bulking together the three properties, the taxation
will rise to £778. If the owner of those
premises has a home valued at £5,000,
on an unimproved basis, his taxation
will rise to £893. That w~ll be a base
charge on that particular industry, irrespective of whether the person concerned is a manufacturer, a wholesaler,
or a retailer.
It would be interesting to learn the
extent to which big business interests
will have to pay additional taxation
under the provisions of this measure. I
foreshadow that an organization such
as the Argus will have to pay, possibly,
an additional 700 per cent. or 800 per
cent. under this legislation. I emphasize
that the Argu.s incurred a substantial
loss last year; nevertheless, it will be
compelled to pay the land tax that is
assessed, irrespective of whether a
profit or a loss is made. I suggest to
this socialistic Government that Isuch
an act is one of spite. On more than
one occasion, the Premier has stated
in this House that, when legislation of
this character is placed on the statutebook, no Government ever repeals it.
I claim that the honorable gentleman is
wrong, because the Commonwealth
Government repealed Federal land tax
.that had been operating for approxirna tely 40 years. One. of the first actions
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of the Premier of this State, when he
attained office, was to reimpose the
burden of land tax.
The tabulated statement which I have
before me indicates that on a valuation
of £8,750, the present State tax is
£36 9s. 2d. and that rate will remain
unchanged. At £9,'500 the present tax is
£39 11s. 8d., but the new tax will he
£41 18s. 7d.-an increase of £2 6s. 11d.
At £11,000, the present State tax is
£45 6s. 8d., and the new tax will bp.
£53 18s. 2d.-an increase of £8 1s. Bd.
At £13,000, the present tax is £54 3s. 4d.,
but the new rate will be £70 11s. 6d.-an
increase of £16 8s. 2d. At £15,000, the
present tax is £62 lOs., as compared with
the new rate of £87 4s. 10d.-an increase
of £24 14s. 10d. At £30,000, the present
tax is £125, whereas the new .tax will
be £264 6s. 6d.-an increase of £139 6s.
6d.
At £50,000, the present tax is
£208 6s. 8d., which will rise to £623 14s.
-an increase of approximately £415.
At £80,000, the present State tax is
£333 6s. 8d., which goes up to £1,404 19s.
-an increase of £1,071 approximately.
So it proceeds until the almost fantastic
stage is reached, with an unimproved
value of £1,000,000, where the present
tax is £4,167; that will be lifted to
£31,10S-an increase of £26,941.
Mr. CAIN.-The figures you have cited
are wrong, because they are calculated
on a basis different from that which is
contained in the Bill. The new rate of
taxation on £80,000 will be £1,283-not
£1,404.
Mr. BOLTE.-Possibly I have been
misled. The basis of calculation for
the figures cited by me was a statement
that was printed by the Government and
circulated by the Premier. Incidentally,
the figures contained in that statement
were published in the daily newspapers.
In past years, somewhat more than
£1,000,000 annually ha.s been derived
from State land tax. The Premier has
claimed that this measure will afford
relief to approximately 120,000 taxpayers. The relief amounts to approximately £240,000 which, spread over
120,000 people is equal to £2 a head. But
there is a catch. If members will consult
officers administering the imposition of
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the land tax they will be told that there
will be a new set of valuations in many
areas, and the valuations will be increased. Tha t will mean that many of
the 120,000 people expecting relief will
be roped in under the lower scale of
taxation.
In the next group I understand that
100,000 taxpayers will be expected to
contribute an extra £1,000,000 to the
revenue of the State. The average contribution of those people will be raised
from £10 to £20 a head, an increase of
100 per cent. I believe the Premier and
Cabinet set out to see how they could
offset the wonderful Federal Budget..
Tha t has been conceded to be better than
that of any other nation since the cessation of hostiUties. The Menzies-Fadden
Budget this year gave relief to all sections
of the community, but this Government
has taken it section by section in an
endeavour to offset the benefits conferred
upon the people by the Federal Government.
This Government started by
introducing the entertainments tax,
which was imposed as quickly as possible
so that people would not appreciate the
benefits they were to receive. Now it
has brought down this Bill to impose
land tax. This Government does not wi..,h
the economy of the State to be levelled
off, and this measure is reaUy a spiralling
type of legislation. If manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers have to add
£1,000 a year to their initial costs, dS
members know, all other costs will be
increased.
Opposition members stand for the
principle of democratic Government and
the right of such a Government to levy
taxation in the proper way; that is to
say, upon people who are in a posHion to
pay the tax. That can be done only in
one way-by the direct taxation of incomes. Taxation should not be imposed
upon something a person may own or in
which he has an equity, as it may be a
great liability. Despite that fact; this
tax must be paid. Government supporte:"s
may use the weak excuse: " That
happens with municipal rates." To a
degree, that is true, but municipal rates
are paid for the service provided .by
municipalities and there can be no relationship between municipal rates and
la.nd tax payments.
'
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I shall now discuss the case of the
primary producer. For many years, the
catch-cry o.f the Labour party has been
that land tax will break up large estates.
Has it done so in the past? We know
that it has not, and so the Labour party
can drop that parrot cry. It should look
at these questions realistically.
On
numerous occasions, the Minister of
Agriculture has told primary producer
organizations the same old .story: "You
are costing yourselves out of world
markets." Every action of the Government has added to the cost of primary
producers. From the point of view of
primary production it was a dark day
when this Government was elected to
office. In the first place, the imposition
of land tax was a budgetary proposal;
then railway freights were increased, and
road transport restricted. The potato
industry was badly handled and the
Government has refused to listen to the
pleas of farmers relating to price control.
It is plain that the Government is deliberately attempting to create a rising
cost spiral in this State. It m'ay say
"Few farmers only will be taxed." I
doubt if any Opposition member will oe
included in the" £8,750" taxation class.
Mr. CAIN.-What about the honorable
member for Benambra?
Mr. BOLTE.-Possibly the honorable
member may be included in that category
but neither the honorable member for
Allenda'le nor I will be in it. In that
respect the tax will not affect Opposition
members personally, but that does not
mean to say that this is not an iniquitous
tax. It has been levelled on one section
of the community without regard to thf-~
principle of "'ability to pay." There is
no need for me tofiog this question. The
people realize what they are facing and
will pay the tax under protest. There
will be no question of refusal to pay
although they will justly believe their
section of the community is being
victimized.
There is a weakness in the Bill. The
Government adheres to tenancy provisions but refuses to increase rents that
should be increased. It has brought down
a taxation measure based on present-day
values on premises that were let at 1940
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values. Possibly that aspect has not
occurred to the Premier. I repeat ,that
premises were let on 1940 values, but the
tax wil'l be based on the values of to-day.
Doubtless, the Government thinks that
the people concerned do not support the
Labour party so nothing is severe enoug!l
to be' applied to them. ~This is class
legislation in its meanest form. I have
already said that its object is to offset
the Budget of the Menzies-Fadden
Government, which is the best produced
by any nation in the post-war years.
Despite the statement of the Premier that
no legislation is ever repealed, the Opposition would adopt lines similar to tho~Je
adopted by the present Federal Government and would say that all sectional
taxation should be repealed as that would
benefit the Australian economy.
The sitting was suspended 'Cit 12.18
p.m.} until 2.20 p.m.
On the motion of Sir HERBERT
HYLAND (Gippsland South) the debate
was adjourned until later this day.
SUPREME COURT (JUDGES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December
2) on the motion of Mr. Cain (.Premier
and Treasurer) for the second reading
of this Bill, was resumed.
Colonel LEGGATT

(Mornington).-

r support the Bill wholeheartedly, and

I am sorry that the number of Supreme
Court Judges is not to be increa.sed by
more than one. 1 ask the Government
to consider the long list of Supreme Court
cases awaiting hearing. In recent times
the number of cases coming before this
court has increased tremendously. I
have before me the printed list of
Supreme Court cases for the month of
December. It is not a list; it is of the
size of a magazine.
The list for the month of December
indicates that there are 25 cases to be
heard by the Full Court which, in the
first instance, requires the attendance of
the whole number of Judges available
for the first day of a sitting, and of at
least three Judges to deal finally with
each of those cases. There are 440 jury
cases. Any member familiar with legal
procedure will appreciate the time
occupied in the hearing of cases before
a jury, to the members of which the facts
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must be explained meticulously. There
are also 193 cases on the cause list. In
addition, the list indicates 53 defended
divorce cases, the hearing of which
occupies much time.
There are 272 undefended divorce
cases also awaiting hearing. I might
say that Judges deal with cases of that
nature fairly quickly. Usually, all that
is required is that the petitioner enters
the witness box and swears an affidavit.
Sometimes there is some cross-examination on the affidavit, and then the case
is decided. A Judge is able to dispose
of those actions expeditiously, as usually
he has read the affidavits before the cases
are called. Some such cases can be
finalized within five minutes.
On
occasions, it may be possible for Judges
to deal with 20 or 30 undefended cases
in a day. For that reason perhaps those
cases should not be included when the
volume of work to be done by the
Supreme Court is being considered. The
other cases occupy any time from a day
to two, three or four days, or even a
week, especially the jury cases of which,
as I said, there are 440 on the waiting
list.
Again, there are 39 miscellaneous
cases, making a total of 1,021 to be dealt
with by the Supreme Court during the
month of December. The list to which
I have referred does not include criminal
actions. One Judge is required to be in
the Supreme Court to hear criminal cases
during the whole of the month, and his
time is therefore taken up entirely with
cases of that nature. The list of cases
never decreases; it is gradually becoming longer. In addition, there are the
Supreme Court sittings at Geelong,
Ballarat, and Bendigo, which are not included in the 1,021 cases before the court
at the present time. I may add, although
it may be irrelevant, that there is also
serious congestion in the County Court
which has before it a list of 1,200 cases
for the current month. Therefore, I
direct the attention of the Government
very forcibly to this long list of cases
which have to be dealt with by the
Supreme Court.
I suggest that the Premier might
request the Attorney-General to inquire
further into the position with a view to
Colonel Leggatt.
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the number of Supreme Court Judges
being further increased. Many people
have to wait a long time before they
can get a decision in important matters.
I am sure that every member of the
House supports the Bill. It must also
be rememibered that under the policy
known :as sabbatical leave, which has
been in operation during the last four
years, one Judge of the Supreme Court
goes on leave for a whole year un,til
every Judge has had such leave.
Many people, including Ministerialists,
do not understand the extent of the
work that Judges must perform. It is
not realized generally that every ten
years the Judg,es must go away for a
year, nor is the ambit of their duties
fully appreciated.
Government supporters apparently think that the Judges
decide that they shall work from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. and that those hours complete their day. 1t is said by the comparatively uninitiated that the Judges have
holidays from December until February,
a fortnight's interval in the middle of
the year and, in fact, that they seem to be
always having holidays. The truth is
that throughout the year the Judges are
preparing and reading up their cases
and the law connected with them. What
is mor,e, there are a tremendous number
of cases in which the Judges have
reserved their decisions. When they end
their day at the courts they have not
by any means finished their duty; they
go home and take with them outstanding work just as a barrister or a member
of Parliament does. Of course, members
of Parliament sometimes enjoy as much
as nine months' leave in the year.
Mr. FEWSTER.-But we work for the
spell.
Colonel LEGGATT.-Parliament has
certainly worked in the last few weeks
but the Judges are constantly at a strain.
They must be v,ery careful regarding
their decisions; they have to be meticulous in ensuring that the law is read up
to the last and that they have all the
available information so as to enable
them to give decisions impartially. I
think we can pride ourselves that in the
State of Victoria the judiciary is of the
highest standard-higher than in any
other State and possibly anywhere else
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in the British Commonwealth of Nations,
and that is saying a great deal. The
Victorian judiciary has always been held
in the highest esteem. I do not wish
any members to think that the members
of the judiciary are just merely working
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.-say 40 hours
a week. They are working all the time
and in the interests of' justice. If ever
justice is not administered in this State
there will be nothing left for the people
to look to. I have very much pleasure
in supporting this Bill and I hope it is
only a forerunner of a proper investigation into the situation regarding the
need for more judges.
Mr.
MITCHELL
(Benamhra).-l
should like to support the remarks of the
honorable member for Mornington and
to add that this piece of legislation is
like one or two that we have had to
bring in of recent times, both in this Parliament and the previous one, to cope
with the increase of population in Victoria, and naturally-as a direct
corollary-with the increase of legal
work. Modern life, being as it is, has
brought many more people into much
closer civic relationship than ever in
the past. The more the intensity of
civil co-operMion is increased, the more
must we have legislation which, while
maintaining the freedom of the individual, will do that in a way in which the
freedom exercised by one individual will
not act to the curtailment of the freedom used by another individual. It is
a matter of considerable delicacy, of
considerable urgency, because if we do
not maintain a judicial system, which
will, in turn, maintain that finesse of
balance between one individual in the
exercise of his freedom, and another, the
only substitute is complete legislative
and social chaos. A possible alternative
is something in the form of a totalitarian
regime.
I think honorable members will agree
that the whole history of post1914-18-war Germany alone will show
that
the
way
to the ultimate
dictatorship of Hitler was paved because
the German system of democracy did
not cope with this intensified close
living of the modern State. There must
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be some form of co-ordinating and
regula ting machinery, and the choice
lies between a strict and arbitrary
control such as dictatorship, and a system
of control based on the freedom of the
individual, and co-ordinated by an
efficient and harmoniously working
judicial machine. I do not desire to go
over the points admirably made by the
honorable member for Mornington,
except to reiterate that one Judge is not
enough to deal with the increase of
judicial work that is seeking the assistance of the courts at the moment. It
will be recalled that the honorable member mentioned that there were some
1,021 cases listed in the Supreme Court
for the coming month; 440 cases on the
jury list and 53 divorce cases on the
defended list, not to mention a vast
number on the undefended list.
These
figures speak dramatically and effectively
for themselves, and do not need any
forensic or rhetorical substantiation.
That is the cold stark state of aff·airs in
our courts to-day.
I shall not labour that point, because
the honorable member for Mornington
made it extremely well, but I should like
to make one or two remarks on the more
human side, because I think it was
Protagoras in his modification of
Heraclitus who said that the individual
man is the measure of aU things. In
the functioning of our judicial system
we have to consider the lives of the men
who are called to probably the highest
office in the State. First of all, as the
honorable member for Mornington said,
they must pass through years of very
patient and very intensive study because
they have to know not only the law but
where to find it, and tointerpret it when
they do find it. Plenty of people know
the law, plenty know where to find it,
but it takes the finest of prepared and
skilled minds to apply it when the information has been found. Then it requires
years and years of thought and of concentration on the functioning of the
courts. I do not think that the average
member of the public realizes that every
minute of a trial, during which perhaps
the life or the safety or prosperity of an
individual is at stake, the learned Judge
must keep his mind in ceaseless concen
tration to make a choice from the flow
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of verbiage that streams forth both for
and against the m·atter under discussion.
The Judge must make certain that his
mind never falters and never misses any
vital essential. ThrDughDut the proceedings hE: must listen to millions of
words of irrelevancies because, even
thDUgh they are irrelevant, among them
may be wrapped up SDme small but vital
factor on which a man's life may depend.
That requires training of the highest
character; it requires self-denial and
application. Consequently the strain
alone, even during the years of preparation, is really frightening to anyone who
takes the time and trDuble to study the
way in which a Judge works. Plenty of
peDple are interested in the decision but,
of all the thDusands interested in it,
perhaps Dnly one or twO' really think
"What did the learned Judge say
from the Bench; how did he reach that
decision which seems so accurately to
meet the demands of the case? " Another
point which I think is apt to be Dverlooked is that the Judge must have time
to write his reports. Time. and again we
look Dn a case and Dn the report Df the
Judge, to learn what His Honour
felt was brought out in the proceedings. We base our present-day
actiDns Dn an opinion and a decisiDn
of a Judge made perhaps decades
before. Therefore a Judge cannot sit
dDwn and dash off a report as we might
dO' 'on any other matter. He has to' weigh
with considerable care nDt only each
sentence and each argument, but alsO'
each word. If he does not, he is failing
in his duty to uphold, maintain, and
forward the whole legal reputation and
efficiency Dn which I think probably the
British Empire and what it stands for
have been built-the faith in the Judge.
Sir GEORGE KNDX.-There is the matter
of instructions to juries.
Mr. M.ITCHELL.-That is a very good
point. A Judge has to be impartial
when he instructs the jury. While
clarifying to the laymen comprising the
jury the legal principles at issue, he
must do nothing, either by wDrd Dr
gesture, that might influence the decision
of those twelve men on the question of
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fact. The jury must decide the question,
"Do the facts as they heard them
revealed in court apply to and fit the
legal definitiDns given to' them by the
learned Judge?" In other wDrds, they
have to prepare the key and if it will not
fit the lock-the lock of the law as laid
down by the learned Judge-then the
man charged is guilty Dr nDt guilty, as
the case may be. The learned Judge
must present the law accurately in a
fDrm which is understood by laymen,
and he must in nO' way influence their
impartial decision on points of fact.
Therefore, the work is very trying and
it is necessary to grant generous leave
to Judges. The question of sabbatical
leave, referred to by the hDnorable
member for Mornington, is of grave
impDrtance, and affects the need fDr an
extra Judge because, in order to' grant
Judges a year's leave at regular
intervals of approximately seven years,
an acting Judge must be appointed.
What does a Judge do during his year's
leave? Ordinary persDns think of cu~
vaceous blondes, sun-bathing on beaches,
racecourses, fun, and light-hearted
relaxation and amusement, but it is
different in the case Df a Judge, particularly when he goes overseas. He proceeds abroad to bring himsel·f fully
abreast with the legal trends of the
times and to see, for example, how the
law is working out in England.
When we entertained a galaxy Df
legal talent during the Jubilee Law Convention, including ·a Harvard don, and
Pakistan and Indian legal representatives,
those honorable members interested in
law were extremely refreshed and revitalized by the opportunity to talk to the best
bra-ins Df the English-speaking wDrld
on points of law. One can read a thing
in a bDOk, but it is not until one has
discussed the matter with a man whO'
has to use the principles enunciated that
Dne can really view the picture frDm
all angles in its practical working. At
the same time, Judges must be given a
certain amount of relaxation. There is
much "bally-hoo" about the 40-hour
week, but the processes of law would not
work if a Judge confined his activities to
that period each week. One must
remember the old Spanish proverb: "A
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bow never slackened breaks." A man retain control over the number of Judges
working at such a high mental and apPOinted from time to time, to ensure
psychological pressure must be given an that more Judges than are required are
opportunity for relaxation in order .to not appointed.
There is a need to examine closely the
recoup his physical and mental energIes
to enable him to carry out his highly provision of law courts by our foreresponsible task Defini tely, the pro- fathers for the administration of justice.
vision of one additional Judge is not It is clear that up to the beginning of the
enough, but perhaps at an early date last war the magnificent courts we posconsideration will be given to a further sess were adequate to handle the legal
business of the State, but with the growth
a ppointmen t.
I shall conclude on a personal note. of population and the exigencies and comHonorable members must imagine them- plications of business, the law court
selves in the position of the ordinary accommodation is now insufficient for
our needs. It is no good appointing
man or woman in the street who has a
more
Judges if there are not courts in
case coming before a court. Recently, in
which they can sit. Last year, one of
our shi~e council at Corryong, mention
new courts was opened, and ano~het
was made of a possible legal action our
wiU be ready for use when sufficlent
against the shire which had been funds are available to furnish it. Two
" hanging fire" for eight or nine months. other courts under oonstruction have
It was a more or less simple case, but
been delayed by the calamitous Federal
in the case of a man or woman who is Budget which restricted the allocation of
vitally affected in his or her liberty, funds for such works. I hope that state
economic future, or even life, this sword of affairs wHI be dissipated by a new
of Damocles hanging over their head Administration in that sphere, and other
month after month is very real. The economic factors, by the beginning of
Premier has often mentioned the need 1955. 1 understand that the tenure of the
for the common touch in the efficient High Court building by the Commonfunctioning of democracy. The Govern- wealth terminates in 1955. Perhaps the
ment could practically demonstrate that Government will consider repossessing
often-enunciated theory by increasing that building for its own purposes, even if
the number of additional appointments it entails an amendment of the Landlord
of Judges under this Bill to two. Then and Tenant Act. Not only must the
the Bill would have the common touch situation respecting Supreme Court
and would provide more happiness and Judges be examined, but the personnel
efficiency for the common man in the of the County Court must be considered,
street, Whose period of waiting before a because that jurisdiction touches the
vital trial could thus be reduced to a lives of common people very closely.
practical minimum.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda).-I support Sutton) .-1 remind the honorable memthis small Bill, which I regard as a step ber for St. Kilda that the BiU relates
in the right direction. Legal delays are to the Supreme Court.
irksome, just as they were in ShakeMr. BOURKE.-I wa,s about to say
speare's time. It is essential for the that 1 hope the general question of juriswell-being of the State that th~e should diction win be examined with the view
be sufficient Judges adequately to dispose of seeing that sufficient Judges are
of the business in hand. In the period appointed in both jurisdictions to cope
in which it has been in office, the with the volume of legal business offerGovernment, after due investigation, has ing. If more Judges are appointed in
decided that there should be ten perma- other jurisdictions, no further appointnent Judges. This State might well ments to the Supreme Court might be
congratulate itself on the high standing required. Sufficient courts are available
of its judiciary; there has never been a in the metropolitan area for the conduct
scandal in the long history of Victoria of litigation, but there is a need for
concerning the administration of justice decentralization of the administration of
from the point of view of Judges. It is justice in the suburbs of Melbourne and
important that the legislaiture should the larger country towns.
Session 1952-53.-[120]
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The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable member for St. Kilda should return
to the real theme of the BUL
Mr. BOURKE.-After listening to the
honorable
member
for
Benambra
wandering over the globe of irrelevancy-Mr. MITCHELL (Benambra) .--..!Mr.
Speaker, I rise to a point of order. .The
remark of the honorable member for St.
Kilda is a reflection on me. I did not
wander over the globe of irrelevancy.
The
SPEAKER.-Apparently
the
honorable member for St. Kilda thinks
that the honorable member for Benambra
did so. At all events I do not feel
that I am called upon to adjudicate.
Perhaps the honorable member for St.
Kilda will amend his statement.
Mr. BOURKE (St. Kilda) .-1 shall do
so, Mr. Speaker. The honorable member
for Benambra did not wander over the
globe of irrelevancy; he circumnavigated
it. This Bill indicates that the Government, which I have the honour to support,
is alive to practical problems in the administration oi justice, and that it will see
that the dispensation of justice within
the community is not only fast but fair.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD
('Malvern).-1
had not intended to say anything about
this Bill, which I imagine has the support
of the House, but an observation of the
honorable member for Benambra should
be refuted on behalf of the legal profession. The honorable member stated
that Judges had to listen to millions
of words of irrelevancy. In making his
observation, the honorable member for
Benambra was no doubt drawing on his
political, rather than his legal experience,
although he has held the highest office
in this State in the legal sphere. The
first function of a Judge-and, if I may
say so with great respect, this applies
equally to you, Mr. Speaker, in your
function which you exercise with the
velvet glove rather than with the iron
fist--is to keep the debate within the
strictest bounds of relevancy. It would
create a misleading impression if it were
thought that Judges did listen to millions
or even thousands or dozens of words of
irrelevancy. This is possibly an occasion
when persons in the position of the
honorable member for St. Kilda and my-
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self should indicate what a Judge has
to do. I shall expand a little what the
honorable member for Benambra and
the honorable member for Mornington
said concerning Judges' hours of work.
In the hearing of a case, the sitting commences at 10.30 a.m. and from then until
4.15 p.m., with a suitable adjournment
in the middle of the day, the Judge is
liable to be confronted with a number of
witnesses, and with a number of points
of law, both of which require close
attention and examination. By the end
of the day, or the end of the case, he
has to make himself thoroughly familiar
with everything that has been said by
the witnesses; not only has he ~ assess
the credibility O'f the witnesses but he
has to spend the remainder of his afternoon and his evening, and possibly the
early morning following, in an examination of the law.
So the average working day of a
Judge of the Supreme Court would be,
at a conservative estimate, not less than
sixteen hours. And there are very few
Judges who do not spend at least one day
of their week-end analysing the authoritie~ and the arguments put before them,
sifting the evidence and deciding whom
to believe, and working out the judgment which they are to present, in the
hO'pe that the par-ties will be satisfied at
the cO'nclusiO'n of the case. We have
had occasiO'n, in this HO'use, within the
last 48 hours t'O refer to the work done
by Sir Charles LO'we as the Acting Chief
Justice. Hard and unremitting as his
labours have been, those acquainted with
the legal profession will say that what
he has been dO'ing is but a sample of the
endless labours of Judges ~ generally.
While he has been acting in the higher
positiO'n of Administrator of the Government Qff" Victoria, His HO'nO'ur has
probably been doing no more than
his brO'ther Judges who have been cO'nsidering the cases that have come befO're
them.
. What led me to make these remarks
was an O'bservatiO'n of the Minister O'f
Educa tiO'n as to' the shamefulness
O'f the sabbatical leave.
There is
not a complete appreciation of the
extraO'rdinary arduO'usness of the duties
that the Judges perfO'rm.
TherefO're, I have great pleasure in suppO'rting
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this measure. It will give the Judges
some assistance in carrying out their
duties.
The moti'On for the second reading of
the Bill having been carried by an
ab&olute majority of the whole number
'of the members of ,the House, the Bill
was read a seoond time and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Number .of Supreme Court
Judges).
Mr.
MITCHELL
(Benambra) .-1
reiterate that I think one additional
Judge is not sufficient and that there
should be two extra 'Judges appointed by
this amending measure. The honorable
member for Malvern made some remarks
concerning my comment on irrelevancies
in court hearings. With all due respect
to his legal experience, I am bound to
say that he seems to have given away the
law for politics himself. He knows which
is the better game, or which he is the
better fitted for. His observations, in
spite 'Of his high degree of learning and
practical experience, were, how~ver, not
quite accurate. I would cite the case of
Miss Julia Hale and the Croydon municipal council near Melbourne. The council
proceeded against her because she kept
ten Pekinese dogs in ten acres. There was
great legal argument to the effect that
one could keep ten bulls on ten acres
but that one could not keep ten Pekinese
on ten acres. Altogether, there was a
lot of "bull" about bull.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! I would point out that there
is nothing about bulls or Pekinese in
clause 2. The honorable member's remarks are irrelevant.
Mr. MrTCHELL.-In the course of
this trial, before Mr. Justice Coppel-of
which I am surprised that the honorable member for Malvern in his wide
experience did not take cognizancelearned counsel asked the Judge, "Do
I make myself clear, Your Honour?"
Whereupon, Mr. Justice .coppel said,
"Yes, you have already repeated yourself two and a half times." So I would
point out that irrelevancies do occur
even among the most learned of counsel
and, therefore, there is need for two
additional Judges.
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The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and the report was
adopted.
The motion for the third reading of
the Bin having been carried by an
absolute majority of the House, the Bill
was read a third time.
VOTE OF THANKS TO THE
HONORABLE SIR CHARLES JOHN
LOWE, JUDGE OF THE ,SUPREME
COURT.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).··I moveThat the HDnDrable Sir Charles JDhn
Lowe be requested to' attend this HDuse at
4 D'clDCk tD-morrDw in Drder that Mr.
Speaker may then CDnvey to him the
VDte Df Thanks agreed to by th1s House Dn
the 8th day of December, instant,

The motion was agreed to.
LAND TAX ('EXEMPTIONS AND
RATES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion Qf Mr. Cain
(Premier and Treasurer) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-This
is one of the Budget Bills and my party,
traditionally of course, does not like
land taxation. It is an imposition that
we consider to be very unfair and to
some degree unwarranted. When the
tax was removed from the Federal
sphere, this State Government rushed
in so that any benefit that the Commonwealth authorities were prepared to
hand back to the landowners was
speedily lost and the advantage taken
over by the Government of Victoria. In
addition, there has been an increase in
the values of almost everything. The
two factors combined will add a great
burden to the producing interests of the
State.
It is all very well for the members of
th'e Labour party to say, "This is our
policy. We believe in these taxes."
They do believe in them, just as they
believe in the pay-roll tax. That is an
unjust 'tax, and this is no better. Therefore, we feel it is time the Government
reviewed its attitude on the whole financial situation of tthe State. There is
only one fair tax and that is the taxation
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of profits, such as are made in commerce,
industry, ,farming and every other
activity.
The rural community to-day, in spite
of our protests, is still having burdens
imposed upon it. Rle Minister of Agriculture has often told country people
that we are costing ourselves out of the
world's markets. It is m'atters such as
this form of legislation imposed by the
present Government that are costing the
farmers out of the world's markets. We
have only to review the actions taken
by this Government-an increase in railway rates, purely for 'a section of tQ~
people; an increase in the land tax and
also in water rates. In every direction
from which this Government can rake
in more money and get more out of the
producers, it has proceeded to do its
utmost.
These impositions are all part of the
costs of production. The situation is
reaching a stage at which the amount
of money expected from a farm by way
of municipal 'rates and governmental
taxes of all ·kinds is becoming so serious
as to be beyond the power~ of the rural
community to carry. It is all very well
to direct attention to the wool cheques
being received nowadays. A lot of
farmers do not get wool cheques.
At present nothing like the profits a,re
being made from the dried fruits industry and a number of other primary
industries as were made formerly. Members on the Government side of the
House seem to base their statements on
the wool cheque; their attitUde is that
every pri'mary producer is on the same
financial plane as the wool growers may
be. In this House recently we have
heard statements relating to the cost of
production of wheat. The tax proposed
in this Bill will increa'se the cost of production, and I consider that it should be
reconsidered by the Government.
I charge this Government with its continued policy of not taking steps, in the
interests of the people, to fight the
uniform taxation system.
We are
entitled to a just share of the profits
made by Victorians. The Government
affords great assistance in helping to
create the development of industries,
which make profits, yet another
Government, we think quite unconstituMr. McDonaZd.
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tionally, takes the cream of the profits
made in this State. The Victorian
Government has continued to increase
taxation and has done nothing to reduce
inflation, which is now beginning to affect
the man on the land, because although
values are being increased he is not receiving any real compensatory effects.
When the prices of primary products
begin to, fall, the costs wHI certainly not
be reduced in the same ratio. As a
result, a difficult position will arise; as
a matter of fact, some primary industries are already being affected.
I have no objection to the Government reducing the rate of tax and in-'
creasing the exemption, or giving the
small home owner a total exemption.
Again, it is found that as a result of
increase in values there will not be the
same number of exemptions as the
Government anticipated. It is wrong in
principle to speak of unimproved value,
when there is an increase from time to
time based on other factors. I consider
that an unimproved value relates to land
in its original state. However, other
costs have 'increased, and the Government has taken other factors into account
in assessing the unimproved value.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Some people refer to
it as a site value rating.
Mr. McDONALD.-That is so, but in
Victoria it is termed the unimproved
value. People become confused when
they find that the unimproved value rises
as the va:lue of the property increases.
I am sure that the Department is losing
some revenue-I do not blame the
Department because I realize it is all a
question of staff-because of the method
of issuing assessments. This morning I heard that in one portion of
Victoria although valuations of properties have been increased in two adjacent shires, the extra land tax has
been applied in one shire and not
in the other. Landowners have been
comparing the assessments and complaining bitterly. I believe that the
Government should abolish land tax, or,
at least, reduce its incidence. If it is not
prepared to do so, perhaps it could provide a greater exemption. If more staff
were employed assessments could be
issued promptly and evasions of tax discovered. If the Government intends to
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continue land tax, it should study that
matter. The Country party considers
that land tax should be wiped out
altogether.
However, a considerable
reduction could be effected if advantage
was taken of the rise in values by issuing the assessments as soon as possible
after a revaluation. If that were done,
some persons would obtain an alleviation
of the tax they are now paying.
Mr. PETTY (Toorak) .-The introduction of this measure by the Premier was
accompanied by a smoke screen which,
no doubt, was designed to obscure its
true effects. The Bill is designed to
increase on a graduated scale the State
Land Tax from a fiat rate of 1d. in the
£1 on unimproved land values.
After
the general exemption provisions are
exhausted, the rate of tax will commence
at 1d. in the £1 at £975 and rise to
approximately 6id. in the £1 at
£1,000,000. A s'chedule has been supplied
which shows both the Commonwealth
and State rates of land tax that existed
last year, the proposed tax under this
amending Bill, and what are claimed
to be the savings of land tax.
The emphasis that was placed upon
the so-called saving or decrease in
land tax was no doubt designed to
obscure the fact that State land tax
is being .increased very substantially.
That is a matter to which I tak~
great exception. As a matter of fact,
on a property wi th an unimproved
value of £8,750, the old rate of Victorian
land tax was £36 9s. 2d., and under the
new rate the same amount of land tax
is applicable.
However, on an estate
valued at £10,000, the old tax payable
was £41 13s. 4d., and the new rate is
£44 5s. 5d., an increase of £2 12s. 1d. On
an estate valued at £20,000, the old tax
was £83 6s. 8d., and under the new rate
it will be £132 16s. 3d., an increase of
£49 9s. 7d.
Mr. CAIN.-It is an increase of £25 lOs.
You have looked at the wrong schedule.
Your figures are based on the assumption
of a 75 per cent. increase, but actually
the increase is 66 2/3rd per cent.
Mr. PETI'Y.-I am quoting from the
schedule supplied by the Premier when
he made his second-reading speech, and
I am entitled to use the figures contained
in that document. If they are wrong,
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the .£ault lies with the Premier. On an
estate valued at £30,000, under the old
rate the land tax assessment was £125,
but under the proposed increase the total
tax will be £247 7s. 11d., an increase of
£122 7s. I1d.
On an estate valued at
£100,000 the increase is £1,445; on one
valued at £500,000, the increase is
£11,445; and on estate valued at
£1,000,000 the increase will be £23,945.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Why do you not quote
the figures shown in column three of the
schedule?
Mr. PETTY.-I am citing figures that
I have taken out by using the State land
tax rates shown in column two, the proposed rates shown in column four, and
subtracting one from the other.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-You are ignoring the
Fedeval tax that applied previously.
Mr. PETTY.---4 am not speaking of
the Commonwealth tax, but of the State
tax, and I shall develop my argument to
show how that tax has been increased.
The graduated scale of tax is most
unfair. The time is long overdue when
Governments- and taxing authorities
should realize that any tax is an element
of cost, and adds to the cost of production. As a matter of fact, we think
of our income as the amount we receive
after all taxation is paid; that is the cost
of rendering our services. The move of
the Government to implement such a
terrific increase in State land tax is in
line with the hasty job that was done
concerning entertainments tax, when the
Victorian Government jumped in very
quickly when the Commonwealth Government vacated that field. There is no
doubt that the increase in State land tax
is simply a political class tax. Further,
it is designed to dissipate some of the
advantages that resulted from the recent
Budget of the Commonwealth Government, which afforded tax relief. The
Commonwealth Government endeavoured
to gi ve all taxpayers a share of the
reductions that were being made by that
Government. We all know how the
Victorian Government imposed entertainments tax, and now it is frightened
to let i't be known that less land tax will
be paid as a result of an action of the
Commonwealth Government. It is a
poli tical move of the Government to
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obtain some political advantage in the
election that is to be held next year.
The Premier knows as well as any other
member that citizens blame the. Commonwealth Government for the increased incidence of taxation.
Reverting to the matter of land tax,
this impost was introduced originally
more than 40 years ago for the ostensible
purpose of breaking up large e,states.
It has failed in its purpose. From 75
per cent. to 80 per cent. of land tax
collected to-day is levied upon city or
urban
properties-principally
large
properties in the hig cities. Land tax is
really a capital levy, because it is a
tax upon capital that is invested for
productive
purposes
in
buildings,
machinery, tools of trade, and so on.
Another important aspect which the
Government should remember is that,
about 50 years ago, many large companies built their warehouses and factories on the sites where they still are.
Those companies have gained no benefit
from an appreciation in the capital value
of their properties, and they will derive
no pecuniary benefit until they sell them.
Those organizations are employing
thousands of citizens, and they are being
subjected to a capital levy because they
are using their premises for that purpose. If they sold their properties, they
would be enabled to utilize the proceeds
for investment in other ways. That is
another reason why the Government
should have reviewed the whole basis of
land taxation.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The country people
have no cause to growl.
Mr. PETTY.-They have reason to
growl about the 25 per cent. covered
This tax was
by their properties.
intended originally to break up large
estates, but it failed to do so. Consequently, country folk have a legitimate
claim for the withdrawal of the tax. The
proposal contained in this measure
brings to the surface the attitude of the
Labour party towards persons who have
progressed in life. The policy of that
party is to trample on the individual who,
as a result of energy and hard work,
has acquired capital assets. That party
believes that such assets should be taxed,
and land tax is being used as a most
brutal means to that end. I emphasize
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that this form Qif taxation is not
imposed on income, because it is unrelated to land or property that produces income. Land tax has not forced
citizens to develop land; rather has it
had the effect of taxing them out of production.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Is that argument
consistent with the one you advanced
concerning city properties?
Mr. PETTY.-The taxation on city
properties has been fixed at a high
rate, because of the increase in capital
values over the years. The rate of land
tax provided for in this Bill will provide
much revenue to the Government, but
it will cause much harm to industry.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-This
Bill has a sugar coating, so to speak. It
purports to relate to certain exemptions
from land tax, and its title indicates that
one of its purposes is to declare the rate
of land tax for the year ending the 31st
day of December, 1954. From that title,
one would assume that, under this Bill,
there would be certain remissions of
taxation that would be worth while, but
that is not so. Opposi'tion members
understand that the policy of the Labour
party is to impose land tax, particularly
on rural properties, in order to break
them up for closer settlement. Although
the exemptions proposed under this
measure may be considered by the
Government to be of a substantial
character, they are not as great as they
might appear at first glance. During the
regime of the Country party Government, it was the misfortune of that Administration to raise the impost by 100
per cent. from ~d. to 1d. in the £1. At
that time, it was considered tha't the 1d.
would be assessed on the valuations of
the previous year. As revaluations were
being effected, however, the incidence, in
many cases, was much more than a riSe
of id.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Many assessments
were based on comparative sales.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I intimated that
revaluations were taking place and,
during that time, not all of the taxable
property came under the provision.
Mr. DouBE.-The Country party
Government: would not alter the rate of
taxation last year.
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Country party
Administration was then in a different
position from that in which the present
Government finds itself. Thj;; Government has many millions of pounds more
to spend than had the previous Government. There is no excuse for this
Government introducing a measure of
this character. The scale that has been
presented to members, and which was
published in the daily newspapers, is a
deception. The Government implied
that certain rates of taxation applied
last year, but no one took t1he trouble to
inform citizens that the Commonwealth
had vacated the land-tax field two years
previously. The Government now very
naively submits this measure and asks
the public to believe that the increased
l'and taxation is not substantial in
ch'aracter. The Bill contains a provision
with respect to absentee owners. At the
end of the Table, the following proviso
appears:Provided that where the owner of land is
an absentee the duty of land tax provided in
the forego'ing provisions of this Table shall
be increased by 20 per cent.; and for
the purposes of this proviso(a) "Absentee" means a person who does
not reside in Australia and includes
a person who has been absent from
Austral'ia for at least twelve
months immedia,tely prior to the
time when the ownership of his
land for the purposes of the Land
Tax Acts is determined unless he
satisfies the Commissioner that he
resides in Australia.

Presumably, that means that if the
person concerned can prove that he does
not intend to reside permanently out of
AustraUa, consideration will be given
to him upon the production of evidence
that he intends to return to Australia.
The proviso proceedsBut does not include a public officer of
the Commonwealth or the State who is
absent in the performance of his duties.

Many business people are sent overseas
-sometimes for periods of from two to
three years-for the purpose of gaining
experience in their normal avocation.
It could not be claimed, by any stretch
of imagination, that those persons were
absentee owners.
Presumably, the
proviso is aimed at breaking up large
holdings of land in rural areas. That
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provision could have a boomerang effect.
The proviso continues(b) If at least three-fifths of the entire
beneficial interest in any land is owned by
absentees or H (where the land is owned
by a body corporate) at least three-fifths
of the issued share capital of that body
corporate is held by absentees, that land
shall be deemed to be wholly owned by
absentees.

That means that any company which is
incorporated in Great Britain or elsewhere and has branches or even a few
shareholders in this State will come
under the proviso. Capital willl thus be
prevented from flowing from overseas
for the development of this State. I
have in mind some businesses, the
charter of which I do not know, that
are incorporated in Great Britain.
If three-fifths of the entire financial
interest of those concerns is held in
Great Britain, the land tax is to be 20 per
cent. above the amount shown in the
table. Such firms have helped to develop
the sparsely populated areas of Australia.
Mr. MCCLuRE.-They hold some of the
finest land in Australia.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It is the function
of Governments to alter that condition
but I fear this provision will hinder the
flow of capital to the State. I am
surprised at the Government's leaving so
.many budgetary Bills until the ~ast
moment, whereas it has been frittering
time away with many matters that would
have been better ieft alone. It is nut
fair to ask members to discuss logically
important measures in the dying hours
of the session. I wish to discuss the effect
of the wording of the tabulated statement
on small businesses, which the Government should nurture. If we take the unimproved land value of £20,000, we find
that the present State land tax is £83
6s. 8d., but it will jump roughly up by 50
per cent. to £132 6s. 3d. Of course,
Government supporters wil'l refer to
column 5 which shows that the Commonwealth Government in past years charged
£158 6s. 8d. The arithmetic of the
Government is that these people will now
save £25 lOs. 5d. That is an absurd
contention because for the past two y~ars
the Commonwealth Government has nut
collected the tax. On land with an unimproved value of £50,000 the present
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Sta te tax is £258 6s. 8d., and the proposed tax is £575 lOs. 5d. This is one
more of the straws that will break the
camel's back.
I can speak feelingly as a primary
producer, because our costs are mounting.
The Leader of the Country party pointed
out that the Commonwealth Government
has attempted to reduce the inflationary
impact of certain things that happened
over the last few years. The Commonwealth Government vacated some fields
of ,taxation to achieve that .objective.
Members know the fight we had to keep
our public wor~s going because the Commonwealth Government decided to restrict public works. It said that there
were more necessary things t'O be done
and that had an effect on the economy
of the nation. The State Government
bald-headedly rushed into the field. I cun
quote a long list of things that this
Government has done in the last twelve
months. The ethics of this Government
will increase the octupus hold of the
metropolitan area over country districts.
The Government is strangling country
areas. Every tax of this type means in
a small but certain widening of
the gulf between the economy of the
metropolitan area and the country.
In regard to another mea'sure which
the Government proposes to use as a
taxing method, it was said that the
average distance country people would
travel would be 14Q miles and that there
would be practically no extra cost. In
the centralized districts of the State the
population is greater but the Government
forgot the ri'sing incidence ,of costs of
transporting goods to Mildura or to the
far western parts of the State.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-On a point
of order, the House is discussing a land
tax Bill but it appears that the honorsure that he will return to discussion
the Transport Bill.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order!
If the honorable
member for Rainbow is speaking of the
Transport Bill he is out of order. I am
sure that he will return to discussinn
of the Bill before the House.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-1 was
pointing out that in the inner districts
of the State there is greater development
and the greater part of taxation comes
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from those areas. At the same time, the
outer parts of the State need encouragement to carryon. There should be a
sliding scale with all taxes to offset their
blanket-like effect.
My suggestion
would assist the sparsely populated
dist~icts.
The Government appears to
think that the further away a place is,
the better its people can afford to pay
taxation. The sheet circulated with the
Bill is misleading. Opposition members
can see through it, but when the press
stated "This is what you used to pay
normally" the people looked to see if
the amounts were correct. The general
public would be deluded by the statement
of the Premier that there would be a
reduction in this taxation. Its incidence
is really being increased.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I applaud
the Bill. During the e,lection campaign
of 1952, the Premier told the people that
this step would be taken by the Government. In my electorate and in the electorates of other metropoLitan members
old age pensioners in particular will be
happy to know that the taxation on the
land on which their houses are built will
be practically reduced to nothing. The
Leader of the Opposition and the honorable member for Rainbow said that the
statement issued to the press conveyed
a misleading impression. That is not the
case because the heading of the statement isStatement showing the amounts of land
tax payable at certain unimproved values
during the last year of operation of Commonwealth land tax compared with the
amounts payable under proposed amendment
to the State Act.

On the left-hand side of the statement
appear unimproved land values. Column
1 is headedCommonwealth tax during last year of
operation 1951-52.

The Premier indicated clearly that the
Commonwealth land tax was payable
last in the year 1951-52.
Mr .. DODGSHuN.-That idea was not
conveyed in the press.
Mr. DOUBE.-The House is not discussing the responsibility of the press.
Mr. BOLTE.-The statement was a confidence trick.
Mr. DOUBE.-It was not. Any person
who can read must appreciate the fact
that the Premier informed the people
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that Commonwealth land tax was last
payable in 1951-52. If there is any dishonesty, it is on the part of Opposition
members who have contended that the
Premier deliberately misled the public.
In column 2 of the statement appears the
present State tax, and that cann.ot be
disputed. Column 3 shows the Com,monwealth tax plus the State tax, and
that is not open to argument.
In
column 4 appears the proposed State
tax and in cdlumn 5 is shown the
decrease in the tax.
Only persons
drawing upon their imagination could
find anything wrong with the statement.
Opposition members have been drawing
upon their ,imaginations very largely in
recent debates and we have heard very
little that has been factual from them.
They have taken members to all parts
of the world and have gone into the
realms of phantasy as far as anyone
can go. They have not closely examined
the statement.
Mr. RYLAH.-The statement was
wrong, on the Premier's own admission.
Mr. DOUBE.-The Premier did not
make an admission of that kind. The
honorable member for Kew is making an
insinuation against the Premier. There
has been no attempt to mislead the
public, and Opposition members should
be ashamed of their efforts to defame
the Premier and the Government by
claiming that the Government is undermining the economic policy of the Commonwealth.
When we examine the
position we find that the last expression
to be applied to the recent Commonwealth Budget is that it was an
",incentive" Budget. What incentive
was received by an aged pensioner who
is now receiving a less proportion of the
basiC wage than he received in 1945?
If one eX'amines the Budget it will be
seen that there is very little encouragement of incentive. The age pensioner
is now receiving a less proportion of the
basic wage than he did at any period
when Labour was in office in the Federal
sphere. In 1945, the age pensioner
received 33 percent. of the basic wage;
at the present day, he is receiving 29
per cent. So far as the greater number
of elderly people are concerned, there is
no incentive for them at all. Under the
Government in power at Canberra to-day,
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they are receiving a lower proportion of
the basic wage than at any time when a
Labour' Government was in office.
It is a very serious charge for the
Opposition to say that the Government
of this State is undermining the Federal
economic policy of Australia. The
greatest damage done to the ecomonic
structure of Australia was during 1951,
when the Commonwealth Government
allowed to go free entirely capital issue
controls.
l\'lr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I r,ise to a point of order. I
certainly mentioned the economic structure of Australia, but only in passing.
I claim that the honorable member for
Oakleigh is developing his whole speech
on that issue.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton).-This is not a point of order,
but I would point out to the honorable
member for Oakleigh tihat matters raised
by members of the Opposition which
he has been developing were only incidental. I suggest, therefore, that he
should not make them his main arguments, but should address himself to
the Bill.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I accept
your direction, Mr. Speaker.
The
Government of Victoria to-day is very
mindful of the economic policy of Australia and would not take any action to
undermine it. I repeat that the greatest
damage done to the Australian 'community and its economy was the
deliberate letting loose of the capital
issues control, which meant that a sum
total of about £350,000,000 was poured
out upon the Australian community. In
effect, it was the same as the printing
of notes. This country has not yet
realized the great damage that was done
at that time.
There are very few people who will
be affected by the Victorian Labour
Government raising the tax on unimproved land values over £8,000. At the
moment, there are only 5,600 people in
this State holding land of an unimproved
value of more than £8,000. That number
constitutes 21 per cent. of the total
number of landholders in the State, S'O
there are only very few who wHI be in
the favoured position of holding such
valuable areas as to come within the
scope of the higher rate of tax.
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Mr. BOLTE.-Is that any excuse for it?
Mr. DOUBE.--No, but I would point
out that it is only people who do something wrong who need to seek an excuse.
Only a very small number of people in
the community are being affected by
this legislation, and they can well afford
to pay the small amount of extra tax
demanded of them. It .is much less
than the Commonwealth Government
demanded until comparatively recently.
I am only sorry that members of the
Opposition have seen fit to aocuse the
Premier of attempting to mislead the
people in using the schedule accompanying the Bill. It is extremely fair and
factual.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) .-I rejoice
with the honorable member for Oak;leigh that the wage earner to-day and
the age 'pensioner will pay approximately
15s. a year less in Land tax under this
proposed legislation. I suggest, however, that the honorable
member
examine what his party is doing to
raise the cost of other commodities to
that section of the community for which
he speaks. I would remind him that a
Bill was recently introduced in this
House to provide for long-service leave,
the effect of which will be to raise costs
throughout the oommunity.
Now the Government has introduced
this Bill to increase the land tax revenue
by about £1,250,000. Who is to pay
that additional amount? This tax applies
to land which produces foodstuffs. It is
the people who consume the product of
the soil who will make up this in<!rease
of £1,250,000.
Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).I would refer you, Mr. Speaker, to the
title of this Bill, which is one-relating to certain exemptions from land
tax and to declare the rate of land tax for
the year ending the thirty-first day of
December, one thousand nine hundred and
fifty-four.

In that title the stress is on the reduction of rates of land tax-that is to say,
exemptions-and then it goes on to
declare the rate of land tax. Over all
the years that I can remember the rate
of tax has been one half-penny in the £1
on the unimproved value of land in Victoria.
That was the position until
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recently when the Country party Government, in order to raise revenue to carry
on, saw fit to increase the rate of tax
100 per cent. Of course, it might be
said that we have had such measures
as these <!oming before us every year.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do you want us to
take the exemptions out?
Colonel LEGGATT.-I am quite in
agreement with the exemptions proposed
but the Government has not laid stress
on the fact that it is imposing very
definitely class legislation. The idea is
to "soak· the rich." It is no use saying that the Commonwealth previously
imposed this tax. In order to reduce
the cost of production the Commonwealth Government withdrew from the
field of' land taxation; but the Labour
Government in this State is now proposing an increased rate of tax. I hear an
interjection from the Government back
benches that the revenue from this tax
will help the Government to pay for its
fight against the grasshopper plague.
People with large areas of land who will
be called upon to pay the additional tax
will, in many cases, probably also lose a
considerable sum through the invasion
of grasshoppers when a certain amount
of forethought on the part of the
authorities might have prevented such
a loss occurring.
This measure is in conformity with
the whole policy of the Labour Government, which is that if you see anybody
standing above the general level, knock
him on the head and see that he lowers
it. It is true that certain exemptions are
provided for in the Bill, but they go by
the board when it comes to the revaluation of holdings. I personally am
in a group whose land holdings have
been recently revalued.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-When was your land
previously revalued?
Colonel LEGGA TT.-I suppose, when
I purchased the land. The State land
tax is revised every time land is purchased. In my own case, as an outcome
of the revaluation, the valuation of my
land was increased ten-fold. I cannot
complain that that is not the proper
value of the land as one would sell it,
but there are thousands of instances in
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which there has not been a revaluation.
When a revaluation is made, these
exemptions-with which I agree-will be
scarcely felt, and the people concerned
will at once come into the non-exempt
group and will have to be exempted
again at some later stage.
I am in fay-our of further exemptions
in the case of people holding a block of
land on which to build a home. I would
exempt those who have such holdings
and are finding that the costs are mounting while the unimproved values of their
holdings are also rising. That is not the
purpose of the Bill. It should not be
assumed by the Government that merely
because people have a large area of
land they have the means to pay the
tax. Many owners of large areas have
incomes less than that of the honorable
member for Prahran. I ask, what is
the purpose of the Bill? Is it to raise
additional revenue or is it to preclude
people from owning large areas of land,
or is it designed to achieve both ends?
Possibly this Bill is a double-edged
"weapon. I point out to the Government
that if it desires to achieve the objective
of breaking up large estates, there are
other means by which that can be done.
If the purpose of the Bill is merely to
raise revenue, the method proposed is a
bad one. It is not right that taxes should
be levied irrespective of the ability of
people to pay. However, the Bill appears
to be in line with the policy of the
Labour party.
It feels that if any
person who possesses money rises above
the level of the rank and file, that person
should be hit on the head, and his
money confiscated.
MITCHELL
(Benambra) .-1
Mr.
support the remarks of the honorable
member for Korong from a twofold
aspect, namely, from the point of view
of the proviS'ion of food and from the
aspect of the cost of living. The honorable member stressed that under the proposed legislation some classes of the
community might have their expenses
reduced. At the same time, the cost of
vival foodstuffs might be materially
increased and that would be directly
due "to the effect of the proposed
legislation. That is a most important
point but one which I think the Government has deliberately overlooked, again
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demonstrating its pseudo-solicitude for
the welfare of the masses whom it pretends to represent.
The other aspect of this bi-pronged
Bill is that the present pawns of
Socialism occupying the Treasury bench
wish to turn the whole food producing
areas of this State into one vast collective farm, and reduce the food producers
to the level of the Russian kulaks. All
that will add' to the cost of the production of food. As the Argus pointed out
some years ago, approximately 25 per
cent. of the beef consumed in Melbourne
is produced in the north eastern corner
of the State. All the legislation proposed
by the Labour Government is designed,
as I have pointed out over and over
again, to increase the cost of production.
Nearer and nearer are we coming to the
point where producers will be costed out
of the home market.
Before the war producers in the Upper
Murray district bought store cattle in
the New England district of New South
Wales. The cattle were fattened and
sent 300 miles to Melbourne". It cost
approximately 30s. a head to have
the cattle transported to the property
on which they were h€lld for a
year and fattened.
Further expense
waS' incurred in the care of the
cattle, in labour, and fencing. Approximately another 30s. a head was incurred
in selling the beasts. In other words, it
cost at least £3 a head to get that beast
from the store cattle areas of northern
New South Wales, southern Queensland,
and Monaro to the market in Melbourne.
Since the war it has been necessary to
adopt a completely changed policy, and if
this type of legislation is persisted with
producers will, as I have already said,
be costed out of the market.
The honorable member for Coburg
asked me yesterday if I would sell him
a cheap racehorse. I gathered that he
did not have much luck at Wangaratta.
In reply to his inquiry I said I could
not sell him a cheap racehorse. I told
the honorable member that before the
war it cost me £35 to put a thoroughbred
yearling in the sale ring at Newmarket, but now the cost has doubled.
Much as I should like to help the honorable member for Coburg in his pursuit
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of the sport of kings I could not sell him
what should be a cheap racehorse.
Contrary to popular belief, I am not
altogether vitriolic towards members of
the Socialist Government who form
excrescences on the Treasury bench, and
I really should try to help the "booze
and betting" Government by, possibly,
running a racehorse myself in Melbourne
so that members of the Government could
do their dough on a Saturday "arvo"
and in that way follow their constructive
and statesmanlike instincts.
I recently ascertained from Sir
Chester Manifold that it would cost
approximately £800 a year to maintain
a racehorse in training in Melbourne,
but that would be a big expense, even
if I incurred it for the pleasure of the
Government. The wealthy tycoons of
the Trades Hall who are a,lways touring
the world at the expense of the wage
plugs are the only persons who could
afford to run a racehorse at that cost.
Before the first world war Walter
Hickenbotham who was then the star
trainer in Melbourne, used to charge my
father £400 to train and race Trafalgar
so the cost of keeping a racehorse in
training has doubled.
As I said before, the cost of production
has increased due to big rises in the cost
of superphosphate, pasture improvement,
fencing, labour and materials, and other
items, including fire protection. The
Government has done practically nothing
to help us to prevent the outbreak of
fires. Apparently, they would not care
if the primary producers frizzled in
the conflagrations that break out from
time to time. I should like for a
change, to see members of the
Government frizzle in the hottest
bushfire in the north-east, and that is
what will happen to them politically if
they continue along the lines which they
are at present following. Supplementing
the remarks of my colleague, the honorable member for Korong, I repeat that
legislation of this type will serve only
to put out of operation the very people
on whom the citizens of Melbourne
depend for their food.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-1 wish
to refer briefly to the points raised by
the Leader of the Opposition and to
inquire whether the Govern men t has any
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reply to the propositions that he put forward. It appears that Government supporters have taken advantage of the
debate merely to expound their SociaUstic philosophies rather than to examine
the nature and effect of this measure.
The questions of the Leader of the Opposition have remained unanswered, but
the House is entitled to a considered
exa,mination of the two points that he
put forward.
I shall briefly refresh the memory of
members of the Government in the hope
that they might explain the Government's attitude on the points at issue.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
the case of three small old-fashioned and
more or less dilapidated single-fronted
buildings in a commercial part of the
city, and he stated what would happen
if, in the interests of more efficient
management and better service to the
public they were re-conditioned and came
under one ownership. He pointed out
that any person who endeavoured to
render such serv.ice would be heavily
penalized by the operation of this
measure. To the points raised by the
Leader of the Opposition the Government has made no reply. Instead of indulging in diatribes against the so-called
" emploj'iing" classes, that Government
should give some explanation of the
Government's policy In that regard.
Another matter was referred to, but
on that point also the Government has
made no response. The owners of properties, many of whom are in modest
financial circumstances, have had their
rents pegged at a figure which has no
relevance whatever to present-day conditions, but their taxes are assessed on
current values. I have .in my hand a
letter from a constituent of mine who
informs me that between 1948 and 1950
the valuations of two small properties
which he owns, and on which he depends
for a livelihood, were increased from
£400 to £4,800. The whole attitude of
the Government on this question appears
to be explained by the fact that it
knows that it has the numbers.
What has happened is quite clear. As
my Leader has stated, 120,000 persons
are to be relieved of their obligations to
pay land tax, but 100,000 persons will
have their obligations doubled. Politically, that is a very payable proposition.
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Mr. DOUBE.-Your statement is untrue.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-I should like the
honorable member to indicate, by interjection, in which way it is untrue?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. P. K.
Sutton) .-Order! The honorable member must not respond to that invitation.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.-Perhaps a colleague of the honorable member for
Oakleigh can inform me whether the
claim that 120,000 people will be relieved
of their obligations, or the allegation
that the burden imposed on 100,000
persons will be doubled is untrue. I
desire to redirect the attention of the
House to the statements made by the
Leader of the Opposition, and to inquire
again whether the Ministry has any
reply to make.
Mr. COOK (Benalla) .-I regard· this
measure as unjust and unreasonable.
Opposition members who have already
spoken expressed sound views in a
moderate manner. The honorable member for Malvern stated that land tax was
being assessed at a period when valuations were at their highest level, and his
claim is perfectly true. The increase in
property values in country districts has
been due to an abnormal run of good
seasons and high prices. The primary
producer has paid his share of income
tax and other expenses related to farming, and he has endeavoured cheerfully
to shoulder his responsibilities in every
way. Farm machinery which previously
cost him £50 now costs £200. Railway
freight has increased fourfold and, unfortunately, as was indicated by the honorable member for Benambra, the further
away from the metropolis that a farmer
is situa,ted, the higher is the rate of
freight which is payable.
Superphosphate, which previously cost a farmer
£4, now costs him £12. The latest proposal of the Government is to impose
restriotions upon the use of motor
vehicles by farmers.
Many municipalities to-day are revaluing the properties within their
boundaries and, in many instances,
values are being increased by 100 per
cent. This mayor may not be just, but
the municipalities concerned are trying
to meet the heavy expenses with which
they are confronted and, in so doing,
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.they are extracting more money from
the pockets of property holders.
The
expenses which I have mentioned are
based on good seasons and abnormally
high prices~ I emphasize that never
previously have there been eight successive good years.
As a consequence of
that happening, land values have
increased.
The Government is basing
its estimates for the assessment of land
tax on present day values.
I do not
wish t'0 be pessimistic, but I foreshadow
that there will not always be a run of
good seasons such as that which has
obtained during the last few years.
When the period of prosperity ends, the
value of production and, in consequence,
the value of farm property will decrease
proportionately. In those circumstances,
are primary producers to be expected
to shoulder the extra costs that are now
being placed upon them? It seems that
the purpose of this Bill is to impose a
class tax on a section of the community
that should be encouraged rather than
discouraged.
The success of the primary producer
will bring with it increased production
and cheaper articles. I regret that the
Government is m'a,king of the primary
producer a beast 'Of burden, as it were.
Most of the legislati'0n that has been introduced by the present Government has
been directed at exacting a greater
tribute from free enterprise and making
it more difficult f'0r it to function. I
claim that about half of the members of
this House have no idea of the circumstances that prevail in' the country
districts, where farmers are working (!.nd
are not bound by union conditions. Primary producers are prepared to play
their part t'0wards improving the
economy of the State. It seems that the
policy of the Government is to pass the
buck. That policy must have a reaction,
because primary producers provide the
real wealth of the community, and on
their success depends the econ'0my of the
State of Vict'0ria. I hope that those who
are in control of the affairs of the State
will not continue to squeeze more out of
the primary producer than he can afford
to pay.
Mr.
PETTIONA
(Prahran) .-The
bleating of Opposition members almost
makes me feel ill. As was pointed out
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by the honorable member for Oakleigh,
there was in 1952 a total of 203,820
persons who paid land tax in the State
of Victoria. The Premier, in his secondreading speech, intimated that 144,000
of those persons will receive complete
or partial exemption from land tax. Only
5,600 persons will be called upon to pay
higher taxation under this measure, and
they all own property which is worth
a considerable sum of money. If, to-day,
a person is not making a fair margin of
profit on land which he owns, there can
be only one of two reasons for that
occurrence; either the land is not being
worked at all or, if it is being worked,
that work is being performed inefficiently. Despite the fact that the C'0mmonwealth Government and all State
Governments have tried to settle citizens
on the land, the fact remains that much
land is being aggregated to a few, and
the tendency is for those who own large
tracts of land to purchase the land of
their neighbour and that of their neighbour's neighbour.
The Government
believes that those are the people who
really can afford t'0 pay land tax. I
believe that the honorable member for
Benambra owns a fair parcel of land, but
apparently he was not prepared to state
his case fully, as I expected him to do.
lt would have been reasonable t'0 assume
that a member in his position would
have stated facts and figures concerning
his own case, and then have proceeded
to knock down the Government's case
insofar as his own affairs were concerned.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD.---'What about the
figures that were stated by the Leader
of the Opposition?
Mr. PETTIONA. - Unfortunately, I
was not in the House when the honorable
member was speaking; consequently, I
am unable to refute his allegations. The
Commonwealth land .tax was repealed
eighteen months ago, but to what extent
has the cost of foodstuffs been reduced?
The action of the Commonwealth
Government merely diverted a profit of
£6,500,000 into the pockets of certain
people.
Gov~rnment supporters want
this revenue so as to permit the recti- .
fication of the unfair deal given pensioners in the last Commonwealth
Budget.
The money will permit the
State to build homes and other institutions for pensioners, and people who can
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afford it should pay for ,those amenities.
The Commonwealth Government should
be castigated for its refusal to make a
justifiable distribution of ;the wealth 'of
the nation to pensioners. Under the
policy of the State Government, old
people will be better off. The Government has relieved from the payment of
the tax people on whom it was a burden.
Country party members feel frustrated
because their Leader said that he woulPl
raise the exemption from the payment
of the tax in the case of old-age pensioners; .that is what the Labour Government has done. Now people justly
deserving assistance will be able to buy
two chops instead of one each week.
Justice will be meted out to these people
so long as the present Government remains in power.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair)Ay~
35
No~
20
Majority for .the motion

15

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Cain
Coates
Connell
D'Arcy
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Galvin
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Holland
Holt
Lind
Lucy
McClure
Merrifield
Morrissey

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Morton
Murphy
Mutton
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Ruthven
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
Towers
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Randles.
NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Sir Herbert Hyland
Colonel Leggatt
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Mibus
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Moss

Mr. Petty
Mr. Rylah
Mr. Stirling
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Whately
Mr. White
(Allendale>.
Tellers:

Mr. Bloomfield
Mr. Brose.

PAIR.

Mr. Lemmon

I Sir George Knox.

The aill was read a second time, and
committed pro forma.
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The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I moveThat subject to the Land Tax Acts and
leg.islation proposed to be enacted there
shall in the case of each owner of land be
charged levied collected and paid for the

Where the Amount of the Unimproved
Yalue of the Land as Assessed
under the Land Tax Acts-

Does not exceed £8,750 ..
Exceeds £8,750 but does not
£10,000
Exceeds £10,000 but does not
£15,000
Exceeds £15,000 but does not
£20,000
Exceeds £20,000 but does not
£25,000
Excecds £25,000 but does not
£30,000
Exceeds £30,000 but does not
£35,000
Exceeds £35,000 but does not
£40,000
Exceeds £40,000 but does not
£45,000
Exceeds £45,000 but does not
£50,000
Exceeds £50,000 but does not
£55,000
Exceeds £55,000 but does not
£60,000
Exceeds £60,000 but does not
£65,000
Exceeds £65,000 but does not
£70,000
Exceeds £70,000 but does not
£75,000
Exceeds £75,000 but does not
£80,000
Exceeds £80,000 but does not
£85,000
Exceeds £85,000
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use of Her Majesty in aId of the Consolidated Revenue for the year ending on the
thirty-first day of December One thousand
nine hundred and fiofty-four a duty of land
tax upon land as provided in the Table
appended hereto:
Provided that the minimum amount of
tax payable for the sa·id year by any taxpayer assessed under the Land Tax Acts
shall be Five shillings.

The Duty of Land Tax shall be--

exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
exceed
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Id. for each £1 of the unimproved value
£36 9s. 2d. plus lid. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £8,750
£44 5s. 5d. plus 2d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £10,000
£85 18s. 9d. plus 2id. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £15,000
£132 16s. 3d. plus 2id. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £20,000
£184 17s. lld. plus 3d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £25,000
£247 7s. lld. plus 31d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £30,000
£3206s. 3d. plus 31d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £35,000
£398 8s. 9d. plus 4d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £40,000
£481 15s. 5d. plus 4!d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £45,000
£575 lOs. 5d. plus 4!d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £50,000
£674 9s. 7d. plus 5d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £55,000
£778 12s. lld. plus 5!d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £60,000
£893 4s. 7d. plus 6d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £65,000
£1,018 4s. 7d. plus 6id. for each £1 of the unimproved. value
excess of £70,000
£1,148 8s. 9d. plus 6!d. for each £1 of the .unimproved value
excess of £75,000
£1,283 17s. Id. plus 6!d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £80,000
£1,424 9s. 7d. plus 7d. for each £1 of the unimproved value
excess of £85,000

Provided that where the owner of land
is an absentee the duty of land tax provided in the foregoing proviSions of this
table shall be increased by 20 per centum;
and for the pUI'lposes of this proviso(a) "Albsentee" means a person who does
not reside in Australia and includes
a person who has been absent from
AustraJiia for at least twelve months
immediately prior to the time when
the ownershilp of his land for the
purp'oses of the Land Tax Acts is
determined unless he satisfies the
Commissioner that he resides in
Australia; but does not include a

(b)

in
in

in

in
in
in
in

in
in
in
in

in
in
in
in

in
in

pulblic officer of the Commonwealth
or the State who is absent in the
'perform'ance of Ms duties;
if at least three-fifths of the en.tire
beneficial interest in any land is
owned by absentees or if (where
the land is owned !by a body corporate) at lea:st th'tee-fifths of the
issued share capital of that body
corporate is held by a:bsentees, that
land shall be deemed to be wholly
owned by absentees.

The motion was agreed to, and. the
resolution was reF>orted to the House
and adopted.
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Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer)
presented a message from His Excellency the Governor recommending that
an appropriation be m:ade from the
Cons01idated Revenue for the purposes
of this Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee, and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3In sub-paragraph (iii) of paragraph (a)
of sub-section (3) of section nine of the
Principal Act after the word "purposes"
there shall be inserted the words "if the
proceeds thereof are not devoted solely to
religious charitable or educational purposes."

Brigadier
move--

TOVELL

(Brighton) .-1

That before the words "In sub-paragraph" the following words be inserted(1) In paragr,aph (j) of sub-section (2) of
section nine of the Principal Act after the
words "Charitable purposes" there shall
be inserted the expression "or (where the
land is vested in any CharUable institution)
the proceeds thereof are devoted solely to
religiouscharitaJble or educational purposes."

The reason for my amendment is that
there is some doubt whether certain
institutions, which may be semi-religious
bodies, will be entitled to the exemption. I refer particularly to the Melbourne Orphanage. About 103 years ago
it owned a big part of Emerald Hill,
which is now South Melbourne. Later,
as Melbourne expanded, a big part of the
property was sold, but the orphanage
wisely retained a large area of the land
on which it built shops and residences
and from which source it derives a considerable income. I submit my amendment for the purpose of making it
abundantly clear that the exemption will
apply to this orphanage.
I shall endeavour to make clear the
incidence of l~nd tax by stating some
facts in relation to this institution.
The orphanage owns some 80 propentie~
in Clarendon-street, Bank-street, and
adjacent streets in South Melbourne,
the annual revenue from which was
about £17,000. In 1943, the unimproved
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value of the land was £78,169. By
1952 the valuations had been raised
to £81,475, which meant that the amount
of land tax paid by the institution rose
In 1953 the valuations
accordingly.
were further increased to the figure of
£107,500, and the amount of land tax
was increased from £338 in 1952 to
£449 in 1953.
I understand that the Premier is agreeable to my amendment, because, if the
orphanage is required to pay increased
land tax, its funds will be decreased to
that extent and the children in the insti-,
tution will suffer. In accordance with
the schedule of rates of tax supplied to
the Opposition, the tax payable by the
institution would be increased from £449,
which was the sum payable last year,
to more than £2,000. Section 9 of the
Land Tax Act 1928 reads as followsExcept where otherwise expressly pro-·
vided in this Act land shall be exempt from
tax in the cases and to the extent following(that [s to say):(1) Land the property of Her Majesty
which is unoccupied or used for public
purposes.
(2) Land used exclusively for(j)

Charitable purposes.

It is ·that paragraph which will be
amended by the proposal I am submitting. If my amendment is agreed to~
paragraph (j) will read as follows:Charitable purposes (or where the land
is vested in any charitable institution) the·
proceeds thereof are devoted solely to reli-·
gious charitable or educational purposes.

The amendment is necessary because the'
shops and residences are not themselves'.
used for charity, but the proceeds, represented by the rents, are used for'
charitable purposes. I do not know the·
position of other institutions such as the·
Geelong Orphanage, or the Ballarat
Orphanage, or whether they have any
land or property from which they deriveincome. However, I am sure that a
number of other institutions will be in
the .same position as the Melbourne·
Orphanage, and I trust therefore that
the amendment will be agreed to.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).As was mentioned by the honorablemember for Brighton, there was some·
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doubt whether institutions of the type
mentioned by him would be entitled to
the necessary exemption. In order to
put the matter beyond doubt the
Government is agreeable to accept the
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were ·the remaining clauses.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I moveThat the following new clause be inserted
to follow clause 1:A. At the end of the interpretation of
" Unimproved value" or " Unimproved
ca'pital value" in section 'three of the P.rincipal Act there shall be inserted the following proviso:"Provided that where land is 'pr~
scribed premises' within the meaning of
the Landlord and Tenant Act 1948 which
are let to a tenant the unimproved ca'pital
value of that land shall be(a) if the premises were let to a
tenant on the thirty-first day of
December One thousand nine
hundred and forty-the unimproved capital value of the land
as on that day;
(b) if the premises were not let to a
tenant on the thirty-first day of
December One thousand nine
hundred and forty-but were let
to a tenant after that day-the
unimproved capital value of the
land as on the date on which the
premises were first let after the
said day."

This amendment will provide a measure
of justice to people who are already
suffering considerably and who have
been placed in an unenviable financial
position. On top of their present disabilities, the Government proposes to
place further burdens of taxation. The
honorable member for Brighton submitted figures which amply justified his
amendment. I pr-opose to reiterate his
figures as they are applicable to the
amendment which I have moved, because
private owners are subject to similar increases in the amount of taxes which
they have to pay.
In 1943 a private owner's premises in
the city or in a suburb might have been
valued at £78,000 on an unimproved
basis. That valuation would have been
raised to £81,475 in 1952 and to £107,500
in 1953. The land tax payable in 1952

1953.J
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would have been assessed at £338, but
in 1953 it would have risen to £449. On
account of the operation of the Landlord
and Tenant Act owners have not been
permitted to increase their rents, but
under the proposed new schedule the
land tax in ,this case would be increased
to £2,000. Therefore, the Government
has placed many private owners in a
precarious financial position.
I put it to the Premier-not in any
heated way-that df he agrees that the
Government is, in effect, increasing land
tax by 500 per cent., he must do one of
two things. He must give the people
concerned a rent increase or, failing that,
he must accept the amendment which
will limit valuation to ithe time at which
the rental was fixed on the unimproved
basis. Surely that is only a f,air case
to submit.
Members on this (the
Opposition) side of the Chamber, with
all of whom I have not had an opportunity to discuss the question, must
admit that the proposal is sound and
reasonable. All I have to do now is to
convince the Treasurer and his colleagues in the Government. They will
not be giving much away by accepting
the new clause, but they will grant
some measure of justice to people who
have had a torrid time for many years.
The Premier and Treasurer 'himself
has at least implied that there
would be some measure of justice in a
rent increase, but because of the fact
that he stated from public platforms
during the last Assembly election campaign that he would not stand for any
rent increases, he considers that he
should remain firm on that point. I have
nothing against a man who sticks by
an election pledge. Surely, however, the
honorable gentleman does not intend to
disregard that argument when it comes
to lifting taxation from people who are
subject to what I believe to be an unfair
approach by the Government? My proposed new clause is submitted not for
any political reasons, bUf out of a sense
of justice.
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).-I regret that I cannot accept the
honorable member'S new clause. What
he has said -is only partially true. His
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amendment provides that values shall
not be based on those of 1940. That
proposi tion has practical difficul ties
associated with it. We can operate
only on existing valuations, and it is
impossible to bring into the argument
the valuations of last year or of ten
years ago. That is the reason why the
Government inserted in this Bill a
proviso raising the exemption from
£250 to £650. Regard was taken of the
fact that this question of land values
had arisen and to the scale affecting
persons who were paying taxation on
a much higher level. When Opposition
members voted on the last occasion,
they voted against reductions and they
also opposed the second reading of thE
present measure. Let us look at the
matter factually. It is true that during
the last Assembly election campaign I
said I was not in favour of a large
increase in rents. I think the Leader of
the Opposition win concede that I cannot
depart from that expression of view.
My attitude does not indicate an opinion
that the rents of business premises have
not been rIsmg. There have been
thousands of cases in which such rents
ha ve increased.
What is the basis on which the court
takes into consideration applications for
increases of rents? It has regard for
increased costs and increased' taxationas the present measure
involves.
Whether.in relation to municipal or land
taxation, this will be one of the grounds
on which owners will be able to go to the
court and say, "in addition to an
increase of municipal rates of 12, 15, 20
or 100 per cent., as the case may be,
we have also been subjected to an
increase in land tax." Consideration
will be given by the court to such submISSIOns. As is generally known, business and professional men occupying
accommodation in the city have been
brought before the court -and their rents
have been increased in proportion to the
higher cost incurred by landlords in
maintaining the properties. Therefore,
I submit that it is neither reasonable
nor logical to expect me to accept
the amendment. During the second
reading deba1te, the question of effecting
an increase in land taxation in Victoria
was discussed. It is true that in the
Mr. Cain.
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last Budget statement I intimated that
we proposed to impose a tax equal to
75 per cent. of the Commonwealth rate,
but by this Bill the .proportion is only
661. I have an excellent precedent for
that.
Long before the Government
brought this. Bill forward-and even
before the Labour party was returned
to power-the South Australian Premier
introduced legislation exactly the same,
word for word. The present measure is
patterned on that legislation. Mr. Playford worked on the basis of 65 per cent.
of the Commonwealth tax. He is a year
ahead of Victoria in regard to rollection
of the revenue and he took 20 per cent.
extra from people overseas who own
land in South Australia. Mr. Playford
made no reference in the South Australian measure to 1940 or 1942 valuations; he adopted current valuations.
Everyone realizes that a similar situation will develop concerning entertainments taxation. Before long all State
Governments will be forced to implement
a tax of that character. Otherwise, the
Commonwealth Government will say
"You have been agitating for [he Commonwealth to remove itsel1 from certain
fields of taxation..
Now that we have
given you an oppurtunity to impose
entertainments taxation, you do nothing
about it."
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-May this not
affect your grant from the Commonwealth out of the common taxation fund?
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
has not had the privilege of being present
at a Premiers' conference; it is a great
education. For ten years the Commonwealth Administration at Canberra has
said to State Ministers attending such
conferences, Go home and increase your
own taxation; increase freights and fares
and the charges for other services.
Bring them up to a more adequate level."
My predecessor went to Canberra in
1951 when the contemplated deficit for
Victoria was £2,300,000 and when other
States expected surpluses. He obtained
no better treatment from the Commonwealth Government than those other
Sta tes.
The honorable member fo!'
Rainbow was with the Premier and
Treasurer of the day.
I'
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Mr. DODGsHuN.-The Premier of
South Australia had a winning-bets tax
in operation then.
Mr. CA1N.-That is so. The Government of which the honurable member
was a member followed Mr. Playford's
example. We have adopted the South
Australian legislation on land tax,
almost word for word. I ask the Leader
of the Opposition to appreciate that the
Government feels that it has some
responsibility to place the finances 01
Victoria on a sound basis. It is no use
Opposition members saying that we can
continue showing deficits year after year,
because that cannot be. If a Government wishes to be sensible, it must pay
its way. Apart from exceptional cases,
the present measure will not affect
country districts. One Opposition member said this morning that he was satisfied that there were no members of this
House who would be liable to pay this
tax. It is true that most of the revenue
is collected in the city-from insurance
companies, lavge emporiums and the
like. The large emporiums, for example,
seem able to bear this extra charge;
they are doing pretty well.
Mr. TURNBULL.-It' is the public who
will pay it.
Mr. CA1N.-That is not quite true; it
is not all passed on. The farmer has to
pass it on.
Mr. TURNBuLL.-He cannot.
Mr. CAIN.-1 do not wish to enter
into an argument with the honorable
member. No one can convince me that
the farmer has not been having a good
time.
Mr. TuRNBuLL.-That is a different
matter.
Mr. CAIN.-Surely no member of this
House will take the view that wool has
not been a payable proposition in the last
few years. I do not blame the producer
for obtaining the best possible price;
but the fact remains that agriculture
generally is living in a golden age. Big
business also is progressing satisfactorily. Although a large proportion of
the land tax is obtained in respect of
properties in the city, I suggest that it
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is a reasonable means of raising revenue
which has been operating in this country
for 30 years or more. I consider that
the effect of the legislation will be reflected in connexion with country properties,
making them available for land settlement.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew). - I do not wish to
a.ccept the invitation virtually offered
by the Premier to discuss on the new
clause the Bill as a whole, but I support
the proposition submitted by my Leader
when moving the amendment.
I
shall controvert some of the propositions
advanced by the Premier. The Premier
stated that there were practical difficulties in determining 1940 values. The
Fair Rents Court has successfully-at
least in its own estimation-calculated
the 1940 values of properties for a period'
of thirteen years. All determinations of
that court are based on its estimates of
such values, which are calculated scientifically on the basis of the value of the
land, and the value of the improvements
erected thereon. It is claimed that the
value of any property in Melbourne can
be evaluated by comparison with other
values obtained for the purpose of other
determinations, by checking information
placed before the court from time to
time, and by using other information
available to it. Therefore, the practical
difficulty suggested by the Premier does
not exist.

Secondly, the amendment relates only
to the land component in depressed
values. The Premier, who will agree
that it is generally accepted that the land
component is depressed in tenanted
houses, has stated that his Government's
policy is that rents shall not be increased. His supporters in the other
Chamber registered their unrelenting
determination to adhere to that policy.
The Premier's reasons, which he believes
are sound, are that the country cannot
afford the increq.se, and that i't will hurt
people who are renting properties. If
those reasons are sound, is it not equally
sound to say that the new land tax should
not be a factor considered in dec,iding the
fair rent for a property? In most cases,
people who have to pay the additional
land tax will be entitled to approach the
Fair Rents Court asking for an increased
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return from their properties directly
related to that increased tax. That situation is directly opposed to the Government's policy. If it is sound to say that
an increase cannot be granted under the
landlord and tenant legislation, why
should a factor be introduced into costs
which automatically increases rents? I
urge the Premier to reconsider the question from that aspect. While restDictions
on land values are in force, they should
be consistent. The Premier's advisers
will no doubt inform him that they are
just as capable as the Fair Rents Court
in determining 1940 values for this purpose. I support the amendment, and
am disappointed that the Premier has
summarily rejected it.
.

Bill.

Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).-The
Parliamentary Draftsman has directed
my attention to an error of wording
in the amendment which I moved and
I shall now submit an amendment to
correct it. I move-That, in sub-clause (1) of clause 3, after
the ex;pression "(where the law is vested
in any charitable institution) ", the words
"Ithe proceeds 'thereof" be omitted with the
view of inserting the words "purposes the
proceeds of whi.ch".

The amendment was agreed to.
The motion for the third reading was
agreed to, and the Bill was read a third
time.
TRUSTEE BILL.
The debate (adjourned from December 4) on the motion of Mr. Holt (Minister of Lands) , for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.

Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-I expected the Government to
accept the amendment. It is extraordinary that the Government should
mention legislative actions of Mr. PlayMr. RYLAH (Kew) .-Unlike some
ford's Government in South Australia, other legisla'tion introduced by the
which is a lame excuse. For two or three Government, this is a good Bill. I say
days now, the House has debated a good that, not because it has been vetted and
deal of imported legislati;an: In fact, approved by the Statute Law Revision
I am wondering if the Government has Committee, but because a revision of the
an orig,inal thought. I believe I have trustee law of Victoria is long overdue,
advanced a fair case; unfortunately, the as is a consolidation of that law. In this
Opposition is not able to help that section 'Bill both those desirable features are
of the community which is under- combined. The measure orig,inated as
privileged to-day. For many years, the the result of considerable work by a
Labour party has spoken of the under- sub-committee of the Chief Justice's Law
privileged. I remember that the late Reform Committee. The original subWilliam Morris Hughes stated that when committee was presided over by the late
he changed his political affiliations it was Mr. E. L. Peace, who was generally
from an under-privileged class to a recognized as one of the finest conveyancsimilar class. The Government per- ing lawyers in this State. After his
death, Mr. Justice Dean succeeded to the
petuates such under-privilege and conposition of chairman of the sub-comsiders that a person who owns a property mittee and I think it is only fair to say
in the city let lat a 1940 rent is fair game that that sub-committee performed a
on whom to impose increased taxes. considerable amount of work in bringing
Instead of permitting such persons to this Bill to the stage where it could be
increase their rents in accordance with considered by various Governments and
. economic conditions, the Government is ultimately introduced to the House this
imposing taxation at 1953 levels.
session. I think it was introduced by
the previous Government. The Bill conThe amendment was negatived.
tains a considerable amount of new
The Bill was reported to the House matter from a lawyer's point of view,
with an amendment, and the amendment but I think very little new matter of
general interest to the State. The existwas adopted.
ing law has been brought up to date
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer) ....,.- and re-arranged, and a number of
I move-sections of the New South, Wales legisThat this Bill be now read a third time.
lation with suit-able adaptations have
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been incorporated in preference to those
existing in the 1928 Act. That measure
fallows generally the lines of the English
trustee law.
It is a practice of this Parliament in
legal matters to follow where possible
the English law. However, in this case
there are good reasons for departing
from that well-established and sound
practice in that estates dealt with in
England are of a larger and more
complicated nature than those administered in Australia. Opportunity was
taken recently to revise the law in New
South Wales and to bring it into conf0rmity with desirable practices in the
administration of the type of estate
found there. It was thought by the
Chief
Justice's
committee that a
number were moOre suitable than those in
the existing law. Before the Bill reached
the stage where it was introduced, it
was considered by the Parliamentary
Draftsman, Mr. R. C. Normand, in
addition to the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee. I wish to mention
that Mr. Normand took great interest
in this particular piece of legislation and
I believe that he has done a most
workmanlike job in its preparation.
The measure was introduced in the
Legislative Council and referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee, which
made a long investigation into the proposals contained in the Bill. The commi ttee had the advantage of hearing
evidence from Mr. A. D. G. Adam,
Q.C., who was responsible for advising
on some of the more difficult phases of
the proposals. The Public Trustee, Mr.
C. J. Gardner, was present at the
sittings, and Mr. W. S. Jones, the
General Manager of the Trustees
Executors
and
Agency
Company
Limited was a representative of the
private trustee companies. There was
a galaxy of talent from the Law Institute of Victoria, including Mr. J. M.
Rodd, President, Mr. R. J. McArthur,
Mr. R. N. Vroland and Mr. A. H. B.
Heymanson, the secretary. Mr. A. A.
Stewart, the conveyancing soOlicitor of
the firm of Blake and Riggall, was
co-opted by the Law institute to assist
in placing its evidence before the committee. Mr. Stewart's knowledge of the
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administration of trust estates was
valuable to the committee in helping it
to decide various matters. The recommendations made by the Statute Law
Revision Committee are substantially
legal in character. [understand that
the Government has adopted the recommendations of the committee, and that
they were included by way of amendments in the Bill in the Legislative
Council.
Perhaps the most important interesting feature of the legislation is the
provision which includes in the list of
authorized investments the power to
trustees to invest in houses suitable for
the purposes of beneficiaries. Probably
that is not explaining it very well, but
it means that, in addition to the trustee
investing funds in Government securities
and other approved securities, he can
invest funds in purchasing a house to
enable the beneficiaries, who are entitled
to vhe benefit of the trust, to live in that
house. What is more important still
is that the r:neasure permits the trustee
to retain in his hand a suitable house
which formed part of the estate.
There are, I believe, adequate provisions which protect the trust estate
against any improper or unwise investment on the part of the trustee. This
pro'blem was referred to by M'r. W. S.
J ones in his evidence. He said it was
difficult sometimes to persuade people
to sell properties at the sworn valuations. The way in which the matter
has been handled in the Bill is interesting. Sub-clause (3) of clause 4 provides,
inter alia(b) A trustee purchasing land in exercise
of the power conferred by this sub-section
shall not be chargeClJble with breac:h of
trust by reClJson only of the relation borne
by the purchase price to the value of the
land at the time when the purchase was
made if it appears to the Court(0 that in making the purchase the
trustee was acting u.pon a report
as to the value of the land made by
a valuer, being a sworn valuator
appointed under section fourteen of
the Transfer of Land Act 1928,
instructed amI employed independently of any owner of the land,
whether such valuer carried on
business in the locality where the
land is situate or elsewhere;
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that the purchase price did not exceed
the value of the land as stated in
the report;
that the valuer has stated in his report
the net annual rental which the
land produces or is capable of
producing at the time of valuation;
and

(iv) that the purchase was made under
the advice of the valuer expressed
in the report.
'
(c) Land
so purchased shall be held
upon' trust for sale.
In reply to the honorable member for
Scoresby, I would draw attention to the
fact that this is merely a safety provision so far as the trustee is concerned.
T<here is nothing in the Bill to say that
a trustee shall not pay in excess of that
amount. He may consider it good
buying to obtain the consent of a
beneficiary to purchase a property
above the valuation made by the valuer.
Parliament must be careful to .protect
the rights of beneficiaries, particularly
infant beneficiaries, not only at the
present time, but also for the future.
I believe the recommendations OIf the
Statute Law Revision Committee are
generally accepted.
The honorable member for Scoresby
will be interested in clause 67, which
contains a general provision with power'
to relieve a trustee from personal liability
in certain circumstances. I believe that
this will overcome a considerable problem
that arises in smaller estates where a
man has died leaving a widow and a
couple of children. Possibly there is only
a small amount of money but there is a
house. As the law is, it is the duty of the
trustees to sell the dwelling, invest the
money in authorized investments and
then pay one-third of the ba1ance to the
widow and hold the remaining two-thirds
in trust for the children. Nothing can
be more foolish than for a trustee to sell
the roof over the beneficiaries' heads. I
am sure trustees will be glad that they
will be able to provide accommodation
for the wife and children in these circumstances. That is needed most of all.
I draw attention to paragraph 38 of
the report of the Statute Law Revision
Committee on the proposals contained in
the Trustee Bill. Tha t paragraph refers
Mr. Rylah.
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to the services rendered by the late
Honorable Trevor Donald Oldham who
was chairman of the Statute Law
Revision Committee at the time the
investigation of the measure commenced.
When in England he intended to make
inquiries there to assist the committee.
He took with him a number of notes and
papers as a result of his discussions
which he proposed to use there.
The second matter to which I shall
refer is that the committee left unsolved
the question whether trustee investments
should be exitended with cer,tain safeguards to ordinary company shares. The
committee had evidence that such an extension should take place, and it had
equally strong evidence that iit should
not. It also had the report of the Nathan
Committee in. England. That body was
a high-level committee of people inside
and outside the British Parliament. The
committee was set up by the Attlee
Government and had in its char,ter a
general investigation of charitable trusts
which are more important in England
than they are here. The oommittee
recommended that charitable trusts
should be invested in ordinary company
securities subject to s'afeguards.
The Statute Law Revision Committee
decided not to del,ay the presentation of
its report, and so permitted the Bill ito
come before Parliament, but H left the
inquiry unfinished. I think the charter
is there f.or the investigation to be taken
up. It may be that such an inquiry
would be desirable in the interests of
trust estates and to aHay Jears expressed
on one side, and also it would e~pand
the range of investments.
The third matter of which I desire to
speak is the great assistance given by
the Solicitor-General, Mr. H. A. Winneke,
Q.C. The committee found the preparation of the report and the solving of a
number of problems were very much the
subject of conflict between legal authorities. In a number of cases we had to
ask Mr. Winneke what the learned
gentlemen meant and we had to seek his
guidance how we should prepare our
report. I do not want anyone to think
Mr. Winneke influenced the committee.
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He was most fair in presenting both
·sides of cases and his assistance was of
great value.
I support the' Bill. I believe its enactment will be a great step forward in
law reform in this State and will be of
much assistance in the general management of trust estates.
The motion wa'S agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 w:ere agreed to.
Clause 4 (Authorized Investments).
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).Provision is made in this Bill that a
trustee can deposit in a bank or other
safe place documents relating to investments and securities which he may hold
on behalf of the trust. If he deposits
those documents in ·a bank safe deposH
and pays the appropriate fee, and as a
result of a fire, flood, or burglary the
documents are destroyed, who is responsible for the replacement of those
documents? Further, can it be said that
the trustee has failed in his duty and
is thereby liable for prosecution?
Mr.
RANDLES
(Brunswick) .-In
speaking to this clause, perhaps I might
reply to the honorable member for
Scoresby. The duty of a trustee is to
act as a reasonable man. If he deposits
trust documents in a bank I consider
that he has acted as a reasonable man
and will not be liable if anything happens
to those documents. This clause, which
deals with the subject of authorized investments, caused the Statute Law Revision Committee much concern because
evidence was advanced, mostly of a conflicting nature, that the investment
field should be extended.
At present,
trustees are compelled by law to invest
trust moneys in Government securities
and so on. Some members of the Law
Institute contended that trustees should'
be empowered to invest trust moneys in
commercial enterprises which, over the
last few years, have shown a better
return than Government securities. It
is true that those gentlemen did net
advocate that all money in a trust should
be so invested, and suggested the provision of certain safeguards. Although
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the committee took evidence on the
matter, it felt that sufficient had not been
heard, therefore i.t was not in favour
of enlarging the investment field at
present.
The committee 'made what I consider
to be a mos't progressive step. It recommended that trustees should be given
authority to purchase a dwelling to be
used by a beneficiary. Certain safeguards
were suggested. For instance, it was
recommended that the trustee should not
be empowered to procure a dwelling
at a price greater than that fixed
by a sworn valuer. That was opposed
to evidence given by certain persons
appearing before the commHtee, who
felt that ·a trustee should be given
a discretionary power as at present
there is a fluctuating market and a
house worth, say, £1,000, might bring
£1,500 if vacant possession is offered. In
view of the fact that powers of trustees
were being enlarged, it was considered
that safeguards should be imposed, and
the committee suggested that a house
purchased by a trustee should not exceed
the value fixed by a sworn valuer.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 5 to 7.
The sitting was suspended at 6.8 p.m.
until 7.43 p.m.

Clause 8 (Loan and investments by
tr~stees not chargeable as breaches of
trust) .
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).This Bill has been considered possibly by
some of the most eminent legal authorities in the State, consequently it is with
some trepidation that I rise ,to speak on
this clause, which relates to the relief
from responsibility of trustees who
advance money of a trust on a first
mortgage on broad acres. If a valuer or
agent who is competent to make a
valuation in a particular loca'lity is employed, the trustees are to be relieved
entirely of responsibility.
I do not
agree in principle to loans amounting to
three-fifths of the value of the property
concerned on one valuer's opinion
only, because I have seen such an
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equity disappear entirely, especially or1
border line count'ry dependent on an
erra.tic rainfall. There are no definite
figures available to give an indication
of what seasonal conditions may be in
certain areas in future years. Although
the most competent valuers who
thoroughly understand their job may be
employed, it is not possible for
them, because data relating to weatl1er
conditions in Victoria and other
States does not go back far enough,
to give an accurate estimate of
what will happen in various seasons.
Victoria has enjoyed seven successive
bountiful seasons, during which there
have been no serious droughts, but there
have been enormous crops .of wheat and
wool, the mainst'ay of the economic' structure of this country. There is no
certainty, however, that there will be a
continuation of this cycle. I know of
one medium-sized estate where a local
enthusiast, who was a sworn valuer, expressed the opinion that he knew everything about that particular district. He
was appointed to value certain properties, and his estimation proved to be
entirely wrong. The estate eventually
became practically valueless. Some of
the land salted up ·and was affected by
drought. The trustees relieved themselves of full responsibility, however,
by claiming that they had complied
with the law. If trustees are per·mUted
to lend money on mortgage on the
sole advice of an enthusiastic valuer,.an
unsatisfactory state of affai-rs will result.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 9 to 32.
Clause 33 (Protection by means of
advertisements) .

Bill.

been examined by the Statute Law
Revision Committee, which is not composed of eminent legal persons but of
ordinary members, such as the honorable
member for Scoresby and myself. As
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I
accept responsibility for permitting certain clauses to be passed without debate,
because, as I intimated, most of them
are re-enactmen tsof existing legislation.
With respect to clause 33, there is
nothing in this provision which differs
from the old law, except a few minor
words. The Statute Law Revision Committee, however, recommended that consideration should be given to amendment of the Administration and Probate
Act,and this Trustee Bill, with the view
of collecting in one enactment the provisions that deal with advertising for
claims against deceased estates and the
like. I am pleased to say that the
Government has given effect to the
recommendation of that committee, and
the proposed amendment is incorporated
in the Statutes Amendment Bill, which is
now before this House.
The clause was agreed to.
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Morton).Lest there should be some doubt as to
the propriety of grouping several clauses
together and submitting them to the
Committee in globo, I now read the
following extract from page 528 of the
Fifteenth Edition of Sir T. Erskine
May's Parliamentary Practice:While, strictly, a separate question is
necessary on each clause, in case of noncontentious Bills, in order to save time, the
question has sometimes been put on groups
of clauses. This practice js almost invariably resorted to in the case of
Consolidation Bills.

Mr. RYLAH' (Kew) .-1 am reluctantly
constrained to comment upon the
Clauses 34 to 78 were agreed to.
remarks of the honorable member for
Clause 79 (Statute of Limitations may
Scoresby, who implied that the House
be pleaded by Trustees).
.
was permitting this Bill to be passed
practically without debate. 1 remind the • Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Through you,
honorable member, in all kindness and Mr. Chairman, I direct the attention of
generosity, that the measure is mainly the Minister ·of Lands and other mema consolidaticn of the existing law, with bers of the Government who are present
certain alterations, which were ade- in the House to the fact that clause 79
quately explained by the Minister of is embodied in the Bill not because of
Lands in his second-reading speech. The any fault on the part of the Statute Law
proposals contained in this measure have Revision Committee, but because no
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better proposal can be obtained at this
stage. An examination of the evidence
tendered to the committee revealed that
clause 79 is thoroughly unsatisfactory.
Those w.ords are reasonably moderate in
comparison with those uttered on the
subject by Mr. Justice Dean. Unfortunately, however, it is impossible to
replace clause 79 with a satisfactory provision until this House is prepared to
adopt a definite code concerning the
limitation of actions, not only against
trustees, but against members of the
community and
public
authorities
generally.
This is a problem that has been
hanging on, so to speak, fora considerable period of time. Parties outside this House, unfortunately, have influenced too much the question .of
whether or not the problem should be
tackled. I make no apology for saying
that the Minister of Lands is a ware of
this problem and that some of the
Ministers of the present Government have
concurred in the rec.ommendations of the
Statute Law Revision Committee. The
matter is brought into prominence
because of the fact th'a t clause 79 has
been reluctantly recommended by the
Statute Law Revision Committee. That
provision is the only one that is available
until the House tackles the general question of limitation of acti.ons, which, in
its present form, is continually working
hardship on the individual. As to clause
79 I agree with the comments of the
Leader of the Country party.
The
Government has agreed to consider the
rna tter and in this connexion I direct
the attention of members to the remarks
of the Attorney-General in the other
House.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
GOODS (TEXTILE PRODUCTS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the motion of Mr. SCULLY
(Honorary Minister), was read a first
time.
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STATUTE LAW REVISION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the motitQn of Mr. HOLT
(Minister of Lands), was read a first,
time.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
HOURS OF MEETING.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) .-By leave, I wish to ask the
Premier what are the Government's intentions as toO the further sittings of the
House during the remainder of this
session?
Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).I trust that there will be no sittings of
this House next week, and to that end
the Government has made its plans.
It is hoped that the business of the
House wiH be completed this week. Tonight, the House will remain in session
until the Transport (Amendment) Bill
has passed all stages. Our meetings this
week should be finished by Saturday
morning.
LATROBE VALLEY.
LENGTH OF PIPE-LINE TO THE SEA.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Gippsland
South) asked the Minister of Water
SupplyWhat length of the outfall pipe-line from
the Latrobe Valley to the sea will consist
of-(a) covered pipe; and (b) open drain
(if any)?

Mr. STONEHAM (Minister of Water
Supply).-The answers areCovered pipe-46 miles.
Open drain-Survey not yet finalized,
but approximately 15 miles.
(a)
(b)

COUNTRY ROADS BOARD.
PETROL TAX AND MOTOR-CAR
REGISTRATION FEES.

Mr. DON (Elsternwick)
Premier and Treasurer-

asked the

How much of the amounts collected from
petrol tax and motor car registration fees,
respectJively, was spent during each of the
last five years on-(a) country roads; and
(b) metropOlitan roads?
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Country Road,'r

Board.

Mr. CAIN (Premier and Treasurer).--The answer isCOUNTRY ROADS BOARD.
EXPENDITURE ON ROADS-FIVE YEARS ENDED

30TH JUNE, 1953.

Country Roads Board Fund.

Classification.

.,

Country Roads
Metropolitan

Roads

Totals .,

1948-49.

1949-50.

1950-51.

£

£

£

887,354
34,418 .
921,772

1951-52.

£

I

1952-53.

Total.

£

£

1,807,043

1,698,318

2,157,400

2,262,967

8,813,082

32,883

44,620

41,181

88,907

242,009

1,839,926

1,742,938

2,198,581

2,351,874

9,055,091

£

£

£

2;565,851

2,451,583

10,113,471

16,815

14,544

51,010

2,582,666

2,466,127

10,164,481

Commonwealth Aid.
I

£

£
.,

1,299,994

992,151

2,803,892

Roads

4,071

2,984

12,596

..

1,304,065

995,135

2,816,488

Country Roads
Metropolitan

£

Totals

I

I

GRAND TOTAL.
Country Roads
Metropolitan Roads

..
.,

£
18,926,553
293,019
19,219,572

LAND SETTLEMENT BILL.
The de hate (adjourned from N ovember 24) on the motion of Mr. Holt
(Minister of Lands) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).- --Members should not be asked
at this late hour of the session to debate
Bills of major importance. This measure
suggests that there should be land settlement on a leasehold tenure basis. The
honorable member for Hawthorn denied
the statement attributed to Mr. Dedman,
when he was a member of the Commonwealth Parliament that he did not believe
in anyone owning his or her own home:
The honorable member said that
it was the right of the individual
to own his or her own home.
The Opposition will never agree to a
proposal such as is contained in this
Bill. The honorable member for Mildura

contends that the soldier settlement
scheme of Victoria is the best in the
Commonwealth and I agree with him.
An excellent job has been done, on
a freehold basis. The Bill will enable
the Soldier Settlement Commission to
acquire freehold property as well as to
aliena te Crown lands and to allot the
holdings on a leasehold basis. The Minister was careful in his se.cond-reading
speech to treat that aspect lightly. I
suggest to the returned soldiers' league
that any ex-serviceman who had been
thinking of relying on this type of settlement to ensure his rehabiLitation should
forget about it, because it has no advantages. I suggest that all applicants who
are eligible for soldier settlement blocks
should not rely on the provisions of this
Bill, because no self-respecting exserviceman would engage in this type of
settlement.
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I shall deal briefly with some of the
poin ts made by the Minister regarding
soldier settlement. He stated that 8,000
or 10,000 applicants for soldier settlement blocks are still awaiting to be
settled, as promised by the Government ..
I ask the Minister what has he done
during the twelve months he has been
in office to reduce the number on the
waiting list? It appears that he is now
taking a more realistic attitude. There
are possibly from 1,000 to 2,000 eligible
returned servicemen who are wai ting to
Last year the
be allotted blocks.
Government allotted £4,600,000 for
soldier settlement purposes and in the
previous year the sum provided was
£5,700,000. During the year 1950-51 the
sum of money provided for the same
purpose was £6,095,000.
The Minister submitted a realistic case
concerning the position iin which the
Gove:r.nment is placed in connexion with
the settlement of the remaining 1,000odd ex-servicemen. He stated that on
account of the difference of values in
1953, as compared with those of 1940,
there would be a write-off to the extent
of approximately £5,000 to £6,000 per
block which would be shared equally
between the Commonwealth and the
State Governments, but it is apparent
that the State will now have to bear
the burden of that additional £6,000 per
block. I suggest that if the Government
allotted the equivalent of the sums provided in the years 1950-51 and 1951-52
it would, during the next five or six
years, settle the remaining 1,200 or 1,500
applicants, and I believe that the Commission would be perfectly satisfied to
do that.
The Commission will require to expend
approximately £3,500,000 per annum;
but the sum to be expended annually
will gradually decrease because the
maintenance each year will be less. At
present there are 2,000 single-unit farms
and approximately 1,200 settlers working
under the general scheme. It must be
obvious that if £6,000,000 of loan money
was provided, £2,500,000 would be available for settlement in a given year. That
sum of money would be sufficient to
settle more than 300 settlers, even allowing for the additional £6,000 write-off
per block.
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The Bill has been introduced to permit
of settlement being commenced where the
present activities of the Soldier Settlement Commission finish. That is why I
suggest that by the provIslOn of
£6,000,000 it would be possible to
complete the soldier settlement scheme
in Victoria in four or five years'
time. Then the general land settlement scheme could be implementedbut not on a leasehold basis. I am
using the Minister's own estimate, because
he said that the Bill would not take
effect for five years. I appreciate the
difficulties to be overcome because if
Crown lands are to be used for the purpose of settlement, it may be necessary
to analyse the soil and· to improve it with
the addition of trace elements, also to
develop the areas by the provision of
roads, schools and other amenities.
All that the Bill does is to authorize the
Soldier Settlement Commission at this
juncture to spend a few miserable pounus
during the current financial year for
experimental purposes. It does not provide any Utopia for those who wish to
settle on the land. Therefore a'll the
flapdoodle of the Government about
entering upon a general land settlement
scheme and making possible the provision of blocks for .farmers' sons, who
'Otherwise could not be settled, means
precisely nothing.
If the Bill is
examined carefully it will be seen that
an that the setitlers will have during
their lifetime will be a share in the
State of Victoria; they will have a
leasehold of a certain area administered
rigidly by a Government Department.
In my opinion that type of life is not
worth living.
Mr. LIND.-What would you do after
99 years?
Mr. BOLTE.-The Bill says nothing
about leases of 99 years. A perpetual
lease may appeal to Government supporters but not to members on the
Opposition side of the House. It certainly
will not appeal to people who are desirous
of having a stake in the community and
of owning their own farms. I do not
think there will be any applicants for
settlement under those conditions, except
from persons who have no choice but to
accept what may be offered to them. That
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is why I suggest that the proposed scheme never brought forward a scheme-to
of settlement should be divorced entirely quote only one requirement-designed to
from soldier settlement.
enable septic tanks to be placed on the
I strongly advise ex-servicemen to keep same basis as a sewerage scheme.
well away from the proposed scheme, Farmers such as those .to whom I refer
because it will not provide them with . are on small holdings.
any advantage nor will it recompense
Men ·on the large holdings are installthem for their service to their country. ing their electricity supply; they have
The Minister has not made such a claim their own washing machines and their
and I give him credit for it. If the Bill own water supply. I submit that the
was fundamentally amended it could farmers on the marginal areas who have
serve a useful purpose. If it were holdings of between 200 and 400 acres
altered to provide that people would be are the best types of settlers; they are
settled on a freehold basis instead of on our best citizens, because they not only
the basis of a leasehold, members of the conduct their own small farms but they
Opposition, with perhaps one or two
themselves supply labour for their
exceptions, would commend it, but they neighbours when it is urgently required.
are opposed to it in its present form.
It is no use anyone asking why there
We take no exception to settlers hav- is an aggregation of small holdings into
ing a lease over a given period, through large holdings; that is merely a
which they must pass in order to prove generalization and there must be a
their classifications. If only there were greater appreciation of the position than
inserted in this Bill a provision to the is shown by any attempt to deal with
effect that after a given period ,the it through the medium of legislation.
settlers would have a right to convert The problem will never be overcome unto a freehold, I think the measure less it is approached on a sound adwould have much to commend it, and ministrative basis. There has been no
I make the suggestion in all seriousness sound approach by the present or
to the Minister. If he would place such previous Governments. There has been
a provision in this measure as a Govern- no suggestion, for instance, that it
ment amendment I believe that we could should not be obligatory on the settler
consider the proposition as a whole in a to pay one-half of the cost of electricity
constructive manner and debate it with- supply extensions by the State Elecout any heat.
tricity Commission.
The proportion
By interjection the Minister has askerl some months ago was 100 per cent. of
me how I would overcome the aggrega- the cost.
tion of small holdings into large holdWhen one takes into account a settleings. That is a problem about which
the Labour earty has always been ment scheme sponsored by a Governworried, ana I suggest that it is not ment that believes in the socialization of
fully aware of the situation in country production, industry and exchange, it is
districts. It has become apparent dur- only natural that such a measure as the
ing the past few years that fewer people present should be presented to Parliaare required on the land to produce the ment. Whether I am facetious or not
food oonsumed in the dties. That state I would suggest to the Minister that
of affairs is not attributable to any when h~ has grown old and has granddesire on' the part of people in the children, they may ask him" What did
country to sell their ·farms. In my area you do, granddad, during the social
alone, within a distance of 4 or 5 miles, revolution?" The honorable gentleman
five individual farmers with families of will be able ,to say, "Look, boys, I introfrom two to six children have com- duced into the Victorian Parliament the
pulsorily sold out because they have had first Bill to compel settlers to accept
I was responsible for
to meet the problem of educating those leaseholds.
children and because they have no ordi- the fact tha t no more freehold
nary amenities on their farms. Electric properties would be held in this
light is not heard of there. This Govern- State." The Labour party knows that
ment and previous Governments have this is its ultimate objective and it is
Mr. Bolte.
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of no use the honorable member for
Hawthorn or any other Government supporter saying that he believes in the
right of the individual to his own home
when, in the next week, ,the Labour
Government brings in a Bill denying the
settler the right to own his own farm.
I am not foreshadowing any amendment,
but my <:olleague, the Leader of the
Country party, has an amendment
which all members on this (the Opposition) side of .the House will support. I
close by saying that the Government has
no right to introduce into this Parliament, in the dying hours of the session,
a Bill whieh will have such far-rea<:hing
results. We have been sitting normally
for three months without a spell. The
Government had ample opportunity to
bring forward this measure two months
ago, thus giving not only honorable
members generally but also the citizens
of Victoria a chance to digest its contents fully and to determine its implica tions.
A Bill of this character
should command long and comprehensive
consideration, but in the circumstances
I am forced to leave it, without further
comment, to the decision of the House.
Mr. McDONALD
(Shepparton).I begin by describing this Bill as one of
the worst land Bills ever presented to
Parliament. It is a bad measure from
the point of view of the principles that
it attempts to put into effect. It departs
from a long-established principle of
freehold tenure by favouring the perpetual lease. In my opinion, this Bill
goes further in many other respects, to
which I shall refer. It clearly envisages
the acceptance by the Government of
the fact that soldier settlement is at an
end. The Soldier Settlement Commission was set up for a particular purpose,
more or less transitory in character.
There certainly was a time limit, it being considered that when all the applicants had been dealt with, the job of the
Commission would have ended. This Bill
will take away from the Lands Department its chief function, namely, the
control and sale of land for settlement
purposes. It -is weH known to every
member of Parliament that Lands
Department officers, with their long
experience, have been freely used by the
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Soldier Settlement Commission for the
major aspects of that body's important
work. Those officers will now either be
absorbed by the Soldier Settlement
Commission or will still have their
services utilized, as Lands Department
officers, by that Commission. To me
that is an extremely unsatisfactory step
to take. We have known over the years
that there have been difficulties with
soldier settlement, but I think that in the
main those difficulties have arisen
because of the economics on the farm.
They have not occurred through the
fault of the Lands Department, or of
the administration, or of the policy laid
down. The price of the products grown
on the farm has been the chief factor
in any trouble experienced in the pas t
regarding soldier and closer settlement.
I have had 40 years' experience as a
closer settler and I regard the Lands
Department as consisting of men who
have a long, valuable and wide
experience of land settlement generally.
I remember the Sir Clive McPherson
Commission, which was appointed to
clear up the problems of soldier settlement, and I know the whole story. One
thing that astounds me is that the
Sold'ier Settlement Commission, which
has not completed its work, has informed
us that there are more than 3,000 soldier
settlers known to be anxious to be
settled on the land. I am assuming
from that statement tihat the other
8,000 who have applied and have the
necessary qualifications have received
the approval of the Commission, but I
understand that, apart from 3,000 who
are particularly keen, the remainder
have not been taking a great deal of
interest in the land-settlement problem.
It has been said that it will take another
five years to meet the wishes of those
settlers, but I cannot see why it should
take so long. The statement in question is attributable to the Minister, and
I doubt whether it could be substantiated. If a genuine effort were made
and the requisite finance were provided
for the Soldier Settlement Commission,
it certainly would not take five years
to settle 3,000 men. Before it indulges
in other new schemes, the Government
should make a defini te decision on
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soldier settlement. The settlers themselves should be informed of the actual
position and whether, as one alternative,
they will be deal1t with under the provisions of the ,present measure.
The Labour party believes in compulsory unionism. I know it claims
that every man in Government employment shouJd be a member of the Public
Service; yet there is nothing in this
Bill to ensure that the staff of the
Soldier Settlement Commission will be
brough t under the aegis of the Public
Service Board. That is a serious omission and an equally serious breach·,
There is nothing really special in the
duties which the officers concerned
perform.
These Lands Department
officers have carried out similar duties
in previous years and have done so
efficiently, under the administration of
the Public Service Board. I am disappointed that the Government, with
all its Labour party principles, has
failed in this case to place the staff of
the Soldier Settlement Commission
under the control of the Board.
I have made a few of the minor
points that have come to my mind. The
great feature of this Bill is the alteration in land tenures; that is, the perpetual lease as against freehold title.
By interjection, I have been asked, "Has
it not worked satisfactorily in New
South Wales?" . We gave people in the
North ...West MaHee the right to r.onvert,
bu t the Premier forgets that.
Mr. CAIN.-You departed from the
principle of freehold in the Mallee.
Mr. McDONAlJD.-It was a special
problem of that area. I remind the
honorable gentleman that in making that
provision we suggested that the conditional purchase principle was not so
different from the perpetual lease. New
South Wales has an enormous agricultural area in a good rainfaH belt, and
could produce almost all products, but
what do we find? Its people enter my
electorate and buy milk, butter and
cheese, and also import potatoes and
onions from other parts of Victoria. Why
is that? I say that the young people in
New South Wales are not being
encouraged to engage in primary production; they are being attracted by the
brigh t Ugh ts of the cities.
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The point that I am making is important. There are members of this
House who can recall the famous
"spotted title" case. When Mr. Hugh
McKenzie was Minister of Lands many
years ago, he submitted legislation for
closer settlement with what was termed
a spotted title; in effect it was a perpetual lease.
It was made an
issue at an election in which he
was defea ted.
Then there was a
hasty review of the Labour policy of
land tenure. People who desire to go on
the land do not like the perpetual lease
system unless it is rammed down their
throats. I think this measure is the
"wipe off" of soldier settlement. The
Premier should read the Bill. Either he
does not intend that the measure shall
be implemented, or else he is admitting
that this is the end of soldier settlement.
Mr. HOLT.-I will not argue about that
matter at the moment, because I am
negotiating with the Commonwealth
Minister for the balance of the services
personnel.
I will not snipe at the
Commonwealth Minister.
Mr. McDONALD.-He has nothing to
do with this matter.
Mr. HOLT.-I will tell you later what
he has to do with it.
Mr. McDONALD.-I shall be interested
to hear of the great secret plan that the
Minister of Lands is discussing with the
Commonwealth Minister. It must be
much better than this Bill.
Mr. HOLT.-I agree that a better deal
for service personnel than this is needed.
Mr. McDONAlJD.-The ex-servicemen
will have to go to a baHot. The Government is not sincere in regard to the implementation of the Bill. The Minister
said it would not be implemented for at
least five years. The measure has 60
clauses and is establishing new principles.
We do not know what the various
organizations think about this Bill, but
when its contents are known there will
be a bigger riot than there was over
the transport regulation proposals.
This legislation will give the Soldier
Settlement Commission power to acquire
any land. That is very important. When
the Country party was in office the
present member for Rodney as Minister
for Water Supply brought in proposals
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under which it would have been necessary for somebody to have power of
acquisition in the Goulburn area so that
the best subdivision and allocation of
water could be effected. The areas were
to be sold by public auction, and it would
have meant blanket acquisition over the
whole area. Those who have any knowledge of Murray valley settlement know
what a great job has been done there.
However, under this Bill, the Commission
will have power to acquire my property
on the excuse that it is necessary to
blanket the' whole district. If I want my
farm back I shall have to go to a ballot.
The legislation is of such a far-reaching
character and the principles involved :lre
so important that it is fundamentally
wrong for the Government to treat the
House in this way. I doubt whether
Labour members understand the Bill. I
direct attention to clause 7 which states-The Commissionbefore any land in any existing or
proposed irrigation and water
supply district or any land which
it is proposed should be irrigated
is acquired or set apart for settlement under this Act, shall confer
with the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission as to the
desirability of such acquisition
or setting apart and as to the
type of farming for which the land
would be best suited;
(b) in planruing the subdivision of any
est·ate which comrpIiises any such
land, shall act in consultation with
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission.

(1)

(a)

It is clear that it will not be necessary
for the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission to acquire land in the
Goulburn district, because this Comm:c;sion will do that. Because it is called
Soldier Settlement Commission owners
will be expected to be patriotic and not
oppose its activities.
Mr. SHEEHAN.-You
clause 9.

should

read

Mr. McDONALD-Sub-clause (1) of
that clause deals with the classification
of appUcants and reads(1) The Commission shall investigate each
such application and shall classify each
applicant it considers suitable for settlement
having regard to his war service record
(if any) and his prospects of success as a
settler and the type of primary production
for which it is considered he is best suited.
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I emphasize that the sub-clause states
having regard to his war service
record." I have not time to refer to the
clauses which state that private settlers
shall go to the ballot; there will be no
such thing as a soldier settler. A man
will be either a Crown settler or a
private settler. A private settler is
one without' a Government advance,
but a Crown settler is one who
will accept the title of Crown settler and
will take the advance.
Both will
have to ballot for land. It is wrong !for
the honorable member for Ballarat to say
that clause 9 gives soldiers ,preference.
Under the Bill, the Soldier Settlement
Commission cannot allot farms; applicants will have to go to the ballot. Those
people who are most vitally concerned
with any proposal associated with land
should understand what Parliament is
proposing. Members have not had time
to analyse the Bill and appreciate its
wide ram-ificaNons. I appeal to the
Government to withdraw ,this measure
and reintroduce it next session. If the
Minister of Lands is not prepared to do
so, I shall move an amendment so that
the matter may be tested, not because
the Country party does not believe in
land settlement, but because our first
duty must be towards those who fought
for us. It is proper for them to be given
, the first choi·ce of any land made available for settlement. Until that obLigation has been fulfilled, it is wrong for
the Premier, knowing his financial position, to attempt to set up another
organization to deal with land settlement.
The people should be given an opportunity to realize what is proposed.
_It

If it is true that the Government intends to proceed with soldier settlement
on the present basis, and that if this Bill
is passed the legislation will not be implemented for some time, what is wrong
with postponing the measure until next
session so that members may examine it
and the farming community may know
exactly what is being proposed?' In
this State we have a history of land held
under freehold title. If a commission
can acquire land in the name of the
Government, that land will not revert to
freehold title, but will be held under
perpetual lease. Such a proposal will
create a feeling of alarm ,in the minds
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of the rural community. If it is implemented those people holding land under
a lease will tend to say, "Why should
I worry, it is not my farm." In spite of
what has been said in this House about
the efforts of farmers, I can assure members that every man who has battled and
struggled, particularly on closer settlement areas, deserves everything he has.
The Premier appealed to the Opposition to assist him in the passage of
legislation, and we have tried to do so.
The Opposition could have stonewalled
many Bills that have been dealt with,
and thus prevented the presentation of
large measures at such a late period in
the session. However, we have been cooperative, and I now ask the honorable
gentleman-I believe I have the support
of the Liberal party-to hold up the
Bill until the next session. We will then
discuss our principles and will accept
victory or defeat on the principle of
perpetual lease or whatever may be
decided, but we will certainly enact good
legislation, and will not pass a measure
of this character which contains many
great dangers. I ask the Minister of
Lands to indicate if the Government is
prepared to postpone this Bill until next
session.
Mr. HOLT.-No.
Mr. McDONALD.-In that case, it is
useless for me to discuss the clauses of
the Bill. Because we consider this
measure to be so objectionable and
people have no knowledge of what is
happe~ing, I moveThat all the words after .. that" be
omitted with the view of inserting in place
thereof .. This House whilst strongly supporting the principle of land settlement is
of the opinion that this Bill which contains
many objectionable features, will not provide effective land settlement and should
be withdrawn and that the Government
should introduce legislation with the object
of incorporating in the Land Acts provisions
for the clearing of Crown lands, the acquisition of lands and advances to settlers."

We contend that the Lands Department, which has been built up over a
long period, should handle closer settlement and soldier settlement, as it has
done successfully up to date. The Soldier
~ettlement Commission has been faced
with a shortage of finance. In its early
days difficulties were experienced in the
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acquisitiorl of land, the obtaining of
materials for homes and of equipment,
stock, and so on. However, those matters
are now being ironed out and the
remaining problem that prevents the
Soldier Settlement Commission from
speedily settling applicants for soldiersettler blocks rel'ates to finance.
I think I have clearly demonstrated
the fact that the Government is either
attempting, by the introduction of this
legislation, to put an end to soldier settlement, or has submitted this measure
simply for political propaganda. If it
is true, as the Minister has said, that
the legislation will not be .implemented
for five years, there is no desperate need
to force the Bill through Parliament
before the people understand what is
happening. Under such a scheme as is
envisaged in this Bill, it may be necessary to issue a blanket acquisitiop, which
could mean that if I had been on a far.m
for 30 years it would not .be returned
to me. Tha t is not a fair deal, but it
is a distinct possibility under such a proposal as this. Under the old idea, my
farm would have been returned with my
freehold, because there was no perpetual
leasehold, which is a Labour principle.
Mr. SHEEHAN.-You have not read 'the
Bill.
Mr. HOLT (to Mr. Sheehan).-He has
admitted that.
Mr. McDONALD.-I remind the M'inister that I have ,more than one Bill to
read. The Premier knows that seven or
eight large measures that have been dealt
with by this Parliament have been
rushed through at a late stage of the
session. A few weeks were spent considering the Bill which provided for
the transfer of Tattersalls, but every
other measure has been rushed through,
and a number of measures still have to
be dealt with before Friday.
Mr.
DODGSHUN
(Rainbow).-In
seconding the motion submitted by the
honorable member for Shepparton, I may
speak somewhat feelingly because I am
one of the soldier settlers of the 1914-18
war. Some of the worst features contained in the legislation of that period
have been incorporated in this Bill. I
thought that during the 30 years that
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have elapsed since the O'riginal legislatiO'n was placed O'n the statute-bO'O'k we
had advanced much further. After the
secO'nd wO'rld war, we fO'ught vigO'rO'usly
fO'r legislatiO'n to' assist the settlement
of returned servicemen.
Mr. CAIN.-WhO'm dO' yO'U mean when
yO'U say "we"?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I admit that the
LabO'ur GO'vernment intrO'duced the Bill,
but the CO'untry party was resPO'nsible
fO'r the inclusiO'n O'f the prO'visiO'n relating to single-unit farms. We forced the
hand O'f the GO'vernment in that respect,
and as a result there are mO're sO'ldier
settlers in VictO'ria than in any O'ther
State O'f Australia, and mO're single-unit
settlers than grO'up settlers in VictO'ria.
We fO'ught vigO'rously with cO'nsiderable
success to' delete certain O'bnO'xiO'us
clauses frO'm the Bill relating to' sO'ldier
settlement, as has been prO'ved by the
way in which many settlers have worked
their farms. I wish to attack the proposal to' place clO'ser settlement under
the SO'ldier Settlement Commission. It
will mean the establishment O'f another
large Department in Victoria. The Lands
Department has a proud record O'f dealing with land, but it will be pushed into
the background. In that Department
there are many efficient officers available to attend to work of a technical
nature. The Soldier Settlement CommissiO'n bO'rrows those officers frO'm time
to time to carry out its work, yet the
Government proposes to take away from
that Department the administration O'f
closer settlement. That is an admission
tha t the Government has been defeated
in the settling of returned servicemen
.
on the land.
When the Minister O'f Lands made his
second-reading speech he said that it
was expected that nO' mO're than 2,500
sO'ldier settlers would be placed on the
land in Victoria; that is an admission
of defeat because there are more than
8,000 qualified men. The honorable
gentleman then went O'n to' say that
thO'se men were engaged in farming
pursuits, either working O'n farms, share
farming or renting properties. He cO'nveniently forgot many men who have
lost heart, and to support their wives
Session 1952-53.-[121]
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and families are now working fO'r muni·
cipalities and Departments. Many of
those bO'ys were brought up O'n farms.
We are receiving inquiries every week
asking if there is any chance O'f their
obtaining farms. The Government is
telling them that there is no hO'pe.
Mr. CAIN.-You told them for the last
eight years that there was no hope.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The GO'vernment
prO'Poses to bring more cO'mpetitO'rs into
the field against these men who have
served their cO'untry and were prepared
to sacrifice their lives. In the early
stages of soldier settlement, in the 1920's,
a Soldier Settlement BO'ard was established. I ask some of the older members
to try to recall that Board, because
many younger members do not remember those days and are sometimes prepared to listen to any political wind that
is blO'wing withO'ut assessing what the
final result will be. Later there was a
Director of Soldier Settlement.
In the
1930's, because of some prO' visions O'f the
existing enactments, the McPherson Commission was appointed, and it was vested
with drastic powers, including the power
to' put men off the land. The Government is trying to perpetuate in this Bill
the cO'nditiO'ns that obtained in those
times. After the McPherson Commission
ceased to function, soldier settlers went
on the land as ordinary settlers with the
Lands Department. That Department
received their rents and paid for any
assistance that was needed in certain
circumstances to enable them to' carryon
their farms. Those factors were transitory,. as I hope this Bin will be also. I
trust that the Government, in submitting
this measure to the House, does not
believe that there will be another war,
so that the Commission may become a
permanent body in the State. That is
O'ne O'f the reasons why a proposal has
been submitted to' the HO'use that this
Bill should be withdrawn and that certain
prO'visions shO'uld be brO'ught fO'rward
under the Land Act. Strangely enough,
there is no need whatever fQr the intrO'duction O'f this BiH. The prO'vision
rela ting to the title of this measure is a
substantive part of the Land Act. I
direct the attention of members to' sec-.
tion 53 O'f the consO'lidated Act O'f 1928,
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which relates to power to select allotment
under perpetual lease. The relevant
provision states-

Bill.

of the estimated capital value. That
means that the lessee enters into a going
concern-one that is improved and in
Where pursuant to the provisions of this production. His duty, under most of the
Act or any repealed Act or to the covenants agreements, is to maintain the improve.or conditions of any lease ~ranted there- ments and to keep the land free of
under any person is entitled to apply to
select any land as a selection purchase allot- noxious weeds and vermin. There is no
ment such person may apply to select such provision to the effect that he shall
allotment under a perpetual lease, and increase the improvements. Theref.ore,
subject to this Part a perpetual lease thereof he pays the full 5 per cent. Under the
may be granted to such person accordingly.
other principle of 2! per cent. rental, the
Section 54 gives power to select any land settler has to put in his own money to
under a perpetual lease, and it states bring it up to the 5 per cent. rate.
that the lease may be modified in various He is putting in the value of the
ways. Section 55 stipulates the condi- improvements over a period. That is
tions under which a perpetual lease may the principle on which rentals have
be granted and sets out the method of been fixed in the past.
arriving at the annual rental value which,
The Bill contains certain obnoxious,
in this case, is 4 per cent., whereas
clauses.
When I first became a soldier
under the Bill it will be 3 per cent.
I desire to point out later that, in my settler, the limit of the amount that it
opinion, the figure of 3 per cent. will was permissible to spend on the purrepresent a very harsh rental. Section chase of land was £2,500. Shortly
afterwards, that sum was amended to
202 states£3,000. The Government was also· preEvery perpetual lease of any land in the pared to advance to a settler the sum
mallee country shall be dated from the first
day of January or July in any year and of £625 for the purchase of plant and
Later, that amount was
shall in addition to any other covenants equipment.
and condi tions con ta1n the following increased to £1,000. In those circumconditions . . . .
stances, the maximum amount that
Then follow several conditions relating to could be m·ade available to a settler
the basis of valuation. It is stated that was £4,000. I might say that there was
the capital value of the land i'8 based on much shedding of tears in an effort to
the selection purchase value. All of the prevail . upon the Government of that
Mallee country was graded as first, time to increase the advances to soldier
second, third, and fourth class, and class settlers to the extent that I have indi4A. Provision is made in the Act that cated. In the initial stages of soldier
the land shall be valued at 5s., lOs. and settlement, each one of us had to fight
so forth an acre, the same as in the to try to pay 6 per cent. on the capital
original selection purchase. Provision is value of his land-5 per cent. for
also made that the land shaH be valued interest and 1 per cent. for sinking
without its improvements. Furthermore, fund. We also had to make short-term
the rental value shall be 1·1 per cent. per repayments on plant and equipment.
annum. Why? Most of the lands that That meant that, in the initial stages,
bore the 4 per cent. rental were in high- over the first three years, we had to
rainfall areas and they were more or less meet 6 per cent. of the capital value or
improved and cleared. There was not attempt to do so, and we also had to
the same necessity for improving the meet one-third of the capital charge
land to get it into a productive con- plus the linterest charges on our
dition as would be the case with Mallee materials, equipment and plant. Within
two or three years, the whole system
country.
broke
down.
In New South Wales, perpetual leases
I recall that, in· the 1920's, more than
have been 'in vogue from time immemorial, and their rental value has four times the number of soldier settlers
been based at 2! per cent. With freehold were placed on the land than have been
land, if a farmer, for some reason, wishes settled since the second world war. By
to lease his land, the rental value is 1937, not more than 2,000 of the original
usually based on 5 per cent. per annum settlers were still on their holdings·.
Mr. Doagsh'Uti.
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Many of the homes had been broken,
and the settlers drifted into the
centralized areas of the metropo1is.
Men who had grown up on farms went
into industry, to become square pegs
in round holes, as it were. The Government is now trying to perpetuate that
tragedy. Instead of progressing, it is
retrogressing with respect to the land
laws. This Bill provides 'that there will
be perpetual control by the Commission.
I ask: Will the Commission be operating
in 99 years' time? Members should wake
up. If the Country party could attain
the Treasury bench, it would waste n@
time in bringing down a Bill that was
really worth while. It is only as the
result of ba ttling by members of the
party of which I am a member during
the last fifteen or sixteen years that it
has been possible to get successive
Governments to agree to any form of
extended leases for some parts of this
State, so as to give soldier settlers a
form of permanent tenure.
The Minister of Lands has intimated
iliat the Bill is aimed at stopping an
aggregation of land areas. That is an
extremely laudable purpose, but I claim
that it is not necessary to have perpetual
leases to achieve that object. Economic
conditions may change tn the future, as
they have done in the past, and some
blocks may become uneconomic. There
will then have to be revaluation and
reconstruction, as happened in the NorthWest Mallee in the not so distant past.
Those are the factors that are uppermost in my mind concerning this Bill.
I emphasize that if the sum of
£500,000, which is to be provided for
guarantees under the Co-operation Bill,
were set aside for land settlement, a
large percentage of the Crown lands of
this State could be cleared. What is
wrong with setting up an agency within
the Lands Department to clear some of
that land? If necessary, provision could
be made for a special enaotmen t to cater
for the acquisition of land and the cutting up of large estates, as well as for
advances to settlers. There are two
types of settlers, the private settler
and the Crown settler. The Crown
settler will be required to make £1,000
worth of improvements on his property,
but the private settler will have to
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ensure that 75 per cent. of his property
will be brought into production within
the requisite time. I and certain other
members of this House who have had to
work with brawn and sweat know what
is entailed in that task. We claim that
there should be a free period of payments during the initial period. The
provision in the Bill which contains the
words" at the will of the Minister" is
insufficient, because it does not state,
that the Minister may remit the whole
of the rent in any year, if a settler
suffers loss from fire, flood, or other
adversity.
There is provision for interest on
shares. The Government has learned
nothing because interest charges killeu
soldier settlement after the first world
war. This is a bad Bill 'as it has been
drafted by amateurs who have had no
experience of working on the land. Victoria is a primary producing State; the
Commonwealth depends upon our pr0duction. We have entered a new era
since the second world war and we must
in future use our soil to the best advantage to feed the increased population of
the State. The average 'acreage of wheat
sown has dropped by nearly 1,000,000
acres. Last year, climatic conditions
gave us the largest harvest we have ever
had but that cannot continue because
costs are rising so rapidly that farmers
will not grow wheat. I know that the
Minister of Lands is sincere in his efforts
to settle men on the land but he has been
misguided and I am sure that he woulj
not want the finger of scorn pointed
at him by people saying, "You brought
us to this sorry pass." The Minister
would be well advised to withdraw the
Bill with the intention of preparing an
amendment on the lines suggested by
'the Leader of my party.
Mr. McCLURE (Dundas) .-1 congratulate the Minister of Lands f0r
tackling the problem in the way he has
done; much energy and time have been
devoted to this subject. Despite the
criticism of Opposition members, this
is a good Bill because people ·are concerned at the slow progress of soldier
settlement throughout Australia. Many
fonner servicemen have told me th'at thev
have ,been let down because they ha,,~
been unable to secure a block of land in
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the period when there has been gOf)d
seasons and high 'markets for primary
products. I was pleased to hear the
Minister say in his second-reading
speech tha t he has been negotiating
with the Honorable Colonel Kent Hughes,
M.H.R., the Federal Minister for the
Interior and for Works as to how many
blocks are to be settled in soldier settlement areas.
I have visited settlers in my area and
have been impressed with the progress
they have made. That is due to the coopera Hon existing between the Commission and the settlers. I pay a just tribute
to the men who drafted the Act. In that
respect I refer to the Premier and the
Chief Secretary who introduced the
original legislation. It will be a lasting
monument to their efforts. When the
number of outstanding applications is
known, I trust that the Commonwealth
Government will alter its decision not
to agree to a writing off when the areas
have been brought up to their productive values and will, in fact, permit
soldier settlement to be brought to a
successful conclusion. If the Commonwealth Government refuses to do this,
the State Government should consider
disregarding the Commonwealth Government altogether and it should pursue its
scheme to secure land at 1942 vcclues
plus a reasona'ble margin to meet the
upward trend of prices and this can be
done under the existing law. I shall be
interested to listen to the arguments of
Opposition members on this matter. I
wish to quote from the following article
which appeared in the Producer) a paper
published by the Australian Prim'ary
Producers' Union. The article stated:
LAND RESUMED AT 1942 VALUE.
HIGH COURT RULING FAVORS SOLDIER
SETTLERS.

Forty thousand acres of land, which the
New South Wales Government resumed for
Soldier settlement, need :be paid for at only
1942 value, the High Court ruled on
March 10.
The resumed l,and will thus cost the exservicemen settlers put on it only £211,629
and not the £544,800 its owners had claimed
as compensation.
The High Court decided that the New
South Wales State Act, even if obscure, as the
State Court thought, must be interpreted,
and that it gave full power to ,the State to
take the land at 1942 value.
Mr. McClure.
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Soldier settlement is an example of what
can be done in the way of land settlement.
Mr. RYLAH.-Are you in favour of
acquisition of land at the 1942 values?
Mr. McCLURE.-No; there should be
a reasonable margin. I am delighted to
see excellent blocks on soldier settlement
estates with homes, sheds and stock. I
repeat that the Act will always stand as
a monument to the efforts of the present
Premier and Chief Secretary.
The
largest file I have consists of letters
asking me to have Crown lands made
available for selection. The Bill will
make it possible for people desiring ~o
go on the land to do so on favourable
terms, and I am pleased that land will
be made available to them under the
the perpetual lease system. That will
prevent settlers from having to meet
large capital payments of which I have
had experience.
The perpetual leases system operates
in New South Wales and I travelled
all over that State when I was a shearer.
I said to a man who held a large area
under perpetual lease, "Do you wish
your land to be made freehold?" His
reply was that he did not. One particular station in that State has been
worked for more than 100 years on the
perpetual lease basis and the occupant
was not concerned about the land being
taken away from him. Why did the
Country party Government introduce
the Debt Adjustment Act? The reason
was that the farmers could not meet
their capital payments as the banks
and stock and station agents were
pressing them.
But for the debt
adjustment
scheme,
hundreds
of
farmers would have been forced off
their land. The Bill contains all the
provisions necessary to assist the young
man who wishes to acquire a block of
land. Members of the Opposition talk
about ,the Socialist policy of the Government, but if the work of the Soldier
Settlement Commission is Socialism then
the more we have of that the better.
The honorable member for Murray
Valley spoke about the granting of freehold titles. His friends in the Federal
sphere believe in perpetual leases and
ex-Senator Magnus Cormack said at a
meeting at Edenhope, at which the
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Minister of Lands was present, that he
was in favour of perpetual leases. That
fact will be substantiated if any member wishes to ask Mr. Cormack what he
said on that occasion. The Prime Minister, the Right Honorable R. G. Menzies,
also believes in perpetual leases. Members of the 9pposition declare that the
proposed system of perpetual leases
is revolutionary, but I have never
heard such nonsense in my life,
particularly from' men who have
lived on the land all their lives, such as
the honorable member for Rainbow and
the honorable member for Shepparton.
If similar statements were made by, say,
the honorable member for Kew, or the
honorable member for Malvern, they
could be excused, but it is a totallv
different matter when the remarks are
made by men who have been born and
bred on the land.
Notwithstanding the views expressed
by Opposition members, I aver that the
Bill is a good one and that it will create
an opportunity for young men to acquire
holdings which they would otherwise
have no opportunity of obtaining. I
have in mind a particular land sale
which was attended by a young man,
with limited capital, who desired to buy
about 500 acres of land. He anticipated
that he would get the land for not more
than £18 an acre, but another person
who owns 15,000 sheep and three hotels,
attended the auction and ran the bidding up to £23 an acre, thus forcing the
young man to pay £5 an acre more than
he anticipated. On many occasions prospective purchasers have had a similar
experience at land sales.
At one time it w.as possible to buy
land at a reasonable price, but that is
not so now. I myself had a struggle to
acquire land, being able to buy only a
few acres at a time. It was necessary for
me to do shearing in New South Wales
to earn money to meet my capital payments and the interest. Having been
born and bred on the land, as' was my
father before me, I think I know something of the subject of land settlement.
In my opinion, the Bill is a good one, and
it deserves a speedy passage through the
House.
Members of the Opposition
reiterate that the Government is not interested in agriculture, but that is an
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incorrect statement because the Labour
party has alw.ays endeavoured to help
those who are not able to help themselves. In conclusion I quote a few lines
of a verse pertaining to agriculture and I
think they are apt.
Great is the sword and mighty is the pen,
But mightier far the shining ploughman's
blade
For on its oxen and its husbandmen
An empire's strength is laid.

Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-It is refreshing to hear a member on the
Government side of the House speak
without his tongue in his cheek. The
honorable member for Dundas has done
that, and I compliment him on his sincerity. However, I cannot agree with
his views, and I do not admit that the
Bill is a good one. Government supporters believe that under the provisions
of this measure the" under-privileged"
class of people, whom they frequently
mention, will have an opportunity to acquire property, but they are in error.
If it is possible to acquire property
under the terms of this Bill, why was it
necessary a few days ago to make provision in the Co-operation Bill for these
under-privileged people to acquire land
by the aid of a co-operative SOCiety? It
is agreed by all that the Soldier Settlement Commission has done a wonderful
job, and it is regrettable that more
money is not available to enable all
eligible applicants to be settled.
There are. four methods by which
people can be ·assisted to settle on the
land. I have mentioned the first one-settlement under the scheme administered
by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Secondly, the Rural Finance Corporation
will provide money to anybody who has
the ability and the desire to work, but
in that case more capital is required by
the individual. The Corporation will
make money available at 3 per cent.
Mr. HOLT.-I think the rate is 41 per
cent.
Mr. TURNBULL.-I speak subject to
correction, but I thought the rate was
3 per cent. The third method by which
settlers may be placed on the land is by
means of the co-operative societies to be
established under the Co-operation Bill.
Fourthly, it will be possible to acquire a
block of land under the Bill now under
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consider~tion.
This is an airy-fairy
measure and members do not know
much about it. We dp not know what
rate of interest settlers will be charged
for money if they are settled on the land,
nor do we know what rent they will pay.
I should like to have further information
from the Minister on those aspects.

I imagine that a settler could be placed
much more economically on the land if
Crown lands were utilized for that purpose, because in that case there would be
no capital outlay other than the cost of
preparing the land and bringing it to a
state of production. I do not know how
any person could gain any greater
advantage under this scheme than under
the scheme of settlement administered
by the Soldier Settlement Commission.
It would appear that the passing of this
Bill will mark the end of all preference
to soldiers in relation to land settlement.
The Minister has neither affirmed nor
denied that statement, and I should like
him to make the position clear.
I imagine that the Government will
acquire land if it can induce the owners
to sell it at the Government's valuation.
The Bill provides that freehold land
which may be acquired iWilllater become
leasehold. That is most undesirable and
it has never been done before in Victoria.
I point out that under a freehold tenure
there is a relationship between the
farmer and the land, and that relationship is conducive to efficient management. But that feature will be absent
if the land is held under perpetual lease.
It has been suggested that the proposed
leasehold tenure .is necessary in order
to prevent the aggregation of small holdings into larger ones. Of course, that is
incorrect, and the issue of perpetual
leases for that puvpose would be
unnecessary.
The reason why the smqller farms
have been absorbed into the larger
holdings is that in the past country
dwellers have not had a fair go. At
present small schools all over Victoria
are being closed down. Parents are told
that they must look to their own
resources for the education of their
children. Schools which have existed
for many years in country districts and
Mr. TurnbuZI.
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have been the subject of enthusiasm and
the ,co-operation of parents in the district, have had to close their doors. In
many such areas there is still no electric
light and there are very few other amenities. Would not any of us, if we had a
family in a district in which there was no
school, be only too pleased to sell our
farms and transfer to an area where
educational facilities are available.
The honorable ,member for Hampden
referred to the supply of electricity to
country dwellers and he stated how only
a few weeks ago any person on the land
Who wished to be supplied with electricity
was expected to provide 100 per cent.
of the capital cost of the installation. At
present prospective users of electricity
are expected to advance 50 per cent. of
the cost of connexions to their farms and
homes. I am at present interested in
the cases of residents in my electorate
who desire to be supplied with ele.ctric
power. A transmission line' from Inglewood to Wedderburn passes within a
chain of a number of farm houses, yet
those people cannot be given a supply
of electricity unless they are prepared
to lend the Commission £800. The only
cost involved would be the provision of
a transformer and a few chains of cable.
Administration of that kind provides no
incentive to country people to remain on
small holdings. Therefore, when they
receive a good offer for their land they
are only too ready to sell it so that they
may transfer to another part of Victoria
in which more amenities are available.
There are other areas which are
left out on a limb, so to speak, without
transport. I think there are areas in
the electorate of the honorable member
for Dundas that are not served by railway, and .those areas will be hit hard
if a certain Bill is pas.sed by Parliament.
There will be many small landholders
going out of that part of the State, because there will be no transport to serve
~t.
I wish to give to the Government
reasons for my argument that many
small holdings are being disposed of. I
shall return to a discussion of the question of freehold versus leasehold and
the trouble that arises in the Western
District, in the vicinity of Nibble Downs.
On one side there is a soldier settler
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on a freehold property. When that
farm has been purchased it is his own;
it is his kingdom, so to speak, and he
will not let up until it appears to him
to be the best property dn the district.
He keeps it clear of noxious weeds, he
topdresses the land 'and sows his
pastures. In fa.ct, he undertakes everything calculated to make him successful
and his wife and children happy.
On the other side, there is one of these
leasehold "boys '.' on a Crown settlement block, :where the .fences are not so
good, and the rabbits are busy. The
property is not top dressed ; in fact,
generally, the place appears to be
dilapidated. The settler has not the
incentive to improve his farm and his
position as a whole. Obviously, he will
not do anything in that direction unless
he sees something concrete at the end
of his labours. He will look over the
fence and ask his neighbour, "Why have
you this lovely little set-up, when here
I am situated as I am?" I am afraid
that the soldier settler will say, "Our
local member, Mr. McClure, helped to
put the leasehold Bill through Parliament, thus creating the situation in
which you 'are placed."
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Mr. TURNBULL.-I think that the
owners of large estates would be only
too happy to sell their land at reasonable prices to the Soldier Settlement
Commission, knowing that soldier
settlers would be placed on it. The
owners would prefer that to happen
rather than the organization proposed
under this Bill should obtain the land
and put anyone at all on.it. Ilf it were
not for the fact that the Government
was determined to remove preference to
returned soldiers in respect of land
settlement, this Bill would be absolutely
The Government could
unnecessary.
not retain the Soldier Settlement Commission and a't the same time abolisb
preference to returned servicemen. How·
ever, this "land settlement job" will
be undertaken and preference to returned servicemen will no longer obtain.
That will be a particularly bad state of
affairs. I oppose the Bill and hope it
will be defeated.

It is unnecessary to give commonpersons any examples of the
fallacies of perpetual leases, so I should
now like to refer to erosion problems.
Any man who possesses the freehold of
a property and sees the slightest sign of
erosion, will take d,mmediate steps to
correct it; but if he has a perpetual
lease he will not be so interested in
patches of erosion. The incentive is not
there for him to keep his farm .in full
production, because if he did so and
was able to reach the highest state of
productivity, he would be unable to say,
"This is mine." The property would
belong to the Government. I can understand the Labour party agreeing to that
form of ownership, but it is not for me.
The acquisition of private land is very
costly indeed. I am afraid that if the
Soldier Settlement Commission cannot
acquire land, the body to function under
the present measure will not be able to
do so.

Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-We
have listened to a most extraordinary
speech by the honorable member far
Dundas, who spoke about the history
of soldier settlement legislation. I do
not know where he was when the main
legislation was passed by Parliamentpossibly he was in the north of Queensland shearing sheep, as he knows very
little about soldier settlement provisions.
The honorable member paid a tribute to
the present Chief Secretary and the
present Premier and said that they hac'
handled monumental legislation. As E
ma tter of fact they did not frame th.
existing measure. Mr. Les Simpson
framed it and it was submitted to the
House by the present Chief Secretary.
It was amended substantially, both' in
this and the ather place. A deadlock
occurred, resulting in a conference between the Houses. That measure, which
is now the Soldier Settlement Act, was
ironed out. The Labour party proposed
tha t there should be a Director of Soldier
Settlemen,t, and it is to the everlastIng
credit of the Opposition at that time that
it forced an amendment providing for
the appointment of a Commission to
administer soldier settlement in Victoria.

Mr. MCCLURE.-It will have power to
acquire .it. What about large estates?

Mr. BOLTE.-It would have been on a
leasehold basis, but for the Upper House.
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Mr. MOS.~;'-Yes. For a number of
Mr. MOSS.-A very apt remark. This
other provisions credit must be given Government appears to have an obsesto the present Opposition, namely, the sion. I think it is suffering from monoLiberal party and the Country party, mania. I have consulted a reliable
which knocked the Labour party's Bill English dictionary by Ogilvie and Annaninto shape. I do not know where the dale which .gives to the word a meaning
honorable member for D1,!ndas obtained that lines up with the Government's
his information, but it was not correct. attitUde. The definition is, "A form of
He referred in glowing terms to the mania in which the mind is absorbed by
fact that in the agent States there was one idea, and a craze." The Governprovision for perpetual leases under sol- ment's one idea is to tie up the man on
dier settlement, but the honorable mem- the land, and thi's Bill is one of the
ber omitted to state that while thpre is a means by which it pr,oposes to do' so.
leasehold for a period, a right is given lt also proposes, by transport restricto the agent States to convert to free- tions and increases in water rates and
hold. The honorable member told only railway freights and f.ares, to completely
half the story. I am sure that if he socialize the State.
reads his speech in Hansard and ~hat if,
Mr. BOLTE.-I had a letter from a conby some mischance, the present measure
stituent
describing the Government as
happens to be passed 'into law, he will be
"political
bandits."
the first to go to the office of the soldier
settlement authority with the view of
Mr. MOSS.-Those were mild words.
converting his title into a perpetual lease The Government proposes to socialize
and s(\ get rid of that" terI'ific" free- land, and I can see that this measure
hold title he now holds.
is socialization de luxe. It is in line with
Mr. BOLTE.-He would advise aU fellow the policy of the Labour party to
create a Socialist slave State in Victoria.
soldier settlers to do so.
Under
this Bill, the Government proposes
Mr. MOSS.-That is quite true. I
think this Bill has been brought forward to take over freehold land and convert it
under extraordinary circumstances. As to perpetual leasehold. If the Bill bea matter of fact, the honorable member comes law, in one stroke of the pen, all
for Dundas made a most unusual speech, freehold land in rural areas of Victoria
equalled only by that of the Minister of could be taken over by the Government
Lands. The honorable gentleman had and leased back to the people who at
notes to hand out to the party Leaders present hold the freehold title to it,
and then completely forgot that he pos- under perpetual lease. For that reason,
sessed any notes himself. He went on to the Country party objects to the Bill.
make a totally different second-reading The Government is racing headlong
explanation. I read his speech in Han- towards its ultimate objective of a
Socialist slave State. The history of land
sard and I read the notes supplied to
party Leaders, and frankly I could not settlement in Australia ani throughout
align them in any way. The only thing the world has shown that to inspire some
to do was to peruse the Bill, and make creative effort and attain the highest
what I could out of it. I think that the standard of efficiency in agricultural
production, a farmer must have a proMinister made history.
prietary interest in his land and possess
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-It is a change authority over its use. Under perpetual
to have some original thoughts.
leasehold, farmers will remain in an
Mr. MOSS.-The honorable member inferior status of land occupation. To
for Barwon has a capacity along those introduce such a situation into Victoria
lines. It is history when a speech has would be a retrograde step in direct conbeen prepared and a totally different flict with the proved fundamental basis
explanation is made by the Minister in of attaining maximum agricultural prothe House. As a matter of fact, I think duction. If enacted the proposed legisit is a bad practice.
lation will introduce tenant farmers who
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-It is circulating will be under the dictates of a Governspurious notes.
. ment authority, and unable to exercise
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their discretion concerning the use of the
land beyond the limits allowed by that
authority~

It has been stated in debate that this
form of land tenure exists in Queensland, the wesfern areas i)f New South
Wales, in the Northern Territory, and
even in the North-West Mallee. It is a
totally different pr.opositivn i.n those
areas. In Victoria, we do not want to
graze or work country which is unstocked or not farmed at present, but to
intensify agricultural production. That
is possibly an object of the Bill, but it is
certainly the object of every thinking
person in the State.
In Central Australia,
where
perpetual
leasehold
operates, the only fence is possibly that
which is around the stockyard; the only
building is possibly a house or humpy,
and the only other improvements would
be a number of wells, according to the
size of the property, and perhaps a dam
or two. It is purely a grazing proposition
and is a question of having water available at the right spots in country which
possesses a very limited rainfall. Such
country has potentialities but they are
differen t from those obtaining in Victoria. If the 'Minister of Lands persists
with this Bill, he will probably have to
alter the name of the Lands Department,
which is the proper Department to carry
out closer and more intense development
in the State.
The Lands Department performs a
good deal of work for the Soldier Settlement Commission, which has the specific
job of rehabilitating ex-servicemen on
the land. There is plenty of scope for
the Commission because to-day more than
3,000 ex-servicemen, possessing very
high qualifications,are anxiously awaiting settlement on the land. The Commission should be confined to that task.
When its job is finished, its personnel
can be absorbed into the Lands Department. The work carried out by the
Lands Department for the Commission
includes all valuing and reporting on
single-unit farms. the keeping ,of all
accounts, and the preparation of plans
of subdivisions. The Commission does
not even make an internal subdivision
itself.
TO-day the Lands Department can settle Crown lands on selection purchase leases under Land Board
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supervision.
In that respect, the
Lands Department lacks the power
to acquire private property and the
finance to carry out developmental work.
The necessary power and resources
should be granted to the Department. At
a later stage, I propose to take the opportunity to move that the term" conditional
purchase lease" should be sUbstituted
for the expression" perpetual lease" in
the appropriate place. Under a conditional purchase lease, rental will apply
for a period, at the end of which
the right of obtaining a freehold will be
granted to the person actually occupying
the land.
The honorable member for Rainbow
mentioned an important matter, namely,
the provision that a waiver may be
made by the Minister of Lands in respect
of leases. That is a very bad provision,
because if it was good enough for the
Soldier Set'tlement Act to grant an assistance period to soldier settlers, surely a
waiver should not be applied in this
legislation. The honorable member for
Rainbow advocated a free period, but I
would prefer that there should be an
assisted period of a year, or possibly
two or three years, according to the
type of production, until the settler is
in a position to pay something towards
the rent of his property.
I am amazed to find that a Labour
Government has left the officers of the
Sdldier Settlement Commission outsid~
the Public Service. I thought it was
Labour party policy that such officers
~hould be in the Public Service under
the control of the Public Service Board.
There are many arguments in favour of
that course. The work of officers in the
Lands Department is interlocked with
that of officers of the Comm1ission, so
there appears to be no reason for
differentiation. I shall test the sincerity
of the Government by moving an amendment at the appropriate time designed
to bring the officers of the Soldier Settlement Commission under the control of
the Public Service Board. Now I wish
to refer to the requirement of obta:ining
approval from the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission concerning
land for irrigation in this State. That
will have a bad effect on the welfare
'. of irrigation districts in Victo.ria in that
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it will tie them up. Before the Bill is
'given legislative sanction, the Government should state its intention in respect
of acquiring and developing irrigation
areas. With the completion of the
Eildon weir, the Goulburn system will
receive more water, and some areas
which are now dry will be irrigated. It
is wrong to say that if the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission recommends a proposal, the Government will
go ahead and acquire the land.

Such areas as I envisage are too large
for the Government to acquire, and it
is wrong that the Government should
introduce this provision witheut specifically stating its intentions. That is in
marked contrast to the action of the
Minister of Water Supply in the Dunstan
Government, who personally visited and
explained the position to landowners, indicating the Government's intention to
take over 60,000 acres in the ·Murray
Valley. People should be informed
where they stand and not have a
blanket placed over their properties
for an indefinite period. The situation
which exists in New South Wales
to-day whereby some properties have
been declared !for fifteen or twenty
years will apply here if this legislation
is passed. That situation applies to
some fine irrigation land just over the
river from Tocumwal. This is a very
bad Bill, which I advise the Minister of
Lands to withdraw. I wholeheartedly
support the submission moved by my
Leader and the very strong arguments
advanced by honorable members on this,
the Opposition, side of the House, pointing out the various weaknesses in the
Bill. The Minister will not only do
justice to himself but will render a service to Victoria if he heeds our advice
and re-examines the Bill.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-This legislation is one of the most important subjects that the House can discuss, for the
development and prosperity of Victoria
are bound up with the land laws. The
Government's ,proposals will cause consternation throughout Victoria.
I
should like to speak about the progress
of the State and its land settlement
laws. A hundred years ago there was
the squatter stage in the history of
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Victoria.
The squatter served his
day and generation in a real way
because he went out to parts that
other people would not go' to. As
a young man I lived in the Western
District, where we could see the work of
the squatter. The next stage was more
or less where the share farmer played
a part. As he progressed he was able
to purchase land. Then we saw this process develop considerably in the
Western District. I happened to be one
of the many Who returned from the
first world war and became closer settlers. In 1910 or 1911 this House dealt
with the closer settlement laws. I
worked under the closer settlement
system with its good and bad features.
I know that the Soldier Settlement Commission has done good work. I confirm
the remarks of the honorable member
for Dundas who was full of admiration
for what the returned men have accomplished on the land. Anybody would be
proud of their holdings. These men are
working under a freehold basis. They
are working hard and take a pride in
their properties. That is why they are
prospering.
Under the Bill a new authority is to
be set up. I agree with the honorable
member for Shepparton and the honorable member for Rainbow in their comments on the land laws as administered
by the Lands Department. The Soldier
Settlement Commission is to be converted to a new authority. It will have
a dual purpose, and it will continue to
carry out work under the Closer Settlement Act of 1946. In addition, it will
be a controlling authority in regard to
new proposals detailed in the Bill. We
realize that this body will select land
and call for suitable applications.
Among those men will be the remaining
returned soldiers who have not yet
obtained land. Soldier settlement will
cease to exist. That has happened in
Queensland where the ex-soldiers are no
longer on a special line or basis. Under
the measure this new Commission will
acquire land. It has been stated that the
Eildon water scheme land will be
covered by the measure and that the
Commission will also deal with Crown
lands.
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There are two classes of settlers
visualized under the Bill. One of them
will be known as private settlers. After
a man has been selected and has been
successful in a ballot he will have to
convince the Commission that he can
do all that i~ necessary to comply with
the Act. If he cannot do that he will
receive assistance from the Commission.
An interim' period of six years is provided for. Both groups are expected to
work land and will have to put £1,000
worth of improvements on their holdings. The private settler will have to
complete 75 per cent. development
of his particular area. Now I come
to the principle of the Bill, and it is
perpetual leasehold. That is a radical departure from what we have been accustomed to in the land laws of the State.
I obtained from the Parliamentary
Librarian a report of an important
Commission called the Rural Reconstruction Commission, established by the
Commonwealth in 1946. Its members
included Mr. Wise, Professor Wadham
and Mr. Lambert. After taking evidence in several States, the Commission
came to important conclusions and made
three classifications, which are set out
in recommendation No.9 on page 59 of
the report. They are as follows:(a) That private ownership qualified by
such conditions as reservations and obligations as the State imposes in the interests
of the efficient use of the land for both
productive and social purposes be accepted
as the most satisfactory basis of'individual
holding of agricultural land;
(b) that future Crown leasehold titles be
restricted to the occupancies which are permitted on lands which have been set aside
for public purposes under public control;
and
(c) existing
Crown leasehold tenures
other than those referred to in (b) be
revised with the object of providing rights
to convert to private ownership by compounding the annual rent payable.

Those recommendations came from an
important Commission on which the
Commonwealth Government placed great
reliance in regard to the development of
land settlement after the war. Those
proposals completely contradict the
principle contained in this Bill. That
is another reason why I support the
honorable member for Shepparton.
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Another important and fundamental
principle in the measure is the matter
of valuations. When working under a
system of perpetual leases every individual is depending on the valuer'S
valuation. Whatever improvements he
makes will be credited by the opinion of
the valuer. The Rural Reconstruction
Commission indicated ,that it was most
important that all the States should consider the question of valuers and have
a uniform system of valuations. That
is a matter that has been overlooked,
and so I bring it forward now. There
are a dozen types of valuers. So I say
the time has come when the Government
should seriously see that the valuers are
qualified to do the work they undertake,
otherwise the State will suffer. I do
not favour the principle in the Bill
because I believe the prosperity of the
State. depends among other things on
its land laws. Under the system proposed in the Bill I am satisfied there will
not be that satisfactory achievement
that there has been under the old
system of freehold titles. The farmers
will not be encouraged to produce as they
should and to cultivate their land as it
should be cultivated. I say that without
reservation. I know there are good
farmers but there are some who are not
doing their jobs; there is land that is
only half farmed.
I wish to pay tribute to the ex-soldiers
and to the Soldier Settlement Commission. When one travels the State and
sees the work done under the 1946 Act
one realizes that great things have been
accomplished in soldier settlement. That
has been done under a system whereby
the men know that the properties will be
their own. I maintain that it ·is a bad
step to pass legislation like this which
will have adverse results on the conditions that I have described. When we
regard the agricultural progress in land
settlement I believe this will be a bad
step and I condemn it. The Government
should look at its proposals again.
There are still many ex-soldiers and
other men who wish to go on the land.
I believe that Parliament should pass a
law that will give the lads a chance to
achieve their wishes. The amendment
to be submitted by the honorable member
for Rainbow will assist in the fulfilment
of that object, and I support him.
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Colonel . LEGGATT (Mornington).Mr. Speaker, I direct your attention to
the state of the House.
. A quorum was formed.
Colonel LEGGATT.-It is with diffidence that I speak to this Bill because
although I was Minister of Lands anj
Minister of Soldier Settlement for eight
days I did not gain much experience
during that time. However, immediately
after the first world war I was stationed
in Rush-worth, which was a soldier
settlement area, and I gained a great
knowledge of the soldier settlement
system that was then operating. I also
had experience' of soldier settlement in
the Mallee, and in the period immediately
following the second world war. I view
with a great deal of disfavour this Bill,
which has been presented by the Minister
of Lands who believes that soldier settlemen t is dead.
Mr. HOLT.-That is absolute rubbish.
If you read my speech you will see tha t
you are telling an untruth.
Colonel LEGGATT.-My statement is
not an untruth. The Minister believes
that apart from a few thousand applicants soldier settlement is finished.
Mr. HOLT.-Have you read what I
said?
Colonel LEGGATI.-I heard the Minister's speech, and, whether he intended
to say it or not, he stated that, except
for 2,000 or 3,000 applicants who are still
to be settled, the end of soldier settlement has been reached.
Mr.' HOLT.-In other words, we are
approximately half way. There have
been 2,000 soldier settlers placed on ele
land, and another 2,000 remain.
Colonel LEGGATT.-The Minister also
said that he did not think many of that
number would take advantage of the
soldier settlement scheme. Apparently
because the end of that scheme is in view,
the Minister considers that we must
prepare for those who did not take part
in the last or any previous war. Under
this Bill Crown lands will be made
available to soldier settlers and other
people. For some oo:lsiderable time I
have advocated that Crown lands should
be made available for settlement. The
Bill contains many good ideas, but it also
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contains the bad principle of perpetual
leases which I thought· Victoria at least
had departed from.
The Victori.3.n
Labour party has said that it believes in
people owning their own homes, in spite
of the statement of Mr. Dedman that
we are creating a race of little capitalists.
However, in this Bill it is quite apparent
that this Labour Government is opposed
to people owning their own farms and
producing wheat, wool or any other
commodity that will prove of benefit to
the community. Evidently, an ordinaty
worker is entitled to own his own home
but a person producing something for the
benefit of the State must not own the
land but hold it under a perpetual lease
system. The Opposition objects most
definitely to that provision. We say
tha t the perpetual lease system is
against all initiative.
I support the amendment submitted
by the honorable member for Shepparton. Those clauses relating to perpetual leases are obnoxious to the
Opposi tion and will be opposed.' If those
provisions are withdrawn, the Opposition will facilitate the passage of this
measure.
Mr. HOLT.-Apart from the provision
relating to the granting of a perpetual
lease, what other clauses are objectionable?
Colonel LEGGATT.-I have experienced considerable difficulty in analysing
the provisions that are contained in all
of the Bills that have recently been
brought down by the Government. I
know sufficient about this measure,
however, to object to certain of the
clauses that it contains. The Opposition
has a responsibility to discharge, and it
should be afforded sufficient time in
which to investigate the principles of
every Bill. I claim, howe'fer, that the
Government has not made the necessary
time available for the proper consideration of this measure.
R onorable members interject'ing.

The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Morton).-Those members who are
interjecting are not assisting the honorable member for Mornington, who i3
experiencing extreme
difficulty in
explaining his views concerning this Bill.
I request that he be heard in silence.
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Jlir. BARRY (Minister of Health).In view of the intellectual contribution
to the debate by the honorable member
for Mornington, there should be more
members in the Chamber to hear it.
A quorum was formed.

Colonel

LEGGATT

(Mornington).-

r direct the attention of the House mainly

to the matter of perpetual 1eases. The
provisions of this Bill will undermine the
whole system of ownership that has pertained in the State of Victoria ~ince its
inception. l'he policy of this Socialist
Governmen t is that persons should not
own their own farms. A soldier settler
or a settler under this measure will be
assisted by the Crown, but he will not
secure ownership of the property; he
will only be enabled to lease it.
The
settler, in those circumstances, will be
merely working for the benefit of the
State.
Under the soldier settlement
and closer settlement schemes after the
first world war, settlers were granted
conditional purchase leases. After they
had performed a certain amount of work
on their allotments, they were then
enabled to obtain the fee-simple of their
property.
Mr. HOLT.-If.I undertake to give consideration to your request, will you be
satisfied?
Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not know
that I can accept the undertaking
of the Minister of Lands. One of the
points I desire to make concerning this
Bill is that relating to perpetual leases.
I concede that I have had no experience
as Minister of Lands or as Minister of
Soldier Settlement in a previous Government, but I have had experience in soldier
settlement areas and through()ut the
Mallee and Goulburn valley, as well as
other parts of Victoria.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-In what capacity?
Colonel LEGGATT.-In the capacity of
a solicitor; as a person who has firsthand knowledge of what settlers accomplished and what they had to put up
with, especially in the Stanhope and
Girgarre areas after the first world war,
when they had to pay high prices for
land.
Mr. MCCLURE.-You should be in
fa vour of this Bill.
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Mr. STIRLING (to Mr. McClure).-Are
you in favour of it?
Mr. McCLuRE.--Of course, I am.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Morton) .-Order! I will not permit
members to indulge in an argument
across the Chamber. I call upon the honorable member for Mornington to continue his speech.
Colonel LEGGATT.-As I said previously, I have had experience I)f all
kinds of soldier settlement conditions
throughout the first and the second world
wars and in the years immediately
succeeding them. I know that in the
first world war period and the post-war
years settlers had to take areas that
w'ere on high valuations; they had to
take over stock, also at high valuations
When the valuations of the blocks
decreased, together with the value of
stock, those soldier settlers had to work
hard in ordej' to make ends meet. I!1
fact, in many instances, they failed. I
am glad to say tha t during and after
the second world war the various Governments both Commonwealth and State,
realized the mistakes that had occurred
in and after the first world war period,
and provision was made for returned
servicemen to be settled on various
areas, a calculation being made later of
the priC'e to be paid,
The sole' ambition of every soldier
settler is to become the owner of his
property, not to be a perpetual lessee.
If the Government thinks that it will
induce persons to go on the land on the
basis of a perpetual lease, it is very
much mistaken. The Government .will
find itself under a delusion, also, if it
hopes to apply in this State what the
Queensland Government offered as an
incentive to persons to go on the land and
increase production. I abhor the idea
of perpetual leases. I have had an opportunity of observing the processes of land
settlement in various States, including
Western Australia and South Australia,
where the authorities have gone to great
lengths to develop Crown land. I agree
that in Victoria a considerable number
of returned servicemen have been settled
on the land.
Mr. BARRY.-They have been settled all
right.
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Colonel LEGGATT,-Did I hear an
interjection by the Minister of Health?
Mr. BARRY.-You cannot hear because
you have nothing with which to listen
to me.

DiU.

applicants for soldier settlement blocks
agree to work on the land, and they do
not know how the blocks will be allotted.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Are not trace elemen ts used there?
Colonel LEGGATT. - No.
Despite
The SPEAKER (the HOD. P. K.
Sutton).-I believe that the Minister constant interruptions by the Minister of
of Health is merely facetious, but he is Health, I intend to pursue my remarks to
On Kangaroo Island
:nterrupting the honorable member f')r a conclusion.
Mornington. The Minister's remark may soldier settlers work together ploughing
have been entirely friendly, but I sug- the land, fencing it, and sowing it down.
gest that the honorable member now When the whole area has reached a
addressing the Chair should proceed ~ertain stage of development, the land
IS allotted by ballot to those settlers who
Without the Minister's help.
worked it. Under that system, Crown
Colonel LEGGATT.-I can do without lands are developed by those men who
that help. There are Ministers who will benefi t from them. A similar
could assist me, but they do not include scheme applies in Western Australia
the Minister of Health.
under the administration of a land
The SPEAKER.-I suggest that the Board. It is not confined to soldier
debate proceed along formal lines settlers, but they do receive a certain
without interjections from either side degree of preference. The provisions dn
of the House, and certainly without any the Bill are somewhat analogous to what
response from the honorable member applies in Western Australia, but there
who is addressing himself to the Bill. I is no analogy in respect of perpetual
admit that lack of provocation would leases, because in Western Australia
certainly be a factor contributing to they operate under conditional purchase
leases.
continuity of discussion.
Conditional purchase leases have been
Coloriel LEGGATT.-I thank you, Mr.
the
basis of the development of Victoria.
Speaker. I think it is beyond doubt
that Victoria has settled more returned The Mallee was opened up and developed
servicemen on the land than has any on that basis. Now the Government is
other State of the Commonwealth; in abandoning the principle and providing
fact, more than all other States. 'I do that people shall work all their lives
not propose to discuss the question without own inK the:ir own properties.
whether the credit belongs to the present All they will possess is an equity in the
or any previous Government. Victoria property. Some members of the Labour
has achieved the result I have indicated, party believe in home ownership. Do
because it has subdivided large estates they also believe that people who work
which had already been improved. At their farms and produce food for the
Langi Kal Kal there is a big area which community should not own their farms?
has been subdivided into a certain Why is the idea of perpetual leases in tronumber of blocks. All the settlers have duced in this way? In Queensland the
Now, the
been successful. Right throughout Vic- system has been a failure.
Government
says
that
no
one
must
own
toria soldier settlers have done well. In
his
own
farm
if
the
area
of
land
exceeds
South Australia and Western Australia
the development has been along different 1 acre, although it does not mind a
lines. Those States have taken un- person owning his own home; the
developed Crown areas, areas in a virgin Crown must retain control of the whole
condition and requiring much attention. State except land on which a person has
Land Boards have taken over the work built his own home.
of improving areas, which are then
The system in operation in Western
divided among the settlers. Let us con- Australia could well be adopted in
sider Kangaroo Island in South Aus- Victoria, because many areas-in the
tralia, where a large soldier settlement Heytesbury Forest, for instance--should
area has been established. In that area be developed. In Western Australia,
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the Government has cleared large forest
areas by means of bulldozers, added
trace elements to the soil where required,and planted pastures. When
the property is fenced it is allotted to
settlers in blocks of between 2,000 and
3,000 acres. The settler is left to clear
smaller trees and scrub. I agree with
the introduction of that scheme into
Victoria, but deplore the principle of,
perpetual leases. If the Minister of
Lands will agree to delete that provision
from the Bill and adhere to conditional
purchase leases, which have been the
basis of the development of Victoria
throughout its history, the Opposition
will support the Bill. This proposition
is dewimental to the development oi
Victoria and will retard it.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).This is another major Bill introduced
during the last few days of the session
without an opportunity being granted to
honorable members on the Opposition
side of the House to fully investigate its
potentialities. The debate indicates that
Government members do not understand
the Bill as only one Government sup. porter has participated in the debate.
Possibly he is the only member on the
Government side who is qualified to
make such a contribution. The major
principle underlying the Bill is the
future tenure of Victorian land. From
the rema-rks of the honorable member
for Dundas, we learned that the Bill is
the first step towards the nationalization of the land. I asked the Minister
whether the present soldier settlement
scheme has been completed, and the
honorable gentleman said that to-day it
is impossible to buy land at a value that
will permit the settlement of exservicemen. How will land be purchased
cheaper under the Bill, .particularly the
large areas mentioned' by the honorable
member for Dundas? I wish to know
if it is the intention of the Government
to place returned soldiers on the land
under a perpetual lease scheme. The
Minister said that 2,500 fully qualified
men were waiting to go on the land,
but will they obtain blocks under the
provisions of the Bill? The Government
has the power of acquisition, but it
proposes a different type of tenure, without the pride of ownership. I challenge
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members of the Labour party to inform
branches of the returned soldiers' league
what the Government intends to do
under its scheme.
The Bill will permit the Government
to take over all rural areas and place
them und'er a perpetual [ease scheme.
For that reason the House should be
given a wider. explanation of the Bill.
Returned soldiers have been settled
under the principle of private ownership
and they are prospering. 1f they had
been placed under a perpetual lease
scheme, I fear that they would not
have made simHar progress. Returned
soldier settlers have assisted to increase
Victoria's primary production; they will
have the right to obtain a freehold title
to their land. The Minister has admitted
that the Government will not be able
to purchase cheap land under the Bill.
The honorable member for Murray
Valley has pointed out that there is a
contradiction in the second-reading
speech of the Minister and the notes
prepared by the Soldier Settlement Commission. The Minister ought to tell the
House how the 2,'500 qualified men will
receive blocks. The honorable member
for Dundas advocated the breaking up
of large estates in the Western District,
but settlement of soldiers took place
prior to the present Government assuming office. What land has the Government purchased for soldier settlers? If,
in the future, the principle of private
ownership is wiped' out, that will not be
fair to the returned men who have
waited many years to be allotted a block.
The effect of the Bill will be that the
Government will be able to take away
from men the opportunity to hold land
under a freehold tenure, because when
large areas of land are purchased they
will be allotted by the Government on
the basis of perpetual leases, and in that
way the Government will control the
land for all time. The Bill will not permit of the allotment of the land in any
other way. The smallest market gardener in Victoria could be adversely
affected. The final result will be a return to the stage of peasantry, and probably that is one of the motives behind
the Bill. The 9peration of this Bill will
not increase primary production; it will
have the reverse effect. The honorable
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member for Korong stated specific cases
in which -this Bill could result in a decrease in production. It is a tragic Bill
so far as it ooncerns those who wish to
work on the land.
I am doubtful whether any country in
the world is so dependent for a sound
economy as is Australia on its primary
production and for .the maintenance of
its standard of living. This country has
been br.ought to the forefront as a resuit of the work of primary producers
through the system of private ownership of land. During his second-reading
speech, the Minister spoke a good deal
about increasing primary production,
but he was talking with his tongue in his
cheek, because he must know that the
effect of this Bill will be a recession
in primary production. If, as is claimed
by Government supporters, there is
some great merit in the Bill, it should be
explained. Members of the Opposition
do not know of it. They intend to fight
the Bill to the end, because it will be a
medium, not of settling men on the land
but of settling them for all time,
economically and otherwise.
l\lr. MIBUS (Borung).-At this late
stage of the debate it is difficult to discuss the Bill without indulging in repetition and for that reason I shall be
brief in my remarks. However, I wish
to express a few thoughts concerning
the proposed scheme of land settlement.
The importance of primary production
to the economy of this country has often
been stressed, and I believe that it can
be said very definitely that primary production is indeed the key to the economy
of Victoria and of Australia. I do not
speak derogatorily of those engaged in
other occupations, but I contend that
primary production is the basis of the
economy of ,this country.
It has been frequently stated that one
of the chief interests of Australia is increased food production, firstly to meet
the needs of the natural population and
secondly to feed the increasing number of
migrants. I understand that no fewer
than 800,000 migrants have ,come to
Australia in recent years. It has often
been stressed that the costs that have to
be borne by primary production must be
lowered if this country is not to be
priced out of the world's markets. The
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Government is not assisting in the
lowering of costs to primary producers.
The effect of much legislation introduced by the Government in recent
weeks will have the opposite effect.
The Bill, except for a few wretched
clauses, could be amended to make it a
good measure. That would be possible
because the Bill provides for new land
to be brought into production. I have
. always considered that Governments
should have made available greater
areas of Crown lands in this State for
primary production, particularly land
in high rainfall areas. By the use of
modern, scienUfic methods land can now
be brought to a high state of productivity. I invite the Minister of Lands to consider a reclassification of Crown lands.
I believe that large areas of grey box
and yellow box land are reserved for
bee purposes. That land certainly serves
a good purpose so far as the apiarists
are concerned, but it could be more usefully employed for grazing.
. I repeat that but for a few wretched
clauses the Bill could become a useful
piece of legislation. The clause to which
greatest objection is taken is that which
provides that land shall be made available by the issue of perpetual leaseholds. Members have stated that under
the perpetual lease system initiative is
destroyed. I have worked on the land
all my life and I can assure honorable
members that there is such a thing as
pride of ownership, and I contend that
those who have served their country
are deserving of being given a stake in
their native land. As mentioned by the
honorable member for Korong, unless
there is private ownership of land,
holdings will not be developed to the
fullest extent. If a farmer does not
own his land, the possibility is that he
will not do everything to guard ag.ainst
the ravages of erosion. Many instances
could be quoted of land which has not
been farmed to the greatest advantage,
but if the occupier had or knew he
would at some future time be able to
acquire the freehold of the property his
outlook would be vastly different, and
he would develop and improve the land.
The honorable member for Shepparton
referred to the desirablity of the staff
of the Soldier Settlement Commission
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being brought under the control of the
Public Service Board. I am in full accord with that proposal, because I
believe that it would lead to the staff
being more contented. I support the
suggestion that the Government should
postpone consideration of this vital
measure. I deplore the fact that it is
being bludgeoned through Parliament
during the dying hours of the session.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed by Mr. McDonald
to be omitted stand part of the motion
(the Hon. P. K. Sutton in the chair).
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Mr. Gray
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Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cook
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Colonel Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
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Mr.
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Turnbull
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Holland
Lemmon
Ruthven
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Mr.
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Sir
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Cochrane
George Knox
Herbert Hyland
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The motion of the Minister of Lands
was agreed to, and the Bill was read a
second time.
The sitting was suspended at 11.58
p.m. until 12.51 a.m. (Thursday).
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Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands)
presented a message' from His Excellency
the Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purpo~e of this
Bill.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Commit~
tee and adopted by the House.
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1 (Short title and commence~
ment).
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-1 do not know what position has
been reached. The Minister of Lands has
just circulated details of two amendments which he proposes to move, and I
suggest that it would be reasonable to
report progress at this stage, so that
Opposi tion members might be enahled to
review those amendments.
l\ir. MOSS (Murray Valley).-1 am
somewhat disappointed that the Minister
of Lands has not had the courtesy to
reply to the reasonable request submi ~ted
by the Leader of the Opposition that
progress be reported. I presume, from
the honorable gentleman's silence, that
he intends to proceed with the Bill. I
propose to move, therefore, that in subclause (2) the words" perpetual leases "
be omitted with the view of inserting the
words " conditional purchase leases."
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).Order! I would advise the honorable
member for Murray Valley to move, at
this stage, that clause 1 be postponed.
He will have the opportunity of moving
his amendment on clause 13, which
rela tes to the issue of perpetual leases.
If his amendment is accepted, clause 1
,can subsequently be consequentially
amended.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 seek your guidance, Mr. Chairman. Should a vote be taken on the question of whether clause 1 shall be postponed, and the Government defeats the
proposal, will ,an amendment to clause
13 then be relevant?
The CHA1RMAN.-No.
Mr. BOLTE.-1 suggest to the honorable member for Murray Valley that he
should be able to debate the question
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that clause 1 be postponed and that
would be tantamount to bringing forward his amendment.
l\1r. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-1 moveThat the clause be postponed.

I understand that it is proposed to
deal with my amendment at a later
stage and to provide an opportunity for
me to pursue it. I had desired to proceed with my amendment to clause 1
but the ruling of the Chair is that 1
should not do so at this juncture. 1 am
bowing to that ruling by moving for
the postponement of the clause.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The point 1 raised was that the
honorable member has foreshadowed an
amendment which according to your
ruling, Mr. Chairman, he cannot proceed
with until clause 13 is reached. Should
clause 1 be agreed to now, that will be
achieved by the voices of the Ministerial
party and the honorable member for
Murray Valley will be ,in the position in
which he will not be able to move an
amendment to clause 13, since the principle of the Bill will be adopted when
clause 1 is agreed to. Unless the Minister concurs in the proposed postponement of clause 1, I suggest that the
honorable member for Murray Valley
should now debate the question that it
should be postponed. I suggest that the
attitude of the Government is altogether
unreasonable. If it desires that there
shall be a fairly constructive debate on
the amendments circulated on behalf of
the Minister and on the reason for the
proposal that perpetual leases should be
excluded from the Bill, it should agree
to the postponement of the clause, thus
enabling the honorable member to move
his amendment. I repeat my view that
he will be precluded from doing so if
clause 1 is carried.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I appreci.ate what the honorable member
for Murray Valley is endeavouring to
accomplish. He is attempting, by an
. amendment in a portion of sub-clause
(2) of clause 1, to eliminate the reference to Division 3-Perpetual Leasesand he considers that will enable hl,m to
propose the omission of clause 13 which
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also relates to that subject. If the
honorable member permits clause 1 to
be agreed to, he will not thereby be preven ted from voting against the adoption
of clause 13. The rejection of that
clause would mean the exclusion of perpetual leases from the measure, and
the draftsman would ensure that the
relevant definition was removed from
clause 1.
Mr. BROSE.-I think that the Minister's .
reasoning is wrong.
Mr. HOLT.-I ask you, Mr. Chairman,
whether if clause 13 and subsequent
clauses concerning perpetual leases were
deleted, the draftsman would automatically omit the definition from sub-clause
(2) of clause 1.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-As a
solicitor, the Minister is not doing himself
justice. The omission of clause 13 would
merely wipe perpetual leases from the
Bill but leave nothing at all in its place.
There would be no par.ticular form of
land tenure mentioned in the measure
and that would be ridiculous. If the
honorable member for Murray Valley
was successful in having deleted from
sub-clause (2) the reference to perpetual
leases, that would open the way to
the omission of clause 13 and to substitute provisions rei a ting to conditional
purchase leases.
The CHAIRMAN .-May I be allowed to
give another ruling? If clause 13 were
negatived any honorable member could
move for the insertion of a new clause,
containing alternative provisions to those
relating to perpetual leas~s.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton). -Unless the reference in sub-clause (1) of
clause 1 to perpetual leases is omitted
the position will be that that reference
will remain. If clause 13 is negatived
there will be no other reference to it.
The CHAIRMAN.-The only way in
which that difficulty can be overcome is
to postpone clause 1 until after all other
clauses have been dealt with .
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).-Under
your ruling, Mr. Chairman, the amendment foreshadowed by the honorable
member for Murray Valley will never
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come before the Com'mittee. When put
to the vote clause 13 will be adopted and
there will be no opportunity to debate
the fact that we have a better plan than
that of perpetual leases. The decision
does not do justice to the honorable
member for Murray Valley nor to other
members of the Committee. We should
be permitted to propose something that
is infinitely better than clause 13.
The CHAIRMAN.-There will be no
restriction on debate. Honorable members will be entitled to submit their
reasons why they think clause 13 should
be rejected.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-When can the
amendment of the honorable member for
Murray Valley be moved?
The CHAIRMAN.-I suggest that it
be moved in relation to clause 13.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Are you ruling to
that effect, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN.-With the proviso
that clause 1 is postponed. I have not
yet been given an opportunity of putting
the motion.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-The
posi tion should be clarified. The rules
of the House do not preclude any honorable member from moving a substantive
motion such as this. In sub-clause (2)
of clause 1 there is a reference to perpetual leases under Division 3 of Part II.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).In reply to the point of order raised by
the Leader of the Country party, if the
honorable member for Murray Valley
persists in moving his amendment now,
and if it is not agreed to, he will be precluded from moving a further amend-.
ment when clause 13 of the Bill is debated. If his amendment is agreed to,
the amendment foreshadowed in clause
13 will be a consequential amendment.
If the amendment is moved now, it may
be debated now; if it is lost, it cann6)t
be debated again when clause 13 is dealt
with.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-The
position is clouded by fog. Is it not a
fact that if clause 1 is passed in its
present form, when the Committee
come~ to Division 3 concerning perpetual leases, the honorable member for
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Murray Valley has the right to move
his amendment? If that amendment is
carried, is not there a residuary power
whereby, even though clause 1 has
already been agreed to, the reference
therein to perpetual leases can be
amended? If that is not so, a Government could by trickery-I do not suggest
this will happen-tie up the whole of a
Bill ,in clause 1, which would be most
unfair and intolerable.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).The question placed before me is: Is
there any way in which, if clause 1 is
carried, an amendment can be debated
under clause 13? In Committee, once
clause 1 is carried, there is no power to
recommit the clause. There may be a
possibili ty of doing so in the House, on
which I cannot give a ruling.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is not the
question I asked, Mr. Chairman. I am
aware of the process of recommittal and
so forth. My question is: Is there some
technical way whereby a correction can
be made in an earlier clause if an amendment affecting that clause is carried in
Committee?
The CHAIRMAN.-That may be done
only as to a later clause after the Bill
leaves the ComIl)ittee, such as by recommittal or during the third-reading debate.
The motion was negatived.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-I propose to proceed with ·my amendment at
this stage. I moveThat in sub-clause (2) the words "Perpetual Leases" be omitted with the view of
inserting the expression "Conditional Purchase Leases".

I am amazed at the attitude of the
Government, which believes in freehold
titles for homes but not freehold titles
for farms. Yesterday, I spoke to a man
who was able to pay £1,000 off his home
making his freehold title absolutely
clear. He said he felt a new man as a
result of doing so.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That may have
resulted from his relief from indebted~
ness on the property.
Mr. MOSS.-That man achieved his
object of owning his own home by years
of hard work. That is why I advocate
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freehold against perf)etual leases. One
thing stands out in relation to lands held
under perpetual leases, namely, lack of
development.
In the second-reading
debate, I mentioned how in the Northern
Territory land was used in the cheapest
possible way. On the contrary, the idea
of land settlement in Victoria is to intensify agricultural and pastoral production. The objective of the State, and
of the nation, will not be achieved with
perpetual leases with the Government of
the day as landlord. I seriously submit
that my proposal for conditional purchase leases, with a right after a period
to convert to a freehold title, is the
best principle in the interests of the
community.
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-The
amendment moved by the honorable
member for Murray Valley is vi tal. I
have not fully examined the amendment
foreshadowed by the Minister of Lands.
I urge the Minister to postpone the
clause in order that Opposition members
can examine his proposal, which will
probably save considerable debate.
Mr.
TURNBULL
(Korong) .-The
perpetual leases principle does not ~ead
to the development of an area owing to
the absence of -incentive to persons on a
property.
I cannot imagine anyone
undertaking a tree-planting programme
with only a perpetual lease tenure.
According to the provisions of clause
19, a lessee could even lose a property.
It may be said that he will be reimbursed
for improvements but valuers have
different ideas as to the value of improvements. For that reason, the amendment
should be agreed to.
Mr. R. T. WIIITE (Allendale).The Minister should permit members
time in which to consider amendments.
Our contentions of the need to alter the
principle of tenure frbm perpetual leases
to freehold have borne fruit.
The amendment was negatived.
The Committee divided on clause 1
(Mr. Morton in the chair).
Ayes
27
Noes
16
Majority for the clause

11

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cain
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Connell
Corrigan
Fewster
Galvin
Gladman
Gray
Hayes
Hollway
Holt
Lind
Lucy
Merrifield
Morrissey

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bloomfield
Bolte
Brose
Cook
Dodgshun
McDonald
Mibus
Mitchell
Moss

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barry
Bourke
Doube
Holland
Lemmon
Towers
Ruthven
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AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

Murphy
Pettiona
Randles
Scully
Sheehan
Shepherd
Smith
Stoddart
Stoneham
White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Dunn
Mr. McClure.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Petty
Rylah
Stirling
Whately
White
(Allendale).
Tellers:

Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Turnbull.
PAIRS.

Sir Thomas Maltby
Brigadier Tovell
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Herbert Hyland
Sir George Knox
I Mr. Don
I Mr. Cochrane.

Clause 2 (Interpretation).
Mr. 1\1088 (,Murray Valley) .-In view
of the decision of the Committee, I do
not propose to move the amendment
circulated in my name.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 and 4.
Clause 5 (Acquisition and setting apart
of land,. &c.).
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I should
like the Minister to explain sub-clause
(2) of this clause which reads as
followsIn the exercise of any powers and functions with respect to the setting apart or
acquisition of land under any Act the Commission shall specify whether the land to be
set apart or acquired is for soldier settlement or for settlement under this Act or for
the establishment of a township or for any
other purpose, but with the consent of the
Governor in Council and upon such terms
and conditions as the Governor in Council
directs any land acquired or set apart for
soldier settlement may be used for settlement under this Act or for the establishment of a township and vice versa.

Wha t are the factors likely to influence
the Commission in making its decision?
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Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).The provision is included for administrative purposes. It will be recorded in the
books of the Commission whether land
will be allocated f.or soldier settlement
or closer settlement, and that will facilitate the administration. The question of
allocating the land for one purpose or
the other will not, however, arise for a
number of years. Possibly the Commission would say, "We have acquired this
land, which is good land, and we can
bring it into production quickly. Therefore we will make it available for soldier
settlement. The other land will require a
longer time to be brought into production
and we will make it available for closer
settlemen t."
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton).-I am
astounded at the Minister's explanation.
In the first place he stated that no question as to the allocation of land for either
purpose would be likely to arise for some
years. He then said that some land
could be brought into production more
promptly than other areas and that the
good land would be allocated to Dne section of settlers and the poor land to the
other. I point out that a man goes on
the land to make a living, and the land
has to be productive whether it is occupied by an ex-soldier or by any other per-'
son.
Mr. HOLT.-You are giving my words
a twist.
Mr. McDONALD.-The Minister himself put the twist to his own words. He
inferred that only the best land would be
good enough for the " Digger" but that
the other fellow could struggle along on
any kind of poor land.
Mr. HOLT.-I said that some land
acquired might be brought into production relatively quickly and could be made
available for soldier settlement.
Mr. McDONALD.-If land is not good
enough for soldier settlement, it would
not be good enough for civilian settlement.
Mr. HOLT.-The land could be made
productive.
Mr. McDONALD.---,My own interpretation of the Minister's statement is that
he will try to administer two forms of
land settlement. He will reserve good
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land for soldier settlement purposes and
at the same time allot other land for
civilian settlement.
His statement is
astounding.
Mr. CAIN.-Do not be silly. Your
Government did nothing to extend land
settlement and you do not want anybody
else to do anything.
Mr. McDONALD.-The Premier's mind
I
always runs along political lines.
heard the Minister's statement and I
repeat that it was an astounding explanation of the wording of the clause. Subclause (2) readsIn the exercise of any powers and functions with respect to the setting apart or
acquisition of land . . . .

I presume that relates to Crown landunder any Act the Commission shall specify
whether the land to be set apaFt or acquired
is for soldier settlement or for settlement
under this Act or for the establishment of a
township or for any other purpose . . . .

Under that provision we could have the
fantasy that the allocation and use of
land in this State would be within the
discretion of the Minister.
Mr. CAIN.-The Government intends to
settle men on land which you refused to
develop.
Mr. McDONALD.-That is a complete
misstatement as the records will show.
Mr. CAIN.-You would not tackle the
problem and you do not wish anybody
else to do so. You are like the cat;
you ran away.
Mr. McDONALD.-It is obvious that
the members of the Labour party are not
acquainted with the conditions. I have
read part of the clause which clearly
indicates that the Soldier Settlement
Commission will act in a dual capacity.
Ex-servicemen will ask what land will
be set apart for them, where it will be,
and when it will be provided. The attitude of the Country party has always
been that, within the limit of available
finance, soldier settlement should have
the first priority. This Government is
breaking down that principle.
If
funds are available, in fairness to the
promises made by this Parliament and
the people of Victoria to give ex-servicemen first priority for land settlement,
private settlement should not take place
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until all eligible applicants for soldier
settlement have been provided with
blocks. H it is true, as the Minister of
Lands has stated, that this part of the Bill
will not be put into 'operation for some
years, there should be no desperate hurry
for the Bill to be passed.
'Mr. HOLT.-I did not say that it would
not come into operation for some years
but that probably it would not be
needed.
Mr. McDONALD.-I repeat that it is
obvious that the Government is dumping
soldier settlement, and that this Bill is
merely a slide out. I did not desire to
to make such a direct statement, but
the attitude of the Premier makes it
clear either that money for soldier
settlement is available to complete the
scheme at a partial rate or that civilian
settlement cannot be undertaken. If the
Government cannot proceed with civilian
settlement, there should be no need to
rush .this Bill through. It is grossly
misleading to the public to make it
appear that the Government will make
land available for settlement when that
is not possible.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition).-The honorable member for
Korong raised a pertinent question when
he asked the Minister of Lands to exphin
sub-clause (2). In my opinion, the
explanation of the Minister was totally
inadequate. The honorable gentleman
said that the Commission, having
reached the stage of acquiring land,
would determine whether it would be
used for soldier settlement or for settlement under this Bill. If in the next
five years any money is spent on the
acquisition of land for settlement under
this scheme it will be a misappropriation of funds, because soldier settlement
should first be completed.
Mr. CAIN.-This Bill relates to Crown
land.
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier should read
the Bill. This clause deals with Crown
land and the acquisition of privately
owned land.
Mr. HOLT.-Do you think we are going
to acquire developed properties for closer
settlement when the requirements for
soldier settlement have not been met?
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Mr. BOLTE.-I do not think the
Government will be so foolish, but I
can rely only upon the statement of
the Minister who said that the Commission would decide whether land would
be used for soldier settlement or for
settlement under this scheme.
Mr. HOLT.-I said that this acquisition
power would not be used for five years.
Mr. CAIN (To Mr. Bolte).-You know
that the Government cannot acquire
sufficient land for soldier settlement, let
alone for civilian settlement.
Mr. BOLTE.-The acquisition of land
will be governed by the amount of loan
funds allocated by the Treasur:~r.
Earlier, I advanced a constructive case,
to which the Minister of Lands occasionally assented by nodding his head, and I
said that in a period of four to five years
it would be possible for the soldier
settlement scheme to be completed. For
that reason I was perturbed at the statement that some funds that should and
could be made available to complete
soldier settlement may be diverted. 111
my opinion, no money should be spe:1.t
on the settlement scheme proposed in
this Bill to the detriment of soldier
settlement.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-This
clause appears to be the crux of the
Bill. It is an indictment on the Goverllment, because it is an admission of
defeat on the question of soldier settleBy interjection, the Premier
ment.
stated that it is not possible to acquire
sufficient land for soldier settlement.
Mr. CAIN.-At reasonable prices.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Government
has power to acquire land, and to obtain
it at reasonable prices. If the Premi~r
reads the Soldier Settlement Act he will
find that my statement is correct. The'
legislation setting up the Soldier Settlement Commission was passed in 1945,
when the Commission was given certain
functions. In 1946, two amending Bills:
were passed; one was of a comprehensive character, and the other has been
amended from time to time as varyingconditions prevailed. The Premier has
stated that the Government cannot ac-quire .land at reasonable prices.
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Mr. HOLT.-According to the McGwnness case, the Commonwealth cannot be
a party to acquiring land at other than
market values~
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There is no reason
why the Government cannot buy land
at market value.
Mr. HOLT.--Is the market value
always a fair' one?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not know that
the Minister of Lands is qualified to set
himself up as an authority as to whether
the market prices are just prices. In
many parts of the State, market prices
are still below the productive value of
the land. Moreover, the Government has
the power to go to arbitration. I have
heard members on the Government side
of the House ask, " Would you send a
soldier on to a block of land and expect
him to develop it without the proper
ameni ties? " I assert tha t there are
many men toO-day, who would be prepared to develop land if they were able
to get it. Under this Bill, there seems
to be no possibility of obtaining money
from the Commonwealth Government
for soldier settlement. I ask, "Why has
the Bill been brought forward in its
present form?" Already the Government has power to acquire land for
soldier settlement. There is no acquisition section in the Land Act 'at present,
and there will not be any until this Bill
becomes law. Is there anything to ,prevent the Government' from bringing
down a small Bill for the purpose of il1serting a small acquisition provision in
the Land Act?
Mr. HOLT.-Would you support it?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Of course, I would.
I tried to have a similar provision passed
three years ago when the Country
party was the Government. I pointed
out to one of our Ministers that the end
of closer settlement was in sight unless
an acquisition provision were incorporated in the legislation relating to
closer settlement of Crown lands. I
have always shared the view that it is
right to have an acquisition section in a
State such as Victoria, where there are
estates that are not being worked
efficiently. The time is becoming riper
each year for those properties to ,be
put into full production. There can be
no argument about that.
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Another provision that· might be
necessary in the Land Act is one to
make possible advances to settlers. That
is all that is needed. In the Bill that is
now before the Committee, there are
sections that have been taken "holus
bolus" from the Soldier Settlement Act
and I point out that there is a conflict
of opinion. This Bill makes no provision
,for preference to returned soldiers with
respect to the closer settlement of land.
That is a most important factor. Other
Opposition members have asked, "Why
the hurry?" Two amendments have
already been circulated by the Minister
of Lands, and I take it that the honorable gentleman proposes to move them
later. On several recent occasions, the
Government has brought forward
amendments at the Committee stage to
alter Bills that it has introduced.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Is that an attempt
by the Government to coOmpromise with
its stooges?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is not the
point. The fact is that the submission
of the amendments indicates that the
measures have been drafted hurriedly.
The

CHAIRMAN

(Mr.

Morton).-

Order! The honorable member must
not discuss the proposed amendments or
new clauses. The Committee is now
dealing with clause 5, which relates to
the acquisition and setting apart of land.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Mr. Chairman, the
clause deals with the powers and functions of the Commission with respect to
the acquisition of land and certain other
things. I was attempting to point out
that there is no necessity for the
Government to bring this Bill forward
for the purpose of making that provision, because the necessary machinery
already exists to continue the settlement
of servicemen on the land. All that is
necessary is one, two, or three small
amendments to the Land Act, so as to
give the Commission the power that
is asked for in this clause. To my mind,
the Bill indicates that the Government
admits defeat in the settlement of
soldiers on the land. The Premier states
that it is impossible to buy land at
reasonable prices.
I claim that the
Government has the power to acquire
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land and 10 purchase it at prices at
which settlers can make a living. In
my view, this measure represents a . lot
of camouflage, and I protest strongly
against some of the functions that the
Commission will acquire.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Allendale).I desire to ask the Minister how he
proposes to settle on the land both
returned soldiers and young men over
eighteen years of age who are eligible
for land settlement when, at the present
time, the Government admits its inability
to settle returned soldiers on the land. I
fail to understand why there is any hurry
to introduce this measure, when it will
take years to implement. Why not
carry on the function of soldier settlement with the powers that the Governmen t already possesses? There are
approximately 3,000 soldiers who are
awaiting settlement 'on the land before
the Government can commence the implementation of this measure. Moreover, where does the Government propose to get the money with which to
settle persons on the land under the
provisions of this Bill?
Mr. McDONALD (Shepparton) .-1
would not have spoken a second time on
this clause except for the interjection
of the Premier-it was almost a speech,
by way of interjection-and the views
expressed by the Minister of Lands. I
construed the remarks of both those
honorable gentlemen to indicate the
Government's acceptance of defeat, so
far as soldier settlement in Victoria is
concerned. The Minister of Lands stated
that the civilian part of ,the measure
would not be implemented for some
years, and the Premier said that the
Government could not acquire sufficient
land for soldier settlement in Victoria.
When considered jointly, those statements indicate that the Government
hopes to be able to get somewhere, some
time, with respect to settlement on
Crown lands. I am astounded that the
Premier and the Minister of Lands should
have made such an admission concerning
a Bill of this character. The Premier
later qualified his interjection by uttering the words, "at reasonable prices."
I should like to know what the Government regards as reasonable prices.
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FurthermoOre, I ask, " Is it a fair thing
for the landholder-the person who has
bought his land and developed it, and
who now has every right associated with
it-to make a special sacrifice?" What
is wrong with the legal profession making a special contribution towards soldier
settlement? Why should noOt the Myer
Emporium Limited, Young and Jackson's
Hotel, or even the Tattersall organization make' a special contribution towards
the settlement of soldiers on the land?
The Government's argument is fantastic.'
It is the old Labour bogy of attacking
the man on the land once again
and of endeavouring to get a t him
with a claptrap policy. When the
man on the land is buying a
motor-car, a wireless set or a house, no
one makes a special contribution on the
groOund that the man concerned is in the
outback. Noone says, " I shall allow
y,ou £1,000 off the price of your house,
or £200 off the price of your motor-car."
It is the responsibility of the people of
this State, through the medium of the
Government, to settle returned servicemen on the land. It must be borne in
mind that farmers are already making
a substantial contribution to soldier
settlement. With the view of assisting
in the development of soldier settlement
landowners near my own home have
accepted for their pr'operties much lower
prices than the market valuations.
Farmers in the Murray Valley have
accepted the valuations of the Soldier
Settlement Commission and only one
valuation has been challenged.
I desire to know what the Government considers to be "reasonable" in
view of the Premier's interjection that
the Soldier Settlement CommissioOn
could not purchase properties at reasonable prices. Obviously the Government
expeots the landholder to make a special
and substantial contribution to soldier
settlement. It is a contribution such as
the Government's own supporters are
not prepared to make. Why should the
land settler be mulct in a sacrifice in respect of any assets he possesses? I believe in a just basis for all land dealings
and that the Government should accept
the responsibility of finding the necessary funds to expedite soldier settlement
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.and to make it a success. That would
be preferable to putting on the statutebook legislation which, in effect, admits
the failure of the soldier settlement
scheme. If it is not an admission of
complete defeat it suggests that we are
stumped, that we are in some difficulty
and that the Government is prepared to
" dump" prospective soldier settlers by
choosing another form of settlement.
There are hundreds of acres of Crown
lands in this State that could be taken
over and developed. Much of it is in
good rainfall areas but it needs hard
work combined with plant, machinery
and equipment. In Gippsland the Lands
Department or the Soldier Settlement
Commission is clearing many acres a day
using organized gangs who operate
bull-dozers and other equipment. Under
that system farms can be prepared in a
week, not years. It is astonishing that
the Government has virtually admitted
defeat on the soldier settlement question.

Bill.
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We could have been home hours ago if
the Government had restricted its desires to the improvement of Crown lands
for soldier settlement. A measure having that objective in view would have
received the blessing of the Opposition.
I suggest that the Minister consents to
amend the Bill or that he withdraws it,
with the view of bringing forward
another which the Opposition, the returned servicemen and .all others interested would be happy to accept. They
would give credit to the Government for
bringing such a measure forward.

l\Ir.
\VHATELY
(Camberwell).About five hours ago the honorable
member for Dundas quoted the case of
an auction sale in which certain land in
the Western District brought about £34
an acre. The honorable member considered that the land was worth only
half that price. I am not an expert on
land values, but I have heard many experts talk about land that is still available for soldier settlement. There is cerMr. TURNBULL (Korong).-I regret tainly a conviction that there are
that my question was the means of thousands of acres of land in Victoria
stirring up a hornet's nest. I asked the that could be much more highly producMinister to tell the House what caused tive than they are. The honorable
the decision of a committee that one. member for Dundas remarked that the
block should be soldier settlement and land in question could carry only half a
that another should be allocated under sheep to the acre. What about the
this new land settlement legislation. I many cases, some of which honorable
was not satisfied with the answer, but members have met with personally, and
I did not object because I realized that others of which they have heard
the Minister was tired. I did not ask where the carrying capacity on the
the question for the purpose of embar- poorest land imaginable-rassing him.
When the honorable
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Morton).gentleman sponsors a Bill such as this, The Committee is considering clause 5,
which is so hotly contested by the Op- relating to the acquisition of land.
position, he must take what is coming
Mr. WHATELY.-Yes, and the questo him. By way of interjection the
Premier said that there would be no ac- tion is the price of land. The point I
quisition of private property because make is that when the carrying capacity
the Government did not have the re- of land can be trebled it is good policy
quisite funds, but if that is a fact, why to buy in settled areas at a higher
The Premier
worry about acquisition at all? Why price than formerly.
should there not have been brought for- has stated that land suitable for soldier
ward an appropriate Bill setting money settlement is now too expensive, and
aside for the purpose of clearing and im- that is the reason why the Government
proving Crown lands for soldier settle- feels that the Soldier Settlement Comment? Instead of that, however, these mission is unable to acquire land. The
cumbersome proposals are put before Government considers that virgin
us, including that relating to perpetual country or Crown holdings should be imleases. There has been everything cal- proved. Some of that land is of the
culated to arouse the hostility not only poorest quality. The argument that the
of the Opposition, but also of the people. land cannot be acquired because it is too
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expensive was supported by the honorable member for Dundas. It may be
more economical for the Government to
buy Western District or Gippsland land
than vast areas of third-rate land. Many
experts are of the opinion that thousands
of acres of good land could be acquired
by the Government at a reasonable price.
In the Heytesbury Forest, the SolJier
Settlement Commission has taken over
land and is rightly proud of what has
been accomplished. I believe the Commission is rather fascinated with the
prospect opened up by the Bill and that
the Government favours the idea of
running large territories and being able
to say to people, "This wonderful
Government has taken land which no one
wanted and, converted it into a land of
milk and honey." That process wHI take
a considerable amount of time and will
involve the provision of amenities such
as schools, r~ads, and so on, at great
expense.
The task of settling returned snldiers is
urgent and the Government should complete it by buying properties at reasonable prices. Bargains cannot be obtained
all the time. Even if a little more is paid
for the land, losses would be shared
equally by the Commonwealth and the
State in the writing-down process. The
Government does not like the obligation
which it shares with the Commonwealth
to pay a fair price, and it lacks enthusiasm for soldier settlement. If sufficient
returned servicemen are not settled, the
Government can always say in respect
of other settling projects, "This is for
the benefit of returned servicemen who
will receive preference." Ultimately,
many returned soldiers will feel they
are too old to go on the land and will
abandon the idea. This Bill is a retrograde step, which possesses some merit
towards effecting closer settlement over
a period, but will not immediately benefit
soldier settlers.
The clause was agreed to, 8.S were
clauses 6 to 12.
Clause 13, providing, inter alia(1) On the allocation to a settler of an
allotment(a) the
Commission shall advise the
settler of the settlement value thereof and of the value of the structural
improvements (if any) on t.he land
at the time of the allocation;
Mr. WhateZy.
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the Governor in Council may subject
to this Act grant to the settler a perpetual lease thereof.
(2) Every lease shall recite inter alia the
settlement value of the allotment and the
value of the structural improvements (if
any) thereon and shall contain covenants
and conditions to the following effect:(a) A condition for the payment quarterly
hali-yearly or yearly as determined
by the Commission of a rent
equivalent to Three pounds per
centum per annum of the settlement value for .the time being of
the allotment.
(b)

Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-Once
again in a land Bill, it is provided that
quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly payments shall be made. That principle was
fought vigorously over the years, particularly by soldier settlers and farmers
engaged in cereal growing. Eventually
the Government of the day agreed that
cereal growers should make their payments to the Crown yearly, because p~y
ments at shorter intervals financially
embarrassed them. While I do not propose to move an amendment, I emphasize
that in some agricultural or pastoral
pursuits, quarterly or half-yearly payments are detrimental to the interests
of settlers. In the course of the secondreading debate, I directed attention to
the fact that in New South Wales the
rental for a perpetual lease is based
on 2! per cent. of the capital value. I
gave reasons why a charge of 3 per cent.
would be too high. Generally speaking,
the rental of improved properties is'
based on 5 per cent. of the capital value.
The Crown should be more generous to
settlers who need help to develop properties and the extra rate of ! per cent.
on the rental will mean much to them.
I intend to move that in paragraph (a)
of sub-clause (2) of clause 13, the expression "Three pounds per centum"
be omitted with the view of inserting the
words "Two pounds ten shillings per
centum." The Minister did not emphasize why 3 per cent. had been agreed
to. That percentage is not based on
a provision in any previous Act.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I appreciate the motive underlying the
amendment foreshadowed by the honorable member for Rainbow. The rate of
3 per cent. was decided upon because it
appeared to meet the case and it would
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(enable a settler to carry -additional
capitalization on his /block without a
heavy incidence in the early period of
the first ten or twelve years. For the
sake of ~ per cent. 1 ask the honorable
member to withold his amendment to
which further consideration will be
given.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-1 trust
that the Minister will take heed of my
argumen ts ; 1 would like an assurance
from the honorable gentleman that this
matter will be considered in another
place.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 14, providing, inter alia(1) If the Commission is of opinion that
during all or any of the first two years of
the lease the settler is not or will not be
able to pay the rent under the lease the
Commission may(a) reduce the amount of such rent to be
paid in any such year to such
amount as the Commission thinks
proper having regard to the state
of productivity of the allotment;
and
(bJ postpone payment of the balance of
the amount of the rent for a period
of twelve months or such further
time as the Commission from time
to time determines.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-The
clause provides for the payments of
rents by a lessee to the Crown and the
paymen t may be deferred in certain
circumstances. I believe that sub-clause
(1) is the crux of the Bill and will lead
to the success or the failure of settlers.
The placing of settlers on the land
requires the expenditure of a large sum.
It has been authoritatively stated that
one cannot judge whether a settler has
been successful or not in a period less
than fifteen years: that indicates the
tough battle of a settler in the early
stages. In my second-reading speech I
recited the tragic occurrences in the
early days of soldier settlement in this
State, when settlers were unable to meet
short term repayments.
Under the
scheme as it then existed there was no
free period. The first three years of a
settlement scheme of this type should
be a free period so that the settlers,
under the direction of the Commission,
might have an opportunity to bring their
land to the highest state of productitln
as _. quickly as possible. Any returns
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from their holdings, over and above what
was needed for their sustenance, the
general cultivation of the block, and the
provision of stock and plant, should b~
returned into that property so that
its productivity could be increased to
the highest degree. I moveThat sub-clause (1) be omitted with the
view of inserting the following sub-clauseco If during the first three years of the
lease the Commission is of opinion that
the settler has complied with the covenants and conditions of the lease the
Commissi'on shall waive the payment of
all rent or interest due under the lease."

All the settlers will have been previously
handpicked and they will be known
personally to the Commission. Therefore any inability on their part to meet
their payments would probably be due
to causes beyond their control. We all
know that the nature and character o.f
a man and the methods he adopts al·e
bigger factors in achievJng success than
the actual type of land on which he is
settled. Some men have failed on good
properties while other men with lesser
capital but with more energy and foresight and a better outlook have been
successful on the same holdings. If the
Government accepts the amendment it
should be an important factor in the success of the plan.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley).-There
is much merit in the amendment. Provision is made under the Soldier Settlement Act for the granting of Commonwealth financial assistance to dairymen
for a period of twelve months and to
fruit growers for a longer period. Even
with that assistance, some settlers have
had difficulty in making payments and
maintaining their families in reasonable
circumstances. The honorable member
for Rainbow has not suggested that
financial help should be granted but
that in the circumstances mentioned the
first three years should be a free period.
I urge the Government to seriously consider the proposed amendment because
it is fair and reasonable.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD (Malvern) .-The
draftsman does not appear to have been
as precise in the drafting of this clause
as he might have been. It readsIf the Commission is of opinion that
during all or any of the first two years of
the lease the settler is not or will not be
able to pay the rent . . . . .
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That appears to be a singularly unhappy
way of expressing .the proposal, which
is obscure to me. In the' first place,
one does not talk of " all " of two things.
I should like the Minister to explain
whether the expression means "during
the first two years or any part thereof."
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I cannot agree with the honorable member for Malvern that there is any ambiguity about the sub-clause to which
he refers. It is quite clear to me. Concerning the amendment moved by the
honorable member for Rainbow, he h:d
the courtesy to discuss the matter with
me at an earlier stage. At that time I
did not have a copy of the Bill before me.
I now ask the honorable member to look
at sub-clause (3) of clause 14. The
Com:.1ission has power to waive payment
of rent owing by a settler not only if
he is unable to pay it on account of
damage and loss through drought, fto~rl
or fire, but also because of " other adversities." If the Commission is of the
opinion that, if for any cause over which
the settler has no control, he cannJt
pay his rent, it has power to waive the
requirement of the payment of rent and
penalty interest during a period of twa
years from the time of the commencement of the lease. I cannot see the
necessity for a flat remission of three
years' rent, as proposed by the honorable member. The Government feels
that it is reasonable for the Commission
to exercise its discretion as provided for
in sub-clause (3). In view of that fact
I ask the honorable member whether he
desires to persist with· his amendment.
Mr.
DODGSHUN
(Rainbow) .-1
regret that the Minister of Lands has
taken that view. Sub-clauses (2) and (3)
specifically deal with cases tha t occur at
any time during the settlement period,
whereas, in my view, sub-clause (1)
relates to the first two years of settlement. Once the settler completes that
period of settlement, that provision no
longer applies, and the remaining portions of the clause come into effect. Subclause (3) provides that the Commission
may waive the payment of rent or
interest, but it may not choose to do so.
During the early stages, a man's position
may be desperate, therefore, the Commission should be directed to waive such

1
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payment provided that the settler ha.~
conformed with the contract he has made
with the Commission. It is not my
desire to try to safeguard the person who
does not observe the contract. Unless
such a provision is included, similar
disasters to those that happened after
the 1920 settlement scheme will occur.
It would be to the credit of the Government if it adopted the amendment, even
in a modified form. I considered that the
interim period would not be too short
during which assistance might be
afforded. If this important amendment
were incorporated, it could mean the
difference between success and failure of
many settlers.
ilir. MOSS (Murray Valley).-I urge
the Minister of Lands to reconsider this
matter. As the honorable member for
Rainbow has pointed out, sub-clause (3)
does not meet the position. The side
note to the sub-clause reads, "Waiver of
rent or interest in emergencies." I do
not think that if a settler was experiencing difficulty in the early years of settlement it would be considered an emergency. I should think that an emergency
would be where a plague of grasshoppers
ruined the pasture, or a similar mishap.
occurred.
I urge the Minister to
reconsider this provision with a view
to its improvement.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I suggest that the honorable member for
Rainbow withdraw his amendment so
tha t the clause might be postponed to
enable further consideration to be given
to this question.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was postponed.
Clauses 15 to 57 were agreed to.
Clause 58 (Determination of credit
account rate during assistance period).
l\fr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-Previously, I asked the Minister to base the
rental value of properties on 2! per cent.
instead of 3 per cent. Actually, the
Commission will keep a reserve aCCfJunt
against the indebtedness of the settler.
Apparently, the rate on the reserve
account at present is 2 per cent. Therefore, the settler will be returned only 2
per cent. for any credits he may have,
although he will pay at the rate of 3
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per cent. under this Bill for his land and
probably he will pay more for any advances that are made. I suggest to the
Minister that this is a good argument
why the rental value on perpetual leases
should be 2~ per cent. instead of 3 per
cent.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
l\lr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).I propose the following new clause to
follow clause 28AA. At any time after the expiration of
ten years from the commencement of the
perpetual lease if the full amount of rent
under the lease has been paid and all sums
owing in respect of advances and otherwise have been paid and the terms covenants and conditions of the lease have been
complied with the settler, on payment by
the settler of such sum as the Commission
determines being not more than the settlement value of the land shall be entitled to
a Crown grant of the land comprised in the
lease subject to such covenants conditions
exceptions and reservations as the Governor
in Council thinks fl t.

There has been much discussion and a
considerable amount of misunderstanding concerning perpetual leases. As I
said earlier, the sole object of including
a provision in this measure with respect
to perpetual leases was that I had found
no other means of preventing the aggregation of small holdings into large
estates, which practice has been the
downfall of many nations in the past.
In principle, my objection to freehold
title on that ground is still maintained.
The honorable member for Shepparton
mentioned a spotted title case. That
suggestion had been made to me previously. The suggestion of a freehold
title being approved with a spot on it
is not only misleading, but it savours of
dishonesty.
The honorable members for Dundas
and Mildura made representations to me
concerning the prevention of aggregation of holdings, and the Leader of the
Opposition also stressed certain aspects
of freehold which he considered to be
The proposed new clause
desirable.
represents a sincere desire on the part
of the Government to meet the wishes
of members on both sides' of the House.
If. a settler does not desire to raise the
necessary capital to make his property
freehold, he may oontinue to pay on the
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basis of perpetual lease rent. One aspect
of perpetual leases that has been overlooked by all is that a settler can borrow money at 5 per cent. with which to
pay for his freehold. On the other hand,
if he has money of his own, he can put
it out at interest at the rate of 5 per
cent. and continue to pay rent. at 3 per
cent. under his lease.
The reasons for proposing the new
clause are clear. The amendment will
mean that a settler will have an option
after ten years of perpetual lease, of
a'Cquiring a freehold, or retaining a leasehold.
1 understand that a similar
provision obtains in South Australia,
but that is not so in New South Wales.
r claim that the Government is granting
a considerable concession in the interests
of meeting the wishes of members on
both sides of the Chamber.
Mr. BOLTE (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 agree with the remarks of the
Minister of Lands and desire to express
the gratitude of the Opposition for the
new clause that has been moved by the
honorable gentleman. I concur in his
view that it is a concession of considerable magnitude. I am delighted that the
Minister has moved the amendment,
which, 1 believe, will achieve all that he
has claimed for it. The new clause
will preserve to the settler the right to
choose whether to remain under a leasehold tenure or to acquire a freehold. In
certain circumstances, it may be more
profitable financially to retain a leasehold. In other words, the payment of
interest at the rate of 3 per cent. may
be more attractive than capitalizing an
allotment at 5 per cent. per annum. I
claim, however, that the debate would
have been expedited if Opposition members had known of the Minister's intention several hours ago.
Mr. BROSE (Rodney).-The Minister
of Lands mentioned that there was some
misunderstanding concerning perpetual
leases. I des'ire to state that Opposition
members would have had no misunderstanding about the matter had they
known of the amendment earlier. This
amendment meets all the objections I
had to the Bill. Had the Government
proposed earlier to include it any controversy could have been avoided. I
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thank the Minister for his action. The
new clause will make of this measure a
decent piece of legislation relating to
land settlement, and will give the scheme
a chance of being successful.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-This is
a complete climb down by the Government but the Opposition is happy to
accept it.
After consideration, the
Government is actually making provision to meet the arguments advanced
by the Opposition. I also wish to record
my appreciation of the consideration
eventually given by the Minister of
Lands. Actually there was no difference
between the intention of my amendment
and that of the 'new clause proposed
by the Minister. It will provide for
conditional purchase leases, after which
a Crown grant can be obtained and then
be made freehold.
The new clause was agreed to.
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).-propose the following new clause to
follow clause 47:BB. (1) At the end of section fourteen of
the Soldier Settlement Act 1945 there shall
be inserted the following sUb-section:H (6)
Notwithstanding any thing in the
foregoing provisions of this section but
subject to the next succeeding section,
after the commencement of the Land
Settlement Act 1953 no appointment or
employment shall be effected under this
section but the appointment and employment of all officers and employees of the
Commission shall be subject to the Public
Service Acts."
(2) Nothing in SUb-section (1) of this
section shall affect the office or employment
of any secretary or person who under section
fourteen of the Soldier Settlement Act 1945
has been appointed or employed before the
commencement of this Act.

I have before me the reports of the
debates on the original soldier settlement measure introduced in this House.
I do not intend to quote from them,
but I may reproduce some of the comments by members opposite who were
then occupying the same position in this
Chamber. The circumstances at the time
were that the Soldier Settlement Commission, in the course of its activities
related to the purchasing of estates in
odd places here, there, and everywhere,
required to be sufficiently flexible in its
administration to be able to employ men
on seasonal jobs and to be able to take
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on a staff officer quickly, as circumstances warranted at any particular
place. The Commission then required
perhaps to switch over to another location where it was desired to establish a
sawmill and put a couple of men in
charge of it. The case made out for the
maintenance of flexibility without imposing on top of the flexibility the rigidity
which the Public Service Board control
would entail, gave rise to the exclusion of
the Commission's temporary employees
from the operation of the Public Service
Board itself. That condition still exists
in regard to soldier settlement and I hope
it will continue. As some estates are
acquired for soldier settlement under the
Act on that subject, the necessity, having
existed in 1944 and not having changed
to any great degree since, still remains.
In fact the need is a continuing one.
In order to recognize and concede that
so far as closer settlement is concerned
there is that degree of permanency about
'it, the new clause is SUbmitted. Its
purpose is that if any additional staff
is required for this aspect of closer
settlement the persons will be recruited
through the Public Service Board and
eventually become members of the Public
Service Association. This new clause is
to preserve conditions that applied in
1946 in regard to soldier settlement,
and to make provision for the recruiting
of additional personnel for closer settlement purposes in the dim and distant
future. I cannot see any staff personnel
being employed immediately under this
Bill by the Commission.
Mr. MOSS (Murray Valley) .-1 cannot
understand why the Minister has gone
half way. He has said that the new
clause makes provision that anyone
employed by the Soldier Settlement
Commission in the future will come
under the jurisdiction of the Public Service Board. I agree with that, but I
do not agree with what the Minister
has said in respect of the present officers
of the Soldier Settlement Commission
not coming under the jurisdiction of the
Board. This is not consistent. Many
officers of the Soldier Settlement Commission do the same class of work as
officers of the Lands Department. If it
is right to have the Public Service
Board functioning in regard to Lands
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Department officers it is also correct to
have officers of the Soldier Settlement
Commission brought within the jurisdiction of the Public Serv,ice Board.
I am not so much interested in what
happened in 1946 or in what might have
been said by members of the Country
party for instance. I hold very strong
views on this matter, and I do not know
whether the Minister can quote me as
having expressed contrary opinions. A
good deal of time has elapsed. I point
out that the Minister has put up a case
for temporary employees of the Soldier
Settlement Commission. No difficulty
would be experienced in that respect, because the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission has authority to-day, by
arrangement with the Public Service
Board, to employ temporary assistance
on the spot. There is nothing to stop
the Soldier Settlement Commission from
doing the same thing-making a similar
arrangement with the Public Service
Board to meet any emergency that arises
from time to time. I can envisage a
position where half the officers of the
Soldier Settlement Commission will be
under the Public Service Board, and the
other half will not. That will create
much confusion, and I think the Minister
would be wise to reconsider that aspect
in order to establish some uniformity.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow) .-1 support the view expressed by the honorable member for Murray Valley. At the
present time the Soldier Settlement
Commission is more or less a temporary body. It was established for a
specific purpose, and I think that the
enabling legislation did not contemplate
that the Commission would become
permanent. There will be two sets of
officers working in one Department
under two sets of conditions, and that
should cause the Minister of Lands to reconsider his decision.
There are provisions in the Public Service Act whereby
the Minister and the head of the Department can make representations to the
Board at any time to have an officer
classified as a special officer; the Board
is empowered to grant such an applica tion. The Minister of Lands would be
wise to further consider this asPf:~t even
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though a final decision may not be given
effect until the Bill reaches another
place.
The new clause was agreed to.
Postponed clause 14 (Deferring rent
in first two years of lease).
Mr. HOLT (Minister of Lands).The Government regrets that it is not
able to accept the amendment of the
honorable member for Rainbow for the
reasons I have already outlined. Provision exists in sub-clause (3) of clause
14 for the necessary adjustment to be
made.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Rainbow).-There
is no provision in clause 14 to permit the
Commission to do what the Minister of
Lands says it may do. Sub-clause (3)
sets out certain forms of adversity, which
may befall a settler. There may not be
any great adversity during the period
of three years that I have mentioned; it
may be a continual struggle Jr quiet
building up of the value of the property.
If the Government persists in its view:
settlers may not bring their properties to
the height of productivity intended in
the shortest possible time. They will be
peasan ts grovelling for a long period to
obtain independence.
I strongly urge
the Minister to reconsider his decision
and to grant some form of relief to
settlers in the early stages.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
0

POLICE OFFENCES (CRANBOURNE
AND WERRIBEE RACECOURSES)
BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to an
amendment.
It was ordered that the messaee be
taken into consideration next day.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. GALVIN (Chief Secretary).I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until this day at 11 o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 3.20 !.t.m.
(Thursday) .
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCiL.
Thursday, December 10, 1953.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 11 a.m., and read the
prayer.
FORESTS COMIMISSION.
V ALLEY RESERVE.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
CUMBJDRLAND

Province)
Forests-

asked

the

Minister

.)f

(a) Have the boundaries of the I-acre
reserve of giant trees in the Cumberland
Valley been altered, or proposed to be
altered; if so, "','ha.t is the extent and purpose
of such alteratIons?
(b) Have permits or licences for the
falling of timber in the I-acre reserve been
issued or proposed to be issued?

The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister
of Forests).-The answers areNo.
No.
These questions have probably emanated
from some confusion with the scenic reserve
of 640 acres in ;the Cumberland area, of
which the acre plot of giant trees forms
part. This acre plot is situated in the
extreme north-eastern corner of the scenic
reserve.
The 1939 fires destroyed the south-western
corner of the reserve south of the Cora Lynn
Creek, and the Forests Commission is considering excising this corner and, iFl lieu
thereof, extending the reserve to the northwest to embrace some excellent mountain
ash and alpine ash forest and a belt of
green myrtle beech of considerable scenic
value in the V1icinity of the main road.
(a)
(b)

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
DAYS AND HOURS OF MEETING.

The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat during the remainder of the session
the Council shall meet for the dispatch of
business on Fridays and that Eleven o'clock
shall be the hour of meeting.
The question of when the session will

end will be decided by honorable members' themselves'. I have already given
notice of my intention to move for an
earlier meeting hour on Tuesday next.
The purpose is to afford adequate time
for the discussion of the important
legislation that is coming forward, and
it may be necessary for the House to
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meet next week. The motion I have just
moved and that which I have for~
shadowed will become operative if the
business is not concluded this week. I
assure honorable members that the
Governme,nt has no intention of rushing
through remaining legislation.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of the Hon.
A. M. Fraser (Minister of Labour)' fur
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (N orthWestern Province).-This measure has
received a great deal of publicity in the
press in the last few months. I think
we all had a general idea of what its
main provisions might be. but there are
certain other provisions that we really
did not expect to be included. They are
somewhat new. Everybody agrees that
some reform of the liquor legislation is
long overdue. Reference has been made
to the fact that the Country party had
some reform proposals in mind. It is
correct to say that the Country party
decided to suggest that the present court
should be reconstituted under a Supreme
Court Judge and that the new court
should have much wider powers than the
present one, the purpose being to try t.o
solve some of the problems associated
with the liquor industry. The principle underlying that suggestion is
incorporated in this measure, but it
provides that a County Court Judgeinstead of a Supreme Court Judge, as we
proposed-shall preside over the court.
I appreciate that it is extremely difficult to obtain the services of a Supreme
Court Judge. In the circumstances the
Country party can have little objection
to the proposed personnel of the new
court.
There has been much comment of a
general character on the liquor question,
and particularly regarding what is known
as "the 6 o'clock swill." Reference
has been made to the fact that in other
States the hours of trading are longer
than in Victoria and it has been contended that more time should be allowed
I have visited Western
in our State.
Australia where the hours of trading are
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a little longer than those in Vrictoria. At
the hotel where I stayed-it would be a
fair average example-the bulk of the
crowd was in the bars within the same
hours as apply in Melbourne, namely,
between 5 o'clock and 5 minutes past
6 p.m. After that hour only those who
are habitual evening drinkers returned
to the hotel, but they represented a very
small proportion of the population. No
reference has been made to "the 12
o'clock swill" which may' be witnessed
on Saturdays in many hotels. In fact,
licensees in certain country hotels informed me recently that between 12.30
p.m. and 1 p.m. they displayed notices
indicating that" the beer had run out."
They said that if they did not take that
action they would not get the crowd out
of the hotel bar. The" midday swill"
was as pronounced as is our "6 o'clock
swill" of which we hear so mUCh,. It
seems to be characteristic of drinkers to
go into hotels at certain specified hours.
Many of them will remain at the bar.
I think that the necessity of trying to
cure this "6 o'clock swill" has been
over-emphasized. It is merely indicative
of the habit of a certain section of the
community. One could almost say that
it is an inherent principle seemingly
adopted in relation to drinking. It will
be generally agreed that licensed
premises in Victoria should provide
many improvements in respect of
accommodation. Most members of this
House-particularly those who live in
country
areas - travel
frequently
throughout the State and experience
extreme difficulty in obtaining first-class
accommodation. It has been said that
that side of hotel business does not pay.
The licensees state that they would not
be able to carryon-even providing such
accommoda tion as they do now-except
for the bar trade. I do not know whether
that claim is altogether correct. Among
the hotels that I know there is one in
Mildura. It is a non-licensed hotel and
is paying very well indeed. The conduct
of it is most satisfactory. One honorable member has just reminded me that
there are two such hotels in Mildura.
They must be run at a profit otherwise
they would have closed long ago. The
Session 1952-53.-[122]
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accommodation in either of those hotels
is equal if not superior to that given in
most licensed premises.
I wonder whether the licensees in
hotels throughout the State are making
all the efforts they should to provide
necessary accommodation, without too
much emphasis being laid on the bar
trade, which is lucrative, and not
enough on the accommodation side with
which more difficulty arises and which,
consequently, is not profitable. During
the present debate the question of community hotels has arisen. The attitude
of the Country party in that regard is
that if a licence is to be granted anywhere, opportunities should be given for
the establishment of community hotels.
We do not take the view that there
should be a' wholesale establishment of
such places or that special licences
should be granted. However, if the
circumstances warrant, licences should
be provided for community hotels, since
the system appears to have operated
satisfactorily in other States. From my
observations of com·munity hotels in
South Australia I can understand why
they are so successful. I agree to some
extent with Sir James Kennedy that
some municipalities might get into
trouble with their ratepayers if they
went into the hotel business on a large
scale. The title of this type of hotel is
a derivation of what is described as the
Gothenberg system. It is successfully
demonstrated in community hotels such
as that at Renmark. I think it is only
reasonable that a community or a cooperative group should be enabled to
obtain a licence and apply whatever
profi t is earned to the welfare of the
local people, as distinct from its going
into a private pocket.
Apart from the fact ·that the profits
of community hotels are used to provide
local amenities, one of the advantages
of the system is that there is not any
incentive to break the law or to make
huge profits out of an illicit trade.
r am not making accusations against
hotelkeepers generally, but it cannot be
denied that a small section cannot resist
the opportunity to make additional profit
by trading illicitly. Some licensees who
have heavy expenses to meet will take
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the risk of trading after hours. If community hotels are established such practices should be frowned upon, and they
should be conducted in a proper manner.
My experience has been tbtat the cO,mmunity hotel at Renma'rk, which is an
outstanding example of that ty.pe of
operation, is conducted' in a proper
manner.

an hatel, even for one night, and immediately provide his friends with
drink in the room set apart for that
purpose.

The Country party has no objection
to the proposal t'o constitute Victoria
into one licensing district. The present
system of the electoral districts being
the licensing districts is responsible for
many anomalies. In some districts there
may be "sleeping" licences, whereas
in other growing districts no further
licences can be granted. As long as
there is a competent and properly
constituted authority, with a Judge as
chairman, so that the evidence can be
carefully examined, it is better for Victoria to be constituted into one licensing
district.
However, members of the
Country party have never visualized
that in new localities when the question
of whether or not a licence should be
:granted was raised, the right of having
a poll taken would be removed. Even
if there is a competent authority, in
which there is the greatest confidence,
the right of the people should be retained. Where objections are lodged to
an application for a licence, the court
should have the power to order a poll
to be taken. In my opinion, that is a
fair and reasonable provision. I now
indicate that in Committee I shall move
an amendment that in any district
within a licensing area where objections
have been lodged to the granting of a
new licence the court shall have the
power to order the taking of a poll.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is
my very point. I can remember what
was known 'as the "lamming down,"
when a man came into a Ibush pub with
his cheque, threw it on the counter, and
said to the licensee, "When my cheque
runs out, let me know." Of course, the
licensee was the sole judge of when the
money ran out. When it did so, the
person who had been on a "binge"
would be taken out of the hotel and
deposited somewhere in the scrub
among the snakes and goannas. This
provision could lead to, a return in a
mild way of that old practice. A man
could book a room at an hotel and give
the publican the sum of £5 and tell him
that he would cut it out in drinks.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-What is
to stop people from doing that now in
1:he daytime?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Persons
can spend as much money as they like
in the daytime, but this provision is a
backdoor method of getting over 6
o'clock closing. The drinks may cost
more than the £5 that has been given to
the publican and in the morning that
person might be presented with an
account for another £6 or £7, if the
hotelkeeper is prepared to take the risk
of supplying liquor. There is nothing to
prevent a friend doing a similar thing on
another night in the week. In that way
there could be a continuous process, and
perhaps a "special room club" could be
formed. Personally I think it is an extraordinary provision.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.----It is not
novel; it is contained in the licensing
legislation of other countries.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It may be
included in places where longer drinking hours are proviqed, but in Victoria
6 o'clock closing still obtains. The proposal in this clause is merely to enable
those persons who want to drink after

We are not happy about certain other
provisions in the Bill, particularly the
proposal that a lodger shall be able
gratuitously to dispose of liquor to his
friends in a room set apart for that
purpose. I have no doubt that the
Licensing Court will give instructions
to the licensee as to the room that shall
be used for that purpose, but it seems
to me that serious abuses will occur
under such a provision. I should like
to know how it can be controlled.
Apparently any person could book into
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.

The Hon. 'A. M. FRASER.-Do you
think there are so many philanthropists
who will purchase liquor for other
people?
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hours to do so. They do not comprise
a large percentage of the population; I
consider that the number of people who
drink after hours is exaggerated.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-What is
to prevent them from getting a meal
permit?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If they are
prepared to have dinner, it will be possible for them to be served with liquor
until 10 o'clock, but under this proposal
persons will be enabled to drink all
night. Further, it will not be possible
to police such legislation. The hotelkeeper will not know who actually pays
for the drinks, because while he is out
of the room a collection can be taken
from all those present. I oppose an extension of drinking hours after 6 o'clock,
but I consider that would be much preferable to this provision, which is one
of the most extraordinary clauses I
have seen in any legislation. It is open
to abuse and cannot possibly be policed.
I invite honor.able members to ask the
Chief Commissioner of Police how a conviction could be obtained ~nder' this
clause. I guarantee that it would be impossible for the police to collect evidence
to obtain a conviction.
The proposal to give a lodger in an
hotel the right to say to the police,
" This is my room and you cannot enter
it without permission," is also a peculiar one. I hope that the world is improving morally, because I think this
provision could benefit the playboy and
the lady of doubtful reputation.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. President, if I am wrong quite a number of
members can put the opposite view and
explain the position to me. I shall be
glad to hear what they have to say on
this matter. I have stayed at many
different hotels in Melbourne. At one
hotel the house detective used to go
around the corridors at night knocking
on the doors and asking who was inside.
Under this proposal he could not enter
a room and would have to ask permission to do so. One can imagine the replies he would receive.
Here we have a Bill, which originally
purported to remove some of the broad
wrongs in the principal Act, providing
for such things as one licensing district
for Victoria, for a court to be constituted with very wide powers and having a
higher standard than the existing court,
and for the right of people to have community hotels under certain conditions.
Tha t was to be the main scope of the
Bill but these other adjuncts are open to
question and I intend to vote against
them. They are dangerous and unnecessary.

The Hon. R. R. RAWSON.-Would you
read the relevant portion of the clause?

Quite a number of amen dm en ts will be
submitted in the course of our consid~ra
tion of the Bill and I want to examine
them carefully. It is probable that the
party for which I speak will give them
considerable support. It is our intention
to co-operate with the Government as far
as possible between now and the end of
the session. We all know the moral
issues involved in this legislation. We
believe that the liquor trade should
be adequately policed and looked after,
and that where a licensee is making a
genuine effort to give service to the
public he should not be unduly harassed.
We must see to it that every part of the
State receives fair and reasonable treatment in regard to the liquor trade, but I
repeat that some of the provisions contained in the Bill as it stands go far
beyond What is right and proper and
should be voted out.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-Several honorable members are advising Mr. Byrnes what to do, but he is
aware of the procedure and should be
permitted to continue his speech.

The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
Province).-I rise particularly to Rpeak in
regard to clause 24 and I propose to deal
with the attitude and expressions of Mr.
Byrnes, who claims to have stayed at

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-You should
read the clause before making such a
statement.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have
read the clause. I am open to be convinced that such a proposal can be
policed, but I have examined this extraordinary proposal to the best of my
ability.
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many hotels in town and country. I, too,
have had a rather wide sojourn in hotels
in country districts. Mr. Byrnes claims for
himself the right of privacy in the room
in which he is staying in an hotel. He
would be astounded if someone burst
open his door in the middle of the night
to see what was going on. But let us
examine clause 24. I't provides for the
insertion of a new sub-section at the end
of section 202 of the principal Act, and
reads:(4) Nothing in this section shall authorize
any member of the police force to break into
any room in such licensed premises which
is occupied by or set apart for the private
use of any lodger or is occupied by or
reserved for the private use of the licensee
in such premises unless the member of the
police force(a) has first given notice of his intention
.to the lodger or licensee or (in the
absence of either of them) to the
person appeairing to be in charge of
the licensed premises and has given
the lodger or license'e or person (as
the case may be) an opportunity of
accompanying him to such room;
or
(b) has obtained the consent of such
lodger licensee or person (as the
case may be) to break into such
room.

This reference to the Licensing Act is,
we presume, to the Act of 1953 as amending the Act of 1928, and it does not
abrogate or diminish in any way the
powers of the Police Force under any
Act. There are still such Acts as the
Police Offences Act and the Crimes Act,
there are still all those provisions that
enable the Police Force, in the exercise
of 'its discretion, to inspect licensing
premises and, if necessary, apprehend
malefactors. Where the police reasonably suspect that people are on premises
for certain purposes,they have those
rights wi'thout the requiring of any
notice whatever. But in this new subsection there is reference to the powers
of the police in regard to licensing
matters only. I do not know whether
any of my fellow members have seen
hotel premises after they have been
visited in certain circumstances by members of the Police Force. I have inspected
a country hotel shortly after it was
raided by the police and, as one who
admires good craftsmanship and a wellaccommodated place, I must say that
The Hon. T. W. Brennan.
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what met my eyes was a sorry sight, no
matter how necessary it might have been
to smash doors and break locks as the
police considered it to' be necessary.
That kind of thing is often done on parts
of premises that have no relation whatever to the serving of intoxica ting
liquor-to storerooms, pantries, kitchens, with the whole place in an uproar.
I am not asserting that those powers
should not be exercised by the police in
regard to those matters that have influenced them in taking such action, but
why should Mr. Byrnes, if he is a lodger
in an hotel, have his privacy disturbed
in the middle of the night by the smashing of the door of his rO'O'm? There are
hundreds of people in the country who
live in hotel rooms, many of those persons bei'ng teetotallers. They prefer to
board in the licensed premises because
the standard of accommodation is
higher than they could obtain elsewhere in the town. They are respectable people who pay their money and go
about their business in a perfectly
proper and innocent manner. They are
permanent boarders, both men and
women.
Is there anything unreasonable in
those people having the right of privacy
in their own rO'oms? There, they have
their own personal effects, books and
papers and so on. They may be commercial travellers who have their samples
and other articles of value with them.
While they are away from their room,
let us say that someone, without any
prior notice, forces entry. Is Mr. Byrnes,
if he should be the occupant, to find himself joining the ticket-of-leave class who
have no privacy whatever? Mr. Byrnes,
apparently, has not read this proposed
new sub-section because it states that
the power of breaking-in shall not be
exercised unless notice has been given.
That notice is not specified as one of 24
hours or seven days; it can be five
minutes, provided the policeman has
gone to the person apparently in charge
of the hotel, or the lodger-if he can
find him-and has said, "I now give
you notice that I am going up to your
room and I propose to enter it unless
you open it to me."
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All that is being asked in this provision is that the police shall behave
in a reasonable and rational manner
and give the party concerned notice or
obtain his consent. I cannot see that
this prOVISIon is unreasonable.
It
actually cures abuses that have arisen
through the peremptory exercise of the
powers the police now enjoy.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It was due
to the abuses disclosed in the evidence
given before the Royal Commission that
it recommended this provision.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-The
Minister has stated the actual reason.
We are living in the 20th century. Certain people may have a horror of drink.
They may regard the taking of a shandy
as degrading and abandoned, but most
people who have recourse in some form
and degree to intoxicating drink are
reputable citizens. There are, of course,
glaring exceptions, but I refuse to believe that a man who imbibes a modicum
of intoxicating liquor is necessarily degraded and abandoned. I should be
sorry, in view of what I have seen in
hotels, to have anything less than what
the Royal Commission has recommended included in this legislation.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province) .-This Bill deals with
a most contentious matter, one on which
opinion is divided. That divided opini(}D
is not shaded by political allegiance or
any other such influence. It is divided
because of a person's moral or other
outlook. It is difficult to frame any
legislation that would be acceptable to
any large section of a divided community. Mr. Byrnes descr.ibed this Bill
aptly when he applied to it the word
"extraordinary." I propose to direct my
remarks particularly to that portion
dealing with dry areas and no-licence
polls, dealt with in the Bill by clause 6.
The province of East Yarra is represented by yourself, Mr. President, and
myself, and that province covers the
licensing area of Boroondara, with
Nunawading adjoining. In 1906 local
option was fi,rst mooted, and the first
poll was taken in 1920. Then, with
more than the three-fifths majority required, those areas went dry and all
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licences ceased to operate. That condition remained thereafter over the years.
In 1939, 1950 and 1951, hotel licences
were applied for in those areas.
In 1939 the application was defeated
by a large vote. In 1'950 an application
for Box Hill South did not get that
far because a council by-law in regard
to residential areas defeated the application. In 1951, the Box Hill application
was defeated by more than a 60 per cent.
vote. The results of these polls prove
that since 1920 the opinion of the
residents in these areas has not changed.
The Minister made a feature of the fact
that in 1920, although 15,000 people were
entitled to vote only 9,000 did so, but of
those who did vote more than 60 per
cent. favoured "No licence." Before
making a feature of that aspect, one
should cast one's mind back to the conditions obtaining at the time in thjs
area. There were large open spaces and
conditions were more rural than city.
Among the people in those scattered
areas this issue was not such a burning
question as it is to-day. Under presentday settled conditions, of 6,000 who
voted in a small neighbourhood in 1951
again more than 60 per cent. were
opposed to the licence being granted.
I repeat that these polls over the
years prove that the opinion of local
residents has not altered, and they desire
to retain the right to decide by means of
a poll whether licences are to be granted
or not.
Locally, this question is
placed above party politics, as persons
favouring one side or the other are
divided in their political outlook. The
supporters 'of all political parties, however, subscribe to the principle of the
people having the democratic right of
expressing their opinion .by means of
the vote. It is a principle of British
justice that the will of the majority shall
prevail, and that is all we are seeking.
We ask that a majority of local residents
will have the right to say whether the
area is to be "wet " or " dry. " We will
abide by the decision of the majority.
The Labour party supports the principle of majority rule. At a meeting
to discuss this subject last week-it was
attended by some 800 or 900 people--on
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the platform with me was a representative who holds a seat -in Parliament for
the Labour party. He said that his personal opinion did not count because the
party had ruled that the people would
not have an opportunity to vote on the
subject, proving that the Labour party
subscribes to the principle of the rule
of the majority. Dountless, the Minister
will point out that clause 6 will give
something like the right we seek, but I
direct attention to the wording of paragraph (a) of sub-clause (3) which
providesBefore a new licence is granted in any
part of the area corresponding with that
district the Licensing Court may if it thinks
proper order a vote of electors to be taken
in the neighbourhood surrounding the proposed site of the premises in respect of
which a licence has been applied for.

That is not on the same basis as that
which exists at present, and all we ask
the Government to do 'is to provide for
polls to be held in the future.
The business of the court is to deal
with licences. Members who deal with
certain matters in their business life
become "minded" of them, and so the
members of the cburt dealing with
licences must become" licence minded."
Their discretion may be unconsciously
biased towards licensees. Surely there
can be no real complaint against the
.holding of a poll at which people supporting either side of the question will
have t~e right to say what shall be done.
I repeat that we are asking merely for
a principle of British justice, and I trust
that the Minister and the Ministry at a
later stage will be prepared to accept
an amendment giving the i-ight for a
poll to be held. By that means a
majority will decide whether Boroondarra will remain as it has for 30 years
or whether licences will be permitted in'
the area.
The lIon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern 'Province) .~Members of
the Country party realize the need to
amend the Licensing Act. The Bill prescribes that licensees must comply with
certain conditions in respect of the
accommoda tion of lodgers. Over the
years there has been strong criticism of
lack of accommodation and so on in
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certain hotels. During the time I, as
Minister, had control of the issue of
building permits, I found that many
problems faced licensees in their efforts
to meet the wishes of the court, not
only to provide accommodation but also
other amenities to improve their hotels,
and I support the provisions of the Bill
in this respect.
I am opposed to the manner in which
by other methods the trading hours of
hotels are being increased. In all States
there has been criticism of the hotel
trading hours. I am not a teetotaller,
but I believe that the wishes of the
people on this subject should be considered. A few years ago a referendum
was held in New South Wales for the
pur.pose of determining the trading
hours of hotels. To the amazement of
many, not only did certain sections
organize to retain the 6 o'clock closing
hour but so did the hotelkeepers. Probably they were actuated by economical
reasons.
In New South Wales the
6 o'clock closing hour still obtains.
During recent election campaigns,
members of all parties in this State
have maintained that hotel trading
hours should not be altered unless a
referendum has been held on the question, and that contention is strongly
supported by public opinion. When the
Bill is passed, I do not think there will
be need for a referendum. In future, it
will be difficult for a policeman to obtain
a conviction, unless he actually sees
someone passing over money in an hotel
for the purchase of liquor after· hours.
After 6 p.m., liquor will be consumed
practically anywhere except in the bar.
r defy the Minister to prove to me how
a conviction can be obtained against a
man for purchasing liquor after hours.
After the Bill had been brought down
in the other House, r met an hotelkeeper
and a sergeant of police. I asked the
hotelkeeper how he could police his
house under the proposal, and he said
he did not see how he could do so. ]
then aS'ked the sergeant how he could
secure a conviction, and he said, " Unless
I find someone passing money over for
and receiving a drink, I do not know."
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-He was not
a very experienced policeman.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-This
officer has been in the Force for many
years, and the town 'in which he is
sergeant has possibly the best conducted
hotels in this State. I give him full
credit for the way he has supervised
the hotels, and I agree with his comment that it will be difficult for the
police to obtain convictions in future.
A meal will be served in the dining-room
until 10 p.m., and after that hour certain
rooms will be set aside for the consumption of liquor. Despite the protestations of Mr. Brennan as to the right
of an individual to the privacy of an
hotel room and that no one should be
allowed to enter it without first giving
notice, I suppose much depends on how
one approaches this subject. I would like
Mr. Brennan to go upstairs with me in
an hotel to "Lizzie's" room. There we
will find certain people, including Lizzie,
who is a lodger. A policeman will
knock on the door and say, "I want to
come in." According to clause 24 he
must first obtain the consent of the
lodger. How can a policeman break
into such a room if the lodger does not
give consent? The room could be used
in the way Mr. Byrnes mentioned. I
am forced to live in hotels and clubs
on most days of the week, and I see
what goes on in these places. If I rent
a room. at an hotel for a night, with the
object of having an uninterrupted perind
of rest, I shall probably be disturbed by
persons drinking liquor in adjoining bedrooms, and it will be impossible to prevent that happening. I would much
prefer that there should be an open bar
in which any person could have a drink,
instead of the consumption of intoxicating liquor being permitted in bedrooms which a policeman has not the
right to enter.
/
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The position to which you refer will be remedied
under the provisions of this Bill.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-I disIn the terms of this Bill, a lodger
or a member of a licensee's staff may
consume liquor in his bedroom until all
hours of the night and he may invite
half the town, so to speak, to share it with
him. He cannot be prevented from doing
so. If a person is a friend of a licensee,
~gree.
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a lodger, or a yardman at an hotel, he
can get a drink at any time, so long
as no money is passed in the presence
of a policeman. I am entirely opposed
to that principle. I would rather see
the hours of trading extended, as they
are in other States, so that citizens may
enter licensed premises at any hour, get
a drink and then leave. I fear that,
under the provisions of this Bill, many
persons will fall within the category
mentioned by Mr. Byrnes of being down
with the snakes and goannas. That
state of affairs is highly undesirable.
If amendments are to be made to the
licensing laws, let them be made in a
civilized manner, so that oitizens will
be . enabled to consume liquor under
proper conditions. I voice my disapproval of the Bill, and shall support
certain amendments which my Leader
proposes to move 'at the Committee stage.
I shall also urge the rejection of objectionable clauses.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province}.-I decided to participate in
the debate, after hearing the ·remarks of
Mr. Cameron, who mentioned that the
Boroondara district became dryas the
result of a local option poll that was
taken about 30 years ago. The effect
of that poll was unfair, inasmuch as
a licensee in the area that was proclaimed dry was ruined, whereas an
hotelkeeper on the other side of the
street, which was the line of demarcation of the wet 'and dry areas, was
presented with a fortune, so to speak.
If a similar state of affairs were to be
brought about throughout the State,
what a patchwork there would be; one
shire would be wet and an adjoining one
would be dry. If a traveller desired a
drink while passing through a wet shire,
he could purchase one, but if he wanted
a drink while he was in a dry shire, he
would have to either go without or take
it with him on his journey. I prefer to
leave to a court of law the decision as to
what licences shall be granted.

MII". Cameron spoke about democratic
rights and British justice. I ask: What
about the democratic right of a person
living iIi Boroondara who wants a drink?
This is a British community, and the
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righ ts of the minority should be considered. I claim that they will be considered by the Licensing Court. One
aspect of this Bin with which I am
especially pleased is the provision that
is made for the appointment of a supervisor of hotels, who will have officers
to assist him. 'f.hat move is long overdue. Recently, a friend of mine who
returned from abroad stated that the
supervision of hotels in this country
was lacking. In England, every hotel
is equipped with amenities. In many
Victorian hotels, however, the bedroom
furniture consists for the most part of
an old iron bedstead and a worn-out
palliasse. It is time that something was
done about that. This Bill proposes that
something shall be done. 'IMr. Swinburne
related some of his experiences in hotel;5.
I recently heard of a traveller who
wanted hotel accommodation.
The
licensee said, " We are crowded out; you
may have the use of part of a bedroom,
but there is already someone in it; I
ask you not to awaken him." The
traveller did not turn on the light
when going to bed. Next morning, he
f.ound that the other oocupant of the
bedroom was a dead person. However,
tha t is only hearsay.
Clause 13 provides that any person
who is having a bona fide meal at an
hotel can be served with drink unt.il 10
p.m. When the Minister of Labour was
making his second-reading speech, I
asked, by way of interjection, whether
a buffet meal would come within the
ca tegory of a bona fide meal. In the
dining-room of an hotel there are tables
and sideboards, which are usually furnished with food. I predict that if the
police conduct a raid on licensed
premises after the passage of this Bill,
a rush will be made to the dining-room,
where diners are. enHtled to be served
with drinks while having a bona fide
meal. That is an aspect which I suggest the Minister should review.
I commend the Government for having had the courage to introduce a
measure of this character, which, over
the years, has been regarded by successive Governments as political dynamite.
Mr. Swinburne referred to the policy of
The H on. Paul Jones.
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his party of having a referendum before an extension of hotel hours was
granted. He was reminded that this
was a policy of the Labour paIty, which
has since been "pinched" by other
parties. Recently, an incident came to
my notice for the truth of which I can
vouch. A man was caught in a heavy
snowstorm and became snowbound. His
car was left in the snow and he took
his wife to a country hotel, but was refused a meal. He was offered a bed on
the understanding that he must make it
up himself. That is typical of the state
of affairs that obtains in some country
hotels, and I claim that the appointment of a supervisor will have the effect
of rectifying that condition.
The Hon. WILLIAl\1 Ma.cA ULAY
(Gippsland Province).-Mr. Paul Jones
referred to the Bill as being a reform
measure. I wonder, however, whether
this measure represents the sum total
of the ideas of the present Government
with respect to liquor reform. If this
Bill represents the last word of the
Labour party, it is a misnomer. With
due respect to the Minister of Labour, I
claim that the measure cannot be regarded as one of reform except in one
or two aspects. Certain provisions contained in the Bill are good, especially
that with respect to the supplying of
liquor to intoxicated persons and the
sale of liquor to children. If the penalties provided for in the Bill are enforced,
the Government will have done a good
job.

I doubt whether the licensee goes to
much trouble to ensure that a lad is
over the prescribed age before he serves
him. When one sees a lad of tender years
staggering about the streets, one realizes
that no question has been asked about
his age or that the licensee must have
known that he was speaking an untruth
if he did over-state his age. I realize
that the relevant section is a difficult
one to enforce, and I give the Government full credit for its attempt to tighten
up the law in that respect.
Mr. Paul Jones discussed the question
of accommodation. In many cases,
hotels have adequate accommodation
available, but the licensee does not admit
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that fact to travellers who are often
unnecessarily refused accommodation.
Some licensees may experience difficulties because of lack of staff, but I am
suspicious about various aspects of this
matter. I know questions such as this
are fraught with difficulty, and I believe
the Government is endeavouring to solve
them, but to say that this Bill represents
reform in its widest sense is stupid.
The Bill is based on wrong premises in
relation to reform.
Extension of
facilities for drinking is not reform.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-What
reform do you wcmt?
The Hon. WILLIAM MAcAULAY.The Bill purports to .contain reforms
directed against the evils of the liquor
trade. One of those evils is overdrinking or unwise drinking. Honorable
members are in touch with the world
and know that these evils must be faced.
If the Government brings about real
liquor reform, its reputation in the community will be enhanced, but to extend
the 6 o'clock swill to 6.15 p.m. will
not help the position. Similarly, the
granting of more club licences is not
reform. How will that mitigate against
the evils of drink? Is the provision
which permits private and secret drinking in hotel rooms desirable, and will
it decrease the evils of drink? The
provision enabling dances to be conducted in hotels has insidious aspects.
A young girl who has perhaps never
before been on hotel premises might be
taken to an hotel room where liquor
is being consumed'. Such dances will be
conducted ,in an atmosphere of liquor.
The drinking habits of'the community
will not be reformed in that way. It
is foolish and wrong to give legislative
sanction to such things.
This is a moral question which
stimulates the debating instincts and
passions of a large section of the community; it must be examined in a practical way. With particular reference to
Mr. Brennan's interjection, I emphasize
that if we wish to bring about reform
we must discourage exces~ive drinking
and encourage proper drinking. This
Bill will not do that. The Government
should investigate the question of the
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alcoholic content of liquor. Reference
is made to the drinking ha.bits in
England, but there they have had generations of the "mine host" type of
licensees and there is a different atmosphere in the hotels which are of the old
inn type, in contradistinction to the type
of hotels handed down to us from the
gold-digging and pioneering days. The
fact is also overlooked that in England
a lighter beer with a smaller alcoholic
content is consumed. The Government
should encourage people to drink decently
if they want to drink, not give them
extra hours in which to do so.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-The subject-matter of the
Bill is a moral issue on which people
in Australia and in other parts of the
world' hold very strong views. Mr.
MacAulay rightly asked where was the
reform in this Bill. There are certain
reforms included in the Bill. One of
them is the provision which makes
Victoria one licensing district; I commend the Government for including that
clause. Everyone knows that in certain
suburbs of Melbourne, in old mining
towns. and in other places there are too
many hotels. In fact, there are so many
that they must give a poor service and
trade after hours in order to pay their
way. One particular town has a hotel to
every 50 or 60 people.
On the other
hand, in places like Mildura and Shepparton, and in the new suburbs of Melbourne, thousands of people have no
hotel in proximity to their dwellings. I
disagree entirely with the view that
districts in either the city or the country
where the majority of people do not
desire an hotel to be established should
have hotels 'forced on them by a court.
The members of the court may be wise
men, but hotels are only really necessary
to cater for the travelling public or people
who require lodgings. There is no other
necessity for an hotel because if people
want to drink they can do so in their
own homes.
Hotels are primarily for the travelling
public. In my own district of Murrabit
people have endeavoured to set up a
community hotel. Under the old Act,
people in the district would have had
the opportunity to vote for or against the
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granting of a licence. The Labour party
claims to have high ideals. One of those
ideals is democracy which means government by the majority. Why should not
the people in any district have the right
to decide whether they should nave an
hotel? If 51 per cent. of the residentsnot the ratepayers-vote against the
issue of a licence, why should an hotel
be permitted to be established? If the
Labour party believes in democracy it
must believe in that right 'of a banot.
Many people approach this probl'em from
different angles. I realize that you cannot m'ake people good by Act of Parlia~
ment, and that there is something in
human nature which demands a drink,
and it is .foolish to close one's eyes to that
fact. I am totally opposed to prohibition
of drinking, which leads to far greater
evils than drinking itself. What harm jos
there in people .in Camberwell or Box
Hill who wish to drink having to travel
a few miles in order to do so? I believe
the Lahour party is going behind its
principles in not granting a poll to any
district before an hotel licence is granted.
The people should have the right to decide
themselves whether they will have an
hotel.
Another aspect of the introduction of
this Bill now is the fact that such a tremendous ,social problem must be debated
in the dying hours ,of the session. Honorable members are debating such matters
wi th their eyes on the clock. I do not
think it is right that we should be forced
to discuss important l~gislation in that
fashion. No legislation introdur.ed into
Parliamen1t affects the lives of every
person in the community more than this
liquor licensing amendment Bill.
I support the remarks already made
regarding the provision of a room for
the licensee or a lodger. The Government would be acting more honestly if it
agreed to 10 o'clock closing and deleted
the pr.ovision rela ting to the setting
apart of a special room. Of course, the
Government should not do anything to
extend the hours during which liquor
may be supplied until a referendum on
that subject has been held. It is my
opinion that a conviction. could never
be obtained in any case arising out of
alleged drinking ,on licensed prem-ises
The Hon. D. J. Walters.
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after hours because if a man who came
out of an hotel at 10 o'clock, 11
o'clock, or 12 o'clock at night was challenged by the police it could not be
proved that he was illegally on licensed
prem'ises, or that he was not the guest
of a licensee----:if the licensee said he was
his guest, or if a lodger made a similar
statement;
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Or if he
were the guest of the yardman!
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I do not
think the yardman is entitled to have a
guest. However, i.( the yardman or
" boots" of an hotel is a lodger, is he
entitled to entertain a guest? I ask the
Minister what is the position.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not see
why there should be any distinction in
humanity, even as between the yardman and a governing director. I think
the yardman should have the same privileges.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The
questional-ises whether a yardman, if he
does not live at the hotel, is entitled to
go to the licensed premises after hours
and get a drink.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If he does
not live on the premises his rights would
be the same as those of any other
citizen.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I disagree with the view of the Minister. In
my opinion the yardman would be entitled to go to the hotel and get a drink.
If a person has three meals a day at an
hotel but does not live on the premises,
is he not entitled, under the terms of
this Bill, to have a drink at the same
hotel after 6 o'clock?
Tohe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If he is a
weekly or other boarder, I should think
so.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-These
problems arise in the case of employees
of an hotel, including the " boots" or the
yardman. I am very strongly opposed
to the clause relating to the setting apart
of a speci,al room' for the licensee or a
lodger. I do not object to a licensee
having a private sitting room-we all
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kn'Ow that in most hotels there i,s such
a room for use by the licensee-in
which he is entitled to receive his guests.
Under the terms of the Bill the room
which may be specially set apart for the
purpose mentioned could be the size of
this Chamber and in that part of the
hotel the licensee could entertain his
guests. There would be no restriotion in
respect 'Of that room, and theref'Ore
there would be no hope of the police getting a conviction.
We all know that people could go
to an hotel and give £1 to the licensee
for drinks, and ask him toO let them
know when the £1 had been cut out.
Strictly, it is a breach of the law for a
guest to pay for a drink in a club but
there are many clubs which, unfortunately, permit guests to give money to
a mem'ber of the club f'Or cigarettes and,
possibly, for drin~s. This clause will
, widen the opportunities for abuses. It
will ma'ke it possible for people to be on
the hotel premises at all hours but, as
I said before, there' will be no possibility
of .obtaining a conviction against them.
Mr. Brennan, in his eloquent style,
painted a pioture of the door of a man's
bedroom door being battered down. The
clause which relates to the room which
may be set apart and in which drinks
may be served does not necessarily apply
to the bedroom of a l'Odger.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Have you
read claus-e 24 of the Bill?
The H.on. D. J. WALTERS.-I have.
propose to vote against the clause
under consideration, because I think the
Government has been ill-advised, in including it in the Bill. The next clause
on which I desire to comment relates
to bona fide travellers. The present
law stipulates "20 miles in a direct
line," and no legal brain can find a loophole in that expression, as it means what
it says. Even Mr. Brennan could not
fault that expression. But for some
reason the Government has deleted the
expression and inserted the wording " 20
miles by the nearest practicable route."
It is extraordinary that the Government should have decided to make such
an alteration.
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It was pointed out by the Minister
in his second-reading speech, as an example, that the distance from Queenscliff t'O Portsea ds 10 or 11 miles in a
direct line, but tha,t the distance ar'Ound
the coast between those two places is
about 150 miles. I d'O not suppose there
has been one person in the last 100
years who has driven from Queenscliff
to Portsea just to get a drink, but if
there have been any such persons
they have been so small in number
that we need not 'worry about them.
It is claimed that under the terms of
this Bill a person who travels from
Queenscliff to POl'tSea by road would be
entitled to obtain a drink at Portsea. I
am not a lawyer, but I maintain that
he would not be entitled to do SQ.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-That question will be determined by the court.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-That is so,
but the amendment in the Bill will leave
the question wide open. I understand
that Acts of Parliament and the
words and phraseology thereof are interpreted by the Judge who hears the
particul'ar case. Let us consider what is
the meaning of the word " practicable."
It has these meaningsThat can be done; feasible <of road passage); ford (that can be used or traversed);
passage, voyage, crossing from port to
port.

Even if a person travelled by road from
Queenscliff to P'Ortsea he wou] d not,
under the terms of clause 21, be able to
claim that he was a bona fide traveller,
and therefore he would not be able to get
a drink. The same argument may be
applied in the case of the person who
might travel 20 miles from Carlton to,
say, Frankston, travelling via the Point
Nepean Highway. It might be that
there would be a back road over which
it would be practicable to travel and by
that route the distance might be only 19
miles. I think that further illustrates
my contention that the prov,ision now
has been left wide open; it has been
amended to make it a lawyer's feast.
I am strongly opposed to the alteration
of the existing provision in relation to a
bona fide traveller. However, I would
not be averse to the existing section
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being amended to include the expression
" 40 miles in a direct line." The existing
provision relating to the distance of 20
miles was inserted nearly a century ago
when most people travelled by horse or
on foot. At that time, 20 miles a}ong a
country road was a journey and a traveller would, after having progressed that
distance, pull up at one of the old hotels
along the country highways and refresh
himself with a drink. However, to-day
with the use of modern motor cars a
distance of 20 miles is a mere bagatelle.
The existing provision does not help
country people in any way. It 'exists
only for the convenience of city dwellers
who travel to places 20 miles from the
city of Melbourne, particularly on Sundays, and indulge in heavy drinking.
From what I have heard, the drinking
that takes place in many hotels outside
the 20-mile radius of Melbourne 1s not a
very edifying sight. In fact, it is a disgrace that a Government which claims
to be effecting reforms in the liquor law
ha's not adequately amended the bona
fide traveller clause. As I said before,
if the e~pression "40 miles in a direct
line" was substituted for the existing
provision, I would have no objection to it.
By retaining the 20-mile limit the
Government is encouraging drinking on
Sunday in hotels on the outskirts of the
metropolis.
The provision in the existing legislation
regarding 6 o'clock closing is completely
archaic. A person may be served with a
drink at one minute to 6 o'clock, but if
he is still drinking it at one minute past
6 o'clock he is breaking the law. To
overcome that anom'aly the Government
proposes to allow fifteen minutes after
6 o'clock in which the licensee may clear
the bar of custQmers.
That is quite
sound. Any .man should be able to be
out of a bar in a quarter of an hour.
Most hotels are permitted an extens,ion
of 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour
by the police. Is it honestly considered
that the proposal in question will make
any difference? I submit that it will
not; some hotels will sen drink up to, say,
13 minutes past 6 p.m. The success
or failure of any Act of Parliament,
oarNcularly the Licensing Act, depends
upon the manner in which it is administered' and upon the manner in which
The Hon. D. J. Walters.
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the police carry out their duty. If a
licensee sells drink before 6 p.m., being
allowed a quarter of an hour in which to
ensure that the 'customers leave the
building, that is satisfactory. From my
knowledge of hotels-and I have had a
reasonably long experience--I venture to
say that it will be found that sales of
liquor usually cease some minutes after
6 o'clock, but how is one to prove that?
It is a difficult matter. Why should I
have to buy a drink at one minute to
6 o'clock and be out of the bar on the
hour so that I shall not be committing an
offence?
As regards community hotels, I am
a firm believer in community efforts and
co-operation. The people of Murrabit
endeavoured to have a community hotel
established there and they provided a
sum of £300 towards the preliminary
expenses, but I am afraid that the
lawyers obtained most of that money.
The Minister of Labour has had SQme
experience of this type of hotel because
he has undertaken an inspection of them.
A community hotel, established where
required, is an asset to the district. All
such places are conducted in a proper
manner. I understand that the hotel
at Renmark has been able to contribute
£110,000 to the local district in
past years. It is a splendid establishment; in fact, it is one of the best· of
its kind .in Australia. However, I do
not favour community hotels being conducted by municipal councils. They
should be run on behalf of the
residents, perhaps through the medium
of a co-operative society. In my opinion
municipalities should not have the right
to establish hotels, whether community
or otherwise.
A municipal council
could decide in favour of the establishmen t of an hotel against the strong
wishes of a large section of the local
community and I would never be a party
to such a proposition.
I have always advocated that the point
of view and the feelings of the people
constituting a minority should be considered. Because one section happens tQ
be in the majority, that is no reason
why it should ride roughshod over the
remainder of the community. If there
is a minority in a small country town
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or a suburb of Melbourne that disagrees
with a proposit,ion that the local council
should conduct an hotel, their wishes
should be respected, since they are paying municipal rates.
The authority
granted to municipalities in clause 32
should be withdrawn. I understand that
the House is expected to pass certain
measures to-day, otherwise it will be
sitting until 3 a.m. to-morrow morning.
It is a pity that honorable members will
not be able to express themselves as
comprehensively as they should like to
do, because this amending licensing Bill
will have a tremendous impact on all
those whom it will affect.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The Leader
of the House has made the necessary
arrangements, should the business not be
com pleted this week.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I am not
unappreciative of the action of the
Government in that regard. Nevertheless, we ,reaHze that the Government
desires to have this measure passed today, if possible. If the House should continue to sit until say 2 o'clock to-morrow
morning instead of half past one, it will
be because I have occupied a half an
hour. I consider that the Government
has acted properly in bringing forward
an amending licensing measure, although
I claim that it is not actually a reform
Bill. Many of its provisions warrant
drast,ic alterations.
The sitting was s'USpended at 12.50
p.m. until 2.25 p.m.

The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) . -This measure has been very
cleverly thought up. I consider that the
Government has submitted - this Bill
on the basis that addition-ai facilities
for drinking could not be obtained by
referendum, therefore the policy of the
Labour party concerning a referendum on
6 o'clock dosing would not be used but
that by legislative action avenues for
drinking would be opened up. I suppose
that a Government is entitled to adopt
that attitude if ,it has the numbers, as
this Government apparently has. This
Bill cannot in any way be classed as a
measure to implement liquor refonn.
Probably the idea of what reform
actually means varies so much that many
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people have different opinions. I concur
in the view expressed by Mr. MacAulay
tha t a reform would provide better
facili ties for carrying on the liquor trade
than those operating at present and the
modernization of existing legislation to
meet present-day requirements.
Obviously the Government has set out
to grant some minor concessions in
certain directions, but at the same time
it is opening up new avenues for the
sale of liquor. I am one of those people
who believe, rightly or wrongly, that
excess drinking and gambling is, to use
a crude term, eating the" guts" out of
this country. That is not perhaps a
parliamentary expression, but probably
it explains my views on this measure.
I am sure that no one can be happy with
many trends in Australia. I expressed
similar thoughts recently when a Bill
relating to the transfer of Tatters-alI's
to Victoria was being debated. I then
indicated that it provided faciiities for
gambling which do not at present exist.
Now that the principle of a lottery is
established the door is wide open for t:he
establishment of agents of Tattersall's
throughout the State. The submission
of this Bill indicates that the Government is set,ting out to develop facilities
for drinking in Victoria which obviously
could not be obtained by a referendum,
which is a policy of the Labour party.
I believe that many of our social
troubles can be attributed to excess
drinking. Over the last few years it has
been my unfortunate experience to come
into contact with several serious roai
accidents. In every case some of the
persons concerned were 'Semi-intoxicated
and after the accidents broken bottles and
liquor were all over the road. I do not
think anybody can be unmindful of the
fact that excess drinking is causing very
many of the troubles that have been
referred to in this debate. I do not
suppose any Government would purposely set out by legislation to create
opportunities for over-indulgence, but
this Bill opens up opportunities that can
lead to that kind of thing. In certain
circumstances, people will be able to
take advantage of tlhis legislation by
drinking all night either in a club or an
hotel.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is the
existing law in regard to certain classes
of people.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-But
this legislation will widen those classes
tremendously. I do not think the people
of Victoria would ever agree to that
change if it were put to them by
referendum. The whole situation is
being widened as it affects clubs and
special room drinking. If those avenues
are developed as they can be they will
lead to excess, and it will be impossible
to' police them. Here, again, the policy
af the Government is one that would
not be approved by the people by
referendum.
There are two or three particular
points that 1 wish to emphasize, the first
being in regard to the prospects in the
existing dry areas. When we remember
that those areas went dry by a threefifiths majority vote, we cannot agree
that the Government has been fair in
refraining from providing that before
any licence is issued in those areas there
shall be a poll of the people. The
Government is running away from its
responsibilities by placing the whole
responsibility on the court. The least it
could do would be to retain for those
areas the right of deci'ding whether or
not a licence should be issued, and that
righ t could be gran ted on the basis of a
simple majority. Even that, however,
is being taken away from these people.
On every occasion when their will has
been sought the three--fifths majority has
been retained. It is a weak and feeble
attitude th'at the Government should
have left those areas entirely to the discretion of the court.
It is a very bad policy tha:t the court
is to have the right to allocate throughout the State an unlimited number of
club licences and that there should now
be an open go for drinking 24 hours of
the day. 1 am sure the people of Victoria would never concur'in that if their
will were sought. The Labour party
claims to be a democratic party. That
being so, before presenting these drastic
changes in the legislation, it should have
ascertained the will of the people by
referendum. On these issues it is not
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a matter of party. 1 do not care what
might be the policy of the Liberal party;
I would go my own way and would not
be bound by any party decision.
I appreciate that both Mr. Swinburne
and Mr. MacAulay have developed
argumen t against the provision as to
special rooms. Mr. Brennan put up a
kind of sham fight to justify it. He has
had long enough experience in the legal
profession to know that the policing of
such .a provision-the obtaining of evidence with a view to securing convictions-would leave the police practically
helpless.
Over-indulgence in liquor
brings in its wake ruination to many
men and women and homes, and that
will always be so. Many people do not
know when they have had enough to
drink, and they become a nuisance not
only to themselves and their families
but to society. That is recognized in
this Bill by various provisions whereby
the Government is attemptIng the
tigh tening of the Act. The spectacle
of men and, often, women who leave
their homes, particularly where there are·
children, to drink to excess at hotels is
one of the most dreadful sights.
1 realize that the liquor trade cannot
be condemned because a number of
people abuse the taking of liquor, but it
is our duty to safeguard the welfare·
and the lives of the younger generation,
I do not think it can be truly s-aid that
by m·aking provision for the holding of
dances on licensed premises we are
taking a step in the right direcmon. The·
effect will be to bring about conditions
under which many young people wilT
have their first opportunity to take·
intoxicating drink.
There are many publicans who want
to do the right thing and are d'oing it,
but there are many who are not. It
should be the motive of any Government
to tigh ten the law so tha tit can be
better policed and so that the peoplemay be adequately protected. I trust
that in the future we shall not look back
on this legislation as having opened the
door to things no one could be happy'
about. I fear, however, that that is
what will take place. 1 intend, in Committee, to support certain amendments.
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designed to retain the existing position
respecting dry areas as well as in other
directions.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY (N orthEastern Province).-I feel that the
importance of this occasion and the
results that will follow from the passing
of this Bill are such that I should not
remain silent.
I congratulate Mr.
MacAulay upon his very fine contribution to the debate and I concur .in his
views in the main. I believe that
Parliament is charged with the responsibili ty of passing legislation to protect
people who, unfortunately, have not the
will-power to control a habit they have
acquired, and it should accept that
responsibility. I am convinced that,
under this proposed legislation, we shall
be going far beyond any endeavour to
protect a small percentage of the community and that we shall be so widely
opening the door that the liquor trade
will be abused to an extent beyond the
capacity of the authorities to police it.
The majority of the clauses of the Bill
have been fully traversed, but I am
opposed particularly to the provision for
the entertainment of friends by persons
in special rooms. That amounts to
legalizing sly-grog selling. It will cause
people who are unable to control their
own desires to place upon the licensee
of an hotel too drastic a responsibility.
A person might return to the hotel after
10 o'clock at night and the publican
would have the responsibility of turning
him away. That person might have
previously been a regular customer of
the hotel, but if he were turned away
he might discontinue his patronage for
all time. I believe that in the majority
of cases the publican would a,dmit him
to his private room. It is well known
that frequently money is given to the
licensee to cover the cost of dr-inks that
will be taken during the evening.
It
may happen that on the following Monday morning the cHent will return to
pay' the balance st-ill. owing to the
licensee.
I consider that too much
. responsibility will be placed on the
licensee.
If the Government's proposal is
adopted it will result, I fear, in the
ruination of many homes. It is difficult
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to contr.ol such a situation, but it is our
prerogative to endeavour to do so.
Furthermore, we have a right to protect
the mother and children at home. The
man who takes drink might suffer
some d-irect physical effect, and the wife
and children also will suffer.
In my
opinion, many more homes will be
broken up if the hours during which
liquor may be taken in hotel premises
are extended, and there will be more
divorce cases on the list than there are
at present.
This is one of the most
degrading features of the Bill.
Some years ago Parliament passed
legislation prohibiting the bringing of
drink into a dance hall or in the vicinity
of U. I understand that the law was
passed for a very good reason, yet,
to-day, Parliament is asked to approve
of this BHI which will permit of entertainments being held on licensed premises. While it may be argued that liquor
will be consumed up till 10 o'clock at
night, but 'Only while people are partaking of their evening meal, it will not
be denied that there could be and will
be abuses of this relaxation of the law,
and that could be done by the charging
of a'll admission fee sufficient to cover
the cost of drinks during the period of
the enter.tainment.
I my;self have a family of four
daughters. !I would hate toO see fue day
---,I hope I never shall-when any of my
daughters would be encouraged by any
young man t'O go to an entertainment
in an hotel and be lured into the environment in which drinking could take
place. If that is permitted, young girls
and boys will be encouraged to take the
first step 'On the downward path, and
eventually it will lead to the breaking
up of homes. J: am strongly opposed to
the proposed entertainments, and I sincerely trust that the Government in its
wisdom will see the folly of this amendment.
There is one other point on which I desire to comment. I have had the privilege
of living in a dry area. I once resided
in Camberwell, therefore I can speak
with some experience. I would say that
many people take up resIdence in those
dry areas for the specific reason that
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they know they will be living in a district in which they can enjoy a better
outlook upon life and will not have to
go through that unfortunate experience
of wi tnessing men and women hanging
around hotels and coming out of the
front door and also the back door in
an intoxicated condition.
The privilege of people to enjoy
residence in a dry area has been won by
the operation of a democratic system.
Arguments have been advanced as to the
percentage of people who have voted
a t liquor polls.
It has been said
that such polls have not been compulsory. It could be argued that if people
in dry areas desired the introduction of,
shall we say, wet cupboards, they would
have been sufficiently interested to'
record a vote in favour of the granting
of a licence in those areas.
The fact
that they failed to record a vote indicated that they were in favour of the
area remaining dry. All those who cast
their votes indicated that they desired
a retention of .the dry areas. It is unfortunate that to-day the Government
is endeavouring to put into effect' legislation that will take away that democratic right of the people.
It is proposed tQ include a provision
in the Bill which will enable the court
to hold a poll if it thinks fit, but that,
In my opinion, is not satisfactory.
It
should be compulsory that a poll be conducted. In . the liquor trade there are
many undercurrents, particularly when
the question of granting licences is
being considered. It is the responsibility
of this Parliament to direct the court
in no uncertain terms that the residents
of dry areas must be permitted the exercise of their prerogative, and given the
opportuni ty to decide by way of a poll
whether a licence should or should not
be granted. I express my indignation
at the proposal of the Government to
include this clause in the Bill. I agree
that some of the amendments will improve the licensing law, but others will
make it easier for abuses to take place;
they will tend to open the doors of hotels
for 24 hours of the day.
The Hon. A. R. MA.NSELL (NorthWestern Province).-This matter is of
such importance that one should express
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his personal views before it is decided.
It is a question that should not be

discussed on party lines. The Government would have been wise if it had·
appointed a committee consisting of
representativ.es of all parties in this
Parliament to examine the matter with
a view to submitting recommendations
for improvements in the licensing law
which would be of benefit to the whole
community. I live in a town, the residents of which have the reputation of
being the heaviest drinkers in Victoria.
The town itself has the reputation of
having the l'a'rgest uar in the Southern
Hemisphere. It also has three clubs in
the city area as well as two licensed
hotels and two unlicensed hotels. Therefore I feel that I should express my views
on the Bill.
As far as I am personally concerned
[ will not be affected in any way by
the proposed amehdmen1ts, because I do
not know what it is to taste liquor. I
have no intention of trying to find out
in future what liquor is like as .J find
tha't I can get on very well without it.
However, in many ways I have felt the
effects of strong drink and I have experienced the evils of it. I regret that
it is proposed to extend the hours during which liquor may be provided. A
question of that nature should in my
opinion be submitted to the people by
way of a referendum. If the majority
of people decided in favour of an extension of trading hours probably the'
decision w()uld have to be accepted. In
my opinion the Government is pursuing
the wrong methods in dealing with the·
subject of liquor reform.
I had the privilege of visiting a club,
South Wales where at one time'
drink was available up to half past ten
o'clock at night.
By a unanimous'
decision the members of that club,
decideq that the bar should be closed at
6 o'clock until 7 o'clock every evening.
r asked the chairman of the club the·
reason for that decision and he said that
after finishing their day's work the boys'
would go to the club to indulge in the
evening swill. Suddenly they would'
realize that dinner time had arrived.
Probably their wives would have dinner-

in New
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ready on the table at home, but frequently the men were not game to go
home so late. In consequence, they
would stay at the bar, and get into
much trouble.
The club then decided
that the bar was to be closed for
one hour after 6 o'clock.
The members would probably go home and if they
so desired they could return later. Since
that time there has been a big improvement in the fellowship among members.
To me that was convincing proof that
the extension of trading would not necessarily mean that the evening swill would
be avoided.
There are several clauses of the Bill
with which I am in agreement, particularly that relating to community hotels.
I have noted what has been achieved in
South Australia, particularly at places
such as Renmark, where community
hotels have been established. Any profits
made by the hotel have been utilized for
the improvement of services such as the
provision of accommodation and meals
and the improvement of other community services for the benefit of all the
people. I should not like the management of community hotels to be left in
the hands of municipal councils. I was
pleased to note that the Bill contains a
dause in relation to the serving of liquor
to intoxicated persons. In this respect,
the responsibility has been placed on the
shoulders of the retailer or the person
who provides the" liquor.
The ,constitution of Victoria into a
single licensing district will, I am sure,
prove advantageous, and the proposal
concerning the Licensing Court will be
of benefit. I also agree with the suggestion that a licence should not be transferred under a period of two years, in
lieu of the present period of nine months.
The Country party is not in favour of
certain proposals in this Bill, which we
think will prove detrimental. I do not
approve of the provision that will enable
dances to be held at hotels. Although
there is a law that intoxicating
liquor cannot be taken into a dance
hall or kept in cars parked nearby,
I could mention a certain street where
on a Sunday morning a collector of
empty' bottles would have a good
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haul. An endeavour is made to police
that particular law, but it has not proved
effective. I do not think it is good for
the 'coming generation to be encouraged
to drink at, dances. Concerning the
granting of licences to enable clubs to sell
liquor at night, there are three clubs iL
Mildura and under their present licences
two of them must stop selling liquor at
6 p.m. In those clubs it is impossible
to get a drink after that time. The club
premises are cleaned up and are a credit
to the committees. The third club
operates under a different type of
licence and liquor can be obtained. I
think a licence until 6 o'clock is sufficient, because men are then encouraged
to return home and have some home life,
instead of getting" under the weather."
I am opposed to the suggestion that
a speCial room should he provided where
lodgers may entertain their friends. I
have been in clubs and I have seen
visitors who are not supposed to pay
for drinks do so, because they are not
prepared to allow their hosts pay for
all the drink consumed.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Where have
you seen that?
The Hon. A. R. MANSELL.-I have
seen that happen in this building. I
have been in the dining-room when the
guests of members have purchased drinks
although they have been informed that
they are not permitted to do so. I agree
that there is need for improvement in
our liquor laws, but I do not agree with
all the amendments proposed in this Bill.
The motion was agrP.ed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6, providing inter alia(1) At the end of section 65 of the
principal Act there shall be inserted the
foll owing sub-sections:"(2) In granting or renewing or
transferring any licence or the registration of any club the power and discretion of the Court shall not be deemed
to be limited by the result of any poll
taken before the commencement of the
Licensing (Amendment) Act 1953.
(3) Notwithstanding anything in the last
preceding sub-section or in any other provision of the Licensing Acts where before
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the commencement of the principal Act a
local option poll had been taken in any
electoral district as constituted on the
twenty-first day of October One thousand
nine hundred and twenty and a resolution
that no licences be granted in that district
had been carried the following provisions
of this sub-section shall take effect:(a) Before a new licence is granted in
any part of the area corresponding
with that district the Licensing
Court may if it thinks proper order
a vote of electors to be taken in
the ne.ighbourhood surrounding the
proposed site of the premises in
respect of which a licence has been
applied for.
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

The neighbourhood shall be delineated
by the Licensing Court after consultation with the Chief Electoral
Officer.
The resolution to be submitted at the
vote of electors shall beThat a licence [nature of
licence to be stated] be granted
in the neighbourhood [neighbourhood to be sufficiently indicated].
If a majority of the electors voting
vote against the resolution the
Licensing Court shall not grant the
application for the licence nor shall
it grant any application for a
licence in that neighbourhood
within three years after the taking
of such vote.
When the Licensing Court orders a
vote to be taken under this subsection the Chief Electoral Officer
shall take a vote of electors accordingly and for that purpose(i) may make all proper arrangements for the taking of the
vote;"

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .-In my second-reading speech I said that I desired to move
an amendment to provide that a poll
shall be taken in any area where applica tion is made for a new licence and
objection has been lodged. In the Legislative Assembly clause 6 was the subject
of a wide amendment to take care of a
certain position that arises in two metropolitan areas which were declared" dry "
areas under. a local-option poll taken
some time ago. ~he clause now provides
that a poll may at a the discretion of the
court be ordered in those dry areas, but
it is not made compulsory. The conditiong
under which the poll shall be taken
are also set out. The amendment does
not interfere in any way with the
taking of the poll.
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The Hon. PAUL JONES.-It provides for
a local option poll.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is not
so, because under a local option poll an
hotel can be closed. Mr. Jones was mistaken earlier when he s·aid that under
my pr.oposed amendment hotels could be
closed.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-This Bill
provides that hotels can be closed.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Provision is
made for hotels to be closed by the
Licensing Court.
That is not the
purpose of my amendment, which
merely applies to the taking of a poll
when application is made for a new
licence. That provision is contained in the
existing legislation and there have been
cases where applications have been made
for licences 'in dry areas, and districts
have been described.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-Those districts
prove a harvest for bottle collectors.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I live a
long distance from an hotel, and I can
assure Mr. Jones that there is no great
harvest in that district. It is an irrigation
area 17 miles distant from Swan Hill
and the township of Nyah, at which
centres there are hotels. The hotel at
Nyah was established under the Mallee
Licensing Act. A pot! was taken which
proved favourable to the granting of an
application and the hotel was duly
established. If there was a desire to
establish an hotel at the township of
Woorinen, under the proposal in this Bill
the court, after making a thorough
examination of the position, could grant
the application. However, there might
be serious objections to the granting of
such an application by people in the area.
My amendment provides rthat the cour:t
may order a poll in any district within
a licensing area, which is defined in
sub-clause (4) of clause 2. In the Bill
" neighbourhood " is referred to, but I do
not know where a definition of that term
can be obtained.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It is in the
existing Act and the court has had no
difficulty in the rna tter.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-As long as
the principle is there, I do not mind
whether it is called neighbourhood or
district. I think the meaning of my
amendment is quite clear. It provides
that if" an application is made for a
new licence and there are worth-.while
objections, the court may order a poll
to be taken before granting the licence.
That will not interfere with the administration of the Act, and it is a democratic
principle whereby the people will be given
the right to say what they want. It does
not provide for people to vote on the
closing of an hotel. Reference has been
made to the fact that the local option
people have asked for this amendment,
but no one has approached me.
The Hon. A. 1M. FRASER.-No, because
the Country party out-does them all.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES~-The point is
that the Country party is above all these
things and is not responsive to extensive
The only reason why they
lobbying.
have not approached us is that they are
deeply concerned over the Boroondara
position, "and they have not gone fully
into the matter. The request is fair and
reasonable. We discussed it originally
with the people .concerned, and I take
it that they know we are putting it
forward. The proposal is approved by
many residen.ts in the northern part of
the State. I moveThat in proposed new sub-clause (3) of
section 65 of the principal Act, after the
word Acts" the words in any district
within a licensing area where objection has
been lodged to the granting of a new
licence or" be inserted.
II

II

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I am becoming accustomed to
one party claiming that it is acting on
behalf of the vast majority of the citizens of this State. In my view, this
amendment is foolish. If it were agreed
to, some local policeman who was a
teetotaller could object to an application for a licence, and the court would
be compelled to give consideration to
the conducting of a polL In my view.
the amendment is unworkable.
The
Government has listened to the representations of many persons concerning
this measure, and certain concessions
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have been granted.
However, the
Government is not prepared to accept
this amendment.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-If the only objection that Mr. Fraser has to put forward
to the amendment is that because of the
objection of one person to an application for a licence the court would be
bound to grant a poll, I consider that it
is a most frivolous one. I take it that,
if some person, out of the blue, as it
were, objected to an application, the
court would regard that circumstance as
prima facie evidence that there was no
real objection to the granting of a
licence, and it would be strengthened in
its decision to take such action. In my
view, the Licensing Court would pay no
attention to an objection unless it was
real and possessed substance.
The Committee divided on the amendment (the Hon. D. J. Walters in the
chair)Ayes
12
Noes"
17
Majority against the
amendment

5

AYES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy

Mr. Swinburne
Mr. Tuckett
Mr. Warner.

Tellers:

Mr. MacAulay
Mr. Mansell.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Gartside
Jones
(Doutta Galla)

Mr. MacLeod

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rawson
Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Tilley.

Tellers:
Mr. Jones
(Ballarat>

Mr. Thomas

The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-The matter of safeguarding dry areas is a matter of considerable moment to the residents of the
province which I represent. The Minister of Labour has gone a certain distance
tOWards" fulfilling t~e desires that have
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been expressed by citizens in those districts, but it is believed that the court
might not use its discretionary powers in
the way that we might hope >it would use
them on some occasions. I move therefore-That in paragraph (a) of proposed new
sub-section (3) of section 65 of the principal

Act, after the word "in" (where first
occurring) the words" or an existing licence
is removed to" be inserted.

The HOll. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-The Government is prepared
to accept the amendment. Under the
Bill as it stands, if an application is
made for a licence in a dry area, the
court may, if it thinks proper, order a
ballot of the electors to be taken. The
amendment is designed to cover the case
where appJitcation is made to transfer a
licence from a wet area to a dry area.
The amendment was agreed to.
The HOll., E. P. CAMERON (East

Yarra Province).-1 move-That in par,agraph (a) of proposed new
sUb-section (3), after the word" -proper" the
words" and, upon request 'by petition signed
by not less than 200 electors in the area,
shall" be inserted.

The HOll. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour). - The Governmen t cannot
accept the amendment because power is
given to the court under the Bill to
determine whether it shall order a
ballot.
The amendmen t makes it
mandatory for the court to order a vote
to be taken on presentation to it of a
petition containing 200 signatures.
The HOD. E. P. CAl\IERON (East
Y.arra Province).-The amendment is
designed to provide British justice to
persons in areas where application for a
licence is made, and is not detrimental
to the objects of the Bill. It removes
the onus from the court of deciding
whether to grant a ballot in certain
circumstances. My party fears that the
court may be inclined to grant a licence
in ignorance of the desires of many local
people. Supporters of the Government
have said, "Why have a patchwork
quilt?" The provision embodied in the
amendment is directed towards uniformity. The wishes of the majority of
people in an area respecting the issue of
a licence will still be observed, but there
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will be less possibility of a licence being
issued, without people knowing that it
is under consideration.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I support the amendment.
Some years ago, a provision was inserted
in the Licensing Act that a dry area
could not be rendered wet without a poll.
Now the Government is saying to the
court: "You may conduct a referendum if you wish." That removes Parliament's power to control such matters
and is an avoidance of parliamentary
responsibility. 1 urge the Government
to reconsider its decision.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Sout.hern
Province) .-1 should like the Minister to
inform the Committee what machinery
exists whereby it will be known in any
district that a new licence has been
applied for?
The HOll. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-The provisions of the prindpal Act, covering advertisements,
notices on the site, and so on, still
apply. 1 have no doubt that the court
will pay due regard to the intention of
the legislature, as all courts do. The
court will know that the relevant section
deals with the granting of licences in
dry areas, and will be aware of the
history of the poll and its abolition. If
it thinks proper, the court is empowered
to order a vote of electors. If by petition
or otherwise, the court's attention is
directed to the fact that a substantial
body of opinion in the area objects to
the granting of a licence, in addition to
other objections which may be lodged, I
have no doubt the court will order a
poll, iii it is considered necessary. I
regret that the Government, for the
reasons 1 indicated yesterday, cannot
accept the amendment.
The HOll. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern Province).-A number of honorable members are willing to support the
Government on the Bill, as 1 am, but 1
consider that the amendment is reasonable, especially as the Minister of Labour
has indicated that the court will
probably order a poll in a 'dry area in
any case. It would be interesting to
know whether it is proper to petition a
court.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-There is a
provision in the Act covering petitions.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-Thp.
Government's position would not be
weakened by acceptance of the amendment, of which I shouid like to record my
support.
The Committee divided on Mr.
Cameron's amendment (the Hon. D. J.
W al ters in the chair)Ayes
14
No~
17
Majority against
amendment
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

AYES.
Bradbury
Mr.
Byrnes
Mr.
Cameron
Mr.
Chandler
Mr.
Grigg
James Kennedy
Ludbrook
Mr.
MacAu'lay
Mr.
NOES.
Arnott
Mr.
Bailey
Brennan
Mr.
Coleman
Mr.
Ferguson
Mr.
Fraser
Mr.
Ga~bally
Mr.
Gartside
J'ones
Mr.
(Ballarat) Mr.

the
3

Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett

Warner.

Tellers: .

Fulton
McArthur.
Jones
(Doutta Galla)

MacLeod
Rawson
Sheehy
Slater
Thomas
Tellers

Sm.ith
Tilley.

The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I propose to move
f.our further amendments which have a
similar purpose to the first one that
has been accepted by the Minister. I
move-That, in paragraph (a) of proposed new
sub-section (3), after the word .. for" the
following words be inserted-"or to which a licence is sought to be
removed (as the case may be)."

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-1 am prepared to accept this
amendment and the others that Mr.
Cameron will move on this clause.
The amendment was agre'ed to.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).---,1 move-That, in paragraph (c) of proposed new
sub-section (3), after the word "in" the
following words be inserted"(or) remove to (as the case requires)."

The amendment was agreed to.
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The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (Ea.st
Yarra Province).--'! m'ove-That in paragraph (d) of proposed new
swb-section (3) after the word "licence"
where first occurring the following words
be inserted"or removal."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I move-That, in paragraph (d) of proposed new
sub-section (3), after the word "in" the
following words be inserted"or removal of a licence to."

The amendment was agreed to, as
were verbal amendments, and the clause,
as amended, was adopted, as were clauses
7 to 12.
Clause 13, providing, inter alia(1) In sub-section (2) of section fortythree of the principal Act(a) after the words "bona fide meal"
there shall be inserted the words
"on any day";
(b) for the words "eight o'clock in the
evening" there shall be substituted
the words "ten o'clock in the evening or on Sundays or Good Friday
or Anzac Day from the hours of
twelve noon until such time not
being later than half-.past two in
the afternoon."

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 move-That the following sub-clause be inserted,
to follow suih.clause (1)" (2) In SUb-section (4) of section fortythree of the principal Act after the word
" times" there shall be inserted the words
"while a meal .is being served. within the
tiJIne."

Section 43 of the principal Act deals
with the' supply of liquor with meals.
Sub-section (4) provides that at all
times specified in such permit or extenston thereof every door, including the
outer door, by which access is gained to
such dining room or specified room
shall be kept unlocked.
It is desired
to limit that requirement to the ;times
when meals are being served. If a
licensee has a permit to serve meals un til
10 o'clock, but all the guests depart at
8 o'clock, the licensee should not b~
obUged to keep the dining-room door open
until 10 o'clock just to comply with the
law. The amendment will mean that the
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door to the dining-room and other places
must be kept open while meals are being
served.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 14 to 18.
Clause 19 (Sunday trading, &c.).
The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE·
(Norrh-Eastern Province).-I ask the
Minister to furnish an explanation of
whether a person who works at an hotel,
and does not live on the premises, will
be able to obtain liquor on Sundays.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-Under section 177, the hours
for the sale of liquor on week days are
limited, and section 178 deals wi~h
Sunday trading. In both cases bona fide
travellers, boarders and lodgers are
exempted. It is proposed that servants of
the licensee shall also be exempt from
the operation of these sections.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERoN.-What is an
inmate?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-He would
be a servant living on the premises, a
lodger or any member of the licensee's
family.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Is there any
definition of a lodger?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-A lodger is
a person who lives on the premises. The
popular meaning of a boarder is one who
sleeps on and obtains his meals on
premises, but under the Act he is a
person who habitually obtains meals on
the premises as distinct from the lodger
who sleep~ and gets his meals on the
premise~.

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-I thank the
Minister for his explanation because I
think he has made the position clea:c.
Under this provision, it will be possible
for a waitress to entertain friends at the
hotel after the ordinary trading hours
or on Sundays. I urge members to vote
against the clause.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I move-That the
following
sub-clause be
inserted.. (4) In SUb-section (1) of section 187 of
the principal Act after the word .. boarder"
there shall be inserted the words .. or
inmate ".
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I shall move amendments to later sections
so as to make the exempted clauses ecmsistent throughout the Bill.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Committee divided on the clause,
as amended (the Hon. D. J. Walters in
the chair)Ayes
17
Noes
14
Majority for the clause,
as amended

3

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Arnott
Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Fraser
Galbally
Gartside
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rawson
Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:

(Ballarat)

Mr. MacLeod

Mr. Ferguson
Mr. Jones
(Doutta Galla)

NOES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Fulton
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Ludbrook
Mr. McArthur
Mr'. MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Chandler
Mr. Grigg

Clauses 20 to 22 were agreed to.
Clause 23
premises)-

(Dancing

on

licensed

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province) .---Members of the
Country party are opposed to this clause
for the reasons ~tated during the secondreading debate.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 24.
Clause 25 (Closing of bar-room during
prohibited hours).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I move-That the following paragraph be inserted
at the end of the clause:( ) any door by which admittance is
gained from inside 1;he premises to any barroom on the premises of a licensed victualler
or holder of an Australian wine licence shall
not be deemed not to be shut and locked on
Sunday or Good Friday or Anzac Day or
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during prohibited hours by reason only of
the fact that the door is opened solely to
enable0) the licensed person or his servant or
agent to enter the bar-room for the
purpose of cleaning the same and
the receptacles therein or of checkin cash' therein or of re-stocking the
bar-room; or
(ii) the licensed person' or his servant or
agent to leave the bar-room after
effecting the purpose aforesaid for
which he entered the bar-room.

At present, the liability is placed upon a
licensee to keep his bar-door closed from
6 p.m. at night until 9 a.m. the following
morning. He cannot even open the door
to detect the presence of a burglar, to
clean the bar, or to count his cash. The
proposed new paragraph fallows the
wording of the recommendation of the
Royal Comm.ission on this aspect.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted with
consequential amendments.
Clause 26 (Licensed victuallers to keep
bar-rnom open during authorized hours
and not to sell liquor on other parts of
licenJ:;ed premises unless also available
in bar-room).
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY (Melbourne
West Province).-I support the clause, as
it will remove an abuse that crept into
the hotel trade during the war period,
and st·ill persists in some localities, where
hotelkeepers close their bars for long
periods. Now that liquor supplies are
adequate, there is no need for that to be
done. In my province, one licensee closes
his bar on Saturday afternoons. The
clause will prevent licensees from closing
their bars with the idea of selling liquor
only in lounges, where higher prices are
charged. In future, hotelkeepers will be
compelled to give the service to which
the public is entitled.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 27 to 30.
Clause 31 (Power of construction
authorities to establish canteens and
authorize sale of liquor therein).
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-This clause deals with a
matter that has heen contentious for
many years past, namely, whether there
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should be permitted a canteen where
there are thousands of men at work on
some big country job. I am pleased with
this clause and congratulate the Government upon it. A number of big works is
being proceeded with in country districts
of the State at the present time. One
of these is at the Eildon weir.
The
nearest hotel is about 10 miles from the
weir and at the end of each day there
is a rush on the part of the workers to
get to the hotel. It is not only a matter
of what they drink there before closing
time but also of what they take back
to the camp, and some of the liquor consumed is perhaps not of the best quality.
I am told that a bull-dozer has had to be
used at the camp to plough the" dead
marines" into the ground.
The nearest hotel to the Kiewa works
is also some distance away and the same
conditions have obtained there as at the
Eildon job. Here again, it is not only a
matter of what the men drink, but of
what they take away with them. I
realize that people will drink and
gamble and that no legislation will stop
them. The next best thing is· to impose
control. In the case of big country construction works the best method C1f controlling the drink traffic is to permit the
setting up of canteens where the works
are in progress. I commend the Government for taking the step provided by this
clause which should settle once and for
all the present day conditions which have
proved contentious over a long period
of years.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 32 (Provision for community
hotels).
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I merely want to
register my dislike of the fact of a
municipality being enabled by this clause
to enter into hotelkeeping with the ratepayers' money. The province of a municipal council is the provision of roads and
other such amenities; seeing, however,
th~t the ratepayers will continue to have
control over councils by way of annual
elections, I m'erely register my protest
against the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
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Postponed clause 18 (Uelivering liquor I have seen persons stupidly drunk and
not knowing what they are doing and yet
to children).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of a hotelkeeper has continued to supply
Labour) .-Sub-clause (3) of this clause them with as much grog as they could
provides for the amendment of section continue to take. I recall that in Western
193 of the principal Act. It reads:- Australia there were, when I was travelIn section one hundred and ninety-three ling through that State, three Government hotels, each of which showed a
of the principal Actfa.irly handsome profit on its running. In
(a) in sub-sections (1) and (2)each of these hotels a manager had been
(0 for the word "sixteen" there
shall be substituted the installed at a decent salary. It was of
word eighteen";
no advantage to him however much or
(ii) for the word
Two" there little a man drank and so, if the m·anagel'
shall be sUbstituted the
saw a person taking too much drink on
word Twenty" ;
(iii) for the word "Five" there the premises, he refused to provide him
shall be substituted the with any more.
word "Fifty" ;
I know of a rural mining town where
(b) in sub-section (3) for the word" sixteen" (wherever occurring) there a miner had been at work and had
shall be substituted the word managed to. save £50 in the course of a
" eighteen."
year, intending to take a holiday in
I moveMelbourne. On his way he called at the
That the following paragraphs be added first hotel, and that was as far as he got.
to the sub-clause:He never saw Melbourne, and his £50
( ) in sub-section (1) the words excepting only such liquor as is sold or delivered was gone. I once worked in a mine willi
in corked and sealed vessels in quantities a man for a mate who was probably the
not less than one reputed pint for con- meanest who ever lived. He subsisted on
sumption off the premises are hereby pancakes for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
repealed;
This little mine was about 3 miles out
( ) in SUb-section (2) the words" except- of the nearest township. 'My mate never
ing as aforesaid" are hereby repealed;
went into the township for months at a
The simple explanation of these amend- time, but on one occasion he visited the
ments is that section 193 makes it an hotel and took too m'any drinks. Then
offence for a licensed person to sell or he became quite a different man. There
deliver to a person under the age of was a show on in the town that evening
sixteen years for' consumption by any and he bought tickets for everybody and
person on or off the premises any liquor drinks for everybody also. He finished
in an unsealed container. In this clause up by having a fight and getting himself
the Government is providing for an ex- locked up.
tension of the age from sixteen to
In the case of a man such as that,
eighteen years and also for an increase
an
hotelkeeper may be prepared to
of the penalties. It was put to the
Government in the course of representa- proviQe him with drinks so long as he
tions that it was desired to go further has any money left, even though the man
and to prohibit the selling or delivering may be so intoxicated as "not to know
to any person under the age of eighteen what he is doing. It is abhorrent to see
years of liquor of any sort whether in an an hotelkeeper continuing to serve liquor
unsealed or a sealed container or corked in such circumstances. Therefore I am
or uncorked, and that is the effect of my pleased to see this provision in the Bill
and commend the Government for it.
amendment.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthThe Hon. PAUL JONE~ (Doutta Galla
Province).-I am very pleased to see the Eastern Province).-The party for which
provision in sub-clause (1) of this post- I speak are thorough'ly in accord wi~h
poned clause for an increase of penalties this amendment and congratulate the
for the supplying of liquor to intoxicated Government on its insertion.
persons. I have travelled extensively in
The amendment was agreed to, and the
all the States and I have seen things that clause, as amended, was adopted with a
are abhorrent to any fair-minded man. consequential amendment.
/I

/I

/I

/I
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthEastern Province).-! propose the following new clause, to follow clause 28:A. In sub-section (1) of section two
hundred and fifty-six of the prinCipal Act
for the expression"or
(1) That any provision"
there shall be substituted the expression" (l) That a club is nO,t required in the
neighbourhood;
(m) That
the premises are in the
immediate vicinity of a place of
public worship hospital or school;
(n) That the quiet of the place in which
such premises are situate will be
disturbed if the registration is
granted; or
(0) That any provision."

This amendment adds to the conditions
under which clubs can be registered or
licences granted to them. These provisions in sub-paragraphs (l), (m), and
(n) are additions to the present rules as
set out in the Act. The court is required
to take these factors into consideration
when dealing with a victualler's licence;,
it is only reasonable, therefore, that a
club should have the same conditions
applicable to it.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-Mr. Byrnes has correctly
stated the position.
The amendment
means that what are now ~ermissible
objections to the granting of a victualler's licence shall also be objections
to the granting of a club licence. The
Government accepts the amendment.
The new clause was agreed to.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I propose the following new
clause to follow clause 3:B. In SUb-section (4) of section eleven and
in SUb-section (4) of section twelve of the
principal Act for the words "the transfer
of licences" there shall be substituted the
words" applications for new licences."

Section 11 of the principal Act
relates to a spirit merchant's licence,
and section 12 concerns a grocer's
licence. Sub-section (4) of section 11
states that the Licensing Court may
authorize the removal of any such licence
to other premises within the licensing
district on the holder of the licence
making application for such removal in
the manner provided by the Act. We
all know that it is proposed that there
shall be one licensing district only for
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the whole of VictQria. The effect of the
amendment will be that the applications
will be treated as requests for new
licences.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-The Government is not prepared to accept the amendment at this
stage. I agree that there is considerable merit in the proposal, and I undertake that it will be given further ctmsideration. If necessary, an amending
Bill will be submitted during the next
session. I do not think any disadvantage
will arise in the meantime, as the Act
will not be proclaimed for some time. I
agree that the amendment has some
merit because if the whole of Victoria
is made 'One licensing district, there
would be a tremendous area in which
grocers' licences and wine and spirit
merchants' licences could be transferred,
that being possible by following the procedure necessary for the transfer of a
licence in accordance with the terms of
the existing sections of the Act. I think
the matter would have tQ be dealt with
a little more adequately than is provided
fQr in the suggested new clause in which
it is proposed that an application for
transfer should be treated in the same
manner as art application fQr a new
licence. In my opinion, that would be
taking the matter too ,far. I think the
existing provision ought to be narrowed.
At the moment I cannot accept the
amendment, but I have not an alternative
proposal that would in my 'Opinion be
satisfactory. Actually I have been CQnsidering the matter during the last halfhour but I foresee difficulties that could
arise under Sir James Kennedy's proposal. I undertake that the Government
will give the matter every consideration.
The new clause was postponed.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I propose the following new
clause:AA. The principal Act is hereby amended
as follows:(a) In section one hundred and eightyseven after the word "boarder"
insert "inmate."
(b) In sub-sections (1) and (2) of section
two hundred and sixty-six after the
word" lodgers" insert" inmate."

The new clause was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
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LAND SETTLEMENT BILL.
This Bill was received froOm the
Assembly and, an the motion of the Han.
A. M. FRASER (Minister of Labour),
was read a first time.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY BHL.
The debate (adjaurned from December
9) an the mottian af the Han. A. M.
Fraser (Minister of Labaur) far the
secand reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(Narth-Eastern
Pravince).-As
the
Minister af Labaur stated in hissecandreading speech, this Bill is both a cansalidation af existing legislatian and an
amending measu:re. If the Factaries and
Shaps Act were put intO' effect, the stage
would be reached when practically
nO' thing cauld be dane.
I appreciate
that mast pravisions af the Bill have
been the law far many years. Hawever,
if the existing leg.islatian was implemented in its true farm, many people
wauld be placed in a difficult pasitian in
the carrying an af their business. I am
sure that this law is broken every day
willingly and knawingly. An army of
inspectars wauld be required to' palice
it and, if it were paliced effectively,
many caurts would be required to hear
the cases. It wauld be almast impassible
to' carryon if all the restrictive pravisians of this legislation Were implemented. Same provisians af the Bill
further curtail the warks af variaus
farms af industry.
At certain times af.the year, the day is
never lang enough for the farmer whO'
has to' garner his crop befare it is
d'estrayed by the elements. In. that
wark, We have been assisted by many
industries in country areas.
Far
instance, carriers playa very impartant
part in primary industry, and aver the
years nO' one can complain of the service
they have rendered to' primary praducers. Although, under the law, a
carrier is not permitted to' commence
operations befare a certain hour, nO' one
has taken exception to the fact that at
times he starts much earlier.
During
the harvesting of the flax crop near
Myrtleford, it is scarcely dayUght when
the first trucks pass my home on the
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way to the mill. They have been loaded
the evening befare, after the knack-off
time prescribed in the legislatian, and
by perhaps 5 o'clock in the morning the
carrier has travelled in the vicinity of
50 to' 60 miles from the property where
the flax was grawn to' the factory. It
would not be possible for the flax crop
to be harves!ted and' carted to the factory
in time if the carriers did not start
work early in the day. They like to be
wai ting when the flax factory opens to
unload the flax quickly, in order that
they might return to the farms for
another laad. It has always been foreign
to the upbringing of country people that
a restriction should be placed on the
time at which they should start and finish
work. I know that most farmers work
well intO' the evening, which is probably
the best time to be working outside.
During some portior:ts of the year, we
consider that our day is only commencing when some people are knocking off.
I know that the law has laid down that
persons in industry sha~l work a certain
number of hours and I accede to that,
but I do not believe that any restriction
should be placed on the times at which
they should sit art or finish work.
A carrier operating three trucks could
work the dock around if he employed
sufficient drivers, but under the factories
and shops legislation that cannot be
done. As a result, millions of pound~
worth of equipment is allowed to lie
idle during hours when operations are
not permitted. I can see no reason
why such a great asset should be tied up
during certain hours. I realize that the
hours af wark of a truck driver must be
restricted because there is only a limited
period during which he can continue to
drive safely. I do not, however, consider that the owner of the truck should
be prevented froOm using the vehicle at
any hour of the day. In many forms of
primary production it is necessary for
certain work to be carried out at various
times, but we are being restricted by the
operations of this Act.
When the
Country party comprised the Government I know that many Ministers became irritable when they found that
citizens who were trying toO carry out
work in the interests of the State were
subject to pinpricking as a resuli of the
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operations of this legislation. As a from 'Swan Hill to my home, reaching
result, it was not enforced: it is not Kerang short of petrol. As the garages
being enforced to-day, and probably it were not open I realized I would have to
will not be in the future. 1 do not . remain at that centre unless I was able
think Parliament should introduce legis- to obtain petrol. As we were driving
lation which will have an irritating and into the town I noticed a motor-car at
pin pricking effect -and tend to reduce a petrol bowser. I approached the person
in charge, who informed me that he had
the productive capacity.
nothing to do with the garage but had
Ci tizens who live in the outer areas of borrowed the key of the bowser from
Victoria are confronted with many prob- the owner. After some persuasion he
lems. For instance, there are not all agreed to provide me with petrol prothe amenities and facilities provided for vided that I gave him th~ exact money.
their leisure hours as there are in the A person who has to travel long dismetropolitan area, and it has always tances on business is placed in an unbeen the custom not to adhere strictly enviable position if he is unable to
to the hours that have been prescribed. obtain petrol when he requires it. There
Of course, that applies particularly to should be a rostering of garages so that
the farming community. If the hours a proper service can be provided. That
of commencing and finishing work type of service is supplied by chemists
applied to farms, I do not think it would and professional people in every combe possible to carry on. It is laid down munity. I can see no reason why that
that shops must not open before 8 a.m. system could not be adopted for
In country towns farmers can be seen the selling of petrol; nor can I see
waiting for the shops to open in order any objection to the use of a machine
that they may make a purchase and that has been invented for the sale of
return to work. Some storekeepers are petrol automatically. If a person is
on the premises prior to the opening prepared to install 'Such a m'achine dn a
hour so that the farmer may receive country town, he should be permitted to
some assistance. That is contrary to the do so. Some persons, contend that if a
law, but those people are trying to motorist is travelling for a considerable
render a service. If the legislation is diSitance of a week-end he should carry
to be implemented and policed rigorously a reserve supply of petrol with him;
the work in the State will be brought to that it is unfair to expect a petrol
a standstill until such time as one person retailer to remain on duty for the purdoes enough to enable a second to carry pose of supplying his needs. I point
on.
out that trams and trains are operated
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It will on Sundays, and that someone has to
create the establishment .of another drive them. In those circumstances,
why should it be considered unreasonhuge department.
able to provide a service for motorists,
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-That particularly in those areas where rail
may be so. I am not concerned so much services are nol available.
with that aspect as with the progress 01
On several occasions, I should have
our State. I do not think this legisla- been stranded had it not been for the
tion will ever be implemented in its true assistance of police officers in obtaining
form because, to police it, more in- petrol for me when my supply was
spectors than are at present employed exhausted. Frequently, it is necessary,
in the whole of the Public Service would in thp. course of my parliamentary
be required. The sale of petrol has been duties, to traverse my province, which
controlled for many years. The opera- is an extensive one, and I am unable to
tor of a motor vehicle who intends to carry sufficient petrol to make the return
drive outside the hours at which petrol trip. It is not unusual for travellers to
may be purchased must make sure that find themselves a long way from a townhe has sufficient petrol to enable him to ship during the period of one hour on
arrive at his destination. I remember a Sun day when garages are permitted
on one occasion, when I was returning to sell petrol. It seems to me that the
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persons who framed this Bill have lived
in the metropolitan area for too long,
and that they do not realize the
problems which confront citizens who
reside in the outback. The Government
alleges that there are certain exemptions
and permits that can be issued, but my
experience is that when they have to be
obtained to secure an every-day service,
ci tizens drift to something that they can
get as of right.
I am strongly opposed to clause 100,
which means that any person who is
normally engaged in the carriage of
goods may not commence a trip before
7.30 a.m., nor may he continue it after
6.30 p.m. The driver must stop his
vehicle at 6.30 p.m., even if he is 100
miles from his destination, and there he
must remain until the next morning,
unless he breaks the law and continues
his journey. Apparently, the Government desires road-users to go back to
the days of the pack-horse, when it was
necessary to camp 'Overnight by the
wayside and sleep with one's head
aga-inst a pack. This provision is retrogressive rather than progressive. In
my view, vhe whole of clause 100 could
be wiped out without causing any great
h·ardship to citizens. Its deletion from
the Bill would alsD ease many problems
that obtain to-day.
According to this Bill, a timber haulier
operating from Mount Buller cannot
start to bring a load of timber to Melbourne before half-past seven of a morning, and he must either be back again
at half-past six in the evening, or camp
'Overnight. I see no reason why the
haulier should not proceed on his way,
so long as he complies with the prescribed working hours of those who are
engaged in the industry. Every restriction that is placed on timber hauliers
will have the effect of increasing the cost
of homes that are built fDr citizens. At
the present time, many hauliers are
operating in defiance of the law, and it
is a case of whoever gets caught must
pay the fine. Surely, the operator who
is trying to provide timber for homebuilders at an economic rate should not
be penalized. It seems that the Governmen t desires tD proceed on its merry
way of restricting the production of real
The H on. I. A. Swinburne.
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wealth that is responsible for the prosperity which citizens now enjoy. The
Assembly removed from clause 100 a
provision which gave us a right.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I might meet
you there.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We
shall be glad .if the Minister agrees to
restore that provision to the Bill so that
it will be possible for us to get our goods
delivered to their destination. I am
pleased that he agrees with us on some
points.
Another restriction which causes great
concern in my constituency is to be imposed on the baking of bread. A baker
will not be allowed to begin work before
11 o'clock on Sunday evening. If he
wishes to bake between 7 and 9 o'clock
in the evening rather than at 11 o'clock
I cannot see any reason why he should
not do so. Under this proposal he will
have to leave his bed at some time about
11 o'clock and begin his work, and that
is an hour when most of us' enjoy rest.
No doubt if he baked earlier the condi tions would be easier on him and better
for the industry.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Are you in
.
favour of day baking?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
The Hon. A. M. FRAS~R.-If the
Government introduces a Bill for day
baking you will support it?
The Hon. I. A. SV\TINBURNE.-Yes.
The Hon·. A. M. FRAsER.-We have
been trying for twenty years before
various tribunals to get that condition.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I am
sure most country bakers bake in the
day-time. From my observations as I
travel around my constituency I am convinced that 90 per cent. of the bread is
baked in day-light hours. 1 do not think
that statement can be denied. It seems
to me to be foolish to force a man to
start this work at 11 o'clock on Sunday
night.
Clause 133 contains restrictions on the
lifting of weights by hand. A male under
sixteen years of age is not to lift a
grea'ter weight than 30 lb. and 'One under
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eighteen years of age is not to lift any- awards. Sometimes they are -jeopardized
thing over 40 lb. .The provision goes by the actions of employers who prevail
further and stipUlates that a female on employees to disregard the prescribed
under sixteen years is not to lift . conditions. I can quote a case that hapmore than 20 lb; under eighteen years pened a couple of years ago at the Ausof age not more than 25 lb.; and not tralian Consolidated Industries at Spotsless than eighteen years of age 35 wood. The award covering builders'
lb. I wonder how the difference of 5 lb. labourers provides for eight hours wet
was arrived at for the male and female pay a week. I recall that a foreman
of eighteen years of age.
requested employees to disregard that
condition during wet weather. At the
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Under the time I was acting shop steward. On
transport arrangements the female has the first occasion when he asked them
become the packhorse of the community. to go on working I unknowingly acThe Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Many quiesced. I doubted the wisdom of the
city lads play football all Saturday after- move, and on making inquiries learned
The firm did not
noon and if they cannot lift 40 lIb. I that it was wrong.
am no judge. I should like to know on close down for the Christmas break, and
what the Minister has based the ability employees, who had not been on the
of a lad of eighteen to litt 40 lb. and that staff for twelve months, worked during
the Christmas period. One day it started
of a girl of the same a'ge to lift 35 lb.
to rain, and some of the men were workThe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I accepted ing in the wet. I remonstrated with
the recommendations of the experts. the foreman, and he said that they
When you were a Minister you said that always worked and he asked why any
you would implement the report. Now objection was raised.
Eventually the
that you are in Opposition you criticize manager arrived and endeavoured to
everything.
induce me to agree to the men working
in oilskins. I did so under protest as
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-I asked I was not sure of the position. The union
a simple question. I have criticized the office was closed and the organizer was
experts and wished to know how the out on another job. The oilskins were not
difference of 5 lb. was reached.
produced, but the foreman had a canopy
raised over a truck. This was a tarThe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-YoU will see paulin and the men were expected to
the reason on page 24 of the report. work under it. The point is that even
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-I know those who were prevailed on to erect
that much time and labour have been the tarpaulin worked in the rain.
Although some members say that emdevoted to the preparation. of the Bill
ployers do not resort to these practices
and the consolidation of the Act. If I wish to let the House know that they
the Act were implemented completely it do. If there is rain for eight hours
would be impossible to continue primary during a week men engaged outdoors
production and the advancement of this are not to work during that time. This
State.
possibly does not happen often in the
city,
but builders' labourers who are on
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY (Melbourne
the
job
outdoors can be affected by a
West Province) .-This Bill relates to the
the award.
breach
of
Ministry of Labour Rnd Industry and is
really the industrial code of this State.
Any legislation which affects the means
of livelihood and the well-being of the
working community deserves commendation from a majority of the Victorian
people and also of members. As one
who has worked in outside industry I
have been very interested in various

This industrial code is to protect
workers when unscrupulous employers
and their staff seek to induce employees
to do these things. Such incidents occur
through ignorance in some cases, or in
others through shortage of work, and
the members of the union may fear tha t
if they do not agree with the foreman's
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request they may lose their jobs. There
are other aspects of the prDpDsals in
the Bill tD which I wDuld like tD allude.
One of them is the part pertaining to
boiler inspectors, who are very important
workers. There is a yearly 'Overhaul of
bDilers. The inspector knDws the boiler,
and in due time may notice that some of
its tubes should be replaced, and he sees
that that wDrk is done. But fDr those
inspectors a number of accidents would
happen in factDries and employees would
be injured. F·actory inspectors are also
important officers because some employers are not careful in observing the
safety precautions. An inspector will
insist that certain steps for the protection of the operators are taken in
regard to moving machinery. It is up
to the employees to see that the factory
inspectors are notified of any neglect of
conditions ordered for their benefit.
Included in the Bill are provisions relating to the long-service legislation
which was agreed to this session. I desire
to take this opportunity to correct a
statement which might prejudice me. In
October last an hDnDrable- member was
addressing this HDuse, and was talking
of workers who had requested payment
in lieu of long-service leave. I desired
to ascertain whether or not those concerned were trade unionists, and made
inquiry by interjection whereupon he
retortedYes. They were better trade UniDnIsts
than the honDrable member. They have
subscribed to the principles of Labour all
their lives and they have never ratted on
their cDmrades.

At the time, I did not have an opportunity to reply, but now I wish to clear
my name. Perhaps the honorable member may not have been alluding to the
fact that I have ever" ratted." I wish
to inform members and all other persons
in the State that I have never" ratted."
r trust the day will never CDme when I
shall do so.
Rates of wages and industrial working conditions are of great importance
to the majority of people because they
work for wages. The Bill will ensure
the provision of certain amenities by
employers. For instance, it will be an
The Hon. A. J. Bailey.
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offence for employees to eat lunch in
the vicinity 'Of certain manufacturing
prDcesses and, cDnsequently, emplDyers
will have to provide accommodation so
that their employees may eat in comfort.
I pay tribute to those CDncerns that
have provided canteens. Recently, I
had the privilege of inspecting a canteen
opened by Gen~ral Motors-Holden at
Fisherman's Bend. It is the finest I
have seen, and it cost thDusands of
pDunds. Although it has seating accommodation for a large number of
employees, the management finds it
necessary to roster the luncheon interval
into three set periods so that all
employees may enjoy the facilities of
the canteen.
I shall now discuss what was a prewar practice of some employers. They
so arranged their work that the outcome
was over-production. After the cessation
of hDstilities, the cry was "produce or
perish." It was said that increased
production was needed and the workers
gave greater production. When import
restrictions were imposed, a period of
recession was experienced, and many
workers lost their jobs. That happened
in my own case. In 1938, I was an
employee of the McKay Massey Harris
Proprietary Limited and in the twelve
months prior to November, 1938, the
firm instituted shUt-work. It overproduced, and in November of that year
more than 1,000 employees were put off.
I was one of them and I did not like
what the firm did at the time, because
I had beCDme engaged to be married
only two months previously. In the
long run, I found that the firm's action
was the best thing that could have
happened tD me. I remained in the
engineering industry and I gained
wider experience in my next employment.
Over-production is of no use to the
worker because he suffers in the long
run. That is the attitude adopted by
many workers when they are asked to
increase production. The McKay Massey
Harris organiza tion could not obtain
workers during the war nor after the
war; they have never had the same
number of employees as they had in
1938. I think honorable members
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should know these facts because the Bill
will cover happenings of the kind I
have mentioned.
The Bill also provides that workers
shall be given two weeks' annual leave.
That amenity has operated for a number
of years in some callings. While I was
employed at McKay's, I was working
under the Fe dera'l harvester award.
which provided that a certain amount of
the weekly wage would cover the holiday
period. However, at Christmas-time,
the firm closed down for a longer period
than the court had anticipated. Although
an employee was paid for a week of the
period, he was off for three weeks, and
was not paid for the public holidays.
He had to commence a fresh engagement in January. Now that the Bill
provides for payment for two weeks'
annual leave and public holidays, the
position I have mentioned will be
obviated in the future. I trust that the
bad old days will never return. The Bill
will improve the lot of workers and I
support it.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-The Bill is a comprehensive
measure and contains 193 clauses. It
deals mainly with the consolidation of
the various Acts governing shops,
factories, and industries generally. The
measure is long overdue, and I commend
the Government on the work that has
been done in the preparation of the consolida tion of the Acts. Their history is
most interesting and has pointed the way
to many reforms, leading to peace and
co-operation in industry. For some years,
it appeared as if the awards of the
Commonwealth Arbitration Court would
lead to the doing away with wages
Boards. It was then anticipated that
there would be only one big union, but
since that time wages Boards have
played an important part in the -industrial life of Victoria and have benefited
both employers and employees. I can
speak with knowledge of the wages
Board system because I was a member of
a Board for many years.
Different clauses
country industries.
an aggregation of
small employer is

of the Bill affect
The trend is to form
employers but the
still an important
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factor in the econom.ic life of the community. I wish to discuss the effects of
clause 100. Mr. Swinburne made an
excellent contribution" to the debate on
this question showing the effects of the
clause on country industries and the work
of primary producers. Sub-clause (2)
contains various exemptions from the
restriction placed on the hours for the
cartage of goods and so on, and in Committee I shall move that a further exemption be included to cover the saw-milling
industry, which has changed completely
in recent years. Sawmills are not now
situated in forest areas and there should
be no restriction on the cartage of
timber to the m·ills; logs have to be transported long distances. In the Heyfield
area, nine new mms have beenestablished within the last few years; a new
township has grown up around tlie mills.
It is anticipated that for each of the next
twelve years, an average of 44,000,000
super. feet of timber will come from that
area and so the carr.iage of logs is essential for the continuity of the industry.
One could speak for a long time on
the restrictions that will be imposed by
the Bill. The Government has in troduced the measure in the dying hours
of the session and it has imposed a
tremendous task upon members by asking
them to discuss its 193 clauses at this
stage. We must acquiesce in the wish
of the Government to have the Bill
passed, because, in the main, the consolidation is absolutely essential. I trust
that the Government will agree to an
exemption for the cartage of logs to
timber mills. The logs have to be transported a distance of 60 miles and it will
not be easy for the persons concerned
t.() conform to the underlying prinoiples
of clause 100. In the circumstances I
shall content myself with saying that,
in the main, the Bill is a good one. I
hope that the Minister in charge of it
will be prepared to meet the requests
made by Mr. Swinburne, who is responsible for this measure on behalf of
my party.
The motion was agreed to.
The BHI was read a second time and
committed.
Olauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
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Clause 3, specifying interpretations,
and providing, inter alia.. Factory means any premises or place
where :any manufacturing process is carried
on and where.
(a) Two or more persons are directly or
indirectly employed in such process
(whether on their own account or
behalf or for hire or reward); or
II

(b)

if
(i)

:any Chinese person
employed;
or

is

so

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-In my second-reading speech I stressed the view that it was
object,ionable to select the people of one
nationality for special mention in a piece
of legislation. I consider' it as being
in some ways derogatory. I have been
in the furniture business for some years,
and I think it would be necessary to
send out an expedition to find a Chinese
working in the furniture trade-one who
had not been in Australia for any long
period. I understand that a great effort
is being made, more especially by the
Labour party, to establish good relationships with China. I suggest that the
references to Chinese in the interpretation of the" factory" should be omitted.
as should all allusions to the necessity
for their goods being stamped. I moveThat sub-paragraph (0 be omitted.

The Hon. A. 1\1. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I do not want to engage in
a discussion of matters which may
more properly be brought within the
jurisdiction of the Federal Parliament.
The history of .legislation in Victoria
shows that there was very good reason
for a definition in respect of factories.
The evidence at the moment does not
lead one to believe that the time is
opportune to repeal any part of the
definition. I do not propose to say anything that might reflect in 'any way on
Chinese or any other foreign race. The
Government is not prepared to agree to
the omission of the sub-paragraph in
question. I remind the Committee that
only last week the Furniture Guild of
Australia, through its responsible officers,
in terviewed me concerning matters associated with the stamping of furniture.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I appreciate that the
Furniture Guild of Australia desires that
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furniture shall be stamped, so as Ito
indicate its origin. That part of the
definition to which I take exception seems
to me to be improper in a legislative
enactment. As regards the stam'ping of
furniture, I would point out that the
Tardff Board is the body to consider the
question of duties and how much furniture should come into Australia from
abroad.
The Hon A. M. FRAsER.-The clause
does not deal with importations.
Tne Hon. A. G. vVARNER.-In a later
portion of the Bill there is reference to
the importation of goods. The Federal
Governmen t has jurisdiction over all
customs questions. There is nothing to
stop the Furniture Guild of Australia
from applying for the imposition of a
duty if it considers that the productions
of labour in another country warrant the
application of a higher rate of duty. The
percentage of imported furniture is very
small. Furniture is particularly cumbersome, and the transport cost is so
high that the industry is known from
an economic point of view as a sheltered
one, as is the building industry, for
example.
Surely we do not need
archaic legislation on the statute-book,
especially when it contains provisions
of a derogatory nature. I have visited
quite a number of ,cabinet-making factories and have never seen a Chinese at
work there.
'The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-My next amendment relates to the definition of the
expression "manufacturing process."
In clause 3 that expression is defined in
the following manner:.. Manufacturing process
includes any
handicraft or process in' or incidental to
the making assembling altering repairing
renovating preparing ornamenting finishing cleaning washing or adapting of any
goods or articles or any part thereof for
trade or sale or gain or for purposes ancillary thereto, and "Manufacturing" has
a corresponding interpretation.
II

It will be appreciated that anyone who
is carrying on a manufacturing process
becomes a manufacturer, and his place
of operation becomes a factory, subject
to all the applicable restrictions, in addition to those arising from its being a
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shop. I am unable to say whether there
is general appreciation of the difference
between a place being registered as a
factory and being registered as a shop,
but there are certain consequences. If
a person were merely engaged in tinkering with a watch, putting a plug on an
iron in an electrical shop, fixing a hatpin in a millinery establishment, or
making some other minor adjustment,
that would be a repair within the definition, and the establishment would become a factory. I move-That, ,after the word "repairing ", the
words "other than repairing merely as incidental to a retail shop business" be
inserted.

My sole purpose is to give an opportunity to the ordinary repairer to carry
out repairs incidental to his trade without having to register his premises as a
factory. The Minister may reply that
the inspectors will use common sense.
Undoubtedly some of them do, but there
may be others who take an Act of
Parliament in their hands, and try to
make a nuisance of themselves.

1953.]

who were unanimous in their views. I
think there is some merit in Mr. Warner's
argument, but I cannot agree to the
amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-To-day, I discussed
this question with Mr. Boykett, who informed me that he had not appreciated
the effect of the definition on small shopkeepers. I have no doubt that the
draftsman who wrote the definition of
"manufacturing process" had in mind
large garages and repair shops, and did
not consider small suburban shops where
the mere act of placing a hatband on a
hat could make the shop a factory in
the eyes of the law, with the full legal
consequences.
The Committee divided on Mr.
Warner's amendment (the Hon. D. J.
Walters in the chair)Ayes
14
Noes
17
Majority against
amendment

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-They cannot take proceedings.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But they
have to submit a report and refer the
matter to the Department. Surely the
definition is wide enough in its present
form and will embrace any substantial
kind of repair work.
Unless it is
amended many small shops where minor
repairs are effected will be caught under
the provisions of this measure.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-There may be considerable
merit in what Mr. Warner says, but
those persons he suggests are likely to
be caught under the definition were
represented at the Board of Inquiry by
a gentleman who probably knew a good
deal on the subject. He was one of the
employers' representatives who were
present throughout the inquiry. That
was Mr. E. W. Trend, who represents
the people who are doing this very
thing. In addition to that gentleman,
Mr. Boykett and Mr. Snape supported
the recommendation. I am not prepared
to pit my knowledge against the expert
knowledge of employers' representatives
Session 1952-53.-[123]
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Byrnes
Cameron
Chandler
Fulton
James Kennedy
Ludbrook
McArthur

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mansell
Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.
Tellers:

Mr. Grigg
Mr. MacAulay

NOES.

Mr. Bailey
Mr. Coleman
Mr. Ferguson
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Galbally
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Jones
(Ballarat)

Mr. Jones
(Doutta Galla)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacLeOd
Rawson
Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:

Mr. Arnott
Mr. Brennan

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 to 9.

The sitting was suspended at 6.10 p.m.
until 7.54 p.m.
Clause 10, providing, inter ali8rIt shall be the duty of the Minister in
the exercise and performance of any powers
and duties conferred upon or transferred
to him by or under this or any other Act
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to take all such steps as may be desirable
to secure the preparation effective carrying
out and co-ordination of measures conducive
to the industrial welfare' of the people,
including measures relating to(b)

establishment of employment offices
and the prevention and mitigation
of unemployment.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-I suggest that the
function of the Labour Department is
to ensure that certain restrictions are
imposed on various trades. At one stage,
the Department administered decentralization.
The Liberal-Country party
Government considered that the func. tion of developing the State, and in
particular decentralization, was opposed
to the restrictive policy of the Labour
Department. The duty of officers of
that Department is to ensure that
regulations are not broken, and the
whole of the Factories and Shops Act
is devoted to the prevention of something. The object of decentralization
is to persuade an industrialist to start
a new trade in a particular area. The
Government of which I was a member
though t that the two functions were
entirely opposed, and for that reason
removed. from the Labour Department
control of decentralization. Paragraph
(b) of this clause refers to establishment of employment offices; paragraph
(f) relates to the training of persons
for industrial services. Surely that is
a function of the Education Department, and, as far as I can see, was not
recommended by the Board of Inquiry.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-What about
the recommendation relating to vocational guidance and training?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I Should
have thought that referred to the supervision of apprentices, which has been
carried out by the Labour Department
for a long time. In other words, if a
person employs apprentices and does not
carry out the necessary provisions of
an award, the Labour Department will
ensure that he does so. There is provision in the Bill that power is to be
given to someone-it may be done under
regula tion--to train persons in indus-
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trial service. Surely that is a job for
technical schools. Parag~aph (g) readsThe initiation and direction of research
and the collection preparation publication
and d,issemination of information and
statistics relating to any of the matters
referred to in this section.

I appreciate that those words are to be
found, in part, in the report of the
Board of Inquiry. There is in existence
a statistics office in Victoria and an
enormous Commonwealth Department
dealing with the same subject; surely
we do not desire a third Department to
carry out precisely the same work.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-We already
have it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
true, to some extent. Recently, I
suggested that we might examine the
overlapping not only of Victorian
Departments, .but of State and Federal
Departments. There is no recommendation in the report for the encouragement
of the establishment, development and
e~pansion of industries throughout Victoria, as stated in paragraph (h) of this
clause.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-That recommendation is stated on page 30 of the
report.
.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
revert to paragraph (f), which readsThe training of persons for industrial
services.

I claim that a recommendation similar
to the provision contained in the Bill
was not made by the committee. There
is no need for it. The Minister of
Labour knows that the tendency of heads
of Departments and, in fact, of managing
directors of companies is to expand their
activities regardless. I suggest that if
ever there is need for the Labour Department to set up training schools in the
even t of technical colleges being unable
to undertake that task, the relevant provision can be enacted.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The Labour
Department does not train apprentices,
but it possesses the necessary authority.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In some
cases, apprentices are under the control
of private enterprise. A boy who is put
into a tool room is supposed to go
through a certain routine.
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The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The Labour
Department has complete charge of that
matter.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-:-There is
no need for the Department to enter into
the training of persons for industrial purposes. Paragraph (f) will give such
power to the Department.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The provision means nothing until an Act of
Parliament
transfers
the
relevant
authority to the Labour Department. It
is an empowering provision.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree
that there are no subsequent clauses that
provide detailed authority to the Labour
Department to establish technical
schools, but, in my view, paragraph (f)
represents the beginning of the expansion
of the Department. There.is no doubt
that the head of the Labour Department
fought like the devil to maintain paragraph (h).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-He did not
fight with me about it. I was responsible
for the insertion of the provision in the
Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The provision was not necessary previously. I
suggest that the paragraph relating to
the establishment of employment offices
should be deleted from the Bill, because
this function is already being carried out
by the Commonwealth Government. Such
a duplication of authority represents a
waste of money.
I move-That, in paragraph (b), the words
.. establishment of employment offices and"
be omitted.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-I am surprised that Mr.
Warner, who has a sound industrial
background, should waste the time of the
Committee on the discussion of aspects
of the Bill that do not matter a snap of
the fingers. Obv,iously, he has not read
the clause carefully, despite the fact that
he claims he spent a period of six hours
in reviewing the measure. Clause 10 is
merely a statement of what could be the
duties of the Labour Department if the
necessary steps were taken by Acts of
Parliament or otherwise to confer those
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powers. The clause commences with
these wordsIt shall be the duty of the Minister in
the exercise and performance of any powers
and duties conferred upon or transferred to
him by or under this or any other Act
to take all such steps . . . .

The object of· Mr. Warner's amendment
is to delete the word "establishment of
employment offices and" from paragraph (b), which readsEstablishment of employment offices and
the prevention and mitigation of unemployment.

The Department already possesses the
necessary power which it has obtained
since the days of the depression, although
it doe~ not operate to any great extent
now. Nevertheless, it is not known
whether there will be another depression; nor is it known whether the State
will be called upon to do something
about which Mr. Warner .is complaining
of. If Mr. Warner cares to accompany
me to the offices of the Labour Department tomorrow, I shall take him to a
room where he will see certain records
that are being kept.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Those
records were being kept before the Commonwealth established its offices in Victoria.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-They are
still kept in the Labour Department. An
Act of Parliament dealing with unemployment relief is still on the statutebook. In association with the Commonwealth Government, the Labour Department in this State keeps a common index
system so that people will be unable t'O
obtain both State and Commonwealth
assistance. A record is kept of all persons
who are receiving benevolent aid. I suggest that Mr. Warner should learn something about the measure before he wastes
the time of the Committee by asserting
that I am taking powers unto myself
under this measure. The position is that I
already have those powers as an established fact. If the provision complained
of by Mr. Warner is deleted from the
Bill, that power will remain.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) . -The Minister has
not yet explained why he wants to overlap the function of the Commonwealth
offices.
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The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 11 to 15.
Clause 16, providing, inter alia(2) Notwithstanding anything in the last
preceding sub-section, the Minister may
once in every year authorize any officer' of
the Dep.artment of Defence of the Commonwealth of Australia to inspect such records
for the purpose of tracing persons who have
evaded naval military or air force training.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .~1 appreciate that
in times of war that might be a
reasonable provision, but it does not
seem to me that this State should
be used for the purpose of keeping
records of people who commit offences
so that the authorities at Canberra may
be supplied with that information. The
Commonwealth Government possesses
the necessary machinery for collecting
and collating such data, and the, provision appears to be an improper one
in times of peace. I moveThat sub-clause (2) be omitted.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 am astounded at the
remarks of Mr. Warner. The provision
to which he refers is not new. Its purpose is to trace persons who have evaded
naval, military or air force training. I
am astonished that a spokesman of the
Liberal party should claim that my
Department should not divulge to the
proper defence authorities information
that is being sought concerning people
who are evading their obligations for
national service.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-1n peacetime?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The provision existed for many years in times
of peace. The Labour Government will
not depart from its principles in this
matter. It will render all assistance
possible to the Commonwealth Government to trace those who evade naval,
military and air force service.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 17 and 18.
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Clause 19 (Labour
Advisory Board).

and

Industry

The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham ,Province) .-Sub-clause (1) sets
out that there are to be seven members
on this Board, and paragraph (b)
statesThree shall be appointed by the Governor
in Council as representing employers from
a panel of names submitted to the Minister
by associations representative of employers.

I do not suggest that it would happen
but it could be that the associations
selected were not organizations generally
approved of by the employers. To get
over any criticism of that kind I suggest that we should name three bodies
and so I moveThat in paragraph (b) the words" associations representative of employers" be
omitted w.ith the view of inserting the
words "the bodies known as the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures, the Melbourne
Chamber of Commerce, and the Victorian
Employers Federation."

Those bodies are representatives of
manufacturers,
warehousemen,
and
retailers.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I am prepared to accept the
amendment. The clause is in its present
form because we did not know how many
associations there are representing employers. If the employers are ready to
have gen tlemen selected from those
organizations
the
Government
is
agreeable.
The Hon. T. H. GRIGG (Bendigo
Province).-Under paragraph (b) of
sub-clause (1) representatives of employers are to be selected from the panel
of names submitted to the Minister,
whereas according to paragraph (c) the
representatives of employees are to be
appointed on the nomination of thP
Melbourne Trades Hall. Why is there
that difference?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-1 do not know that we should
go into fine discussions of that kind, but
if the honorable member reads the
clause he will see that no particular
association representative of the employees is specified. We would have
invited employers' associations to submit
a panel of names if we had no definite
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knowledge of associations representing
employers. Now there will be no necessity to do that because under the amendment if the three bodies specified can
reach unanimity they will submit names.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
was clause ·20.
Clause 21 (Appointment of general
wages Board for specified trades in re. spect of which no wages Board determination is operative).
The Hon. A. G. WABNER (Higinbotham Province).-Sub-clause (2) of
this clause, provides, inter aliaWithout affecting the generality of the
last preceding section the Governor in
Council may(c) where the Minister is satisfied that
the majority of employees in any
specified trade or branch of trade
desires(i) that
a wages Board be
appointed in respect of such
trade or branchtake the necessary action . . .
for the appOintment of such a
wages Board, or (as the case requires) for the extension of the
powers of such wages Board.

I move-That in paragraph (c) after the words
majority of" the words "employers or" be
inserted.
II

According to the clause the Minister
will act when he is satisfied that only
the. employees want a wages Board. I
wish to bring the employers into the
matter. I do not desire to enter into
an academic argument on the subject.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I am inclined to agree to the
amendment. The majority of the employers may not be able to satisfy the
Minister on' the subject. There is not
much difficulty in satisfying the majority
of employees. Generally a majority of
employees can be secured because most
of them are members of trade unions. I
do not know whether we can find out
whether the majority of employers want
a wages Board. Once such an amendment is carried the obligation will be
on the employing side seeking a wages
Board to show that it has a majority
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of the employers.
As Mr. Warner's
side requires this, I will accept the
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 22 (Number of members of
wages Boards).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotha'm province) .-In some industries
it is necessary to have four or five members on either side of a wages Board.
According to sub-clause (2) the number
of members is to be four or six, except
where the Minister recommends a
greater number, and in that case it is
not to exceed ten. I suggest that this
will be a subject of dispute.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-It is seldom
that there is a dispute on this matter.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
advised that disputes do occur. There
is the Industrial Appeals Court and
employers and employees can argue about
the matter before that tribunal. Subclause (2) of the clause readsThe number of members shall be four or
six except in any case where the Minister
recommends to the Governor in Council that
a greater number are required, but in no
case shall the number exceed ten.

I move-That the words "Minister recommends to
the Governor in Council" be omitted with
the view of inserting the words Governor
in Council after receiving a recommendation from the Industrial Appeals Court
deteI'lmines."
II

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour),-We gave plenty of consideration to this matter. The Board of Inquiry
stated that a. recommendation increasing
the number of members from six to ten
should be made after the view of the
Industrial Appeals Court had been
obtained. We considered the proposal
and concluded that it would be cumbersome to follow that line every time an
increase in the number of members of a
Board was sought.
The Hon. A. G. WARNEll.-We would
like the amendment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If that is ~o
we will stick to the Bill. I do not think
I should put an unnecessary burden \)n
the Industrial Appeals Court.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-The Chamber of
Manufactures and the Employers' Federation ,are usually not strongly represented
politically on wages Boards. They do ~ot
have anything to do with the selection of
representatives for wages Boards as they
are non-political. It may be stupid on
their part, .but it is so. We should feel
safer if the amendment were included and
both employers and the employees could
go to the court. Some wages Boards
might cover many industries. Why is
the Minister not willing that such a wages
Board should go before an independent
tribunal?
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Because we
shall want seven or eight industrhl
appeals courts the way things are going.
The Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. Warner
to be omitted stand part of the clause
(Mr. Walters in the chair)Ayes
Noes

17
13

Majority against
amendment

the
4

AYES.

Mr. Arnott
Mr. Brennan
Mr. Coleman
Mr. Fraser
Mr. ,Galhally
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Ballarat)

Rawson
Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Tilley.
Tellers:

Mr. J'ones

Mr. Bailey
(Doutta Galla) Mr. Ferguson.
Mr. MacLeod
NOES.

Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Chandler
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Grigg
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McArthur
Mr. MacAulay

Mr. Swinburne
Tuckett
Warner.

Mr.
I Mr.

Tellers:

Mr. Ludbrook
Mr. Mansell.

The clause was agreed to.
Clause 23, providing, inter alia(6) In any case where after the lapse of
three months from the date of the Order in
Council for the appointment of any wages
Board or from the exp:ira tion of the term
of office of members of any wages Board
a sufficient number of quaHfied employers
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Or employees willing to act a'S members of
the Board has not been found the Minister
may appoint any persons who have been
engaged in the trade concerned to be
representatives of the employers or
employees on such Board.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-There have been
cases in which, although the necessary
action has been taken, the Minister has
failed to make appointments to wages
Boards. For instance, in the case of
the wholesale softgoods industry, the
Minister failed to make an appointment.
For that reason, I moveThat the word "may" be omitted with
the view of inserting the word "shall."

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-The Government is not, prepared to accept the amendment. The
Minister has some responsibility placed
upon him by the Act, and it is felt that
he should determine the matter' if any
conflict arises between the various
bodies. I am glad Mr. Warner referred
to the wholesale softgoods wages Board.
I remind him that in 1945 nhe three
members of that Board were members
of the Shop Assistants Union, which is
affiliated with the Trades Hall Council.
A couple of years later, when a Liberal
Government was in office, the representation was changed, and the Board then
comprised two members of the Shop
Assistants Union and one member of a
wholesale union, which is supposed to
be an employers' organization. When
the Country party Government came
into office, the position was made still
worse,
because
that
Government
appointed another member of the wholesale union, with the result that the
wages Board comprised two members of
the employers' organization and one
member of the Shop Assistants Union.
Last year, no appointment was made by
the Country party Government, because
apparently neither the shop assistants
nor the wholesalers submitted nominations. The relevant papers are now
lying on my table, and I shall make a
decision relating to the appointment
within the next week. I can assure members that it will then not be on its present
lines. If this amendment were accepted,
the responsible Minister might have to
appoint to a wages Board people
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strenuously opposed by all the parties.
The Minister must have a discretion in
the making of appointments.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-In view of the
explanation made by the Minister, I
withdraw my amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn, and the clause was agreed to, as
was clause 24.
Clause 25, providing, inter alia,(2) Members of any wages Board may
be reappOinted by the Minister for the
next following term w.ithout previous
nomination; but if within the month of
September in any year any association of
employers or employees subject to such
wages Boa·rd gives notice in writing to the
Minister of objection to the reappointment
of such members or of any specified member
or members appointed as representative of
employers or employees (as the case may
be) then the appointment 0{ aU the members of the wages Board for bhe next
following term shall 'be made by the
Minister in the manner provided by this Act
for the appointment of mem'bers of a new
wages Board.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-1 move-That, in sub-clause (2), the words" may
be reappOinted by the Minister for the next
following term without previous nomination; but if" be omitted with the view of
inserting the words "shall be reappointed
by the Minister for the next following term
without previous nomination unless
fl.

Recently there have been many complaints concerning delays in appointments to wages Boards. I understand
that appointments must be made shortly
after the month of September, which is
the month in which nominations are received.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Nominations
have not yet been received from many
organiza tions.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-1n order
to prevent the lack of nomination being
used as an excuse for delaying the
appointment of wages Boards, I suggest
that if no new nominations are received
the old members should be reappointed.
I do not wish to go into all the reasons
why delays have taken place, because it
might lead to another debate on cost-ofliving adjustments, and so on. I think
the Minister must agree that in order to
prevent the Minister of the day adopting
delaying tactics for some purpose or
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another members of wages Boards should
be reappointed unless within a certain
time other nominations are received.
That will not harm either the employers
or the employees.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 do not think the amendment
proposed by Mr. Warner will achieve the
objective he desires. Even if the amendment were agreed to the Minister would
not be compelled to make the appoint-.
ment within any particular time. It
might take him up to twelve months to
deal with the matter. However, in all
these matters a certain discretion must
be left in the hands of the Minister. For
those reasons I cannot accept the amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-The present members of wages Boards have been vetted
by a Minister, and all my amendment will
do is to ensure their reappointment if
no other nominations are received.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It does not
follow that because a person has a good
reputation this year he will have it the
following year.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I agree,
but if the Minister or the organization
concerned has made a mistake the
latter may submit another nomination. All I am suggesting 1s that if
there is no nomination received by the
Minister he should reappoint those members already on the Board.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to, as were clauses
26 to 45.
Clause 46, providing, inter alia(1) (a) A majority of the representatives
of the employers or a majority of the representatives of the employees on any wages
Board or any association of employers or
organization of employees concerned may
within fourteen days after the making of
a determination by the wages Board in the
manner prescribed by the general rules
made under this Division appeal against
such determination or part thereof to the
Industrial Appeals Court.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-1 move-That in paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1)
after the word "days" the following words
be inserted:" or such other period as the wages Board
determines" .
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At present the per.iod of appeal is complaint. If a person has a good case
. limited to fourteen days. The object of based on sound reason, that is a different
the amendment is to provide that if a matter. No one obtains an indulgence
.person has not been notified of a decision in the form· of an extension of time
he may approach the Industrial Appeals unless there is good reason for it.
Court with a view to being granted a
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinlonger period to make his representa- botham Province).-The argument is
tions. There have been cases where that no one obtains a right, as of right,
people who have failed inadvertently to to proceed to an appeal. The aggrieved
comply with certain provisions have person has to prove that he has a case.
been prosecuted. It is my desire to proThe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-He has a
vide that a person shall be given time,
if he satisfies the Industrial Appeals perfect right within the specified time.
Court that he has a reasonable case to If one asks for a privilege one must prove
a case.
make an appeal.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 cannot accept the amend- Minister is arguing in favour of my
ment. If the difficulty outlined by Mr. submissions better than I am able to do.
Warner is experienced, the Bill contains There is a right for the person to appeal
provision that the wages Board may be within fourteen days, and if he exceeds
called together. The honorable member that time all he can do is to go back to
cited the case of some poor country the wages Board, which mayor may not
storekeeper who may have had some consent. He has no r.ight of appeal nor
The appeal
injustice done to him because he had any right to be heard.
tribunal
may"
wipe
him
cold,"
although
heard nothing about the matter. The
idea is to allow such a person to appeal. there is no reason why it should not do
But why would he wish to appeal to the so if the man has not a sound case.
court?
The proper thing for him Surely if he has not heard of the proto do is to have his case heard by vision specifying the period he should
the proper and logical tribunal, instead have a right to go to the appeals tribunal
of his having to appear before the Indus- and say "I should like my case heard."
trial Appeals Court. The circumstances Otherwise he has to be prosecuted.
The amendment was negatived.
would be these: In the first place, some
injustice is done to him; in the second
The clause was agreed to, as were
place, under the Act he has fourteen days clauses 47 to 50.
in which to lodge an appeal, but he does
Clause 51 (Department to approve
not hear anything about it, and so he has
plans for factories).
to make an application to the court for
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinan extension of time for the purposes of
an appeal. The court extends the time botham Province).-I propose that this
and then the man goes to the Industrial clause be omitted. There is a code of
Appeals Court saying "I never had an building regulations which are adminisopportuni ty of being heard. Will you tered, in the main, by representatives of
send this matter back to the wages municipal councils. In other words, the
Board?" The court, having heard the building regulations form a minimum
case may say "Yea" or "Nay." The or a maximum that may be demanded in
Government says, in effect, ., Instead of respect of factory construction.
In
the man going through all that cum- various other circumstances a manufacbersome procedure, let him go back to turer has to comply with other regulations. If one were proposing to construct
the Board."
a
factory on a Crown leasehold, he
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Has he the
would
have to satisfy the Crown' lands
right to expect a wages Board to be
authorities and the municipality. Under
assembled?
clause 51 he would have to satisfy the
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Of course Department of Labour and Industry also.
not ? We are not going to call a wages It is quite appreciated that after a facBoard together for everyone who has a tory has been built it must be shown to
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comply with the building regulations
before factory operations can be commenced. Most manufacturers who propose to build, employ architects, and the
municipality concerned ensures that the
building regulations are conformed to.
I think it· will be found that as regards
shops and factories there are innumerable by-laws, and when once those are
complied with, all the requirements
necessary under the various awards have,
in substance, been met. This Bill proposes that the manufacturer shall send
his plans to an architectural section.
What happens in practice is that the
manufacturer or shopkeeper has his
plans certified by the law authorities,
then by the municipality. In due course
he submits it to the architectural
section of the Labour Department. It
means a frightful amount of work and
fuss.
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of Health, the municipality concerned
and the Labour Department. If he has
done something wrong, by all means go
for him, but do not obstruct him all along
the line beforehand. If the Secretary for
Labour receives from a municipality
a certificate that a factory in course of
construction does not comply with the
municipal building regulations, the
appropriate authority does not issue a
permit for the continuation of the work.
There is no provision in this Bill turning on the question whether a municipiility may be right or wrong.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-We cannot
police municipalities.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I apprecia te that point. Let us assume that a
man has approached the municipality
feeling that he has a right to erect a
certain type of factory within the ambit
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-The health of the regulations. The municipal counand safety of the people are concerned. cil may not like him; it may not welcome
the industry. In that event, all it needs
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I appre- to do is to forward a certificate that it
ciate that point. If the applicant trans- is not satisfied. I submit that when
gresses any of the laws he is dealt with something has gone wrong there is
by the Department whose responsibility reliance upon an undoubted right to
it is to enforce the particular laws which prosecute the person concerned and to
have been broken. If he does not prevent him from using his factory if he
con'form to the regula tions the onus has failed to conform with the regulais on the Department to prove that he tions. The authoroities are then in a
has done something wrong.
position of having to prove, in a proper
court if necessary, that the person conThe Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-He has put cerned has offended the law. Let us
up a building in breach of the industrial
laws. Would you agree that if there consider the circumstances in which an
has been any breach, there should be undertaking may find itself in the process
power to compel him to pull the build- of putting up a building under the new
regulations. The proproietor approaches
ing down?
the municipality; he complies with every
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Suppose legal requirement about building regulathat a factory costing £1,000,000 has tions, and then he applies for a permU.
been constructed, is it suggested that The council asks, "Have you a permit
because the lavatory seats are not in from the Labour and Industry Departthe right position-according to the ment?" and he replies, "No." The council
Department-the factory should be
demolished?
The manufacturer, the says nothing at all beyond that its regufarmer, or whoever else has put up a lations are not being complied with. All
structure, has compJ.ied with the muni- it does is to obstruct the proprietor.
cipal building regulations and with all Wha t legal remedy has such a person?
the minimum requirements regarding He is in a completely hopeless position.
building construction in this State. Is there any reason why the Labour and
Having had the factory constructed, if Industry Department should have an
he has offended in any way, there is architectural section to determine that
power under the law to prosecute him a manufacturer desiring to construct a
through the medium of the Department factory is doing the right thing? It is
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bad enough when a factory owner or a possess knowledge and comprised three
shopkeeper is subject to a penalty for employer representatives and three
some contravention.
employee representatives. I regard the
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If the council members of the Board as experts and I
notifies that his premises do not satisfy am entitled to rely on their expert recommendations in preference to those of Mr.
the by-laws, what does he do?
Warner. Therefore, I ask the Committee
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The to agree to the clause, which is in acGovernment is acquiring an additional cordance with the terms of the Board's
power to ensure that every person who report.
proposes to erect an industrial building
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
must seek a perm.it. Why should such a
person have to obtain a permit? He must Province) .-Although the Minister of
abide by hea'lth regulations and the rules Labour has rejected Mr. Warner's sugges ..
of the Department of Labour and tion, I should like to point out that while
Industry. In future he will have to the clause will not affect large undersatisfy the municipality, otherwise he will takings, such as Ford's, H. V. McKay
not receive a permit from the Department and the International Harvester Co.,
of Labour and Industry, whdch must be which have architects and engineers able
supplied with a certificate by the muni- to submit plans which would satisfy even
the Department of Labour and Industry,
cipality.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-What is wrong it will affect many persons throughout
Victoria who desire to start small busiwith that?
nesses. Some of our large manufacturing
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Either Ule concerns started off humbly. Under the
Minister of Labour is facetious or he has set-up now envisaged, such men as the
had no experience of the delays which late Hugh Victor Mc~ay and Sir Macare caused in going from Department pherson Robertson would never have been
to Department and to municipal councils able to start their businesses, which have
for permits. A man who is ready to grown to such large proportions. A
start in business, having obtained the standard must be set, and the regulations
necessary finance, will find himself in of municipalities and the Department of
chains. At present if a man does some- Health must be compHed with, but Mr.
thing wrong he can be prosecuted and Warner's case is fully justified. Under
fined.
paragraph (b) as it stands, if a man
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Mr. Warner wanted to put up another room for
is aware that in spite of building permits, storage or materials or any other
it was often worth while for a person purpose he would have to obtain
not holding a permit to pay a fine of £500 approval of ·the municipality after
in order to h'ave a house built.
submitting plans and speci'fications.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In those Then he would have to satisfy
circumst.ances, the Department of Labaur architectural and engineer.ing branches
and Industry can refuse him a certificate within the Department of Labour and
if it is legally entitled to do so. If the Industry with grandiose plans prepared
Department is not so entitled, the at consider·able expense. On behalf of
aggrieved person can take some action small men throughout the State, I urge
against it. Under the clause as it stands, the Minister to accept Mr. Warner's
a small man who is trying to do some- amendment.
thing can be circumvented although he
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higincomplies with various regulations. There botham Province).-On earlier amendis no need for the Department to havp. ments, the Minister of Labour ignored
plans. but the Government should permit the op·inion of the experts, but now it
the Department to retain the power to does not suit him to do so. I have had
sue. Clause 51 should be omitted.
much experience in this field, but in view
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of the honorable gentleman's rejection
of L'abour).-I admH that I am inex- of my proposal, I now moveperienced and have no knowledge of these
That, in p.aragraph (b), the words" alter
subjects, but the Board of Inquiry did or" be omiHed.
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As it stands, a· person wishing to build
a factory must go through various performances in order to alter or add to a
factory or premises intended to be used
as a factory. I appreciate that additions
may be of a material nature, but alterations can be very minor. If a man takes
over an existing factory and he wishes to
change the colour of the lavatory seats,
that could be considered to be an alteration. There is no doubt that any inspector
wishing to be difficult will be able to
make much of the word ." alter" in
respect of matters which are of no consequence. I realize that the Minister of
Labour does not appreciate the obstructions which can be caused and the waste
of time and consequent loss of money
involved in correspondence and examinations in respect of minor alterations,
but I urge him to obviate the possibility
of more obstruction taking place than
is absolutely necessary by agreeing to
my proposed amendrpent.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 52 (Approval of council to
opening of factory).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-The clause provides
that, iof a municipal council does not
wish to approve of any building being
used as a factory, all it need do is to
notify the secretary of the Department
that the establishment of the proposed
factory would be in contravention of a
municipal by-law. Then the registration of the premises may be delayed or
cancelleq. There is no provision requiring the municipal council to state why
it is not prepared to approve of thE>
premises being used as a ~actory.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-Thecouncil
would recei~( reports from its engineer
or building inspector or health inspector.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Some
engineers are helpful, but members know
that even the Housing Commission hact
much difficulty with the municipal
engineer of the City of Heidelberg. A
person might be struggling to establish
a factory and he might have done everything possible to satisfy the municipality, yet he may merely be informed
that the registrati9n of his premises has
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not been approved. We all know that
there are personal prejudices and other
factors with which a prospective factory
proprietor might have to contend. As I
said before, all that the munici'pal
council has to do is to send a notice to
the secretary stating that the establishment of the factory would be in contravention of a municipal by-law. Then the
applicant for registration is in a hopeless position. There is nobody to whom
he can apply for legal redress. My
suggestion is that it should be necessary
for the municipality to satisfy the
secretary in each case as to the reason
why the registration was refused.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .-If Mr. Warner's proposal
were adopted the Department would be
placed in a hopeless position, because the
person interested in the faotory would
then be in a position to appeal to the
Department against the decision of the
council. In that event it would be
necessary for the Department to set up
a tribunal to sit in judgment as between
the municipality and the person who
wished to operate the factory. The
municipality would call its town clerk,
and its engineer, or some other officials
to say in what way the person had
contravened the municipal by-laws and
the appellant would bring along his
architect in support of his case. The
whole time of the secretary of the
Department would be occupied in hearing cases of that kind. The procedure
would be ridiculous, and I cannot accept
Mr. Warner's propos'a!.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Can the
Minister tell me of any way in which
the person who wishes to occupy the
factory could obtain redress?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Yes, he
could attack the municipality.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-But that
would be useless if the municipality
had written to the secretary of the
Department.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The
aggrieved person could ati'ack the
munioipality and point out that his
premises complied with the munidpal
by-laws and he could argue that the
municipality would be bound then to
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write to the Department and say that
the plans for the factory were in conformity with the law. The couvt is the

proper place in which any such matter
should be decided.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 53 to 61.

Clause 62
factories, &c.).

(Sleeping

places

in

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-Sub-clause (4) of
this clause reads as follows:Every person who lets or occupies or
continues to let or knowingly suffers to be
occupied any place contrary to the provisions of this section shaH be guilty of an
offence against this Act.

This provision could have some repercussions. The landlord might not be
able to do anythtng with the tenant,
and therefore the landlord could be
prosecuted for contravening this provision.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-That section
has been in the law for years. Its purpose is to prevent people from sleeping
in bakehouses.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The fact
remains that the landlord would be allowing some person to occupy a place contrary to the provisions of some Act or
award and he would be permitting those
premises to be used as a sleeping place.
Therefore he would be liable to
prosecution.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-The provision was inserted
in the law advisedly to prevent people
from sleeping in bakehouses and such
places. It has probably been in the
Act for 25 or 30 years and no one has
complained about it. It has no dire
consequences, as suggested by Mr.
Warner. I prefer to leave the law as it
is, because up to date no good cause has
been shown why any departure should
be made.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 63 to 80.
Clause 81, providing, inter alia(1) Save as otherwise expressly provided
in this Act all shops (except shops of the
classes or kinds mentioned in the Sixth
Schedule) shall be closed and kept closed(a) on Sundays, for the whole of the day;
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(b) on Saturdays, from the hour of one
o'clock;
(0) on all other days, from the hour of
six o'clock or, in the case of hairdressers'
shops and tobacconists' shops, from the
hour of seven o'clock;
(d) on all days when they may be open
at any time, until the hour of eight o'clock
in the morning or such earlier hour as is
prescribed.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I move-That in paragraph (0) of sub-clause (1)
the words "and tobacconists' shops" be
deleted, and that at the end of the paragraph the following words be added, "or
in the case of tobaccon1sts' shops from the
hour of ten o'clock."

The hours applicable to tobacconists'
shops in other States are as follows:In New South Wales the closing hour is
11.30 p.m. from Monday to Saturday,
and it is the same in Western Australia.
In South Australia a Bill is being introduced into the State Parliament at the
present time to extend the hour up to
which tobacco and cigarettes may be
sold. In Queensland the hours of trading for milk bars, cafes, fruit shops,
tobacconists, and cigarette sellers are
unlimited.
I desire to know whether
anything terrible would happen if
tobacconists and cigarette sellers were
permitted to remain open until 10 o'clock
in Victoria. A Bill has been passed
authorizing the sale of liquor with meals
up to 10 o'clock, and that is why I have
specified 10 o'clock in my amendment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-The Board of Inquiry
representing all interests recommended
that the closing hour for tobacconists'
shops should be 6 o'clock. The Government did not adopt that recommendation,
as it would have resulted in small shops
being deprived of one hour's trading.
Therefore it was decided to allow such
shops to remain open until 7 o'clock in
accordance with the existing law.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (NorthWestern Province).-I realize that it is
difficult to submit an amendment that
would be satisfactory in all respects. I
ask the Minister to consider the matter
closely. I assume that "tobacconists'
shops" would include the small shops.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Not necessarily.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-We all
know that at present the law is evaded
to some extent and that cigarettes are
sold in small shops to cHen ts who are
known. A law is not a good law if it
is consistently evaded, and I urge the
Minister to consider ways of overcoming
this problem. I seek leave to withdraw
my amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-The general purpose
of this clause is to overcome cases of
shopkeepers who have opened their
premises at one minute past midnight or
have remained open until 12.30 a.m.
instead of closing at the ordinary time.
It is a political view that a shop should
not open at 1 a.m. but I suggest an early
hour should be provided at whi<:h time
a shop can be opened as of right. Hundreds of people go to work before 8 a.m.
and may wish to purchase all sorts of
articles. A man may be asked to bring
something home or on his way to work
he may wish to buy a certain tool.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I do not
know that ironmongers open before
9 a.m. The clause includes the expression "or such earlier hour as is prescribed."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A case
was quoted to me of a person wanting to
buy some garage equipment before going
on a long journey.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-A garage
can sell petrol from 7 a.m. and also
other articles. That is regulated by clause
83 and the following clauses.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A farmer
desiring to go on a journey could not
buy provisions. There are many instances in which people wish to purchase
articles and some shopkeepers must be
anxious to give service early in the morning.
Why should Parliament stand
between a willing seller and a willing
buyer, provided the former is prepared
to pay an employee award rates? If an
opening hour of 6 a.m. was provided, I
think that would be satisfactory.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Which places
in Melbourne now open at 6 a.m. or
7 a.m.?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-A number
of people have said that they would like
an opportunity to open their establishments before 8 a.m. I refer to such
businesses as dry cleaners, boot repairers
and watchmakers. A number of garages
would like to do business before 7 a.m.
As the Minister is not willing to amend
the time stated in paragraph (d) of
clause 81, I move That paragra,ph
omhtted.

(d)

of sub-clause

(1)

be

The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).-I know a
country hardware merchant who is also
a builder. Each morning a truck is
driven into the yard of his establishment
at 7.30 a.m. The sheds have to be opened
so that the truck can be loaded to permit
his men to go out to their jobs. If I
or a local farmer wish to buy sc>mething
at that time of the morning this man
is not allowed to make a sale. Many
shopkeepers in country towns live on
the premises and they are doing certain
jobs before 8 a.m. It is difficult for them
to turn a customer away before 8 a.m.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour).-I think I dealt adequately with
this matter in my second-reading speech
to which I refer members. I relied upon
the report of the Board of Inquiry and
pointed out that the Bill went further
than its recommendation. The Government has reserved the right to make a
prescription for earlier opening hours
which could apply to particular trades
and localities. It is all right for members to say that some people want to
open their shops at 6 o'clock in the
m·orning. I asked Mr. Warner to name
any establishment that is now open
before 8 a.m., but he could not do so.
The Board was given evidence of.people
opening establishments at one minute
past midnight and decided that that was
wrong.
I do not propose to accept
Mr. Warner's amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 82.
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Clause 83, providing, inter alia83.

(1)

All shops for sale of petrol benzine

or other motor spirit motor oil or motor
accessories shall be closed and kept closed(a) in the case of such shops within the
Metropolitan District0) on Sundays and Good Friday
-during the whole day;
OJ) on Saturdays and other public holidays-before seven
o'clock in the morning and
after one o'dock in the
afternoon;
(iii) on other days-before seven
o'clock in the morning and
after six o'clock in the
evening; and
(b) in the case of such shops outside the
Metropolitan District(D on Good Friday-during the
whole day;
(ij) on Sundays-before ten o'clock
in the morning and after
eleven
o'clock
in
the
morning;
(iii) on Saturdays and public holidays-before seven o'clock
in the morning and after
one o'clock in the afternoon;
(iv) on other days-before seven
o'clock in the morning and
after six o'clock in the
evening.
(4) For the purposes of this section"motor accessories" includes spare
parts for motor cars;
"motor car" means motor car within
the meaning of the Motor Car Acts;
" shop" includes any place or premises
on or in which a pump for supplying motor spirit is installed as well
as such pump itself.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I move-That sub-paragraph (0 of paragraph (a)
of sub-clause (1) be omikted with the view
of inserting rthe following new sub-p.aragraphs:"( ) on Good Frjdays-du~ing the whole
day;
( ) on Sundays-before ten 0' clock in the
morning ·and after eleven o'clock
dn the morning."

The amendment will permit the sale of
petrol on Sunday morning between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. People
may forget to buy petrol on Saturday,
or they may use all their petr·ol on
Saturday and then decide to go for a
run on Sunday. At the moment they
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persuade a garage owner to break the
law by supplying them.
I think the
Minister is as well advised as I am on
this subject.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-The Government has considered this matter, and having regard
to representations made to it, ha~
decided not to alter the present law in
the matter of opening these garages on
Sunday.
The amendment cannot be
accepted.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I move-That, in sub-paragraph Oi) of paragraph
after the word "holidays" the words
"( other than Easter Tuesday or the second
or third days of January)" be inserted.
(a),

Garages are' now compelled to close on
holidays for the sale of petrol. If New
Year's Day falls on a Saturday the
following Monday could be declared a
public holiday. On that day a garage
is open for the purpose of repairing cars
but is precluded from selling petrol
from 1 p.m. onwards. The amendment
provides that Easter Tuesday and the
2nd or 3rd January will be excluded
from the provision so that garages will
be able to sell petrol during the afternoons of those days.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I moveThat in sub-paragraph (ij) of paragraph
the words" eleven o'clock in the morning" be omitted with the view of inserting
the words" twelve o'clock noon ".
(b)

People travelling throughout the country
on a long run may not be able to buy
petrol on Sundays legally, and I think
the amendment should be accepted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The Government cannot accept the amendment.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I seek
leave to withdraw my amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .---iI move-That in sub-paragraph (m of paragraph
of sub-clause (1), after the word
"holidays" the eX'pression "(other than
Easter Tuesday or the second or third day
of January) " be inserted.
(a)
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The amendment was agreed to, and thp
clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 84 to 94.
Clause 95 (Hours of trading by houseto-house canvassers, &c.).
, The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I urge members to
reject this clause. It is well known
that big stores enjoy a considerable
trade advantage. They possess the
power to advertise widely and to indulge
in bulk buying under favourable conditions, whereas the business of the
small shopkeeper is based on rendering
additional service to the community.
Frequently, the small businessman
gives demonstrations of his products to
potential purchasers in their own homes.
In country districts, canvassers journey
from place to place selling commodities
which they often carry with them in
large quantities. Many vendors offer
for sale agricultural machinery at times
and places which would not be permitted
under regula.r trading conditions. I know
of one electrical organization thart: sells
all of its commodities by canvassing
from door to door. I ask the Minister
of Labour to heed my request.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I am sorry to have to say
"No," to Mr. Warner once again. The
report of the Board of Inquiry favours
this clause. The Government is of the
opinion that, if certain people are compelled to close at specified hours, there
is no reason why others should be permitted to trade outside of those hours.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 96 to 99.
Clause 100, providing, inter alia(2) The restrictions contained in the last
preceding sUb-section shall not apply in
respect of persons solely engaged in(l) removing dead animals;

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I move-'
That in sub-clause (2), after the word
.. persons" the word .. while" be inserted.

I claim that the effect of clause 20 will
be to deprive persons of the right to
cart goods. I concede that certain
exemptions are provided for in subclause (2), but under sub-clause (1) a
strict limitation is imposed upon the
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hours during which road transport may
be operated. Provision is made that no
road transport may operate on Saturday afternoons and Sundays. The railways, however, can operate on those
days. Many transport companies make
a practice of pulling out of a Saturday
morning and travelling during the whole
of that day and the following day on
interstate trips, so as to get the maximum period of operatdng time from
vehicles that cost from £5,000 to £6,000
to purchase. I emphasize that there is
in this country to-day approxim'ately
£600,000,000 worth of motor trucks in
operation.
Under the provisions of this dause,
those vehicles will remain idle all day
Sunday and practically all day Saturday. Moreover, on weekdays they must
not start operating before 7.30 a.m. and
they must stop before 6.30 p.m. Probably
the Minister is prepared to accept an
amendment which will have the effect
of enabling those vehicles to continue
their journey after 6.30 p.m. I have
heard rumours to that effect. In my
view, sub-clause (6) is a bad provision.
If a builder wants to take a load of building material to the city, he must not
even move his vehicle along a roadway
before 7.30 a.m. If he obeys the law he
will arriive in the city area during the
period of peak traffic and will thus
cause additional congestion~
In other cities of the world, there is
legislation which prohibits heavily laden
vehicles from enteI'ling the city area
during the day-time .. In New York, it
is almost unknown for a truck to be
within the city limits during daylight
hours. Truck operators commence their
operations at night. I see no reason why,
if men are adequately pa,id for night
shift, they should not be permitted to
operate heavily loaded trucks during
the hours of darkness. One of the parking problems that confront the city of
Melbourne is that an attempt is being
made to use the avaHable parking space
for passenger vehicles and, at the same
time, to load and unload goods within
the city area.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province)-I, and the
members of my party, would like to see
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the whole of clause 100 omitted from the
Bill, because we appreciate Us many
implications. I am compelled to be
realistic, however, because Mr. Warner
has moved several amendments since
this Bill has been under discussion in
Committee, and most of them have been
withdrawn. Mr. Warner has suggested
that the word "while" should be added
to sub-dause (2). I would prefer the
word "principally" to be inserted.
Practically the whole of the load of an
operator might be comprised of perishable articles of food for human consumption, and a client might seek to
have included in the load a couple of
motor tires. If he has a full load of
goods in a particular classification, it
will be uneconomical for him to take the
extra load.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The clause
mr.ight just as well be given away if that
is the case.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I have
no desire to be critical. I have avoided
side issues and have endeavoured to be
practical in the example I have submitted.
I realize that while this
provision might have a good effect
in some ways it is so wide in tts
implications that there is no way
in which a carrier could meet it.
The haulier is to carry only what is
named in the schedule. I have had some
experience with the Transport Regulation Board and of cases instituted under
the Transport Regulation Act. I think
we can make the legislation too narrow.
I have no wish to see it so open that
the position cannot be policed. I believe
that if we use the word" principally"
instead of " solely" that would meet the
position. Then hauliers could carry on
their services instead of having them
completely eliminated between the hours
set out.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-If the word" principally" is used, the clause might almost
be wiped out. I would prefer to see it
omitted. My amendments have been submitted with the idea of providing some
relief. I cannot see why the Minister
wants this clause. The men in the transport industry are in the main reasonably
paid. Th~y operate under good awards
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and receive penalty rates. Some of the
interstate hauliers' employees are very
well paid.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I have seen
the pay sheets of some of those people.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I take it
that the Minister represents the employees. There cannot be any disadvantage suffered by them working all sorts
of hours provided they are properly paid.
Surely the employers would like to use
their trucks for the maximum time. That
would enable them to provide economic
transport. The public has raised no outcry about motor trucks being used at
night-time or during the week-ends.
Fully 30 per cent. of the national income
is used in the transport business. Australia covers more ton-miles of trucks
per head of population than any other
country, because this is such a big place
and its people. are dependent largely on
motor transport. The Minister should
agree to the deletion of the clause. I
should like to see the maximum amount
of freedom afforded and the most
economic form of transport carried on.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I will accept
the word "while."
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEast Province).-I wish the Minister to
give an interpretation of paragraph (d)
of sub-clause (2). The Bill states that
the restrictions contained in sub-clause
(1) of this clause are not to apply in
respect of persons solely engaged in(d)

carrying perishable articles of human
food.

I have an eye on the Transport
(Amendment) Bill from which eggs and
poultry are to be excluded. This is a
matter of considerable importance in my
district. Each farmer has only a few
eggs for rthe market and a public carrier,
starting early in the morning, obtains a
load from those producers. Will the
Minister say whether eggs and poultry
are perishable articles?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I have not
consulted the Department but I should
have thought that the answer was yes;
both eggs and poultry are perishable
articles of human food.
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The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-What will be the position of
a man who grows produce for market
and handles other articles on a commission basis?
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .-It does not matter Whose
goods the man carries, if they are perishable articles of human food they are
exempt.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-I should like to ask the
Minister to postpone the clause for a
while, say a quarter of an hour, to see
whether we could come to an agreement
on it. It has many shortcomings. Provision is made in the Bill for the exemption of var.ious articles. The Minister
also said that one could obtain a permit,
but that does not cover the situation.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.--Cover what
situation?
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-All of the
goods or the work necessary to be done.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is not
what is before the Committee. We are
dealing with the exemption clause.
The CHAIRMAN (The HOD. D. J.
Walters).-Is the honorable member
asking the Minister to postpone the
clause with a view to its further consideration?
The Hon. W. O. FULTON.-Yes. Provision is made for the exemption of some
industries but there are others that
should be excluded.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I will not agree to the
postponement of the clause. Mr. Fulton
had an opportunity at the second reading stage of the Bill to submit any proposals he had. Has he any idea of the
amendment he wants?
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-Earlier I spoke to the Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
about the carrying of logs in the timber
industry. I have received communications from members of the saw-milling
industry in Heyfield. I wish to move an
amendment.
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The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable
member will have that right later.
The amendment was agreed to.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province) .-1 remind the Committee that
the timber industry is operating to-day
in a different way from what it operated
a few years ago. When the mills were
in the forests close to the timber very
little carting was necessary, but as a
result of the disastrous fires and a new
policy that has been adopted mills are
now situated away from forest areas.
In the Heyfield district there are nine
mills operating and it is estimated that
44,000,000 super. feet of timber a year
will be removed from that area in the
next ten or twelve years. Those logs
have to be carted to LicO'la which is a
distance of from 50 to 60 miles. The
employment of many persons in the
timber mills is dependent on the bringing
in of logs. At certain times of the year,
owing to snow and rain, it is not possible
to cart logs, and it is necessary for a
sufficient quantity for the whole year to
be carted when the weather is good.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Why did the
Country party Government not make this
exemption when it was in office?
The Hon. W. O. FVLTON.-If representations had been made I would certainly have endeavoured to provide
exemption for the timber industry. However, many of these things are forgotten
until a new Bill is introduced. During
the period that has been mentioned by
the Minister there may have been some
contravention of the Act. However, we
have now reached the stage when a consolidation of the factories and shops
legislation is being considered, and now
is the time to deal with anomalies.
To-day the cost of timber is prohibitive.
I remember when hardwood was sold
at 8s. per 100 super. feet, but to-day
the price is £5. If the Minister is prepared to accept my amendment it will
assist the sawmilling industry. I moveThat in sub-clause (2), after paragraph
the following paragraph be inserted:( ) the carting of timber and logs in the
sawmilling industry.
(l)

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-Sub-clause (2) deals with
complete exemptions in certain types of
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carting. Those carriers who come within
its provisions can cart at any hour of
the day, weekdays or Sundays. Mr.
Fulton contends that the sawmilling industry has suffered great disability over
the years because it has not been
exempted under this provision, and carriers have not been able to start before
7.30 a.m. Apparently the matter was
not brought to his attention until to-day
or yesterday, and the Government of
which he was a member did not amend
the Act. Under the amendment, any
sa wmill in the metropolis could be opened
at 7.30 a.m. I explained earlier that if
a sawmiller in the country is under any
difficulty, either because of the weather,
distance or anything else, he can obtain
a permit and cart to his heart's content,
not only outside the hours on weekdays,
but on Sundays as well. The Government
is not prepared to accept Mr. Fulton's
amendment.
The HOD. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-In view of the Minister's
attitude, I ask leave to withdraw my
amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I know that the
Minister of Labour has been impressed
by the recommendations of the Board of
Inquiry, as nearly all his decisions have
been based on them. I move-That the following sub-clause be inserted
to follow sub-clause (5):( ) Nothing in this section shall prevent
any person completing his journey after
the hours stated in this section to the extent
only of tak.ing the vehicle animal or goods
into a yard garage or enclosed premises.

That was a recommendation of the Board
of Inquiry. Its object is to permit
people who are travelling long distances
and are delayed to continue to their
destinations. I am sure that if the Minister is prepared to accept this amendment it will afford a great deal of relief.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-I am prepared to accept
the amendment in a varied form. I suggest that the word" travelling" be inserted in lieu of the expression "complete his journey."
At' present the
Transport Act operates throughout the
whole of the State, but in regard to
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carting the Factories and Shops Act
operates in only the metropolitan and
certain proclaimed areas. Further, the
former Act does not fix any starting or
finishing times for unproclaimed areas,
but the Factories and Shops Act does.
The Transport Act prohibits entirely
carting on Sundays whereas under the
factories and shops legislation a carrier
can work on Sunday provided he has a
permit. The Board of Inquiry recommended, in effect, that the question of
hours should be on a State-wide Oasis.
Section 131 of the Factories and Shops
Act was intended to cover a carrier going
from an unproclaimed area to a proclaimed area, but that provision wHl no
longer apply. If a carrier left Mildura at
6 p.m. with a load of furniture consigned
to Sale and his place of business was at
Melbourne, under Mr. Warner's proposal
he would be able to by-pass Melbourne
and continue to Sale. I suggest that my
proposal might impose some limitation.
although the Labour Department does not
agree with my contention.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If a carrier
left his premises in Melbourne and was
journeying to a distant part of the State
within the proclaimed area, say to
Mildura, would he be permitted to complete his journey?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Yes, he
would not be committing an ·offence if
he was travelling after hours provided
that it was his intention to take the
vehicle into a garage, yard or enclosed
premises.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am prepared to accept the amendment suggested
by the Minister, and, by leave, I withdraw my amendment.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister of
Labour) .-1 move-That the following sub-clause be inserted
to follow sUlb-clause (5):Nothing in this section shall prevent any
person from travelling after the hours stated
in this section' to the extent only of taking
the vehicle animal or goods into a yard
garage or enclosed premises but such goods
shall not be unloaded until the next day.

That amendment follows the words of
the existing section, and a similar provision was contained in the original Bill.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What would
be the position concerning livestock?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-On weekdays livestock are exempt, and on Sundays no carting is permitted without a
permi t. If a permit is held the carrier
will be permitted to unload livestock.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 101 to 125.
Clause 126, providing, inter alia-(3) The occupier of every factory shop
office or building shall provide such heating
and cooling devices plant and equipment as
are prescribed.

The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I moveThat, in sub-clause (3), the words .. and
cooling" be omitted.

This is an important amendment. The
report of the Board of Inquiry dealt with
the question of ventilation but not with
that of cooling.
I am not certain
whether the Minister is aware of the
tremendous expense involved in installing cooling devices, and so forth. As a
manufacturer I can assure him that it
is cheaper to close a factory on odd
afternoons and on days when the weather
is extremely hot, than to install cooling
equipment.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The provision is in general terms.
The· Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If the
sub-clause referred only to heating or
ventilating equipment, it would be all
right. There are already regulations
prescribing that so many cubic feet of
air for every employee must be provided,
thus ensuring that the ventilating
arrangements are reasonable. I should
imagine that cooling devices in a factory
of 100,000 square feet would cost
between £40,000 and £50,000. I inquired from one member of the Board
as to whether that body had considered
this question of cooling devices, and he
answered in the negative. It appeared
that the Board had directed its mind to
ventilation and that the reference to
" cooling" was included more by accident than anything else when the Bill
was being drafted. The provision in
question may have some application in
certain industries.
For instance, a
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foundry could become exceedingly hot,
rendering necessary a process of driving
the air through. If the sub-clause contemplates any form of refrigeration or
water-dripping processes in a factory, it
is extraordinary.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister
·of Labour).-Under the regulations,
there is still authority to cover the
requirement mentioned by Mr. Warner.
In clause 192 of this measure there is
granted the power to make regulations
for the safety, cleanliness, ventilation,
cooling, heating, sanitation and hygiene
of premises. I would suggest that the
sub-clause to which Mr. Warner has
addressed himself would involve a prescription for a particular factory. There
may be circumstances-I cannot conceive
them-in which it would be necessary
to prescribe that a particular factory
should have some form of heating or
cooling; but clause 192 would still apply,
so I suggest that the honorable member
need not worry any l110re about the
matter.
The HOD. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-In clause f92 the
word " cooling"
is inserted.
The
average inspector who acts in a junior
capaCity generally has not much information about the consequences of his
recommendation in terms of cost. I suggest that the report of the Tariff Board
of last year should be read by the
Minister.
It contains a number of
reasons why we should be careful and
not go crazy on jumping up the cost
of production. In addition to the amendment I have already moved, I would
suggest that the word "cooling" be
deleted from clause 192.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-Sub-dauses (2) and (3)
of the clause now before the Committee
deal mainly with cases that warrant a
special prescription outside the regulation power. If it were desired to promulga1te a regulation it could be said that
in a certain type of factory the maximum temperature should be a given
figure, and such regulation could apply
generally. I repeat that this clause
suggests a prescription for a particular
factory. It may be that a factory has
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been constructed with a large quantity
of galvanized iron and so becomes extra-

ordinarily hot in the summer. The
effect of the clause is this: In such a
case the owner should take action to provide sui table cooling devices.
If he
refuses he will then be informed· that
there will be a prescription of the factory, compelling him to make suitable
provision.
.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-This could
be a tremendously dangerous weapon in
the hands of an ignorant officer.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It is the
Minister who is responsible.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 127, providing, inter alia-The Minister may from time to time
in writing require the occupier of any factory shop or place to provide in accordance
with such requirement(a) dining-rooms
wash-rooms
and
shower-rooms for use of employees;
(b) rlist-rooms for female employees;
(c) facilities for the safe keeping of employe~s' clothes and personal effects.
(1)

The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 move-That, in paragraph (a) the words" washrooms and shower-rooms" be omitted with
the view of inserting the words "and
suitable washing facHities".

I appreciate that there may be cases
in which shower-rooms are necessary.
In a dirty industry showers may be desirable. It has happened that the owners
of factories have been forced to install
shower-rooms which, however, have not
been used for twenty years. I realize
that Ministerial supporters consider that
no officer does anything stupid in relation to regulations. I have a factory
where there is a shower-room as required
by regulations, but no one has used it for
many years. The cost has been met by
the purchasers of goods. Costs generally
in Australia continue to rise owing to all
these restrictions. In the transport. field
equipment worth £600,000,000 is lying
idle for sixteen hours a day.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotha'm Province).-I move-That, in paragraph (c), the words .. the
safekeeping of" be omitted.

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.--It is only
fair that such amenities should be
supplied.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why provide facilities for safekeeping?
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.--Gne could
provide a locker and give the employee
a key.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-One could
not provide facilities for keeping one's
stock safe. From practical experience I
know that when lockers are provided the
average employee has too much sense
to keep his goods there; he places them
beside him at his work. I would suggest
that 75 per cent. of the lockers remain
empty. If the goods of an employee are
stolen from a locker the employer may
be in some difficulty.
By leave, the amendment was wIthdrawn.
The clause was agreed. to, as were
claus~s 128 and 129.
Clause 130 was verbally amended and,
as amended, adopted, as were clauses
131 to 140.
Clause 141 (Weekly holidays in shops,
&c., classified in the Eighth Schedule).The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) . -This clause refers
to weekly holidays in shops and so forth,
specified in the Eighth Schedule, including places where people obtain meals.
I understand that the existing section
provides that employees must have one
whole-day holiday and one half-day holiday. There has been an amendment to
the effect that the half-day shall be
taken from the hour of 1 p.m.
In this type of establishment, the work
usually starts ·at about 1 p.m. That
means that there will have to be two
full-day holidays in the week, or,
alternatively, a man will be forced to
take his half-holiday in the afternoon
and work in the morning when there is
no work for him to do or tips available.
The representative who interviewed me
on the subject assured me that the men
would prefer to take their holiday in the
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morning and go to work in the afternoon, when tips, which form a substantial part of their income, would be
received.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Were these
representatives of employees?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-They
were representatives of employers, but
assured me that the employees had no
objection to the proposal. The provision wili add to the costs of restaurantkeepers. I concede that, at establishments where three meals a day are
served, my argument falls to the ground,
but in most city eating places, except
hotels where people are boarded, meals
are served only at about 1 p.m. and
in the evening. I have no doubt that
employers will utilize their employees'
services during the half-day which they
must work, to their mutual dissaUsfaction.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour) .-This clause follows precisely the report of the Board of Inquiry,
namely, that those persons who work on
all days of the week are en ti tIed to one
full day and one half-day off. It is
strange that 'employees in various
establishments, who are members of the
Miscellaneous
Workers Union, the
Liquor Trades Union and other unions,
favour the provision and have not asked
me to change it because it will affect
their remuneration. For that reason, I
am not prepared to depart from the
Board's recommendation.
The clause was agreed to, as were
dauses 142 to 150, AA to 00, and 151
to 166.
Clause 167 (Notice of accident causing
death or bodily injury).
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinootham Province).-There is provision
in the Act that a factory over a certain
size must have a medical room under
superVISIOn. Usually, in factories, a
nurse is kept on the premises and a
medical officer covers a number of factories. Each one of such factories keeps
records of all accidents, and I suggest
it is not necessary for the Department
of Labour and Industry to keep statistical records of accidents. Accordingly,
I propose Ito move an amendment
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designed to obviate the necessity of
giving notice of accidents to the Department where the occupier of the factory
concerned keeps proper medical records.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Minister
of Labour).-The Government cannot
accept the amendment foreshadowed by
Mr. W'arner because the Department of
Labour and Industry will not be able
to investigate accidents unless the legislation provides that details must be
supplied.
The Hon. A. G. W ABNER (Higinbotham Province).-In view of the
statement of the Minister of Labour, I
shall not move my amendment.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
LICENSING (AMENDMENT) BILL.
DIVISION IN COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT (Sir elifden Eager).
- I have to announce that in a division
which took place in a Committee of the
Whole on the question that clause 19, as
amended, stand part of the Licensing
(Amendment) Bill, the tellers for the
Ayes omitted to record the name of the
Honorable A. M. Fraser, who was
present in the Chamber. I have directed
the Clerk to correct the division list
accordingly.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) (By leave).-Mr. President, as
one of the tellers for the Ayes I think,
in fairness to the House, I should indicate that it has been the general practice, when a division has been taken, for
Ministers to take their usual places in
the Chamber. In this instance, Mr.
Fraser remained at the table, and my
fellow teller and I did not notice him
there. I endorsed the number of members who voted for the Ayes as 16, but as
Mr. Fraser was at the table the correct
number should have been 17.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) (By leave).-As the other
teller for the Ayes I agree with the explanation given by Mr. Chandler. Mr.
Fraser was definitely sitting at the
table, but unfortunately we did not
notice him.
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TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport), was read a first time.
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings), was
read a first time.
RAILWAY LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from . the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport), was read a first time.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPLICATION
BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister of
Transport) , was read a first time.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(MORDIALLOC UNDERTAKING)
BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to authorize the purchase by the Gas and Fuel Corporation
of Victoria of the Mordialloc Gas Undertaking which is owned by the Mordialloc
City Council. For some years past the
council has had considerable difficulty
in carrying on its undertaking due,
firstly, to the obsolete condition of the
machinery and, secondly, to the development which has taken place in the
Mordialloc area.
The council has for some years experienced great difficulty in maintaining
an adequate gas supply to its ratepayers
and consumers. The plant would need
to be modernized at a cost of approximately £18,000 before it could provide
a satisfactory service, and it would be
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four years before the work could be
completed. The Gas and Fuel Corporation at present has a very efficient and
modern plant at Highett and already
supplies gas to the ciNes of Chelsea and
Sandringham and most of the City of
Moorabbin. In addition it supplies in
bulk to the City of Mordialloc more than
46,000,000 cubic feet, as against
112,000,000 cubic feet produced at the
Mordialloc works. Nearly 30 per cent.
of the gas at present sold by the council
is already obtained from the corporation.
The Highett works of the Corporation
are capable of meeting the requirements
of the City of Mordialloc, and it is obviously uneconomic to consider the large
expenditure required to bring the Mordialloc undertaking up-to-date when
existing plant of the Corporation is available. On the financial side, the council
lost £10,000 last year on this undertaking, bringing the to"tal accumulated
losses to over £30,000. Thus, neither
the council nor the ratepayers were
satisfied with the conditions existing.
With the approval of the Government,
therefore, negotiations were entered into
between the council and the Corporation
for the transfer of the council's undertaking to the Corporation, and the two
parties have reached an agreement,
which is set out in the schedule to this
Bill. The agreement provides that the
capital assets of the undertaking with
a book value of £127,000 will be taken
over by the Corporation for £140,000, of
which £14,000 is to be paid as deposit
and £7,000 half-yearly with interest at
the rate of 4 per cent. In addition, the
Corporation will take over book debts
and stocks at a valuation to be determined.
The council has stated that it is satisfied the purchase price will cover all
liabili ties of the undertakings as they
fall due, including the repayment of the
overdraft on the gas undertaking over
a period of years, and that the net result
will be that ratepayers and consumers
will receive a better supply of gas and
better service than is possible under
exist~ng circumstances.
The Bill itself
refers to section 28 of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation Act, which provides that
the corporation may acquire any gas
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undertaking subject to such terms as
Parliament
provides
or
approves,
validates and ratifies and to the agreement between the council and the corporation for the sale and purchase of
this undertaking.
.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I imagine that this is the
first gas undertaking which has been
purchased by the Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria. The legislation provides
that in the event of any gas undertaking
being acquired by the Corporation it
should be purchased on terms not less
favourable than those on which the Corporation acquired the Metropolitan Gas
Co. It would appear that the Corporation has made a very favourable deal.
The capital assets of the concern are
valued at £127,000 and the Corporation
is paying £140,000. I had an experience
of the purchase of a public utility by
the Government.. On that occasion, the
question of depreciation arose, and we
had to write off 3. 1 per cent. right
from the start of the undertaking. The
depreciation amounted to more than
£1,000,000.
People residing in the
Mordialloc district doubtless will receive
better service from the Gas and Fuel
Cqrporation than they are obtaining at
present. Owing to the rapid development of the area, the local undertaking
has not been able to supply the needs
of its customers. It has purchased onethird of its total requirements in bulk
from the Corporation. Apparently it
was too expensive for it to increase its
plant. At Highett, the Brighton Gas
Company had excellent works which
were recenUy rebuilt by the Corporation, and the needs of the Mordialloc
undertaking have been supplied from
there. The council is probably congmtulating
itself
upon
receIvmg
£140,000 for this concern, plus book
debts and stocks on' hand a t a
valuation to be determined. When the
public utility I have mentioned was sold
the stock on hand was worth about
£250,000 and I had a big fight with the
Treasury to arrive at a fair valuation.
I think all members can approve of the
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
1

GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(TRARALGON UNDERTAKING)
BILL.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is similar to that which the
House has just passed, and its purpose
is to ratify an agreement made between
the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the
Shire of Traralgon for the acquisition by
the Corporation of the shire's gas undertaking. Honorable members' will be
aware of the special circumstances
operating in the Latrobe valley area,
where the rapid growth of population in
recent years has heavily taxed the public
services of the area.
In 1946, the output of the Traralgon
Gas Undertaking was approximately
3,000,000 cubic feet, but due to the
general development in the area, including the building programmes of the
Housing Commission and the Australian
Paper Manufacturers Limited, the
demand for gas rose rapidly until the
council was faced with the problem of
providing from 33,000,000 to 35,000,000
cubic feet per annum. In those circumstances, the council approached the
Metropolitan Gas Company, as it then
was, for advice as to the best means of
meeting this extra demand. In the meantime, the Gas and Fuel Corporation was
constituted, and, in view of its intention
to supply gas under pressure from Morwell and Sale, the Corporation advised
the council not to undertake any m'ajor
reconstruction of the existing plant. The
demand on the undertaking continued
to grow and over the last year or so has
developed completely beyond the capacity
of the existing plant, to remedy which
would involve an expenditure of approximately £20,000.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation advised
the council that it was anticipated gas
from Morwell would be available in
Traralgon in 1956, and that the council's
facilities would then be required by the
Corporation. In all the circumstances,
and having regard to the difficulties
being eXlperienced by the council, it was
decided between the parties that arrangements should be made for the transfer
of the undertaking to the Corporation.
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I may mention that last year the
council lost £8,461 on its gas undertaking, and that the amount of the
overdraft 'at the date of the agreement
with the Corporation was £31,000, so
that the difficulties facing the council in
endeavouring to provide this service to
its ratepayers can be appreciated.
The agreement between the Corporation and the council provides for the
Corporation to execute . immediately
certain necessary works for the improvement of the plant, and for the Corporation to purchase the undertaking for
the sum of £43,600, paying £8,600 down
and the balance at £7,000 per annum,
with interest at 4 per cent., stocks,
debtors and materi'als on hand to be
taken over at a valuation to be determined. It is probable the sale at this
figure will result in a loss to the council
of some £11,000, but in view of the
likelihood of recurring annual losses,
the price is acceptable to the council.
The Bill recites the fact that the Corporation is empowered by its Act to
acquire the undertaking, subject to such
terms as Parliament approves, validates
and ratifies, and that the council and
the Corporation have made an agreement for the transfer of the underta'king.
I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province).-The Bili will enable the
Gas and Fuel Corporation to acquire the
Traralgon gas undertaking which has
been conducted by the Traralgon Shire
Council. It is ·a simple measure because
agreemen t has been reached between the
parties. For -some time, the undertaking has been conducted on an
unprofitable basis. In 1946, the output
of gas was approxim'ately 3,000,000
cubic feet, but now the requirement has
been increased to between 33,000,000
and 35,000,000 cubic feet per annum.
One can appreciate the position in which
the council found itself owing to the
rapid development of this area. I know
that the honorable member for Gippsland South in the Legislative Assembly,
Sir Herbert Hyland, has been making
representations to the Government and
the Gas and Fuel Corporation for the
Bill to enable the Corporation to acquire
the undertaking.

(Traralgon UndertakirIfJ) Bill.

Recently, the council decided to
increase the price of gas so as to meet
its ever-increasing expenditure. The
proposal was fought bitterly by those
who considered that the price should not
be increased. I understand that the
union concerned intended to approach
the Premier to ask that the council
should be prevented from making the
increase. Now that will be unnecessary.
The council will lose approximately
£11,000 from the deal, but that will be
offset in one year because last year' it
suffered a loss of approximately £8,000
on the undertaking.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation has
acquired gas undertakings at Mordialloc
and Traralgon. It is to be hoped that
other country municipalities which have
been struggling for years with gas
undertakings will be relieved of their
responsibilities in this connexion. The
Bill has the SUppOI'lt of the Country
party and I trust it will receive a speedy
passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its rema'ining stages.
SUPREME COURT (JUDGES) BILL.
The
Hon.
WILLIAM
SLATER
(Attorney-General) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to authorize an increase in the number of Judges of the
Supreme Court from nine to ten. I do
not propose to submit any considerable
argument in support of the Bill, the
justification for which rests upon the
growth of population and the increase
in the volume of work for the courts.
This has resulted in a serious accumulation of cases, particularly in two jurisdictions, namely, jury cases and the
cause list. Consequently, it has become
necessary to increase the number of
Judges. The matter was argued at great
length in the other place and certain other
issues were raised, which I do not propose to traverse. The extent of the
arrears of cases in the two jurisdictions
I have mentioned provides abundant
justifica tion for the proposed increase in
the number of Supreme Court Judges.

Adjournmem.
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In 1946, when the last appointment
was made, the number of outstanding
cases on the jury list was 75, whereas
the number of cases now waiting to be
dealt with is 465. In undefended divorce,
the position has improved materially. In
November, 1946, there were 782 cases
outstanding, whereas in November, 1953,
there were 309 only. In the cause list,
there were 93 cases waiting to be heard
in November, 1946, and in November,
1953, the number of unheard cases had
risen to 219.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-In the past, it has not been considered

necessary for Bills designed to increase
the number of Supreme Court Judges to
be passed by an absolute majority 'Of the
whole number of the members of this
House on the second and third readings.
This Bill comes from the Assembly,
however, with a certificate by the Clerk
to the effect that it passed that House
with the concurrence of an absolute
majority of the whole number of the
members of the Legislative Assembly.
For the sake of uniformity of prcceedings, and perhaps for greater caution, it
might be well tc ascertain if this Bill, 'On
its second reading, has the concurrence
of the majority of the whole number of
the members of this House. I ask those
who give their voices to the second reading to rise in their places.
1 declare that the second reading has
been passed with the concurrence 'Of an
absolute majority of the whole number
'Of the members of this Hcuse.
The Bill was passed through Ccmmittee and repcrted to the House without
amendment, and the report was arlopted.
The motion for the third reading 'Of
the Bill having been passed by an
absolute majority of the whole number
of the members of the House, the Bill
was read a third time.
LANDLORD AND TENANT BILL.
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message relating to
amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration next day.
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ADJOURNMENT.
RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT:
HORSHAMPORTLAND LINE: SUNDAY SERVICES-EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: CLOSING OF
GIPPSLAND SCHOOLS.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Minister
of Transport) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. L. ARNOTT (Western
Province).-1 am reluctant to detain the
House at this late hour, but I desire to
bring to the notice of the Minister of
Transport a suggestion which 1 feel will
appeal to the Department he administers
and which will be appreciated sincerely
by residents of the cities of Horsham
and Hamilton. My suggestion is that
the Minister should give consideration
to a proposal to run Sunday trains between Horsham and Portland during the
summer months, so that residents of
inland districts may enjoy the benefit
of a day trip to the seaside. 1 feel sure
that Mr. Thomas will endorse my remarks. He appreciates the beauties of
Portland. Last Christmas he and his
wife spent their holidays there, and I
understand it is their intention to spend
them there this year.
Apparently
honorable members are not aware of the
beauty of Portland and of the safety ()f
its beach facilities. I trust that the
Minister of Transport will discuss the
matter with the Railways Commissioners.
I am sure that my proposal would benefit
the people concerned and would add
materially to the finances of the Railway
Department.
The Hon. W. O. FULTON (Gippsland
Province) .-1 wish to bring to the notice
of the Government a situation that is
developing to the detriment of the
education of the children in certain areas of Gippsland. Apparently
difficulty is being e~perienced in
providing teachers for schools attended
by a limited number of pupils.
The school at Tanjil Bren which was
previously attended by fifteen children
has been closed. The only way in which
those children can now receive education is by means of correspondence.
During the war the Country party
Government's policy was that schools at
which there was an attendance of even

